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PREFACE 
_ Part 1 of this volume was prepared under the direct supervision of 

the late S. Everett Gleason, Chief of the Foreign Relations Division, 
with additional review by Richardson Dougal. = 
_ Herbert A. Fine prepared the sections on the Near East; and David 
H. Stauffer those on South Asia and Africa. Paul Claussen, Margaret _ 
G,. Martin, and Ruth M. Worthing provided editorial and research 

__ The editors acknowledge with appreciation the assistance provided 
_ them by the historians of the Department of Defense, including the | 

Joint Chiefs of Staff. They are also grateful for the cooperation of 
the National Security Council, the Department of Defense, and the 
Central Intelligence Agency, which concurred in the declassification 
ofvariouspapersforreleaseherein, = ©. 6” 

_ The technical editing of this volume was done by Helen V. Gilbert | 
of the Publishing and Reproduction Division, headed by Willard M. 

_ McLaughlin. The index for part 1 was prepared by Francis C. 
Prescott. Be 
_ Part 2 will contain documentation on the problem of Palestine and 
the creation of the state ofIsraelin1948. as 
PIR | Wim M. Franxrin 

Bn Director, Historical Office 
| Bureau of Public Affairs — 

PRINCIPLES FOR THE COMPILATION AND EpivInGoOF 
oe a “Foreign Renarrons” BS 

| _ The principles which guide the compilation and editing of Foreign | 
_felations are stated in Department of State Regulation 2 FAM 1350 
of June 15, 1961, a revision of the order approved on March 26, 1925, - 
by Mr. Frank B. Kellogg, then Secretary of State. The text of the 
regulation, as further amended, is printed below: = 8 ~~ 

1350 Documentary Recorp or AMERICAN DieLomacy 
1351 Scope of Documentation oe 

_ The publication Foreign Relations of the United States constitutes 
the official record of the foreign policy of the United States. These 
volumes include, subject to necessary security considerations, all docu- 
ments needed to give a comprehensive record of the major foreign 

III



IV PREFACE ae . 

policy decisions within the range of the Department of State’s respon- " 
sibilities, together with appropriate materials concerning the facts : 

- which contributed to the formulation of policies. When further ma- _ 

terial is needed to supplement the documentation in the Deparment’s 
files for a proper understanding of the relevant policies of the United 
States, such papers should be obtained from other Government 
agencies. a | oe oe 

1852 Editorial Preparation a 7 oS a | 

~The basic documentary diplomatic record to be printed in Foreign | 
Relations of the United States is edited by the Historical Office, Bu- - 
reau of Public Affairs of the Department of State. The editing of the | 
record is guided. by the principles of historical objectivity. There may — 

| be no alteration of the text, no deletions without indicating where in | ; 

the text the deletion is made, and no omission of facts which were of 
major importance in reaching a decision. Nothing may be omitted for 

| the purpose of concealing or glossing over what might be regarded by > 
some as a defect of policy. However, certain omissions of documents — \ 
are permissible for the following reasons: , : ee | 

a. To avoid publication of matters which would tend to impede > 
~ eurrent diplomatic negotiations or other business. = | 
6. To condense the record and avoid repetition of needless details. — 

--——-. ¢, To preserve the confidence reposed in the Department by indi- | | 
vidualsand by foreign governments. ‘ 

d. To avoid giving needless offense to other nationalities or 
individuals. a - Oo oe 

e. To eliminate personal opinions presented in despatches and not 
acted upon by the Department. To this consideration there is > 
one qualification—in connection with major decisions it is a 
desirable, where possible, to show the alternative presented to : 

_ the Department before the decision was made. : 

1858 Clearance | | | Os 

To obtain appropriate clearances of material to be published in o 

| Foreign Relations of the United States, the Historical Office: — oe 

a. Refers to the appropriate policy offices of the Department and. 
of other agencies of the Government such papers as appear to | 
require policy clearance. CEE ae 

--—-—s«}, Refers to the appropriate foreign governments requests for | 
permission to print as part of the diplomatic correspondence of 
the United States those previously unpublished documents | | 

| which were originated by the foreign governments. =
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

-Eprror’s Note.—This list does not include standard abbreviations in common 
usage; unusual abbreviations of rare occurrence which are clarified at appropriate 

- points; and those abbreviations and contractions which, although uncommon, 
are understandable from the context. a 

A-A, Assistant Secretary of State for CC, Conciliaticn Commission (for 
Political Affairs (Armour) ~~ 9 - Palestine) = = 

AA, anti-aircraft 9 0 CEEC, Committee. for European 

AAUN, American Association for the | © Economic Cooperation = = 
- United Nations 2 CEP, Compagnie Francaise des Pétroles 
AGP, Arab Government. of Palestine CG, ConsulateGeneral = 8 ©§. >. | 

(at Gaza) | Dd CIA, Central Intelligence Agency 
- AHC, Arab Higher Committee | | CICR, International Committee of 

AHE, Arab Higher (Committee) --theRed Cross = = | 
-- Executive ee ECENC, Commanderin Chief | 

AIOC, Anglo-Iranian Oil Company cirtel, circular telegram | 

AIT, Anglo-Iraqi Treaty (1948) = CNO, Chief of Naval Operations = 
AL, Arab League ts -. C€O,Commanding Officer > 
AL, Arab Legion (Transjordan)  —s_ Comkas, series indicator for tele- 

, Amcross, American Red Cross grams from the United States 
AmExp, American Export Lines _ Representative on the United 
Aminco, American. Independent Oil - Nations Commission for India | 

“Company + and Pakistan re 
AMMIA, American Military Mission © COMMIN, Indian delegation to the 

with the Iranian Army ~.. United Nations Commission on 
AMVat, series indicator for telegrams India and Pakistan | 

from the American Mission at the | Contel, Consulate telegram = 
~. Vatiean CP, Division of Commercial Policy, 

| AP, Associated Press. as Department of State | 
Aramco, Arabian American = Oil CPS, Communist parties ae 

Company: CRL, Consolidated Refineries, Ltd. ° 
- ARMISH, American Military Mission CRO, Commonwealth Relations Office 

with the Iranian Army _ (British) nee 

ATC, Air Transport Command ==» ~ ~=CRYPTO, military message indicator 
BC, Division..of British Common- ©¢gGID, Ground Intelligence Divi- 

wealth Affairs, Department. of sion, General Staff, Office of the | 
State — ee Chief of Staff, United States 

Black, series indicator for certain “Army DB 

__, telegrams sent by the! White DA, Division of Dependent Area 
House to the Department of State . ir 

Blue, series indicator for certain _ Affairs, Department of State. 
telegrams’ sent by the White  Del,Delegation, Delegate. | 

| - House'to the Department of State | Delga, series indicator for telegrams 
BMEO, British Middle East Office from the United: States Delega- 
CAA, Civil Aeronautics Administration = tion ~-at the United Nations 
CAB, ‘Civil Aeronautics Board General Assembly == = 

| yi |



VIII os ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS | 

Depcirtel, Department of State cir- © GAUN, General Assembly of the : 

cular telegram | United Nations © | 
Depintel, Department of State circular GMT, Greenwich Mean Time oe 

informationtelegram  . _ GOC, General Officer Commanding 

Deptel, Department of State telegram | GOI, Government of India ee 
Deptreftel, Department. of. State ref- GOP, Government of Pakistan - cis 

erencetelegram GTI, Division of Greek, Turkish, and | 
dipcorps, diplomaticcorps =, = ~~ —~——siTranian Affairs, Department of. | 

. DP, displaced person ss State reer nse 
DRN, Division of Research for Near HE, His Excellency §.- 

East and Africa, Department of HMG, His Majesty’s Government | - - 

State ee ee a HQ, Headquarters. = 
E, Office of the Assistant Secretary of HRH, His Royal Highness ss” | 

‘Statefor Economic Affairs = _ HSO, Highest staff officer ee 
EAD, External Affairs Department Hydel, Hyderabad delegation ~~ 

- (Undia). OS mee ts IC, Interim Committee of the General - 
ECA, Economic Cooperation Adminis- - Assembly of the United Nations - | 

| tration So eR ICEF, International Children’s Emer- | 
ECME, Economic Commission for the gency Fund °  e : 

Middle East (United. Nations) * ICJ, International Court of Justice... 
: ECOSOC, Economic and Social Coun- ICRC, International Committee of the 

. cil of the United Nations. Red Cross -.. 
ED, Division of Investment and Eco- JNA, Indian Army Cg EU | 

nomic Development, Department = |NDel, Indian Delegation = 
_ of State : : infotel, information telegram Oo 
Emdesp, Embassy despatch .. Ones NNO} . ves es 

. Embtel, Embassy telegram - 10, Reference and Documents Section, 

ERP, European Recovery Program Bureau of International Or ganiza- | | 

EUCOM, European Command, United tion Affairs, Department of State - 
States Army co IPC, Iraq Petroleum Company, Ltd. . = 

EUR, Office of European Affairs, IR, International Resources Division, : o 

Department of: State | Department of State ree - 

FAO, Food and Agriculture Organi- § IRC, International Red Cross. ne 
‘zation - | one Ce IRO, International Refugee Organiza- | | 

FBI, Federal Bureau of. Investigation, tion Pe PERE ee 

| Department of Justice | a IS, Division of International Security. 

_ FLC, Foreign Liquidation Commis- Affairs, Department of State > 
sioner, Department of State ITO, International Trade Organiza-. . | 

FN, Division of Financial Affairs, tion re 

oo. Department of State AL, Irgun Zvai Leumi 4 

FO, Foreign Office - SO JA, Jewish Agency for Palestine a 
FonOff, Foreign Office | - oe ee ge 
FoSec, Foreign Secretary  __ JCS, Joint Chiefs of Staff | oe 
FSO, Foreign Service Officer JTA, Jewish Telegraphic Agency _- | 
GA, General Assembly of the United | Kascom, series indicator for telegrams : 

Nations SF oe _ to the United States Representa- | 

GADel, General Assembly Delegation _. tive on the United Nations Com- 
(United States); also Gadel, series _ mission for India and Pakistan _ | 
indicator for telegrams to the L (Le), Office of the Legal Adviser, 

_ United States Delegation at the _ Department of State = 

| United Nations General Assembly L/P (Le/P), Assistant Legal Adviser | 

GATT, General Agreement on. Tariffs for Political Affairs (Snow), De-- | 
and Trade | partment of State pS



: | ABBREVIATIONS AND. SYMBOLS Ix 

| MA, Military Attaché; also series indi- § PriMin, Prime Minister |. 
cator for telegrams from. Military RAF, Royal Air Force. (British) 
Attachés to the War Department RC, Red Cross uh re 

_ Martel, series indicator for telegrams = reDeptel, regarding. Department of 
from Secretary of State. Marshall Stateteleeram = | 
while away from Washington © —srreEmbtel, regarding Embassy telegram 

MD, Munitions Division, Department reftel, reference telegram = | | 
| of State = si ss—<‘<i;i‘—~S~<‘ié;S” ovemytel, regarding my telegram | 
ME, Middle Fast = = i reurtel, regarding your telegram | 
Mistel, Mission telegram = RIAF, Royal Indian Air Force’ — 
mytel, my telegram ee RSFSR, Russian Socialist Federated 
NE, Division of Near Eastern Affairs, Soviet Republic ede 

_. Department. of State; also Near S/, designation for documents. issued 

.Hasternor Near Hast . by the Security Council 
NEA, Office of Near Eastern and S/P, Policy Planning Staff, Depart- 

African Affairs, Department of ment of State 
.. State .. bt gS S/P.V., Plenary verbatim records. of | | 

NEDC, Near East Development Cor- the Security Council = 
_ poration | ak S/S, Executive Secretariat, Depart- | 

niact, night action, communications ment of State == 2 
indicator requiring: attention by SAG, Saudi Arabian Government | 

_. the recipient at any hour of the SC, Security Council of the United 
dayornight — a Nations be 

_NME, National Military Establish- SCTC, United Nations Security: Coun- 
mento oe cil Truce Commission. _—-_ | : 

NSC, National Security Council - SD, Shipping Division, Department.of 

NWEP, North-West Frontier Province State, 
OFD, Office of Financial and Develop- Sec. Gen., Secretary-General | | 

— - ment Policy, Department of State SGUN, Secretary-General of the 

OIE, Office of Information and Edu- United Nations : | 
cational Exchange, Department SOA, Division of South Asian Affairs, | 

| of State Department of State 
OIR/GE, Special Adviser on Geog- Socony, Standard Oil Company of | 

oo raphy in the Office of Intelligence New York | 

Research, Department of State SPA, Office of Special Political Affairs, 
PA, Plebiscite Administrator (Kash- Department of State 

mir boundary question) SWNCC, State-War-Navy Coordinat- 
PAK, Pakistan ing Committee | | 

PCG, Provisional Councils of Govern- SYG, Secretary-General 

~ ment (Palestine) Tapline, Trans-Arabian Pipeline Com- 

PCIRO, Preparatory Commission for pany | 

the International. Refugee Orga- TC, United Nations Security Council 
nization : Truce Commission 

PD, Passport Division, Department of TC, Trusteeship Council of the United 

— State Nations. | 
PED, Petroleum Division, Department Telmar, series indicator for telegrams 

of State to Secretary of State Marshall a 
PG, Persian Gulf | while away from Washington 

PGI, Provisional Government of Israel TJ, Transjordan a 

PM, Prime Minister TS, Top Secret | | 
PPS, designation for documents by TVA, Tennessee Valley Authority | 

the Policy Planning Staff, Depart- U, Under Secretary of State (Lovett) | 
ment of State : UKDel, United Kingdom Delegation :



x ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS | ws 

UKUN, United Kingdom Delegation UNTC, United Nations Security Truce , 
at the United Nations oe - Commission oo: 

_ UNA, Office of United Nations Affairs, UP, United Press a 
Department of State _-— urdes, your despatch — FG 

UNCIP, United Nations Commission urtel, your telegram a | 
for India and Pakistan an USAF, United States Air Force | 

UNESCO, United Nations Educa-  USDel, United States Delegation —— 
tional, Scientific and Cultural USG, United States Government cue 
Organization oe USGADel, United States Delegation 2 

UNGA, United Nations General As- x the United | Nations General 
ssembly 

sembly | USIE, United States Information and. 
UNICEF, United Nations Interna- - Educational Exchange Program 

tional Children’s Emergency Fund =USMC, United States Marine Corps 
UNMis, United States Mission at the USUN, United States Mission at the | 

United Nations | United Nations | oe 

UNO, United Nations Organization. WAR, series indicator for telegrams 

UNS, Division of International Se- sent overseas by the Department | 

curity Affairs, Department = of of the Army or by Army Head- 
: State | w quarters, Washington ‘e oe 

, eeka, weekly, inter-agency, sum- 
UNSC, © United Nations Security | mary anaiysis from United States 

Council | _ diplomatic missions a 
_ UNSCOB, United Nations Special § White, series indicator for certain tele- 

7 _ Committee on the Balkans grams sent by the Department of 
UNSCOP, United Nations Special State to the White House 

_ Committee on Palestine WHO, World Health Organization



INTEREST OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE ARAB-ZION-. 
IST CONTROVERSY OVER THE FUTURE STATUS OF 
PALESTINE; THE ISSUE AT THE UNITED NATIONS; 
CREATION OF THE STATE OF ISRAEL; ENTRY OF ARAB 

. FORCES INTO PALESTINE Dale veg oe ay 

7 [The interest of the United States in the Arab-Zionist controversy 
and related matters was treated in Foreign Relations, 1947, volume 
V, in the section on Palestine, pages 999-1328. In 1948, the controversy 
continued as an issue at the United Nations, and it grewto larger pro- 
portions with the creation of the state of Israel and the entry of Arab - 
forces into Palestine. Documentation on these matters is included in | 
part 2 of this volume.] | rE 

UNITED STATES ECONOMIC AND MILITARY AID TO 
- GREECE AND TURKEY 

7 [Documentation on American aid to Greece and Turkey under the | 
Truman Doctrine is printed in volume IV, pages 1-221. The subject of 

_ military aid to these countries as it related to their interest. in possible 
participation in Western European collective defense arrangements _ 
is treated in volume IIT, pages1-851.J



| INTEREST OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE SECURITY | 
_ OF THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN AND OF THE 

MIDDLE EAST | | - | 

. oe OB Editorial Note a ee - a a - 

: On November 24, 1947 , President Truman approved a paper stating . 
that the security of the Eastern Mediterranean and of the Middle East 
was “vital to the security of the United States” and that it should be | 
the policy of the United States Government “to make evident ina firm — 
but non-provocative manner the extent of the determination of the 

United States to assist in preserving in the interest of world peace the 
security of the area.” For the text of this paper, and for related infor- | 

| mation, see Foreign Relations, 1947, volume V, pages 575 and 623. _ 
| The policy was subsequently included as paragraph 2 of document 

| NSC 5/2, February 12, 1948, “The Position of the United States with — | 
Respect to Greece”, zbid., 1948, volume IV, page 47.0 sits 2 

On August 2 Secretary of Defense Forrestal concurred in the fol- 
lowing views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff: - ope 

For the purpose of this memorandum the “Eastern Mediterranean — | 
and Middle East Area” is viewed as being two separate areas. The | 
first, referred to as the “Eastern Mediterranean area’, includes the. | 

| landed areas of Egypt, the Levant States and Turkey. The other, 
referred to as the “Middle East Area”, is comprised of the land areas — 
of Iraq, Iran and Arabian peninsula. — a SE 
- Short-range emergency plans approved for planning purposes 

_ within the military establishment and other studies in process of de- 
velopment consider holding the Cairo-Suez-Khartoum area in the 
Eastern Mediterranean as a minimum. This area would be used inl- 

| tially as a base for air offensive action and, in later phases, asa base = 
for further operations to regain Middle East oil resources. The possi- 

| bilities of success in these operations cannot be accurately forecast at | 
this time. In addition to retaining this minimum base area, such plans 2 
provide for retention of as much of the Middle East oil resources as — 
allied capability will permit. : | 

Other plans are under consideration which involve the employment 
of bases other than the Cairo-Suez area. Implementation of the latter | 

_ plans would not permit augmenting forces already deployed in the - 
Eastern Mediterranean area or the Middle East area at the outbreak =~ 

_of war sufficiently to assure retention of either after the initial stages. ° 
rg The forces deployed in these two areas would operate there as long as 

_ feasible in support of the over-all plan. ‘These plans provide for the 
regaining of a portion of the Middle East oil resources prior to the — |



| U.S. STRATEGIC INTEREST IN THE NEAR EAST 63 

end of the second year of war. The possibilities of success in these _ 
' operations depend to some extent upon the development of the political 

situation in this area. | | 
Realistic appraisal of the military capabilities of the USSR, the 

, geographical locations of the Middle East oil resources with respect | 
to the USSR, and consideration of the probable early objectives of 
Soviet military operations in the event of war in the near future lead 
to the conclusion that United States and Allied forces presently avail- | 
able probably could not retain the major portion of the oil-producing 
areas from the outset. However, Allied forces can deny the enemy use — 
of oil-producing facilities in the area. (S/P-NSC Files, Lot 61D167, 
File “Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East”) _ 

In a memorandum of August 5, 1948, subsequently circulated as | 
document NSC 19/8, the Joint ‘Chiefs of Staff further appraised the 
position and security interest of the United States in the Mediterranean _ 
and Middle East area. For the text of NSC 19/3, see volume III, page 
933, and for related expressions of the views of the Joint Chiefs of | 
Staif, see post page 244, and volume IV, page 191. a o



: PARTICIPATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE DE- 

VELOPMENT OF THE PETROLEUM RESOURCES OF THE 
| NEAR EAST?  —. So 

—« 890F .6363/1-2648 : | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Herbert A. Breakey of the 

. Petroleum Division rs | 

oe , [WAsHINGTON,| January 28, 1948. | 

Participants: Messrs. [James] Terry Duce and [Philip C.] Kidd, 

: Arabian American Oil Company | : 

~ Colonel [William A.] Eddy, Arabian American Oil 
| | Company — | — ee | 

| Mr. Sanger, NE | 
Mr. Jenkins, NE | 

, | Mr. Breakey, PED - we | 

| Mr. Terry Duce, of the Arabian American Oil Company, being in 
the city for a few days, was invited to meet with some of the State 
Department officials to inform them of the last developments regard- _ 

ing the Trans-Arabian pipeline. | aa | 
[Here follow four paragraphs of observations by Mr. Duce.] | 

Mr. Duce summarized the situation as follows: 

| 1. The company is going ahead with the pipe line as planned 
| 2. This winter it is proceeding with the line in the south. 

3. The company is not at the present time interested in an alterna-- 
tive route, but it may investigate such possibilities. : a 

) 4. The company, however, will consult with the governments at 
- present concerned before attempting any alternative routes, 

, 5. If war develops in Palestine? new plans will have to be 
considered. | / 

1 Continued from Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, pp. 627-668. | - | 
* Cairo, on January 26, had advised that Aramco was giving consideration to 

abandoning the Tapline project for six years and to negotiating transit rights. 
- jn Egypt (telegram 75, 883.6363 /1-2648). - | 

. * Documentation on Palestine is scheduled for publication in part 2 of the pres- 
| ent volume. | i 

4 |



U.S. PETROLEUM POLICY IN THE NEAR EAST | a, 

891.6363 AIOC/1-2948 | Ea ot ae . 

Memorandum. by the Director of the Office of Near. Eastern and 
| A African Affairs (Henderson) to the Secretary of State? — 

CONFIDENTIAL —  PWassrneton,] February 10, 1948. 

Discussion: a ee re | 
Mr. George Koegler, Counsel for Standard Oil Company (N.J.), 

with Socony Vacuum Oil Company concurring, left with me the en- 
closed letter dated January 29? indicating that the refusal early in 
January of the Prime Minister of Iraq to grant a pipeline right of 
way to Standard and its associates will probably necessitate the aban- _ 
donment of the proposed pipeline project. The Prime Minister took 
the position that Iraq would not grant a pipeline right of way to any 
company in which any American capital participates because of the | 

_ United States position regarding the Palestine question. = 
The project, if completed, would transport from 400,000 to 500,000 

_ barrels daily of crude oil from Kuwait and Iran to the Eastern Medi- . 
terranean ; would be owned 50% by Anglo-Iranian, 40% by Standard, 
10% by Socony, and would be constructed of pipe 32’’ to 34” in size. 

| The pipe would be manufactured by Consolidated * beginning not later 
| _ than fulfillment of orders for the Aramco pipeline. Standard’s par- 

_ ticipation is indispensable to the project because of financial arrange- 
ments whereunder Standard is to be the principal source of dollars 
needed forthe purchaseofthe pipe. ; en ee 

Standard feels it is impracticable to undertake construction of some 
80 to 90 tankers required to move a volume of oil at the rate of 400,000 
barrels daily, a distance by water approximating 4,000 miles as com- 
pared to some 900 miles by pipeline because of excessive expenditures 
in money, steel and power machinery involved in the use of tankers as 
compared with the pipeline. | a —— 

_ Although there has been a change in government since Standard _ 
was rebuffed early in January, it is believed that the new government . 
in Iraq would be even less likely to grant a pipeline right of way than _ 
its predecessor and accordingly an approach under the present cir- 
cumstances would serve no useful purpose. Thus if the United States 
or United Nations position regarding the Palestine question and the 
decision of the Government of Iraq based thereon remain unchanged, 

: * Addressed also to Under Secretary of State Kobert A. Lovett. = =. 
? Not printed. OB oo | oo = | 
“Mr. Koegler informed Mr. Henderson on March 10 that AIOC desired. to 

enlarge the size of the proposed pipeline and that the American partners did 
not wish to increase their share of the oil flow. Since it was necessary to rec- 
oncile the partners’ percentages of stock ownership with percentages of pipeline 
capacity, it had been tentatively agreed that ownership would be divided as 
follows: AIOC 60.9% ; Jersey Standard 24.7% ; and Socony 14.4% (memorandum 
of conversations, by David A. Robertson of the Office of Near Eastern and African 

_ Affairs, 891.6863 ATOC/3-1048). | 
‘The Consolidated Steel Company, a California corporation.
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it appears that during a period of global oil shortage a pipeline proj- : 
ect probably will be abandoned which would otherwise make available 
some 400,000 to 500,000 barrels of oil daily. The impact of this loss in 
oil supply will be felt primarily in Western Europe, the normal con- | 

| sumption area of oil from the Middle East. According to the Harri- — 
man, Krug and Herter reports the European Recovery Program may » 

| be seriously retarded without Middle East oil. oe ae 
~ The Department’s proposed reply states that the oil of the Middle | 
East is an important factor in the success of the European ‘Recovery | 

Program, in the continued recovery of Europe and in our own national — 
interest. It is suggested that the company take no action at this time | 
which would result in the abandonment of the project. — FS 

| Recommendation: = = re 
| It is recommended that the Department’s proposed reply to Stand- — 

ard be approved.> | a a | 

| Concurrences : a | a 

PED A-A- ee | OO 
| oO - _ Lioy] W. H[=nverson ] 

_ ® Mr. Henderson’s proposed reply of January 30 not printed. The Secretary of | 
State, in a memorandum of February 19 to Mr. Lovett, noted the desirability / 

of coordinating closely with the Departments of Defense and of the Interior. | 
The memorandum coneluded with the. query: “Why shouldn’t the letter be = 
stronger and point out the national interest of taking no action which would | 
lead to abandonment of the project at this time?’ For the reply acually sent to 

| Mr. Koegler on March 8, see p. 7. — . = ree 

S90F.6363/2-2548 : Telegram . Oo Oo Se | 

The Ambassador in Egypt (Tuck) to the Secretary of State - 

| CONFIDENTIAL _Carro, February 25,1948—5 p.m 

| | 191. Naim Antaki, former Syrian Foreign Minister and legal coun- | 
 selor Tapline, told Ireland + today that his recent high hopesof Syrian 
ratification Tapline concessions had been shattered for time being by | | 
Arab League action on new facilities and concessions revealed by ; 
Azzam Pasha? in his recent statement regarding petroleum facilities 
and concessions (mytel 184, February 23°). Azzam has confirmed to 
Ireland this statement represents attitude of Arab League. Arab policy 

| 4 Philip Ww. Ireland, First Secretary of Embassy in Egypt. . a oS 
_ * Secretary-General of the Arab League. ee 

= Not printed ; it reported that the Arab League had agreed that no petroleum 
facilities or concessions would be considered by member states until the Palestine | 
situation had been clarified (890B.00/2-2348). Cairo advised, on February 29, 
of further information from Azzam Pasha that new construction of pipelines 
under concessions recently signed would not be permitted (telegram 206, 
890F.6363/2-2948). | ae
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on existing concessions will depend on future action by US and UN. 
His personal attitude was that concessions should not be touched since 

they provided dollars essential to Arab economy and Palestine defense 
but that trend of public opinion Iraq and Saudi Arabia might alter 
picture. He was certain that Syria would not ratify Tapline and that 
as long as Nokrashy Pasha was Prime Minister, Egypt would not 
grant Egyptian terminus. Said Arab League thinking had not gone as | 
far as planning operation of refineries and installations in Arab states 

- ghould UNsanctionsbeapplied. a | | 

_ Sent Department 191; repeated Jidda 19. Paraphrase to Arab 
capitals by pouch. : oe Se 

891.6363 AIOC/1-2948 | a a oe 

The Secretary of State to Mr..George Koegler of the Standard Ou 

Wa geerweron, March 8, 1948. 

Dear Mr. Korerer: I am writing with reference to your letter dated | 
January 291 regarding the probable need to abandon the proposed | 
pipeline project designed to transport oil from Iran and Kuwait to 
the Eastern Mediterranean unless the Government of Iraq changes its 
attitude in refusing to grant the necessary pipeline right of way. 
- [note your statement that the Prime Minister of Iraq hascommuni- 

cated to a representative of your company and to the Chairman of 
Anglo-Iranian the refusal of his government to issue any pipeline 
right of way to any company in which any American capital partici- 

- pates because of the position taken by the United States with respect 
_ to the Palestine question. a | oO 

_ As you are no doubt aware, it is my strong feeling, in which the 
- Secretaries of Defense and the Interior concur, that the oil of the 
Middle East is an important factor in the success of the European 

_ Recovery Program and in the continued prosperity of Europe. It is | 
also an important. factor in the more immediate sense of our own na- 

tional interest. It is hoped, therefore, that your company will not, find 
it necessary to take any action at this time which would result in the 
abandonment of the project described in your letter. It would be | 
unfortunate for your company to allow current international political ) 

- complications to cause the abandonment of long-range plans which may 
have beneficial effects on the Middle East, Europe and the United 

States 
‘Faithfully yours, == | GC. MarsHaun 

Not printed. an a | 

429-027—75——2 me , wo bras
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- | a —  Lditorial Note - ay, 

The question of offshore oil in the Persian Gulf, discussed in the 
March 18 memorandum of conversation printed infra, received scant 
attention during the high-level “Pentagon Talks of 1947” between the 
United States and the United Kingdom on the Middle East. Denis 
Greenhill, who represented the British Foreign Office in the economic 
aspects of these talks, discussed the matter of “Persian Gulf and — 
Boundary Questions” with officers of the Department on October 31, 

| 1947. The memorandum of that conversation, prepared by David A. 
_ Robertson of the Office of Near Eastern and African Affairs, notes — 

that views were exchanged on the “continental shelf and territorial 
water principles”. The memorandum records that “none of the Persian 
Gulf countries have specifically declared their pesition as regards these | 
principles, that claims and counterclaims once embarked on might 
lead to considerable confusion and that at some future appropriate © 
date when other issues in the area, including the Palestine question, | 
are less active, it might be advisable to suggest a general conference 
of the countries concerned and attempt to work out the various bound- 
ary questions.” (890.0145/10-847) For documentation on the “Penta- 

: gon. Talks of 1947”, see Foreign Relations, 1947, volume V, pages 485 ff. 

890F.6363/2-1948 | Be ree 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division of Near 

| | Eastern Affairs (Merriam) | ee 

SECRET _ _ [Wasurneron,] March 18, 1948. | 

Participants: Mr. E. E. Jones, [Petroleum] Attaché, British — | 
Embassy | ee he RE 

, Mr. T. E. Bromley, First Secretary, British Embassy _ 
_ Mr. EKakens, PED | | Oo 

_ Mr. Breakey, PED Sn rs 
Mr. Robertson, NEA | Be | 
Mr. Sanger, NE Mr. Merriam,NE | OR 

Mr: Merriam referred to Mr. Bromley’s letter of February 19 and 

the memorandum enclosed therewith (copies are attached hereto) on 

. the subject of offshore oil in the Persian Gulf: These had been cireu- : 
| lated to and discussed by interested officers of the Department who felt 

1 Neither printed. The letter, addressed to Merriam, informed ‘him that the | 
British Embassy had received instructions from the Foreign Office to take up 
with him the subject of the development of offshore oil beyond the territorial 
waters of the Persian Gulf littoral. The memorandum dated February 4, enclosed = 

in Bromley’s letter to Merriam, was a statement of Foreign Office views on the 
: subject which had not yet received Ministerial approval in London but which 

was designed to help the British Embassy evolve a common approach with the . 
. Department of State which could then be considered by higher. authorities on 

both sides. (890F. 6363 /2-1948) 7 ce .
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that the preliminary’ work done by the British side constituted a 

| promising and helpful approach to the problem. ee 
As we understood it the British discussion of the matter raised the 

_ following points: a oe , 

1. Do existing concessions include subsea rights outside territorial 
waters ¢ we oe | oo | | 

2. Should the declarations of sovereignty include both seabed and | 
| subsoil rights, or only the latter? = . | 

_ 8. Would it be better not to have assertions of sovereignty but 
merely agreements to confine the granting of oil concessions within 
defined areas? sis | es 
_. 4, Is the median line basis a good one? If so, how in working it out, | 
would certain obvious difficulties such as the following be dealt with: 

- a. Projection of frontier lines in cases of disputed frontiers 
~—--B, What should be the angle of intersection with the coast ? 
. c. Islands, especially those, such as Bahrein, constituting a 
~~ govereign units? = | oo 

__ d@, Possibility of Iranian cooperation and likelihood of Iran 
- -reasserting claims to Bahrein, et cetera. | 

5. Procedure. oo | an ms | 
~The U.S. side would like to add another item: secrecy of handling, 

particularly vis-a-vis oi! companies. , - 

The subject was then discussed under the above headings. 

1. It was the view of those present that existing concessions do not 
- include rights to the seabed or subsoil in the Persian Gulf, in the 

absence of specific provisions to that effect. None of those present was 
| aware of the existence of any such provisions. Mr. Bromley said the 

- Foreign Office had pointed out that provisions do exist under which © 
additions to the territory of a country would be included in existing 

- concessions, and that conceivably such provisions could be held to 
apply to subsea areas. It was considered by those present, however, 
that the intent of such provisions was directed solely to possible exten- | 
sions of the land area of a country as normally defined, and not to sub- 
sea areas, apart from land under territorial waters. - | 

9. The question of whether the declarations should include seabed 
and subsoil, or only subsoil, arose from the complication resulting 

_ from pearl fishery rights. Mr. Merriam said that in theory the matter 
could be handled in one of two ways. One way was to include both 

- geabed and subsoil rights in the declarations but to make exception of 
existing fishery rights. The difficulty with this method would: be in 

_ defining the pearling rights and establishing priority as between, say, 
pearling rights and oil rights. The pearling rights appeared to be 
largely a matter of custom and had not been reduced to writing. To 
endeavor to do so would be a difficult task leading to dispute, delay 
and, doubtless, acrimony. Therefore, since we were now interested 

_ primarily in oil, it would seem simpler to confine the declarations of 
sovereignty to the subsoil. When a conflict of rights resulted, as by | 
contamination of fisheries by oil, damages would be paid. a
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3. It was agreed that an assertion of sovereignty would be neces- : 
sary, otherwise there would be no basis on which to grant concessions; , 
-4..'The median line principle seems sound. Whatever the difficulties 

in applying it in practice, it was a simple, reasonable concept, easy to | 
understand. Moreover it derived a certain sanction in that it. might 
be considered an extension of the thalweg principle of international 
law, the difference being that in this case there is no channel, so the 
middle of the Gulf itsel{ would be chosen.. =. = °— oe 

| a. In the case of disputed frontier lines, it might be necessary 7 
and practicable to handle the corresponding subsea extensions as 
neutral zones, 1.e. on the basis of joint and undivided sovereignty. | 

| 6. The precise angle of intersection of frontiers with shoreline | 
might, if projected, give unfair results. It would seem better to 
establish perpendiculars to the general trend of the shoreline. | 
However, it was felt that it would be desirable to prepare a map 
showing how the various principles which could be applied would 

_. - actually work out. - oe | 
c. Here again it would be desirable to see what a map would | 

look hke. , : ee | 
d. The American side said that it had given the Iranian aspect _ | 

of the matter a good deal of thought. It was very probable, as 
_ suggested by the British, that the Iranians would utilize the 

-- occasion to reassert their alleged. claims to Bahrein, etc. On the 
other hand, if the Iranians were not approached on the matter 

| at the same time as the countries on the west side of the Gulf, it — 
would look to the Iranians very much like a conspiracy from the — 
west side backed by U.S. and UK. This would give a handle to | 

: the Russian propaganda machine and to pro-Soviet elements in 
| - Iran. In consequence, for reasons of principle and also as the © 

lesser of two evils, the American side felt that 1t would be better 
_ to approach the Iranians on the matter at the same time and on — 

| the same footing as the countries on the western side of the Gulf. | | 
- We visualized that in the end the matter might shake down by 
the Iranians including in their declarations something to the — | 

. effect-that nothing therein derogated from their claims. The other | 
parties might respond by inserting in or amending their declara- _ 

| _ tions to the effect that nothing therein constituted in any way a _ 
recognition of Iranian claims. Since these would all be unilateral = 

_ declarations, and not agreements, the matter might. goat that, 
| the important thing being that the Iranians agree to the median 

_ line for the purposes of 011 concessions. The British side took note _ | 
of these observations, but pointed out that London appeared to 
be anxious not to give rise to a renewal of Iranian claims to. 
Bahrein, etc. So : te 

5. Mr. Merriam said that we thought that, once US and UK had 
| agreed on the essential aspects of the problem, the UK would make , 

- appropriate suggestions to the principalities with which UK hada 
- protection relationship, and US and UK would make a concerted 
approach to the others: Iran, Irag and Saudi Arabia. ss | 
_ Since both US and UK are more or less in the Arab doghouse on | 
account of Palestine, it will be necessary to keep an eye cocked on |
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that matter in deciding the timing of an approach, However, US and 
_ UK should continue to work in order to get their views lined up. __ 

6. The American side raised an additional point, that of secrecy in 
relation to oil companies. Once the new subsea areas were staked out 
they would be open to concession-hunting by any oil company. So. far 
as US was concerned, we felt that our handling of the matter should 
not give any American company an advantage over any other Amer- 

| ican company. Thus. far we had discouraged all American companies 
who had inquired, from seeking subsea oil concessions In the Gulf. 

, In order to give all companies an even start, we felt that when US | 
and UK made their approaches to the Persian Gulf governments, press 
releases should be issued simultaneously in Washington and London. 
Until then, we felt that strict secrecy vis-a-vis all oil companies should 
be preserved,.otherwise companies on the ground and in close rela- 
tions with the Persian Gulf governments would have an advantage | 
over other companies. Mr. Jones said that maintenance of secrecy 

_ vis-4-vis British oil companies would be somewhat difficult owing to 
the relationships existing between the Government and some of the 
companies. Up to the present, however, the Government had. put the 
companies off by saying that it was a complicated matter which was 

-. In concluding, Mr. Merriam said that the foregoing rep resented in- 
formal reactions on the working level to Mr. Bromley’s letter and 

- memorandum. The British had already let us have a map showing how | 
the median line principle might be applied to the sea areas in the 
neighborhood of Bahrein. It would be most helpful if as the next step 
the British could let us have a map showing the application of the 

: principle to the whole Persian Gulf, so that we could take such a 

concrete suggestion for applying the principle into account in working | 
up a written reply to Mr. Bromley’s letter and enclosed memorandum. 

Goro] P.M errraxe] 

S90F.6863/3-2048: Telegram _ 7 : - - - 7 | a, - "us : REE ie 

| The Minister in Saudi Arabia, (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

164, While In: Riyadh March 27. King informed. me most eonfiden- — 

tially SAG had been approached by foreign company having British | 
_ participation through Central Mining Company, London and Ameri- 

can participation through Superior Oil Company of Los'Angelesseek- 

ing oil exploration and concessionary rights in the off-shore area of 

| Saudi Arabia in Persian Gulf. His Majesty sent word to me upon my | 

arrival and said it would be appreciated 1f US Government would give 

him its opinion concerning participation British capital in proposed
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oil concession as he had hitherto reserved oil concessions to purely oo 
American capital. | Pager | 
_ Later, when I had my final audience with King, he asked my per- 
sonal opinion. I replied that since His Majesty in my last visit Riyadh 
had himself expressed desire we, British and Saudi Arabians work 
together in closest concert: in maintaining peace and security Middle | 
East, I saw no objection admittance British capital in. oil ventures. I | 
added. that by strengthening Britain economically we were in effect 
strengthening those forces best adapted to working with US. His 
Majesty stated that such being my opinion he would give orders to | 

_ Finance Minister to begin discussion atonce. coe 
I observed that unless the question were pressing I would much 

prefer him delay action until my government could give its opinion _ 
as it might have altogether different views and in any case was able 
see problem in much broader perspective than I was. _ ee 

His Majesty accepted suggestion and said he would order Finance 
- Minister delay discussions for 30 days while awaiting answer from 
Washington. i | re | 

King was insistent matter be treated with utmost discretion and 
asked in particular no word of subject be conveyed to Aramco. 

_ Sent Department 164, repeated London 45. a 
EE . ee _ CHILDS 

S90F.6363/3-2048 : Telegram Be Oe 
, The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET sd Seppa, March 29, 1948—3 p. m. 

166. Mytel 164. Upon my return to Jidda I learn Jidda representa- 
tive Aramco informed Legation Finance Minister discussed with him | 

| question granting concession to Anglo-US group. —t | 
_ Aramco representative informed Finance Minister Aramco conces- , 
sion already included area sought by Anglo-American group which =| 

| was consequently not open for other development. Finance Minister. | 
countered stating that at time Aramco concession granted, definition 

| “territorial waters” by international [law?] restricted to line three _ 
miles off shore. Large body of law and opinion now to effect nation — | 
entitled to all oil on its continental shelf. Since this right subsequently 

arisen, 1t was not transferred Aramco by original concession. Aramco 

-_-yepresentative stated Finance Minister armed with large amount. of | 
- “evidence” supporting his contention including Truman’s statement+ = 

i The reference here is presumably to the proclamation regarding natural re- 
‘sources of the subsoil and sea bed of the continental shelf, released to the press 
September 28, 1945, and printed in Foreign Relations, 1945, vol. 1, p. 1528. |
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_ re rights of US Government to California tide-water oil which had 

obviously been furnished him by Anglo-American group. 
-. Department in expressing its views on general principle of partici- 
pation of British capital which is question raised by King may at same 
time wish invite SAG’s attention to difficult legal problems arising in 
connection granting concession to foreign oil company in territory 
which may giveriseconflictingclaims.  ~ = ©. | 
_ Sent Department 166, repeated London. ae ae 
Been RL PL - -. ° CHILps 

S90F.6363/8-2948 : Telegram er | a 
The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabia 

TOPSECRET = = Wasurneton, April 9,1948—7 p.m. | 
117. Dept is working closely with Brit, as evidenced by memo of 

meeting in Dept on Mar 18 forwarded to you, on question develop- 
ment off-shore Persian Gulf oil on orderly, fair and reasonable basis. _ 
On April 8 we informed Brit Emb of approach to SAG by Superior | 
and Central Mining, of HM’s decision to delay consideration 30 days, 
and of fact that Aramco is aware of situation owing to SAG leak 
(re Legtel 166, Mar 29 and previous). We also told Brit of SAG 

_ position that Aramco concession does not include off-shore oil beyond 
three mile limit. Brit informed also of line we propose instructing you 
to take with SAG on this matter and requested their comments, On 
receipt Brit comments Dept will telegraph you instructions dealing 
specifically with problem raised by Superior request and also with — 

.- For present inform SAG in your discretion that US Govt considers 
H™M’s decision to delay consideration of Superior Central request very 

~ wise in view importance and complexity of subject of off-shore oiland — 
appreciates confidence implied in HM’s desire to have US views. US 
Govt has-been giving careful and active thought to whole question and _ 

hopes to forward reply to HM’s request for US observations within 

_ Sent Jidda, repeated to London, © =. = | | 

890F.6363/3-2048: Telegram ee, | 

The Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabia’ — 

SECRET US URGENT . Wasuineron, May 8, 1948—11 a. m. 

170. Re problem arising from Superior-Central approach to SAG | 
for off-shore concession, you should inform HM that US and UK
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consider that problem of exploiting Persian Gulf sub-soil beyond three 
mile limit (re Legtel 164, Mar 29) is important one presenting some | 
difficulties. In interest of exploitation on orderly, fair and reasonable | 
basis, US and UK officials now having discussions for purpose of for- 
mulating principles and examining how these would work out in 
practice with view to presenting their conclusions for consideration 
of SAG. Active work being pressed on matter so that two. govts can 
present views at earliest possible date. They hope. that until, their 
views are presented SAG will find it possible defer consideration of __ 
proposals which have been or may be submitted to it looking to — 
exploitation sub-soil Persian Gulf. see 

Brit Emb. informs that London will instruct Trott* to make repre- 
sentationssimilarto foregoing, =~ - — 
_As to participation Brit capital in off-shore oil concession, you 
should state that US Govt considers that decision is entirely one for 
SAG to make. US would be disturbed if concession or participation 
were granted to nationals of any govt. having unfriendly attitude 
toward either US or SA. Apart from this US considers that com- 
petition for concession should be free and open and awarded by SAG | 
on. basis of what it judges to be in best interestsof SA2 
‘Sent Jidda,repeated London. |... ©.) 

1 Alan G. Trott, British Ambassador in Saudi Arabia, SE ts | 

_:*Jidda, on May 11, advised the Department that.““When handing Finance Min- 
ister note embodying observations Deptel 170, May. 8, he said Ameriean repre- | 
sentative ‘Superior and his British opposite number Weightman had been | | 
informed .. . SAG would only be prepared to resume oil concession discussions / 
after representatives had obtained approval their respective governments for : 
such discussions. Finance Minister . . . emphasized SAG would make no move | 
‘in absence coneurrence US and British Governments.” (Telegram 267, 8909.6363/ a 
(5-1148) ee Be 

890F.6363/5-848 : Telegram. HE 

‘The Secretary of State to the Legation m Saude Arabia *) 7 

SECRET US URGENT Wasuineron, May 8, 1948—11 a. m. | 

171. Pls make clear to SAG that USG feels the question of extent 
to which Aramco concession covers submerged Persian Gulf area is. | 
matter for determination between SAG and Aramco. USG and UKG 
consultations not addressed to this problem but confined:toformulating 
applicable principles governing division Persian Gulf submerged area 
(among countries having adjacent territory) with view to fair and | 
orderly exploitation. These principles will be submitted to SAG when a 
formulated. 9 2 Oy 

', Sent Jidda, repeated London. 

| oe - MarsHALt ~
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890F.6363/5-2648. os : capes e kee: 

Memorandum. by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and 
African Affairs (Henderson) to the Secretary of State 

eee ee -.. [Wasutneron,] May 26, 1948. 

- You may be interested in learning that yesterday evening Mr. Duce, 
Vice President of the Arabian American Oil Company, told me that 
he had just received a telegram from Mr. Davies, another Vice Presi- | 
dent, who is at present in Saudi Arabia, to the effect that. for the first 
time Ibn Saud indicated that he may be compelled, in certain circum- | 

stances, to apply sanctions against the American oil concessions. — a 
Mr. Duce said that he could not explain the situation over the phone 

but that he would come to Washington or send someone to Washing- 
ton to discuss the matter within the next few days. He said that it is _ 
his understanding that Ibn Saud had made it clear that if he took 
sanctions it would not be because of his desire to do so but because 

_the pressure upon him of Arab public opinion was so great that he 
couldnolonger resist it, 

| Although I do not know what the circumstances might be which _ 
would cause these sanctions to be applied, I obtained the impression | 

, that the making of changes in our arms policy so as to permit the 
shipment of arms to the Jewish State would create such circumstances. 
ES oo ee | Lior] W. H[=nprrson } 

+ Jidda, in telegram 336, June 9, advised the Department of the deep concern 
_ held by local Aramco officials over the possibility that the Saudi Arabian Gov- 

ernment would ‘adopt any sanctions proposed by Arab League against American | 
interests ME even though these may be contrary SAG economic interests.” 
(890F'.6363/6-948 ) an : | 

890F.6363/6-948 : Telegram . O me oo 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt 

scorer Ss Waser, June 9, 1948—6 p. m. 
157. No reply was sent to Jidda’s 231 Apr 27 * in view our desire not 

to aid any company -to obtain off-shore oil concessions in Persian Gulf 

| = 1 Not printed ; it. reported that “Legation is in receipt request from AmEmbassy. 
Cairo on behalf Superior Oil Company permission for that company land plane 
Jidda several times during 5-day period beginning about May 4”. Jidda advised 

| _ that it. would..take no action on. the request in the absence of instruction from 
the Department, “In view statement by Satterthwaite to Keck of Superior Oil 
Company in Department tha't it would be embarrassing to US Government to 
have problem. extraterritorial waters in Red Sea and Persian Gulf open at this | 
time and that any such undertaking would be contrary US interests” (890F.7962/ 

: 4-2748). Regarding the Satterthwaite-Keck conversation, see telegram 43889, 
October 10, 1947, to London, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 666. Joseph C. 
Satterthwaite was Deputy Director of the Office of Near Eastern and African Gaia > y ire eRe Me OF Near astern and. Alrica:
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- until recommendations of Dept could be correlated with Brit and 

presented to Persian Gulf States (Cairo’s 484? May 21) as set forth 
in Deptel 170 May 8 to Jidda (now being rptd Cairo). - _. | 

Our policy towards Superior Oil Co should accord with statement : 
_ made to Superior Vice-Pres Wood May 6 by Dept officials who told 

him Dept desired to be of equal service to all Amer companies and that — 
while Superior was relatively new in ME Dept was prepared to main- 
tain just as good relations with Superior as with any other oil co oper- 
ating in that area. Courtesies extended to reps Superior should not be 
of such nature as to create impression US Govt is supporting. their | 
efforts to obtain undersea concessions. esses 
Sent Cairo as Depts 757 rptd Jidda as Depts 227. 

Magan 

-* Not printed. ae | ee CB 

890F.6363/6-1148 Re ane 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Richard H. Sanger of the 
oo | Division of Near Hastern Affairs > | 

| SECRET —— _. [Wasuineton,|] June 11, 1948. 

Participants: = => | . | a 

Messrs. James Terry Duce, Vice President _ Aramco 
| Philip C. Kidd, Asst. to Vice President === = ™ - 
+. George Ray, Legal Counsel 

Allen Young, Asst. to Legal Adviser. oe 

oO Manley O. Hudson, Legal Adviser 2... ”. 

Messrs. Mr. Henderson (NEA)- Mr. Robertson (NEA) | 
Gordon Merriam (NE) Gordon Mattison’(NE) = © 

- Richard Sanger (NE) George Gray (Le/P) | 
Mr. Duce stated that his Company had been informed by its repre- 

sentatives in Arabia of the position of the Saudi Arabian Government 
that: the Aramco concession ‘covered-only the islands and territorial — 
waters of the Persian Gulf, and does not: apply to any. additional rights 
which may be acquired by Saudi Arabia as the result of dividing the 
continental shelf of the Persian Gulf between the riparian States. ef 
SAG has been negotiating with Superior Oil Company and is ready | 
to give that company a concession for the oil in this area, lying east 
of the Aramco concession but located inthe area where Saudi Arabia 

_ may have subsurface rights. SAG has given Aramco an option on this | | 
“new” area if Aramco will meet the terms offered by Superior. 
Furthermore, SAG wants a decision on this by the end of June. The 
King has made it clear to the Company that.its present concession will 
be safeguarded if a new concession is given. -
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Mr. Duce went on to say that since the Government of Saudi Arabia 

is known to be negotiating with Superior Oil. and with a British com- 
pany with the intention of granting a concession for such areas under © 
the Persian Gulf as may be acquired by Saudi Arabia under the con- | 

- templated division of the Persian Gulf, Aramco has retained the 
services of various lawyers, including Judge Manley O. Hudson, and 
wants the whole matter to rest until their studies have. been 

completed. = er ee a - 
Mr. Henderson said that it seemed to him that the main question _ 

- (1) Does the existing contract give Aramco rights to any oil under 
the Persian Gulf over which SAG may eventually assert sovereignty, 
or OE co, Py ot | 

- (2) Does the existing contract merely give Aramco rights to any 
oil that may exist. in the parts of the Persian Gulf now admittedly 
belongingtoSAG? |. a Co 

‘Mr. Ray said that the question might be framed in another way: 

- (1) Has the Saudi Arabian Government anything to grant?) | 
(2) Doesthe Company want to exercise its option? _ Oo 

He said that the Aramco officials had.come to invite State Depart- 
ment consideration of their request that this matter rest until the 
Company could examine the question thoroughly, at which time 
Aramco would like to discuss it in detail with the United States 
Government.  =—_-—- rin ee 
~ Mr. Hudson said that it had been impossible to take a. definite 
position as yet. While the term “islands and territorial waters” is 
used in the Aramco concession, the Government of Saudi Arabia 

apparently feels that although territorial waters were included, the 

outer bed of the sea was not included. The Arabs usually think in 
termsof“coastalwaters”, 

. Mr. Henderson. said that the Department. was interested in -the 

matter because the US does not want American companies.quarreling 

over their supposed rights in the Persian Gulf, and because we want : 
world peace. We are afraid that if a country like Saudi Arabia. an- 
nounces that it has given.concessions in the Gulf other.countries will 
do the same. He went on to say that the. US is working with ‘the 
British on a plan. for the establishment of the rights of the Persian 
Gulf States through a division of the Gulf by a median line. We 

would then. want to approach the governments of the Persian Gulf 

states to see if they would reach agreement. We are concerned over 

the effects on world: peace if various claims should be debated before 
a scientific division has beén worked out, and: accepted by the States 
concerned. We have told King Ibn Saud that we were working on the 

problem. Furthermore we asked Superior Oil to take no steps in the
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Gulf for the time being. Superior, however, chose to disregard this | 
request. If we now said to Superior that it should postpone the whole 
matter, Aramco might go ahead. The fairest. way, therefore, would 
seem for Aramco and Superior to agree that neither company will | 
approach the King until the scientific division of the Gulf has taken 
place, and for the British company to conduct itself similarly. 

Mr. Ray stated that more than a month ago his company had heard 
that Superior Oil and Trinidad Leaseholds, a British corporation, 
were trying to establish a claim to the area in the Persian Gulf east | 

_ of Aramco’s present concession but within the area of the Persian Gulf 
where Saudi Arabia had rights. Aramco takes the position that there 
is no subsea territory east of its present concession for which Saudi 

| Arabia has the right to grant concessions. When the Company sug- — 
gested starting drilling in the Persian Gulf the Saudi Arabian Gov- 
ernment said to put it off. Later SAG told Aramco it was all right to 
go ahead with such drilling, provided Aramco would accept the terms _ 

| of .a contract which SAG was working out with Superior which had 

a much higher royalty basis than the present Aramco contract. Speak- 
ing for Aramco, Mr. Ray said he felt that Aramco had a right to the 
subsea lands of Saudi Arabia in the Persian Gulf. Judge Hudson said 
that Aramco thinks Superior may get a concession outside the Aramco: 

| area as defined by SAG. He pointed out that if this should happen | 
many difficulties would arise, including the use of the piers and facili- | 
ties built by Aramco. Judge Hudson then questioned Mr. Henderson 
about the nature of the “median line” and the countries to be affected _ 
by it. He was told that the line would affect Iraq, Kuwait, the Kuwait __ 
Neutral Zone, Saudi Arabia, Bahrein, ‘Qatar, the Trucial Sheikhdoms; 
and Iran. The median line would follow the contour of the mainland 
and would be worked out'scientifically by the best geographers in the 
US and British governments. = 3 = . - SE oe Tess 

Mr. Henderson said that it appeared that Aramco had the choice | 
of meeting the competition provided by Superior or of asking fora = 
postponement. On being told that the latter had been the Aramco plan 

7 until the receipt of recent information from Arabia, Mr. Henderson 
continued that the US Government must be careful not-to side with 
any one American company against another. We felt that it was un-_ 
desirable for the security of the Persian Gulf and Saudi Arabia’s own 
security as well, for the King to grant concessions until a scientific 
median line has been worked out, and we had suggested to the King 

| that he grant no concessions until this had been done, and until the 
meaning of the Aramco contract had been decided upon. cS | 
- ‘Mr. Hudson said that the interpretation of the Aramco contract 
will take some time, and that Aramco would like to wait on the matter
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until the interpretation is worked out, but that it could not do so in the 

light of the new circumstances. 9. OP vkehgye wits. 

| _ Mr. Duce added that Aramco. wants more time for study but Su- 
perior Oil has been discussing this problem with the Saudi Arabian 
Government. He felt. that the term “territorial waters” was a con- 
fusing one. On being asked the terms of the proposed Superior Oil 
concession in the Persian Gulf, Mr. Duce said that they involved the 
payment of four gold shillings per ton, plus 20 percent of the gross, 
clearly a much higher figure than the Aramco concession. and -one | 
which, if it went through, would upset the whole Persian Gulf con- 

cession structure; = 9 OMEEG as e  sy - 
- Mr. Henderson asked the Aramco officials present not to reduce this | 
conversation to writing and to inform only those Company officials | 

who were directly concerned. RES Soe Ge 
- Mr. Duce pointed out that the same problem exists in relation to | 
Kuwait and possibly the Neutral Zone. Mr. Robertson suggested that 
the US and the British companies involved should work out their 
problem but that without waiting for this the US and British govern- 

- ments should go ahead with the project of drawing up a median line. 
Mr. Ray ended. the meeting by saying that Aramco was bringing 

several of its top officials home about June 14, and that perhaps it 
would be best for Aramco to take up the option for these new offshore 
Arabian oil lands, as offered by King Ibn Saud, on the same terms as 

- Superior has been offering and then see what should be done. — 

‘The Seoretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom — 
SECRET Ewe Wasuineron, June 14, 1948—6 p. m. a 

9991. 1. Reps of group independent American oil-companies known 
| as American Independent Oil Company inform Dept that Company 

has been granted oil concession by Sheikh Kuwait. covering his e 
undivided interest in Saudi-Kuwait Neutral Zone subject Brit Govt | 
approval which Sheikh awaiting before signing agreement. Company | 
states Brit Govt through Political Agent Kuwait requests inclusion 
in concession agreement of provision in Anglo-Kuwait Treaty 23 Jan 
1899 purporting limit Sheikh’s power grant land for occupancy 

- within his territory without previous consent of Brit Govt. 
- 2, Company objects to inclusion such provision which it believes 
would not be acceptable to Saudi Arabian Govt whose consent neces- 

sary for development concession in Neutral Zone. Company states no 
| such clause included in Sheikh’s oil concession to Kuwait Oil Com- _
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pany Dec 23 1934 covering Kuwait proper and claims Brit cannot 
properly insist inclusion such provision relating Neutral Zone: in 
which Sheikh has-only fifty percent undivided interest and cannot __ 
commit, corresponding Saudi Arabian interest to Brit authority or } 
jurisdiction; Company regards proposed provision discriminatory 
since by making Brit permission prerequisite to securing land for oc- 
cupancy it would tend subject operations American company to Brit 

contro. ee 
3. Company requests Depts assistance and we have suggested they 

approach FonOff London after conferring AmEmbassy.’ Harley 
Stevens representing Company to fly London this purpose. Meantime — 
since time element important pls inquire FonOff as-to nature of and 

reasons for reported Brit request to Sheikh Kuwait mentioned above. 
| Dept is confident Brit Govt does not intend use its special position 

Persian Gulf Sheikdoms to prevent or impede US interests obtaining _ 
and developing concessions that area or to discriminate against them. 
‘Telegraph report and extend Stevens appropriate assistance 

SA, ) 

-1London’s reply on June 16, after discussing ‘the British Government’s desire 
to sign a political agreement with Aminco, stated : “Foreign Office confirméd em- 
phatically Department’s understanding set forth penultimate sentence Depart- 
ment’s reference telegram.” (telegram 2648, 890B.6363/6—1648) BE 
_.Aminco representatives at London advised the Embassy on June 23 that an 
understanding had been reached with the British Government on a political — 
agreement. The draft agreement provided that “in time of war or emergency 
(which HMG alone can declare) HMG has the right to preempt Aminco installa- 
tions and production against indemnification and payments by HMG. HMG also 
retains the right based on 1899 Treaty to construct airfields and harbors any- 
where subject to the agreement of the Sheik.” A clause was to be added to the 

| draft “limiting it to rights of Sheik of Kuwait in Neutral Zone, i.e., nothing in 
either concession or political agreement will prejudice. rights in Neutral. Zone 
possessed by SAG.” (airgram 1371 from London) The political agreement was 
signed on June 26 (telegram 2980 from London). Both documents are dated | 
July 2 and are filed under 890B.6363/7—248. 7 . 

, Copies of the concession and of the political agreement were furnished to the 
Department by Aminco on September 7; they are filed under 890B.6363/9-748. : 

- 800.0145/6-1848: Telegram 

_. - The Secretary of State tothe EmbassyinIran 

SECRET US URGENT - Wasurneron, June 18, 1948—7 p. m. 
_ 566. In discussion with Brit re plan for division of subsea rights © 
in Persian Gulf (Deptel 469, May 24*) question has arisen whether 
‘approach should be made to Iran at same time as other riparian states. 

| ~ Not printed; it advised that the request of the Superior Oil Company and the ; 
Central Mining Company for a concession on the submerged lands of Saudi Arabia 
in the Persian Gulf was “contrary to a request of the Department .to the Superior : 
Oil Company that-it withhold such application for a-concession until the coun- 
tries concerned could determine upon a division of the submerged lands” 
(880.0145/5-2448). , .
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Brit have taken position that no approach to Iran should be made | 
until agreement: has been reached among other Govts and public an- | | 

- nouncement made. Brit fear: Iran would block agreement because of I 

. ‘claims to Bahrein and Kuwait. - eee OP aed E 

At meeting with Brit Emb Reps here June 15 [16?]? we argued I 
that this course might seriously jeopardize US and Brit relations with 
Iran. Iran Govt would probably learn of preliminary negotiations and 
even if matter could be kept secret.sudden announcement of agreement _ 
among all Arab States concerned would still more provoke Iranian 
resentment. Since it would be obvious that US and Brit had taken 

- Jeading role in matter, resentment would be directed against usas well _ | 
as against Arab States. This resentment would undoubtedly be fanned ; 

| by Soviet propaganda and Soviet agents in Iran who would argue that } 
_ our action showed Iranian reliance. on American and Brit friendship | 

was unjustified. | gh SDT Tels 
Brit -were told we thought preferable procedure would be for you 4 

to approach Shah informally and explain importance to Iran of hav- 7 
ing Iranian rights to subsea oil amicably determined in accordance ~ ) 
logical principles and request Shah’s assistance in presenting matter 

- most effectively to Iran Govt. We would hope that if matter presented . : 
in right light Iran Govt might agree not to raise Bahrein-Kuwait 
issue in this connection or at least formula could be found which | 
would permit agreement on delimitation of subsea rights without | 

prejudicing Iranian claims to those two territories. Brit Reps agreed . | 
this suggestion worth consideration and have referred it to London. 
‘We would appreciate your views re this suggested procedure. : 

Since Bahrein issue is particularly thorny point in connection | 
‘Persian Gulf oil rights and appears likely to be recurring source of | 
trouble at inopportune moments, we are wondering if it would not be 
well attempt settle it once and for all by early reference International © 
Court of Justice. Such reference would enable Iran Govt to satisfy 
domestic public opinion by pointing out it was taking logical steps 
through established international channels to assert Iranian claim. 

- 2 Department officers met on June 16 with Messrs. Bromley and Jones of the 
British Embassy. Mr. Sanger’s memorandum of conversation states that “Mr. 
Boggs produced copies of a map on which he had worked out a tentative median 

7 line in the Persian Gulf and described the principles on which this line had been 
drawn. He pointed out that in most cases the line was equally distant from both 
shores of the Gulf but that in.some cases islands had been considered as parts 
of the mainland.” Mr. Bromley promised to send the map ‘to London (890.0145/ 
6-1648). At a meeting with the same British officials on June 30, Mr. Boggs was 
“said to have “presented a new map which he had prepared showing the division 
of the submerged area’ among the riparian states, with the central median line . 
drawn primarily through points equidistant from the shore rather than, as 
previously, from island points near the shore. It was agreed that this map be | 
forwarded to London as.an amendment to the one previously submitted.” (Mr. 
Sanger’s memorandum of conversation, 890.0145/6—-3048). Neither map is found 
attached to the memoranda. Samuel W. Boggs was Special Adviser on Geography.
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At same time this claim appears so ill-founded that there would seem | 
little doubt Court would rule in favor Brit position and provide Brit 
and Bahreinis with conclusive settlement removing this controversial | 
issue from Middle East picture. If you agree, we propose make this 
suggestionto BritGovt. EEE ars 

Since we hear Ibn Saud may take some action re subsea oil within 
week, we wouldlikeurgentreply® $= = || SUE 

_ Sent Tehran 566 rpted London 2299. oe ae 

8 Ambassador W iley replied on June 19, giving his “entire agreement” with oe 
telegram 566. He noted also that “there is at the moment no government with. 
which to work. I am dubious about accomplishing anything through ‘Shah atthis — 
disturbed moment.” (telegram 683 from Tehran, 890.0145/6-1948 ) er ee 

691.119 /6-1948 : Telegram | mo et | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabia 

an _ WasHINGToN, June 19, 1948—4 p. m. 
__ 239. Following is US Dept of Commerce, Office of International 

| Trade, press release issued June 19, 1948 under number OIT 187: 
“Export licenses for 11,650 tons of heavy oil-line pipe have ‘been 

granted to the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, the Dept of Commerce | | announced today through its Office of International Trade. | 
This pipe will be used to construct a pipeline in Iran from the oil 

field at Agha Jari to the port of Bandar Maschur on the Persian Gulf. 
The new line will have a daily capacity of 100,000 barrels of crude oil. 
Of this amount, a minimum of 40,000 barrels has been contracted. for 
delivery to the US, and a considerable additional quantity may also 
become available for US purchases = oe 
OIT officials emphasized that the construction of the line between 

Agha Jari and Bandar Maschur—a distance of only 48 miles repre- 
sents the most efficient use of this quantity of pipe. The oil wells have _ 

| already been drilled, and the necessary dock installations and storage 
, facilities have already been constructed. The 11,650 tons of heavy pipe 

| which constitutes the entire steél requirement of this pipeline has 
already been fabricated and is at dockside awaiting shipment. The 
construction of this line will make available more-oil for the quantity 
of steel involved than any other pending project. The pipeline will be 
completed by June, 1949. Oe ee ae 7 
_ The decision on pending export. license applications of the Trans- 
Arabian Pipeline Company, for 16,000 tons of heavy pipe In second | 

*In a letter of June 28 to Assistant Secretary Thorp, Francis McIntyre, As- - 
sistant Director of the Office of International Trade in the Department of Com- 
merce, stated that the 40,000 barrels had already been eontracted to the Socony- 
Vacuum Oil Company and that negotiations were proceeding satisfactorily toward _ 
the commitment of a further 30,000 barrels to independent American refinery interests (691.119/6-2848). oe ER 8
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quarter 1948 and fér 52,000 tons in the third quarter, has been deferred } 
| lintil the first week in Sept when the next allocations willbe. deter- dE 

mined. The length of the proposed Trans-Arabian pipelineis over i 
_» 1100 miles, and construction could not'be completed before early 1950. | 

When completed, the Trans-Arabian line will provide a moreeflicient = = = | 
- means of transportation from the oil fields to the Mediterranean than 4 

the present use of tankers. RR te eS ER EE ES | 
_-.. OFT officials stated that the postponement of consideration of the ss 
Trans-Arabian Pipeline Company’s applications for oil-line pipe will 
not prejudice applications by the company for licenses to export. mate- : 

rial other than heavy pipe which may be required to.continue construc- = sf 
-. tion on a reduced basis, using pipe on hand inthe area.” 0 

| Sent Jidda as 239; rpted Cairo as 832; London as 2311; Tehran as | | 
568; Damascus as 237; Beirut as 356.0 lees ea 

| “ne Vasa, 

691.119/6-1948: Telegram eee ee 
The Secretary of State to the Legationin Saudi Arabia 

CONFIDENTIAL - Wasuineron, June 19,1948-—4p.m 

| 240. We supported decisions outlined Commerce press release sd 
June 19% transmitted separately for reasons described. Pipeline in | 

- _Tran would provide essential transportation making badly needed _ | 
additional oil supplies available to meet demand of U.S. and other 
friendly nations. Additionally project would permit ME oil develop- 
ment outside disordered area with maximum yield from minimum | 
investment critically short steel. D 

| Faced: with alternatives we chose recommend postponement main 
line pipe export? rather than risk outright rejection entire project ==» 

- because mounting sentiment Executive and Congressional quarters sy 
7 against shipping large tonnages critically short steel to disordered _ 

| area with no assurances that project could be completed based on | - 
(1) inability Aramco obtain Syrian concession® and (2) danger of 

- exposure to constant attack. a eee 
| In case you are approached you may assure SAG that it will be — es 

difficult obtain approval for export large quantities steel involved | 
unless it can be clearly shown that this critically short supply com- 

- modity can be productively utilized. Conditions which must be met Me 

«8. See supra. The Department’s support was formally conveyed to the Depart- oe 
. ment of Commerce in a letter of June 9 (691.119/6-948), Oe — 

64 a letter of J une 11 to the Department of Commerce, not printed (690F.119/ —_ | 

8 he intended reference was to Syrian ratification of the pipeline concession. | a | 
~The convention granting the concession had been signed by the Syrian authorities | 

- and Tapline on September 1, 1947; see editorial note and Mr. Sanger’s memo- | | 
randum of conversation of December 26, 1947, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v. 
pp. 664, 668. - a — 

429-027—75-——_3 | | | ae
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-. to provide this assurance include (1) restoration of order inthe area = 

| and (2) conclusion of Syrian pipeline concession ‘permitting transit. 
In following postponement course Dept managed obtain: necessary _ 

| _ renewal by Commerce of special project license which otherwise would _ 

have expired Jun 2, 1948 and would have required complete abandon- 
ment project. Also we obtained assurance that postponement would - _ 
not. prejudice Arameo’s applications. for export. licenses covering 

_. material other than heavy pipe needed for continued construction 
_ Fapline on reduced basis utilizing heavy pipe on hand. In event'satis- 

| factory assurances forthcoming ‘re ‘productive..utilization. Dept can _ 
- request further consideration heavy pipe export prior to stipulated = 

— Beptdate 
| Continued refusal Syrian Govt grant:convention necessary pipeline 

| deprives ME countries benefits estimated equivalent of $24 million 
during construction period plus $4 million annually after operations . 

-. ommenced. | oe EP es ee EE 

ss Sent Jidda as 240; rptd Cairo as 834; London as 2312; Tehran as 
| . 569;Damascusas238;Beirutas3857.0 ee 

Sag Qe yp ape | Bo _MarsHaqn 

a Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Edward B. McEnerney of the 

seperti, [Wastatxeon,] July 23, 1948. 
Participants: Mr. T. E. Bromley, First Secretary, British Embassy _ 

Mr. E.C. [Z] Jones, Attaché, British Embassy 
oo . J.C.Satterthwait, NEA 
sD ASRobertson,NEA 

| . J.D. Jernegan, GTI ce aa 

re  §.W.Boggs,OIR/GE | a 

| E.G. Moline, PED _ oe 
a a | _ GH. Mattison,NE. = Se Ce 

| ) My, E.B.McEnerney,NE. 0 ia 

Mr. Robertson referred to Mr. Bromley’s letter of July 201 to Mr. 
Mattison, enclosing a telegram to the British Embassy from the For- - 

~ eign Office dated July 17, 1948, concerning the Persian Gulf offshore 
| oil question. He said that the Department was very happy to have 

_ learned that the Foreign Office had accepted the American recommen- 

| tN, G59/—/48, addressed to Gordon H. Mattison, then acting as Chief of the 
___--* Division of Near Eastern Affairs. The note and its enclosure not printed. _ :
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| dation that Iran‘not be presented with a “fait accompli” and that she = 
be informed of the US-UK recommendations along with the other sid 
Persian Gulf states, He also noted that'in the British'telegram of July 

| 17 it had been ‘suggested'that the UK approach the Sheikhdoms under 
British protection and the Sultan of Muscat, while the US and UK 

_ might approach ‘Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Tran. He said that he | 
_ wondered whether the approach to the Sheikhdoms wasto precedethat == 

to the other countries, or whether both approaches were to be'simul- 
taneous, Mr. Bromley said he believed they were to be simultaneous. | 

__Mr. Mattison mentioned that, if the UK were to approach the Sultan 
of’ Muscat, it should do so on behalf of the US, since we are in'direct 

_ diplomatic relationship with the Sultan, although we do not at present | 
have a representative accredited to him. Mr. Robertson also siggested 
that it would be necessary to determine whether'the-approaches to 

the Sultan of Muscat, Iran, Iraq and Saudi Arabia were tobe joint or ‘parallel. It was agreed that they should be parallel. y os oh eetioaid) te A Oe 

_ It was agreed between the Americans and the British’ present that es 
| any statement by either Governnient which might be‘made tothe oll = 
- companies, concerning the possibility of securing concessions covering 

the offshore area, should not be made until declarations had been made a | 
_ by the individual rulers announcing the offshore area tinder their 

_ jurisdiction. No public statement would be volunteered by the US 
_. -and UK concerning the role which they had played in submitting 

| recommendations to the riparian states. Mr. Moline suggested that it —_ 
might be advisable, however, for the US and UK to prepare some 

_ statement concerning their role which could if necessary be made 
_ available should inquiries be made by the UN or other bodies. Mr. 

Jones said that he felt, as a matter of fact, that a certain amount of a 
- publicity concerning the Anglo-American discussions had already 

_ gone the rounds in oil circles. Mr. Robertson inquired whether the — 
__» British thought any other countries, such as Iraq, had learned of our _ = | 

discussions. Mr. Bromley replied that, so far as he knew, Iraq had not. _ : 
_ Mr. Satterthwaite asked if the British Government’s policy wasto 

| encourage competition among the British oil companies and not to = —™ 
: - select any chosen instrument. He pointed out that the US Government 

| favors open competition as regards American companies, The British | 
| ‘representatives replied that the British Government is also favoring _— 

_ open competition. Mr. Jones pointed out that actually very few / 
| British companies would be in a position to undertake offshore ex- st 
__ ploitation, since only a few possessed the necessary technical skill and © | 

equipment i a Oe 
__ Mr. Robertson then referred to the use by the British in their tele- me 
gram of the words “sovereignty” and “annexation”. He said that the = s—_
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| Department would like again-to express its desire that these words not 

__ -be'used. He pointed out that neither in the Continental Shelf Fisheries = 

_. Proclamation nor in the companion. Natural Resources Proclamation . 

- issued by the President had these words been used. He felt that it 

| - would be much wiser to follow the language of the President’s Con- 

| tinental Shelf Proclamation, i.e., “jurisdiction and control,” in this. 

-_-problem of the Persian Gulf. He said that if we were to depart from 

- the language of the declaration a considerable delay might be caused, 
_ because it would then be necessary to consult with the fishery. experts 

of. the Department: and with the Department of Interior, which had — 
been responsible for the text of the President’s declarations. The De- 

| partment of State could not endorse the use of “sovereignty” and | 

_ “apnexation” as regards the Persian Gulf without prior agreement by — 
.theDepartmentofInterion 

Q _., Mr. Boggs pointed out in this connection that when the President’s 
Continental Shelf Proclamation was.drawn up great care had been 

taken in the choice of the language used, and he felt sure that the =~ 
drafters had avoided the use of “sovereignty” and “annexation” with | 
good: reasons 

| ‘Mr. Gray said that. from the legal standpoint he also felt that it 
- would be advisable to. follow the language of the President’s declara-_ 

ss tion. He felt particularly that, were some expression such as “sover- 
ss @ignty over the subsoil and seabed” to be used, complications and — 

7 - misunderstandings might result as a consequence of which it might be 

believed that the. riparian states were annexing the complete area — | 

| affected, including the high seas. He then inquired specifically of the 
British whether they had,jn mind any such annexation of anareaas 

-  -was involved in the case of the Gulf of Paria, between Venezuela and 

| ‘Trinidad. The British replied thattheyhadnot. = 

Mr. Boggs said that he felt the question of annexing the resources 

oo of the subsoil was similar to that-of acquiring fishing rights. In the . _ 

latter case one would assert rights over the fish alone; and it-seemed = 

to him that in the former case it would be sufficient to assert rights 
- oyertheresourcesalone, 

| Mr. Bromley said that he would endeavor to clarify the question 

oe with the Foreign Office. He added that the primary,-British objective : 

was to assure, for the riparian states, that no other state would ever 

be able to assert rights in the Gulf in opposition to those asserted by 

the riparian states. He had in mind in particular any Russian effortto 

| establish a position in the Gulf. Mr. Robertson suggested that it might 

| be possible to work out some kind of formula which would preclude | 

| - any such intrusion intothe Gulfbyathirdparty. - By a | 

Mr. Mattison pointed out that from a political point of view it 

might be easier to persuade the riparian states to accept a concept-of
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‘jurisdiction rather than one of sovereignty since if it were merely a 
"question of jurisdiction, the difficult problems of fishing rights and 

___ pearling rights, such asthose of Bahrein, wouldnotarise. = 
7 Mr. Robertson then asked’ whether it was the British intention to =” 

_ cancel the possibility of a conference in London, or whether it was 
merely to be postponed. Mr. Bromley replied that the British desire 
at the moment was to move ahead as fast as possible without holding _ " 

_. the proposed conference and to work out general principles before 7 
| working out the specific principles which would govern the drawing 

~. ofamap. Mr. Robertson asked if the British had had any reaction from. ce , 

London on Mr. Boggs’ map and memorandum. Mr. Bromley saidthat = 

they had, inasmuch as London had said they were working on their 
own memorandum in reply. Mr. Robertson said thatit would beadvisa- 

ble to have the map worked out before specific recommendations were a 

- made to the riparian states. Mr. Mattison said that it would be much 
easier for the riparian states to accept the US-UK recommendationsif == 

they had the advantage of a visual presentation showing which seg- 
ment of the Gulf would fall to each state. Mr. Bromley agreed thatthe = 
map should be prepared before recommendations were made. It was 

therefore. recognized that the discussions from now on would fall 
into two stages. The first would involve reaching agreement on basic 

principles, and the second would involve reaching agreement on the | 

_ implementation of the principles through drawing of a map. 
ss Mr. Bromley agreed to submit, as soon as possible, a precise state- oo 

ment of what the Foreign Office would consider a proper statement => 

| of principles to be submitted to the riparian states. These could then 
be discussed between the State Department and the British repre-. | 

sentatives with the view to working out the final agreed set of 

recommendations. ae nen Cees 

‘Mr, Gray then introduced the question of what form the proclama- 
_ tion which might be issued by a riparian state should take. It was felt. mo 

in general that a sample form might be submitted to all of the states, 

_ but it was to. be hoped that each state would not promulgate the same : 

- jdenticaltextineacheasen =e 

a Mr. Robertson said that the State Department was faced with a 
| specific problem about which he desired to ask the opinion of the Oo 

British. The Saudi Arabian Government had asked the United States 
Government for advice concerning the granting of a Saudi offshore — co 
concession, and the USG had asked the Saudi Government to defer 

action until receipt. of US-UK recommendations. The problem now . | 
_--was one of deciding when we could inform the Saudi Government that = =| 

oe we felt. it-might feel free to grant a concession. Would the US and UK | - 

. insist that agreement.be reached by all the riparian states before we — 
would recommend to any individual state that it grant a concession? — a
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_. Mr. Bromley said that.he felt that we should not wait for any such 
a general agreement. When the US and UK had reached agreement.on, 

_ the solution of “the problem” posed by the SAG we would simply 
‘submit our recommendations to the riparian states. They would then - 
be free to take whatever action they chose. Mr. Robertson said that 
he believed the US and UK might desire tobe sure that Saudi Arabia — 
would accept our principles before approving the taking of action by __ 

- _ any other riparian state on the: basis of our recommendations,.Once _ 
Saudi Arabia was satisfied, the US and UK would not insist upon 
general agreement among all the riparian states, Mr. Mattison pointed | 

| out that of course we would not approve the granting by King Ibn, 
Saud of a concession over any offshore, territory which would .right- 
fullybelongtosomeotherstate. =... 

_ . Mr. Boggs pointed out that in the President’s Continental Shelf 
Proclamation it had been stated that in eases where continental shelf  __ 
running from the shores of the US was shared by it with an adjoining | 

, state or with a state lying opposite the US, it would be necessary for 
: _ agreement to be reached by the US and the other state on the basis | 

_ of equitable principles before the shelf could be considered divided 
| _. between them. Mr. Jones repeated that, as he saw it, all that was in- 

_ volved was a presentation by the US and the UK to the riparian states | 
| of principles which we desired them to adopt, and that formal agree- 
__- ment between themselves did not appear necessary. It was agreed that 

negotiations between stateswasunnecessary, . = 
Mr, Boggs said that he hoped that the Foreign Office, in raising the a 

| whole question of offshore oil to the British cabinet, would be sure 
_ to include the question of principles affecting the drawing of the 

median and transversal lines. He said that he felt most anxious that : 
| __ this should be done since he is working on problems of division in — | 

_. another area. where there are no islands involved and he would like ~~ 
to see scientific principles adopted. Mr. Bromley then remarked that 

- the question of islands was indeed a difficult one and that the Saudi 
Foreign Office had discussed the question of jurisdiction over islands __ 

| with Ambassador Trott. They had in particular been discussing the _—_. 

satsofFarsilsland. = 
_ At the close of the meeting Mr. Robertson pointed out that it would 

be necessary for the US and the UK to determine whether they would 
look with favor upon the granting by Iran of the concession covering _ 

|  Iran’s offshore area. Mr. Robertson said that the US Government , 
| would not be anxious to see such a concession granted, and Mr. Bromley 

_ said that similarly the British Government would not like to see one 
granted. re 

| In conclusion, it was agreed that attention should now be given to | 
(1) drafting a set of principles and (2) drafting a suggested 

: proclamation. BT
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Memorandum by the Assistant Chief of the Petroleum Dwiston | 
ee olin) 

| CONFIDENTIAL — ts” _\ [Wasurtneton,] August’6, 1948. 

— Sagpt Arapra’s OrrsHore Om” ee es Des 

Problem. In the specific instance of Saudi Arabia’s proposed grant 

| of an offshore oil concession, what is the desirable application of the 
-_Department’s general policy of encouraging a wider company partici- a 

| pation in the development.of Middle East oilreserves. © 5 
Background, The Department long has endeavored to maintain the Ao 

- open door and non-discrimination policy with respect to the oppor- 
: tunity of American nationals to obtain foreign oil concessions, the | . 

- most notable example of Department intervention to achieve this being 2 
the Iraq. Petroleum Company case following the first World War. 

, Subsequently, both with and without Department help, other Ameri- 
ean companies other than those in the IPC have obtained important => 
Middle East oil concessions, and by 1945 all but the apparently less | 

: promising areas had been brought under concession by asmall group 
| of British and American companies. Among them, through contracts , 

_ and partnership arrangements, close relationships had come to exist — | 

in respect to Middle East oil. Confronted with this factual situation = 
and with the holdings of some companies so large as to preclude any 
possibility of development within any reasonable period, the Depart- > 

7 ment began to consider seriously the development of a Middle East oil . a , 

policy. It was then suggested that it might take the form of encourag- — | 
ing new companies not now holding concessions in the area to bid for __ 

| the remaining areas open and of discouraging existing companies with 
a large undeveloped areas from seeking them. It was also suggested that = 

companies holding large areas might be encouraged promptly toex- 
amine such areas and relinquish those they did not desire to keep and - 
develop without inordinate delay. A wide measure of agreement onthe — 
soundness of these suggestions seemed to exist within the Department. _ 

The Department discussed the foregoing policy with the American 

partners in the IPC at the time the latter company was considering = 
acquiring a concession in Transjordan. None the less IPC added the 

*Transmitted by Winthrop G. Brown, Director of the Office of International _ | 
a Trade Policy, to Raymond A. Hare, Acting Director of the Office of Near Hastern | | 
-. and African Affairs, in a memorandum of August 11. The transmitting memo-  —_ 

randum noted that the position paper “has been discussed at length by PED, | | 

_ IR, NEA and NH officers and an effort has been made to reconcile in the present 
paper the views of the offices concerned.” a | oo x
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| concession to its widespread holdings in the Middle East. In the case 

- of. Kuwait, the Department made the ruler’s interest in granting a 
-» concession known to several independent American companies,andan __ 

| independent company was successful in obtaining the concession. — a 
_ For several months the Government of Saudi Arabia has been con- 

| tending, contrary to the view of the Arabian American Oil Company, 
_ that Aramco’s 440,000 square mile concession in Saudi Arabia does not 
include offshore areas in the Persian Gulf beyond territorial waters. | 
The Government has also been negotiating with Superior Oil Com- . 

- pany and Central Mining Investment, Ltd., operating jointly for this. 
purpose, with a view to granting a concession to-some 10,000 square 
milesoftheseareas, © 

| _ A memorandum left at the Department on July 21 by. Superior 
Officials? states that the Government has informed Superior of its 
intention to give the company the concession ‘on the basis of the com- 

a pany’s present offer. The Department has little specific information — 
| regarding details of the proposed concession, The memorandum also | 

_ refers to a competitive offer by Aramco regarding the area in question == 
| which Superior contends is a tacit admission that the existing con- 

cession does not cover offshore areas beyond territorial waters... 

_ ‘Aramco has not conceded the latter point. One cable from Jidda, 
among those which confirm the fact of an offer by Aramco, refers to it 

| as a consideration for “clarification” of the basic Aramco contract. 
: The position of the Department as it has been made known to the 

Government of Saudi Arabia, to Aramco, and to the Superior Oil _ 
_ Company has been that the question of whether or not the existing | 

, concession covered offshore areas was a matter to be settled between 
_. Aramco and the Government of Saudi Arabia and that if the offshore : 

| areas were not covered by the existing concession it would be prefera- — 

_ ple that no new concession be granted to any company until the areas 
of the Persian Gulf, over which riparian states had jurisdiction, had _ . 

_ been determined on an equitable and scientific basis. It was made — 
known that this Government, together with the British, was working 

- - to determine on such a basis, the limits of the areas over which the . 
-viparian states might wish to proclaim their jurisdiction. In addition, __ 

__- representatives of the Superior Oil Company were told in response to . 

| a, direct inquiry on the point that the Department favored the entry | 

of independent oil interests into the Middle East, but could not favor | 

a anyonecompanyoveranother, = ST 

: *Notprinted. 20 6 a rer
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_ For implementing the policy of widening company participation in 
the development of Middle East oil; it would seem preferable that = 

- particular concession opportunities be made known to as large a num- | 
_ ber of interested independent companies as possible. It appears, how- 
ever, that in the present case of Saudi Arabia’s offshore areas the = 

we complications in the form of potential disagreement between neighbor- 

ing states as to respective areas of jurisdiction in the Gulf, together 
: with the progress of current negotiations, may not permit this prefer- = 

| able procedure to be followed. It isa real possibility that Aramco will = 

obtain the right to exploit the offshore area whether or not asa 
“clarification” of its basic contract and notwithstanding the Superior 

| statement that the Government has agreed to give the latter the con- _ 
cession. Should this occur a major.opportunity for the participation __ 

in Middle East oil development of a company independent of existing = 
---s concessionairesintheareawillhavebeenlost. = | 

1. That officials of Aramco be called to the Department for an ex- _ 
| change of views with respect to: the company’s intention in regard to | 

Saudi Arabia’s offshore areas and the Department’s policy asindicated = 
_ in the background section above. In addition to outlining our general 

policy, an attempt should be made to persuade Aramco that it would - 
_ be in the interest of all parties, including the company, that a new = 

_ company take over development of the offshore areaif Aramcohasany = 
material doubt that its concession covers the area or isunabletoclarify 

| its claim to the area without payment of a consideration equal to or 
ereaterthanthebestcompetitiveoffer. == =——si—“‘< OS 

9, That the officials of Superior Oil Company be called tothe De- 
partment to discuss specific terms of the company’s proposed conces- i s—™ 
sion with a view to determining whether any of them are at variance | 

_ with our petroleum policy and, if so, to inform Superior concerning = 
| the Department’s views, vas 

i editorial Note | 

---: Baghdad, on August 9, reported information from an officer of the _ 
| _ Rafidain Oil Company, a subsidiary of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Com- 

pany in Iraq, that the Iraqi Government had granted permission for 
the Middle East Pipeline Company to start a preliminary survey of 

_._ territory in Southern Iraq for the eastern section and terminus of its = 
proposed pipeline to Syria (Airgram 109, 890.6363/8-948),
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- _ Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Edward. McEnerney of the 
oo Division of Near Eastern Affairs = 

SECRET + [Wasutneton,] August 20,1948, 

| _ Mr. Maclean, First Secretary, British Embassy = = 3S | 
- __-Mr. Jones, Petroleum Attaché, British Embassy | 

| Mr. Hare,NEA Mr.Sanger,NE  L/P—Mr. Gray 
. Mr. Dunn,GTI  =-Mr. McEnerney, NE  IR—Mr. Looney : 

Mr. Mattison, NE OTR/GE—Mr. Boggs / 

- Mr. Hare presented to the British representatives copies of the draft 
| - proclamation prepared by Mr. Gray on August 19 (attached) which 

- -had resulted from a Departmental meeting of that date. Mr. Hare _ 
explained that the Department had studied Mr: Bromley’s letter to 

/ Mr. Mattison dated August 7, which enclosed a proposed British draft — | 
_ for a declaration to be issued by the riparian states. He said that Mr. 

_. Gray’s. new draft had been based on the British draft but had been = 
| altered in certain respects as the result of extensive discussion. within - 

: _ the Department. He asked the British representativestoreadthedraft, = 
in order that they might comment upon it. When Mr. Maclean and = 
Mr. Jones had finished reading the draft, Mr. Jones commented that 
it appeared to him to be much the same as the British draft, except that — 
the American draft re-introduced the words “jurisdiction and control” , 

- as. a. substitute for the words “boundaries” or “sovereignty”, which the  . _ 
British had previously suggested. Mr. Hare explained that the De- 
partment had found it imperative to, suggest that the word “sover- 
eignty” not be used, primarily because the division of the Department. ) 

- concerned with fisheries activities had felt it important for certain 

| reasons not to depart from the language of the. US declaration of. . 
| 1945 affecting the continental shelf. Mr. Hare then asked Mr. Looney, _ 

representing the Fish and Wild Life section of the International Re- 
- sources Division, if he would comment on his Division’s position. Mr. 
- _ Looney said that inasmuch as the-President had on the same date in 

_ 1945 issued two proclamations, one concerning the continental shelf 
| and the other concerning fisheries, the two declarations had become 

linked in the minds of most observers, and that any action affecting __ 
_ the one might be interpreted as affecting the other. His Division felt 

that it was most important, however, to maintain a distinction between 

- : 1Infra. — - Pe - re 
* Memorandum of conversation by Mr. McEnerney not printed. — : . 

: _ § Neither printed. _ : a a : 
- . *Both proclamations were covered in the press release issued by the White 

House on September 28, 1945, printed in Foreign Relations, 1945, vol. 11, p. 1528. ao
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activities affecting the shelf and activities affectingfisheriesinthehigh => 

_ geas, although maintenance of this distinction constitutes a ‘difficult — 

- problem. His Division felt that if sovereignty were declared over the _ 

continental shelf rather than jurisdiction and control, it would ‘be : 

oo inevitable for the concept of sovereignty over the shelf tobe extended = 

_and to be translated to sovereignty over fisheries activities inthehigh 

_ seas and then over the high seas themselves. He noted that five other 

governments had already issued declarations of sovereignty over both 
the continental shelf and the high seas above it. As he believed the e 

-_ British representatives knew, their Government had been informed _ 

that the- US had lodged complaints with three of those five govern- 

_ ments.against those declarations of sovereignty. Mr. Jones interrupted 

at this point to say that whereas the British had originally desired : 

a declaration of “sovereignty” over the continental shelf beneath the. =~ 

waters of the Persian Gulf, they had (in order to accommodate the 
‘US desire not to use “sovereignty”) dropped that word from their 

proposed declaration and had suggested merely an extension of bound- 

| aries to include the shelf. Mr. Mattison and Mr. Gray then pointed = 
out. that although this was true, the Department had felt that an 

| extension of boundaries necessarily meant an extension of sovereignty, 

and that the concept of a boundary extension wasperhapseven stronger 
than a declaration of sovereignty. Therefore, the Department felt | 

that mere omission of the word “sovereignty” did not settle the = 
| problem. ttt | a 

| Mr. Looney then went on to note that the five countries which had 

proclaimed complete sovereignty were Argentina, Chile, Peru, Costa = 

- Rica and Mexico. (In the case of Mexico the declaration was not final, 
_ inasmuch as it will require constitutional amendment.) ‘The Depart- 

ment, moreover, feared that other countries were contemplating similar. oe 

declarations. It was feared that Iceland and Cuba were preparing : 

them, and that Nicaragua and Chinamight also take such action. The — : 

question of the US attitude toward such declarations of Sovereignty 

__-was, therefore, assuming a world-widescope. as: ern 

_- -‘Mr, Hare pointed out that he recognized that there was in fact ce 

- very little difference between the concepts of “sovereignty” and of 

“jy rigdiction and control,” and that the difference was largely a matter — 

of “shading”, but that it was this “shading” which seemed of great 

__ importance to the Department, since different consequences. would | 

result upon the use of one or the other. Mr. Jones said that he appre- 

ciated there was this difference of “shading.” Mr. Looney said that, — 
although he was not prepared to'comment in great legal detail upon 

_ the difference between concepts of “sovereignty” and “jurisdiction and 
 gontrol,” his Division felt that there was a real difference which could
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| __ hot be ignored. Mr..Gray pointed out the chief problem in the eyes of _ 
_ _ the ‘Legal Division was that the US: continental shelf declaration 
___ Tepresented a doctrine so new that great care must be taken.in‘any 

_ matters having to do with it, especially since there had already been. 
_ proclamations by other countries which constituted peryersions of 

our doctrine, He pointed out that the Legal Division feels that,inorder 
_ for any nation to assert jurisdiction, that:nation must also assume a = 

| degree of sovereignty, and that, therefore, the British: were, to that | 
_ -_ extent, cortect in their interpretation of ourcontinental shelf declara- 

tion. The Legal Division, however, felt that for practical and political | 

that a declaration of jurisdiction would be effective in excluding parties _ 
alien to the Persian Gulf from asserting rights there. ¢ oo 

~ Mr, Maclesn said that the Foreign Offe position had been that the 
rights over such common property without declaring sovereignty over ) 
it. Mr. Looney replied that fish were also considered res nullius, but 
that it was the Department’s belief that, jurisdiction and control could 

| be applied over fish and that such an application would be fully effec-_ 
tive in assuring rights for the party making the assertion, and that.the 

_ British Government had shown a degree of acquiescence in the Amer- 
7 ican position. Mr. Maclean pointed out that he felt the question of 

- petroleum was slightly different from that of fish, inasmuchasriparian = 
_ rulers would be most anxious to be quite certain that they had full 

_ property rights over petroleum. He asked Mr. Looney if jurisdiction 
and control would insure such property rights. Mr. Looney replied 

| _ that he felt such rights would not necessarily. be insured but, asa 
___--practical matter, they could be. Mr. Jones further remarked that the 

_ British felt that fish and petroleum were quite different phenomena = 
| _ in the sense that petroleum: was a fixed and stationary phenomenon, ~~ 

_. Mr. Boggs said that he felt the whole question of assertions ofrights 
| over the continental shelf was a very complicated one, especially from | 
__ & geographer’s point of view, since it was quite difficult to determine 

, exactly where the continental shelf might lie and since no. matter . 
a where it lay it might not be possible, despite all modern methods of : 

exploitation, actually to conduct petroleum exploitation.throughout 
the shelf. Such factors as storms and currents would make it difficult 
_to-exploit everywhere on ‘the shelf, since it might not be possibleto = 

station the necessary drilling apparatus at all desired points, There-_ 
4 fore, he felt that no ruler could hope to assert full sovereignty over =e 

- it, inasmuch as he would be prevented by natural factors from imple- —_ 

—_ menting his sovereignty. = = a a Es, |
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_. Mr. Jones said that, whereas this might be true, it would neverthee =» 
less be necessary for any oil company receiving a concession in the == 

_ given area to know with certainty that it would have the right to 
. drill in that area. Mr. Boggs reiterated that he felt it was most neces- = 

_ sary to be careful in any statements made concerning the shelf, which 
covers 11,000,000 square miles beneath the high seas, a very large 

_ area. He felt that it was the size of the total world continental shelf,  =»-— 
_ for one thing, which made it wise to assert rights only over the natural _ | 

_- resources of the shelf rather than over theshelfasa whole =” 
_» Mr. Maclean said that it was somewhat difficult for him to under- 

- _ stand the meaning of the word “appertaining”, the US desiretoavoid = 
_ use of “sovereignty”, and the bearing of fisheries questions upon the 
continental shelf problem. Mr. Hare said that he quite agreed that 

- the US positions seemed somewhat obscure but that it was nonetheless 
of importance to the Department to maintain those positions. He pe 

: agreed that the British were correct in saying that a nation must 
_. possess “sovereignty” before being able to exercise jurisdiction. How- 

ever, the Department felt it necessary to avoid an expression of the —_ 
word “sovereignty”. Mr. Boggs, however, said that he believed there 
was a genuine distinction between the concepts of “sovereignty” and 
“jurisdiction,” and that jurisdiction could be exercised to affect some- _ | 
thingover which anationdidnothave“sovereignty”. = 
Mr, Jones then remarked that he believed the Department’s posi- ss 

- tion was one of anxiety lest a declaration of sovereignty over the 
seabed might lead to a declaration of sovereignty over the high seas. 

| Mr. Gray said that this was the case, and that it was especially un: 
_ - fortunate that the President’s declarations were issued ‘both on the | 
_ same day, thus necessarily linking them in the eyes of most observers. _ 

| _ (In aside conversations with Mr. Hare, Mr. Boggs, and Mr. Gray _ 7 
, _ during the course of the above discussion, Mr. Dunn suggested that __ 

the “sovereignty”—“jurisdiction” controversy might be resolved by = 
abandoning both words in favor of the following: “declaresitstitleto 
and its exclusive right to regulate the exploitation of the natural 
resources, etc.” The suggestion was approved. It was decided, however, _ | 

_ that the above substitute wording would not be proposed to the British | 
. unless the Foreign Office. proved adamant in its refusal to accept 
| “jurisdiction andcontrol.”) 
~~ “Mr. Hare suggested that, inasmuch as the American sidehad made 
+ clear'to the British representatives the Department’s position regard- 

ing the problem of “sovereignty,” it would then be in order for the = 
meeting to consider certain other points. One of these was a suggés- 

i tion made by Mr. Sanger to the effect that it might be advisable to —™” 
. delete from the draft proclamation a reference to the high seasof“the =
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Persian Gulf,’ changing the reference to simply the “high seas” con- 
- ___ tiguous to one of the riparian nations, wherever the seas might lie. 

ss 'Phis might be advisable because certain of the nations involved ina _ 
Persian Gulf division might also have “continental shelf” in the Gulf _ . 

oe of Oman. These nations would be Iran, Trucial Oman and Muscat and — 
: Oman, and it would seem wise for them to assert rights over “con- - 

| tinental shelf” contiguous to all of their shores rather than merely to — | 
_ their shores on the Persian Gulf. In addition Saudi Arabia might 

have some “continental shelf” lying on the Red Sea. Mr. Jones re- 
a marked that he felt the discussions so far had been confined to the © 

| Persian Gulf “continental shelf”, and that. the question of shelf. be- | 

— longing to Persian Gulf States but lying outside of the Gulf had not 

. yet come up for consideration. Mr. Hare indicated, however, that the 
| American side would like to have the words “Persian Gulf” removed. 

. Mr. Jones remarked that in the paragraph numbered 1(b) of Mr. | 
- Gray’s August 19 draft it was stated that the transversal boundaries 

would be determined between rulers “in accordance with fair and =~ 
| equitable procedures.” He remarked that the British draft had not 
- _ referred to any such procedures but had suggested simply unqualified _ 

bilateral discussions between neighbors. Mr. Jones felt the American 
| wording suggested that. the bilateral agreements might be considered 

subject to review by third parties as regards the fairness and equitable- 
ness of the agreements. Mr. Boggs said’ that he felt the American 

_ language made it perfectly possible for bilateral agreements to be | 
| - reached but that it offered the advantage of providing by implication | 

an avenue of escape for one of the two parties should serious difficulties 
_ ariseinany-effortstoestablish boundaries. © ©... 

> _Mr. Jones inquired if it would be desirable from the American point — 
of view for some kind of statement to be issued by the US and the UK | 

- to American and British oil companies, once the final division of the — 
subsoil had been worked out by the riparian rulers. Mr. Mattison said 

_ that it would be advisable for such a statement to be issued but that 
the State Department would be most anxious to concert withthe For- _ 
eign Office before any statements were issued. 8 3 ==> —i—i‘sSCS 

Mr, Jones then asked if the American side had any other doubts or 
reservations concerning the proposals which had been submitted by =~ 

. the British Foreign Office. Mr. Mattison said that the Department was _ | 

somewhat concerned about the consequences of the British suggestion 
that. the UK unilaterally approach the Sheikhdoms under their pro- | 
_tection about three weeks in advance of the parallel US-UK approaches 

Co to. the other riparian states. The Department. feared, for example, that | 
: if the Sheikh of Kuwait were approached by the British in this 

| fashion in advance, King Ibn Saud might in some way or other learn
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| of such an approach and feel that he had been unfairly dealt within = 
not having been consulted at the same time. Mr. Maclean said thathe = 
gould appreciate the difficulties and embarrassments which might arise 
should something of this sort take place, but he believed that the © 

Foreign Office felt they were obliged, in view of their special relations 
with the Sheikhs, to mention such a matter as this Persian Gulf ques- 

| tion to them in advance of any communication to the other riparian 

states. He also said that apparently the Foreign Office was anxiousto 

| insure that should Iran desire to take any unfavorable action such 

ag a, declaration of Iranian rights on the western side of the Persian 
-. Gulf (such as over Bahrein) the Foreign Office considered it desirable : 

that the Sheikhs be prepared in advance to take action countering such | 
possible Iranian action. Mr. Dunn said that the State Department was 

~ not actually afraid that the Iranians would take any such actionas 
the British had in mind, but that the State Department was seriously =| 

worried about the manner in which the Iranian Government might _ 7 

| react if any steps were taken about which they had not been consulted. = 
Mr. Dunn felt that the British suggestion in Mr. Bromley’s letter to 
Mr. Mattison that the Iranians be “warned” did not seem.a desirable => 

| proposal. Mr. Jones said that the Foreign Office was afraid that it 

would take the Sheikhs a long time to achieve the necessary work = 
_. involved in issuing their declarations, and that this wasanotherreason 

why the Foreign Office desixed to approach them in advance. Mr. Dunn — | 
said that nonetheless he felt that all of the states should be approached 
simultaneously. Mr. Jones said that although he recognized the danger 

- which Mr. Mattison had foreseen in terms of a “possible leak”, from = 
one of the Sheikhdoms to a ruler such as Ibn Saud, it would none- 
theless probably be difficult for the Foreign Office to contemplate | 
handling the situation any other way. Mr. Hare suggested that pos- 

. ~ sibly the Foreign Office might be able to inform British representatives _ : 
‘in the Sheikhdoms of what was being contemplated without actually = 

: informing the local rulers themselves..Thus a great deal of time might _ 
7 be saved from an administrative point of view, and yet no approach 

---- would have been made to a Sheikh in advance of the approachestothe = 
-_. other rulers. Mr. Jones said that he would inquire about this possibility. 

| Mr. Dunn said that if for any reason the Foreign Office did not 
desire to participate directly in a parallel approach by the US and 

-. the UK to the Iranian Government, the American Ambassador. in 7 
Tehran, to suit the convenience of British, might approach the Iranian , 
Government on behalf of the US and the UK. The Department would was 

be happy to arrange this, if it would make it easier for the British to 
oe agree to an approach to Iran simultaneous with the approaches tothe 
-- other countries. Mr. Jones said that he appreciated this offerand would 

report it to London. oo oo | ae | Os
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__. Mr, Maclean said that he would transmit to London a copy of 

Mr. Gray’s draft proclamation of August 19 together with a statement | 
: of the points made by the Department in explanation of that draft 

_ to him and to Mr, Jones at this meeting. He said that in addition 
_ Mr. Jones would be leaving Washington for London on the 24th and — ; 

he would be able then to explain in person at the Foreign Office the | 
- various positions taken by the State Department, Mr. Jones pointed - 
a out again that the British were most anxious to arrive at a solution | 

| to the whole problem as soon as possible, inasmuch as the various 
- oil companies involved were pushing Saudi Arabia to come to a decision | 

on. the offshore concessions and the UK would be most.unhappy ifthe 
_ Saudis were to take any action which might not “fit the bill,” in the 

_  . eyesoftheUSandtheUK, 

SECRET a _ [Wasurneton,] August 19,1948, 
| oo ee OF Drarr PRrocLaMATIon es ¥ ge Gk 

__- Wuerzas it has become technically possible to utilize the natural- — 
resources of the sea bed and subsoil beneath shallowseas; © . 

_. Wuereas it is just that the submarine platform extending toa rea- 
) sonable distance from the coasts should appertain to and be controlled = 

_ ‘bythenationtowhichitisadjacent; 9 © | 
7 _ Wuereas in the interest of protection, conservation and orderly 

_ development, it is the duty of a maritime state properly to control and_ | 
_- regulate the use of the natural resources of the sea bed and subsoil. 

adjacent to its coasts; OE 
_. Wumrzas the right of a maritime state to exercise its control over . 
_ the natural resources of the subsoil and sea bed of the submarine plat- 

form or continental shelf adjacent to its coasts has been established in _ 
international practicebytheactionofotherstates; == sts | 

) __ Now, THrrErorr, we ———, the ——— of ——, in pursuance of _ 
all powers enabling us in that behalf, are pleased to proclaim, and it = 

| ishereby proclaimed,asfollows:-— = iS 
1. The —-—— of ——— regards as appertaining to the ——— of 

| ————.and subject to its jurisdiction and control the natural resources 
of the sea bed and subsoil of the submarine platform which liesbeneath _ 

: the high seas of the Persian Gulf contiguous to the territorial waters a 
-. . of the ——— of ———within thefollowing area: 

| _ (a) ‘between the outer limits of the territorial sea and a line 
extending lengthwise in the center of the said gulf, and oo / 

oo a (6) within limits common with the two contiguous sheikhdoms, 
_ «which will be subsequently more precisely defined in accordance 

with fairandequitable procedures. se
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| _. 2. Nothing in this proclamation shall be deemed to affect questions = 
concerning sovereignty overIslands, 
8 Nothing in this. proclamation shall be deemed to affect the alr 

_ or the character.as high seas of the waters of the Persian Gulf above 
7 the submarine platform and outside the limits of territorial waters. : 

_ 4 Nothing in this proclamation shall'be deemed to affect any fish- - 
ingorpearlingright, 

_ The Ambassador in Irag (Wadsworth) to the Secretary of State 

_-- A-241. Press reports that the Council of Ministers has approved of 
the formation of a Ministerial Committee under the presidency of =| 
Prime Minister Muzahem Pachachi with Finance Minister Ali Mum- 2 

___ tazal-Daftari and Economics Minister Abdul Wahab Mirjan,asmem- 
bers, to study existing oil conventions, and contact relative oil conces- 

~ _ sionaires for reconsideration of Iraq’sroyalties* 
eBags AME re ss  WapsworrH 

Sed The Minister of Economics, on October 19, addressed notes to the Iraq Petro- oe 
| _leum Company, the Mosul Petroleum Company, and the Basra Petroleum Com- : 

. _ pany which requested reconsideration of the terms of their oil concessions. The | 
| notes asked for increased. royalties, Iraqi participation in their capital structure = == 

and management, computation of royalties on the basis of free market quota- - 
tions for gold, training of Iraqis to replace foreign personnel, and an:‘increase | 
in the volume of oil exports (despatch 210, November 8, from Baghdad, and des- oe 
patch 417, November 15, from Lisbon, 890G.6363/11-848,/11-1548). Pe 

| Memorandum by the Acting Director of the Office of Near Eastern 
_ and African Affairs (Hare) to the Under Secretary of State 

_— SECRET a | ., Wasuineton, August 95,1948. - 
__,, On Thursday, August 26th, Mr, James Terry Duce, Vice President 

_ of the Arabian-American Oil Company, and Mr. Philip C. Kidd, 
_ Manager of the Washington Office of that firm, have an appointment  =—>© 

_ with you. Their reason for requesting this meeting is to review the 
_ development programs of the Arabian-American Oil. Company, 

Trans-Arabian Pipeline Company, and the Mediterranean Refining __ 

_ Company which is jointly owned by the California Texas Company 
and Socony Vacuum. Te 

- 429-027—75—_4 - OS
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---—----¥You will recall that it was decided in June to defer granting further 
| _. export licenses for the steel needed in the Trans-Arabian Pipeline. = 

One of the factors affecting this decision was instability inthe Middle 
_ ‘East because of disturbances in Palestine. Certain persons in the De- __ 

| partment of Commerce and more particular, Sentaor Wherry of — 
Nebraska, had expressed the opinion that an equivalent: amount of 

: steel (about 217,000 tons is now involved) should either be used for | 
tankers or for stimulating oil production in this Hemisphere. - 
The officials of Aramco have brought out that the Mediterranean. 

| Refining Company is ready to start work on a refinery at Sidon in - 
_ Lebanon, and the Trans-Arabian Pipeline Company wishes to con- 

_- tinue with the construction of its proposed pipeline from the oil coast 
in Saudi Arabia to Sidon. The officials of the company also point out 
that the oil companies operating in the Middle East will make avail- 

| - able approximately one billion dollars of foreign exchange to that _ 
area over the next five years in the form of taxes, payments to local 

a labor, total purchases, royalties, transport charges, etc. They feel that 
a this constitutes a virtual “Marshall Plan for the Near East”, to be 

_ paid for by American business rather than the American tax payer. 
| _ In their opinion this very substantial influx of foreign exchange into 

- the Near East should go a long way toward stabilizing the area. 
| "Tt is believed that Mr. Duce and Mr. Kidd will expound this thesis _ 

| to you and propose it, along with various other arguments, as a reason 
for the Department of State supporting the request of these oil,com- 

- panies that the licencing of steel for their Near Eastern requirements ; 
be approved early in September. _ Cb BC 

__-In the recent setback suffered by all American interests in the Near 
__Kast as a result of our stand on Palestine American business firmshave 

seemed to-suffer less than either US Government or American cultural | 
| interests in the area. It may well be therefore, that the oil companies - 

~ are in a position to recover lost ground in the Near East sooner than 
| ~ US Government or other private interests. Oe a 

) Although we will probably not be in a position without further 
study to reply to any specific proposals which may be brought up, it 

_. is suggested that we should be receptive to any ideas which Mr. Duce 
- and _his colleagues may put forward that would result in improving __ 

| - the economic situation in the Middle East and thereby strengthen the —_- 
‘position of the United Statesintheareat 

| Mr. Lovett: conversed with Messrs. Duce and Kidd on August 26 on the ap- - 
- plication of Tapline. Mr. Duce handed an Aramco letter dated August 25 to the - 

. - . Under Secretary in support of the application. Mr. Mattison’s memorandum of. 
oe _ conversation states that the Department promised careful consideration of the , 

| letter in any recommendations that the Department might make to the Depar-. 
a . ment of Commerce (890F.6363/8-2548). . So wey
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-- 890.0145/9-148 : Telegram | | : as ee FS o Ho 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

SECRET — - 7 WasutneTon, September 4,1948—1 p.m. 

3591. Dept has been informed by Ambassador Wiley TehranofFO 
‘instruction dated Aug 26 to British Amb Tehran re petroleum re- 
sources Persian Gulf (Tehran’s 1030, Sept 1,1 not rptd London). Dept 

-_--gratified that FO accepts our view that action this question should 
include approach to Iranian Govt. However, instruction alsoinformed = 

Le Rougetel that Political Resident Persian Gulf wastobe prepared 
approach Bahrein, Kuwait, Muscat concerning proclamation by them = 
or, alternatively, by Brit Govt in their behalf of “sovereignty over = 
submarine territories” up to median line. Dept hasrptdly madeknown 

| to reps Brit Emb Washington its views concerning desirability procla- 
mations covering j urisdiction and control rather than sovereignty, — | 

and assumes FO thoroughly acquainted these views 
-. However, new factor has been interjected this question with receipt =» 

-—- gide-mémoire from Brit Emb Washington dated Aug 27* relative to’ | 
_.  Tranian claims to sovereignty over Bahrein. Dept has aide-mémoire 

under active study and formal reply will be forthcoming soonest. ==> 
_ From preliminary study we agree with UK that Iran should be dis- © 

| couraged from bringing Bahrein issue to UN, and will be prepared 
offer further suggestions this regard. It seems to Dept however that = 
‘UK insistence on sovereignty issue with respect submarine resources 

| will inevitably produce very result with ref Iranian claims to Bahrein 
that UK and US hope to avoid. Dept therefore earnestly hopes that | 

| FO, in current consideration US views transmitted by Brit Emb | 
Attaché Jones now in London, will give appropriate weight to new oe 

factor introduced by its note re Bahrein as urging abandonment of 
---word “Sovereignty” and so avoiding heightened possibility unfavor- 

able Iranian action. FO views desired soonest. 
| _ Tehran’s 1030, Sept 1 speaks of Sheikhdoms under Brit influence | 

_ with particular reference to Bahrein, Kuwait and Muscat. FO should 
| _ be reminded that USG is in direct treaty relations with Muscat 

ge 

a 1 Not printed. | Oo oe - Oe ee | 
ae * Sir John H. Le Rougetel, British Ambassador in Iran. _ oo 

| —-—- Not printed; but for summary, see telegram 869, September 14, to Tehran, 
” This telegram was repeated to Tehran. es ee ay ge
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867N.6368/9-1048 : bey og | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Chief of the Petroleum Division = = 
ee (Moline)* | 

CONFIDENTIAL o> si >. LW ASHINGTON,| September 10,1948. | 

Unrrep States Posrrion ‘Recarving THE REOPENING or THE Hazra - 
ee Repeery 2 - 

) - The refinery at Haifa owned by Consolidated Refineries, Ltd. 
| (CRL) ceased operations on April 12, 1948. Except for a brief period 

_ in July when it was operated by the Jews, using stocksof crude. at — 
Haifa, it has been closed down. CRL is jointly owned. by the Anglo- _ 
Iranian Oil Company and the Anglo-Saxon Petroleum: Company 
(Royal Duteh Shell). Socony-Vacuum Oil Company has:an -agree- 
ment under which it purchases #5 per cent of the Haifa output. Nor- 
mally, the refinery processes 4 million tons of crude oil a year, half 

a of which is ‘received by pipe line from Iraq where the Iraq Petroleum 
: ~ Company (IPC) controls production. Socony-Vacuum and. Standard => 

of New Jersey jointly hold a 23.75 per cent interest in IPC. French, 
. Dutch and British companies hold equal shares of 23.75 per cent. 

_. Jt is the position of the United States that the reopening of the 
_ Haifa refinery, using crude oil from Iraq, would be highly desirable. 

- - The gain in terms of world oil supplies would be substantial. The co- 
operation of Arabs and Jews, which would be necessary to the opera- 
tion of the refinery, would provide an important precedent for 
cooperation in othermatters 

_ _ Efforts to Reopen Refimery 

_ The United States Government has since early in May been in close 
| ‘touch with the British, representatives of the Provisional Govern- 

-. ment of Israel, interested oil companies, and the Mediator*® seeking = _ 
to achieve through the latter, the reopening of the refinery ona basis = 
agreeable to Arabs and Jews. Efforts to date have not been successful. 

| The chief obstacle to agreement has been Iraqi reluctance to allow , 
| ~ crude oil movements to Haifa as long as the refinery is under Jewish 

control and to the apparent Jewish reluctance to permit the degree | 
| of international control of the refinery and its operation which will — 

__ satisfy the Iraqi wishes. | 

1 Pransmitted by. the Chief of the Petroleum Division (Eakens) in a memo-— | 
randum of September 10 to the Director of the Office of United Nations Affairs : 

, (Rusk). It was prepared for the latter who was on-his. way to Paris to attend _ 
| the session of the United Nations there. | | | | 

: ?¥urther documentation on the closing of the oil refinery at Haifa is included — 
in the section of this volume dealing with the Palestine question. 

| 2 On Palestine, Count Folke Bernadotten = — |. | en |
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=, The Jewish position on the latter point is not entirely clear, Pro- 
visional Government of Israel officials in Isrfel having indicated an | 

unwillingness to permit United Nations supervision or control ofthe = 

refinery while a Provisional. Government of Israel spokesman in the 
‘United States had said such control would be acceptable. A clarifica- 
tion of this point is being sought. The United States Government be- 

___ lieves an essential part of any agreement. regarding operation of the = = 

_--Haifa refinery is an undertaking by the Jews that any production will — - 

__ be distributed on an historical basis to Arab States.as well as Israel. 
It is not clear whether distribution on this basis would be acceptable — 
to the Provisional Government of Israel in the event refinery opera- 
tions were.as little as 25 or 30 percent ofcapacity. = = 

‘The French have urged in an aide-mémoire of August 26* thatthe = 
difficulties of effecting a settlement involving international controlor 

supervision of the refinery be recognized and that efforts be directed = 
at present to securing the use of the pipe line for export of crude oil = 

from Haifa, It has been pointed out to the French that the proposal == 
seemed unrealistic in its failure to provide for the petroleum needsof 

| Israel. The Provisional Government of Israel would probably be 
reluctant to surrender the bargaining power given by controliof Haifa 

‘until Israel’s petroleum needs had been assured. It was further sug- 

gested that oil companies which formerly distributed products inthe 

| area might be willing to guarantee regular deliveries of products suf- 
ficient for current consumption, as indicated by the Mediator, in re- | 
turn for their shares of crude from the line. Preliminary work onthe =| 
proposal is being undertaken in order that it may be advanced =” 

promptly if it is determined that operation of the refinery on a basis 
agreed by. Iraq and Israelisimpossibleatthistime. 9 

The Provisional Government of Israel has indicated that, in the = 
event crude oil for the refinery cannot be obtained from Iraq, it would 

_.. prefer to provide for Israel’s petroleum-needs by importing crude oil 

_ by tanker for operation of the refinery rather than by importing petro- 

7 leum products. It is attempting, therefore, to arrange tanker imports 
| of crude oil. The United States Government has been of the opinion oe 

that operation of the refinery, using crude oil imported by tanker, 
could only be at a small fraction of capacity and with jeopardy to 

__ the more important objective of Arab-Jewish cooperation for normal = =— 

operation of the refinery. SEE SB ue | 

Summary 
-. In brief, the United States position is =» > ee - 

ood. That the prime objective of United States interest in the reopen- | 2 
ing of the Haifa refinery is its operation on as nearly normal a basis | 
as possible, that is, using, primarily, crude oil from Iraq. | 

Not printed. Se |
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2, That the secondary objective, which should be sought as soon as 
| Inability to achieve the first objective becomes evident, is the use of - 
_ the Kirkuk-Haifa pipe line for the purpose of exporting the line’s 

capacity of crude.oil from Haifa. It is hoped that agreement neces- 
_ sary for the achievement of this objective would lead eventually to 

~ agreement on the operation of the refinery; = es 
_ 38, That attempts to operate the refinery on any basis likely to nullify 
_ efforts in behalf of operation on an. agreed basis, or likely to endanger — | 

- the facility, should be discouraged® = 

- . 5 Phe views set. forth in this ‘paper were incorporated in the ‘Department’s | 
memorandum of October: 7 tothe French Embassy in reply to the latter’s aide- 
mémoire of August 26, Additionally, the memorandum stated: “The French Em- | 

_ bassy will recall that Count Bernadotte’s final report to the General Assembly - . 
of the United Nations on his’ work as Mediator in Palestine contained the con- — 
clusions that the port of Haifa, including the oil refineries and terminals, should 

| be declared a free port with assurances of free access for interested Arab coun-_ - 
tries and an undertaking on. their part to place no obstacle in the way of oil 

oe deliveries by pipeline to the. Haifa refineries. The French Embassy will. also 
recall that. the policy of this Government, as stated by Secretary Marshall in. . 

| . Paris on September 21, is one of firm support of all Count’ Bernadotte’s __ 
| conclusions. _ So adage Pe Se ot oO 

- . “Under these circumstances, it is the opinion of the Department of State that 
it would be advisable to await the outcome of. the discussions in the General 

| Assembly on the Mediator’s conclusions before giving final consideration to the , 
| proposal set forth in. the French Embassy’s note regarding the exportation of 

crude oil from Haifa.” (867N.6363/10—748) PE gd — | 
| Regarding Count Bernadotte’s views on the Haifa refineries, see the “specific _ 

a conclusions” of his report, paragraph (e), included in documentation on Pales- 
tine, scheduled for publication in part 2 of the present volume; for Secretary 
Marshall’s statement of September 21, see the circular telegram of that date, ibid. 7 

890.0145 /9-1448: Telegram oe ee | 
ss Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran _ 

| _ SECRET US URGENT | Wasnineron, September 14,1948—8 p.m. __ 

- 869. (Deptel 3521 to London, Sept 4) Aide-mémoire dated Aug27* = 
_ expresses. Brit desire exchange views re tactics to be employed if Iran 

_ Should indicate desire raise Bahrein claim before UN. Document, | 
| _ which includes exhaustive historical studies of validity Iranian claim, | 

oo ends with recommendations that (1) neither US nor UK should do 
anything to raise Bahrein question in any international forum; (2) 

_ -US-UK should continue discourage Iran from raising it in any man- 
OS ner; (3) if Iran nevertheless raises the question in UN, Brit hopethat sy 

oo it would be before SC rather than GA and that US would take strong 
__ line against Iranian claim; (4) if question raised either in SCorGA | 

| and it appeared that undersirable resolution might be passed, it would | 
| be best to steer meeting towards request for ICJ advisory opinion. © 

| _~ FO historical analyses and independent Dept studies of validity — 
_ Iranian claim leave little doubt that latter untenable if submitted for _ 

. *From the British Embassy, nvt printed. : | Ce |
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‘impartial judicial decision. However, Dept agrees with FO view that —>>_—i| 
_ it is impossible to predict with certainty nature of decision of ICJ if sd 

question referred foradvisoryopinion, 
| _- We propose to inform UK that we agree in principle with their four | 

--yecommendation.? © | 

We also wish to.suggest to FO that if necessity should arise we | 
would be prepared make parallel formal approach with UK to Iranian — | 
Govt along following lines: (1) In our opinion, Iranian claim is oe 
wholly untenable both on political and legal grounds; (2). webelieve 

- raising Bahrein question would lead to undesirable and: fruitless dis- | 
agreement with US and’ UK, have markedly unfavorable repercus- , 

- sions in Arab States, and would redound only to benefit of USSR; 
(3) if Iran should raise Bahrein question before any international = —__ 
forum, we would be obliged strenuously to oppose Iranian claim. While — 

| we would not so inform Iran, we would be prepared introduce ‘or _ 
_ support. resolution in-UN requesting ICJ advisory opinion if Tran 

- In our opinion contemplated approach to Iran should not be made 
unless occasion arises necessitating such action. However, when ~ 
US-UK proposal re division submarine area Persian Gulf is made _ | 
known to Iran, it is not unlikely that Iranian official or unofficial .re- oe 

__aetion may precipitate situation in which contemplated US-UK ap- - 
roach. would be essential. Dept would therefore appreciate urgent 
comments re proposed reply to UK and suggested US-UK approach 

_ toIranian Govt re Bahrein? OO pg AO 
en Marsa 

7 ? For reply: actually sent to the British Embassy on September 17, see p.179. — 
This telegram was repeated to London. Tehran, on September 16, expressed | 

its entire agreement with the. Department’s view on Bahrein and advised that | oo 
a it had. “no indications of any immediate plans of Iran Government for bringing = = ~~. 

_ ‘matter before UN.” (telegram 1097, 501.BB/9-1648) __ ae oo eG : 

—- 890F.6363/9-1548. 2 So SO oo: 

The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Commerce (Sawyer) . 

| a an -. , '‘Wasuineton, September 15, 1948, 

> _Dgar Mr. Sgcrerary: In Mr. Thorp’s letter of June 11, 1948 to Mr. 
_ Blaisdell + it was recommended that the consideration of export licenses | , 

sought by the Trans-Arabian. Pipeline Company for the shipment of 
- main line pipe to Saudi Arabia during the second and third calendar 

, quarters of 1948 be postponed until the first week of September 1948. oe 

14Not printed: but see footnote 2p. 23, Thomas C. Blaisdell was Acting ‘Assist. - 
_ ant Secretary of Commerce. | a | | |
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The Department suggested postponement of consideration of the 
- Jicenses at the time because of the disordered situation in the Middle © 

Kast. There was, as you may recall, heavy fighting then going on be- 
tween the regular forces of the Jews and Arabs in Palestine andit was 

a -not known whether the proposed temporary truce would be accepted => 
_ or, if'accépted, whether it would become effective. 9° 
_ Notwithstanding the foregoing circumstances, it appeared that it 

| would be possible to continue construction of the pipeline, using the 
_ pipe on hand in the area, provided necessary materials otherthanmain — 

line pipe could be exported from the United States to Saudi Arabia. 
It was recommended by the Department of State, therefore, that the 
postponement of. consideration of the export of main line pipe not 

__ prejudice the project license earlier renewed or applications by the 
| company for licenses to export material other than heavy pipe which | 7 

oo would be required. to continue the construction of the pipeline. “ ~~ | 
Po The Department of State was gratified. to learn that the recom- 

mendations of the Advisory Committee of the Department of Com- 
| merce were substantially in accord with those made by the Department 

_ of State and that the Secretary of Commerce, acting on the advice of 
7 the Advisory Committee approved the Committee’s recommendations. 

In these circumstances the Department of State, with the concur- 
- rence of the other interested government agencies, felt that the post- 

_-—-- ponement of decision regarding heavy pipe exports would be the 
- . proper course to follow until the situation clarified. As you may recall 

_ the Jews and Arabs subsequently agreed to the temporary truce; the __ 
| United Nations assigned the role of Mediator to Count Bernadotte; 

| _ the United Nations Security Council ordered the Jews and Arabs to | 
cease fighting and an indefinitetruceisnowineffect. =...” 

--—- tis now evident that additional tonnage of main line pipe must 

| be exported in the fourth calendar quarter of 1948 if construction of 
the Trans-Arabian pipeline is to be continued and completed in 1950. — 

.. Failure to approve export licenses for pipe to be shipped during this _ 

a quarter will mean the disbanding of the pipeline organization which | 

it has taken two years to assemble and will entail the cessation of con- 
| struction work on the project. Work could not-be resumed anew until _ 

a new organization is assembled, contractual arrangements concluded _ 
for sources of pipe and equipment and shipping schedules arranged, 
with accompanying costly and indefinitedelay. = 
In light of the developments pertaining to the effectuation and = 

maintenance of an indefinite truce and because of the importance of 
_ the project, it is believed that steps should now. be undertaken’which =
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will prevent the abandonment of the project in terms of disbanding 
the construction organization and the indefinite cessation of = = 

- construction work, ENS Se 
The oil of the Middle East is an important factor in the success of t”™” 

) the European Recovery Program and in the continued prosperity of a 
_- Europe. This project when completed will provide a vital transporta-_ : 

- tion link in moving to Western Europe under the most economic con- 
ditions increased quantities of Middle East oil of which production = 
is rapidly being expanded. The failure to provide exports of heavy = 
pipe in the last quarter of this year would undoubtedly prevent the — : 
completion of the “project until after the period of the Recovery = 

Program. The project when completed will also be of substantial = 
benefit in relieving the demand on the oil resources of the Western - 

-. An important additional consideration is that the completion of the | 
-_- project would provide the area with substantial revenues to be derived oo 

- from the construction and operation of the pipeline and of the proposed 
refinery at the Mediterranean terminus. These revenues would con- 
stitute animportant financial stabilizing factor to the relatively 

___ limited economies of the countries in the area. Furthermore, the con- - 
tinued construction of the pipeline might be expected to create an 

- atmosphere which would contribute to the maintenance of the truce | 
and a peaceful settlement and also off-set certain disruptive tendencies - 

-- conducivetothespreadofcommunism. © | | “oe 
_-—-«sTn view of the foregoing and bearing particularly in mind the bene- So 

fits to the United States and Western Europe, as well astothe Middle 
East which would derive from the completion of the pipeline, it is == 

_ the opinion of the Department of State that the abandonment of the = 

_ project would not be in the national interest. It is therefore recom- 
-__ mended that applications for the export of main line pipe to Saudi aa 

Arabia for the Trans-Arabian pipeline be approved for the fourth 
| quarterof1948, =... ee a Pe 

_ The Department of Interior and the Economic Cooperation Ad- 

ministration concur in this recommendation. The National Military = 
___ Establishment is presenting its views to the Department of Commerce ts 

under separate cover.? | Oo a os 

Faithfully yours, — Bn —G. C. Marsan . 

| _*In.an attached memorandum of. September 8 to the Secretary, Messrs. a 
| Satterthwaite and Brown made known that the Department of Defense would | 
a eupport the export of pipe through a. separate letter to the Department of ee
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— g9KF.6868/9-1848: Telegram Be 

Phe Chargé in Saudi Arabia (Bergus) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET Sn _Jmwoa, September 15, 1948—8 a. m. a 

--- B19. Garry Owen Aramco informed me today Aramco and SAG 

— had agreed in principle as follows: — - re 

| ‘1. Offshore oil rights confirmed as being within Aramco concession. | 

Oo 9, Aramco to pay same royalties for offshore as onshore oil plus five 

cents per barrel. er | 

| 8. Aramco guarantees $2,000,000 minimum royalties offshore. oil 

4, Aramco relinquishes rights Kuwait neutral zone” 
8, Aramco obligated start work offshore region within one month 

ae aftersignatureagreement. 
3-6. Offshore-area defined as area beginning mean low tide and ex- 

| tending seaward. eo oo ee . 
7 SAG will cooperate with Aramco in confirming and crystallizing 

. SAG's offshore area. = i 
| 8. SAG confirms relinquishment ? agreement of 1947.00 : 

_.__ Foregoing has been placed in hands Aramco SAG lawyers for draft- | 
- ing of agreement which willthenbesigned. 

— ~ Re relinquishment by Aramco other territories, by original conces- 

a sion Aramco was to begin relinquishment July 1949. This later ex- 

tendedtoJuly 1955.0 ns 

__- During recent negotiations Finance Minister stated SAG desired 

: no competitors Aramco in Saudi Arabia. Preferred Aramco not — 

7 _ relinquish territory until exploration indicates nooikh = — | 

| Aramco however, for purposes geological planning program prefers 

start relinquishment. Effective signature above agreement all Jand | 

west longitude 46 to be released from preferential area (granted sup- 

plementary concession 1939). This comprises 76 percent. preferential — 

| area, a rn re | 

a - Beginning July 1949 Aramco will relinquish 33,000 square miles 

| exclusive concession area. Similar amounts to be relinquished in July 

| of 1952, 1960, 1965 and 1970. Upon termination this program 46 per- 

gent total exclusive area will have been relinquished 2 

| - Owen has seen and checked accuracy facts thistelegram. = = 

Department pass Cairo as 99 for Funkhouser* 7 

oo Oo , re _ Berevs 

“The rights to exploit Saudi Arabia’s undivided half of the Kuwait neutral 
zone. - : | _ a 

 . #Relinquishment by Aramco of its rights in various areas of Saudi Arabia - 
_-. under the terms of its concession. re | : SO | 

2The offshore settlement agreement by the Saudi Arabian Government and 
Aramco, dated October 10, was signed on October 14 (telegram 194, October 18, 
10 a. m., from Dhahran, 890F.6363/10-1848). Aramco provided the Department 

| with a copy on December 30 (890F.6363/12-3048). | ae , 
_ “Richard E, Funkhouser, Third Secretary of Embassy in Egypt. CC |
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‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabia =| 
_secrer  §  Wasutneron, October 4,1948—7 p.m | 

372, Brit Emb informed Dept Brit Min Jidda instructed urgeSAG 
make “no decision” re offshore oil concession before receipt US-Brit | 

-__- views re division Persian Gulf and asked whether Dept would take = 
similar position with SAG. Although Dept replied could not agree _ | 

_ request withholding decision, Dept believe highly important there be =~ | 
no proclamation or publicity re offshore concession pending receipt 

--- suggestions re division. Gulf.’ Particularly concerned. in view par 5 | 

| Legtel 512, Sept 15 indicating Aramco obligated: start offshore'work = 

- within one month signature agreement. Publicity or operations US 

company in Gulf prior acceptance by littoral states proposed proclama- 

tion re division Gulf. would greatly -increase difficulty obtaining uni- | 

Following discussions with Brit it now appears proposed proclama- 

tion willbe ready within few weeks for-presentation by US and Brit. 

- Govts to Persian Gulf states. Inform SAG that US and Brit Govis 
will soon be able reply its request. for guidance re offshore oil matters — a 

_ and express hope there will be no proclamation or publicity re con- 
_ eessions affecting submerged area pending receipt suggestions con- ~ * 

- eerningdivisionGulf | 
| — oe Feces oe 

editorial Note Sy dee te 

' The Iranian Government, in an announcement released on Octo- 

ber 16, made known that it had invited to Tehran representatives of 

the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company to negotiate concerning revision of : 
the terms of the company’s concession. The negotiations, “conducted = 

- in a spirit of mutual and sincere cooperation”, began on September 30 0 

- andterminatedonOctober18.00 
| _ With the ending of this preliminary stage of negotiations, the AIOC 

representatives were to report to the officers of the companyatLondon; | 
and the company was to notify the Iranian Government of its views 

_- within three months, so that negotiations might be resumed at Tehran 

{enclosure to despatch 317, November 3, from Tehran, 891.6363/AIOC/ | ae 

TBMB) 

-—--890.0145/10-1948 : Telegram a a be a 
ss Lhe Ambassador in Ivan (Wiley) to the Secretary of State : 

SECRET - 'Trpran, October 19,1948—lla.m. 

1207. British Ambassador told me today that Persian Gulf sheiks | 
will in about three weeks be given draft proclamation for claiming /
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jurisdiction of sub-sea resources out to median line. They will be given 
fortnight to think it over and then when they make statement Tranian oO 

-Government and other interested governments will be notified.2 | _ | , 

| - In my opinion this procedure is very close to previous plan of 

presenting Iran with “fait accompli” against which Department — 

argued so forcefully. Iran is to be presented: with Anglo-American 
, “suggestion” which involves establishing 900 mile boundary line for _ 

Iran. Iran is by all-odds the riparian state most concerned in divi-. 

- gion of Gulf but she is apparently not going to be asked to agree 
| plan or even to present her views. Simultaneously, other riparian states 

all of whom are subject to direct or indirect influence of UK-US 
Governments will make declaration implementing suggested plan. | 

| Ft is my considered opinion that Iranians will regard this course __ 

oo of action as US-UK “iniperialism”. At the minimum it will-ereate => 

most unpleasant situation which will certainly not be helpful in our ~ 

— current negotiation for renewing military. mission contract. It could | 

even undermine present, political orientation of Iran. It will surely be 
excellent. grist for Soviet propaganda mill. As Department is aware 

Iranians are highly sensitive to their rights in Persian Gulf and 

_.- Bahrein issue has been foremost in Iranian nationalistic agitation. == 

| Am afraid that question of sub-sea resources in Gulf will belandled 

| in a manner that may seriously prejudice our broader interests here. 

SAG has apparently agreed to award off-shore rights to Aramco 

(Current Economic Developments September 27). Iran cannot grant | 

- concession for another four years by virtue law October 22, 1947. 
_ American Independent has presumably obtained: off-shore rights 

Kuwait half neutral zone. Iraq only possesses few miles frontage on _ 

Gulf and this is heavily silted. This leaves only sheikdoms. Surely 
___ British are in position to resolve disputes between them and to suggest 

| concession areas covering shallow waters which are of interest to oil , 
a companies circumscribed so as to give minimum offense to Iran. Con- _ 

-__ gegsions could delineate limited areas open to immediate drilling and ° | 
| provide for later inclusion waters over which sheikdoms may 

; .. + Tehran, on October 20, reported information. from the British Embassy that | 
: the correct timetable called for the sheikhdoms to be given three weeks after ==> 

oO receipt of the proposals before they would be free to make any announcements; 
| and that Iraq and Iran would be informed a fortnight after the first communica- 

- tion to the sheikhs and the Saudi Arabian Government. Tehran concluded that 
“Giving Iran week to consider matter before any proclamations are issued will 
not soften reaction here very much in my opinion. Iran Government might | 

: rush to make some absurd claim to waters around Bahrein.” (telegram 1216, 
—_ 890.0145/10-2048) a oe a — |
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eventually have jurisdiction. This should satisfy oil companies as I EOE 

| understand they are not immediately interested in water deeper than | ! 

100 feet. As need for overall division Gulf waters becomes more evi- | 

dent Iran could be invited to participate in proceedings onequalfoot- 

ing she deserves. Be - Oe a ak | 

| - Sent Department 1207; repeated London 104.000 © 0 

IE 

| 867N.6363/10-1648 : Telegram ELI a a rs eo re a Pe Le - | a | 

—-* The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the 

| United Nations General Assembly, at Parts | 

ss guorer sus URGENT =——s Wa sitneron, October 19, 1948—7 pm 

4082, Urtel 5404 Oct 16.1 Re Haifa pipeline. Dept reply thismatter 

delayed due non-receipt until now London tel 4478 Oct 138.’ Followmg 

discussions with French and Brit here and view their primary interest 

as well as importance ERP Dept agrees in principle with suggestion 

last’ para urtel 5405? to support French and Brit proposal reopening 

pipeline. Definitive position dependent however on character proposals _ Ll. 

: and nature desired support. Insufficient info available here these point. 

Dept wishes avoid participating any action which would weaken 

- US position of supporting Bernadotte conclusions and jeopardize = = 

acceptance or acquiescence both sides, but relies on GADel judgment 

__-whether pipeline proposal would have that effect. [At] your discretion. | 

-- you may wish consult Acting Mediator thisregard. © » a 

__-Dept also of opinion initiative re proposal and approaches Iraq a 

Govt and PGI should rest with French and Brit and US should avoid . 

taking lead. a a : po GE a ee 

| ECA concurs, 

: Not printed : this telegram and airgram 1147 ; October 18, from Paris, advised - 

- that tripartite exploratory conversations on the reopening of the Kirkuk-Haifa ~ o 

pipeline were held at Paris on October 15. The American spokesmen hewed to the ee 

| position set forth in the memorandum of October 7:to the French Embassy, not | _ 

printed; but see footnote 5, p. 44, The French and British spokesmen took the _ 

. position that the reopening of the pipeline for export purposes would.in no way 

jeopardize the deliberations on. Palestine at the United Nations. The last para- . 

graph. of No. 5404 gave the opinion of the American participants that the argu- | 

ments of their opposite numbers were worthy of consideration and that the matter . 

: was of sufficient importance to the ECA to warrant the United States joining | 

the British and French (867N.6363/10-1648, /10-1848),
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| - In view presence reps all parties Paris. suggest current discussion be 
_eentered there? 

8 This telegram was repeated to London and Baghdad. In reply, on October 22. : 
Paris advised that : | — a TS | 

: _  “GADel agrees French-British proposal to reopen pipeline only for export 
- " erude- would not weaken US position support of Bernadotte conclusions and | 

would not jeopardize acceptance by Arabs and Jews providing approach to 
’ . [raqi[s] and Israeli{s] handled on strictly economic basis without our being 

- drawn into a political discussion.in any way. GADel including Secretary Marshall 
| _ approve procedure : ee | Oo 

. (1). Informal discussion with Acting. Mediator by GADel representatives.re — . 
- his views. - | , | Bo 

" (2). Further discussion with French-British to indicate (previding .Depart- 
- mentapproves): © 0 oo 

(a) US would support proposal re export crude oil provided approach Iraqi[s] 
. and Israeli[s] be on strictly economic basis with no political discussions; ° 

. (0) That. initiative be:taken by. French and British in discussion Iraqi[s] | 
_ and Israeli{s] with US approach separately;and 2 0000 

(c) US approach to: Israeli[s]:,would .be contingent on favorable response _ 
from Iraqui[s].” (telegram 5509) - 0 OS en 

The Department and the ECA, on October 25, approved the procedure set forth - 
in No. 5509 (telegram 4159 to Paris). Paris advised, on October 22, that. Acting 

| Mediator “Bunche agreed US support would not be weakened or possibility ‘ 
agreement or acquiescence jeopardized if- presently proposed approach is re- 
stricted. to economic basis only.” (telegram 5517). All three messages used in 

| preparing this footnote are filed under 867N.6363/10-2248, | 

———§90.0145/10-2048: Telegram I 

‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation:in Saudi Arabia 

SECRET |. a Wasuineton, October 20, 1948—3 p. m. 

| 399. Following is proposed text draft proclamation? re scientific a 
oe demarcation of Persian Gulf as among littoral states which has been _ | 

__-worked out jointly by US and Brit Govts for submission these states. 

| for their consideration : : | a 

_ “Wrerras it has become technically possible to utilize the natural 
resources of the sea bed and subsoil beneath shallowseas; = ss 7 

| _ Wuereas it is desirable in the interest of protection, conservation —© 
. and orderly development that the exploitation of such resources should 

be controlled; ee ER te ae a 
- Wuereas it is just that the sea ‘bed and subsoilextendingtoareason- 
able distance from the coasts should appertain to and be controlled | 
by the Maritime Statetowhichitisadjacent; = 

-1Mr, Satterthwaite had sent the draft proclamation to Mr. Lovett for approval 
’ with his memorandum of October 7. On October 18, he.had sent a further memo- : 
-randum calling attention to the “urgency” of approval now that Aramco had | 

signed an agreement with Saudi Arabia regarding offshore oil. Mr. Lovett gave | 

his approval in a marginal notation on the memorandum of October 7 (890.0145/ 
10-748). | So | / |
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_-—s- Wuernas the right of a maritime state to exercise its control over 

the natural resources of the sea bed and subsoil adjacent to its coasts _ | 

has been established in international practice by the action of other : 

_- JNow, THEREFORE, WE the —————_——-__ 

of ——_+______—,, in pursuance of all powers enabling usin sid 

that behalf, are pleased to proclaim, and it is hereby proclaimed,as 

follows: ee oe 

4, The ———— of ———— hereby declares-that the sea bed and _ 

subsoil lying beneath the high seas of the Persian Gulf contiguous _ _ 

ne to the territorial waters of the ——— of ——— and within the == 

area defiried below appertain to the ——- of ——— and are sub- 

| ject. to-its exclusive jurisdiction and control. The area is that — | 
7 bounded: 2° se eS oe | 

| (a) To the South and North by the outer limits of the Territorial = => 

Co Sea and a line extending lengthwise in the'center of the | 

‘ --——- gaid Gulf (hereinafter called the median line), and oe 

(b) To the East and West by lines extending from the Eastern | 

oe ey and Western limits of the Territorial Waters of the ——— are 

off —— to the median line which lines are subsequently . © 

oe to be more. precisely defined in agreement with the rulers 

or govts of adjacent states in accordance with equitable | 

| principles 
>: 9, Nothing in this proclamation shall be deemed to affect SOV- 

Oo ‘ereignty over islands or the status of the sea bed and subsoil — 

beneath any territorial waters, or to prejudice ———’s rightsin 

: the sea bed or subsoil of waters contiguous to its territorial waters a 

elsewhere than in the Persian Gulf. _ oo ee - | 

a _. . 8, Nothing in this proclamation shall be deemed to affect the | 

| air or the character as high seas of the waters ofthe PersianGulf = 

- - above the sea bed and outside the limits of territorial waters. 

4, Nothing in this proclamation shall be deemed to affect any _ - 
oe fishing or pearling rights.” 7 CS Ee 

Plan is for US followed by UK to propose this to SAG and UK 

~ submit it to protected Sheikdoms at same time. Two weeks later US a 
and Brit Ambs will make parallel approaches Govts of Iraq and Iran. | 

Separate instructions full details to follow. © ~ a ee 

_.. Hold matter in strictest secrecy and take no action re proclamation 
except consultation with your Brit colleague pending receipt specific . | 

instructions for carrying out above-mentioned plan.” Be 

ee | ae | LovetT 

Pee * This telegram was repeated to Baghdad, Cairo, London,and Tehran. Sn
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~ 890.0145/20-2148 

- Memorandum. of Conversation, by the Director of.the Office of Near 
: —  . Fastern and African Affairs (Satterthwaite) 

: SECRET — | a [Wasuineton,] October 21,1948. 

| Participants: Mr. T. FE. Bromley, First Secretary, British Embassy = 
a Mr. BE. C [#]. Jones—Petroleum Attaché, British — 
: . | Embassy > OPE ae 

: SO State oe SRS 

oe -. NEA—Mr. Satterthwaite L/P—Mr.Gray © = © 
7 Sa ey. —Mr.Hare =  PED—Mr.Moline | 
| Mir, Robertson =. GTI—Mr. Jernegan 

ee NE-Mr.Colquitt © ©. | 
Mr Clare 

—_ OO — OIR/IR [@#]—Mr. Boggs 

(1) It was suggested by the American members present that, to 
meet Substantial objections raised by our Ambassador in Tehran, our 
proposed plan of approach to the governments of the littoral states _ 

- should be amended so as to provide that the Saudi Arabian Govern- 
ment be informed first and that the other littoral states, including the _ 

OS Sheikhdoms of the Persian Gulf, be approached. (not necessarily 
simultaneously) from two to seven days thereafter. We would then = 

: _ merely inform the governments of Iraq and Iran of our submission of _ 
advice to the Saudi Arabian Government at its request, and we would 

_ not make any recommendations to them as to similar action on their 
own part unless specifically so requested by those governments. _ a 

‘The British representatives present expressed some concern that 

under the new plan more time would not be allowed to notify the 
Sheikhdoms but agreed to submit this proposal to the United 

| Kingdom. © re es 
| | ° | | | PRESS RELEASE = | 

(2) It was agreed that we should proceed on the assumption that = 
one or more governments would, within a reasonable time after our 

_. . submitting advice to Saudi Arabia and the Sheikhdoms issue a proc- 
| lamation along the lines suggested. If inquiries should come in from 

oil companies between the date of submission of advice and the date =—s_—> 
of issuance of the proclamation by one of the governments of the 

| _ littoral states, the fact that such advice had been given would be con- |
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fidentia
lly 

reveal
ed 

and inquire
rs 

referre
d 

directl
y 

to SAG for infor- 

mation.
 

If a conside
rable 

delay were involve
d, 

this policy might be : 

“Press inquiri
es 

should be met by replies to the effect that our advice an 

| chas been request
ed 

and given, but that until SAG has made its deci- : 
‘sion we are not free to commen

t 
upon details.

 
When a procla

mation
 

: 

is issued by some Persian Gulf Governm
ent, 

we would issue‘no
 
press 

release but confine oursel
ves 

to frank answers
 

to specific question
s. 

_ | 
| - (8) It was agreed that a small-sc

ale, 
rough map wou

ld 
be prepare

d 
: 

‘as soon as possible
 
and suggest

ed 
median and boundar

y 
lines marked

 
| 

thereon
 

in pencil. Copies of these maps should be sent to all interest
ed 

_ (4) Translat
ions 

of the official English text into Arabic and Persian
 

: 
should be prepar

ed 
at the posts for submitt

ing 
at the same time'as the | 

Englis
h 

text r
e
 

| 

_ [Here follows
lengthy

 
discuss

ion] 
= 2: | 

e
e
 

Josep
] 

C, S[atre
rtawar

re] 

900G.6863
/10-2648 

Memoran
dum 

of Conversati
on, 

by the Director of the Office of Near 
—  Easte

rn.and
 
African

 
Affairs (Satter

thwaite
)t 

= = 

secRET =..
. 

~—~—_-
 

[Wasuin
eron,] 

October
 

26, 1948. 

Participa
nts: 

Mr. Charles Harding,
 
Socony-

Vacuum 
Oil Company

 

Mr, Sattert
hwaite,

 
NEA 

- Mr, Robert
son, 
NEA 

Mr. Barrow,
NE 

Mr Hardin
g 

called -on Octobe
r 

21, to say his farewel
ls 

to Mr. | 

_ Satterth
waite 

prior.to
 

his departu
re 

for London where he expects to 
arrive October 24. ee 

_ The principa
l 

purpo
se 
of Mr. Harding

’s 
trip is in connect

ion 
with 

| pending
 

litigati
on 

over the so-calle
d 

“red line” agreeme
nt? 

which is _ 

'- 2 Drafted
 

by John R: Barrow
 

of the Divisio
n 

of Near Eastern
 

Affairs.
 

| 
Regard

ing 
the Red Line Agreem

ent 
and the-Gro

up 
Agreem

ent 
of July 31, 1928, 

of which
 

‘the forme
r 

was a part, see footn
ote 

6, Foreig
n 

Relati
ons, 

1947, vol. 

‘vy, p. 680, and footnot
e 

4, ibid.,
 

p. 628. CO , 
‘The French

 
Emba

ssy,
 
in Januar

y 
1947, made formal

 
repres

entati
ons 

to the 
‘Depar

tment 
of State allegin

g 
violati

ons 
of the Group Agreem

ent 
by the Standa

rd 

Oil Compa
ny 

of New Jersey
:and 

the Socon
y-Vac

uum 

Oil Compan
y, 

the Americ
an 

“partn
ers 

in the Iraq Petrol
eum'Co

mpany 

(see note 8 from the French Embass
y 

and footno
te 

8, ébid., pp. 627 and 629). The French
 

represe
ntation

s, 

in effect, 

protes
ted 

‘the propos
ed 

purcha
se 

of a portion
 

of the capital
 

stock of Aramco
 
by 

Jersey
 
Standa

rd-and
 
Socony

 
(see Mr. McGhee’

s 
memor

andum
 

of convers
ation 

BEES
 

ge F
e
 

—.. Contin
ued) 
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Scheduled for trial this month. Mr. Harding believed that despite the — 
imminence of the:hearing a settlement might be reached out of court. 

_ ‘The sole stumbling block was Mr. Gulbenkian * who continued -to 7 
object to elimination of the restrictive provisions of the red line agree- 

ment and was making various other demands, including claims to | 
payment. for “flexibility oil”, payment of certain royalties in dollars = 
(which the non-American partners of IPC would find difficult to meet), 

_ extension of the waiting period for reacquisition of withdrawn or 
cancelled concessions, etc. Mr. Harding said the other partners were in 

| sold agreement and were making a new approach to Mr. Gulbenkian 
offering substantial compromises to most of his demands, He intimated, | 

| however, that the partners would stand firm on the matter of eliminat- 
ss Ing the restrictive provisions of the red line arrangement. ce 

_ Mr. Harding felt they were very close to settlement with Mr. Gul- 
benkian and he sincerely hoped the case would not go to court, for | 

| should there be a great deal of publicity surrounding the trial, disturb- _ 
ing, international repercussions might result. The case was being tried 

_ on the issue of whether the red line agreement has become invalid on , 
_ the basis of the British Trading with the Enemy Act and would hinge 

partially on whether the French partner, CFP (Compagnie Francaise 
des Pétroles), had collaborated with the Axis. Certain high French _ 

- ‘officials, in particular, were bound to be involved and this, in turn, 
‘might cause some embarrassment between the French and the other | 

| partners. | BF | 
During the course of the conversation the question of reopening the 

pipeline to Haifa was also touched upon, Mr. Harding stating he 
personally believed little could be accomplished in this direction until | 

_the UN acted on the Palestine question and made provision for the 
future operation of the Haifa refinery. The Iraqis were being very 
intransigent in the entire matter despite the fact that they were losing. | 
approximately one-half of their royalties from the shutdown. His —_ 
company was planning, however, on the basis that the pipeline would | 
be re-opened after the first of the year. : | OO | 

(Continued) ae Co a oO Dee - , 
of December 3, 1946, ibid., 1946, vol. vir, p. 40). The French, in effect, also.ob- 
jected to the agreement of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company and the same two 
American oil companies, whereby the former would sell large quantities of: oil oe 
to the latter (see telegram 13, January 8, 1947, to Tehran, ibid., p. 49). - ee — 

_ Officers of the Department conversed with the French Ambassador on Jan- 
uary 10, 1947, and stated that “the contract which the French Government con- 
‘Sidered to be abrogated by the actions of Jersey.and Soeony is between private — 
parties, and that it would seem that unless they are able to come to.some agree- 
ment there would be no other recourse but.to the.courts.” (Mr. Hakens’ memo- : 
yrandum of conversation, ibid., p. 632.) Litigation to bar the alleged violations. of ; 
the Group Agreement by the American companies was undertaken in the British _ 
courts by the Compagnie Francaise des Pétroles, the French. partner in the IPC. 
—*Calouste Sarkis Gulbenkian, owner of 5% of the eapital stock of the IPC 
through Participations and Investments, Ltd. | a |
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Mr. Satterthwaite reviewed for Mr. Harding’s benefit current efforts : 
‘being made by the British and French to reopen. the line and the 
United States positioninthematter. = | 

pe a pe  J[osepn] C. S[arrerrawarre] 

890.0145/11-148: Telegram o 7 ee a! ae a - mo o Se | 

The Acting Secretary of State tothe EmbassyinIran 

SECRET =. ~=————C..- Waasegron, November 1,1948-—3 p.m. 
- 1025. Exposition your views re timetable median line project. given | : 
full weight by Dept in subsequent discussion with Brit FonOff info : 
reported urtels 1207, Oct. 19 and 1216, Oct. 20 # reflects successive stages | 
earlier US-UK thinking Wash. Final decision not yet reached but | 

_ Dept contending info should be given Iran almost simultaneously with | 
advice to SAG, with expectation proclamations by other states, if any, : 

| will lag sufficiently behind expected SAG. announcement to avoid | : 
giving unjustified appearance of US-UK coercion and rather reflect | 
true situation of others following SAG precedent. 
_ Ref final sentence urtel 1207: Only “proceedings” contemplated are | 

_ US and UK giving advice SAG upon request and UK, as protecting 
power, advising Sheikhdoms. There will be no affirmative attempt by 
US-UK to write score for concert all Persian Gulf States. If other 
Persian Gulf States choose to view SAG proclamation ‘as attractive 

precedent, result would be equitable acquisition new rights by them; | 
_ if not, they will lose no present or prospective rights. 
“ Conditioned upon final UK agreement, following procedure 
presently planned by Dept vis-a-visIran: | 

(1) Few days after parallel US-UK advice SAG, and following 
UK advice Sheikhdoms,’ you would inform Iranian authorities (in- _ 
«cluding Shah, in your discretion) US oil companies have shown active 
interest in Persian Gulf concessions offshore Saudi Arabia and King 
Arabia requested US advice, which had been given few days previously  __ 
and expected might soon eventuate in proclamation declaring seabed | 
and subsoil beneath Persian Gulf contiguous to territorial waters 
Saudi Arabia and extending to median line bisecting Gulf, as subject 

_ to exclusive jurisdiction and. control SAG. In view interest UK com- | 
panies in oil concessions offshore Saudi Arabia and Sheikhdoms, as 
well as informal SAG request for UK advice, UK had consulted US | 
and draft proclamation recommended SAG represented agreed views a 
two Govts. Brit understood to be offering similar advice Persian Gulf 
Sheikhdoms in special treaty relation with UK, and it understood  —_— 
Sheikhdoms are considering issuing similar proclamation. Additional = 
motivation US-UK advice SAG and Sheikhdoms is mutual. interest 

"No, 1216, not printed; but see footnote 1,p.50.5 0



orderly and peaceful development’ resources Persian Gulf. Your ap- 
_ proach Iran simultaneous with US-UK. info Iraq, would be.solely for 

purposes their info as littoral state PersianGulf£ = 8 3 =.» 
(2) You would explain proposed proclamation based upon estab- 

| lished international ‘practice initiated by US proclamation Sept. 25, 
| 1945, in which US asserted jurisdiction and control over natural re- _ 
a sources continental shelf, that is, out to 100 fathom line. Entire | 

: Persian Gulf is less than 100 fathoms deep. | ee eg tet he Da | 
(3) Purpose SAG proclaiming draft principles at this time is to _ 

_ Insure practical and equitable demarcation its national jurisdiction, _ 
| creating responsible legal regime covering contiguous subsea area 

beyond territorial waters susceptible of exploitation natural resources. 
_(4) Should complaint arise at your failure inform Iran earlier, you _ 

- would say our study this question made on specific request. Ibn Saud 
and we were obligated reply to him before informing other states who | 
had notrequestedadvice 4 4 7°) | 

(5) ‘You would emphasize present rights to mainland, islands, ter- | 
| ritorial waters, and high seas would not in any way be changed. Should 

iranian authorities appear concerned lest proclamation by SAG and | 
, Sheikhdoms in any way affect Iranian claim Bahreéin, you should 

state that Iranian claim to Bahrein would be neither more valid nor 
less valid after issuance proposed proclamation by SAG and Sheikh-. 
doms, since rights over land areas and territorial waters in no way 
affected by assertion rights over seabed outside territorial waters. If 
Iranians persist in raising objection based upon Bahrein, you should — 

. inform them US considers Iranian claim legally untenable and ‘its 
assertion politically all-advised, and should Iran insist upon actively 
advancing such,claim, US would feel obliged energetically to opposeit. 

| (6) Should Iranians request your advice upon possible-desirability 
| their issuing similar proclamation, you would state US feels principles 

SAG proclamation equally valid and equitable if applied by any or 
all Persian Gulf littoral states. Decision is within exclusive compe- 
tence each littoral state. © 

| (7) Lest Iranians misinterpret statement above (Para 6) as indica- 
_ tion selfish designs US offshore Iran, you-would, in your discretion, 

_ say our advice to SAG obviously not motivated by self-interest in 
| _ Tranian concession since, as Iranians.know, we scrupulously respect 

laws of Dec. 1944 ‘and. Oct..1947 forbidding new foreign oil conces- 
| sions. No American company is seeking oil rights in Tran or in’subsea 

area-ofiIramiancoast. © 

| _ Above procedure would, in our view, meet: possibly adverse reac- 
tion anticipated urtels 1207 and 1216, Please comment soonest.2 

_ 7 Ambassador Wiley replied,-on November 5, that “Although I consider proce- 
dure for median line project outlined Deptel 1025, November 1, as carefully de: 
signed to minimize possibility adverse Iranian reaction (Embtel 1207, October 19. 
and 1216, October 20)’ I remain apprehensive over consequences this project”. | 

. . The Ambassador suggested deferment of action until his imminent return -to 
Washington for consultation (telegram 1271 from Tehran, 890.0145/11-548).. 

Telegram 1025 was repeated to London. a . |
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990.0945/102048: Telegram = SRE eS! po a 
‘Phe Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Atabia | 

seoRET (ssi ssSsis«, Wasson, November 10, 1948-2 p,m. | 
498. Revised procedure for presenting draft proclamation (Deptel | 

399. Oct. 20) planned as follows:— = ETE GPRS 

(1) US followed by UK will approach SAG.-You will refer pre- | 
vious conversations and explain advice being given. response .S.AG | 
request US views re offshore oil not only because active interest US _ 

| and UK oil companies in concession offshore SA, but also because our | 
general interest in orderly development resources submerged--area | 

- Persian Gulf. You will explain: parallel UK advice bemg offered ‘for ! 
same reasons plus UK treaty responsibility Persian Gulf Sheikhdoms. | 
(Consult background merorarida* sent Eég showing developments _ | 
this question since Dec 1947 when discussions initiated by.UK)}. Wilk 
say US and UK will subsequently inform. Iraq and Iran that advice 
has been given SAG and indicate its nature, and UK will beth inform | 
and advise Sheikhdoms along lines similar to SAG. (You will be in- 
structed near future exact timing your approach. ) OP as 

.. (2) Approach. should. be completely informal. You should leave 
- draft proclamation without notation. origin, explaining proposed 

proclamation based upon established international practice initiated 
by US proclamation Sept 25, 1945 in which US asserted jurisdiction , 
anid control over natural resources continental shelf out to 100-fathom = —__ 
line. Since all Persian Gulf less than: 100: fathoms deep its entire sea- 
‘bed and subsoil susceptible application: these. principles by ‘littoral. 

states should they wish. Hach littoral state could .then.conduct orderly — 
development subsea resources portion Persian Gulf seabed wader ifs 
jurisdiction, thereby preventing uncontrolled exploitation by non- 
Persian’ Gulf powers. However, failure of one’ or more Gulf states 

| issue a- proclamation would not detract. from. rights asserted by: states 

proclaiming them. You should emphasize while US believes. it would | 
be to SA’s advantage issue such a. proclamation based on_interna- 
tionally recognized principles, final decision of course rests with SAG. 
Purpose SAG proclaiming draft principles at this time would be to 
permit demarcation its national jurisdiction seabed and subsoil up a 
to median line in Persian Gulf, on basis which is believed fairand _ 
equitable both to SAG and all other littoral states. Present rights to 
mainland, islands, territorial waters would not be in any way changed, a 
‘nor status of high seas affected. Proclamation would assert exclusive 
jurisdiction and control but not sovereignty over seabed and subsoil | 
of offshore area affected. 8 RR 

(3). Mapping details would have to‘be' worked out seientifically. _ 
Questions which may arise should be capable of settlement among. 
friendly neighbors who. would derive common benefit from applica- 

"'Phis refers'to two memoranda identically titled “Offshore Oil Concessions _ 
in, the Persian Guif”,: dated:July 27 and October 21, 1948, which: traced develop- 
ments concerning these matters from October 1947 to mid-October.1948, Neither 
memorandum is printed: They were drafted by Mr. McEnerney and are filed 

‘under 890.0145/7-2748: and 891.6363/10-2148.) 0
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tion of internationally recognized principles outlined.in proclamation. _ 

: Tentative rough maps being airmailed indicating how these principles _ 
| may beapplied. oe : SO 

(4) Arabic translation should be made appropriate time accom- — 
pany official English text proclamation. You may wish check transla- 

| tion with your Britcolleague, = 
(5) When submitting proclamation SAG endeavor ascertain 

whether it has intention early publication and if so how soon. Mean- 
time Dept would like have your estimate this regard and any com- | 
ments you wish offer.’ oo ee Se CO 

* This telegram was repeated to Cairo and London. _ Oo - TS ee 

890.0145/11-1048 : Telegram - / a ee , - : / | 

7 The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

SECRET . - Wasurneron, November 18, 1948—6 p.m. 
_ 4353. While Dept appreciates weight Wiley’s objections, it believes _ 

| other factors require prompt action along lines Deptel 1025 Tehran * | 
| _ rptd London 4160, Believe revised procedure suggested that tel mini- 

- _ Inizes dangers Tranian reaction and that difficulties to be anticipated on 
Arab side Gulf as result further delay would outweigh possible diffi- 

_ culties Iran. SAG most anxious receive advice and Aramco advisors 
including Manley Hudson ready give SAG recommendations which 

_ might form basis SAG proclamation possibly at variance with US-— 
| UK draft. View intense activity private companies endeavoring obtain . 

_ offshore concessions US believes advice should be given SAG earliest _ 
possible date. This opinion transmitted Brit Emb: Wash and reply — 
being awaited. Dept hopes delay mentioned urtel 4813 Nov 10 will _ 

| soon end with Brit agreement revised timetable? ; 

| * Dated November 1, p. 57. oo : . i oe | a | 
| | * This telegram. was repeated to Tehran and J idda. | | oe 7 

867N.6363/11-2248 : Telegram | | | | SS ! | | - | ) 

The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State a 

grep ; a | Oo Jwva, November 22, 1948—6 p. m. 
_ 603. Aminco representatives informed by SAG Palestine bar to con- 

| _ clusion concession agreement. Saudi half. Kuweit neutral zone. to | 
_ Aminco or any other American company. Aminco representatives be- 

lieve SAG may be using Palestine as lever to obtain better terms. They | 
are leaving to await developments. | .
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__ Sent: Department 603, Department pass London 158, Dhahran 291, : 
Cairo 119, Baghdad 50, Damascus 23, Beirut 34, Jerusalem 24. 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran | 

oo SECRET - - | . _ a _ Wasutrneron, November 29, 1948—1 p. m. : 

«1114. Dept has proposed to. Brit Emb Rep* incorporation portion = ) 
wording suggested Embtel 1344, Nov. 22? para 1(@). draft proclama- | | 

_ dionmedianlineasfollows: 0000 | 

| “To the south and north, by the outer limits of the territorial sea 
and a line extending lengthwise in the center of the said Gulf (herein- | 
after called the: median line), which line is subsequently to be more 
precisely defined in agreement with the rulers or governments of ) 
states adjacent to the Persian Gulf in accordance with equitable 
principles.” we | sat et jana 2 

~ Brit Emb Rep was told Dept believes adoption suggested wording 
desirable but US would not insist on its inclusion, 
Re apprehension as to Iranian reaction stated Embtels 13844 and 

1849, Nov. 23,? Dept feels certain advantages accruing to Iran under 
proclamation procedure should:be kept in mind. 

. (a) Tran will have opportunity participate in determining median. | In : aaa aru | a” 

| (6) Median line theory protects Iranian interésts to center gulf. 
If “deepest water” or “Thalweg” theory were applied by Arab states 

- in proclamation this might work against Iranian interests since deep- 
est water is closest Iranian shore. (We have reason believe oil com- 
panies may advise Arab States extend claims on this basis.) Oe 

| Re effect proclamation on Saed Govt, must be recognized Saed not | 
required announce Iran has been informed of US and Brit advice © 
to Arab States. On other hand he may well make announcement and 

_ use points (@) and (6) above to indicate he is protecting Iranian. | 

. We have informed Brit we can no longer hold back Amer oil _ 

companies in seeking subsea concessions and desire. earliest possible 
Brit decision © 

‘eo N ovember 24 - see Mr. Sanger’s memorandum of conversation, December 6, - 

'*This telegram was repeated to London. a cee |
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| 891.6363/12~448 : Telegram | — en 

 stienicr | / Wasuineton, December 4, 1948—2 p. m. - 

4537. Following for info only. Brit Emb states FO agrees early 
action should be taken on aff-shore oil proposals:Brit recognize exist- 
ence danger unfavorable reaction Iran but believe conditions will not 
be improved by waiting. Should advice to PG states be delayed dis- 

| putes might ensue over off-shore concessions which would be most 
_ detrimental to overall US—UK position. ee 

| - FO now believes simultaneous approach should be: made all PG 
states so as to preclude appearance Iran beng presented with fact 

| accompli and we: concur. Brit propose express hope Iran will agree 
oe on principles. and if so take action in accordance with, them.’ We. | 

prefer: not make recerimendation to Tran. but ‘say our:views' for info: 

*The British views along these lines were transmitted to Mr. J ernegan on | November 29 by Mr. Bromley in note G.'59/121/48 (890.0145/11-2948). 
* This telegram, as originally drafted, concluded with the following paragraph:, | 

“Dept concerned over long delay and hopes FO will obtain final Clearance earlier 
tham mid-Dee as ‘suggested possible by Brit Emb. In your discretion pls‘ confirm 
to HMG Dept’s approval new Brit plan and hope. that it can be given higher 
priority for éléarance.’” This paragraph was deleted before transmittal. 

Telegram 4537 was repeated to Beirut: as ‘764. for George V.. Allen; Assistant. 
Secretary of State for Public Affairs and former Ambassador to Iran, and to 
Tebran as 1139 
890.0145/12-648 o _ as , 

* Memoraniium of Conversation, by Mr. Richard H. Sanger of the 
| ~..  . Division of Near astern Affairs, -* | 

| steer [Wasemveron,] December 6, 1948, 
Participants: Mr. T. E. Bromley—First Secretary, British Embassy 

| mec . NEe—Mr, Richard H. Sanger = Pee 
. co NE—Mr. Harlan Clark 9 

Backgrounds 

| __ On November 24th the following informal memorandum was 
_ handed by Mr. Jernegant to Mr. Bromley— 2° 2 / 

“We suggest that the wording of paragraph 1 (a). of the draft 
proclamation might be changed to read as follows:— = OO 

[Here follows paragraph as quoted in paragraph 2 of telegram 
1114, November 29, to Tehran, ‘page 61.]} = ae 

“The purpose of this change would be to make it clear-to Iran'that 
Iran would have a voice in the delineation of the Tié rather than _ 
aA John D. Jernegan, Chief of the Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian 

airs. | |
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being presented with a fait accompli. We think that this change does | 
not make any material change in the meaning of the paragraph and : 

that it might serve to make the proposed action more palatable to the , 

Iranian Government.” ves | OO | 

Discussions . re : 

Mr. Bromley said that a reply ‘had been received from London | 

regarding Mr. Jernegan’s memorandum of November 24th. In this _ 

| reply the British Foreign Office doubted the wisdom of the changes 

proposed in the wording of the proclamation on the following | 

grounds :— 7 oo | | | 

(1) Such a change in wording might point the way to a conference : 
of the rulers or governments of the Gulf states on the subject of the 

proposed draft proclamation, a development which it was felt would | 

be undesirable. | Be a : 

(2) The changes indicated that there might be several ways of 

| ‘drawing up a median line and of determining various other technical 

aspects of the proposed proclamation which offered an opportunity 

for dispute between the statesinvolved. | 7 7 

_ (3) On the political side, London felt the changes offered a wide 
field for disagreement among the countries involved and therefore 
might provoke the very disputes which we are trying toavoid, = 

(4) The suggestion that the “line is subsequently to be more ‘pre- 
cisely defined” meant that the oil companies involved would remain - 

in a state of uncertainty as to how far out into the Gulf their conces- 
sionsextended. = pees eas Be 

_ Mr. Bromley said that in transmitting Mr. Jernegan’s memorandum 

to London he had explained that the Department favored these changes 

but would not insist upon them if London strongly disagreed, and he 

felt that this reply from the British Foreign Office constituted such — 

_ disagreement. Mr. Bromley was told that we wish to consider the — 

reaction of London before giving him any final reply on the subject 
of the proposed changes. EE ER 

In further discussion Mr. Bromley said that the Foreign Office had 

been happy to learn that we had advised Aramco to go ahead and hold 

talks with SAG on this subject provided certain restrictions were met. | 

-_‘He said that the Foreign Office was anxious that we should work out | 
a schedule on dates so that there would be no question but that SAG 

was the first Government approached about this matter. He concluded 
by saying that the high level clearances for which we ate waiting,in 
regard to timing and procedures, had not yet been forthcoming from 

- © Phe Department transmitted a summary of this memorandum ‘to Tehran in | 
telegram 1152, December 10; and repeated it to London. The telegram stated 

| that “Dept not pushing matter changes or taking any action offshore oil pend- 
ing (a) arrival Wiley in Wash, (0d) visit Allen, Tehran and (¢c) high-level Brit 
approval draft proclamation and approach procedure mentioned Deptel 4537 
to London rpt Tehran as 1139, Dee. 4.” (890.0145/12-948) |
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CONFIDENTIAL - [Wasuineron,] December 22, 1948. 
_ Participants: Mr,.. Charles. L. .Harding—Socony-Vacuum, Oil 

Po _.. Company. ope co, - - copes SE cae ee | oe 
> Mr. Orville Harden—Standard Oil Company of New | 

| Mr. Nitze Ee 
NEA—Mr. Satterthwaite Oo woe Sa | 

Mr, Deimel 
| 8  NE—Mr. Colquitt - | : . ery Sanger ee , 7 a 

oc.) TR -Mr Vernon 
Messrs, Harding and Harden called to give interested officials of 

_ the Department. an. account of the final negotiations on the recently : 
concluded IPC agreements 1.and to answer any questions regarding the 

_ Mr. Harding began by referring to the cooperation on the part of 
_ the various members of IPC. In his view the cooperation was at the 

highest level it has:ever attained and is particularly striking in the 
| case of the French. who have in the past been very critical of the IPC 

operations. It was noted‘that the major parties to the old ‘Red Line 
| _ Agreement had reached an: accord on a new agreement some months. 

| ago and the main diffieulty since then had been with Mr. Gulbenkian 
who holdsthe minority interestsinIPO. 2-0 

_ In the renegotiation differences of opinion concerned two. points in. 
_ particular, 1) the elimination of the restrictive clauses of the -Red. 

Line Agreement,.and 2 ) addition of a provision under which parties to 

a _ 4~he IPC partners signed these agreements on November 3. The agreements 
| terminated the litigation and continued the relationship between ‘the partners. 

_ established by the Group Agreement of 1928, with modifications, including new 
sale-of-oil agreements. The partners agreed that the acquisition by Jersey, Stand- 

_ ard and Socony-Vacuum of Aramco stock was not a breach of any past or present 
. agreements; nor would any of the European partners have any elaim to damages: _ - | as a result. The European partners also abandoned any right to participate in | 

the American partners’ purchases of “Red Line” ‘crude oil and products or to 
: any damages as a result of these purchases. | : | Fe " 

The documents giving the texts of the November 3 agreements were sent tothe . 
Department by Socony-Vacuum on December 16, 1948. They are not found at- | 

| tached to the transmitting letter. The letter. stated, however, that the documents 
were being prepared in printed. form in London. It is from the printed:form, now 7 
filed with the letter of December -16, that the summary in ,this footnote:has | 
been prepared (800.6863/12-1648),
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‘the agreement could, if they so desired, acquire greater than propor- _ 

tionate shares of oil produced by IPC and its subsidiaries. 

The first point was the most difficult from Gulbenkian’s viewpoint. 

ince he is not directly engaged in oil production or marketing, he 

views his IPC interest as an investment, a principal source of : 

revenue. He was fearful that the removal of the restrictive clauses 

would lead to his being manoeuvred out of his 5 per cent interest-in | 

IPC. However, negotiations were finally successful and the only re- — | 

_strictive covenant left: concerns concessions terminated against the : 

wishes of the company. In this case parties to the agreement ares 

-. obligated for five years from the date of termination of a concession to | 

geek its recovery for the interests of all parties. Other than this there 

is complete freedom regarding the right of the parties to acquirenew 

concessions in the area or to acquire new interests in existing ‘conces- 

gions as in the case of Socony and Jersey participation in Aramco. | 

a The French were particularly concerned with the second point men- 

tioned above. Under the new agreement the oldarrangementofsharing 

‘oil on a proportionate basis will apply until 1952, a date ‘selected be- 

~ cause of the anticipated completion of IPC’s thirty-inch pipeline in _ 

that year. Beginning in 1952 requests can be made for whatever quan- _ 

tity of oil ‘a group company wants. This policy will lead to-uneveh > 

takings since some companies will require more and others less than 

| their proportionate share. Requirements are to be tabled five years 

ahead of time. However, requirements through 1957 are shown in a — 

schedule attachedtotheagreement. = Be 

Under the foregoing procedure, under taking companies are required 

- to sell to over takers at a so-called half way price, i.e., half way between 

IPC cost (taxable cost plus one shilling a ton) and market price. This ay 

procedure was adopted in recognition of the right of'the undertaking 

companies to compensation for capital invested and risk taken but at = | 

less than full returns since-they were not faced with the costs and diffi- 

culties of marketing for which the over taker should be compensated. _ 

a If the tabled requirements are greater than total production the 

Managing Director will cut the requirements back proportionately. 

-. Gulbenkian, not being in a position to take over “flexibility oil” 

(ie, overtakings beyond basic proportions) since he was not in the 

‘oil marketing business, was given special treatment. In lieu of flexi- 

pility oil he will get for fifteen years 250,000 tons per year above his a 
basic share. Thereafter he gets his basic share. His oil will be. sold a 

to the major groups at market price. His basic share will be obtained 
at IPC cost and his special flexibility oil will be acquired at the half | 

way price. His 250,000 tons extra is supposed to become available be- 

ginning in 1952 but there is provision for postponement provided | 
Gulbenkian still gets fifteen times 250,000 tons of oil prior to 1966.
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: * Another feature of interest to.Gulbenkian involved the question of 
payment for his oil. Under the old agreement'Gulbenkian was paid for — 
‘his oil in pounds or in a currency of his choice, He sold'to the major 
groups and when he requested dollars they were usually-able to obtain 
them from their governments. ge | 

Under the new agreement Gulbenkian can sell other than to the 
ss Majors if he so desires. in the event they are unable to provide the 

| currency of his choice. For 1949 he has been guaranteed dollars for . 
all of his oil for which heanay pay IPC in sterling. Thereafter Near 

- Hast Development will pay him dollars for any purchases by NEDC. . 
In addition, NDC [V#DG] has guaranteed his profitsin dollarsonthe 
special flexibility oilfor fifteen years. == = as 

Gulbenkian wanted the majors to buy his oil in perpetuity but he 
compromised on the fifteen year basis. After fifteen years there is no 
obligation on majors to take his oil and Gulbenkian will be obigedito 
‘market asbesthecan. | ee a | 
_ In the matter of requirements no group can table requirements in _ 
excess of five-sevenths of the two lower requirements or in excess of 

_ 25 per cent above its takings in the previous five years. Only when the 
| -total requirements are in excess of capacity will a company be unable 

_ to.get what it wants, but there are provisions for expanding production —__ 
provided the additional quiintities needed can be economically pro- 

_ ducedandbroughttomarket. cep ted 
The agreement did not settle the question of French losses due to __ 

| _ the war, which is still to be arbitrated or settled in court. ~ 
_ The agreement is exceedingly complex and in its final form an — 

| attempt will be made to simplify it. However, the agreement as it 
stands is a complete and binding contract which does not require the _ 
additional action contemplated. re 

| _ Messrs. Harding and Harden offered to answer any inquiries which 
subsequent study oftheagreementmightsuggest. = 

BS Editorial Note _ a a 
Iraqi Prime Minister Muzahem Pachachi addressed the Chamber of 

Deputies on December 27, 1948, concerning the question of reopening 
the pipeline to Haifa. He noted that the Iraqi Government had re- 
jected a request by the Iraq Petroleum Company to permit the pump- 
ing of oil to Haifa to supply neighboring countries including Lebanon 
and Transjordan. The IPC had then made a second request to permit | 
pumping of oil to Haifa “for direct shipment to Europe, and sug- 
gested a plan whereby Iraqi observers could accurately control the — 

| flow of crude through the pipeline direct to the tankers for export. 
| It stated its willingness to guararitee that nota drop of Iraqi oi] would 

be diverted to the Zionists. | Oo 
oe
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» “Subsequently representatives of three great powers having an in- | 
terest in IPO and much concerned with the success of the. Marshall 
Plan, requested the Government to give appropriate consideration 

_ to the company’s appeal. The response of your Government. was that 
it could never agree to a request which might be beneficial to Jews.. | 
Later, the Company submitted clarifications of its previous assurances | 
which are now being examined by the Ministry of Economics. To date __ | 
no: decision. has been: taken, and none can be favorably decided upon | 
until the Government is fully satisfied that the Zionists at Haifa, 
shall not derive any benefit whatsoever from Iraqi oil.” (enclosure — | 

to. despatch 367, December 29, from Baghdad, 890G.6363/12-2948) | 

800F.6868/12-2848 
Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Richard H. Sanger of the 
oe . Division of Near Fastern Affairs = 

SECRET ss st (té(Cst«sst*=‘éPWastcr 0, ] December 28,, 1948. | 
_ Participants: Mr. T. Bromley, First. Secretary, British Embassy 9 

| Mr. Kitchen—GTI Ce 
Mr. Moline—PED | a 
Mr. Sanger—NE = | | 

| Mr. Bromley said that in a further telegram from London the For- 
 elgn Office again questioned the legality of the proposed plan to assist | 
the littoral states of the Persian Gulf in establishing their offshore 

- boundaries in that body of water. He said that no final decision on. 
this question was likely to be reached by the British Government for 
three weeks but that since the American Government is also recon- 
sidering its position he did not feel this delay would be too serious. 

Like the US, the British Government was worried over the effect 
of proclamations defining boundaries of the Persian Gulf littoral 
states on Persia. London recognized that further delay might com- _ 
plicate the situation in view of the activity of various oil companies - 
but the Foreign Office felt that such complications were less undesira- . 
ble than the hasty pushing forward of plans that might lead to internal | 

. political trouble in Iran, trouble which might be exploited by the | 
Russians. | | | 

| London suggested that if the US and Great Britain felt it necessary oe 
at this time to approach the littoral states of the Persian Gulf, we 
make the following suggestions :— , | 

| 1. We feel that, while the countries involved may, if they wish, talk 
with interested oil companies, it would be undesirable for the time : 
being for any of these countries to commit themselves with any par- | 
ticular company or to extend their boundaries into the Persian Gulf.
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9, At the same time, the oil companies involved should be told not. | 
to press the littoral governments for offshore concessions. until it is 

_ known how their claims fit into the proposed new boundarie. 

: Although not desirable at this time, the US and British Govern- 
ments do not object if the oil companies make conditional agree- 
ments regarding concessions with the Persian Gulf states provided 

. these agreements are neither formalized nor proclaimed.) = 
| Mr. Bromley said that this wire from London had crossed the 

Embassy’s telegram containing Ambassador Wiley’s views on the | 
Persian Gulf offshore oil problem. Mr. Bromley ended by saying that | 
the Embassy would appreciate the reaction of the Department to 
this latest telegram from London. = . | 7 

| Mr. Bromley was told that it seemed highly doubtful that any effec- 
tive influence could be exercised on whether or not concessions would: 
be sought or granted, that perhaps the most that could be accomplished 
would be to keep the agreements confidential. It was indicated, though | 

-. not given as a final answer, that since the London proposals concerned 
only a three week period, they would seem acceptable particularly as - 

_ offshore negotiations did not. seem likely to reach final stages in that. | 
time. | CORRS |



TWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE UNITED 
- KINGDOM CONCERNING THE MIDDLE EAST AND THE 

‘Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

- A-t) For Lewis Jones? | sity ee 
I. The Department’s considered review of the Summary Memo- 

randum on Social and Economic Affairs in the Middle East * has now 
been completed. Pursuant to the understanding that the Department’s  _ 
approval in principle of the Memorandum, orally communicated to 
the Embassy by: the Department’s airmail instruction No. 484 of 

December 5, 1947,* was subject to certain possible amendments of de- 
tail, the following minor changes are desired. Please ascertain and — - 
report the Foreign Office’s attitude toward these changes. : 

1. Substitute “encouragement” for “support” in Section ITT, para- , | 
graph (c¢c) and twice in Section IV, paragraph (d). The term “sup- ) 
port” 1s regarded in certain. Divisions of the Department as implying / 
too specific a commitment to extend financial assistance for projects 

| as yet insufliciently specific to warrant such commitment. Such im- 
| plication was of course neither intended nor desired and the term 

“encouragement” is therefore believed to be more accurate. - 
2. Change last five words of Section ITI, paragraph (e) regarding 

the Tariff and ‘Trade Agreement to read “signed at Geneva on Octo-  __ 
ber 80, 1947”, ‘This makes the reference more specific, © 

38. Substitute “hard. currency” for “American dollars” at the end 
of the first sentence in Section III, paragraph (f). oes a Jt os 

1 previous documentation on these matters is presented in Foreign Relations, — | 

| ~ * Counselor of Embassy in the United Kingdom. = ~ | | Oo 
- -* Wor text, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 614, In an eight-page memo- 

- -randum of January 21, Francis Boardman. of the Division of Commercial Policy 
stated that the summary memorandum is basically “a reassurance to the British | 
that the American Government desires to cooperate with them in matters per- | 

Coe taining to the economic and social development of ‘the Middle East. The ITP 
_ divisions ..... feel. that; despite discussion and:revision, it does not reflect the 

conversations accurately; that. its: clearance was handled in such a way that | | 
the views of the economic divisions were neither. presented to NEA as clearly | as 

| as -was desirable nor adequately. considered by-.NEA or the. British” 

"Not printed; but see footnote 8, ibid., p.620. oe So
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| 4, Section IV, paragraph (7) add “pursuant to request” after 
7 “Egyptian universities”. ae | | | 

5. Change “His Majesty’s Government” to “The British Govern- 
ment” in Section IV, paragraph (/) for editorial uniformity. oo 

6. Revise paragraph (a) Section IV to read “That a strengthening 
of the Economic Committee of the Arab League is desirable to enable 
Hi to function as an instrument of constructive collaboration, Any 
tendency by the League to foster restrictive,.discriminatory. or other. 
undesirable economic or political objectives should be discouraged”. 3 
 %. The substitution of “normal” for “established” has been sug- ss 
gested in the phrase “established channels of trade” in Section IIT, | 
paragraph (/). This change has been proposed in the belief the term 
“established” implies: an endeavor to. maintain the status quo im an 
unduly rigid manner contrary to the spirit of the general clauses of | 

— the Memorandum in Section H. If the Foreign Office objects to: this | 
| change we will not press it since the general clauses.convey the. guid- 

Ing principles. _ - | | 

IL The proposed insertion of reference to certain Persian. Gulf | 

___ territories,.reported in Point 9 of your telegram 6204 of November 26 * 

is aceepted. The Foreign Office of course realize that. the Department 
has no resident; representatives, in these territeries, which are:covered — 

from other posts in the Middle East: The application of the principles 
of this Memorandum to the area is welcomed. = 

III. Department proposes to transmit: the Summary Memerandum _ 
and. the Memorandum of Events. Leading. up to. the Conversations ° 

| (with penultimate paragraph deleted as suggested.in Point 3, your 
telegram 6204 of November 26,’) to the following posts under instruc- 

tions asoutlmed below: Bae ge eee we 

_ Embassy, Cairo with. instructions to inform Consulate General, _ 
| Alexandria and Consulate, Port Said. 2 | 

| — F Not printed ; paragraph numbered.9 read: — | OO : oe os | 

“Foreign Office suggests insertion following sentence at end paragraph four 
(c) summary memorandum: ‘a similar recommendation is made regarding co- 
eperation between US representatives on the.one hand and authorities in British 
and British-administered territoties:and. British political resident in Persian Gulf 
on the other hand’. Please telegraph whether Department approves this addition.” 

(841.6868/11-2647) | 
-  ®Latter entitled “Developments Leading up to Informal: Meetings between 

British and United States Officials October 23 to: 28,:1947 concerning the Raising 
of Living. Standards.in the Middle East” not printed. This. undated.memorandum | 

_  €losely paralleled and. often quoted extensively the chronology of developments 
printed in Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 505. It. is- filed with instruction . 
20,,March 27,,to Baghdad,p. 74000 

| "Paragraph numbered 3read: = 0 TR eS 

._ “Re paper ‘developments leading up.'to: informal meetings between US and - 
_ British officials’, Wright thought might. be hetpful to US missions but suggested 

penultimate paragraph page three this paper was ‘too gloomy’ re British: poten- 
_ tialities. and describes. what HMG hopes and believes temporary situation. | 7 

Wright throught Department might wish consider revising this paragraph or its 2 
deletion.” Michael R. Wright was. .Assistant Under-Secretary: of State in- the 
British Foreign Office.
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_- Embassy, Baghdad with instructions to inform Consulate, Basra. , 

Legation, Damaseus. = SE ie Pee 
Legation, Beirut. Oe fob ey 

Embassy, Tehran with instructions to inform Consulate, Tabriz. 
Legation, Jidda with instructions to inform Consulate, Dhahran. 
‘Legation, Addis Ababa. re 

- Legation, Kabul. = aed | 
--. Consulate General, Jerusalem. aor tye | 

- Consulate,Aden, Manag | f2 Lue 
~The foregoing distribution parallels the proposed Foreign Office | 

- distribution outlined in the Embassy’s telegram 6204 of November 26° | 

and telegram 6520 of December 17,° omitting Suez, the Sudan, Trans- 

jordan and Cyprus (as well as the Persian Gulf States as noted above) 

because of the absence of United States foreign service posts there. a 

IV. Following is the substance of the tentative draft for secret first 

: person instructions to’ be sent to the Middle East posts as outlined 

[Here follows text. Except for minor changes of language, it was 

the same as that sent to Middle East posts on March 27; see page 74.] | 

You will note that in general, the foregoing draft instruction is in 

harmony with the British draft set forth in your telegram 6520 of 

- December 17 and follows it closely in various passages, and that in 

addition certain passages have been added to emphasize the impor- 

tance of the general spirit and character of the views and purposes 

developed in the Memorandum and instruction. The draft instruction | 

is distinctly tentative and such comment as you may wish to submit 

following discussion of it with Foreign Office officials will be welcomed. | 

-/ Sales Gecriio Leeiie beter 8 Loverr 

®* Not printed; it gave the “tentative draft British covering despatch to accom- | 

pany economic principles”. (740.00119 Council/12-1747) 7 a 

| 890.50/3-1248: Telegram 

‘The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Gallman) to the Secretary . 

secrer = ~~. Lonvon, March 12, 1948—7-p, m. 

- 1031. Apologizing for Foreign Office delay Burrows head Eastern 

Department said today in connection with Department's A-1 Janu- | 

ary 2 regarding social.and economic affairs in Middle East that For- 

eign Office accepts all Department’s amendments to memoran dum with. 

exception changing second “support” in section 4d. Foreign Office 
_ believes that in connection with application. to International Bank 
“support” rather than “encouragement” is‘intended. hp
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a _ 2. Regarding distribution Burrows agrees with Department outline, | 
He understands Department has no objection to Foreign Office sending 
memorandum to Sudan, Transjordan, Cyprus and other posts wher: 

_ therearenoUSmissions © 2 | 
| _ 8. Burrows has no suggestions regarding US draft covering instruc- _ 

_ tion which he described as “admirable”. He finds number Depart- 
ment’s additions “helpful” and said that in one form or another these 
would be adopted by Foreign Office in preparing final draft British 

| instruction. Burrows assumes that Departments instruction and. For- 
: eign Office instruction need not be identical in phraseology providing 

Substance is same, 
| 4, Burrows expects final clearance Foreign Office instruction and 

necessary typing can be completed by March 20 and said that any time 
aiter that date Foreign Office will be in a. position to send out its 

___ instructions. However, before taking this action Burrows promised to 
await word from Department when its instruction would be ready. 

. He thinks that while US and British instructions need: not arrive 
simultaneously it would be preferable for them to reach a particular 
post “withinafortnight” 

890.50/8-1248: Telegram 
‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

SECRET == |. . ~~. WasuineTon, March 19, 1948—7 p.m. 
_. 993. FonOff response urtel 1031 social-economic affairs ME ap- 

_-preciated. We plan transmit individual signed airmail instructions. | 
7 Preparation these raises following points. — oe | 

| 1. Recent ECOSOC action contemplating regional economic com- 
| mission ME indicates desirability modifying item IV } Summary = 

Memorandum. We suggest adding “if such organization is established 
| the US and UK will endeavor to facilitate its functioning along most. | 

useful and practical lines” + or alternatively eliminate item renumber- 
ing subsequent items. FonOff comment requested. = =~ — 

2. Agreed change “support” to “encouragement” only onceItemIV _ 
@ leaving second “support” unchanged. an | 
_3. No objection FonOff sending instruction its ME posts where no 

US. representation. We will add new US posts e.g. consulate Cyprus _ 
now being established. ne oe 

-* London, in reply on March 23, stated that the Foreign Office accepted the 
Department’s additional sentence. It also conveyed. the Foreign Office’s .query | 

‘whether the Department would accept rephrasing of Part IV, paragraph 0, 
of the summary memorandum to read: “It! would be desirable that the Levant 

States. and France should reach a friendly and reasonable solution of their oo 
financial differences. The US and British Govts should take any steps they feel Co 

. possible to bring this about although it is recognized that it may be politically : 
difficult for them to intervene.” (telegram 1177, 890.50/3-2348) So | 

The Department accepted this wording on March 31 (telegram 1115 to London, 
| 890.50/3-2348), - | :
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_ 4, Agreed identical-wording Dept and FonOff instructions unneces- | : 

| sary provided substance each is same. No substantive change contem- 

plated our draft as quoted Dept A-1 Jan. 2. Reference to. memo 
“developments leading up to” (with penultimate paragraph deleted) — | 
inadvertently omitted will be added first paragraph. Will advise you 
any other changes and airmail final text instruction and enclosures. 

5. We concur desirability Dept instructions arrive at posts within 
fortnight or so parallel FonOff instructions and will have ours ready 

- airmailing before end March. Meanwhile we would appreciate final = 

text substance FonOff instructions before mailing ours. | 

| For ur info and guidance in further discussions FonOff reference 

. item 5 above. Difficulties experienced with Brit in ITO negotiations =—s_ || 

| Geneva and Habana? have resulted some misgivings here as to | : 

identity and harmony US-UK views. Believe such misgivings most ! 

easily removed by our seeing text FonOff instructions prior mailing | 

our own to field and by obtaining if possible inclusion or rewording __ 

certain passages FonOff instructions along lines more close to ours. 

Particular importance this connection are eighth- and ninth ‘para- 

graphs our draft quoted Dept A-1 “for your guidance” and “the essen- 

To illustrate more specifically and for such tactful use you can make. 

following suggestions relate to FonOf draft quoted urtel 6520 Dec 17, 

a) Following substitute text for paragraph two* would harmonize = 
with our draft “While this summary memorandum cannot, of course, © 
be considered asa formal or comprehensive statement of economic, 
financial, political or social policy, it reflects the state of mind of 
officials in the two governments on a wide.range of problems falling 

_ within these broad fields. I am informed that the American Govern- — 
ment holds a similar attitude with respect to the memorandum in rela- 

tion to its policy and objectives in the Middle Hast?, ¢ 0 
_ 6) In second and third sentences, paragraph three suggest substitu- 

tion “views and objectives” for “principles and recommendations” and 

substitution “in the memorandum or in some subsequent revision of | 
it” for “in them” atend of paragraph, te I 

_¢) Suggest revising first sentence paragraph five to read “contents | 
this memorandum should be made known only to those. members of © 

your staff who will be directly concerned with its contents”. 
* Documentation. on. these negotiations is scheduled for publication in volume, 

part 2. we ao - te 
. > Telegram 6520 not printed; paragraph 2 stated that the British Government 

thad endorsed the principles. and recommendations: set forth inthe summary 
memorandum (740.00119 Council/12-1747). a | 

_*ZLondon, in telegram 1177, foresaw no difficulties with the current: British — 

draft instruction, noting that “95 percent [of it was] Dept’s language’. It also. 

noted the Foreign Office view that the document had been. weakened by sub- 
‘stituting the words “reflects state of mind of officials of the two governments” 

_ for the word “approval” and: by substituting “views and objectives” for “prin- - | 

ciples and recommendations”. The Foreign Office also viewed paragraph ¢ in © 

telegram 993 asafurther weakening departure. 2 
: - London, on March 23, transmitted to the Department the British version of 

the summary memorandum, as of March 22, in despatch 745 (890.50/3-2348 ). 

The following day, it transmitted the text of the British covering instruction | 

in airgram 731 (890.00/3—2448). | .
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- ~ You will note these suggestions make no material alteration in sub- 

stance. They will however considerably augment’ general satisfaction 
here. Pls telegraph results your further action this connection. Mean- 
while we are proceeding final preparation our instructions, = 

| ES ore 5 | 

| 6 Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs. 7 ; - ; - 7 ; se 

| 890.50/3-2748 oe ee 
_ Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Irag (Wadsworth)? 

SECRET a _.. Wasurneron, March 27,1948. 
No. 20 | ee ge 

| Sir: There is enclosed a Summary Memorandum of ‘Informal Con- | 
_ versations held in Washington in October 1947 between Mr. Greenhill 

of the British Foreign Office and Officers of the Department of State, , 
concerning Social and Economic Affairs in the Middle East, and a 
Memorandum outlining the developments which led up to these 
conversations.” oo oe hpateee ee | 
The contents of the Summary Memorandum have received the De= — 

partment’s approval and the Department has been informed through  __ 
_ the Embassy at London that His Majesty’s Government in the United 

Kingdom have likewise endorsed the principles and recommendations 
. embodied in the Memorandum, Accordingly this Memorandum is to _ 

be considered by the United States Missions and Consulates in the 
_ Middle East. as indicating the current views and objectives ‘of the a 

United States with respect to the social and economic affairs. in the. 
Middle East discussed therein. It is intended to serve as general guid- 

_. anee for the official representatives of this Government in that area in 
the conduct of relations with Middle East countries with reference to 

| matters lying within the general scope of the Memorandum. _ oe 
Your attention is particularly called to the close harmony and _ 

identity of views and objectives on the part of the Government of 
| Great Britain and of the United States as revealed by this Memoran- | 

| dum. In this sense the Memorandum constitutes a sequel to the corre- 
| sponding conversations. held in London in April 1944 between Mr. __ 

Wallace Murray of the Department of State and officials of the For- | 
eign Office with reference to Anglo-American interests in the Middle 

_. + Similar instructions were sent the same day to Middle Bast posts, as proposed. 
in Section Ii of airgram 1, January 2, to. London, p. 69, except that Jerusalem was to bring the summary. memorandum to the knowledge of , the Consulate at 

8 Regarding these memoranda, see footnotes 3 and 6,pp.69and70. -
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East.? Pursuant to those conversations, parallel instructions were sent 
by the Department and the Foreign Office to United States and British — : 
Missions in the Middle East‘ calling for the conduct of Anglo- : 
American relations throughout the area in a spirit of cooperation based : 

- upon mutual frankness and goodwill, ne : 

~The Department of State and the British Foreign Office desire that _ | 

the close harmony and extensive measure of identity between British | 
and American views revealed in the conversations held in Washington __ | 
in October, as indicated in the enclosed Summary Memorandum, serve _ 
as effectively as possible as a guide to the conduct of Anglo-American ; 
relations in the Middle East, and particularly to promote the main- | 

tenance and development of harmony and collaboration between the _ | 
official British and United States representatives in the area in line | 

with the harmony of views and objectives evidenced in the conversa- | 
tions in London in May [April] 1944 and again in the conversations in 
Washington in October 1947.0 

| - Accordingly, I desire that you give careful study to the enclosed 
Memorandum and review it point by point with your British colleague, 
who will be receiving a copy of the Memorandum with corresponding 
instructions from the Foreign Office at about thesame time. Youshould 

_ seek to reach early agreement with your British colleague as to the | 
manner in which the principles and recommendations outlined in the _ 
Memorandum should be applied in your area. You should inform the 
Department if any of these principles or recommendations seem in- 
applicable in the peculiar circumstances at your post, and of any addi- 
tional points which you consider should be incorporated in line with | 
the general spirit of frank interchange of views and harmonious ¢o- 
operation evidenced by the Memorandumasawhole® 2 
- In as much as a joint review of this nature with your British col- 
league may be regarded as a continuation of comparable discussions = 
requested by the instruction of May 1944, referred to in the third 
paragraph of this Instruction, some of the points covered by the 
enclosed Memorandum may already have been covered in Anglo- 
American discussions at your post. If so, you will doubtless find it _ 

useful to examine what-practical results were derived from your earlier — 
_ discussions, to what extent the discussions you arenowtohavecanbe 
based on this earlier foundation, and to what extent they will break 

*¥or documentation on the conversations between Mr. Murray, then Director 
of the Office of Near Eastern and African Affairs, and the British, see Foreign | 
Relations, 1944, vol. 11, p. 8 and pp. 28 ff.; and ibid., vol. v, pp. 6,7. 

4 Goncerning- the ‘Department’s instruction, see telegram 1167, May 17, 1944, 

to Cairo, iid.,1944,vol.vip.@ 
_ 5The Department received reports from.various posts in the Middle East on : 
the question of Anglo-American cooperation in improving social and economic | 
conditions in that area. They are generally filed under 890.50. |
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new ground. The Department will be particularly interested in re- 
| _ ceiving a report on these matters from youinduecourse. 

| _ For your guidance in discussions with your British colleague and 
in connection with all other action you may have occasiontotake with = 

___- reference to which the contents of the enclosed Memorandum and of © 
_ ___ this instruction may have some bearing, I wish to emphasize that the 

, essential significance of the Memorandum relates to the general prin- 
ciples and spirit which characterize it rather than to specific details. 

_ The memorandum is not a formal and final declaration of specific 
__- United States policy, and does. not. cover. inclusively all matters of | 

| interest to the United States with reference to social and economic 
_ affairs in the Middle East. It is not. to be taken as indicating any 

intention to impose a concerted or collusive Anglo-American program 
_ or policies in the area. It does not imply any intention whatsoever to 

recognize British. or American or: British-American spheres of eco- 
_ nomic influence in the area as a whole or in any part of the area, nor to 

_ exclude or undermine the legitimate and constructive influence of other 
| like-minded nations. There is no desire to develop or promote restric- _ 

_ tive, exclusive or discriminatory policies or lines of action, for, as is 
_ clearly brought out in the Memorandum itself, the views interchanged 

oe implied no departure from the liberal principles of international eco- 
nomic relations formulated in the draft Charter for an International | 
Trade Organization and the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade 
signed in Geneva on October 30,1947, 

| . The essential significance of the Memorandum lies in its recognition — 
_ of the harmony and identity of British and American interest in the 
raising of social and economic standards of the peoples of the Middle 
Kast, as an effective contribution to human welfare and as the most 
useful.and desirable means of promoting the purposes and. interests 
of the United States and Great Britain through the advancement of 

| ‘sound and stable social, economic and political conditions in the area. 
| The primary objective of the Memorandum and purpose of this 

instruction is to encourage and promote,.among all United States rep- 
resentatives in the Middle East as well.as in Washington and London 
who are concerned with social and economic affairs in the Middle East, 
the general state of mind most conducive to harmonious and construc- 

| tive collaboration with their British colleagues toward the progressive | 
| achievement of the broad ends envisaged, as outlined in the Memo- __ 

randumandintheforegoingremarks, = =. —ss—S 
| - ‘The contents of this secret Memorandum should be made known 

only to those members of your staff who are actually involved in carry- | 
Ing out the recommendations which it contains. You should howéver | 
insure that all appropriate members of your staff are made fully aware _
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of and are guided by the general spirit underlying it. I. consider that | 
‘the manner in which this subject is brought to the knowledge of con- 
-sular officials in the outlying post within your area, ndmely Consulate — | at Basra, may ‘best be left to your discretion. Your procedure im this : 

regard might well be discussed with your British colleague following ! 
receipt by him of corresponding instructions. Extra copies of the en- | 
closed Memorandum and of the instruction are included for your use : 
“in communicating to the above mentioned consular post in your area. 7 
- Verytruly yours, = = ~=—~—.:« For the Secretary of State: 
i Wipnarp L. Tore : 

- 890G.6118/3-2048 | 

- The Secretary of State to the Ambassador tn Iraq (Wadsworth) | 

CONFIDENTIAL = ssi ss tS Was TON, March 29, 1948. | 

Now 2% 2 Ue a eee canner nes 
~ Sm:'The Department has considered with care your report and _ 2 
‘recommendations concerning a proposed program for irrigation and | 
other economic development projects in Iraq, as’ outlined in’ your | 

memorandum of November 13, 1947 addressed to the Director of the | 
Office of Near Eastern and African Affairs. For your convenience | 
there is attached a copy of this memorandum, and of the letter of | : 
November 7, 1947, addressed to the Foreign Minister of Iraq by the | 
Vice President of the International Bank for Reconstruction and De- | | 
velopment, referred to under Point. 13 of your memorandum." : 

«Particular note has been taken of your report that in several im- 
portant conversations which you had in Baghdad with the Iraqi Prime | 

- Minister prior to your return to the United States last September, | 
you were. informed of the Iraqi Government’s desire for broad colla- | 
boration with the British and American Governments in the formula- 
tion of a. comprehensive-and integrated overall plan for development = 

in Iraq and for its earliest possible realization. In subsequent discus- 
sions in Washington participated in by important officials of the Iraqi 

- Government as well as by yourself, including a meeting with the 
President and Vice President of the International Bank, the estab- | 
lishment of an Iraq Developmént Planning Board, with appropriate | 
participation by British, American and International Bank experts —=_—> 
was envisaged as the appropriate vehicle through which such colla- oo 

_ boration might be afforded. It is noted in this connection that, as = 
_ stated in the letter of November 7 by the Vice President of the Inter- | 
national Bank, while the Bank could not consistently with its policy . 

- - 4 Neither printed. a BS ean
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_- permit. a. member of its staff to serve actively on sucha Board,“thereby 
__ - becoming a party to the decisions of a body which would subsequently 

| _ appreach the Bank with a request for finance”, the Bank would 
oe _-prepared, at its expense “from time to time to make available one or 

more members” of the Bank’s staff “for consultation at the board’s 
- headquarters or at such other places'as may be mutually agreeable”. 

| The question raised by your report and recommendations in these 
circumstances relates therefore to the readiness of the Government of — 
the United States to participate at the request of the Government of _ 

; ‘Iraq and in collaboration with the Government of the United King- 
| dom, in aiding in the formulation and realization of an overall | 

economic development program for Iraq through representation by — 
| American experts on the proposed Iraq Development Planning Board. _ 

| In this connection it may be observed, as noted in your memorandum 
| _ .of November 13, that the British Government’s interest in economic 

| _ development in Iraq and a favorable inclination toward Anglo-Ameri- 

| can cooperation in reference thereto, has been expressed more than 
| once, notably in a memorandum which the British Foreign Minister 

transmitted to the Secretary.of State on March 20,1947.2 2 
| With a view to the formulation of an appropriate instruction to you 

based on a broad consideration of the subject, the Department has — 
consulted other interested agencies of this Government through the __ 
Cabinet Food Committee. On the basis of this consultation the De- 

- partment is now able to advise you as follows: Pm 

es 1. The Government of the United States views with sympathetic 
interest and approval the desire of the Government of Iraq to | 
formulate, and proceed to the realization of, an overall plan for 
economic development centered upon irrigation and other agricultural 
projects in the area of the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, designed to 
expand food production, control floods, and in other ways contribute 
to improvement in the standard of living of the people of Iraq. | 

- 2. This Government would accordingly be prepared to give favor- 
| able consideration, at the Iraq Government’s request, to such measures 

_ ss of assistance for this purpose as may be practicable and appropriate. 
- Specifically, it would be willing to consider the nomination of an | 

American expert or experts, subject to such expert or experts being 
available, for service with an Iraq Development Planning Board as 
proposed. More precise determination of the American participation 
of this nature which would be found practicable and appropriate 

_ would of course have to await a specific request from the Iraq Gov- 
| ernment. It is assumed in this connection that timely consideration — 
| will also-be given to enlisting, in appropriate circumstances, the assist- 

, ance or advice of suitable international organizations such asthe Food - 
| and Agriculture Organization, 

- - 8 It would be understood that the nomination of such American 
expert or experts could not imply approval in advance by this Govern- 

| 8 Foreign Relattons, 1947, vol. v, p. 503 and footnote 33. | |
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ment:of whatever plans and program the proposed Iraq Development : 

Planning Board might, evolve. Such approval by this Government as. — : 
might prove requisite for the support by it of any Iraq loan applica- | 
tion to the International Bank would necessarily depend upon study : atid approval by the United States of technical and financtal details 
of such final plans as may be presented. - 6 ORE RE Schr QUA eae | 

_ It is the Department’s desire that you should, in such manner and =| 
on such occasion as you find appropriate, express to the Iraqi authori- ; 

_ ties the views of this Government as above outlined in continuation | 
of the conversations you have had with Iraqi officials in Baghdad and | 
Washington. In view however of the interest already expressed to — 

this Government by the British Government in this general subject, | 
in view further of the Iraq Government’s desire for Anglo-American | 
collaboration with it in the formulation of its development program, | 

| and in view of this Government’s general policy of maintaining the : 
| maximum harmony of action and fullest interchange of views with | 

the British Government in connection with Middle Eastern affairs, | 

the Department considers it important that there should be a further | 
exchange of views with the British Government prior to your com- | 
municating this Government’s views to the Iraq authorities. . | 

Accordingly a copy of this instruction, together with its enclosures, 
is being communicated to the American Ambassador in London, with 
the request that he discuss the subject further with the appropriate 
authorities of the British Government and explore with them the | | 
desirability of similar and synchronized action on their part. It is an- 
ticipated that the British Government will welcome such procedure 
and instruct its representative in Iraq accordingly.® | 

= The ‘Department, on March 29, transmitted a copy of instruction 17 and its 
enclosures to Ambassador Douglas in instruction i121, noting that: . 

“The particular action envisaged in the attached instruction to Baghdad was . 
| informally discussed with that official (Mr. Greenhill), and it was then thought . 2 

desirable that the action proposed should await the completion of the so-called 
Haigh survey of Iraq irrigation possibilities outlined in the attachment to | 
Mr. Bevin’s memorandum (of March 20, 1947) above-mentioned. 7 

“In view, however, of the return of Ambassador Wadsworth to his post in | 
Baghdad, it is felt that authorization to him to make appropriate response should 

| not be further delayed. It is believed, in the light of the earlier discussions above- | | 
referred to that the Foreign Office will welcome the opportunity for harmonious 
and synchronized British and American action in the circumstances. Accordingly, 
it is requested that the subject be discussed with the appropriate officials of the 
Foreign Office. By this means, it is desired to afford the Foreign Office oppor- 
tunity to cause such instructions as may be deemed desirable, to be sent to the 7 
British representative in Baghdad with a view to discussion of the subject with Yo, 
Mr. Wadsworth and the taking of such synchronized action as may be found 
useful and appropriate.” (890G.6113/3—2948) | 
London, on May 26, transmitted to the Department, British Foreign Office note 

E 4512/153/93 of May 16 to the American Embassy. The note deemed it “useless” _ 
. to press the “care-taker” Government of Iraq to undertake development plans and 

considered that “The present crisis of affairs in Palestine would also render such 
action untimely.” The Foreign Office, however, welcomed joint United States— oS 
United Kingdom action to press the Iraqi Government to resume activity con- 
cerning development plans when a new and more stable government would be 
formed (despatch 1228, 890G.6113/5-2648). | |
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_- You should therefore prior:to communicating to the Iraq Govern- 
| ment the sense of this instruction, consult fully with your British — 

| _ ¢olleague with a view to synchronizing your action with such har- 
| monious action as he may be instructed to take. Should question or 

difficulty arise as to such synchronization or harmony of action you 
should communicate with the Department prior to taking the action _ 

| authorized by this instruction. The Department will communicate to 
| you such further instructions as may be necessary when a report is — 

received from London in response to its parallel instruction to the 
American Ambassador in that city, a copy of which is enclosed for — 
yourinformation, © 

_ Very truly yours, — For the Secretary of State: 
aD ‘Tore
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INFORMATION POLICY OF THE UNITED | STATES CON- : 

| CERNING THE ARAB STATES; THE QUESTION OF 

COOPERATION IN THIS FIELD WITH THE UNITED / 

KINGDOM!) OE | 

—--14.20200(D)/8-2448 a 

‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom — | 

SECRET wae Wasuineron, August 24, 1948. | 
No, 852 | fogs: a | | 

| The Secretary of State refers to the Department’s information and . | 
educational exchange program, and in response to inquiries received | 

_ from various missions concerned, has prepared the enclosed policy | 
. statement ? to serve as a guide to the Department’s information activi- _ 

ties within certain countriesofthe NearEast. = 8 =§ ©. | : 
_ The Department has been informally advised that the British For- | 
eign Office has issued a guidance on the question of cooperation with | 

United States field representatives in an anti-Communist publicity | 

program, and that this guidance has been sent to all British missions 
concerned. The Department understands that the guidance states that a 
ag a result of the various discussions that have taken place it has been | 
agreed that there should be a degree of cooperation in this matter. It _ 
indicates that there has been an agreement toexchangeinformationand 

ideas where desirable without any obligation on either sideexcept when 
- consultation has resulted in agreement on a particular course of action. _ 

_ The Department perceives no objection te the exchange of views with | | 
corresponding British officers relative to our general policy in this 
area inasmuch as it is to the Department’s advantage to receive corre- _ 
sponding information concerning British plans and policy there. It 
would however not be to the advantage of the government of the 
United States to enter into any arrangement which gave the appear- 
ance of joint action or that. our activities were in any way inspired by 
joint policy or a unified approach. The Department therefore desires 

- that complete independence of action and operation be retained by ee 
- responsible officers abroad in charge of our information and educa- 

| -14¥or previous documentation on the coordination of informational and cultural 
activities by the United States and the United Kingdom, see Foreign. Relations, 
1947, vol. v, p. 612. - : cot
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tional exchange programs, while using the amicable exchange of views 
to the greatest advantage. oS : Oo 

_ During his period of training in the Department, Mr. Mallory 
_ Browne * was apprised of the above-mentioned action on the part of 

| the: British Foreign Office in issuing instructions to all British mis- 
sions concerned for céoperation with the United States field repre- 

| sentatives In an anti-Communist publicity: program. Mr. Browne ‘dis- 
- eussed informally this subject with officers in the Department.. = | 

| The Officer in Charge is requested to make appropriate comments. | 
- and suggestions. relative to this instruction as well as on, the enclosed 

- policy statement. oe ae Be 

a . mee [Enclosure] | | OS 

o».. Lwrormavion Poracy vor Aras Sraves 

_ ~' Tt-is probably not: an’ exaggeration to say the US information pro= | 
gram in the Arab States is faeéd with’ problems of unprecedented — 
delicacy. In the space of a few short years the United States has fallen 
from a position of unequalled esteem, respect and honor in the atti- 
tudes of the peoples of the Arab world to one of embittered distrust _ 

| and animosity. - a oe a er Ry 7 

— - The outstanding achievements of American philanthropy over 4 
period of nearly a century plus a somewhat long-range admiration of 
Ameérica’s accomplishments in peace and war were responsible for thé 

_ former-and the US foreign policy vis-a-vis the Palestine problem ‘ is 
entirely chargeable forthe latter, © 

_ As ofthe moment we must recognize that the Arab countries of the 
Neat Hast’ are convinced that America alone is primarily tesponsible = 

_ for the success which ‘has attended the establishment: of ‘the defacto 
State of Israel in what is regarded as Arab territory. The part whick 
ether great powers have had in the past or present in briiging about = 

, that which is inimical to their interests has largely been forgotten in 
_ the wave of anger directed at the United States for her part in bring: 

ing about the present situation. Despite the role: which’ the United 
_ Nations has played in the matter, even this intertiational body- has | 

_- Not taken very much of the curse off of the United States leadership — 
and'backing, 9 = 

_, The problem. therefore which. is posed is: In view, of this extremely 
unfavorable position of US. prestige, what-policy is to be pursued. ins | 

* During his period of training, Mr. Browne was Public Affairs Officer at the 
Embassy in the United Kingdom. | - 

| pol ation on this subject is scheduled for publication in part 2 of this .
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‘informational output content in all media and further what. general : 

principles may be established ‘at.this juncture as general guides ‘to 

| cour information activities and programs as a whole inthe Arab states? | ; 

~ The sole remaining American associations which are regarded. with ) 

‘any degree’of tolerance and esteem are the American institutions en- | 

gaged in educational pursuits and philanthropy and, secondly, Ameri- | 

can oil interests, chiefly because of the material benefit derived and | : 

the personal attitudes of Americans engaged in the business locally. : 

‘There is a wide-spread tendency in the Arab world to divorce Ameri- 

ean foreign policy and its baneful aspects from individual Americans : 

| and American institutions within the Arab countries... 

ag INFORMATION OBJECTIVES IN THE ARAB STATES’ | 

| _ 1. To present the factual record of U.S. policy and actions sO 

9, To make clear that the U.S. and its people have a real and con- 

-—‘tinuing interest in the social, economic and political development of 
8, To show that U.S. policies and aims are fundamentally. com- 

patible with the preservation of the sovereignty and independence of — 

the Arab states and that realization of the national objectives of the 

U.S. are basically in accord with the national aspirations of the Arab - 

states and their peoples. | | rs OEE me ee 

4. To make clear that the objectives of the USSR and its satellite 

states as ‘shown by their actions are inimical to the national aspira-— 

tions and interests of the Arabstatesandtheirpeoples. © = | 

5. To retain and expand wherever possible the ‘existing good-will 

and friendly feelings of the people of the Arab states toward individ- 

- 4al Americans and toward private American activities and enterprises: oo 

- GUIDANCE FOR THE SELECTION AND PREPARATION OF INFORMATION | 

1, Weshould treat American policy statements and actions factually. - 
With respect to those policies and actions which may be. antagonistic 

| to the Arab states and their peoples, reporting should be brief, but 

sufficient to keep the record straight. | 

9. We should use information materials concerning activities and | 

events in the U.S. which demonstrate that the American people have _ 

a real interest in the culture, social, economic and political advance- 

ment of the Arab states and the Near and Middle East in general. | 

: 3. We should refrain from comment or reporting, except with spe- 

- cial guidance, on the activities of private American institutions and | 

enterprises in the Arab states in order to preserve the concept that 

Americans and their private activities are not agents of their govern-
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ment, but do: represent America as: distinct from official American 
policy. The purpose of this caution is to retain existing good-will to- 
ward American institutions and enterprises in the face of general 
antagonism toward American policy. = eu | 

_ » 4, We should cover fully and continuously. those activities of the 
| USSR, satellite states and Communist. organizations which demon- . 

_ Strate that herein lies the real threat to the independence and national 
: aspirations ofthe Arabstates, = Don ar BAS ee as. | 

_ 5. We should constantly make clear that the U.S. is supporting the | 
Independence and development of the small states in the Mediterranean 
and Middle East areas. We should refrain from depicting the USSR — | 

| as a colossus with which smaller, nearby states must come.to terms to 
_ avoidobliteration, eT 

6. We should use copiously Americana feature material through all . 
media which depicts America as progressive in the arts, sciences and _ | 
culture and possessing those things, which, if made available tocoun- 

| tries requiring our assistance, will result in their economic and scientific 
advancement and thus contribute to the security of their independence. _ 

_ 1. We should use, whenever possible, any material relating to the 
operations of ECA which demonstrates that ECA isa world recovery _ 

_ program and which shows concrete benefits to the Arab states derived __ 
from ECA operations, =) © rr re 
_, , CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE ACTIVITIES =” 

_ This statement of policy is largely concerned with information | 
activities. The large comparable program of cultural relations and 

7 the activities under the educational exchange program. have not been | 
dealt with in detail, but will of course be the subject of subsequent __ 

_ study and statements. In view of the troubled political conditions 
_ making an overt information program at times difficult to execute, the | | 

| _ Department will endeavor to place greater emphasis on cultural rela- | 
tions and the educational exchange activities both in Government _ 

_ programs and those under the auspices of private agencies operating | | inthe Arabstates
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INTEREST OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE REVISION OF THE ANGLO- 
EGYPTIAN TREATY OF AUGUST 26, 1936, AND THE FUTURE STATUS : 

"OF THE SUDAN;* THE SOVIET-EGYPTIAN BARTER AGREEMENT : 

— Bditorial Note : 
Egyptian Prime Minister Nokrashy, in a statement before the : 

Chamber of Deputies on J anuary T, announced. that his Government | 

was determined to pursue a policy for the immediate and uncondi- 

tional evacuation of British troops from Egypt. He also called for the | 
unity of the Nile Valley, denouncing the maintenance of the present : 
‘regime in the Sudan (airgram 19, January 12, from Cairo, 741.83/ | 
1-1248)0 | 

_ British Ambassador Sir Ronald Ian Campbell, after discussions at | 
London, returned to Cairo late in January. His instructions were to | 

7 ‘suggest informal talks between British and Egyptian military officials, 
‘to be held in Great Britain and in Egypt. The British expectation was 
“to thus create informal joint defence board which can begin to func- | 
tion before or without any formal establishment. General strategy is 
to shift Anglo-Egyptian conversations to technical and strategic prob- _ 
lems as opposed to political problems leaving latter to cool off.” (‘Tele- 
gram 275, January 28, 7 p. m., from London, 741.83/1-2348) 
. London advised, on March 18, that “To some degree British idea 
separating military problems from conversations regarding Sudan : 
was successful for a time. British Embassy Cairo conducted some 
fairly hopeful conversations on military topics... with King, 
Nokrashy and other important Egyptians and point was reached when 
Egyptian Government was about to propose visit to UK by Haider a 

_ Pasha, Minister of Defence. However, when recent storm blew up 
over draft constitutional ordinance for Sudan, Nokrashy, ‘always 
rigid and unforthcoming’ saw to it that military talks were put in 
abeyance.” (Telegram 1197, 741.83/8-1848) 
' A spokesman for the British Foreign Office on October 19 stated 
that Egyptian Foreign Minister Khashaba called on Secretary of . 
State for Foreign Affairs Bevin at Paris during the meeting of the | 

_ United Nations in that city. The Egyptian expounded the view that | 
the British could safely withdraw their forces from Egypt and rely 
on bases in the Sudan, Transjordan and Cyrenaica. Mr. Bevin stated 

_ that it was essential for the United Kingdom to have a headquarters _ 

| _.1¥For previous documentation on these subjects, see Foreign Relations, 1947, a 
vol. v, pp. 760 ff. . : woe bE, 

| 85 |
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| and a, base in Egypt during peacetime so that they would be ready 
_ for use when war came. He regarded the defense of Egypt as a joint — 

_ Anglo-Egyptian problem and queried whether the two countries 
might arrange technical. defense talks on such matters as increased 
training of Egyptians in the United Kingdom, the supplying of arms 

| by the United Kingdom and the conversion of British headquarters | 
_ in Egypt into Anglo-Egyptian headquarters, If such, talks were suc- 

cessful, the Treaty of 1936 might become redundant. Egyptian 
_ Ambassador Amr returned to Cairo thereafter.for consultations (tele- 

gram 4556, October 20, 1 p. m., from London, 741.83/10-2048). 
_ London, on November 27, advised that. Ambassador Amr had re- 

| ported success “in selling” Mr. Bevin’s idea of defense cooperation to 
| the King (telegram 5023, 741.83/11-2748). Then, on December 14, the 

Foreign Office spokesman informed London that the Ambassador had 
| returned to London but had not attempted to see Mr. Bevin. The 

| spokesman deduced that a “hitch” had developed (airgram 2336, 
/ December 15, from London, 741.83/12-1548). This development 

: seemed to be confirmed when Cairo reported, on December 14, that 
Prime Minister Nokrashy had made a “strong statement to the Senate _ 

7 that his Government’s attitude on the Sudan remained unchanged, 
_ and after reaffirming that his Government would not start negotia- _ 

tions with Great Britain unless such negotiations would assure the 
_ achievement of Egypt’s demands, received a vote of confidence of 383 

to 20”. (Airgram 991, 848Z.00/12-1448) 
/ _ _'The Department of State, during 1948, received a large volume of 

reporting from London and Cairo on various aspects of the revision — 
_ of the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty and of the future status of the Sudan | 

_ but apparently refrained from any expression of opinion on these 

| Egypt and the Soviet Union signed a barter agreement on March 3, 
- calling for the exchange of 38,000 metric tons of long staple cotton _ 

. __ for 216,000 tons of wheat and 19,000 tons of corn cereals, A protocol, 
signed simultaneously with the agreement, granted both parties most- __ 
favored-nation treatment in trade relations with the exceptions of — 

oo countries adjacent to the Soviet Union and of the Arab countries 
| (telegram 228, March 4, from Cairo). The Department’s reply of 

March 22 stated in part that “the question of -trade preferences has | 
a received considerable attention at’ the United Nations Conference on 

| Trade and Employment now in session at Habana. .«. While the 
provisions relating to preferences in the proposed Charter for an. 

| International Trade Organization have been modified to some extent, 
| they would not countenance such blanket exceptions to most-favored- 

nation treatment as are apparently permitted in the protocol under 
_ reference.” (airgram 83). These and related papers are filed under 
661.8331. oe
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-- [Documentation ‘on United States economic and military aid: to 

| Greece under the Truman Doctrine is printed in volume IV.] 
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| CONCERN OF THE UNITED STATES WITH THE HOSTILE ATTITUDE OF _ 
| THE SOVIET UNION TOWARDS IRAN; POLITICAL SUPPORT OF IRAN 

BY THE UNITED STATES; THE QUESTION OF UNITED STATES MILI- 
: TARY AND ECONOMIC AID TO IRAN? - a 

—: 891,24/12-947: Telegram ON a | —_ Oo 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran | 

TOP SECRET % a - Wasuinerton, J anuary 3, 1948—1 p. m. 

5. Arms purchase discussions Washington (Deptel 776, Dec 132) | 
| and communications Tehran (urtel 12138, Dec 9*) point up question — 

| | of possible direct US aid to Iran (ur letter to Henderson Nov 18 * 
| and Deptel 740, Nov 22°), in context over-all Iran-US relations vis- 

a-vis Soviet Union (Deptel 434, July 29°*). Since provision arms is 
- only one aspect total problem, we consider it advisable analyze whole 

picture with view to determining how best we can serve essential US — 
interests in Iran. Following represents Dept thinking at this time: _ 

dn. Security of Iran is substantially as important to US as is secu- 
rity Greece and Turkey. Question to be solved is how best to assure 
Iran’s independence, stability, and friendship, recognizing remoteness 

| _ of Iran and inherent weaknesses Iranian Govt. oe | 
2. Basic considerations re Soviet threat to Iranian security stated 

Deptel 434 July 29 are, in our opinion, still generally valid. We 
| recognize that Soviet “hostile action” note to Iranian Govt Nov 207 

| _ nay represent effort lay basis anticipated action against central Govt. — 
| It 1s still felt, however, that Soviet military and political disposition __ 

vis-a-vis Iran, in light of over-all US-USSR relations (urtel 1092, 
Nov 11*) makes overt aggression improbable in near future. | 

| 3. US military assistance should continue be aimed at internal secu- __ 
rity, not national defense, of Iran. (MA~—R539, Dec 10) Power rela- . 
tions Iran and USSR cannot be altered appreciably by provision US | 

: 1 For previous documentation of these subjects, see Foreign Relations, 1947, 
vol. v, pp. 890 ff. | | oo a | 

| ? Not printed ; but see footnote 1, ibid., p. 998. eee : | 
| *Tbid., p. 993. : oo ee | “ | 

“Letter, presumably from Ambassador George V. Allen, not found in Depart- 
ment of State files. Loy W. Henderson was Director of the Office of Near Eastern 

| and African Affairs. | a | | 
° Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 984. | an 
° Tbid., p. 924. | . | 

oe * Toid., p. 981. a . 7 | oe . 
* Not printed ; but see footnote 2, ébid., p. 977. a a | 

, 88 | | Se |



- qnilitary supplies. Iranian arms program imtended (1) replace lost or 

obsolete equipment Iranian Army to permit effective display central E 

Govt power, patrol border areas and insure quick repression: of , 

-foreign-inspired uprisings, and (2) increase effectiveness Gendarmerie 

in maintaining law and order throughout country. We inclined think | 

provision of arms for first-line defense would be fruitless and — 

| provocativeto USSR. «© Ee , 

4, In view non-availability substantial quantities supplies from sur- 

plus (Deptel.776, Dec 13) it is virtually certain special assistance by 

-. JS Govt to Iran on any large scale could be provided only by act of 

. Congress. Indicated attitude of Congressmen who have devoted atten- | 

tion to Iranian situation gives some hope that Congress might. be | ) 

favorably disposed. However, only convincing ground we can see: for | 

requesting legislation would be to support Iranian independence in si 

face of Soviet threat. Iran would have to make strong appeal. and ttitsésdt 

Dept would have to speak out frankly and publicly. Result would be | 

to place Iran definitely in same category as Greece and Turkey ® in © | 

mindsof Russiansand world public = = 5 | 

We believe this would be displeasing to many Iranians who are anx- 

jous avoid open break with USSR. Apart from this consideration, such - 

open alignment of Iran in opposition to Soviet Union might deprive 

Tran Govt of opportunities for diplomatic maneuver, delaying tactics, 

conciliatory gestures, andthe like which it has employed with con- | 

~ giderable success in past. US might assume very serious responsibility — 

c if it encouraged Iran to burn its bridges in this fashion in view of 

fact. we could not guarantee to protect it in event of Soviet attack. — 

. 5. We believe US should be especially careful avoid any appear- | 

| _. ance of forcing loan or gift on Iran both because of adverse effect such 

appearance would have on Tranians, who are perhaps justifiably hesi- 

tant obligate themselves financially to foreign Govts, and because of 

plausibility it would lend to Soviet-inspired charges of American ’ 

dollar imperialism. Consequently, it seems to us that any initiative in 

discussion of special assistance to Iran from US should always be left 

~ to Iran Govt and we should make no move this regard without specific 

and formal request. It should also always be kept in mind that even | 

if request were made and favorably considered-by Dept, political situa- 

tion in US might make action impracticable. Limitations imposed by | 

financial and economic demands of US interim aid and ERP should be . 

recognized. — yg | re a 

6. Dept hopeful transportation charges for surplus purchases will = 

| be reduced by possible provision ships to Iran. following strong Dept 

appeal favorable reconsideration Iranian application by Maritime | 

Commission. Financial strain arms purchase upon Iranian dollar re- — 

sources might be alleviated to some extent by Iran purchase available 7 
itemsorsubstitutesfrom British, . | a Oo 

7. Important US contribution to Iranian security forces can be | 
made, we think, by Iranian acceptance advice Grow *° and Schwarz- 

-. °¥or documentation on American aid to Greece and Turkey (the Truman 
es Doctrine), see vol. Iv, pp. 1 ff. | a eo ee 

Brig. Gen. Robert W. Grow, Chief of the American Military Mission with the 
Iranian Army. | - | . 

| 

. 

—_
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 kopf™ re organization, administration, and personnel. On our part, 
we will press strongly for Congressional passage Military Missions 
Bill permitting continuance missions beyond national emergency. 

&. We continue feel that US objectives in Iran can be best achieved 7 
by economic development to strengthen social structure and popular > 
loyalty to central Govt, World Bank currently giving favorable pre- — 

| liminary study Iranian intention apply for loan. We reiterate we are 
prepared support reasonable request. for loan. Should such loan ma- 

_ terialize, we will give every possible assistance in obtaining material 
and personnel for Iran, even in present short-supply situation. Iran 
should be prepared permit considerable Bank supervision loan ex- 
penditure for broadest, most economical benefits to country, = 

| 9. There is considerable opinion here supporting earlier Emb view 
that by modification of currency reserve requirements plus modest 
World Bank loan, Iran could. obtain all foreign exchange it could 

_ effectively utilize for economic purposes during next two or three 
years. Would like your present viewsonthis. —_ . | 

10. Implementation Fulbright Bill, passage Mundt Act, and avail- 
- ability Imbrie funds should contribute to furtherance US objectives 

Iran. Voice of America expected to reach Iran soon in Persian and ~ 
Turkishlanguages. ap 

_ Foregoing represents only tentative thinking subject. modification : 
in light any additional info you may be able to furnish or additional 

| considerations you may suggest. Our attitude will of course also be 
affected by course of developments in Iran and in relations between. 

. Iran and USSR. oe | | a 
This message cleared with Army who will advise Grow concerning 

| current thinking Iran’s strategical importance upon his return: . 
_ Sent Tehran 5 repeated London 16 Moscow 9.2 0st” ee 

eo a re - Loverr — 

™ Brig. Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf, Chief of the American. Military Mission : 
with the Iranian Gendarmerie, _ | . Oo i 

12 Moscow, on January 8, expressed its agreement with the Department’s analy- 
_ sis. It concluded that “While Kremlin may be expected fully exploit opportu- 

nities gratuitously presented in Palestine [and] of any weakness on our part in 
Greece, Iran or other parts Near East, current Soviet emphasis appears to have 
by-passed this area for Asiatic East. — . oo 

“By way specific comment reference telegram, while in long-range terms 
security of Iran may be as important to US as that of Greece or Turkey (para- 
graph one) we believe Kremlin would assign first priority to either of latter, 
circumstances being equal.” (telegram 38, 891.00/1-848) OS So 

891.002/1-548 : Telegram | BF 
| _ The Ambassador in Iran (Allen) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | | TEHRAN, January 5, 1948—2 p. m. 
: + 10. In my first. official call on Prime Minister Hakimi today I re- 

viewed background of military credit, emphasizing that while we did
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not press our military supplies on anyone, I felt I should press Iran sk 
Government for early decision on question. Hakimi declared himself | 
in favor of. ratification of credit and said he would press matter to | : 
Majlis following receipt of vote of confidence. | 

I also referred to recent opposition expressed by certain Iranians 
(Embtel 2, January 22) to American Military Mission in Iran,empha- — 
sizing that we were anxious to assist Iran whenever possible and that 

we maintained our missions here, despite urgent need for American 

military personnel elsewhere, only as result of Iran Government’s re- : 

quest and in desire to help develop Tran’s security forces. I said that at | 

~ any moment Iran Government desired termination of these missions, __ | 
they would leave promptly. I said I felt I should say, to be entirely - | 

frank, that Iranian request for withdrawal of American missions - | 

would be interpreted by American public as lack of interest by Iran : 

in American assistance, adding that I did not mention this factor in | 

order to urge retention of advisors but merely to state a fact. He kimi 

interrupted my statement several times to assure me that he strongly __ 

desired retention of American advisors and said Iran could turn no- | 
where else for disinterested expert assistance. ae : | 

_ Atend of conversation Hakimi asked my views regarding American- 7 
Soviet relations as they might affect Iran. I said that while I could | 
not pretend that there had been any improvement in our relations with 

_ USSR, I personally thought situation was better now than before Lon- 
- don Conference since Iranians and everyone else at least knew the 

exact position. Hakimi expressed view that only way to deal with / 
Soviets was to show strongest possible resistance to their aggressive 

tactics everywhere and in every detail. — oe . a a 
| Hakimi gave every evidence of his thorough devotion to democratic 

principles, and I believe him entirely sincere. If his forcefulness were 
equal to his good intentions he would make outstanding Prime Min- | 

ister. His following in Majlis seems to be slightly increasing at - 

- moment, and best expectation is that he may get fair-sized vote of 
- confidence within week. a ae earns 

| eg AS 0 AEN 

1Tehran reported, on January 22, that the Iranian Prime Minister “repeated | ' 
| to press two days ago that government intended to buy 10 million dollars worth = 

of arms.from US. Thus he has at least committed himself publicly to program. | | 
He is posing as watchdog of Iranian Treasury by having reduced American. 

_ purchase from 25 million dollars to 10 million dollars and has thereby escaped 
‘any great criticism for spending too.much money on arms.” (telegram 77, 
891.24/1-2248) | ee _ 

| * Not printed; it summarized the address of a Deputy before the Majlis on 
: January 1, said to be the first of eight speakers scheduled to oppose the Hakimi , 

Government (891.032/1-248). ~ |
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_  891.00/11-2847 : Telegram oe - | / — - 

Oo | The Secretary of State to the EmbassyinIran 

-. SECRET | | Wasuineton, January 8, 1948—6 p.m. 

| 15. Shah’s plans re constitutional amendment (urtel 1101 Nov 12+) 
: has been subject. considerable study by Dept. Brit Emb Wash acting 

| on instructions informed Dept contents FonOff tel Tehran Nov 24 
(London’s 6238, Nov 28) and requested our views. We have recently 

- indicated to Brit Emb our substantial agreement with FonOff posi- 
tion, namely, that constitutional change does not appear necessary 
prerequisite Iran’s rapid development and that proposed grant greater 
power to Shah at this time might produce unwelcome discord in Majlis — 
and consequently increase confusion in present Iranian political scene.. 

a We told Brit Emb that your views had not been requested by Shah or 
-Tranian Govt-and that you would not, we felt certain, volunteer any 
opinion inthe premises. _ a oe Bn | 

Our tentative thinking on subject increased constitutional power for | 
_ | Shah is along following lines: We recognize essentially unstable na- 

ture of Iranian Govt and appearance of greater stability which might 
accrue from increase of Shah’s constitutional power. At same time, 

we do not believe that grant of power to Shah to dissolve Majlis would 
enhance appreciably speed or certainty of reform and development in 
Iran. In our view Majlis, by its very nature as public forum of popular 
leaders, is inherently safeguard against concerted foreign pressure — 

. upon any single source of power in Iran. Any diminution of Majlis 
power in favor apparent one-man rule would almost certainly evoke 

| unsympathetic reaction on part American public. In this connection, — 
-it should be noted that no European monarch has constitutional power 

_. initiate dissolution parliament, except in Sweden where such power — 
has not been used in past twenty-five years. Oo | 

-. In addition above basic considerations, proposal for increase of 
| -Shah’s prerogatives would probably cause internal controversy wel-_ 

come to predatory powers. Further, present Shah does not, in our 
__ opinion, appear to have used, or to give promise of using, his influence , 

| effectively to improve welfare Iranian people. OS 
Above views are purely tentative and subject change on basis addi- 

| tional Emb info and analysis. Would welcome your views this — 
connection, =. | | an 
_ Inference Brit interest constitutional reform in relation possible 

- _ changes AIOC contract (urtel 8, Jan 3)? is not clearly compatible with = 

| 1 Not printed. Documentation on the question of constitutional reform in Iran - 
| . is 2 Not prin m gne Iranian section of Foreign Relations, 1947, volume Vv. ;
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either Pyman’s* statement personal purpose Eden visit (London’s : 

6531, Dec 174) or FonOfft opposition to increase royal prerogative at | 

this time (London’s 6238, Nov 28). General subject increase Shah’s — : 

| constitutional powers might, in your discretion, be discussed with 

Brit colleagues Tehranand London, © 

While Taqizadeh front for Shah in drafting constitutional changes si 

might tend minimize Majlis opposition during present session, basic | 

considerations and stature of present Shah referred to above appear to | 

us, in absence convincing Emb observations, controlling in present | 

Sent Tehran iS rptLondon60.0 | 

eg MARSHALL | 

' Lancelot F. L. Pyman, Assistant ‘Head of the Eastern Department in, the | _ : 

_ British Foreign Office. nate 0 EERREEEE SS | | 

*Not printed; it reported information from Mr. Pyman that Mr. Eden’s visit | 

to Iran was “strictly personal and private” and. resulted from.a longstanding | 

- 4nvitation from William Fraser, head of the Angilo-Iranian Oil Company, to 

inspect AIOC operations (032 Eden, Anthony/12-1747). mys cg Fy : 

891.24/1-948: Telegram be aaoneas 7 ang gage 7 eee oe 

The Ambassador in Iran (Allen) to the Secretary of State 

. TOPSECRET =i . -'Truran, January 9, 1948—5 p. mn 

| 92, Comprehensive statement of Department thinking regarding | 

aid to Iran (Deptel 5, January 3) has been most timely and valuable. | 

I concur in general policy expressed and have been guided especially 

by paragraph 5 in my subsequent conversations with Prime Minister 

~  andShah  - ep to a oo Ses | 

-_Fyll discussion of telegram held at meeting yesterday with Embassy 

staff and military advisors. Comments on few points in telegram may 

be of value. As regards paragraph 3 we are inclined. to think rather — , 

| more emphasis than desirable may be placed on whether Iranian army | 

is intended for internal security or for national defense. When our _ | 

thinking is based. solely on Iranian army for internal security our 

thoughts inevitably become apparent to Iranians, wounding their pride 

and discouraging their self-confidence, which they need badly. Im- a 

- proved Iranian army would be valuable both for internal security = © 

| and ‘for national defense. It would of course be impossible to build | 

Iranian army to make substantial defense against USSR but stronger — _ 

~ army might have some effect on discouraging aggression or retarding — 

enemy progress for few vital days if we help to build self-confidence | 

along with supplying better arms. - 7 | mes , 

As regards: question of placing Iran in Greek-Turkish category 

(your paragraph 4) this subject has many aspects. T-coneur that in 

| | 

, | | 

| |
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absence of ability to assure Iran prompt support, we would assume 
considerable responsibility by forcing Iran off. fence onto our side. 

| At same time, I am not certain that policy of diplomatic maneuver, 
_ delaying tactics and conciliatory gestures is desirable basis for foreign 

: policy of Iran or any other country when issue is totalitarian aggression . 
| against democracy. Difference between American policy of support 

for Iranian independence and Soviet policy here during past two | 
| years has been difference between white and black, and everyone should 

recognize it. Soviets are forever telling Iranians to beware of American | 
imperialism, and many Iranians who follow policy of balance or 

a neutrality swallow this line at least half way. They profess to see no 
| distinction between “Soviet imperialism” and “American imperialism” 

_ and ery plague on both houses. Continued policy of neutrality would 
| result, if hostilities should come, in disinterested attitude by Iranians 
| who would regard conflict as being between two imperialisms. Even __ 

now we face great difficulties in strengthening Iran economically, since __ 
_ Iranians who follow policy of balance hesitate to request economic aid 

fromeitherside. - . | | . . 
Moreover, for better or worse, Iran’s geographical location and 

petroleum resources of Persian Gulf will make it impossible for Iran 
| to remain neutral in any future war and I am not certain we are benefit- 

_ ing Iranians by encouraging them to hope they might. It is entirely 
true that many, perhaps most, Iranians wish fervently that all great | 
powers, including US, would go away and leave Iran alone. But no 

- great. power will or can abandon it to another. Stakes here are too 
important. Since Iran must choose sides eventually, it should be on 
side of freedom and independence. Sooner whole free world is lined 
up clearly on that side, less likelihood there will be of totalitarian. 
aggression. I agree that we should avoid pushing Iran off fence against : 
her will. However we should emphasize to Iranians in every possible 

- way difference between American and Soviet policy in Iran and should 
encourage Iran to show her ‘recognition of this difference and to 

| realize that US and Iranian interests are parallel. = oe 
Embassy hopes to report: regarding economic considerations (your 

| _ paragraphs 8 and 9) within few days. - | OO poe 
oo SO a oO ALLEN 

891.20 Mission/1—1448: Telegram | / a : - a . - | 

| a The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran | 

TOP SECRET 7 WASHINGTON, January 14,1948—noon. 

-. 82, State and Army have given considerable study possible courses 
| of action by U.S. military missions Iran in event of unusual internal ~
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or external developments there. As senior U.S. rep in Iran,* you are I 

expected to. guide military missions in all their official activities in 

event of any abnormal developments in Iran. With realization thatin 

event of such developments you will initially be in better position than | 

Dept to determine most desirable course of action, and with Army 

concurrence, following guidance is provided : fs a 

1. In event of disorders involving domestic threat to legal authority oo 
central or provincial Govts, both Missions should adhere strictly to | 
terms of reference in agreements between US Govt and Iran Govt, and 

-_ gontinue normal advisory relations. - Don TT : : 

9, In event of disorders involving armed contest between Army and | 

| Gendarmerie, Mil Missions should suspend activities until instructed | 

by Amb to resume advisory relations. ee are | 
: 3. In event of unconstitutional seizure governmental power by any _ | 

Iranian group, Missions should suspend activities” pending Dept — sf 

recognition successor Govt. : es : 
4, In event of threat to Iranian independence or territorial integrity | 

in border areas by foreign-supported forces, Missions should continue | 

normal advisory functions unless otherwise directed by US Amb. — 4 

5. In event of threat to authority provincial Govts or independence | 

central Govt by foreign forces or in event of outright attack by foreign | | 

power, Missions should act only on direction of, but in any capacity 

- gpecifiedby, US Amb. =. |. OES y Gee Oe 8 
6. Plans for evacuation military mission personnel should be formu- . 

ated so that they can be carried out on minimum notice by direction 

of Amb. nr re Oe a a 
4, In event of development of nature not specified above, or in event 

' combination of several above emergencies, Mission should be guided _ | 
by such instructions as you deem appropriate to situation, 

| Above. guidance should be discussed with Chiefs two military mis- 

sions, Army has advised Chiefs direct (Warx 92287, Dec 9) that you 
--will be provided such guidance and that in event of emergency they _ 

will abide by such instructionsasyoumayissue. © ee 

- oo Marsa 

: ? Ambassador Allen. ee ee ee ee ASS nie ta aoe | 

'891.00/1-1648: Telegram he - 7 - oe — oo ee | wee a 

| —_ | The Ambassador in Iran (Allen) to the Secretary of State 

| ‘SECRET ee - TreHRAN, J anuary 16, 1948—noon. — 

-——- 9, Question of constitutional reform in Iran (Deptel 15, January 8) | 

has become increased obsession of Shah during recent weeks and dur- oo 

ing my last conversation with him (Embtel 38 [39], January 13)*he 

showed almost alarming preoccupation with it.. ae 

| 1 Not printed. . | | | | - | oe a
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_ I concur that amendment of constitution to give crown authority to 
_ dissolve Majlis involves risk of abuse. I am not certain situation is yet 
serious enough to require action by us or to justify fully concern mani- , fested by British or by Department but it bears watching. ~ _ | 

As long as Shah seeks change in constitution by entirely legal means, | oe it is difficult for us to find proper basis for injecting ourselves into © 
question and advice on our part whether solicited or not would become _ known and would be construed by Iranians as interference in internal | | ‘matter, just as expression of views by foreign diplomat in Washington 

: on US constitutional. amendment would be properly resented. British 
Inclination to give advice too frequently to Iran in such matters in past ; ‘has been important cause for deep-seated resentment against them here. 
_ Moreover, if we object to legitimate efforts of Shah to amend con- 

_ stitution, we may unwittingly encourage illegitimate actions by him 
orsomeoneelse. — a rr | _ Shah’s dissatisfaction with his position has grown, paradoxically, 
with his greatly increased personal popularity and influence in Iran ‘during past 18 months. During first years of his reign, when foreign 

_ troops were in Iran, he counted for very little and no one expected any- _ 
_ thing of him. Today when:he is by far most influential figure intran, | 

he is continually being urged by Iranians to do something positive to | remedy chaotic political and econémic condition of country. Yet he | is aware that these same Iranians, who today lavish expressions of 
devotion to him, would. be first to call him dictator if he took any steps — 
‘which affect. them personally, and he desires legally-enacted constitu- 

| tional amendment before putting pressure on Majlis to carry out its 
functions. ee a ~ Tam not certain whether his desire for authority to dissolve Majlis 

* is best solution, but problem, at least at. present, is primarily Iranian 

| Majlis, as Department points out, is great safeguard of Iranian 
| ‘independence and its continued existence and full legislative authority 

is most important. At same time Majlis is.almost entirely negative body | 
| with no apparent ability to take positive action. During six months of 

| present Majlis, it has passed only two laws, one refusing Soviet oil con- 
~ eession and another approving provisional budget for two months. It : 

has two or three short sessions a week and spends most of time debating 
members credentials. There is no party system to instill discipline and 
‘every member is on his own. Much positive action isrequired of Majlis if Iran is to improve, since executive in Tran has almost no authority 7 

~ to do anything under constitution as now drawn. If Shah or someone 
. else had power to call for new elections, some sense of discipline might 

_ be instilled among deputies, from fear of being dismissed. Tampering __
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with constitution is dangerous, and I personally am hesitant about 

authority being placed in hands of any hereditary monarch, but it = | 

would be difficult for us to sustain allegation that any serious attack | 

against democratic processes was involved in Shah’s present proposals; = 

| - J have discussed situation with my British colleague on numerous 7 

| occasions. He perhaps views Shah’s proposals with slightly morecon- =| 

cern than I do, due possibly to fact that British interests in Tran are 

. different from ours. British are frightened by any possibility of gOV- 7 

ernment in Iran strong enough to defy their interests or make serious | 

| attack on their oil concessions. British are concerned just as we are 

by continued failure of Iran to accomplish any economic and political | 

improvements which would give genuine democracy chance to function | 

here, but they may prefer continuance of present unsatisfactory situa- | 

tion rather than run risk of giving Iranian Government strength. _ | 

| enoughtoactagainstthem. © ORR ee ) 

Jt goes without saying that our influence should be exercised fully | 

and at all times against any dictatorship of the right in Iran, whether | 

by Shah, army, or anyone else. At same time I would recommendsome = 

caution in following British suggestions too closely in this particular © 

case and would follow situation ourselves, to determine when and if — 

. our action is required. re 

Sent Department 52, repeated London6. REELED GRIST) oto Ren 

a The Ambassador in Iran (Allen) to the Secretary of State . ae 

SEORET URGENT. . .. ,... Turan, J anuary 27, 1948—noon. . 

94. General Schwarzkopf informs me that new chief of gendarmerie, | 
| General Kupal, under Shah’s direct orders, has assumed solecommand = 

-. of gendarmerie, notwithstanding Article 20 of agreement between | 

American and Iranian Governments dated November 27, 1943 (Ex- : 
ecutive Agreement Series 361) which provides that chief of mission — 

shall be appointed “head” of gendarmerie and have precedence over 
| all officers of. gendarmerie, Kupal has assured Schwarzkopf of his . 

| - desire to cooperate with him closely and to:continue use of US advisers | 

_ but says he must insist on his sole command authority. 

| Schwarzkopf is pleased with appointment of man of Kupal’sinteg- 

rity as senior Iranian. officer in gendarmerie,and is anxious to work | 

with him amicably but feels that usefulness of mission will be seriously 

| --s mpaired unless we insist upon command. authority as provided in ; 

Article 20. Schwarzkopf suggests informally that situation might be 

| taken care of if Shah would designate himself and Kupal as joint 
) , :
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_ commanders of gendarinerie, with every important order being signed | 

Incidental difficulties are caused by fact that Kupal is Major Gen- __ 
eral while Schwarzkopf is Brigadier General. During five years he 
has been here, for example, Schwarzkopf has always been accorded — 
courtesy of drum salute on arrival at office, in capacity of commander. 
Since Kupal took office, salute has been given to Kupal and not 

| Schwarzkopf. Latter feels matter of prestige is involved which ad- _ 
| versely affects respect. for all American officers in mission. 

In discussing question with Schwarzkopf today I pointed out that 
agreement of 1943 was drawn up during wartime, shortly after former 

| regime in Iran had collapsed and gendarmerie was in chaotic state. 
Since our avowed purpose in all advisory activity is to assist local 
peoples to manage their own affairs, question might arise whether it - | 

 -was not time to renegotiate Article 20 or at least for us not to insist 
on its implementation. Any controversy over this article which got 
into press would furnish excellent propaganda material for Sovietsas 
proof that Americans have command of Iranian security forces. Re- 
negotiation last year of agreement for advisory mission to Iranian : 
Army even though that agreement had been much milder than gen- 

___ darmerie agreement, was decided upon in part to eliminate any ques- 
tion of command authority. | OS Se 

. _ Schwarzkopf points out, with justification, that if command 
authority of his mission is eliminated, either through renegotiated con- 

on tract or failare to insist on enforcement of Article 20, he should be | 
. replaced by new chief of mission who could begin on new basis of 

, strictly advisory functions. =, = 2° Be | 
I do not believe that renegotiation of agreement would be advisable 

"at this time due to misunderstandings and undesirable publicity which 
would result. If we do not wish to insist upon command authority, it _ 

| would be preferable merely to allow Article 20 to lapse and to accept 
—— advisory capacity of gendarmerie mission, with same relationship to 

gendarmerie as Ridley’ and Grow missions have always had with _ 
Tranian Army. Ho : ee | 
New Minister of Interior, General Aghevli, seems determined, with 

backing of Cabinet and Shah, to reduce gendarmerie mission to ad- 
visory role. We might get them to give grudging respect to Article 20 
by heavy pressure and implications of serious displeasure, but I believe - 
this course undesirable. | co | - mr | 
Moreover, while many foreigners here feel as Millspaugh ? did, that | 

+Maj. Gen. Clarence s. Ridley, predecessor of General Grow as Chief of the — , American Military Mission with the Iranian Army. : es 
| * Arthur C. Millspaugh, American Administrator General of the Finances in . the Iranian Government; for documentation on the termination of his appoint- 

ment in 1945, see Foreign Relations, 1945, vol. VIII, pp. 538 ff. | oe



no adviser in Iran can accomplish much without executive authority, — | 
_I have come to conclusion that even though progress is slow under « 
purely advisory setup, latter method is surer. EE | +t 

_ Schwarzkopf would like for me to speak to Shah regarding dual + 
command idea. I would appreciate urgent views of Department,in = | 

- consultation with War, before taking action. Meanwhile Schwarzkopf 7 
and his officers are largely marking time, with my concurrence, They | | 
do not wish to accept advisory role while inter-government agreement ‘| 
exists giving them command, and I do not wish to make issue of case : 
until matter hasbeen reviewed in Washington. = Oo : 

891.20 Missions/2-648 | oe ges bo oe SC | 

| Lhe Ambassador of the Soviet Union in Iran (Sadchikov) to the — 
Iranian Prime Minister (Hakimi)* are oe 7 

a Tran, January 31,1948] | 
On instructions my Government I have honor bring following your | 

attention: ae | eT ee os , 
_ According information we have received, Iran concluded with US | 
Government on October 6, 1947, agreement for engagement American 
Military Mission in Iran.? According terms agreement this measure _— | 
taken to affect collaboration with Minister of War and Armed Forces _ | 

_, under Iranian Flag and for enhancing military efficiency Iranian — 

As result this agreement that Iran Government is permitting Ameri- — 
- can Military Mission intervene in activities Ministry of War, General _ . 

Staff, and all branches Ministry of War and field units. ns : 
| According this agreement all activity Iranian Army will in: fact | 

_ depend on military representatives American Government. Agree- : 
ment in question will moreover give American Government exclusive | 
right have its military agents occupy important posts. — oo a 

_ At same time nationals other foreign countries prohibited from 
entering service Iranian Army without prior consent United States | 
Government. © ee a Ske | 

_ Thus this agreement establishes influence American Government in oF 
organization and command Iranian Armed Forces and consequently | 
Iranian Army loses character of Army belonging to free and sovereign - : country, ° —_ a | 

‘Transmitted to the Department by Tehran in telegram 147, February 6, 
_ Which contains the following opening sentence: “Text Soviet Ambassador’s note 

January 31 to Iran Prime Minister follows :” - Oe wees aes * See editorial note, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 966. __ oe
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‘Soviet Government therefore feels it necessary draw attention Iran- 

_. ilanGovernmenttofollowingfacts: ©. ee 

. 1. Re-equipment Iranian Army is taking place under contro] Ameri- 
| can military advisors using.American arms similar those furnished | 

by USto Turkish Army, | ee yet 
Moreover, and of primary. importance, arms will be furnished Iran- 

jan Armyoneredit.” CO 
| -. ¥ General Grow éstablished reorganization plan Iranian Army at | 

| beginning year 1947; This. program received. imperial approval and 
— became basis for organization armed-forces. of Iran. = | ~_ 

| 8. Special committee of Iranian General Staff. participated in by 
American military advisors is changing all Iranian Army regulations _ 
to conform with American regulations. | 

4, Moreover, Americans have prepared program for transforming , 
| Iranian war industries. This program calls for development Iranian 

military factories on basis American techniques permitting repair 
American arms whennecessary. 5 | 

| 5. At request and on instructions American advisors very large air 
oe field has been constructed in city of Qum and equipped with American | 

materiel. Extent this air field as well as particular attention devoted by , 
| - American advisors to its construction show that it has not been estab- 

. lished for. use Iranian aviation; likewise establishment underground | 
| gasoline depots in region Delijan (between Qum. and Isfahan) also _ 

Oo meritsattention. ss | | | cd 
: 6. During 1947 a steady influx various advisors and other American — 
a officialsarrivedinIran, = 3 © © Be ee 
- Moreover these officials arriving in Iran -are not only establishing , 

: themselves in Iranian Army but are also occupying positions in other 
a establishments including civil aviation and'the Iran tour company. — 

| In addition these officers everywhere occupy important positions. in 
- theseestablishments 

om T. Repair former American military camp and barracks at Tehran 
and: their being’ handed over:to American Military Mission is addi- 
tional fact worthy consideration. It can be surmised from this that — 
arrival of a large number American officers and soldiers in Iran, is to 

_ beanticipated. =. Oo ee 

. All these facts demonstrate that at present time American advisors 

are playing capital role in problems relating to Iranian Armed Forces. | 

Activity. these advisors has effect of transforming Iran into strategic | 

baseof US Government... 
ree In addition foregoing facts there is evidence activities forementioned __ 

Americans may constitute threat to border areas USSR. Construction 
fortifications along Soviet: borders under supervision American ad- | 

visors may.be mentioned thisconnection, © | 

a In December 1947 special committee was set up in Iranian General . _ 
Staff. American specialists participated this committee which-was | 

established to draw. up plans for construction new:air fields as well — 

as completion those ‘already existing. In these plans special considera- _ 
— tion is being given construction. air fields adjacent Soviet: borders." -



Flights and travel of American specialists in regions near Soviet __ 
frontiers, ostensibly for purpose inspecting Iranian Army and gen- . | darmerie units, have increased. Fact is these fights and trips of 

_ American specialists are for purpose taking photographs and making | investigations of military nature on Iran-Soviet border... ee _ Government USSR considers it necessary invite attention Iran Gov- | | ernment to fact that conclusion of October 6, 1947 agreement between | | Tran and US is contrary to main points of treaty friendship signed _ February 21, 1921 by USSR and Iran, and contrary to friendly rela- 
tions and neighborliness, Soviet. Government therefore expects Iran _ | _ Government take prompt. measures remove unusual conditions thus - | — ereatedS Boe UU peiv ce 

7 Telegram 147 concluded with : “End text Soviet note.” and was signed ‘by. | Ambassador Allen, = rage Mahi. a ee are 

The Iranian Prime Minister (Hakimi) to the Ambassador of the. na. — Soviet Union in Iran (Sadchikov)t oan 

ae a - . meeeeaeS [Teuran, FE ebruary 4, 1948.) oe | I have honor acknowledge receipt. Your Excellency’s note 21 dated. | _ January 31, 1948 and in reply beg States a | 
_ (1) Information which Government USSR has obtained regarding | inatters mentioned note under reference is entirely unfounded: and , devoid of truth for following reasons: pS AES (2) Although everything In aforementioned note refers purely in- ternal affairs Iran and Imperial Government cannot ‘admit. such. interference by foreign. power, nevertheless inasmuch Imperial Gov-_ ernment has always earnestly hoped and desired no misunderstanding. : whatever should exist between Iran and USSR but on contrary friend- ship and good neighborly relations between two governments should | continue increasing in strength and cordiality, I therefore desire bring, your attention following points relating contents aforementioned note. in order clarify: impressions ‘Your Excellency’s mind and In minds’ } _ authorities USSR ‘and thus avoid misunderstandings which might | arise. as result unfounded and false reports, 

| 
In agreement, concluded October 6, 1947 for renewal contracts num sk ber of American officers these officers were given no right whatsoever | __ fo command or intervene in field activities, Their assignment islimited to advising in administrative affairs of army such as Quartermaster) and Medical Corps ete. without their having any command authority. | | 7 Furthermore, American advisors are: not in any way authorized’ par- oe | 

 _<*Transmitted to the Department by ‘Tehran in telegram 150, February 6, | _ Which contains the following opening sentence : “Following is text Tranian.Prime * oo. F Minister’s reply of February 4 to Soviet Ambassador’s note January 31:” .
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ticipate internal activities Ministry War or General Staff Iran Army © 

| or similar organization and contrary to statements Your Excellency’s 

note, American Government has not been granted exclusive right in- > 

, stall American military officials key positions. | ee | 

(a) American officers in no way participate in equipping Iran 

Army and it is obvious Iran Army like other armies of world needs - 

obtain modern arms for which purpose annual appropriation pro- _ 

| vided every year in budget War Ministry. Before recent war arms 

| were purchased from various European countries. During war not 

only was work of equipping army halted but serious losses were suf- 

fered this respect by Iran Army and USSR Government better aware 

this fact. than anyone else. Therefore, immediately upon termination 

hostilities Imperial Government Iran decided make up these losses. — 

In pursuance this aim it approached those Governments which might 

be in position sell military equipment. Government USSR was one of _ 

those so approached. Unfortunately Government USSR quoted prices 
| for arms inacéeptable Iran Government. Only government whose offer 

was acceptable was USA. Iran Government has therefore in order 

| safeguard interests of country, decided meet small fraction its army’s 
_ deficiencies by making purchases from USA. a | 

(b) General Grow does not interfere administrative affairs of army — 

inasmuch as fortunately Iran Army has its own officers capable draw- 

ing up necessary programs for army organization. Information USSR 
authorities this connection is completely unfounded and devoid of 

truth. | | 

| (c) Iran Army regulations are entirely Iranian in character and | 

have undergone no alteration whatsoever. Even in event Imperial 

| Government considered their revision necessary it has sufficient num- 

ber army officers undertake this task and complete it satisfactorily. — 

Information received by USSR Government this connection is com- 

pletely unfounded and devoid of truth. - | 

| (d) American officers in the service Iran Government have in no 

way right interfere in program Iran war industries and therefore | 

information obtained by Soviet Government is devoid of truth. _ 

| (e) Notwithstanding fact Imperial Government has every right 

construct airfields in any part its own territory and cannot allow any | 

foreign government interfere such matters, I cannot refrain express- 

| ing astonishment with regard vast airfield at Qum mentioned your 

Excellency’s letter. Fact is in Qum area there is only one very small 

| airfield which has existed for considerable time and which cannot be 

| used for any military purpose. There is no other airfield in that area 

| much less a vast airfield furnished with American equipment and 

| exceeding limits Iran aviation requirements. Co 

_ (f) Neither Iranian Army nor gendarmerie can employ American | 

officers in excess of number approved by Majlis and number of these 

| is at present less than legally authorized. As regards nonmilitary air 

| services and other similar establishments there are according to in- 

formation received, no American officers working in said services or 

such establishments, It is possible that under freedom provided by 

- Iran law certain non-governmental establishments may have foreign 

| employees, but as has been mentioned above, interference by foreign
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government in questions of this nature is considered interference Iran’s © : 
internal affairs = = =. ss J SBE er ia. aes 

(g) Number of barracks in Tehran and even throughout Iran is. | 
_ public knowledge and all these barracks are in hands of Iran Army. _ 

Kixcept for a few who are employed by Iran Government there is not 
a single American soldier either in barracks or anywhere else in all 
Iran, and Imperial Government has not allowed and will not allow 
foreign soldiers of whatever government to enter Iranian territory. 
The phrase “military city” in your Eixcellency’s letter refers apparently _ 
to Amirabad which was used during war as American Army camp | 
and which is now used by Tehran University and instead of being a 
military city constitutes the university quarter and residence of | 
students. It is source of great astonishment that errors and reports | 
of this sort which are devoid of truth should merit confidence and 7 
trust of Soviet Government. ss ne | 

(i) After foregoing statements made by Imperial Government only 
to remove all misunderstandings and strengthen friendly relations and © | 
good neighborliness with USSR Government, I feel bound point out — | 
Soviet Government’s deductions from unfounded and false reports _ 7 

_ unfortunately interpreted as facts in Your Excellency’s letter as well | 
as conclusion derived from these imaginary “facts” are as unfounded __ 

a and devoid of truth as reports themselves. As Imperial Government : 
_ does not in any way allow foreign nationals to travel in areas which | f 

are declared prohibited zones, Imperial Government will not grant 
_ such permission to its own employees who are not Iranian subjects. | 

Moreover, no Iranian aircraft has flown or will fly over frontier points | 
for any purpose much less for purpose of aerial photography. I also : 
feel compelled express certain incontrovertible truths and invite atten- = —_ fy. 
tion USSRGovernmenttothem On oa | 

When Soviet F orces were in Azerbaijan in accordance Three Power 
Pact of January 80, 1942, Soviet authorities did not abstain rendering — a | 

_ all material and moral assistance to group opportunists and traitorous | 
elements who under guidance Soviet officials rebelled against Central - : 
Government. When Soviet authorities ceased protecting them inside, | 

Tran and they were forced on December 11, 1946 to flee before the rage 

of inhabitants of Azerbaijan and fury of Iranian public, Soviet Union | 

_ opened its frontiers to these elements and afforded them refuge on  — yx 
Soviet territory. According reliable and incontrovertible information | 

| received by Iran Government these elements are still being supported a 

and strengthened as is apparent from tone of Moscow and Baku radios" | 
as well as clandestine radio which is undoubtedly somewhere in Cau- | 
casus and broadcasts under name Democrat Party Azerbaijan. Moree sf 

- over, incessant movements of Soviet Troops frontier posts and maneu-, 4 

_ vers carried out by Soviet Forces in border regions (against which ss |. 
Tran Government has protested) completely confirms this policy of © 

‘Soviet authorities. Friendly relations existing between Iranand USSR : 
__- required that Soviet Government accede Iran Government’s request in _ : 

429-027-758 | - - . | - ;
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| note No. 4825 (December 19, 1946) for extradition these opportunists 
_ and traitorous elements prevention their activities along frontier which 

caused anxiety all people ‘Iran especially inhabitants border towns. 

Oo In addition at time when number of highwaymen and brigands under 
leadership Mullah Mustafa Barzani, man who served as General with | 
insurgents during Soviet occupation Iran, plundered and murdered, ~ 

| they did so confident of support Soviet Government. When they sought — 
refuge in Soviet territory after Iran Government had informed Soviet 
authorities in advance and earnestly requested that these highwaymen 
be. denied refuge, Soviet Government unfortunately took no action 
upon this legitimate request Iran Government. On June 13, 1947 at 
Qaraqoyun the aforementioned highwaymen crossed: Araxes River 
with assistance Soviet frontier guards and are now being entertained 

| and supported on Soviet territory. You will agree Soviet conduct with | 
-_- respect to fugitives of December 1946, namely, Pishevari and his ac- 

complices and also fugitives of June 1947, namely, Barzani highway- 
--—s- men protection currently extended to them permission granted them | 

_ form groups in Soviet territory with intention invading Iranian terri- 
tory and facilities placed their disposal including various kinds propa- | 
ganda material designed disturb minds of people and even upset. — 
relations between two governments are in direct contradition Article 5 

- of Friendship Pact concluded February 21, 1921 between Soviet and / 
IranGovernments.. 8 

In stating above facts I deem it necessary also point out to Your 
Excellency not only is there no violation of agreement of February 21, 
1921 in extension of terms of service of a few American officers who 

| were employed during and since the war as advisor aid to army and 7 
| gendarmerie but there is nothing unusual in this situation ‘and: no 

consort with aforementioned agreement. This measure is an internal = 
| affair and discussion of it will be considered as open interfer- | 

| ence in affairs of an independent country. Iran Government on the 
| other hand expects USSR Government will, with view strengthening _ 

| friendly ties and good neighborliness between two countries pay spe- _ 
| cial attention to unfriendly activities against security of Iran now 

being. carried on inside that country by:certain opportunists and high- 
waymen. thus complying. with legitimate, request of Imperial 

Government? 

4 Telegram 150 concluded with “(End text).” and was signed by Ambassador, 
| Allen. Tehran advised, on February 6, that the forceful character of the Iranian 

reply was due to its having been drafted principally by Chief ‘of Staff Ali 
| _ Razmara. The Ambassador concluded that “Iran had nothing to lose.by.making _ 

forthright reply inasmuch meek’ acceptance of Soviet reproachesy would not 
Stave off any action Soviets had already decided to take.” The Ambassador. also. | 

_ gave his view that the “Soviet note was deliberately timed to. block Majlis . 
ratification of arms credit” (telegram 145, 891.20 Missions/2—-648). =~ |
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| Editorial Note ON whic fuga Soe : 

' For the text of Ambassador Allen’s address before the Tehran Press | 
Club on February 4 dealing with the Soviet note of January 31, see 1 
Department of State Bulletin, February 15, 1948, page 228. : 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom — } 

SECRET =. ~~... Wasuineron, February 4, 1948—1 p.m. | | 

7 - 861. In view Tehran tel 12 Jan 28 to London! and previous reports | 
indicating Iranian misconception of American-Brit relations with | 
respect to Iran, we wonder whether it might not serve useful purpose 
for Dept-and American Amb Tehran to inform appropriate Iranian _ 
officials informally but emphatically that there is no rivalry between | 

Brit and US in Iran and that policy of both countries is based simply | 

on. desire see Iran maintain independence and solve its internal prob- 
lems free from foreign intervention. In making such informal state- 

ment we. would propose emphasize that Iran Govt would make great 

_ mistake in basing any part its policy on supposition of conflict between | 
US and UK. We-do not suggest however that statement include any 

_ SpecificreferencetoBahrein, 0 
_ Would like views London FonOf? and American Emb Tehran * | 
thissuggestion, Ce | 

Sent London as d6i;rptd Tehranas106. 0 © | 

_ } This-was a repeat of 101 from Tehran, not printed. 
_ * London, on February 9, advised that the Foreign Office welcomed the sug- 

- gestion in telegram 361. In its view, the “Iranian character is such that any all- . 
American or all-British enterprise in Iran... . will be conceived as having OE 
been brought into being only in teeth other countries [country’s] opposition. 
However, only impractical joint Anglo-American enterprises would scotch such . E 
thinking and informal statements. of kind contemplated by Department (perhaps. 
repeated at appropriate intervals) in addition to intelligent day-by-day coordi- : 

-. nation on.all levels in Washington, London and field, might:help restrain Iranian E 

: fancies.” (telegram 485, 891.20 Missions/2-948) =. |... : 
_- § Tehran replied on February 6 that “Statement to Iran officials that no rivalry _ j 
exists between US and UK in Iran would not be entirely warranted in fact and = F 
iI doubt that any notification. along this line would be of much use in any case. — F 

~ Iran{ian]s would not put great.confidence in‘a mere statement of this kind, being a E 

more impressed by US and. UK actions in. Iran.than by declarations of US-UK 
friendship.” (telegram 148, 711.91/2-648) _ ce 

“The Department, on February 19, replied in-part as follows: © 0 0 2 F 

“Although certain Brit officials in Iran in past may have followed policy of | | : 

combatting growing prestige of US, we are not aware existence any rivalry at ©  § 
present other than normal commercial competition. Both Brit and ourselves are — 
earnestly endeavoring eliminate vestiges which might remain of mutual destruc- _— 

| tive rivalry. ... It would be unfortunate for Great Britain and US in present E 
critical situation in Middle East to allow themselves to be played off against : 
each other. We shall of course defer to your judgment if you feel action along F 
lines suggested would be ineffectual.” (telegram 164, 711.91/2-648) if
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oe 891.105A/1-2748 : Telegram Be | | | 

OC The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran 

| SECRET . _-—., -‘Wasutneton, February 5, 1948—6 p. m. 

, 113. We feel that appropriate US action subject urtel 94 Jan 27 
_ might bealong followinglines: | a 

| You might inform. Iranian PriMin and Shah that US Govt has 

noted that recent assumption by Kupal sole command of Gendarmerie 

| is in apparent contravention Article 20 agreement between US and 

Iranian Govts dated Nov 27, 1943. You might state that, while US 
Govt is disposed accord assistance Iran in this as in any other matter 

, solely on request Iranian Govt, it is regrettable that Iranian Govt: 
- should, without prior notification or discussion, disregard terms of 

agreement in question. You might then add that, in view of unilateral = 

| action Iranian Govt in this instance, US Govt wishes to be informed 
| whether Iranian Govt desires abrogate agreement, in which case mili- 

| tary personnel detailed to Ministry of Interior will be directed by you — 

terminate services. | ee 

You might continue by stating that, in event Iranian Govt should | 
wish US Govt detail military personnel to Iranian Gendarmerie in 

purely advisory capacity, we are prepared consider such request; 
favorable US decision would, however, require satisfactory explana- 

tion recent Iranian unilateral action and clarification proposed role 

| of Mission under agreement with deletion Article 20 which amend- 

ment might be effected by exchange of notes; it is to be assumed that | 
_ Iranian decision to request or not to request resumption Mission will _ 

- be made on merits question in Iran’s national interest and not in light 

extraneous foreign pressures. = oe eo 
In event Govt Iran should request resumption Mission above basis, 

tentative thought here is that Mission Chief of Schwarzkopf’s experi- 
| ence and rank might be both unnecessary and undesirable. 

Presentation above views is left entirely your discretion. If above 
line of action not feasible, please advise Dept urgently. Army concurs | 

in all above. ) : OS | 
It. occurs to us that, in view Soviet note, Iranians may well decide | 

reinstate Schwarzkopf Commander Gendarmerie or alternatively seize | 

opportunity eliminate Mission entirely. In latter case, we would not



wish to appear invite Iranians sacrifice Gendarmerie Mission as | 
appeasement Soviet Union* = ae ee | 
Ses Po ee . MarswarnsdtyX 

~ t Ambassador Allen presented a note, dated February 7, to Prime Minister 
Hakimi which incorporated the substance of telegram 113. The Prime Minister F 
and Minister of Interior Farajollah Agevyli insisted that the Iranian Government OO & 

| neither desired to abrogate the agreement governing the gendarmerie mission 7 - 
hor to amend it in any respect..The following day the Ambassador discussed the E 
matter with the Shah, who stated that the “Iranian Government does in fact | desire amendment of agreement to eliminate Article 20 and that Government’s 
reply would be in this sense.” (telegram 158, February 9, 2 p.m., from Tehran, 4 891.105A/2-948) eae | - 

: _ For the text of the statement released by the American Embassy to the Iranian | 
. press on February 25 concerning the note of February 7 and Ambassador Allen’s E _ conversation with the Prime Minister, see Department of State Bulletin, March 7, — ~~: 1948, p. 307, ne om | | 

891.20 Missions/2—648 : Telegram | SEL CP QT od i i 

- ‘Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran | 

SECRET =. Wastneron, February 10, 1948—6 p. m. | 
181. After studying text of Soviet note Jan 31 and Iranian reply = 

Feb 4 (urtels 147 Feb 6 and 150 Feb 6") we feel that Soviet purposes | 
° . . of * , . oe} ° ° a in sending note at this time may include following: (1) to intensify. 

_ propaganda in opposition ERP along lines recent notes to"US charg- 
ing American imperialism; (2) to frighten Majlis into defeating US en | 
arms purchase credit proposal; and (3) to reverse present tendency __ F 
of Iranian Govt to orient Iran. toward western democracies. There - 
is further possibility Soviets may intend Jan 31 notetoserveas“warn- = | 
ing” within meaning of Article 6 of Soviet-Iranian 1921 Treaty. If oF 
such is the case, Russians might be planning to introduce troops into _ i 

| northern Iran and take the chance that they could make plausiblelegal = | 
case if matter should be brought to UN Security Council | 
_ With that possibility in mind, you should continue your support — oF 

_ of Iran’s firm stand against Soviet pressure by suggesting-that Iran j 
Govt file with SYG UN for attention SC Soviet. note and Iranian : 

_ Yeply? for purposes of info for members of Council, since SC is still | | 

1 See footnotes 1, pp. 99and101. | a Wet gel pyle yt , | . _ "Mr. Pyman informed the American Embassy that he would advise Ambassador - Le Rougetel that the Foreign Office was in entire agreement with the idea of F filing the texts at the United Nations and that he would instruct the Ambassador 4 to “say this to any Iranians who might seek his advice on this question.” (tele- 
gram 545, February 138, 1 p. m., from London, 891.20 Mission/2-1348) 5 | re
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seized of Iranian case. That procedure would be similar to Iranian | 

action on Dec 5, 1946, when Iranian Govt transmitted to UN, without 

| requesting any action by SC, its letter reporting that Soviet Govt had - 

made “friendly admonitions” to Iran Govt against Iran undertaking 

to reestablish its authority in Azerbaijan? is 

a Amb Ala,* before departure for Arizona on Feb 5, discussed above __ 

idea. with Wash lawyers employed by Iran Govt during 1946 SC case | 

| and is understood to have communicated his recommendation to 

Tehran, 32 2 a re 

Iran Govt might wish to study question of whether 1921 Soviet- | 

Iranian Treaty is.applicable in present case or even valid at all. After 

preliminary study, we feel it is probable that Annex Two to 1921 — 

| Treaty makes inapplicable Article 6 of that Treaty in present cir- 

| cumstances. Question of whether certain portions 1921 Treaty may 

possibly have been superseded by UN Charter is under study in Dept. 

| Tn any event, International Court is the appropriate body to deter- 

- mine applicability of treaties and Security Council is the appropriate 

body to determine whether any threat to peace does in fact exist. - 

Sent Tehran, rpt London 489, Moscow 179, | ce 

Oo oS tS ysegega : - MARSHALL 

* See telegram 1012, December 6, 1946, to Tehran, Foreign Relations, 1946, | 
vol. vo, p. 554.00 5 De 

Se | 

* Hussein Ala, Iranian Ambassador in the United States. - as 

891.24/2-948: Telegram oe BO a 

So The Secretary of State to the EmbassyinIran 

«SECRET = US URGENT = WASHINGTON, February 10, 1948—7 p. m. 

129. Coincident with receipt urtel 156, Feb 9," Tran Emb informed 

Dept bill as reported from committee to Majlis made arms credit 

| authorization conditional upon receipt credit assistance from US to 

| | cover packaging and transportation. Emb asked’ informally re possi- 

| _ pilitv such help. re 

*Not printed ; it, conveyed Ambassador Allen’s views that “Tf Majlis passes 

American arms purchase bill in face of strong Soviet note intended specifically | 

to block such action it will represent courageous stand. by Iran[ian]s and believe : 

swe should recognize it. Prominent Iran[ian]s have pointed out to me that Iran _ 

has shown its loyalty to American cause even more boldly than. Turkey has 

-gince they allege Turkey would never admit American military advisor in 

Turkish army partly for nationalistic reasons but also partly because Turkey 

did not wish to antagonize USSR further. They point out that Iran on other 

hand has been willing to suffer most strenuous Soviet official and propaganda 

attacks due to presence of American advisors here and has come strongly to | 

support of the advisors in reply latest Soviet note. I believe this argument has 

some merit .. .” (891.24/2-948) — | | ne .
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_ Dept informed Hedayat? and First Secy Aram no legal channels _ | 
- exist. allowing expenditure funds such. services even if National De: | 

fense or State Dept had money available which they do not. Dept stated ' 
little hope legislative program covering such purpose getting separate | 
attention from Congress in view ERP and domestic issues, and cer- 

_ tainly not before expiration priority dateFeb26. = 8 = 
_ _Hedayat referred to Iranian reply Feb 4 to Soviets and stated that 4 

tone used in denying interference indicated to him existence new high 
point in Iranian desire express independence. He, therefore, felt this | 

» propitious moment to tell Majlis that American help for these services ot 
should not be asked and that Iran Govt should press for passage of | 
bill without conditions. After Majlis approval, legal agreement would oF 

_ exist between Govts and Iran Govt could then consider whether it | 
_ were necessary to ask for help in implementation. Hedayat stated he » 
would cable recommendation to General Staff to press for action along | | 

- . abovelineg - oe agate ae es 
7 Dept agreed unconditional passage most desirable andre-emphasized __ | 

_ that if Iran really wanted US material, it should make every effort 
meet subsidiary expenses in face of approach expiration date. We indi- 
cated we did not want to hold out false hope for future assistance in 
meeting these costs. If help were promised and then not given, charges ; 
were certain to be made in Majlis that bill had been ramrodded under — | 
false pretenses. At best, any indication that the US might possibly be = ff 
able arrange such help might further delay Majlis action beyond ex-_ : 

| pirationdate. 
__ Hedayat is exploring possibility of using Brit ships in transporting 
this equipment thereby cutting dollar outlay. Sg te te 

__-- Suggest you tell appropriate Iran officials that passage of bill with | 
binding condition might completely destroy possibility of implement- _ f 

| ing agreement. | SE 
| | > MarsHarn 

Maj. Gen. Abdollah Hedayat, Chief of the Iranian Military Purchasing Com- tf mission in the United States. | ee 

| 891.20 Missions/2-1648:Telegram Oo : 
Lhe Ambassador in Iran (Allen) to the Secretary of State | 

| 189. During my farewell call + on Prime Minister today I expressed _ | 
_ concurrence in Ambassador Ala’s recommendation (Dept’s 131,0 

Ambassador Allen was returning to Washington to serve as Assistant Secée- _ tary of State for Public Affairs, ee ae, oF
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_ February 10) that Iran Government submit to UN Soviet note of 

January 31 and Iranian reply. Prime Minister said he agreed but asked 

| whether I thought Soviets would be seriously annoyed by such action. — 

I said they would undoubtedly be displeased but that any disadvantage 

| on this score would be more than offset by advantage of letting Soviets 

and world know that Iran had confidence in UN and that Soviets could 
| not expect to write notes of this kind without having them brought _ 

. to attention of world organization. I said-that for action to be effective 

it must have no appearance of having been prompted. 
Hakimi gave every indication of intention to send notes to Secretary 

General for SC information. _ | | Re, 

| Sent Department as 189, repeated London as 20. _ Co 

| _ Department pass Moscow as 12. | _ - ce 

| 991.24/2-1848: Telegram = , | a _ 

The Chargé in Iran (Somerville) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET Truran, February 18, 1948—10 a. m. 

OO 196. Majlis last night passed arms credit bill by vote of 79 deputies 

out of 95 present. Six deputies voted against bill and 6 handed in blank 

| - ballots while 4 refrained from any sort of vote. Text passed last night 

appears to be substantially same as reported Embtel 170, February 11+ 

with additional clause recommending Iran Government should at- 
tempt to obtain 20 year repayment period instead of 10. This recom- 

mendation would apparently not prevent government from accepting 

| 10 year period if longer period not acceptable to US. Official text of 

| bill as passed will be transmitted soon as possible | 

—_ os a —- SoMERVILLE 

| _ 1Not printed. - | | 

| 761.91/2-648 | oe | | 7 oa 

Memorandum by the Legal. Adviser (Gross) to the Chief of the 

Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs (Jernegan)* — 

| — - [Wasutneton,] February 25, 1948. | 

_. Subject: Consistency of Certain Articles of the Soviet-Iranian 

| ; Treaty of February 26, 1921 with the Charter of the United 
. Nations. | a SO 

. 1 Presumably, in response to Mr. Jernegan’s memorandum of February 6. to | 

Mr. Gross in which the former stated that “GTI would like, if possible, a | 

definitive Departmental view of the consistency of the Soviet-Iranian Treaty 

of February 26, 1921, and more especially Articles 5 and 6, with the Charter



Recommendations fo Fo ee 
| The exact language of Articles V and VI of the treaty of Feb- | 
ruary 26, 1921 between the Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Re- = | 

- public (Soviet Union, successor) and Persia (Iran), as explained by | | 
the Russian (Soviet) note of December 12, 1921 is not, in the abstract, : 

- certainly inconsistent with the Charter of the United Nations. | 
_ In the concrete, the action to be reviewed in a case might produce | 

arguments for inconsistency ; but an actual case is undesirable. — - ot 
The Department should take the position that, in the absence of == 

mutual agreement between Iran and the Soviet Union that Articles V | 
and VI of the treaty of February 26, 1921 are no longer applicable, __ 
they are to be Seite | pI Ee | 

| (1) interpreted in consonance with the terms of the treaty of secu- 
_ rity and neutrality of October 1, 1927 and the convention defining 

aggression, of July 38,1988 and ES as | 
(2) applied only in a manner consistent with the Charter of the : 

- United Nations. a Ee 
Position of Partiesin 1921 er Boh, I 

_ The provisions of Articles V and VI of the treaty of February 26, | 
1921 took form from circumstances which no longer exist. k 

In 1921, Persia was still uncertain whether the United Kingdom’s 
notice of May 18, 1918 that the Russo-British sphere of influence con- 
vention of August 31, 1907 (100 British and Foreign State Papers, | 
555) was in suspense would be confirmed by action as thorough-going | 
as the Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic wastaking inthe — | 
treaty of February 26, 1921. Language concerning attempts of third - 
countries “by means of armed intervention to. realize a rapacious — : 

_ policy on the territory of Persia” evidently satisfied its sense of in- : 
dependence at the time. — ee Sa a 
The Russian Bolsheviks, on the other hand, were fearful of inter- — : 

vention across Persia or from Persian territory, and in the previous 
_ May there had actually been an incident involving Denikin’s forces — | 

at Enzeli. The Bolsheviki had not yet consolidated their authority 

within Russia, where the application of the principle of “self-determi- 

nation” allowed them to disregard for the time outlying potential | 
_ dissident areas while they were reducing forces in positive opposition __ 

_ of the United Nations. Such a view is especially desirable because of our under- 
standing that the Iranian Government may take the matter before the United : 

a Nations as a result of the Soviet note of January 31, 1948.” i 
. The question of the validity of the 1921 treaty had been raised in a memo- 
randum of February 3 by Harry N. Howard, Adviser in the Division of Greek, _ : 

| Turkish, and Iranian Affairs, to Mr. Jernegan. Mr. Howard had concluded that F 
“In the absence of a specific act of renunciation of the 1921 treaty it must be ok 
assumed that it still continues in force.” (761.91/2-348) as a a :
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| to them. Externally, the Bolshevik regime was not recognized by other 
--- governments, which were still suspected of seeking to intervene against | 

it; and several groups of emigres were active abroad in seeking ways 
to. bother or overthrow the Bolsheviki. Lenin’s technique in treaties 

- was to subscribe to generous propositions with a view to acquiring — 
support and to embarrassing the established relations of non-commu- 

| nist states. Articles V and VI of the treaty of 1921 clearly reflect these 
elements of Bolshevik policy... — Fe Pe 

oo _ The particular preoccupations of the Bolsheviki were expressed in | 
the limiting explanation made to. the Persian Government on 
December 12,1921, ;whichstated that = coon gle hs OF MA, 

| “Articles V and VI-are intended to apply only to cases in which | 
_ preparations have been made for a considerable.armed attack upon - 

Russia or the Soviet-Republics allied to her, by the partisans of the 
_ regime which has been overthrown or by its supporters among those | 

| foreign powers which are in a position to assist the enemies of the 
_ Workers’ and Peasants’ Republics and at the same time to possess them- 

_ selves, by force or by underhand methods, of part of the Persian ter- 
ritory, thereby establishing a base of operations for any attacks—made 

_ either directly or through the counter-revolutionary forces—which 
they might meditate against Russia or the Soviet Republics allied 

to her.” con o ke a | eee 

Alternatives for [ran OO - oo OF 

_ A detailed examination of the literal terms of Articles V and VI- 
of the 1921 treaty, as reflected, repeated or modified by the treaty of 
1927, indicates that a claim of conflict or inconsistency with the Charter 
would be very difficult to substantiate on purely hypothetical grounds. 
The language is loose, but on its face is not repugnant to the purposes 
and principles of the Charter. It may be doubted, if the question of _ 

| mere interpretation of the articles were made an issue, whether any 
organ of the United Nations would accept jurisdiction of the matter. 
The Government of Iran evidently feels. that the Soviet: Union is 

likely to make extreme demands upon it on the basis of the two arti- 
cles in question and desires to avoid the constraint that would oceurin __ 
that event. Any attempt on the part of the Soviet Union to frame a_ 

oo case based on the loose language of 1921 would undoubtedly afford a 
: basis for appealing a dispute or situation to the United Nations. Any _ 

action taken under that language would afford even better a basis for 
| appeal. It may be assumed that Iran desires to avoid a controversial _ 

a Iran seeks a method to render Articles V and VI of the treaty of 
1921 inoperative. The direct approach to that objective would be to 

| propose negotiations with the Soviet Union to annul those articles. A _ 
| - gounterproposal would undoubtedly be made to reopen the territorial __
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- and concessionary matters determined by other articles of the treaty. | | 

The success of such a negotiation would be problematical. © ' 
. If that approach is not adopted, a reexamination of the net mutual | — | 

obligations maintaining between. Iran and the Soviet Union would 

represent an orderly method of clarifying relations., The treaty of 
| February 26, 1921, the treaty of security and neutrality of October 1, i 

-1927 and the convention defining aggression of July 8, 1933 cover the | | 

- garne ground; and it would be a natural move to review them with a _ 
-_-view to consolidating their obligations. Such a. negotiation would . : 

‘Necessarily be under the regime of the Charter and even its proposal | 
| would be a deterrent to misuse of the loose terms of Articles V and ae | 

Vi ofthe treaty of 1921, | | 

| 891,24/2-2648: Telegram — | | re | 

Lhe Chargé in Iran (Somerville) to the Secretary of State UE 

| SECRET _ —  ,  Teuran, February 26, 1948—11 a. m. | 

295, Minister War informed.General Grow Wednesday that Iran ~ 
Government, in accordance note one of arms credit law,! (Embtel 210, 

| February 19) has instructed Ambassador Ala open negotiations in : 

Washington for obtaining funds on credit for packing and shipping 
- arms, Although no specific sum mentioned Ala apparently instructed __ i 

request sufficient funds cover all costs to Khorramshahr,. = «= 
- Both Minister War and Chief Staff Razmara have taken position © oF 

that Iran Majlis, in passing arms credit law, has done all itis willing ; 
todo in this matter and that it is now up to us to take next step. They 
emphasize that government had considerable difficulty in persuading : 
“Majlis to pass bill in first place and that there is every reason to believe 
that any further request by Iran army for funds to pack and ship © : 
arms would be met in Majlis by absolute refusal. Note one of bill,as I 
passed, was written in by Minister War as concession to Majlis, most : 
of whose members believe, apparently, that this note settles question 4 
of packing and shipping inasmuch as they are unable appreciate difli- | 
culties in way our advancing necessary funds. Minister War and ~ 

_ _Razmara, although fully aware of true situation, still hope that we © | 
will find some way to make funds available and are attempting build | 

- up persuasive argument based on theory that Iran, by passing credit | 
__- law, irrevocably cast in its lot with US against Soviets. — oa 

| 1 Note 1 of the arms credit law read: “Government is in duty bound enter into | 
negotiations with USA and arrange for payment all costs of transportation, o&- 
packing, insurance and. other expenses connected with purchased equipment and. — # 
munitions, in same manner and on same installments as provided for in regard | | 
to payment of original amount.” (telegram 210, February 19, from Tehran, — 
891.24/2-1948) - oo ;
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— Although Embassy does not consider that passage arms credit has 
significance attributed to it by Minister War and Razmara we feel _ 

_ (Embtel 218, February 20?) that overall considerations of our policy | 
towards Iran require that some way be found, if possible, to extend | 
credit for packing and shipping arms in question. | 

RRS SoMERVILLE 

| ; ? Not printed; it reported General Razmara’s plea “for action by US Govern- Oo 
_. ment facilitate immediate despatch at least token shipment arms on grounds 
+ Jran by passing bill had definitely and publicly cast its lot with US against 

Soviets and would -be grievously disappointed and discouraged if this decisive 
step failed produce immediate and tangible results.” (891.24/2~-2(\48) - 

| 891.20 Misstons/2~2648 : Telegram | | 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran 3 

SECRET US URGENT | Wasuineton, March 1, 1948—7 p. m. | 
198. Iran Min Noury called at Dept Feb. 27 on instruction his Govt 

| _ to request (1) credit covering charges incident to delivery surplus 
/ military equipment (reported in telegram following*) and (2) revi- 

: sion of agreement covering US Military Mission to Iranian Army. | 
Latter request, which came as complete surprise to State and Army, | 
concerned following portions reference agreement: —_ a 

(a) Change words in preamble from “non-commissioned officers” 
 to“enlistedmen”, - | | oo! 

| | __ (0) Delete from Article 8 and other articles concerning duties of the 
/ Mission, reference to all functions except advice re administration. | 

| (ce) Delete first sentence Article 10 which gives each member of 
Mission precedence over Iranian officersofsamerank, _ a 

_ (d) Delete Article 24 which precludes engagement of other foreign | 
_ personnel. 7 | Ce 

(e¢) Delete Article 25 which permits free passage of imports and 
exports by Mission personnel. | 

After informal exchange of views, Noury was informed substance 
| urtel 226 Feb 26,? to effect that Iranian Minister War had recently _ 

1 Chargé Somerville, on March 6, stated in part: “Although Embassy has not 
yet received telegram on Iran... mentioned first sentence. Deptel 193, — 
March 1, ... it is Embassy’s opinion that failure of US Government to find | 
way to assist in helping Iran meet packing and shipping costs of arms to be | 
purchased under credit agreement would be severe blow to American policy in 

. Tran and that conversely prompt aid and exploitation of present opportunity 
along lines suggested by Ebtehaj would greatly increase likelihood firm alignment — 

_ iran with democratic bloc.” (telegram 252 from Tehran, 891.24/3-648). Abol 
- Hassan Ebtehaj, Governor of the Bank Mellie Iran, the Central Bank of Iran, 

had conversed with Chargé Somerville on March 5 and had made a plea for 
| . assistance along similar lines to that made by General Razmara (see footnote 

2, above). — — . . . 
_ *?Not printed. oe
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stated that no portion of new contract requires Majlis approval and f 
that, therefore, each article of that contract appears tobe fully author- | 
ized by Iranian law. On basis of that info, together with Henderson’s? = I 

| suggestion that discussion of revision of Agreement might best be | 
_ initiated in Tehran where Agreement was concluded:Oct last, Noury __ | 

stated he would refer matter to Tehran for clarification and possible ' 
further discussion, = | 

| Prelim Dept conversations with Army reveal that. all contract pro- | 
_ visions referred to above, other than wording of preamble, represent — | I 
standard operating procedure and are contained in similar agreements : i 

_ with other countries which have requested US military missions. ME | 
___ Please discuss matter fully with Grow and Schwarzkopf and report : 

| developments = = ci oe US | 
| a SESE , Marsrrars, a 

* Loy W. Henderson, Director of the Office of N ear Eastern and African Affairs. 

891.20 Missions/3-348 : Telegram So ete Se ase So - a age a ge ss a 

Lhe Secretary of State tothe EmbassyinIran 

SECRET —  “Wasurneton, March 6, 1948—2 p: m. | 
_ 210. Agreed views State and Army concerning Iranian request revise 
agreement covering US Mil Mission to Iranian Army (Deptel 193 | 
Mar. 1) closely parallel those developed in discussion between Grow 

_ and Tranian Min of War (urtel 246, Mar. 31): - re 

(a) Wording in Preamble might be changed to meet Iranian request. I 
While controlling US Statute stipulates “enlisted men”, that law might / : 
be interpreted here to permit substitution “non-commissioned officers” _ OF 
in strict conformity with wording Majlis Act Oct. 24,19482. °° j 

(8) Limiting functions of Mission to advice concerning matters of — 4 
administration is acceptable. While present extensive functions of E 
Grow Mission would, we think, result in greater benefit Iranian Army, —_ 
we would not insist upon their retention as necessary condition for F 
continuance Mission. If Iranian Govt wishes Mission continue allits _ | 

_ present functions, as stated by Min of War, we feel that those functions _ 
_ Should _be stipulated in Agreement; otherwise, exercise of functions | 

beyond advice on administrative matters might lead to plausible i 
_ charge, in spite of oral assurances Min of War, that Mission is-exceed-  & ingitsauthority. 7 Ee | 

~-(¢c) Elimination of provision giving precedence to'US Mission q 
members over Iranian officers of similar rank would not be acceptable. F 

_ On-basis of uniform experience US Mil Missions abroad, itisbelieved =f 
OEE onntad ee en ent : | | 

* Telegram 246, March 8, 5 p. m., from Tehran, noted that the Department & had reverséd “noncommissioned officers” and “enlisted men” in its telegram. 193 - & (891.20 Mission/3-348). | | : 7
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a that precedence is necessary to make advice by Mission members effec- _ 

tive. Further, it is felt. that: precedence, which is granted in all agree- 
ments covering US Mil Missions abroad, should be extended as matter | 

of courtesy on part of receiving Govt. a I 

- (d) Prohibition against engagement of other foreign military per- 

sonnel without agreement Iran and US Govts is necessary because: 

(1) Only by such provision can responsibility for effective operation 

--be accepted by US Mission; (2) Without such provision, conflict of 

authority between US and other foreign military personnel might _ 
cause serious administrative confusion. en oo 

(e) All provisions Art 25 beyond immunity from import duties are 

now found to be peculiar to US-Iran Agreement in question. Those _ 

| exemptions are, however, provided in practice in all countries where 

, we have military missions. In view provision made for payment these 
charges under Iranian law and decree Apr 15, 1947, there 1s no objection 

to change of wording to bring principles expressed in Art 25 into line 

, with present practice. It is felt that substitute wording should assure 

provision Iranian payment all charges mentioned Art25, 0 440 

After Grow and Min of War have discussed latter’s draft statement 

of desired changes, draft should be referred Wash with Grow’s com- | 

| ments before indicating any degree official US concurrence. = = 

- In view of urtel 226 Feb. 26 * reporting statement Iranian Min War 

. that agreement does not overreach basic Majlis Act, would appreciate 

-_ views of Emb and Grow concerning possible policy considerations, as _ 

opposed to legal factors, which might have entered into Iranian request 

| revise Agreement. _ | re Ss 

Sent Tehran 210 rpt London 7914 ce co 

| | Ce ese VaR STALL. 

* Not printed. _ oe ve Ce oo 
| 4 Chargé Somerville reported, on March 11, that he had discussed telegram 210 a 

‘with General Grow. The latter was said to be convinced that the Iranian Govern- - 

ment would. not press for revision of the agreement until September, when it was 

required to give notice as to its renewal beyond March 1949 (telegram 272 from 

Tehran, 891.20 Mission/3-1148). oe a . 

| 891.105A/2-2548 : Telegram - BS | - : oe 

_-* The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran . 

oo gugepr | WASHINGTON, March 9, 1948—6 p. m. 

a 918. State and Army cannot agree with Emb view (urtel 224 — 

Feb 251) that, even if Iran Govt should request it, American Army 

_ officer as comdr Iranian gendarmerie is no longer desirable. Our 

policy continues to be to accord Iran all reasonable assistance possible, 

in form requested. Anticipated Iranian request continuance command 

4Not printed. agen . a : ce



TRAN ote We 
_. authority Chief gendarmerie mission (urtel 250 March 4?) is con- _ 

sidered reasonable. We are able and willing to meet it. = ssi 
We recognize fully conspicuous responsibility accepted by US in | 

above position. At same time, Iranian request indicates approval past - : 

_ discharge command function by US officer and courageous Iranian dis- : 
regard Soviet propaganda objectives (urtel 251 March 4 2). US acces- | 

sion to request would reflect willingness help Iran achieve legitimate | 
sovereign condition of internal security. Under Iranian decree summer | 
1947, gendarmerie is clearly divorced from Army and US agreement | 
command purely internal security force cannot reasonably be in- 

terpreted, by Iran or Soviet Union, as threat to Iranian-Soviet good. 
relations. | : Oe eat | 

Since our suggestion immediate reassignment Schwarzkopf (Deptel 
_ -:176 Feb 247) was predicated upon imminent deletion command func- — - 

tion from gendarmerie agreement, there now appears. no reason pursue 
matter further at this time. Preliminary exploration possibility re- | 
assigning Schwarzkopf indicates important post will probably be 
available in Germany or Korea, but not in immediate future. : 
In view of your indication present disposition Iran FonMin and | 

our estimate possibility change of Govt'would reverse tendency to inte- 
grate Army and gendarm[er]ie, we suggest Emb not continue pressing — 

_ forreplytoEmbassy’snoteFeb7* 29 
Sent Tehran 218; rptd Moscow 263. ee eater os | 

I BD re ees os Marswarn + 

*Not printed. . 
*Tehran advised, on March 17, that Minister of the Interior Ahmadi “told 

Schwarzkopf March 15 Iran Govt wished to continue services of gendarmerie 
, mission without change. He assured Schwarzkopf emphatically that he would 

: have full command authority and all prerogatives as specified in agreement.” | 
| (telegram 285, 891.105A/3-1748). Regarding the note of February 7, see first foot- 

note 1, p. 107. — oe rr . 8 

—-891.00/3-1948 es EN 
Memorandum of Conversation, Presumably by the Chargé in Iran. 

oe  BSomervilleyt 

| SECREP _ ° [Teuran,] March 17, 1948. 
Participants: His Imperial MajestytheShahinshah = | 

. a ‘Mr. Somerville, Chargé d’Affairesa.i. BR 
Sy Mr, Jernegan 

His Majesty began the conversation by saying that Iran had lost it 
| & great deal of time in the past two years. He considered that Iran | 
| could not continue in the present fashion, accomplishing nothing and it~ 

' preparing itself for nothing, He felt that Iran with its poverty was | 

- 4+7ransmitted to the Department by Tehran in despatch 83, March 19. : :
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ripe for communist penetration. Something had to be done and he, the | 
Shah, could not do it alone. Iran needed a strong government and it 

| needed foreign assistance. In reality Iran was in an even more serious ~ 
danger than some of the European countries which were occupying 
the attention of the United States at the present time. - . 

| _ Mr. Jernegan remarked that Iran at least had the advantage of 
a having no large and active communist party of the sort that was active 
7 in Italy and France. His Majesty agreed that this was the case, but 

-- pointed out that there was equally no strong anti-communist group 
in Iran. He appeared to feel that the whole situation in the country _ 

. was so disorganized that a real communist drive would not be ade- _ 
_ quately resisted. 2” ee 

_ His Majesty went on to speak of the great need foreconomicdevelop- 
| ment in Iran, as a preventive measure against popular dissatisfaction _ 

and communist penetration. In this connection he said there was great 
need for foreign financial aid. Mr. Jernegan said that he saw no reason 

| why the Iranian Government could not obtain all the financial assist- 
| ance it could utilize from the International Bank. He did not expect 

a that the Bank would approve in one lump a sum of, say, $250 million, 
a but he believed the Bank would be quite ready to grant yearly amounts 

corresponding to the real necessities of any realistic development plan. 
. In other words, the Bank would probably be willing to approve a small 

amount for the first year or two, and then as the implementation of the 
| plan developed, would approve progressively larger loans, so that in 

the end Iran would probably get the full amount required. 

| ~The Shah then went.on,to say that economic development was only : 

one part of the problem. The Iranian state must be fully prepared to | 

meet subversive activities on the part of the Soviet Union, including 
the introduction of armed forces disguised as Kurds, Azerbaijanis, etc. 
For this, the Iranian army must have adequate arms and other equip- 
ment. His Majesty compared Iran to the last third of the dam against 

' Soviet aggression in this part of the world. The United States, he said, __ 
had taken steps to support Greece and Turkey, thus reinforcing two- 

| thirds of the dam, and he could see no reason why Iran should not 

| equally be supported since the fall of Iran would mean the fall of the © 

| Middle East and the destruction of.the barrier set up in Greece and 
Turkey. Fe te es | Co 

‘Mr. Jernegan said that he was aware of the diséussions on this 
| subject which had taken place between the Shah and Ambassador 

Allen. He had. further discussed the matter briefly with Mr. Allen 

and with Ambassador Wiley * during his trip out to Tehran. The first 
* John C. Wiley, the Appointed Ambassador toIran, =
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| element to be considered was the fact that the Iranian Government as | 
such had never made a request to the United States for special military = 
assistance of the kind accorded Greece and Turkey. On the contrary, : 
it seemed that at least some Iranian political leaders would prefer not 
to receive such special assistance. Mr. Jernegan had understood from | 

- Ambassador Wiley that he would be prepared to discuss the matter | 
after his arrival in Tehran. In Mr. Jernegan’s opinion, it was not out i 
of the question that Iran might receive appropriate aid, but it was a _ | 

matter which would require careful consideration on the part of both | 
- governments. The Shah said that a great deal obviously depended on | 

- the analysis of the situation made by the United States Government— | 
that is, it would make a difference whether the American Government = 

| considered that the Soviet Union would seize upona pretext to invade == 
Iran or to bring about a war, or whether we considered thatthe USSR 
would precipitate a war without any pretext. Likewise, the decision | 
would depend on whether the United States itself was willing to goto 

| war in case of necessity or intended to confine itself exclusively to i 
paper protests regardless of what might transpire. If we were ready 
to fight to stop the Soviet Union, we should make that known _ | 
promptly. If we were not ready, the Soviets would realize it very soon : 
and would continue their aggressive policy no matter what we might — 
say. Bo oe Rs | Goss BLN Th Sy 

__. Speaking personally, Mr. Jernegan expressed the opinion that the - 
Soviet Union did not wish to bring on a war and would refrain from 

| any overt act which might precipitate a conflict. Mr. Jernegan did not a | 

think that the Red Army would cross the Iranian frontiers. He felt , 
that the real danger for Iran lay in underground Russian penetration _ 
and possibly in the introduction of armed bands which would masquer- . 
ade as Iranian but would be supported by the Soviet Union. The 
important thing for Iran, as well as for other countries in similar cir- 7 
cumstances, was to maintain internal stability and be ready to nip in } : 

_ the bud any attempts at armed uprising instigated by the Soviets. 
_ His Majesty asked why Mr. Jernegan believed that the Soviets were _ | 
‘not prepared to bring on a war. In reply Mr. Jernegan advanced the 

view that the Soviets had not yet consolidated their hold over their | | 
satellites, the majority of whose people were still hostile to the com- 4 

| munist system, that their own people in Russia were disinclined to | 
embark on another war, that their economy had suffered very severely 

in the war just past, and would require a great deal of reconstruction  — | 

still before they felt strong enough to wage war, and that the general. | 
_ tactics of Soviet diplomacy in the past two years was evidence that | 

the USSR was still following a policy of seizing such advantages as ) 
 429-027—75——9 | | |
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it could obtain without undue risk but of retreating wherever it met 
firm opposition. In support of the latter point, Mr. J ernegan cited the 

° examples of Iran and Greece. In the Azerbaijan case, the Soviet Union 
| could have maintained its forces in Iran and maintained control of 

_ Azerbaijan if it had wished to take the risk of a major crisis, and _ 
similarly in Greece the Soviet Union, through its satellites, could — 
probably have seized a substantial part of Greece if it had been merely 

| a question of relative force. As had been the case in Azerbaijan, the 
: Soviets in Greece could have mobilized large forces of pseudo Greeks _ 

under the banner of the so-called “Free Democratic Government of 
| Greece”, and could probably have overcome the military resistance 

| of the Greek army. In neither case had the USSR been willing to 
force the issue, presumably because it knew that such action wouldhave __ 

; _ clearly shown its aggressive intentions and might have provoked a 
powerful reaction on the part of other nations. _ - 

| The Shah agreed that this might well be a true interpretation, but 
he added that if the USSR found itself blocked in all directions by 

| the Western Powers, it might very well decide to precipitate a war 
_ now, rather than wait until Europe should recover and the balance 

of power turn definitively against the Soviets. He appeared to feel 
that Russia might at any moment attack without warning. He went 
on to say that dictatorial regimes, whether Nazi or Communist, had 

| to win victories in order to maintain the support of their own people 
and continue in power. Mr. Jernegan observed that he thought there 
was a difference in this respect between Nazi Germany and Fascist 
Italy on the one hand, and Communist Russia on the other. It was true 
that the two former had had to move forward always in order to —~ 
maintain their own prestige, but the communist regime in Russia was 

| of a somewhat different character. It had already survived one period —_—’ 
_ of retreat, or quiescence. Following the revolutionary activity between | 
1917 and 1921, the USSR had found itself unable to progress in its” 
revolutionary policy outside of Russia and had then turned its atten- 
tion inward toward developing and building up its own economy. and 

_ . consolidating its regime. The Russian people seemed to be so firmly 
in the grasp. of the communist government that the latter was free to 
make strategic retreats without fear of internal repercussions. It might 
be anticipated, therefore, that Moscow would similarly “pull in its 

horns” if at the present time it were confronted with superior strength 
and superior firmness on the part of the western democracies. _ , 

| His Majesty said that he hoped this theory was the correct one, but 
indicated his belief that we should be prepared to meet any 

| contingency. a
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_ - Referring to his desire to have a strong army, the Shah said that 
he did not envisage a really large force. He would be quite content 

-_-with half the number of men which he understood Turkey planned | 
to keep under arms. Specifically, he did not advocate an Iranianarmy => 
of more than 150,000 men, whereas he believed the Turks had in mind | 
a standing force of about 300,000. He thought his plans in this regard 
‘were very modest, in view of the fact, as he.said, that Iran was really 

a larger and wealthier country than Turkey. Mr. Jernegan expressed si 
his pleasure at the Shah’s realization of the desirability of keeping __ . 
Iran’s armed forces on a reasonable scale. He pointed out that really — | 
large armed forces could be self-defeating, because it could be such | | 

‘a drain on the national economy as to increase the very poverty of | 
the people, which His Majesty considered the greatest asset of Com- | | 
munism. As an example Mr. Jernegan pointed out that in Greece the | 

country had reached a stage at which any increase in the armed forces | 
required not merely a grant of dollars from the United States to finance | 

| the foreign exchange cost of the increase, but also an additional grant | 
of dollars for the importation of consumer goods into Greece to be ~ | 
sold by the Greek Government to produce revenues in Greek currency © 

_ to cover the internal expenditures involved in the increase in the armed | 
forces, ee | | 
Toward the close of the interview, His Majesty embarked on. a | 

| general discussion of constitutional systems and the desirability of 
having a strong executive. While he didnot say so specifically, it was 

apparent that he had in mind the desirability of strengthening his own 
power, in order to guard against and overcome the weakness and > 

_ irresponsibility of the Iranian Majlis. He emphasized his belief that | 

_ the Executive (by which he meant the Chief of State rather than the a 
_ Chief of Government) should have the power to dissolve the legislature 

and call new elections whenever it appeared that the legislature might 

| be acting in a fashion contrary to the wishes of the people. Mr. Somer- 

ville and Mr. Jernegan confined themselves to general observations on —— 

— this subject. _ 2 oo | | ee 8 fs | 
| _ Just before terminating the interview, the Shah reverted to the 

attitude of the Soviet Union and the objections which it raised to any | 
American assistance to Iran. He said he knew the USSR would criti- 
cize any such assistance as being aggressive and imperialistic, and he 

added, smiling, that he hoped the new American Ambassador, Mr. _ - 

‘Wiley, was a good imperialist. Mr. Jernegan remarked that Ambas- | 
sador Wiley was a good anti-communist, if that was what His Majesty 
meant. | Oe —— | ee 

| .
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T61.91/4-1548 : : | SO 
| The Iranian Ministry for Foreign Affairs to the Embassy of the 

: Soviet Union in Irant | 

| ee Trenran, March 22, 1948. 
| _ In presenting its compliments to the Embassy of the Government 

_ of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in Iran, the Ministry of 
: Foreign Affairs of the Imperial Iranian Government desires to bring 

the following to its attention: _ | | 
_ According to information which we have received, Professor Stein- 
berg in continuation of statements made on November 22 [28] of last 

| year,’ has likewise given a lecture in Moscow on the 18th of March of 
this year in which he made certain statements regarding the policy of 
the Imperial Government, developments in Iranian Azerbaijan, the 
influence of the Americans, etc. and without any basis whatever attrib- _ 
uted certain actions to Mr. Hakimi, Prime Minister of Iran, identify- 
ing him as an old enemy of the Soviet Government. He said notably 
that Mr. Hakimi is continuing his previous unfriendly attitude toward 
the Soviet Government and that the Americans are striving to gain 

| control of the oil of Northern Iran and to transform the territory of — 
. _ Iran into a second Greece. The speaker added that Mr. Hakimi wishes 

to convert Iran into a military base against the Soviet Union. _ 
The professor in question concluded that in following this policy 

Tran is playing with fire, that the Soviet Government cannot remain 
indifferent and that it will not permit the existence on its frontiers of 

- a government serving as a military base for attack on Soviet territory. 
oe The fact is, unfortunately, that in spite of the statements made 

repeatedly by the Imperial Iranian Government to the Embassy of _ 
the Soviet Union relative to the independent and national policy of 
the Iranian Government and the explanations given regarding the 
employment of American advisors in the Iranian Government and the 

_ policy of the Imperial Government regarding the oil of the North, 
the previous unfriendly and unjustified attitude toward the policy of | 

__ the Imperial Iranian Government is still being followed. | | 
| _ It is likewise confirmed that certain known persons and circles con- 

nected with the great and friendly government of the U.S.S.R. have 
made statements without any foundation and contrary to truth. — 

1 Translation by the Embassy in Iran based on version appearing in the Tehran ‘press; transmitted to the Department by Tehran in despatch 108, April 15. An earlier rendition, also based on the version “appearing in’ the press, was trans- | mitted by Tehran in telegram 326-A, March 30, not printed (761.91/3-3048). | 7 A summary of the lecture of November 28, 1947, had been transmitted to the | Department by Moscow in despatch 12, January 5, 1948, not. printed (861.9111/ 1-548). The lecture was entitled “Soviet-Iranian Relations and the Intrigues of , British-American Reactionaries”. |



Therefore, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Imperial Govern- : 
ment finds it necessary to bring to the attention of the leaders of the. _ |} 
Soviet Government the following points: ae | | an 
1. Everything that has been published, said or broadcast by the : 

_ Soviet press and radio and by Professor Steinberg regarding the per- 
-. sonal enmity of Mr. Hakimi, the present Iranian Prime Minister, is’ | 

_ absolutely unfounded and untrue. In.1919 Mr. Hakimi was not a mem- 
ber of the cabinet of that time and made no personal statements re-. 

| garding the Soviet Government. OUR | 
Certain statements attributed to Mr. Hakimi, similar tothose which = ~— | 

are current even to this day, are nothing but obvious distortions of — | 
contemporary history. = = | es ee | 

2. The policy of the Imperial Government of Iran has always been. : | 
based on the protection of the interests of the Iranian people and of | 
its national and historic unity, and upon the political and economic | 
independence and territorial integrity of the country. Moreover, Iran’s } 
neighbor states have on several occasions officially and by treaty : 
confirmed these facts. = CP | 

It is obvious that the Imperial Iranian Government will never , 
abandon this policy. a 7 oes es | 

3. The allegations of Professor Steinberg to the effect that the | 
Americans are striving to gain contro! of the oil of Northern Iran are | 
absolutely unfounded and untrue. | ep ete eS, | 

_ Moreover, as the leaders of the Soviet Government already are 
aware, and as we. have reminded them on several occasions, the Iranian ., 

Government, under the provisions of clearly-defined legislation, is — 
prohibited from handing over its petroleum resources to any foreign _ | 

government. — - Coy Aces ee 

_ 4, The engagement of foreign advisors from non-adjacent countries, 
to which the friendly neighborly country keeps referring, does not. 

prove that the Iranian Government has abandoned its-policy, but — | 

rather indicates the continuation of this same policy of protecting the 7 
- interests ofthe nation. — penis | coe gyheee Se 7 

| Moreover for more than a hundred years as a result of the encroach- | 
ments and unfriendly attitude of the Czarist Government toward Iran, © | 
the violation of the independence and sovereignty of the Iranian nation ae 
as well as economic oppression, this policy has always been pursued 
and maintained by the Iranian Government and likewise has been _ : 
confirmed by the Soviet Government in the terms of the treaty of | 
friendship of 1921. — oo | — 

As regards the presence of a few American employees and their _ - 
_ advice regarding the administrative affairs of the Ministry of War, | 

the Tranian Government never expected that there would be such 
unfounded statements and uncalled-for allegations as have emanated | 

| | | a So | |
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a from a person like the professor in question or Soviet broadcasters 
| and editorial writers, = = | | 
: Therefore, the claims of Professor Steinberg and the propaganda 

which is constantly being put out to the effect that the territory of 
- Tran is becoming a military base against the Soviet Union are un- 

founded. The Imperial Iranian Government has not permitted and | 

will not permit a few foreign employees, much less any foreign govern- 
ment, to transform Iran into a base for attacking or unleasing an 

| ’ aggression against another country. - | | 
The Iranian Government has in no way subjected itself, and never 

will, to the point of view of any foreign government either in the 
| conduct of internal affairs or in the establishment of foreign political 

| relations. ee ee | Oo 
| The aim of the Iranian Government is to adhere sincerely to the 

. charter of the United Nations, and to maintain friendly relations with 
all governments, especially with its neighbors. — 

And it cannot be supposed that any government whatever, unless it 
| feared that its sovereignty and territorial integrity were in danger, 

_ could incline toward any other policy. OS 
5. Another argument employed against the policy of the Imperial 

| Government is the question of the loan from the government of the 

| United States. It is quite evident that the act.of borrowing from 
another government does not signify submission to the point of view of 
the latter. Many governments, large and small, including the govern- — 
ment of the Soviet Union, have contracted and are contracting such : 

| loans from other countries, _ _ | 
_ As has been stated in writing and verbally both in Tehran to the 
Embassy of the Government of the Soviet Union and in Moscow to | 
the leaders of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the Iranian 

| ‘Government now affirms explicitly that in Iran there 1s no unfriendly | 
attitude toward the Government of the great neighbor and friend with __ 

| - which it has contracted a treaty of friendship. Oe —_ 
It is and always has been its desire to maintain the most friendly 

| _ and good-neighborly relations with the government of the great friend. _ 

| At the same time, just as is the case in all countries, especially in the 
| great country of the Soviet Union, the preservation of this friendship ~ 

on the part of the two governments is dependent upon reciprocal 

conduct; and whenever the leaders of the Imperial Government of —_ 

Iran have been obliged in certain cases to defend the interests of the — 

time-honored Iranian people, they have acted in conformity with 

their national and official duty and with the responsibility which they 

bear before the country and its history, and not through any special __ 

_ hatred or enmity. | Oe a
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~ The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Imperial Iranian Govern- | 
ment, in pointing out the foregoing, strongly hopes that the Embassy | 
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics will bring these considera- 
tions promptly to the notice of the great leaders of the Soviet Govern- | 
ment and will draw their attention to the facts mentioned and will I 
request them to take energetic measures to bring to an end this ill- _ | 
disposed and untrue propaganda, which you will agree'is harmful 

_ to the friendly relations of the two countries and contrary to the | 
declaration of the General Assembly of the United Nations Organiza- | 

 tionofJune26,1945. Co Ey Oe | 

—m6191/4-1548 fe oe of 

‘The Ambassador of the Soviet Union in Iran (Sadchikov) to the 
| Iranian Prime Minister (Hakimi)* 

I  Deran, March 24, 1948. : 
| _ The Soviet Government does not consider convincing the statements 

of the Iranian Government regarding the American Military Advisers f 
in Iran, which allege that these advisers do not hold key posts, nor do a 
they have authority to direct affairs in the Iranian Ministry of War or | 
other military Departments, It is the Soviet view that these statements 
are without foundation which is evident from the contents of the Irano- | 

| American Agreement of October, 1947, which stipulates “co-operation 
| with the Iranian Ministry of War and men of the Iranian Army for 

the purpose of increasing the fighting capacity of the Iranian Army.” _ 
| The facts mentioned in the Soviet note of January 31 show that the | 

role of the American military advisors is one of leadership in the __ 
Iranian Army. RS ee | 

| In connection with the attempt of the Iranian Government to deny | | 
the facts mentioned in the Soviet note of January 31 as stated in the - | 
Iranian note, the Soviet Government must point out thatin the year sd 

| 1941 the Iranian Government also tried to deny the existence of foreign — | 
agents in Iran whose activities were directed against the Soviet Union, | 

| although these activities were apparent to all. co Oo | 
‘The claim of the Iranian Government that “the Americans have not | 

- monopolized the right to occupy key military posts in Iran” is also | 
contrary to fact. Furthermore this claim of the Iranian Government — | 
is contrary to Article 24 of the American agreement which says “during | | 

_ the time this agreement is in force or in case of its renewal, the Iranian ‘| 

| - 1Translation by the Embassy in Iran based on version appearing in the Tehran | | 
press; transmitted to the Department by Tehran in despatch 108, April 15. An. 

- earlier rendition, based on a Soviet Hmbassy news bulletin, was transmitted by : 
_ Tehran in telegram 318, March 28, not printed. (761.91/3-2848) | a 

| 2? Dated February 4, p. 101. oe : ee | So
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Government will not allow the nationals of any other foreign govern- 
ments to enter the Iranian army unless this is specifically agreed to by | 

| the American andthe Iranian Governments”. = , 
The Soviet Government considers as an injurious fairy tale and 

rejects the statements of the Iranian Government which allege that 
the Soviet authorities have had any part in the Azerbaijan affair, the 
eauses for which affair must. be sought in the internal policy of the 
Iranian Government. But regarding that part of the note, according 
to which the Iranian Government says that the Soviet Union has given 

| refuge to Iranian subjects who because of their democratic convic- _ 
tions and by reason of their defense of democracy and progress were 

| being persecuted by the Iranian Government, the Soviet Government _ 
| rejects these charges as being entirely without foundation. The right 

_ of giving refuge to foreign subjects who for defending the interest | 
of the world’s laboring class or for scientific activities or for fighting 
for the national freedom of their particular countries are being per- 
secuted, has been provided for in the constitution of the U.S.S.R. and 
is being observed by the Soviet Union. _ oO BF 

_ As regards the Iranian allegation that in the Soviet Union Iranian 
| political refugees have been granted permission to form military units 

7 for the purpose of attacking Iran and also the allegation that in 
| Soviet territory Iranian political refugees operate a secret radio 

station—these are provocative fabrications. | Oo 
: The statements regarding the movements of Soviet military units 

a and manoeuvers near the Iranian frontier are nonsense. = 
The efforts of the Iranian Government to make out that the Soviet 

note of January 31 is an interference in the internal affairs of Iran — 
: must be taken as an endeavor on the part of the Iranian Government | 

to evade. political responsibility and this course which is being pursued 
by the Iranian Government is contrary to good-neighborly relations 

| as provided in the Irano-Soviet treaty of February 26,1921. 

| 868.00/3-1848 oe - : a nn 

‘The Secretary of State to Senator William F. Knowland of the Senate — . 
Committee on Appropriations = = 

ee Ce ~Wasuineton, March 25, 1948. 

My Dear Senator Knowranp: I understand that you have talked _ 
with Mr. Allen, our former Ambassador to Iran, concerning your letter 
to me of March 18th? regarding the inclusion of aid to Iran in the 
Greece-Turkey Aid Bill. | ee | 

1 Not printed. | a Oo
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The Iran Government has requested us to extend additional credit _ E 
of ten to fifteen million dollars for the repair and shipment of surplus ) | 
military supplies which Iran desires to purchase from us. The De- : 
partment has been energetic in seeking means through existing facil- | 
ities to provide this additional credit and it is hoped that the means | 

| will be found through the War Assets Administration. Since we were ae 

| already working on the Iranian matter from this angle, it was not . 

- eonsidered necessary to include a reference to Iran in the Greek- 

~ Turkish Bill. | So if 

The Department appreciates. your interest in the Iranian situation | 

and fully shares your desire to support Iran. Mr. Allen will keep m 

close touch with you regarding developmentsinthisconnection, = 

Faithfully yours, — G. C. MarsHaLy | 

761.91/4-1548 SR Se a! | 

7 The Iranian Prime Minister (Hakimi) to the Ambassador of the == | 

| Soviet Union in Iran (Sadchikov)* — : 

- Se Terran, April 1, 1948, , 

Your Excellency’s letter of 24th March, 1948 which was in reply | 

, to my note of 4th February has been received. I regret that the leaders | 

| of the Government of the U.S.S.R. paid no attention to the considera- | 

| tions set forth in my last note. — a | | 

: As T have already pointed out in my previous note, all the statements oe 

mentioned in your Embassy’s note of 31 January, 1948 concern funda- 

mentally and absolutely the internal affairs of Iran and the govern-_ 

ment of His Imperial Majesty of Iran is perfectly free and independ- 

ent to adopt any decision for the improvement of conditions in the 

- country and the arrangement of the different institutions of the 

Government. - oN Oe pe a | | 

| You will agree that any expression manifested by any foreign gov- _ | 
| ernment concerning these affairs should ‘be considered as an inter- 

| _ ference in the internal affairs of this country of Iran. Moreover, the 

Government of the U.S:S.R. has, in conformity with article 5 of the 

treaty of friendship dated 26 February 1921 and the pact of non- 

aggression and neutrality of 1st October, 1927, explicitly undertaken — 

to abstain from this kind of interference and if I in reply to Your | 

_ _Eixcellency’s note, am giving some explanation in this matter, itis only _ | 

. because of the friendship between the two countries and merely in ; 

order to remove any misunderstanding on the part of the leaders of 

the friendly and neighbor government. . | - 

-.. -Ilppanslation by the Embassy in Iran based on version appearing in the Tehran 
press; transmitted to the Department by Tehran in despatch 108, April 15. An 
earlier rendition, also based.on the version appearing in the press, was trans- : 
mitted by Tehran in telegram 339, April 2, not printed (761.91/4-248). _ 

| | | oe 

bo | |
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Concerning the renewal of the contrart of employment of a num- 

ber of Americans in the Iranian Army, I consider it unnecessary to 
make any further explanation or to repeat what I have already said in 

| my previous note. But I am astonished that such a simple and clear 
| question should cause so much comment, even to the extent that the — 

a esteemed leaders of the Soviet Government have found it necessary to 
| point to the events of 1941, and in particular to state that in that year 
a the government of Iran endeavored to deny that foreign agents were _ 

active against the Soviet Union. | 
It is extremely regrettable that the Government of the U.S.S.R. 

| pays no attention to the obvious truth that apart from the fact that 
at that time there were no armed forces of any foreign government in 
Iran which had the intention of attacking the government of the 
U.S.S.R., there was in any event, not the slightest ground for resorting | 

| _ to the 1921 treaty. Until June, 1941 relations between Germany and 
_ the Government of the U.S.S.R. were not such as to cause the leaders 

of the Soviet Government to feel any anxiety with respect to the Ger- 
man citizens in Iran, and from June 21 to August 25 of the same year, 
when foreign troops entered Iran, no change occurred in the policy of 
Iranian neutrality. Consequently, considering the text of the letter 

_ dated December 12, 1921 (No. 1600), of Mr. Rotstein2 the Plenipoten- 
tiary representative of Soviet Russia in Iran, to resort to article 6 of 
the treaty of February 26, 1921, was nothing but a pretext. Moreover, — 
as it became clear to everyone, it was intended only for the purpose 
of making use of Iranian means of communication and expediting the 
allied aidtothe U.S.S.R. Lo : 
_ As to the refutation of my statements on the Azerbaijan incidents, 

| I am obliged—although I wished to avoid any mention of this sub- 
ject—to point to the failure of the Soviet Government to comply 
with the tri-partite pact of January 29, 1942,? which provided for the 

| evacuation of Iran, and subsequently the interference of the forces 
of that government remaining in Iran in the internal affairs of the 

a country and especially as regards Azerbaijan. Such examples as the a 
expulsion, exile and arrest of Iranian Government officials and the __ 

| | pressure exercised by the Soviet forces against the local garrison, and _ 
the prevention of Iranian forces from entering Azerbaijan, and other 
matters not mentioned here, are enough to confirm my statements. _ 

| ? League of Nations Treaty Series, vol. 1x, p. 413. _ | | : | 
- 3 ¥or the text of the Treaty of Alliance between the United Kingdom, the Soviet 
Union, and Iran, signed at Tehran on January 29, 1942, see Department of State 

| Bulletin, March 21, 1942, p. 249. Documentation on the treaty is contained in For- 
eign Relations, 1942, vol. tv, pp. 263 ff. . OO
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On the subject of Iranian refugees in the territory of Your Excel- 

-lency’s Government about which it was alleged that they were perse-_ | 

cuted by the Imperial Government for holding democratic ideas, it is | i 

~ deemed necessary to draw the attention of Your Excellency to the fact | 

) that Iranian laws—like the laws of other countries—specify that 

criminals, thieves and marauders be punished. Therefore, the state- _ | 

ments of Your Excellency to the effect that such persons hold demo- 

cratic ideas, and the attribution of the word “freedom-loving” to 

such elements are extremely regrettable and are also contrary to | 

- friendship and neighborliness. They are especially contrary to the +E 

obligations of Your Excellency’s Government under the provisions of 

the treaties of friendship of 1921 and 1927. For example, according ; 

to section 1 of article 5 of the treaty of friendship, the Soviet Govern- 

ment had undertaken to prevent the formation or residence in its 

territory of organizations or groups, under whatever name, or of in- : 

| dividuals, with the purpose of fightingagainst Tran. 

In view of the foregoing facts, you will agree that the statements | 

of Your Excellency about these persons, and the fact that they have : 

| been given refuge and have gone unpunished and have been left free 2 

to continue a propaganda campaign directed against Iran, constitute | 

a definite and open breach of Soviet obligations. we So | 

The Imperial Iranian Government considers Your Excellency’s | 

- denial that Iranian fugitives are being harbored for the purpose of | 

| future attack against Iranian territory, and that Soviet forces are | 

being moved about or carrying out maneuvers in the region adjacent 

| to the border, as definite documentary assurances that in the future 

~ no such incidents, the occurrence of which would constitute a breach of 

this assurance, willtake placee - oe | 

Ag to the clandestine radio the existence of which in Soviet territory 

- was denied, the accurate information that the Imperial Iranian Gov- 

ernment possesses about this matter, which was brought to the attention | 

of the Soviet Embassy through notes Nos. 6352, 7353, 8464, of 1947-48 
: does not conform with thisdenial. | | Oo 

--_Tn conclusion it is pointed out that the Imperial Iranian Govern- 

ment’s efforts to preserve friendship with the U.S.S.R. are known to 

the entire world. Now, again I give.my assurance that the Iranian | 

Government has no purpose other than strengthening justice and good: 

intentions in carrying out promises and compliance with treaty obli- _ | 

gations, and hopes that to see the same good-will in respect tocarrying = 

out treaty obligations and the same efforts to preserve friendship . 

| - between the two countries on the part of the Soviet Union. - 

| Tavail[ete], a oe a | | 

po. |
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| -761.91/4-248: Telegram | a | 

Lhe Ambassador in the Soviet Union (Smth) to the Secretary — 
— - Of State 7 a 

CONFIDENTIAL ee Moscow, April 2, 1948—4 p. m. 
592. Except for original Soviet note J anuary 31, Soviet press has 

not published further Soviet-Iranian exchanges culminating in Soviet — 
note March 24 (Tehran’s 318, March 28),1 though commentaries have 
continued develop thesis of menacing US military activities in Iran. 

| Latest note seems to us to have ominous implications, arising particu- 
larly from reiterated citation 1921 Treaty, reference to 1941 events 
and suspiciously limited nature denial military organization and 
operation radio station by “Persian political refugees” defense of 
asylum might well cover Firouz? if he is actually here (Embtel 434, 
March 8 *) as well as Azerbaijanis and Barzani Kurds. ae 

| | While presently impossible estimate Soviet intention, it seems clear 
_ basis is being laid for renewal active intervention in Iran, and possi- | 

| bility cannot be excluded Iran will be deliberately chosen because of — 
relative remoteness from USA and limited US interests, to test serious- 

- ness of our proclaimed determination to halt Soviet aggression, 
Whether developed as Azerbaijan “liberation movement” or as direct 

| military intervention under. 1921 Treaty, any operation would doubt- 
less be carried out with lightning speed while world attention focused 
elsewhere, and without excessive dependence on unstable local elements 

| which ruined previous effort. Timing to coincide with maximum ag- 
gravation Palestine situation late May after British withdrawal seems 
possibility which should be carefully watched. 

Sent Department 592, Department pass London 40, Tehran 11. 

OS oe | | | | Smrra 

, + Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 125. a | 
* Mozaffar Firuz, former Iranian Ambassador to the Soviet Union; known for his pro-Soviet views. . | | | 

. * Not printed. os | | 

501.BC/4-248: Telegram _ 7 
Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran 

SECRET _ Wasuineron, April 2, 1948—6 p. m. 
290. Dept considers that decision on desirability Iran request for 

| UN Investigating Commission! rests completely with Iran Govt _ 

| ‘Tehran advised, on April 2, that the Iranian Government had definitely de- 
cided. to request such a commission to investigate the charges and counter- 

| charges in the recent exchanges of notes by the Soviet Union and Iran (telegram 338, 761.91/4-248). | |
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— (urtel 830 Mar. 812) and that we should not take position either of en | 
_ encouraging or discouraging new approach to UN. | 

In discussing matter with Iran officials you might take following 

line. Iran has defended its position well in recent note exchanges. 

_ Soviet note Mar. 24, as stated urtel 324 Mar. 29,° apparently adds little 
to controversy. Although Iranian note Mar. 22 good presentation 

_ Iranian case, Soviets can ignore or reject it as dealing with views 

of “private” Soviet citizen which do not constitute official Soviet policy. 

_ It is assumed that Iranian officials are seriously weighing such con- 

siderations as (1) whether time is propitious for such request to UN; i 

_ (2) almost certain Soviet veto in SC; (8) whether request for UN | | 
~ action should be reserved for later use in event more serious Soviet | | 

move.‘ - - po a ee Be | : 

Dept feels suggestions Deptel 1381 Feb. 10 still applicable. Emb . | 

should continue to indicate support firm Iranian stand including — | 

suggestion that, even if Iran Govt does not see fit to request UN | 

investigation, it might again consider filing notes with UN SYG for | 
attention and info SC members> EWP esas 2" | 

- Sent Tehran 290, rpt London 1145, Moscow 363. a | 
Ct a eee |  Loverr o 

| ? Not printed. . | _ | | ; | 
3 Not printed ; it gave the feeling of the Hmbassy that while the Soviet “note in 

itself adds little that is new regarding ‘SSoviet-Iranian controversy, it is effort 
continue ‘softening up’ process whereby Soviets hope frighten Iran Government. 

| into abandoning present orientation with western powers. Soviet comparison of 
current American activities with those of Nazis in 1941 is obvious effort panic 

| Iranians into believing USSR may take counter-measures similar to those of : 
- 1941.” (761.91/3-2949) | | | 

4 At this point in the telegram as originally drafted appeared the following: | 

. _“Tranians might consider possibility of inviting USSR to concert with Iran | 
in joint request for UN investigation of charges and countercharges, trans- | 
mitting copy of invitation to UN SYG and exploiting it for maximum publicity 
value. In event of probable Soviet refusal this approach, onus would rest on - 

-~USSR and Iran would not have played trump card.” | | ne - : 
| This portion of the draft telegram was deleted by Charles BH. Bohlen, Counselor 
| of the Department. =| | oe os a 

7 *='The Department, on April 6, informed Tehran that Warren R. Austin, the 
United States Representative at the United Nations, had given the substance. 
of telegram 290 to his Iranian opposite number, Nasrollah Entezam, on April5. = > 

| ~ Ambassador Austin had commended the Iranian stand at the United Nations 
and had advised him that “US would support firm Iranian stand.” The Depart- | 
‘ment concluded that “we feel no useful purpose would be served by Iranian Govt 

| pursuing plan request UN appoint investigatory commission (urtel 388 Apr 2) _ 
| but that filing with UN SYG recent notes for info SC would conform with 

normal UN procedures and afford desirable publicity Soviet coercive tactics. 
|  » In official conversations with Iranian authorities, however, we should not advise ~ 

Iran what action it should take with regard to UN.” (telegram 295, repeated to a 
London, Moscow, and USUN, 501.BC/4—648) a 

| ‘The Shah informed Ambassador Wiley on April 17 that copies of all notes Ba 
recently exchanged by Iran and the Soviet Union had been sent to the Sec- 
retary General of the United Nations for information (telegram 410, April 19, . 

| 10 a. m., from Tehran, 761.91/4—1948). 

po a
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| 891.20 Mission/4-348: Telegram __ | a 

_ The Chargé in Iran (Somerville) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET  'Teuran, April 3, 1948—5 p. m. 

_ 844, Foreign Minister informed us today Iranian Government had 
decided press now for revision of Grow Mission contract, along gen- 

| eral lines mentioned by Iranian Embassy Washington (Deptel 193, 
| _ March 1) and Minister would accordingly wish discuss matter with 

Ambassador Wiley as soon as possible after presentation credentials 
| (which now appears unlikely before Tuesday). This decision came as — 

complete surprise to Embassy and General Grow since reported Embtel 
272, March 11,1 matter was thought to be dead issue. 

/ Foreign Minister said chief concern of Iranian Government was to 
revise Article 24 re engagement personnel other foreign countries, to 
which we commented along lines Deptel 210, March 6, paragraph d. 
Ambassador Wiley informs me that in absence further instructions 

from Department he will, as a practical matter, insist upon retention 
| present provisions re this article and other points regarded by US 

Government as basic, asset forth Deptel210. | | 
General Grow is of same view. | 7 oe Oo 

| | | ~ SoMERVILLE 

~ Not printed, but see footnote 4, p. 116. . oo a | 

891.001/4-648 : Telegram | oO - oe 

: The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET ,  Tenran, April 6, 1948—3 p. m. / 
855. After presentation of letters, had private audience with Shah 

| lasting nearly hour and half (Embtel 354, April 6+). Shah emphasized 
at great length and seemingly with sincerity his desire to improve ~ 
social justice-and standard of living of masses in Iran. He showed 

| great resentment over invocation 1921 treaty for military occupation 

Tran<in 1941, claiming that there were only half the number of Ger- 

: mans in Iran than in Turkey and that no possible menace to USSR 
| existed as foreseen in 1921 treaty. = = re 

_ He regards future with deep pessimism and evidently foresees Rus- 
sian invasion Iran at no very remote date. He did not believe Iranian 
Government in exile, either in Washington or elsewhere, would serve 

_ any useful purpose. He is determined to keep Iranian flag flying some-. 
where in Iran. Under no circumstances can he foresee possibility of 

7 Not printed. — oe a | Sn :



defending frontiers of Iran against aggression but apparently is hope- ; 

ful of remaining somewhere within country. He is impressed and en- | 

~ couraged by firmness and clarity of American policy but very fearful => 

that anything US may do for Iran may be “too little and too late”, — 
He said “if only we could have half the tanks and munitions that US | 

issendingto Turkey”, - ne F 

He talked at length about necessity of increasing agriculture and i 

mineral wealthofIran, = | ye ee - 

I found Shah for his age (28) mature, well informed, and intell1- | 

gent. I got impression of a young man of good preparation, courage — [ 

and conviction. | | eee | 

Sent Department 355, repeated London 28, Department please pass — 4 

Moscow 21. > oo | So + 

| Oo OO | Winey. | 

761.91/4-1548 os a | ep | | 

The Embassy of the Soviet Union in Ivan to the Iranian Ministry for 4 

—  oretgn Affairst I 

oo | eran, April 8, 1948.] | 

The Embassy of the U.S.S.R. in Iran, in reply to your note of | 

_ 92nd March, has the honor to bring to the attention of the Iranian 4 

- Ministry of Foreign Affairs that, according to information received 

by this Embassy, Professor Steinberg’s speech was mainly a descrip- 

tion of the policy carried ou€ in Iran with regard to the U.S.S.R.The I 

violation of the Russo-Iranian oil agreement is a part of that policy. | 

| Professor Steinberg in his speech made reference to the Irano- 4 

American agreement of October 6, 1947, and the activities of. the | 

American military missions in Iran. In connection with these,hemade | 

statements which are based on facts already mentioned in the note of 

the Soviet Ambassador to the Iranian Prime Minister dated 31st Janu- sityk 

ary of the current year, which was also published in the newspapers. =f 
__-It is obvious that the statements made by a representative of public | 

opinion or representative of the Soviet press about the hostile policy I 

followed in Iran with regard to the U.S.S.R. cannot be a subject for 4 

protest by the Iranian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, | 

- ~ Furthermore, the Soviet Embassy draws the attention of the Minis- | 

try to the belligerently libelous propaganda launched by a great i sid 

number of Tehran newspapers against the U.S.S.R. For example, | 
during the period from January to March, the newspapers Tehrani | 

_.* Translation by the Embassy in Iran based on version appearing in the Tehran a | 
_ -press; transmitted to the Department by Tehran in despatch 108, April 15. An E 

- earlier rendition, also based on the version appearing in the press, was trans- iF 
mitted by Tehran in telegram 366, April 8, not printed (761.91/4—848). F
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Mossavar, Atesh, Arezoo, Saba, Sedaye-Vatan, etc., have been con- 
_ stantly making libelous statements on the internal and foreign policy 

of the U.S.S.R., and have alleged that the U.S.S.R. had aggressive _ 
plans against Iran and other countries. They have also published cari- _ 

| catures against the U.S.S.R. and its authorities. = 
oo The Embassy of the U.S.S.R. expects the Iranian Ministry of — 

Foreign Affairs to take necessary steps for prevention of the hostile 
| and libelous propaganda carried out in Iran against the U.S.S.R. 

891.00/4-848: Telegram a | | | a 
Lhe Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET —- Trnran, April 8, 1948—10a.m. — 
360. Increased covert activity Tudeh Party and sympathizers re- 

ported several sources, Prominent Tudeh leader has informed local 
| AP correspondent that meeting of party leaders from all provinces . 

Iran will meet Tehran April 9 preparatory assumption more active 
role Iranian political affairs. Same source states Kambaksh, Tudeh . 

_ leader who fled to USSR at approximately time Azerbaijan puppet __ 
| regime fell, recently returned Tehran and has been active in party 

council. a | OO 
| Soviet political agent Azurov (or Ashurov), who in 1945 worked 

| among southern Kurds in attempt to bring them into Kurdish people’s 
republic, reported by Deputy Mohamed Hosein Qashqai to be operat- 

| _ ing in Fars Province among Boir Ahmedi and Qashqai tribes, Qashqai 
a informed Embassy that Azurov, after having been rebuffed by Qashqai, 

passed onto Boir Ahmedis where he is more successful. _ Oo 
| | : , WILEY 

| 891.20 Missions/4—848 : Telegram ee ae 
| The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET > | -Truran, April 8, 1948—2 p. m. 
a 364. Subsequent to conversation with FonMin reported Embtel 344, 

April 3 Minister has called Embassy several times to request us to 
expedite discussions regarding revision Grow Mission contract. When 

a T called on him Wednesday he raised matter and said Iran Government 
was most anxious to have agreement modified as soon as possible. He 
mentioned only Article 24 (employment advisors of other nationali- 

| ties) but FonOff has sent us statement of other changes desired which 
correspond closely with those mentioned Deptel 193 March1.
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_ FonMin said he could give most categoric assurances Iran Govern- . __ 
ment had no intention employing other military advisors but that gov- : 
ernment regarded it as essential eliminate Article 24 in view irrespon- _ | 

sible criticism by certain members of Majlis. When I mentioned that i 
such a clause was included in. agreements we have with many other | | 

countries and considered indispensable from purely practical con- | 
sideration, he pointed out situation of Iran was not comparable to I 

countries in South America. I stressed our desire assist Iran in manner | 

- most desired by Iran Government, and that under no circumstances | 
were we trying to imposeanything. __ OE 

-.- After further discussion I agreed transmit to Department sugges- 
tion that Article 24 be eliminated as requested by Iran Government | 
and replaced by an unpublicized exchange of lettersin which FonMin | 
would give assurances. FonMin promised ascertain at once from 4 
government whether this procedure would be acceptable. I, of course, : 
stressed I could not be sure Army and State Departments would agree +t 

tothismodification © |... | | 
General Grow, whose information confirms desire of Iran Govern- 

ment to modify existing contract, informs me he would prefer reten- —s>_ | 
tion of present arrangement but if this should not be feasible he be- | 
lieves foregoing proposal would be acceptable. I should appreciate — | 

-_-Department’s urgent instructions since Iran Government obviously on 
pins and needles over question. a es 

a So | a Winey 

— 991.24/4-848: Telegram re 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State tothe Embassy inTran | 

| CONFIDENTIAL USURGENT |= WasHINGTON, April 8, 1948—7 p. m. | 

807. Dept has informed Iranian Purchasing Mission US Govt able | , 
offer Iranian Govt immediately credit covering expenses ocean ship- _ 
ment to Iran surplus arms located Europe. Iranians will not be | 

_ charged for repair, packing or shipment to German port. = = = | 
. Gen. Hedayat also told we hope provide credit covering repair, } 
packing and shipment to Iran equipment located US but this cannot | 

| be definitely confirmed for several days. (Embtel 859 Apr.8*) > | 

| ‘Dept suggested Hedayat ask Iranian Govt if it desires begin move- _ : 
ment European supplies in advance confirmation our ability offer _ | 

__ eredit for repair and movement goods located in US.2 We pointed Ss 
out certain components located in US and others Germany. : 

1Not printed. = ee ee ; 
 .2-The Department advised Tehran, on April 14, that the Bureau of the Budget | 

had given informa] approval of such credit (telegram 327, 891.24/4-1448). . : 
499-097-7510 nee a , |
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+ Dept stated that in light current political tensions US not prepared — 
furnish Air Force pilots deliver aircraft in Iran but to adjacent fields, . 
such as Habaniya or Dhahran. eT 

Dept also asked whether Iranian Govt willing and able send few __ 
selected pilots to Germany for training while aircraft are conditioned _ 
for delivery. Dept Air Force now querying-US Air Force Germany 

7 determine if such training feasible. a 
| Credit assistance for European equipment will be based on funds 

now available to US Army for handling surplus located outside US. | 
Credit for equipment in US will be based on appropriation to be 
requested for next fiscal year to handle disposal to foreign Govts of — 

-- military equipment located in US. Legislation will not specify aid for | 
_ Tran but rather will be general fund for such service to any country 

requiring help. Bureau of Budget, may be able direct Dept start. 
- delivery immediately in advance legislation, 8 8 © 

| 7 ee | | 7 — Loverr 

_ 891.20 Missions/4-348 : Telegram a | - | 

| The Acting Secretary of State tothe EmbassyinIran oe 

a SECRET USURGENT = = Wasuineron, April 9,1948—6 p.m. 
NIACT. , a a a 

| 810. (1) In your discussions with Iranian officials re revision mili- | 
tary mission agreement (urtels 344, Apr. 3, 364 and 868 Apr. 87), you 

| should adhere views expressed Deptel 210, Mar. 6, Position in general | 
‘should be US desires assist Iran in any reasonable manner requested 
but does not consider reasonable any revision Grow Mission Agreement —©T 
which would undermine mission effectiveness or indicate willingness 
accede Soviet pressure. 8 —i™ Sn 

| - (2) With specific ref Article 24, Iranians should be reminded that 
- this provision is included in all US military mission agreements and | 

covers practice followed, so far.as we know, in similar agreements 
other nations; that such practice is basic to US acceptance responsi- 

| bility render effective advisory assistance; that substitution Iran-US _ 
understanding outside formal agreement would probably violate spirit _ | 
UN resolution implementing Article 102 Charter; that practical effect 

- elimination article would be admit Iranian error in past and invite 
Soviet offer military advisers, refusal of which would leave Iran alone _ 
responsible in Soviet eyes and appear lend some credence Soviet-charge 

| unequal, if not. unfriendly, treatment northern neighbor; and that 
present wording already permits employment personnel other nations, 

.  . @g., British aviation experts, with agreement Iranand US... 
(3) If, after hearing views outlined above, Iranians continue object 

Article 24, you might suggest substitute wording along following lines: 

| * Latter not printed. | . a
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“In event Govt Iran should engage services of any personnel of any 

other foreign Govt for duties of any nature connected with Iranian — | 

Army, Govt US will advise Govt of Iran upon contribution of such 

personnel to efficiency of Iranian Army. Should Govt US advise 

that engagement of such personnel does not contribute to efficiency of | 

Iranian Army, and should Govt of Iran desire to continue services of | 

such personnel, Govt of US reserves right to terminate its obligations | 

under this Agreement and to withdraw the Mission.” pe ft 

(4) Ref Article 25, mentioned by Noury as only other provision 

Iranians wish amended, substitute wording permissible ( Deptel 210, | 

Mar. 6) making clear Iranian Govt responsible payment all charges in 

(5) Above considerations represent agreed views State and Army. - 

All except para three have been conveyed in substance informally to 

-Noury, who feels Iranians might prefer at least substitute wording 

| both Art, 24 and Art. 25. Dept has indicated US willingness consider 

substitute wording sympathetically, 
| (6) While Dept recognizes exclusive ability Iranians judge con- | 

formity present agreement with basic Majlis action, we are unable — 

in absence Emb explanation understand apparent change of position | 

| from that attributed Iranian Min War in urtel 226, Feb. 26.7 a | 

(47) In light indications possibility imminent change Govt (urtel — | 

367, Apr 8°), we suggest, if above views not convincing to Iranians, __ | 

| you undertake delay firm Iranian insistence delete Article 24. Noury =| 

promises caution Tehran against precipitateaction, = _ | 

| Sent Tehran 310 rpt London 1252 Moscow891. 

_ “Not printed; it reported that the Iranian Minister of War agreed that no | 
portion of the new contract to govern the activities of the Grow Mission required ° | 

the approval of the Majlis (891.20 Missions/2-2648). 2 hs ER a : | 

| * Not printed. : | a te neh Pee ye : | 

891.20 Missions/4-1248: Telegram oo Satopia he nbypanee ts | 

‘Lhe Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State — 7 

SECRET oe _. Tesran, April 12, 1948—3 p.m. 

377. Minister of Interior informed General Schwarzkopf 11th that _ 

latter enjoyed full confidence of Iranian Government and that he, | 

Ahmedi, was in favor of-retention’ of Schwarzkopf’s command au- : 

thority as provided in present agreement covering gendarmerie mis- 
gion. Minister continued, however, that Iran was in very difficult 

position owing Soviet pressure and was anxious not to provoke USSR. 
at this time. Government. had accordingly decided it would be best | 
for time being for head of gendarmerie mission’not to have command __ 
authority, and for mission to be advisory only. This, he said, would 
be a purely temporary expedient and.it would be intention of Iranian oo 

a
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Government to restore Schwarzkopf’s full authority as soon as cir- cumstances should permit. , a 
As General Schwarzkopf is reporting to Army Department, his reply was that decision was entirely in hands of Iranian Government. | but that he must point out he would probably be replaced if character 

of mission were altered to make it purely advisory, even temporarily. | Ahmedi showed great concern over possibility of Schwarzkopf’s de-_ parture and declared strong representations would be made through | Iranian Embassy in Washington to have him stay here during tem-— 
porary advisory phase of mission. Ahmedi gave assurances that during : a this period Iranian commander would cooperate fully with Schwarz- Kopf. He also said matter would be discussed with me by Foreign 
Minister and himself, but Schwarzkopf is inclined to doubt now | whether Iranian Government will make a written reply to Ambassador Allen’s note of February 7.1 _ Co | oe 
General Schwarzkopf is strongly of view that this move on part of _ Iranian Government, constitutes appeasement of USSR taken in con- junction with desire eliminate Article 24 of Grow Mission contract. He | feels presentation of matter as a purely temporary expedient isadevice to do away with command authority, which once removed will never in | his opinion be restored. He is skeptical of assurances re full] coopera- | | tion of Iranian commander once Article 20 is eliminated. Schwarzkopf . | also feels that it would be contrary to the American interest for us to | - accede at this time to Such a proposal, especially in view of present prospects for our affording concrete assistance to Iran in regard to 

supplyngarms, a | a _I should appreciate receiving urgently an indication of views of | _ State and Army Departments with regard to this latest development. - a I think present Iranian Government has become very decided on reducing authority of Schwarzkopf mission. In view of present, politi- 
cal situation I am inclined believe this might be advisable. The cri- | | terion of efficiency of the mission will depend on the extent to which 

__ the gendarmerie would act on recommendations of an advisory mission. 
I suggest, however, no action be taken until Foreign Minister sends 

for me to discuss matter? _ | 
) eo OO Wier 

1 Not printed, but see first footnote 1, p. 107. a - 7 “Tehran, on April 15, reported information that the gendarmerie would be | merged into. the army, primarily for reasons of economy, and that the Shah had approved the merger ( telegram 390, 891.20/4-1548). Then, on April 24, Am- bassador Wiley advised that plans to merge the gendarmerie and army had been temporarily suspended. because of the unfortunate publicity. He stated | also that the “Foreign Minister did not deny to me [on the] 21st that govern- ment had decided merge army with gendarmerie and also eliminate Schwarz- kopf’s command authority.” The Ambassador concluded that “we should insist : . on Iranian Government’s replying to Ambassador Allen’s note of February 7 before considering anything: else.” (telegram 434 from ‘Tehran, 891.20/4-2448)



711.61/4~1848 : Telegram a mops oe | 
The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL ==——(<sé‘(<i~;S;*”*”:C en,, April 18, 1948—6 p. m. 
886. Made my call at noon today on Soviet Ambassador Sadtchikov. i 

_ I was accompanied by First Secretary Wilson and Assistant Military 

Attaché Gagarine, who has fluent knowledge Russian. Soviet Am- 
___ bassador had with him an interpreter, Oushomirsky, with fairly good — 4 

knowledge English, = ee oe : 
Soviet Ambassador received me with courteous reticence. After _ 

_ exchange of polite banalities, I told him I had read with much interest _ : 
_ his notes to the Iranian Government in which he alluded to American 2 

activities in Iran, especially those of the military mission. I said “Your a 
notes are worthy of the highest tradition of Russian romantic fiction.” | 
The Soviet Ambassador was silent. I continued that, however, I was | 
sure his notes were based on misinformation, not on malice. = | 

_ The Soviet Ambassador then replied inaratherembarrassed manner | 
that his notes had been based on accurate information and that in fact | 
he had held back certain additional information. He added perhaps | 
we could discuss the matter further at some later date. I went on, how- | | 

ever, stating that American policy was dedicated to peace and good- | 

will. The American advisers were here for the benefit, not of the United - 

States, but of Iran, which had asked for them. I assured him I wanted = 
to work with him in a cordial and friendly manner. I repeated that = 

his information had been erroneous, I said I would gladly arrange 
_ for him and his collaborators to see every aspect of American activities 

- inTran. Forthishecould prepare hisown program. | 

I quoted Pushkin “veracity can never be a restraint to genius” and | 
politely explained that I in no way desired to impede the genius of His | | 

Excellency, but would be very happy for him toseeeverything Ameri- — 
can in Iran with his own eyes. There was no response. I repeated that 
I was very eager to collaborate with him fully. The Soviet Ambas- _ 

sador, perhaps slightly perturbed, turned the conversation to events in 

- Colombia, and discussed at great length conflicting press reports on | 

Gaitan; whether Gaitan had been assassinated or merely wounded. 
Refreshments were served copiously. Then, in an atmosphere of con- 

| siderably heightened cordiality, the Ambassador took us for an 
extended tour of the magnificent Russian compound. By comparison 
the American compound looks like an abandoned gravel pit. __ 

| Repeat Moscow 26. / oe oe | 

: | Less) se WILEY |
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891.20 Missions/4—1548 : Telegram eS / en ee . 

| |The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran 

_ CONFIDENTIAL === = —~—C Wasson, April 20, 1948—8 p. m. 
344, Deptel 193, Mar. 1. Wash Emb on instruction Iran Govt. has | 

renewed representations re Grow Mission agreement paralleling rep- | 
resentations in Tehran. (Urtels 383, Apr. 18; 391, Apr. 15; 409, 

| Apr. 19") 7 | en 
| During discussion Art 24, subject substitute wording arose and Dept 

. took opportunity offer wording suggested Para 3, Deptel 310, Apr. 9. 
Emb Rep expressed opinion such new wording should satisfy apparent __ 
desire Iranian Govt allay Majlis concern re Mission agreement. _ 

| Emb Rep conveyed Iran Govt desire revise Art 25, stipulating 
quantity goods to be brought into country free of duty,amount tobe 

| determined on annual basis in advance. Dept stated position Para 4, __ 
: Deptel 310, Apr. 9 and indicated US willingness in principle insert 

__ limitation suggested. He was told exact figure might best be arrived 
at. by Grow on basis past experience Mission members, New wording 

_ Art 25 agreeable Grow and Min War should be submitted by you with 
your recommendation. | - oo 

oo _ ‘While we agree arms credit negotiations increase importance con- 
| tract terms, above views represent considered judgment State and 

_ Sent Tehran 344 rpt London 1407 Moscow 432. oe 
: Do a re | Lovert 

4None printed. = | | ae | 
- * Ambassador ‘Wiley, in reply on April 22, suggested a “policy of no change in 
Article 24 or revision of Article 25. ...Iam today requesting Foreign Min- | 

— ister to reply to our note of February 7 re gendarmerie mission as a condition 
precedent to and discussion re either mission.” (telegram 423 from Tehran, : 

| 891.20 Missions/4—2248) _ - a | a 

| 891.105A/3-2348: Telegram co . | | 
_ The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Tehran 

a SECRET >, -Wasurneron, April 22, 1948—1 p. m. | 

355. Should FonMin revive subject of deleting command function _ 
| from Gendarmerie Mission Agreement (urtel 377 and MA 50, Apr. 12), 

you should adhere to views expressed in Deptels 118, Feb. 5 and 218, 
Mar. 9. You might wish (1) to remark upon obvious uncertainty 
Iranian. desires in this matter (Embtels 94, Jan. 27; 158, Feb. 97;5 - 
285, ‘Mar. 17; 303, Mar. 232; and 377, Apr. 12); (2) to indicate ap- _ 

| - No, 158 not printed, but see first footnote 1, p. 107. 
* Nos. 285 and 303 not printed. | a
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parent relation between latest statement of Iranian desire to delete © | 

command function and current Iranian project to merge Army and | 

‘Gendarmerie (urtels 390, Apr. 15* and 408, Apr. 19+); (3) to state os 

your assumption that contemplated deletion of command function _ [ 

does not represent yielding to Soviet pressure or lack of Iranian | | 

appreciation for generally recognized contribution which Schwarz- 

 kopf has made to effectiveness of Gendarmerie. If Iranians decide | 

: time has come for Iran to resume full command of Gendarmerie, US 

would not wish to insist upon continuing its assistance in form 

presently provided by Gendarmerie Agreement. Furthermore, should =——— ty 

Iran proceed with merger Army and Gendarmerie, US would feel — 

~ obliged to reconsider role of Gendarmerie Mission, with possibility of | 

‘complete withdrawal. st” | | : 

In event you are convinced after your expression of above viewsthat 

 Tranians do, in fact, desire to delete Article 20, effective date should = 

7 be so timed as to permit simultaneous reassignment Schwarzkopf to 

, other important post presently under consideration. a 

Gent Tehran 355 rptd Moscow 441. fo! | 

| ® Not printed, but see footnote 2,p.1388. Ne ee : 

, 4Not printed. ss a : 

--701.6191/4-2448 : Telegram ee | 

The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET | gg Terran, April 24,1948—10 a.m. 

481, ‘Press yesterday alleged Soviet Ambassador delivered note to 

| Prime Minister during visit mentioned mytels 422 April 21 and 430 

_ April 28.1 Military Attaché Sexton was told in greatest confidence by 

~~ General Razmara, Chief of Staff, yesterday that while the Soviet Am- oe 

bassador did not deliver a note, Iranian Foreign Office actually re- | 

 eeived a note from the Soviet Embassy on same day as visit. Razmara | 

also said that substance of note was very alarming. He added however, 

that he had not seen the note. Later Military Attaché endeavored 

- verify foregoing in conversation with General Ahmedi, Minister of 

, Interior, but latter stated that he knew of no such note. _ 

In conversations with Embassy Staff both Prime Ministerand For- 

| eign Minister have made no references whatever to receipt such note; 

ss 4 Neither printed. The former indicated that the Soviet Ambassador had called 
| on Prime Minister Hakimi and Foreign Minister Nouri-Esfandiari on April 19 

| (701.6191/4—2148). The latter ‘reported information from the Prime Minister | 

| that “there was nothing of particular interest in either conversation and that, 

! in fact, the two calls were similar in character to those Soviet Ambassador might 

iL have made had he called three months ago at the beginning of this government.” 

(701.6191 /4-2348 ) , | | oo : oe
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_ in fact, Prime Minister stated (Embtel 430) that the Soviet Ambas- 
_ sador’s visit was purely a protocol matter. Be 

| Subject will be pursued and Department kept informed, Sexton is . 
_ seeing Razmara again today [to?] seek confirmation of foregoing? _ 

UN | Wey 

*Tehran, on April 24, advised of information from Chief of Staff Razmara 
that the Soviet note was brief, referred to the occupation of Iran in 1941 and | 
Stated that the Soviet Union considered that its security was again being 
menaced. It also rejected “energetically” the Iranian note of April -1, p. 127. 
(telegram 433, (61.91/4-2448). | . oo. | 

. 761.91/4—3048 : Telegram ve - | | | | 

. | The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran | ! 

| SECRET Bs a Wasuineton, May 5, 1948—6 p. m. 
403. Moscow’s 813, Apr. 30.1 Two straws in the wind tend to support 

latest Emb Moscow’s forecast for Iran: _ - Oo 

(1) Iran Emb Rep has stated that Soviet Amb Sadchikov, in recent | 
calls upon Iranian PriMin and F onMin, suggested time has come for 
Iran and Soviet Union to clear up differences; | CO | 

(2) Iran Amb Ala, who recently resumed Wash duties, has dis- 
| closed that Soviet Emb Rep Wash has approached Iran Emb First 

Secy with lengthy allegation of unfriendly Iran Govt acts and sug- 
gested mutual interest m reaching basic understanding. oe 

- Iran Emb states UN Del has received FonMin instruction to file 
| with UN for info SC recent exchange Soviet-Iran notes. It is under- 

| _ stood Iran UN Del has recommended to FonMin that letter of trans- 
‘mittal undertake to prove that UN Charter makes Article 6 of 1921 | 
Treaty inoperative. Letter might also lay groundwork for Iranian _ 
resistance to any Soviet overtures envisaging satellite treaty, 

‘Sent Tehran 403 rpt Moscow 503 London 1612. . | 
| | . a es) | ee | | | MarsHALi 

| + Not printed; it speculated that “Soviet tactic at this juncture might possibly 
be offer of military defense pact on lines orbit agreements, which presumably 
would be incompatible with and require termination agreements for non-Soviet . 
military and gendarmerie advisers.” (761.91/4-3048) | a | 

761.91/5-748 os | Beh Be | s 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division o tf Greek, 

| | _ Lurkish, and Iranian Affairs (Jernegan) oe | 

| SECRET - Ce [Wasurneton,] May 7, 1948. | 
After a lunch today at the home of Mr. Wallace Murray, the _ 

_ Iranian Ambassador, Mr. Ala, spoke to me about the proposal that 

* Former Director of the Office of Near Eastern and African Affairs and former 
Ambassador to Iran. |
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the Iranian Government should submit to the Security Council copies 4 

of the notes exchanged between Iran and the Soviet Union during the | 

past three months on the subj ect of the activities of the American | 

military missions in Iran. The Ambassador said that Mr. Entezam, | 

- Tranian representative at the UN, had just received instructions from : 

his Government to submit to the Security Council, for information | 

| but not for action, the first three notes in this series. However, contrary E 

to the recommendation of Mr. Entezam and Mr. Ala, made to the Gov- 

~~ ernment in Tehran, the instructions did not include authority to trans- 

mit the notes under cover of a letter which would state the Iranian 

view that Article 6 of the Soviet-Iranian Treaty of 1921 wasnolonger 

| applicable. In fact, Mr. Entezam had been informed by the Foreign _ ! 

Office that this matter had been ‘considered by the Cabinet and that it 

‘had been decided not to take such action. Both the Ambassador and | 

Mr. Entezam were very much disappointed at this, because they feared | 

that if Iran did not make its position clear at this time the Soviet | 

‘Union could take advantage of that fact later and assert that Iran had | 

- implicitly recognized the validity of Article 6 and hence the Soviet — | 

right to introduce troops into Iran if this appeared necessary to pro- | 

tect the USSR against a threat to its security arising out of foreign 

activities on Iranian territory. Accordingly, they had again cabled | 

- Tehran stating their views and urging that if the Government was un- 

willing to submit the recommended communication to the Security 

-- Gouncil, it should at least send a further note to the Soviet Govern- 

ment stating the Iranian contention. This further note could then be 

transmitted to the Security Council along with the others. | 

-.-‘In the course of the conversation the Ambassador asked whether 

_ the attitude of the Department of State with respect to support for | 

Tran had changed in any way. I replied emphatically that it had not 

and asked why he raised such a question. He said that recently Mr. 

Entezam had discussed with the American representatives in New 

York the proposed Tranian action in submitting the notes and cover- 

ing statement to the Security Council and had asked whether the 

| _ United States would be prepared to make some sort of declaration in 

, support of the Iranian position. He had been told that no such action 

| was contemplated at this time. The Ambassador felt that this was 

| inconsistent. with the attitude adopted by the United States on pre- ) 
| vious occasions when the Iranian case had been before the United 

Z Nations. On such occasions we had always clearly indicated our back- | 

: ing for Iran. The Ambassador considered that the present case in- 

2 volved the interests of the United States just as much as the previous 

| _ instances, especially in view of the fact that our military missions : 

| formed the subject, matter of the Soviet-Iranian correspondence. | Oo 

7 - [told the Ambassador that our interest in having the notes in ques- | 

| tion submitted to the Security Council for its information had been -
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_ made plain to Ambassador Wiley, who had spoken about it on more | 
than one occasion to the appropriate officials in Tehran. (I did not — 

_ directly reply to his implied question regarding a possible American = 
_ statement in this connection.) Mr. Ala rephed that he thought we — 
should again instruct the Ambassador to take the matter up and urge 
that the Iranian Government take some positive action to make plain | 

/ its attitude toward the Treaty of 1921. , es 
| He then asked me if-we had heard anything about the reported new 

| Soviet note which had so far not been published. I said that we had 
a only today received a telegram ? saying that the Minister of Foreign 

Affairs had shown to Ambassador Wiley the text of the note and the 
_ Iranian reply. The telegram had said that the Russian note was sub- 

stantially a repetition of the earlier notes and the Iranian reply was 
likewise the same as those given to the earlier notes. Mr. Ala said that 
he thought this made it all the more important for the Iranian Gov- 

| ernment to take the action he had recommended and therefore all the oe 
more important for our Government to urge such action through the — | 

| Ambassador in Tehran. — : a 

* No. 492, May 6, 6 p. m., from Tehran: it noted that the Iranian Government would not publicize this exchange of notes, inasmuch as the Soviet Union had , not given them any publicity (761.91/5-648). | a - 

| 891.24 FLC/5-1848: Telegram mo | | oo 
a Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineron, May 13, 1948—7 pm | 
436. From Brown,' Acting, FLC. New surplus property credit 

| agreement superseding agreement dated June 19 [20 2], 1947 being 
i negotiated here with Iranian Military Mission. Draft agreement pre- | 

sented to Mission May 13 provides for credit up to $10,000,000 for sales 
price surprop and up to $16,000,000 for costs of care and handling 
including repairs and transportation from Europe or U.S. to Iranian 

_ port. Payments of dollar installments and drawings of Iranian cur-_ 
rency or property would be limited to $3,000,000 equivalent inanyone 

| year. | ee ae ne 
_ _Only point on which serious difference has arisen is exchange rate _ 

provision applicable to. Iranian currency or property which may be 
acquired by U.S. on acceleration basis under option provisions of credit ) 
agreement. a 

a [Here follows further discussion, primarily of the exchange rate | 
provision.] _ oe BS | ; a 

| | Se .>. [Brown] _ | | eo - , . . Marswarn- © 

*Maj. Gen. Philip E. Brown. __ ee | | * See editorial note, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 916. |
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- 891.105A/5-1048: Telegram — | | | | | | 

‘The Secretary. of State to the Embassy in Iran | 

SECRET oo Wasuineton, May 17, 1948—11 a. m. | 

444, We still think it desirable that Iranian Govt should reply to | 

Feb 7 note before we take further action concerning Military Mission 

Agreements, particularly in view of position stated by Emb (urtel . 

493. Apr. 221) and reiterated by Dept (Deptel 371, Apr. 267). At same 

time, we recognize difficulty of obtaining satisfactorily phrased reply 

| (urtel 468, May 3 and Deptel 397, May 42). We are, therefore, willing oe 

to leave to your discretion choice of procedure (urtel 512, May 10 2) 

to be followed in deleting executive function from Gendarmerie Agree- | 

‘ment and timing departure of Schwarzkopf. It is to be expected, how- 

ever, that command authority will actually be restored to and exercised 

by Schwarzkopf for reasonable period (say, two weeks) before execu- ; 

tive function is deleted from Mission Agreement and that. Schwarz- | 

kopf will be accorded appropriate honors before his departure (urtel | 

In note which you contemplate addressing to Iranian Govt, you | 

- might state that, in view of stage of organization which Gendarmerie | | 

has attained as result of Gen Schwarzkopf’s leadership of US Mission, , 

and in view of necessity of US transferring Gen Schwarzkopf to other a 

important duties, US Govt proposes that, if agreeable to Iranian Govt, 

Article 20 of Gendarmerie Agreement be amended to stipulate Gen- | 

darmerie Mission exercise of advisory functions only. - 

Army is arranging arrival of replacement for Schwarzkopf so timed 

| as to obviate necessity for appointment anyone as Acting Chief of 

~ State and Army agree that Schwarzkopf visit to Wash for consulta- 

| tion before reassignment will be most. helpful (urtel 506, May 87). Sn 

* Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 140. | | 

- #Not printed. Be | | | 
* Neither printed. | 7 | ne 

- 891.105A/5-2048 : Telegram | a - on 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran ae a 

SECRET os Wasnineron, May 20, 1948—7 pm | 

7 459. Urtel 537, May 18.1 State and Army approve (1) yourarrang- 

| ing with Iranian FonMin that Kupal be withdrawn June 1; (2) after 

+ Not printed. ys 
area 

— | 
: : |
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command function is actually restored to Schwarzkopf, your address- 
ing note to F onMin proposing deletion of executive function from | 

| Gendarmerie Agreement (Deptel 444, May 17); and (8) departure of. 
| Schwarzkopf about June 20. — | - 

_ When Iran Govt has made prompt satisfactory reply to Emb note, 
| (2) above, Dept will request Amb Ala to obtain agreement, Col, Pierce ? 

| (urtel 541, May 19°). Immediately upon receipt agreement, Pierce will - | 
depart for Tehran directly. It is hoped that arrangements might be 

| so expedited and coordinated as to permit Pierce’s arrival several days . 
before Schwarzkopf’s departure. | : a | | 

While we agree that qualified personnel of Gendarmerie Mission 
could be used advantageously elsewhere and that we might consider 

| withdrawing them if Tran Govt continues to prevent their effective 
functioning, Dept feels we should avoid any appearance of stimulating — 
desire on part of Iran Govt that Mission leave Iran. Mere presence of 

_ US Gendarmerie Mission, however ineffective, (1) fulfills policy ob- | 
jective of preventing possibility of Iranians employing Soviet ad- 
visers, and (2) tends to restrain Iranians from consummating merger — 
Army with Gendarmerie. _ a | 

With regard to Grow Mission, would appreciate elaboration of rea- 
sons behind your stated intention possibly to recommend strengthening 

| Army Agreement.* While we agree that Article 24 should not be elimi- 
nated, we have offered to Iran Emb Wash (Deptel 344, Apr. 20) sub- 
stitute wording suggested in Deptel 310, Apr. 9, which offer we believe 
should not now be retracted unless there are overriding reasons.. __ 
Arms credit program and future of Grow Mission are, in our minds _ ; 

as apparently in yours, closely related. At the same time we think we 
| should avoid specific inference that US implementation of arms credit , 

| agreement is conditioned upon Tranian action relating to the Grow 
— Mission Agreement. What changes in Agreement would you consider 

desirable? 5 a oo | | oe OO — MarsHarr 

“Col. James R. Pierce, who was to succeed General Schwarzkopf as Chief of | 
the American Military Mission with the Iranian Gendarmerie. oe 

* Not printed. | . oe *In summarizing his conversation with the Iranian Foreign Minister on 
May i7, Ambassador Wiley said in part: “On subject of Article 24 of military 
mission contract I informed Foreign Minister that, if anything, I intended to Strengthen it. Under no circumstances would I eliminate it. I went on to say 
that indeed in light of arms credit program I desired to review whole matter of 

. future status of military mission.” (telegram 587, May 18, noon, from Tehran, 
891.1054 /5-1848) . | a . 

° Ambassador Wiley, on May 26, replied that “I feel, and General Grow con- | 
curs, that there should be no change in the present contract, especially in article 
24 which provides the best and only safeguard to Iran.” (telegram 575 from. . 

. Tehran, 891.20 Missions/5-2648) |
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_ Statement Released by the Department of State on May 28, 1948+ 

a a a ' [Extracts] os Oo | 

A subcommittee of the Senate Appropriations Committee, under : 
the chairmanship of Senator Styles Bridges, on May 28 opened hear- 
ings on a request by the President, on the recommendation of the _ 
Secretary of State, for a supplemental appropriation for the care, 
handling, and disposal of surplus property abroad. ‘The requested | 
appropriation was for $19,155,000, of which $15,675,000 is designed ' 
to cover the cost of repairing, packaging, and shipping surplus mili- | 

_ taryequipmenttobesoldtoIran. - Pye a Be 

The obfective of the Iran Government in seeking these supplies ; woe : 

has been to re-equip the Iranian Army and gendarmerie in order to | 

maintain internal security in Iran. The equipment of both forces is ! 
| at: present below standard because they have been unable to obtain _ ) 

adequate replacements since the outbreak of World War II. In the | 
light of the declaration of Tehran of December 1, 1943, in which the | 

| United States, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union declared their | 
| desire for the maintenance of the sovereignty, independence, and ter-— | 

ritorial integrity of Iran, and in view of the interest of the United 
7 States in the maintenance of security in the Middle East, the Depart- 

ment of State considers it in the interest of the United States as well 
_ as of Iran to meet the request of the Iranian Government. ley 

| ~ 1 Reprinted from Department of State Bulletin, June 13, 1948, p. 780.00 Co 

a | ‘891.001 Pablavi, Reza Shah/5-2048 : Telegram oo nt ee a . 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassyin Iran 

| CONFIDENTIAL 7 Oo | - | _ Wasutneron, May 28. 1948—7 p. mo | 

| _ 496. Urtel 551, May 20.7 Desire of Shah to visit US in near future : 
has been discussed in confidence with Amb Ala. He feels strongly — | 

_ that time is not propitious for Shah to leave Iran for following — | 

reasons: (1) Recent menacing Soviet notes, alleging situation in Iran 
_ similar to 1941 when USSR occupied northern Iran on asserted basis 

| 1921 Treaty, portend intensification Soviet subversive activities in — 
Tran and possible introduction of Soviet troops; (2) instability of 

| present Govt and continuing doubts concerning Qavam’s? purposes | 
require stabilizing influence of Shah’s presence; (8) it is uncertain a 

_ who would act as regent in Shah’s absence, particularly since Shah | 

, -ANotprinted., Pag . 
| * Ahmad Qavam, former Iranian Prime Minister. aR IT ote
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has not yet been crowned and, therefore, successor has not been — 
named; (4) in any event, visit of Shah to US should be made an 
object in itself and not related to such personal diversion as attending 
sporting event in London. re Be 

While recognizing general desirability of Shah visiting US and 
realizing that Iranian situation will probably never be completely 
stabilized, Dept. tends to agree with Ala in present circumstances, — 

If you concur in this estimate, we suggest that you attempt to 
_ discourage Shah from persisting in his desire to visit US in near _ 

future. As reasons for such suggestion to Shah, you might wish. to 
. point out (1) that exigencies of political campaign during election 

year might make it difficult for President and other high officials 
to devote as. much time as they would like to Shah, (2) other Chiefs 

_ of State have already been invited to visit US this summer and their 
presence would also detract from time which President could devote — 
to Shah, and (3) unpleasantness of Washington summer weather. 

| You should of course reiterate that we are most anxious to have 
His Majesty visit US whenever timeis propitious. = ar 

: oe | . ~ Loverr 

891.00/5-2948: Telegram | Co Oo 
| The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET US URGENT _ _ Teuran, May 29, 1948—11 a. m. 
591. Colonel Sexton informed by Razmara Chief of Staff that Iran- | 

| ian consul Baku reports considerable activity among Iranian ex- 
Democrats there. He confirms audience Mullah Mustafa Barzaniand __ | 
Gholam Yahya as reported Embtel 538, May 18, and states they met _—_ 

| with Padegan, formerly one of Pishevari’s? right-hand men. 
) ‘British Chargé d’Affaires also concerned with free movement Bar- 

zanis and Soviet Kurd political agents from USSR to Iraq through : 
Iranian Kurdistan. He blames inefficiency Iranian Army’s border , 

, patrols. Embassy believes, however, that Army unable to control cross 
—— border movements until government wins confidence Jalali, Shikkak 

and Harki tribes; unfortunately attitude is still one of mutual suspi- 
cion and tribal leaders are disinclined to check these movements. 

| Besides Barzani-Democrat activities mentioned above, other danger 

signals are (a) establishment of large Soviet Consulate in Maku 

+ Not printed ; it advised that Mullah Mustafa had just returned to Iran from 
a ten-day visit to Moscow in company with Gen. Gholam Yahya Daneshyan, 
former leader of the Azerbaijani armed forces (891.00/5-1848). = == 

| * Jafar Pishevari, Prime Minister of the “National Government of Azerbaijan” 
| in 1945 and 1946, ms Oe
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-(Embtel 588, May 29°), (6) consultant of Soviet Consul General _ | 
_ Krasnik of Tabriz in Moscow (Embassy’s A-97, May 20°), and (¢) | 

- Tranian Army reports to Military Attaché of increased Soviet activity — 
in Khorassan and Gurgan. I am concerned with possibility frequently — | 

mentioned here that ostentatious Soviet activity along northwest fron- | 
tier may be diversionary tactic, and that next Soviet move against 

| Iran may come in direction of Khorassan and Gurgan plain. Thebasic =f 
| situation in those regions differs little from that of Azerbaijan, with 

large Turki and Kurdish speaking tribal minorities potential allies _ a 
for any Soviet inspired adventure. Razmaratellsmethatthisappears = = =—s J 

_ tobethe Soviet plan. Dooher’s*informationconfirms. = 2 i 
_ We should in all likelihood be caught completely off guard by any | | 
Soviet-inspired move in Khorassan or Gurgan. This, therefore, sug- | 

- gests advisability prompt establishment American Consulate. in | 
Meshed, and, if Department approves, I shall take necessary prelimi- | ) 

| nary steps pending assignment qualified political officer as consul at | 
Meshed. | ae. : - BE | 

| _ Sexton requests Misbe informed. _ os | 
| ~ Sent Department, repeated London 45. Department pass Moscow 82, | 

| Kabul 200 _ : 

a | ® Not printed. Se - | oe oe ae | a : | 
 *Gerald F. P. Dooher, regularly Assistant Attaché at Tehran; at this time at 

Tabriz. | | | S ee | oe 

761.91/6-248: Telegram _ | Cet | - 

.. Lhe Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | oy TEHRAN, June 2, 1948—9 a. m. 

. 604. There has been new exchange notes between Iran and USSR 
concerning border incident reported Tabriz telegram 23, May 20. _ : 

| . + Repeated to the Department as Tabriz’ No. 10; it reported information that. a 
| “five or six days ago approximately thirty immigrants (probably refugee 
| democrats) tried to cross border from Soviet at point near Seyehr. Iranian 
| _ Army Captain was seriously wounded and one soldier killed and a few others 
| -wounded. An undetermined number of the immigrants were killed and they were | 
| ss: foreed back to the Soviet side. Immigrants were armed with automatic weapons.” ) 
: (761.91/5-2048) | | } 4 
| Tehran, on June 15, reported information from Chief of Staff Razmara that 
: - . on June 11 a “Lightly held Iranian frontier blockhouse near Khordaaferin was 

attacked at about 10 p. m. Immediately thereafter machine gun fire came from 
| , Soviet side of Araxes River. ... after considerable shooting attacking parties  _ 

returned to Soviet side of river.” (telegram 653, 761.91/6-1548) ae 
| A further violation of the Iranian frontier took place on June 20 at Kholan, 

the scene of a previous violation some five weeks before (telegram 694, June 22, 
| noon, from Tehran, 891.00/6—2248) ; and-on June 25, an armed band crossed the © | 
_  Araxes River near the frontier post Baba Yaghoub but were driven off (tele- / 

Pe gram 733, June 28, 3 p. m., from Tehran, 761.91/6-2848). os OL |
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- Tranian Government protested. attempted border crossing at: Quhlan, ; 

Iranian village on Araxes River. ae en - 
Following are pertinent paragraphs of Soviet reply: Oe 

| “Local investigation on the subject shows the following to be the 
truthofmatter: = — a Be 

| On May 7 at midnight shooting started in an Iranian village called 
| Quhlan, opposite the Soviet frontier guards zone of action in 

| Nakhichevan-Maghrin on the Iranian frontier. During the course of 
the shooting, some bullets fell on Soviet territory. The shooting ended 
at 2:15 a. m. after a red projectile was seen over Iranian territory. _ 
The chief Soviet frontier guard. protested against the shooting which 
was directed toward Soviet territory. This protest was lodged with | 
the chief Iranian frontier guard in the Julfa region. Therefore, the 
statements of the Iranian Ministry of Foreign Affairs concerning an | 
armed aggression upon Iranian territory are not based upon correct 

| information. == ———— oe | - re 
The Soviet Embassy in Iran rejects the unfounded protest of the . 

Iranian Minister of Foreign Affairs and insists that the question of 
the shooting in the direction of Soviet territory be investigated and 
the culprits be punished.” _ | | Oo 

| Iranian Government has subsequently countered Soviet reply with 
| another note stating that it has proof that skirmish started from 

| Soviet Union in fact that cartridges of Soviet manufacture were _ 

found on Iranian territory afterwards. | ee 
| Sent Department 604, Department pass Moscow as34. = |. | 

: ee | Wusr 

——— 891.105A/6-1448 so oo, Be Ee, | 

The Ambassador m Lran (Wiley) to the Iranian Foreign Minister. | 

| | —  (Nouri-Esfandiart)* oo ) 

Oo 8 os  . Puxran, June 9, 1948. | 

| Excetitency: I have the honor, with reference to the conversations 
| which we have recently had relative to the United States Military | 

-. Mission with the Imperial Iranian Gendarmerie, to inform Your | 
Excellency that. my Government is transferring the present Chief of | 
Mission, Brigadier General H. Norman Schwarzkopf, to other im-_ 
portant duties. It is anticipated that he will be leaving Iran on or 

about June 20, —_ ae OC 
In view of the stage of organization which the-Imperial Gendar- . 

merie has attained as a result of General Schwarzkopf’s leadership 
of the mission, the Government of the United States proposes that, if . 
agreeable to the Government of Iran, Article 20 of the agreement 

_ covering the assignment of the Gendarmerie Mission be amended upon 

| *Transmitted to the Department by the ‘Ambassador in despatch 168, J une 14. | |
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_ General Schwarzkopf’s departure to provide that the command func- I 

tion now exercised by the Chief of. Mission be deleted. ‘The:mission | 

would. thereby become advisory only... 9° es Foe Se 

| I shall look forward to learning at an early date. the views of the 

Iranian Government with regard to this proposal? 2. 

» Accept [ete] 0 _Joun C. WiEY 

, : ? Ambassador Wiley, on J une. 29, received a note from the Iranian Foreign 
Office which replied to the American notes of February 7 (see’ first- footnote 1; E 

p. 107) and, June 9:.The reply expressed the concurrence of the Iranian Govern- 
| ment with the note of June.9. The Ambassador and Colonel Pierce found the 

Iranian note “entirely acceptable’. Tehran transmitted these views and the text : 

‘of the Iranian note in telegram 740, June 29, 3p. m. (891.105A/6-2948). 5 4, 

The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 

secret, prrorrry «ss. Terran, June 24, 1948—11'a. im. , 
, 108. Prime Minister + requested an appointment. I received him at | 

_ Embassy residence yesterday, morning. He remained one hour and | 
half. (I am still confined -with sandfly fever.) 
. Hajir started off on urgent necessity for raising standard of living 
of masses, reducing cost of living, and expressed deepest interest in 

- pursuing seven year plan most vigorously. He wishes, however, to 

explore possibility of obtaining credits abroad (meaning US) for 

immediate importation of urgently needed foodstutts, chiefly. rice.and 

_ sugar, cheap textiles and other consumer goods. He spoke in terms of 
some 40 millioii dollars. He discussed economic matters at.considerable 

_ length and seemed'to be somewhat “hurt that. International’ Bank’ Is 
inclined to. dole out. any loan.only when bank is convinced that. funds : 
are being well and wiselyexpendedy 9 

He then rather anxiously raised question of Bahrein. He told me of 

| very deep interest felt in-Iran.over.the question. He said naturally it 

was question that involved both Great Britain, which, had jits treaty. 

with, the Sheik and the US which had the petroleum concessions. I 
| added perhaps also Portugal which also had claims. He said “Yes, yes, 

_ they were there:too.” What he specifically wanted. to know trom me 
: was whether there was a favorable opportunity now officially to 

| -_ + Abdul ‘Hussein Hajir succeeded Mr. Hakimi as Tranian Prime Minister on 
| Junie 13, 1948, ee 
. . 2 Ambassador, Wiley had a.two-hour. conversation with the Shah on July 2..He 

t reported that the latter was “very eager that Hajir should accomplish some quick | 
/ economic reforms” in Iran with ‘prompt reduction cost of living for. under- 

privileged. He foresees it will be at least three years before anything results 

. from seven year plan and does not want to wait so:long. He is hopeful that they 
pe can shake down AIOC for future royalties. He seems to have no illusions about 

.. getting any quick credits from US.” (telegram 758, July 2, 3 p. m., from: Tehran, 
891.00/7-248) >. : | 

429-027—75——_11 |
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initiate internatioral negotiations on: the subject. I-replied that we 
were Not: involved in any questions of sovereignty-in Persian Gulf; 
he would have to work this question out with British. I personally did 
not think that: outlook wasvery bright... 2 ee 

Then he said, “Indeed: we. have two. international problems; the 
second problem.is Afghanistan”. Just as he was about. te swan-dive 

into the Helmand River,’ I interrupted. I said “I am afraid, Excel! 
lency, you have, only. one serious international, problem, namely, your 

_ great neighbor to thenorth. You have received’ a series of high:pres- 
sure. notes from Moscow, followed by. a: series of serious frontier in- 
ceidents.t I think I. would -worry chiefly about that: and: would try: to 
keep your nationalistic patriots who want to seize Bahrein and march 
against Afghanistan just as quiet as possible. The moment is most 
inopportune for Iranian jingoism. We are hoping and praying that 
you will be able to preserve your own frontiers intact.\He made no 

reply. ne 
_ As Prime Minister was taking his leave, he asked if I thought it 
would make a bad: impression if Iran entered into trade negotiations 
with Soviet Union. I replied that if it had'to do with normal: com- 
mercial exchanges I could see no objection; indeed, it would seem to - 
me advisable that Iranian Government should leave nothing undone 
in view of tenseness of relations with Soviet Union to normalize if 

_* The. reference. is to; the: dispute: between Iran and Afghanistan: regarding 
distribution of the waters of the Helmand, River.; for information on this subject, | 
see bracketed note, p. 486. © = | - | 
“London, on. June 25; reported information. from Mr. Pyman, citing. an Iranian : 

source, that, Soviet. armor had for the.past week made itself conspicuous east of 
Julfa.- The source indicated’ that this ‘activity: might betoken serious prepara- 
tions or might be part of the war of nerves: while: the. new Iranian. Cabinet: was 

heing formed (telegram 2802, 891.002/6-2548), 

TO1.91/7-448:Telegram 

_ The Ambassador im Iran (Wiley), to. the Seeretary of State | 

SECRET US URGENT = 8 ~ — ‘Penran, July 4, 1948-11 a. m. 
NEACT 

770. Saw Prime Minister for nearly hour last evening. Most. im- | 
portant topic discussed was his interview with Sadtchikov, Soviet Am- 
bassador, which interview took place Friday and: lasted. two: hours. 

Prime Minister stated that.it.was clear Sadichikov talked only on basis _ 
of specific instructions from Moscow. —__ BS 
Prime. Minister, who, I understand, speaks excellent Russian, told : 

sadtehikov of his earnest desire to. improve relations with Soviet’ ,



Union. Ther Prime Minister referred to Iranian Gold held by Russia,- 

to Iranian customs claims'against USSR, and other economic matters : 
at issue. Sadtchikov complainéd over “contingents” of Russian imports. 
into Iran held by Iranian customs: Prime Minister replied that it would. 

be'easy to find prompt formula for release of their “contingents” pro- 
vided that Soviet Union would not insist on selling to Iran at ten: , 
times: pre-war prite level-while at same time refusing to-pay thore 
than twice pre-war price level for Iranian exports to USSR. All USSR. 

- hadtodowastobereasonable.*  - a bir 202 eld 

- Sadtehikov answered that all this was irrelevant. There was not. one’ | 
question, including that: of the gold, between Iran and Soviet Union: | 
which could not: be immediately and satisfactorily settled provided. | 
that: Iran changed its“inadmissable” policy of political and military: | 
“unity” with US. Sadtchikov then sounded off with old theme song,. | 
namely, that US, with Iranian complicity, was constructing subter-. | 
ranean deposits of aviation fuel-and building secret airfields. - . . | 

Prime Minister replied that this was untrue. Where, he answered, 
_ were the secret airfields? There was,:he insisted, no subterranean fwel ” | 

storage... Prime Minister asked..why should Iran or anyone else be: 
interested in such activities. Iran Government would under no con- 
 eeivable cireumstances ever’ dedicate itself to Communist, revolution. : 
Therefore should war break out, Iran would be on side of allies (mean- 
ing of course, US and UK). Abadan, Prime Minister:added, was in) 
British hands. Who needed, therefore, secret subterranean. fuel: : 

deposits? (Pigg Fora 3 
: Sadtchikov continued his charges against US. activities m Iran,’ 
| reminding Prime Minister of Soviet offer to furnish, without charge,. . 

planes, arms, munitions, et cetera,as well as number of Soviet military 
| instructors, likewise on gratis basis. Sadtchikov expressed resentment 
7 that instead of accepting Soviet generosity, Iran should have turned 
| to US. Prime Minister replied that after all Iran was an independent . 
: and sovereign nation, and felt itself free to turn wherever it wished.. 
| Sadtchikov then epmplained against publicity which had been given | 
. . to frontier incidents. Stories about frontier incidents, Sadtchikov de- — 
| clared, were largely invented, publicity given to subject had been un- 
| necessary and hostile to USSR. Prime Minister replied by asking 

whether Soviet incursions and frontier incidents should be considered . 

a normal. and continuing state of affairs between two countries with 
| a common frontier. Sadtchikov, whose instructions perhaps did not 
| cover this query, sidestepped, replying that any publicity which agi- — 

tated Majlis and aroused public opinion should be avoided. He was: 
apparently very firm on this point... 7 hear 

_ _ . Soviet Ambassador—TI think this is rather significant—raised ques- 
: tion of Soviet oil concession in north, which was defeated in Majlis. .
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He gave Prime Minister to understand that rejection of concession by — 
Iran was something that USSR could not stomach, He was not speak-. 

ing, Sadtchikov said, because of material considerations involved. It 
was more serious than that. Soviet prestige throughout entire world — 
had. been seriously: damaged by Iran Government—the situation had 

. Prime Minister concluded our conversation by. asking my.advice, 

He had obviously taken conversation with Sadtchikov very serious[ly] 
indeed. He said that his Government had to choose :between. two. 
courses of action :.(1) That Iranian.policy was fixed, clear and definite 
and would. be: followed. Soviet Union ‘could, for its part, adopt-what-. 

| ever policy it desired, or (2) Iran Government could leave door half. 

open-—I interrupted him to. ask “To permit the Russian foot to. be 
interjected?” Prime :Minister: replied “No”. He said that what. he 
meant by: leaving door-half-open was merely to talk.in order to stall: — 
for time. I:told him that I would like to think it over...) 0 
..My-feeling is:that.I. should tell Prime Minister that conversations 

just to gain time would not deceive Russians for a moment. They” 
| could produce misunderstanding, even confusion. This might facilitate — | 

Russian: designs. ‘Iranians should riot. pursue.such a policy but ought. | 
| to protest: again against the: notes-which Soviet-Union has addressed 

to Iran. Government; utterly false Soviet charges should be ‘with- ) 
drawn; incursions into Iran should be stopped at:once, and “clandes- | 
tine” radio activities likewise should'be discontinued. . ©. 

I would therefore, greatly appreciate Department’s guidance‘before : 7 
- Tuesday, when I shall have my next interview with Prime Minister, 

. I shall also see Shahon Tuesday. 2 | 
British Chargé.called upon me last. evening. Following: my: inter- : | 

view with Prime Minister, Creswell was. received by Hajir-for halt: 
~ hour’s talk: Prime Minister went over pretty much same ground with ° 

Creswell as he did swith me. ‘Creswell, I believe, is sending only a: 
brief telegram to. Foreign Office and regards Sadtchikov’s representa- : 
tions with serene composure. ee 

Sent Department, repeated London 60. Department pass Moscow 38. * 

| | 761.91/7-548: Telegram ee GEE - ee re mE, a, Bie yt 

The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State ~ 

SECRET URGENT = is SS * Tera, July 5,1948—3 p.m. 

772. Personal for Loy Henderson—no distribution in Departmefit. 
ReEmbtels 758, July 2, and 770, July 4. Have thought over: (1). sug-_ 

a Not printed; it conveyed the Shah’s suggestion outlined ‘under (1) in this : 7 
paragraph (891.00/7-—248). }
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grounds UN Charter supersedes; and (2) enquiry of Prime Minister 
_ ,whether-(a) Iran-should respond to Sadchikov’s representations with 

- firmness or (6) by stalling and playing fortime. © 

My feeling is that I ought to inject as much spirit of polite resistance 

gould only hinder: To be specific, I would, like to let. Shah: know, of 
course, quite discreetly, that Sadchikov’s representations furnish not merely pretext but urgent motive for denouncing Articles Vand VI 
‘of Treaty of 1921, and to lead Prime Minister to think that his thought 
of “keeping door half open” with Russians is dangerous in that, his 

alternative idea of complete but reasonable firmness 1s what situation 

~ Tuesday I am lunching with Razmara, am seeing Prime Minister at 

four and Shah at five. Would therefore be grateful for guidance 
soonest. - - a ea 7 aa Be m : : | 7 - : - ie a a 7 a 

re ee ue Fas 0 sale AV naey 

761.91/7-b48: Telegram = - . a eee " can - 7 - | 
_. The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Tran 

SECRET US URGENT WaAsntneron, July 5, 1948—4 p. m. | 

628. Urtels 758, July 231770 July 4; 772 July 5. Following are Dept 
views for your guidance in conversations with Shah, Prime Minister 

| -and Razmara July 6: 0. | a Pos Me 

1. We do not: agree with Shah’s suggestion that Iran should de- 
nounce 1921 treaty, for followingreasons: 7 

(a): Treaty contains certain provisions advantageous to Tran; 
a (6) Article six does not, in our view, permit USSR unilaterally 
~ tointroduce forcesintoIran; = ep 
~ -. (e) ‘Denunciation of treaty at this time might, with some justifi- 
'. cation, beinterpreted by USSRasunfriendlyact; 2 = = 
_..-(d) Public airing Iran-Soviet. differences at this time might, 

in light overall Soviet position, provoke rather than deter further | 

| Sovietinterferencein Tran, 70 
_ For your info only, Ala and Entezam are understood to have revived 

| their proposal of mid-April that Iran communicate to UN, for info 
SC, recent developments bearing upon Iranian case still on SC agenda. 

_ +In proposed communication, ‘Iran. would state that,.in light.of UN | 
charter, any state (USSR) which considers its security endangered by 

| activities of another state (Iran) is obligated to. appeal to UN for 
| - Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 154, oo : a Tees Oo
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resolution of difficulty and,refrain from unilateral action which might 
endanger peace. Ala does not recommend denouncing 1921, treaty. 

_ While we agree that above position isin general correct, any situation > 
involving USSR prestige should preferably not be given publicity in 
immediate future because Berlin crisis:in East-West relations. is: ex- 
pected to reach ‘climax in few days, 

2. We agree with your feeling that keeping door half open with 
Russians is dangerous policy for Iran to follow and that Iran would 
be well-advised to pursue “fixed, clear and definite” policy of standing 
up for its independence and: of carrying on its foreign relations on 
basis of sovereign equality with other states, free: from coercion..Only 
by ‘pursuing such course. can Iran. expect effective support of peace- 
loving members of UN and sympathy of world opinion. That course _ 
Should be taken with firmness and no retreat, but quietly for the time _ 

_ We, of course, share your concern over recent developments in Iran- 
Soviet relations, particularly Soviet notes, border incursions, and 
-menacing representations, We are completing exhaustive study Article 

six 1921 treaty in light of other treaty relations between Iran and — 

- - Soviet Union, including UN charter, and will transmit document soon- 

| est. Iranian situation is under constant scrutiny here and further guid- | 
ance will be accorded in light your recommendations. ......... .. 

| Sent Tehran, repeated London.as 2560, Moscow as 765.. | 
| RE oe MarsHALh 

761.91/7-748: Telegram oe ree | 

“Lhe Ambassador inIran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 

SECREF | |. |  ‘Trnran, July 7, 1948—9 4. m. 
_. 777. Saw. Prime Minister for nearly an hour and Shah for nearly 
two hours yesterday afternoon. Thoroughly covered groufid as out- 

dined in Deptel 628, July 5. Prime Minister, I think is in complete 

~ Shah insisted Ala has repeatedly urged denunciation Article Six 
| “Treaty 1921. Ala had informed: him that Department has frequently 

complained to him of lack of clarity, vacillation and indecision of 

‘Tranian foreign policy. Shah could not understand this since he con- 
Siders Iranian policy has been forthright and courageous. He claimed 
that none of smaller countries of world has stood up more resolutely 

-dicated by Department. If, however, there are more Soviet incursions 
Shah wants to: give publicity in purely factual manner without any- 
‘thing sensational and no propaganda. Publicity already given ‘to pre- 
‘vious incidents has; in opinion both of Shah and Prime Minister, had 

| wholesome effect on Russians. be vy Fodneton® «wa tud fetate tree. :
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» ‘Both Shah and ‘Prime Minister-are most eager. to accomplish some- | 

thing quickly for betterment conditions of under privileged. Objective 
is clearly political. Shah believes'that some money will be forthcom- 

: ing from AIOC but both he and Prime Minister are very eager to get | 
: some credits from US for immediate shipment cotton textiles and 

sugar. Shah claims prompt importation foregoing commodities would 

| have “tremendous effect” on Iran. Shah is also very interested: in im- 

= porting American agri¢ultural machinery. Both Prime Minister and 

- Shah seem very pessimistic about feasibility of using Iranian financial 

_“yésources in spite of what appears to be more than flourishing ‘condi- 

tion of Bank Melli and good condition governmental finances. Shah — 

Gs very anxious to have arms credit agreement signed soonest. 

“ He claims Iran Army need for ammunition, especially 7.9, 1s mest 
urgent. He states that with: present supplies Iran. Army should fight 

. Wenoty7-74sy Tels 

gener tsst—<—s~si‘s;é~;*:”: Da, Tuy 7, 1948-9 a. ma 
_. 178, General Grow tells me that following are highlights, accord- 

(Paragraph 5 mytel 770July4). 

_ conference,’ Soviet Government, made official offer of regiment or 
. more tonks,.and air, unit: and other, items, to be manned by. Russian 

_ and Iranian personnel, but this offer was,rejected:by Iran. 
So 2. At time of Qashqai revolt in 1946, Soviet Embassy offered fur- 

_ nish equipment to put down revolt? and invited Iran Government to 
. draw up list of what was desired: When list was presented Soviet 

Government, latter. replied equipment in question was not available 
but. indicated prices at which certain surplus equipmient, including 

- tanks, would be available. Iranian:Governmént cabled ‘this second list _ 

oy notified Soviet Governihent that offer was refused, and Ahmedi ‘in- 

5 Churchill} and Marshal Stalin'at Tehran it late November and early December 
«1948, see, Foreign, Relations, The Conferences at Cairo and: Tehran, 1943; and 

4, Documentation on these developments is included in the section, on Iran, in 
4 bid. , 1946, volume Vil, espécially telegrams 5142, September 27, to Paris, and 1293, 
September 80; from ‘Tehran, pp: 516 and 518, respectively,
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formed Grow no ‘subsequent Soviet. offer’ has-been made: to ‘his 
knowledge. 0 

_. 8, Ahmedi assures.Grow Iranian Government. would under no cir- . 
cumstances accept Russian equipment or military advisers even as gift. iF 

ey p 

761.91/7-848: Telegram fu ek gy eh ots i 

+. Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran’ 

SECRET Wasson, July 8, 1948-7 p.m. P 
:. 637. In reply. to inquiry from Shah, Ala is sending by airmail fol- _ . 

lowing substance of conclusions drafted by Iranian.Emb attorneys |» 
‘re present Soviet rights.under Article VI of 1921-Treaty:. 

“1, Although Article VI is an integral part of a valid treaty, it > 
must be read subject.to all subsequent treaties and agreementsto. which § 
dJran and Soviet Union are parties including, of course, Charter of | 
United Nations. — oe | | | be 

2. Introduction of Soviet troops onto Iranian soil without present a 
free consent of Iran would constitute threat or use. of force against  — 

| territorial integrity and political independence of Iran and would be = & 
likely to endanger maintenance of international peace and security. | 

3. Soviet. Union and Iran by ratifying Charter of United Nations _ F 
bound themselves: | OE Se 

_. (a) to refrain from threat or use of force against territorial fF 
| _ Integrity or political independence of any state (Article2, par.4); Be 

(6) to settle their disputes by peaceful means (Article 2, par. = ¢ 
__. 8) and if.a dispute.is likely to endanger the maintenance of in- = 
, ternational peace and security, to refer dispute to Security Coun- ss & 
_. ell, other peaceful, means having failed (Articles 33,37); 2 
__(¢) to recognize that. foregoing and other obligations under =f 

-. Charter prevail over all other obligations under any other inter- ES 
national agreement (Article 103). ee 

' 4, If’Soviet Union should contend that facts exist which are en- _ bE 
visaged in Article VI of the 1921 Treaty ‘and that it is entitled not- — Be 
withstanding the Charter to send its troops onto Iranian soil, and if ke 
dranian Govt disputes any of these contentions, Soviet Union would _ i 

- violate the Charter by sending its troops into Iran.. ee 
: _ 5. If Soviet Union believes that facts exist which are envisaged in — r 

Article VI of 1921 Treaty and that-it is entitled to send itstroops onto = *® 
Iranian. soil, appropriate course (in absence of free and present con-— F 
sent of Iran or solution of dispute by pacific procedures under Article =f. 
33 of Charter) is for Soviet Union to refer matter to-‘Security Council _ 3 
as a dispute likely to endanger international peace and to.ask that =F) 
body to recommend or apply remedies in order that international 
peace and security may be maintained. = 

_ 6. If Soviet. Union, without free and present consent of Iran,should =— 
_ attempt to introduce troops onto Iranian soil, Iran would be justified = 7.
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under Article 5t of Charter im resisting: with force this threat or-use 

of force contrary to principles of Charter whether or.not ‘the, condi-- | 

_ tions envisaged,in. Article Wi_ofthe 1921 Treaty in fact existed.” ) 
Ala has requésted that” above: substance. of ‘concltisions, in’ which : 

| Dept concurs fully, be transmitted informally by Emb to Shab‘ | 

Ss ent Téhran637 rpt Moscow RTT RS SBE Chino WE ER | 

| aH fos | os oie Oey LD? SPORIB AS EE See MARSERALE 

| 71619177448 » Peleg ee os and a ts EEL ees LTP aE ex) = eel 

| Lhe Secretary of State.to the Embassy in the United Kingdom ” 

2681. Brit Emb Rep called at Dept July 8 on instruction FonOf to 
diseuss Bevin’s draft’ instructions ‘to Cregwell-in‘ situation poséd ‘by 

| Sadchikov’s recent representations to Hajir. Creswell had reported 

i fully his conversation with Hajir along lines urtel 770, July 4, includ- 

| ing Hajir’s request for advice, and asked FonO ft stitdandé. Bevin * 

| desired that Brit-reply to Iranian Govt béin line-with any suggestions 

i US might maketoTranians. 7 . ae 

i ? Sabstance-Bevin’s draft instructions follow: While he is reluetant 

i to give advice to Iranian Govt, he ‘wishes: to avoid: appearance. of re- 

1 buffing Iranian: PriMin. in present cireumstances. He ‘would cadvise | 

i PriMin that (4) Iran Govt. be “extremely cautious” in considering : 

further-conversations: with Soviet, Amb.concerning oil. concession: and 

4 ask “what specifically Soviet»Govt proposes” as’ remedy. for alleged 

Iranian damage to:Soviet prestige; and.(2) Iranian Govt might prop- 
i erly continue trade discussions with Soviet Amb, insisting of course 
| upon Soviet Govt meeting its.outstanding obligations to Tran... 
|. Dept. conveyed substance part 2 Deptel.628, July 5, explaining that — 
| prior. discussion: with Brit was impracticable in view of desirability 
| giving Emb. Tehran guidance before interviews scheduled July 6. Ob; 

appear to be difference of opinion concerning choice of alternative 

| standing Iranian oil policy had been made clear in Majlis Law of Oct. 
| __ 1947 and its belief that no useful purpose would be served by Iranians 

pursuing that subject in further conversations with Soviet Amb. In | 
view of recent disturbing developments in Iran-Soviet relations, Dept 

| believed it highly important Iranian Govt continue maintain “fixed, 

i Ernest Bevin, British Secretary éfState for Foreign Affairs. ~~) -- *
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| clear, and. definite”: policy: of standing up for its independence by. _ 

In this connection, Dept expressed‘ informally its concern over re- | 
ported Brit FonOff belief that Soviet.Govt did nat appear to be:very : 
interested in Iran at present moment. Dept believed,on contrary, that —| 
situation deserved constant scrutiny of western-powers interested in 
security of Iran. In premises, therefore, Iran would be ill-advised to 
permit.even appearance of willingnessto compromise itsindependence __ 
by discussing with Soviet Amb at this time USSR desire for ail con; 

| In course of above conversation, Dept referred to Shah’s suggestion __ 
that Iran denounce 1921 Treaty and cited reasons listed in Deptel 628, 
July 5, for Dept’s disagreement with thatsuggestion. © = 

_ Phe Consul General at Istanbul. (Macy) to the Secretary of State. 

Serer Tgranpun, July 15,1948—6 p.m. 

fruitless endeavor American efforts were devoted to gaining the con> 
fidence of the Soviet Union. Certainly we are now at long last relieved _ 
from the necessity of making: any sacrifice or‘ effort in’ order to pre- 
serve a confidence that was never forthcoming. oe 

' I-refer now to the official charges brought by the Soviet Govern- 
ment against the activities of our military missions in Ivan and to 
Soviet references to Soviet Iranian treaty of 1921. These‘charges are 
false, malicious and dangerous. They have been ‘given widest’publicity 
and contribute to uncertainty of world opinion. To bring up in connec- 
tion with American activities in Iran the possibility of the Sovies > 

Union’s invoking treaty of 1921 is ominous blackmail. = 

by Iranian Government but all recall the Soviet allegations and none 
remember the Iranian refutations. Why? Because we haye remained 
silent. Yet we are party of first part in all of this. Iran is merely the 

a place, darmes for aggressive attack against. USSR. Therefore, I | 
| feel that for us to continue to maintain silence is innocently to.collab- =” 

2 Ambassador Wiley left Tehrin on July 7 for convaleseence on a Turkish 4 
island in the Sea of Marmora (telegram 781, July 7, 10 a. m., from fehran;t23 — 4 
Wiley, John ©). He.resumed charge of the Wmbassy on Fuly.2@. poe 4



grate with. Soviet propaganda and. imprudently to further Soviet | 
designs es ahs ae ast | 
My instructions from Department then boiled down have been in | 

- gubgtance that Iran. Government. should maintain a firm attitude : 
towards Soviet Union, should do nothing to wound Soviet suscepti: | 

bilities, should refrain from raising question of 1921 treaty: In.my | 

approaches. ‘to Iranian Government I have followed. Department's 

. But.why must we remain silent. when false witness is borne against | 
us? Soviet intentions are clearly only to build up a fictitious juridical 

case for marching into Iran if and when circumstances permit. The 

- USSR I fear is not thinking in terms of Azerbaijan alone. Soviet 

sights are raised to. Abadan? and Persian Gulf. Are-we not running 
‘9. grave tisk that our silence may be dangerously misinterpreted? May - 

we not be encouraging the prevalent legend that Iran lies within - 

[without?] area of our strategic concern? 
I venture to suggest that for our policy to be truly prudent it should 

not be timid. Crisis in Berlin, turmoil in Palestine and confusion in — 

 Jtaly merely add to need of vigilance and a positive policy every- 

where, Iran included, We should avoid the vulnerability of cautious 

| -. Tam not pleading for provocative action nor for wounding Soviet: 

prestige in order to gain an imaginary point in some senseless game 

but we can not afford to permit grave and baseless charges against us: 

to pass unchallenged. And why should we? Further we should not: 

discourage the Iranian Government from seeking in. a dignified man- 
ner a juridical interpretation of the 1921 treaty which: the Soviet 

Union is now hanging over the Iranian head like the sword of 

Sent Department 206, repeated Tehran, 2 sarc rt ee te 

Department pass to Moscow. [Wiley.}. = 9. 7 
as rs aa - Macy 

Site of the refinery of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, 

761.91/7-1548 : Telegram: Te Ee) ea be Smee ye ob pores | 

"The Secre tary of State to the Embassy in Iran 

BecRET (00 06 08) oer) oe Wasniweren, July 15;:1948-—T p.m. 

- 678, As indiéated in Deptel 628Jiily’ 5, we'are in genéral'agreeinent 
with Ala-Entezam proposal that recent developments bearing upon 

| Iranian case should be communicated to UN for info SC, though not 
at present moment. Keeping SC abreast of pertinent developments
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_ éonfornis* with’ Tran’s obligations as:party to case on SC: agenda:and 
failure to do so might be prejudicial to subsequent consideration of | 

__ Trariian ease. Info’ which Irani might transmit would, ‘in: our view, 
_eonfirm cotrectness of US position ‘in having supported: retention of 
Tranian ease on SC agenda.) 5 ee eee 

~ While Ala-and Iran Emb attorney agree with Dept that time:isnot. 
how propitious to:communicate-with SC,Ala is recommending to Shah 
that decision be taken and preparations made “which' would permit 
immediate despatch of Iranian -communication.to:UN ab first oppor- 
tuhe-moment:He feels that:such communication should refer to recent 

representations of Soviet? Amb: andsincreasing. incursions of Soviet 
armed. bands; and would. transmit translations of notes recently ex- 
changed between Iran. and Soviet’ Union. He proposes, :further, that 

Iran Govt should:take such occasion to refute by implication Soviet 
Govt’s alleged right, so far not clearly. refuted, unilaterally. to-intro- 
duce troops into Iran under 1921 Treaty (Deptel 637, J uly 8). 
' As means to'above end, Ala is recommending to Shah that he and 

_ Entezam: be furnished with data on recent Soviet representations and 
border violations, together with texts of all pertinent notes exchanged 

| 7 between ‘Tran: and Soviet; Union. He is proposing, further, that he and 

Entezam be instructed by Iran Govt very confidentially to prepare 
exact wording of appropriate..communication for info SC and ‘to 
consult with Dept .as to most propitious :moment for. despatching 
it to. UN: 8 ee 

.. Dept concurs with above. proposals. In conversations with Shah. and’ 
PriMin, Emb might take-occasion to indicate its approval. = 
- Sent Tehran 678 rpt London 2756 Moscow 809... , 

891.011/7-1548 : Telegram | Ea Peepetne: Sees E 

“- The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom: 

| SECRET — —  Wasuineton, July 15,1948—T-p-m 
2750. Dept has been approached by Brit Emb for exchange of views _ 

in anticipation of question of constitutional reforms being raised by , 
Shah in forthcoming visit to London (para 4, urtel 3103, July-10+).. | 
Brit. Emb Rep exhibited FonOff cable indicating Brit-would take posi- — 

tion “time is not yet ripe for changes in constitution”, seven-year plan 
is-overriding internal concern:of:Iran at present time, and new Govt’s: 

progress should. be evaluated before initiating constitutional change. 

“4 Not printed.’ om - as S ee . ne _ os :
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Wishing neither encourage nor rebuff Shah in his: desiré’ for con: | 

stitutional reform,’ Brit: are-prepated to discuss. with Shah in.some 
detail proposed changes which to them appear to bear most directly | 
on the Shah’s repeated desire for economic development: =.» © | 

~ 1. To’ amend quorum rules in Majlis, which Brit think to be 
generally desirable as means to facilitate legislation; and, © =. 
~ 2. Granting’ Shah. right. to dissolve Majlis, on which: Brit. would 

raise two questions——(¢) Would this constitutional change increase _ 
prospects of economic development and social reform, which question 
Brit would answer by suggesting that new Majlis would probably be 
little if any better than old; and (6) Would benefits of proposed change 
outweigh short-term disadvantages of. its introduction, to which Brit — 
would reply that differences of opinion-in ‘Majlis and. press ‘would 

_ probably accentuate disunity.at. time when national accord: is. most a 
desired, In short, FonOff feels constitutional. reform in Iran. is pre- 
mature until progress in seven-year plan and other progressive meas- 

. Dept Rep stated that US views had: not changed since they, were 
conveyed to Brit Emb in early Jan. (Deptel. 15, Jan, 8) and late April 

 (Deptel 399, May 5*). Dept Rep agreed that principal internal Iranian 
objective at this time appears to be economic and social:improvement | 
and that other schemes shouldbe evaluated in terms of their. con- 
tribution to that objective, Proposal of constitutional change continues 
to appear unnecessary to effectuation development program: and un- 

| desirable because.it would probably accentuate internal discord. Dept | 

Rep added that persistent, Soviet threat was principal external Iranian 
problem at present time, particularly in view world situation and 
sequence of recent developments in Soviet-Iranian relations, In _ 
premises, Dept Rep suggested Shah would be well-advised to proceed 
slowly, if at all, in his desire for.constitutional reform. 

It was suggested to Brit Emb Rep that Shah’s conversations in | 

London might provide, exceptional opportunity for UK. officials to 
explain successful though restrained role of monarch in Brit. con-. | 
stitutional system. In order that Shah might not feel rebuffed, Brit 
might wish to’make certain substitute suggestions of positive action a 

which would give vent to Shah’s energetic desire for national advance- 
ment and, at same time, tend to unite divers elements Iranian popula- ° 
tion, focus their attention upon most important issues, and increase — 
popular affection for King. | Be Eg ee We ae | 

- Sent London 2750 rpt Tehran 675;- °° 

2 Not printed. SU LOS eR SS Be peg - |
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a 11.61/ 72048: Telegram» 2 voile, Teeales vag ope ofthe ob AP 

The Ambassador in the Soviet Union (Smith) tothe Secretary of State 

SECRET tees slun . .. 4: Moscow, duly 20,1948—noon. — 

7 _ 1866. I-have just read Wiley’s telegram to. Loy Henderson. (Istan- 
bul’s 206, July 16.[75]) and cannot refrain from saying a. word in sup- 
port-of points Wiley makes. Realize’ we are‘likely to be criticized by 
certain sections of Américan press if we indulge in contest of polemics. 

pletely. false and malicious charges which are.so frequently typical of 
Soviet tactics. While in most: eases'our comparative reticence: gets sup- 
port at home it is not understood in large sections of Europe where the 
charges are heard but the facts are unknown and even at. home press 
‘which applauds our dignified position one day is first to lacerate us for 
failing to defend ourselves if reports from Europe make it appear 
Soviets scored a point in cold war. Thé example Tehran brings up is 

| particularly flagrant because we are 6fficially coupled with the Iranian 
‘Government in a Soviet allegation which id completely false. My: own 
feeling is'that-we should go a good deal further than we have in paat‘in 
 -yebuttizig' constantly and vigorously false and vitipérative allegations 

_. by the Soviet Union and that we should never under any circumstances 
refrain from immediate official rebuttal when as in’ the present case'thé | 
allegation is niade officially. Many thnes in conversation with Vyshin: 
ski and others, I have had the‘commient made to me, “You did not'deny 
our statement so obviously it mustbe correct.” = 

* Sent Department 1366, repeated Tehran 19: Department pass Tehran. 

841.2301/7-2748: Telegram BE 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the 

— Seonetary of State 
mor SECREF 9 2  Bottpony July 27, 1948—7 p.m. | 

“3410. Pyman July 26 refertéd té his éarlier’ reference to’ Shah’s 
desire for: fighter defense’ systém (paragraph 4, Embassy’s 3103, 
July 10+) ahd on own initiative conveyed following to Embassy. (See 
Tehran’s 864 and 869, July 23 to Department.)? 

1. About two months ago Shah raised: with British Embassy: his 
desire to get air defense system established in Iran. Shah believes 
‘Soviet attack will be first against Persian Gulf and then against 
Mediterranean and that any delay forced by Iran would be valuable 

- INot- printed. | - a eS a 
, * Neither printed. | |
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to US and UK: Consequently Shali:wished to establish in:south-west: | 
-Franian: air defense system including. early warning radar, grdund | 

| control and fighters including jets. He said that:to operate. this: base 
he would like RAF: to traiw 200 Iranians. Shah also wanted: arniored | 
force equipped with tanks-to'bé stationed at Hamadan to attack flank | 

Soviet: advance. Shah suggested British reconnaissance party should. , 
~~ -be sent. secretly to investigate possibilities fighter defense system: In | 
south-west Frans 0 8 08 peg wp ee 

_ [Here follow paragraphs numbered two arid three describing a com- 
munication from the British Ministry of Defence to the British Mis- 
sion at Washington.J| — - | | 

_4, British Military Mission was instructed to work out joint policy 
with US Chiefs of Staff. US-UK consultation having taken place 
Washington, British Military. Mission reported haying put forward following ideas and having secured US reactions asnoted: 

ji (a) Provision-modern equipment to Iran should-not beim ad- 

> ‘tany aigtes, pointing out that imder $10,000,000 credit they had 
. . already earmarked 160 tanks and some 183 aircraft of various 

types. seams seem, eee aeeven cei | | a 

| b) UK to send one or two officers to Iran to study geographic 
“. possibilities div défense, To this US Military:made no objection: 
_ -but suggested reconnaissance should: be spread over long period 
~.gince US and UK might be embarrassed if party turned in favor- 

<:.,.able recommendation and neither US or UK were able to supply 
_ , modern, equipment, US. suggested that.defense, Bahrein might, be. 
used as.cover-for this operation but in light Iranian claims Bah- 
“rein, Pyman doubted that this was goodideas 

°° -(¢) US and UK should share'training pilots. To'this US Mili- 

-. tary agreed generally and: pointed out that:it would: be unwise to: 

_ mix British and, US -aireraft in Iran. US suggested later: talks 

___(d), US to undertake training for armored force, To this US 
' Military agreed and said that US Mission Iran could be expanded 

5. In light. foregoing Shah will.be told informally this week an 
amalgam of US and UK views as expressed above. It will be pointed | 

~ out to him that neither US nor UK know how their future jet fighter 
production programs will develop and that source of aircraft should 
in any ease be source of training, British will suggest that Iran had 
better plan for present to make out with US aircraft (Paragraph 

_ 4(a) above) for which US may be able to train. British will probably 
undertake to look into the possibility of the eventual supply British 
jet aircraft (see Paragraph 4 (c) above). ee 

6. Embassy officer in order to be quite clear re British attitude, asked 
Pyman whether His Majesty’s Government entertains idea of establish- 
ing British air mission [ran, Pyman replied that British Government 
has no idea of establishing either an air or other military mission in 

_ Tran. He said that even if this idea were contemplated, the difficulties
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which. US. mission ‘has-eneduntered‘ would be:a deterrent. Pyman said: 
that UK wished for fullest cooperation with US onall military matters 
(including:air) in ran, When rivalry within Iranian air force between. 
pro-American and pro-British: factions: was. mentioned, Pyman de- 
plored this possibility and hoped. that Shah would return from London 
with .sounder ideas (Paragraph 5 above) which might: help reduce = 
such feelingsz:: 32 ves 05 a Dee 

| 7. Pyman asked foregoing should be treated Top. Secret because: _ 
there has not been an opportunity to brief Creswell as above. This will 
be done but he would prefer American Embassy Tehran not to mention 
question to Creswéll until latter has more information? = = 

Sent Department. 8410, repeated Tehran 64, Moscow by pouch, — 

ot Douanas 
* Representatives of the United States and British Chiefg of Staff held a imeet- 

ing on July 19 to-discuss the question of supplying arms to-Iran and. of-training — 
Iranian pilots. The Department informed Tehran, on August 3, that the “Essence 

_ of American position’ at:meeting was that surplus arms pregram will provide | 
_ all equipment Iranians can absorb at:present and US is prepared. through. Mis- 

sions in Iran to carry out necessary, training for use of that. equipment,” (tele- 
gram 732 to Tehran, repeated to London, 841:2391/7-2748)" 

Statement Released: to the Press by the Department of State on 
a a Fuby BG, 1B 

An agreement under which the United: States extended a credit — 
to the Iranian Government for the purchase of 10,000,000 - dollars’ 
worth of surplus military equipment and a credit not to exceed _ 
16,000,000. dollars to.cover the cost of repairing, packing, and shipping 
this equipment to Iran was signed on July 29 by Fred W. Ramsey, 
Foreign Liquidation Commissioner, for the United :States, and by 
Mr. Noury-Esfandiary, Minister and Chargé d’Affaires of Iran. The 
agreement replaces a previous agreeement dated June 20, 1947, which 

_ offered the Government of Iran a 25,000,000 dollar surplus-property 
credit. ee Bo 

' The agreement provides that the American Government will be 
| repaid according to customary FLC credit terms at an interest rate | 

of 25g percent perannum,extendingover12years.. | 

| 1 Reprinted from Department of State Bulletin, August 15, 1948, p. 211. - | ao : / | 

891.51/7-2948: Telegram __ a ce : ae Be a 

| The Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State —— | 

CONFIDENTIAL =” : , - ee Tenran, July 29, 1948—5 pein 

_ 899. Minister Agriculture Busheri has approached Embassy .in- | 
formally requesting that we seek Department and Export-Import
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Bank: preliminary..views re possibility ‘Iran Government. borrowing : 

$10,000,000 for purchase agricultural implements and plants to manu- | 

facture synthetic ammonia and insecticides. If. reaction: favorable | 

Minister contemplates negotiation with: two or three agricultural 1m- } 

plement manufacturers for up to 1,000 tractors for 1948 and undeter- | 

- mined amounts of other-implements-which would be purchased and 

distributed by government. Agreement would be made. with manufac: | 

turers for establishing servicing centers. Plans for synthetic ammonia 
and insecticide plants are rather vague and in discussing plans Minis- 

ter had to send out for‘an assistant to recall name “synthetic ammonia” 

although he did observe that, such. plants are the “very latest thing.” 
"Questioned as to where this program fitted in with seven-year plan 

_ which Embassy understood was to be self-financed at least first year, 

Minister observed this prograim’ was for immediate action and any way 

_ In later discussion of foregoing with Ebtehaj Governor Bank Melli 
he complained that he could not. understand confused policy of present 
government regarding foreign borrowing. He continues to oppose — 

piecemeal approach to development. program and commented that if 

Minister Agriculture obtained this loan every other Ministry would 

have an “urgent” program. He questions intrinsic desirability of ‘pro- 

gram and feels it should be passed on by board of competent experts. 

~ “Ags noted-in joint American and British Embassy report ( Embassy 

dispatch 159, June 23 1) Embassy does not consider that large-scale im- | 

portation of agricultural machinery would be desirable. In 1948 

dealers are expecting to bring in up to 600 tractors which should be 

enough: considering there are probably not more than 200 in country 

now. Ministers plan to. concentrate on limited number makes and ty pes 

has merit from servicing standpoint but this could perhaps be — 
achieved without governmental entry into féld-on large ceale, With = 

_ respect to proposed factories, Ministry’s nebulous plans should receive | 

study competent experts. Although they might be desirable they could 

oe hardly be classed as high priority projects. = eee 

_ Embassy suggests reply along following lines: We are reluctant to 

give serious consideration to present inquiry since we understand 
legislation will soon be passed setting up planning board and authoriz- | | 

ing broad economic development program. Applications for credit 
under this plan should more properly be directed to International _ 

Bank. However, if Iran Government prefers to separate present pro- 
gram from general program and submit to Export. Import Bank de- 

| a Not printed. PR a Be re - oe as 

—  429-027—T5——-12 Se : — an CO
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tailed plans: worked out: with American suppliers, Iran Governinent 
is assured that credit request: based on sound plan would receive care: 
ful:consideration of bank. a gp Bese ae ce 8 eo EG OB opie 

~ Sent: Department: 899, repeated Loondon-73. «0 °...s0 0 

761.91/8-348: Telegrams ee S 

The Ambassador in France (Cafferyy to the: Secretary of State 

spony’ Parts, August 3, 1948-7 p, mi 

| erhment has made a triple protest to Tehran: 
| «dy Against the arrival of American materiel in Fran; 2.6. 

_ 2. Against the arrest. of Soviet nationals by the Hajir Government; 3. Against the decision taken by thé Iranian Government to change 
governors, in the provinces. of Azerbaijan and Khorrasan. (Thesé 

| governors, says the Shah, were sympathetic tothe Soviets:); 

. Soviet Government has ordered all Soviet citizens and their families 
to leave Iran. The latter are at present embarking on a ship in the 
Caspian. Sea. Roby race tS CE stage eM Sw 
. Shots have. been exchanged between frontier posts,and there have 

| been some victims. 5 es 
. The Tehran Government expects the early departure of the Soviet 
Ambassador ts 8 aehyom oh og el et ties 

" 4Not printed; it advised of information from thie French Foreign Office that 
the Shah had received very disquieting news from Tehran concerning Soviet : 
activities during the last few days (761.91/8-348). 
“Tehran had advised, on July 31, that “Recent exodus: Soviet dependents from 
fran, while at first. glance alarming,. is probably. result of closing Soviet ele; 

_ mentary and secondary schools in Tehran and Tabriz. Local communist, whose 
children were registered: in Soviet school, states closing was necessary due to 
‘decision Soviet Government not to.allow children Soviet nationals to. be-educated 

| abroad because of possibility capitalistic contamination’.” (telegram _ 908, | 
70L-6191/7-3148). On August 4 Tehran transmitted thé view of an Iranian “high | 
staff officer” that the imminent departures of the Soviet Ambassador and Soviet 
Military Attaché Razin for the Soviet Union portended “a diminution of diplo- 
matic relations of significant nature.” (telegram 917, 891:20 Mission/8-448). 

761.91 /8-548 : Telegram oe - - | oe = : . - a — 

Lhe Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State. 7 

SECRET | - a one TEHRAN, August 5, 1948—1 p: m. 

924, Had long interview with Prime Minister. He told me that day 
before yesterday Sadchikov, the Soviet Ambassador, saw him for three | 

| hours and half. | a |
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», Sadehikov reviewed Soviet Persiaw relations since 1921, emphasized ) 
extreme. generosity. of Soviet policy toward Tran,.enumerated. conces- _ : 

sions. which Soviet. Union-had. made, declared that Soviet Union had ) 
made Iran the niaster of its own house. Sadchikov deplored the present ; 
hostility of-Iran towards the Soviet Union. Hostile installations were , 

being prepared along the frontier; and Iran had fallen into, the:camp ; 

of the eriemies of the Soviet Union: He spoke specifically of the. US. | 

Between the Soviet Union and the US relations were bad.There was 

possibility. of war. Yet. Iran, the neighbor-of the Soviet. Union, was 

permitting tlie army and. gendarmeri¢-tobe taken over. by the American | 

Army. And-through eredits and otherwise: Iran ‘had. fallen under the 

economic:sway.of the US (mytels 483: April 24, 770. Suly..4, 884 

July 27,2 917 August 4*)..Prime. Minister apparently made. calm. but 

-—__-vigorous dential of all of Sadchiltov’s charges, at the:same time review- 

“ing long list of Iranian complaints against Soviet: Union, particularly 

those hating to do-with Azerbaijan, Pishevart, ete. Sadchikov: con- 

| tinued that “insult”: of: the question: of oil-in the no#th had:to. be 

“effaced.” He wenton to say that for-Iran-to:be independent and = 

master of its own house, Ivan must get rid of hostile foreign influences, | 

He referred: agai to the American military: misstons: and the arms 

credit program. Then Sadchikov produced. glittering gem: not merely 

“was the position.of the.Soviet’ Union in-Iran impossible but:the situa- 

tion of Soviet nationals in Iran had become intolerable. Soviet citizens 

were not even permitted te-study-Persian. Indeed Soviet citizens were | 

the victims of “terrorism.” Moreover, any Persian official, who deigned 

to show an attitude of friendly collaboration towards the Soviet Union 

- Prime Minister told Sadchikov that if he had any demands to make, 

would: he: kindly, formulate them in precise manner. Sadchikoy_ re- 

plied that he could not do this since the Soviet Union, by making its 

desires precise, would be interfering in domestic affairs of Iran. Prime 
"Minister replied that the attitude of the Soviet Union towards Iran, 

whether precise or not, ended up invariably in intervention in internal 
affairs, Prime Minister emphasized desire of Iran to: live at peace 

with everyone. He vigorously denied Sadchikov’s assertion that “cer- 

tain foreign powers” had made‘ promises to Iran with regard to com- 

pensation from the “next war in which these foreign powers would | 

| be thé victors.” Prime Ministér insisted that Iran had no secret com- 

mitment’ with anyone. Sadchikev then suddenly turned to question 
of airport at Tabriz which the Americans were building for attack 
against. Russia. ‘Prime Minister replied that there was only primitive 

‘N ot printed, but see footnote 2, p.142. - | Tee RE 

2Tatter not printed. > : a : : | 

® Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 168. -
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_ good weather landing field at: Tabriz. Sadchikov' kept insisting on 
American use of Iran as place d’armes for attacking his country, © > 

_ Prime Minister reproached Sadchikov for not maintaining contact 
with Iranians. The Soviet’ Ambassador and his staff live “locked up” - 
in their Embassy. Prime Minister then appealed to Sadchikov fully 
to inform his government of everything that‘he had told him during | | 
their conversation. Sadchikov assured Prime: Minister that he would 
do so, adding that he intended on his arrival in the Soviet. Union to 
proceed to sanitarium for one month for treatment, He would then 
discuss with his government ‘situation as” developed in their con- 
versation. He added that it was essential that Iran make some definite _ 
gesture to indicate its removal from the Anglo-American. camp: into 
position of true friendlinesstothe Soviet Union. 
~ The conversation between. the Prime Minister and-Sadchikov 
terminated in economic trivia. —.. cE ee eg mem ae 
~“That Sadchikov should make. allegations re nonexistent American 
activities at: Tabriz ‘airport is ‘height of insincerity since Soviets'are 

: officially very. well: represented at Tabriz .and know everything that is | | 

| . Prime Minister ‘seemed relieved that Sadchikov: did: not confront 
him with something in the natureofanultimatume. = ss 

_ Sent Department. Department pass Moscow-as 59.00 

891.00/8-548: Telegram ee ee 
The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to-the Secretary 

TOP SECRET “  -Lonpon, August 5, 1948—8 p. m. 
; 3549. Embassy’s 3548, August 5,1 Pyman advised Embassy Au- | 
gust 4 that while Shah was staying at Buckingham Palace he remarked 
to King that he would like to have an Anglo-Iranian alliance. King 
was. extremely noncommittal and in all future. conversations with 
Shah British officials were careful not to raise subject again and were 

_ thankful when Shah neglected to do so. | oo. a . Co 
| 2. Pyman said His Majesty’s Government attitude is that. it would 

be extremely undesirable for Iran to.conclude such an alliance with — 
UK because of trouble it would cause with USSR and because it is 
difficult to see what‘advantage it would be to either Tran or UK..Pyman 

| said it. is conceivable that by “alliance” Shah. may have had in mind © 

1 Not printed. 7 ee |
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granting strategic facilities to UK, but-this, too, would affect Iranian; | 
Soviet relations adversely and: would be likely.to produce unnecessary; | 

3. Had Shah raised question His Majesty’s Government would have | 

replied that an alliance would be difficult’and complicated matter re- 

Enibassy. Washington for'discussion with Department. He is’ particu- 
larly anxious that classification should be respected. © oS 

| Sent Department 3549, repeated Fehran-7 4. . Oo an 

| | oe poaquter 12 DOUGLAS 

801.51/7-2948: Telegram i ttsts—S oe | / , 

oe The Secretary of State to the E'mbassy im Iran Bera 

CONFIDENTIAL #0 _. (Wasutneron, August’6, 1948—7 p,m: 

\ 153.5 Reurtel 899: July 29. Approve: your suggested. reply: Minister 

of Agriculture informal loan request. Agree your: general’ position 

‘individual requests for assistaiice' not coordinated: with development 

program should be discouraged. OS tof Oatepeasp fag liva. ep Tiel be 

. Concur with your-observations on impraeticality of Prime Minister’s 

plan for importing goods as method of redueing living costs°(urtel 722 | 

June 24 [25] *). Actions suggested ‘your-paragraph one? would prob= 

ably be effective in reducing living costs. Urtels 703, 722, 777, 842, 848; | 

: 844; 887, 889,2 alsonoted.'2 8 2 FS oe be, php. Ta LOGUE CHT 

_. Further, Export-Import Bank is only US*agency with loan’ funds 
available for such program. Bank policy is not to grant Joans'for:con= 

sumer goods except ‘untsual cireumstanées: Chances of granting this 
non-self-liquidating type loan considered especially poor. Iran-may 

apply but suggest you disvourage. © 0 8 
This read by Somervillé who, during past week, has "had “conversa- 

tions on subject 7 yr plan with Morrison-Knudson, and World Bank 

2? The first paragraph of. telegram 722 read in part as follows :. “Supply. of: grain,’ 

principal living cost component, is adequate and local prices-are reasonably: well’ 

in line: with world prices. Such. prices could be brought’down : without: loan if: 

government were prepared to take lower. profit on imported supplies; and: .sub- 

sidize high cost domestic beet production. Tea prices wotld:-decline-if govern-. 

ment abandoned its artificial support. program. : Piece. goods. are: high largely. — 

because of high duties and monopoly taxes which provide protection for: local 

high cost industry. Rice prices would: decline if.less.were exported: to Soviet 

- Union.” (891.6363 ATOC/6—2548 ) es ga at Ufa 7 

ccintea: 703. and. 777. are printed:.on.pp.. 151,156 ; the remaining telegrams are ‘not |
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_ officials. He will also participate in discussions which Thoriburg * will | 
shortly have with US Goyt.and World Bank® 0) 

— “MarsHars 

‘Presumably Max W. Thornburg, industrial consultant, 
*The Irdnian Prime Minister raised the question of foreign credits with *Am- 

| bassador Wiley on August 11. The Ambassador “was careful not to. discourage 
him and as suggested in Deptel 753 I gave him warm assurance of our.moral 
support in a way that could aid social and economic reforms in Iran: ¥ also told | 
him that. he could count on us for technical assistance.” (telegram 945, August 12, 3p. m., from Tehran, 891.00/8-1248) = rs 

| %61.91/8-1248 : Telegram | 

Lhe Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 

secREr tt tt—‘“‘i‘sés*‘ST RAN, August: 12, 1948—83 pp. mn. 
946. Soviet activities Iran have been reported Embtels 874, July 25; 

924, August 5; 986 August 10;7 908 July 31;? Embassy airgrams 179, 
July 29 and 184 August 9.* There has definitely been no-indication of 
detente. Over recent months Soviets have done everything possible. 
‘to build up fictitious juridical basis for possible invoking of treaty 
of 1921. Cessation normal commercial relations exerts heavy economic 
pressure on Ivan. Departure of both Soviet, Ambassador and. Military 
Attaché for Russia on “vacation” coincided with presentation twelve- 

_ pomt demands by Soviet-dominated Tudeh party on government, 
: (Embtel 936, August 10)..Though withdrawal Soviet schoolteachers, 

other personnel, children and other dependentgs.in considerable num- 
berg fits in pattern elsewhere; public opinion Iran somewhat. affected 

_ Bread riots in several provincial. cities Iran (Embassy’s airgram 
192, August 12 .[10]*). attributed subversive Tudeh activities not to 
shortage of grain. There has however been cessation. provocative fron- 
tier incidents on.part Soviets though there is unconfirmed report recent. 

"1 Telegram.986 not printed ; it reported indications that the Tudeh had shifted 
from a passive role to the offensive and listed twelve demands made ‘by two 
Tudeh leaders in an interview with Prime Minister Hajir. The demands included | 
termination: ofthe services of: American military advisers, nonpartieipation in 
“Gmperialistic and :warmongering blocs” and prohibition of foreign borrowing 
by the Government: (891.00/8—1048).. ‘Tehran, on August -22,: advised that the 
Prime: Minister:-was. “convinced twelve demands did not result from party. déci- 7 
sion but were dietated.by Soviets for the purpose of summarizing and crystalliz-: 
ing various” demands: made’ in “past: several’. months: by: Soviet ‘Ambassador’: 
(telegram :977,; 891.00/8-2248)i3). -: mee Five Bagh airy Dantas mH Sues be Sey 
/ A Not printed, but see footnote.2, p:168. ns CHO CUriep el foe 

* Neither printed. | PARES St los tbe pas 
» *Not. printed ; it. stated that ‘the riots had taken: place at: Qazvin:and Ardebil (891.9111 RR/8-1048). - ; | o co
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_ é€xchange rifle fire. Unconfirmed information from good: sources allege 

Soviets have just given:substantial financial support Tudeh. Iranatti- | 

.. Sent Dept 946, repeated Baghdad 112, Jidda 74 : 
Dept repeat Moscow as 63.0.0. | ee ee | | 

| Senate ae Winey | 

«The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran 

TOP SECRET -- Wasuineron, August 20, 1948—8 p. m. 

801. Deptel 678, July 15. Iran Emb attorney has informed Dept _ 

that Amb Ala is disappointed over failure of his Govt so far to reply 
to Ala“ Entezam proposal that preparations be made now for commu- 

nicating to UN Security Council at appropriate moment recent info 

_ bearing upon Tranian case still on SC agenda. Dept shares that dis- 

appointment, particularly in view of PriMin’s expression of personal 
agreement and his ‘expectation ‘of Shah’s’ approval (urtel 881, = 

Aug. 3) certainly indicates his awareness of latest manifestations 

Soviet ‘attitude toward Tran, 
“While we continue to feel that Berlin crisis makes public airing 

of Iran-Soviet differences undesirable at this moment (Deptel 628, 

July 5) , we are apprehensive lest current Moscow conversations, what- 

ever their outcome, might be followed by immediate focus of Soviet: 

attention upon Iran, Recent’ Soviet activities in Iran, as summarized. 

in urtel 946, Aug. 12, and M-296, Aug: 7, tend to confirmthatprospect. 

' Whether Soviet Govt is contemplating military occupation of 
northern Iran on’ spurious though: unrefuted basis 1921 Treaty, eco- | 

nomic boycott undermining Iran Govt authority in Azerbatj an, wide- | 

spread subversion or political pressure through: reactivated ‘Tudeh | 

Party, or: intensification. war of nerves, Iran would be. well advised 

tobe prepared to publicize through UN at earliest appropriate moment 

Soviet threat to Iranian independence. To that end, you should 

energetically. pursue subject already introduced to PriMin (urtel 881, 

July 27), with. view. to-instructions being cabled. Ala soonest, so that 
he may .be ready: to make. communication te SC as soon as he and 
Dept believe opportune,moment has arrived... 6 | 

If PriMin reflects Iran Govt hesitancy to act-without assurance oF 
US support, Dept is prepared, in view of continued Soviet misrepre- 
- -kNot printed 7 it state@ that Ambassador: Wiley. had complied with the instruc 

tion contained in the last, paragraph. of telegram’ 678, July. 15,.to Tehran. p. 161. 
The Prime Ministér wa8 said to have “expressed entiré agreement and ‘stated 
he: wold at once communicate with Shah whose acquiescence he thought could 

- be taken for granted.” (761.91/7-2748) |
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-sentationof US activity in Iran (Istaribul’s 206, July 15, arid Moscow’s _ 
| 1366,July. 20), tochave:US-UN Del take ‘occasion: of Iranian: commu: 

nication to SC (1) to refute Soviet charge of imperialistic WS ‘ac: 
tivity in Iran hostile to ‘Soviet Uniorl-and (2): to-exptess concurrence 
with Iranian thesis that SC is appropriate ‘arbiter. (Deptel 637, 
July"8) of disputes threatening the peace.? | —_ | 

| ee | | MARSHALL 

| ? Ambassador Wiley discussed telegram 801 with the Shah on August 31, The 
| latter stated that “necessary instructions would be sent Ata’ immediately. ‘I’em: 

phasized importance. of. .coisultation with.Department. regarding. timing. Shah 
amiably noncommittal and it might be well te check with Ala to prevent prema- ‘ture initiative.” (telegram 1024, September 1, ila. m., 761.91/9-148) ven ga in 

TBLPYS 2048: BoegM 
“us. Lhe Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State.’ ... 

,1003,,-Military..Attaché and-I lunched. privately--with. High. Staff | 
‘Officer today: He says Razin, Soviet: Military Attaché, before.his 
return’'to Russia..made. representations to him. identical with those 
made to Prime Minister by Soviet Ambassador (Embtel 924 August 5). 

Razin said in substance: “We are dispersing our industry all over | 
| USSR in anticipation: of hostilities, These preparations are entirely 

adequate save in one respect. We cannot disperse Baku. The vast petro; 
leum. output. of Baku is essential to all parts of Russia. We are not 
afraid of Iranian Army as such but we are afraid of American attack = 
on Baku through Iran. Therefore we cannot permit the Iranian Army 

_ tobe integrated with US Army. The arms credit program must there: 
fore be cancelled and the American military advisers must.go. If 
action in this sense is not taken by Iran ‘on basis our. representations; 
we shall be obliged to use othermethods.”, 

: —1 remarked to High Staff Officer that. the conclusion: of: Razin’s 
remarks sounded like a threat. Did Sadjikov similarly threaten Prime | 
Minister? -HSO replied. that. identical -threat- was. made to “Prime 
Minister. © - a eg i 

- HSO conveyed: no impression of perturbation. over. situation but 
| obviously seeks to use it as pressure on US for more tank ammunition 

under arms program. HSO has received anguished telegram on this 
subject from Shah, and states Shah will desire to see me soonest after 
his return in ordertotakeupthissubject. | 
“In conclusion’ HSO states Soviet propaganda most atcive. Where: _ 
ever bread shortage Soviets agitate villagers alleging wheat and flour 
grains have been sent USA inorderpayarmsprogram. ===



($91.24/9-148: Telegram a : 

Lhe Ambassador in Iran, (Wiley) to the Secretary of State _ | 

copsroreT  -—Ss«S sr a, September 1, 1948—1 p.m. ; 

~ 1025, Saw Shah for more than two hours yesterday. Almost entire 
period was devoted to arms credit program with Shah manifesting: | 

greatly aggravated discontent. As is inevitably the case in all such con- | 

_ versations with him he persistently raised the question of Turkey with,,. | 

_ [ think, erroneous and jealously exaggerated ideas of the military and. 

economic aid which the US is furnishing that. country. He alleged. 

that it was obvious that in case of war with the Soviet Union we were 

planning to use airfields in Turkey. against the Soviet Union and would. 

jet Iran go down the drain. He manifested deepest concern that the 
‘US had apparently ignored completely the great strategic importance | 

‘of his country and felt moreover that we were wasting invaluable: 

time. He went into details as shown in transcript of meeting on Au- 

gust 10 of Iranian purchasing commission with Army and Air Force 

representatives. He described the furnishing of tanks to Tran with 

Inadequate ammunition as serving no useful purpose. He went on to- 
say that arms eredit program as now set up would destroy American 
‘prestige and greatly impair the friendship which had been built up 
in Iran for the US. He regarded the situation as most serious for hing 

‘and Iran. He had made plans to defend the country against Russian- 

invasion. These plans were completely invalidated by the inadequacy 

of American help. He had therefore seriously considered changing his) — 

policy. He would abandon any idea of organized resistanceand inevent 

‘of aggression against Iran he would tell every Iranian to get his gun. 

and fend for himself. He emphasized and reemphasized what he con | 

sidered to be the vital importance to the US in the event of war for 

| Tran to be able to impede Soviet access to Absdan and the Persian Gulf. 

. During our conversation I used all possible counter arguments with = 

no apparent success. He is obviously obdurately stubborn, I insisted — 

that he should discuss military matters with General Grow since it was 
field in which I was not qualified. He will see General Grow tomorrow 

but he urgently requested that in meantime I inform you of our inter- 

wieWw. a we ee 

oy The state of mind of the Shah. is clearly something that should be 

taken seriously, = 

891.20 Mission/9-148: Telegram 

Lhe Seeretary of State to the Embassy inIran 

SECRET = =~ ~~~ Wasuineron, September 2, 1948—7 p. m. 

831. Dept today approved Army appointment Major General Ver- 

non Evans succeed Major General Robert W. Grow as Chief US Mili- |
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tary Mission with Iranian Army. Obtain Iranian ‘Govt clearance his 
appointment. Arrangements have been miade permitting Evans’ arrival 
"Tehran betn Sept, 15 and Sept. 20. . Be 

| _ [Here follow biographic data on General Evans, the text of a pro- 
posed press rélease, and discussion of the timing of the release.] 

. . Lhe Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State 
Torsecrer == Perma, September 3, 1948—2p. m. 

| _ 1041, Forgot to report in mytel 1087 September 21 that Shah also 
made drive for a large quantity 7.9. I think he talked of three billion 
rounds, British told him they did not know whether this type small 
‘arms ammunition was still available. They promised to investigate. 

| General Grow, chief military mission, received -by Shah yesterday 
-afternoon. Grow has reported by telegraph directly. L'again saw Shah 
last night at an official reception, Though Shah apparently showed an ‘even temper and considerable understanding while talking to Grow, 
with me he continued his plaintive jeremiad. After exhausting ques- 
‘tion of tank ammunition, he then accusingly asked, “And how about 
mortars?” Then he complained that he could not fight the Russians 
‘with bare hands. Once again he insisted in minatory fashion he would 
have to change his policy. and. revise his plans unless he. could learn 

_ exactly what. we planned with regard to Iran. He clearly wants some 
sort of joint staff work and is still aspiring to greatly inereased mili- 
tary assistance. I. replied that:since the US would under no éircum- | 
‘Stances ever embark on policy of military aggression. our. planning 
“was necessarily defensive and that in his case if he had only bare 

| hands with which to defend his country we would expect him in case 
of foreign aggression to use his bare hands to their best: advantage. 
Regarding ‘arms credit program, I told Shah Iran was getting very 
tauch for very little and referred to.the fact that program had to be 
whittled down some 30 percent in order to fit it within the ten million 
authorized by Majlis, I then added that if ‘by delaying things Tran 
had missed the big bargain counter rush it was not -our fault, Iran 

“Not printed; it reported information from the British. Ambassador. to Iran , 
‘that while the Shah was in London, he had made Yéqiiests for jet platies: the 
‘training of pilots, tanks, arid. anti-tank guns With ammunition (891.20/9-248),
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had had every kind of warning from US to strike while iron was hot. | 
I concluded, reminding Shah that. Army was prepared gratis to fur- | 

nish all technical assistance necessary for Iranian procurement 
through American commercial channels. He then asked “Whoprevides ) 

the money for these purchases?” I answered, “You do”. Shah aggres- ) 
sively retorted that Iran could not possibly finance commercial pur- : 

"chases and he wanted to know what we would do about it. I explained 
very patiently that we were not now in position to do anything about : 

What the Shah discussed in London in the way of military equip- : 
ment and training would run into astronomical figures yet I have been 
unable to obtain any indication that the question of financing was | 
even touched upon with the British. I shall discrectly make further : 

amnquiries, REE Me ae gby els ae bre pee | 

_ His attitude towards execution of our arms credit program is, I 

gentle harpoon therapy. Perhaps instead of overlap of Grow and 
successor the announcement of nomination Grow’s replacement and 
his arrival might be slightly retarded. Such step might have whole- | 

General Rammara, Naturally, if Shah does not disclose his military 
initiatives to advisory military mission, latter’s functions become 
impossible of successful accomplishment. © . 

“Lam unfavorably impressed that Shah has been entirely reticent. 
with us regarding his conversations in England. He is obviously en- | 

tirely unconscious of intimate US-UK relationship and retains tradi- 
tional Persian conviction that unique policy is that of playing off one | 
greatpoweragainstanother, | 
- Wish to add that Shah last night reproached ‘Military Attaché 2 | 

Colonel Sexton that US had failed to live up to its promises. [Here ; 

“Why is there such a delay in my receiving reply to mytel’998, ‘Au- 
gust 26, re article 20? Colonel Pierce is anxious to have gendarmerie — | 
matter settled. So am I. —_ | : 

_ _ Sent Department 1041; repeated London 87. eee | 

eee ee ee ee Be ee . Wier : 

"= Not’ printed; it gave the text of a rlew Article 20 as proposed by the Irarian | 
Minister of Interior, which would require the Chief of the Gendarmeérié Mission 
to submit his recommendations through the Iranian Commanding General of the | 
Gendarmerie to the Ministry of the Interior, Ambassador Wiley stated that he | 

| considered ‘the next text’ entirely satisfactory and that Colonels Sexton and. |
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7 891.51/822548: Telegram _ OR wt ae a pee hal be! 

a ee The Secretary of State to the Embassy inIran 

‘CONFIDENTIAL «= © | Wasntineron, September 8,.1948-4 p.m. 

__ 841. In exploratory conversation Eximbank, Dept obtained Bank’s: 
reaction contemplated Iranian request loan (urtel 993 Aug 25+). Bank — 
-will consider application if accompanied by supporting documentary 
‘eviderice purpose loan (including detailed statement types equipment 

a needed, prospective US suppliers, and specific end use), unavailability 
private financing, proposed terms repayment, and analysis prospective 
capacity repay. Bank’s consideration application does not necessarily 
imply.its approval because in general each application. judged basis its: _ 

_ Bank policy does not permit large-scale credits for long-range de~ 
_ velopment projects which are expected to be handled by International. 

Bank. Dept believes Iran would be well advised limit initial Exim "Bank application to request. for approx one imillion dols for purchase -well-drilling machinery and irrigation pumps to be used satisfy ob 
vious, immediate economic need and as demonstration projects pref- 

| atory to large-scale agricultural development in which Int Bank might 
| be asked assist. Dept will support loan proposal along above lines. _ 

Next step would appear to be approach ExIm Bank by Iran Emb- 
Wash. It would be helpful if Ebtehaj, in forthcoming visit US, would. 
come prepared support strongly, or even to present, well-documented 
credit application. = 

| _ Re possible ExIm Bank credit water projects, Iranians might wish 
, take advantage Smith-Mundt authority permitting Sec State detail 

_ Dept. Agri experts assist this year in such pilot, projects, preferably 
_ conjunction Near East Foundation. Since Congressional appropri- 

ation for such assistance not expected to be available before fiscal 1950,. 
Iran Govt would.have to pay. Apparently it can afford payment from: 

_ funds mentioned first para urtel. 998.0 
EES ae : Marsan. 

_ 1Not printed; it advised that the Council of Ministers the day before had 
voted to sell foreign exchange at the official rate for agricultural machinery, 
irrigation pumps, well-drilling machinery, etc., up to the equivalent: of: 600,000" 

. pounds and had, authorized the. Minister of Agriculture to open. negotiations with 
the Export-Import Bank for credits so that the full amount need not be used. 

| Ambassador Wiley expressed his belief that “some tangible evidence of American 
economic support to Iran would be very beneficial at this time. It would provide 
good offset. to frequent criticism that only American: help has been to supply 
arms. I recommend that we-support, this loan proposal assuming it is consistent | 
with Exim Bank policy.” (891.51/8-2548) > " |
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| : 

The Iranian Ministry for Foreign Affairs, on September 11, sent 

two notes, Nos. 3526. and 3528, to the American Embassy, in which | 

the Ministry expressed, itself as in accord with the renewal of the | 

American Military Mission with the Iranian Gendarmerie for two | 
years. from October 3, 1948, on a purely advisory basis., Jy | 

~* The American. Embassy, in notes. 347 and 348 of September 18, ex- | 

pressed the agreement, of the United States Government with the two : 

‘The texts of the four notes are printed in Department of State, : 

Treaties and Other International Acts. Series No. 1941, or 62 Stat. | 

-g46B.014/8-2748 ~~ TEAS beg ot are one bles otk a cong | 

The Department of State to the British Embassy oe ve oeP 

TOP SECRET Copde ppych paling vies fa cL UsGNbor # Poy a 

| ‘The Department of State acknowledges the receipt of the British 
Embassy’s aide-mémoire dated August 27, 1948, in which the views — 

of the Foreign Office concerning Iranian claims to Bahrein are 

Tran which would have the effect of prejudicing the security of the 
Persian Gulf area, or of aggravating unrest in that strategic part of 

in the opinion of the Department, will have such effects.,In this con- 
nection it will be recalled that, American representatives in Iran, have - 
taken every opportunity during recent, years to persuade the Iranian 
Government, of the unwisdom of publicly airing its asserted claims 

to Babreini 5 0 eB ne 
- The Department has studied the memoranda prepared by the India 

| Office and the Foreign Office concerning the ‘historical and: modern 

| No printed, but for summary, see telegram 869, September 14, to ehratiy-
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| status of Bahrein.? Several studies have been prepared in the Depart- 
ment during the past few years bearing upon this same subject, which 
have also resulted in the conclusion that the Iranian claim would be 
legally untenable if it were submitted to an international body for 

| judicial decision. However, the Department concurs in the view of the | 
Foreign Office that the present state of international relations and the 
composition of the International Court make it-impossible to predict. 

) with certainty the nature of the Court’s decision on the question of 
Bahrein if this issue were referred to it for an advisory opinion. —__ 
The Department.agrees in principle with the four recommendations 

of the Foreign Office as to the course which should be pursued by Great 
Britain and the United States, namely: (1) that we should not raise 
‘the question in any international forum; (2) that we should continue 
to discourage Iran from raising it in any manner; (3) that if Iran, 
nevertheless, raises it in the United Nations, we should hope that this 

| would be in the Security Council rather than the Genera] Assembly ;. 
(4) that, if the matter should be raised either in the Security Council 
or the General Assembly, it would be best to try to direct the meeting 
towards. a ‘request for an advisory opinion from the International. 
Court. aor So 
With regard to the recommendation of the Foreign Office that the 

United: States and Great Britain continue to discourage the Tranian 
Goyernment from raising its claim, it is suggested that the Foreign 
Office give consideration to the possible desirability of a parallel formal | 
approach to the Iranian Government by the British and United States» 

_ Governments. Such an approach might emphasize the following 
points: (1) in our opinion the asserted Iranian claim is wholly un- 
tenable both on political and legal grounds; (2) we believe that the 
raising of the Bahrein question by Iran would lead to undesirable and 
fruitless disagreement with the United States and the United King- 
dom, would have markedly unfavorable repercussions inthe Arab — 
States, and would redound only to the benefit of the USSR; (3) if — 
Iran should raise the Bahrein question before any international forum, 
we would be obliged strenuously to oppose such Iranian claim. , 

- In the event that Iran, despite such advice, should decide to submit: 
_ the Bahrein issue to the United Nations, this Government would be: 

prepared to lend strong:support toa résolution requesting an advisory 
opinion. from the International Court of Justice. It is not, however, | 
proposed that the Iranian Government be so informed. — cpenee eh 

* Transmitted with the British note of August 27 were two historical memo-- 
randa prepared in the India Office, which carried the story concerning Bahrein 
to the end of 1946 and copies of notes exchanged with the Persian Government | 

| ana we League of Nations from 1927 to 1934. These papers are not found
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. Fhe Department believes that.a formal approach as outlined:above: | 

would have’ considerable influence in. deterring the Iranian Govern-. 

ment from an ill-advised. course with respect to Babrein, and, that 1t: | 

would serve.as a matter of record for future Iranian cabinets which. : 

might.contemplate action in this regard. It is felt, however, that the: : 

proposed approach should not be made unless a situation should arise 

which appears to necessitate such action. Such a, situation. might. be- 

created if'the Iranian Government, acting on Its-ow
n initiativeor under: 

stimulus, of. irredentist, propaganda, or because of Soviet pressure,. 

should decide to:press the Bahrein issue. It is more probable, however,, 

that a situation justifying Anglo-American action may be precipitated: - 

when the proposals of the British and United States Governments: — 

concerning jurisdiction and control over the submarine resources ot 

| the Persian Gulf are presented to Iran and other littoral states. It 1s,. 

therefore, suggested. that the, proposed approach. to. Iran be made at. 

that time if the Iranian, xeaction should appear to justify such action.. 
‘The views of the Foreign Office concerning the Department’s pro- 

posal and the question of its timing would be greatly appreciated, In. 

_ view of the contemplated approach, to the littoral states of the Persian 

seem advisable for the British and American Governments
 to, arrive. at: 

a final decision concerning the, question of Bahrein. at, the. earliest. 

| Wagruwaron, [September 17, 1948.] te 

a 201.20 Misslon/9-2148 : Telegram, a ey tein dee Phe a 

. Lhe. Ambassador in. Iran (Wiley) ta the, Secretary: of State 

SEOREE ‘Tunran,, September 21,.1948—8 a, m.. 

1117. In. conversation: Sunday afternoon with Minister of War: . 

Ahmedi, I was: informed Iranian Government: desired; continuation = 

| ARMISIE contract: and had instructed Iranian Embassy Washington. 

! so to. inform Department before. Tuesday, September 21. Ahmed. | 

| added: Iranians would propose certain changes;in. agreement which he: 

would outline in detail to. M/A Department on. Monday. When le did: — 

so, changes turned. out to: he so: far-reaching that.I am. certain they will 

: not be acceptable to Department: and: Army, and have. so informed. 

i Ministry of War. Principal modification would be in Article: 24 but. 

changes:are also: proposed im articles. 1, 5,8, 10: and 12. I believe we: 

should firmly resist any changes at this time. _ | ae 

; Foreign. Office: official: Yekta asked: Secretary: of Embassy Wilson to 

call yesterday just before closing: time and: showed draft of note: to;
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‘be sent to Embassy later in day in above sense. He confirmed sending _ of instructions. to Embassy Washington. On my instructions. Wilson ‘Stated proposed modifications would not. be satisfactory: =. =. - Embassy will report further’on actual receipt of note 2. | 

ot Ambassador Wiley informed the Shah on September 21 of the complete in- -acceptability of the proposed changes in the agreement: for the American Mili- | ‘tary. Mission with the Iranian Army. Later the same day, Mr. Yekta. informed. Embassy Secretary Wilson that “it had been decided’ change note being drafted _ -and -simply state Iran’ Government: desired continuation: of mission ‘but would ‘Propose: some modifications which would be subject of mutual agreement. Note ‘handed Wilson . . +» did not contain list of changes previously Shown us by Minister of -War and FonOft.” (telegram 1119, September 21, 3 p: m:, from: Fehran, 891.20 Mission/9-2148) ee 

- 891.00/9-3048 Tei Se Bae HB | Memorandum o f Conversation, by the Assistant Chief of the’ Division "of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs (Dunn) ~~ 
SECRET ne [WasHincron,] September-30, £948, | __ During the course of a conversation with Ambassador Ala today— at the Embassy, in view of his continued illness—the following points | 

| ( 1) The Ambassador stated that he wished to convey tome in; formally the purpose of the conference presently planned for Monday, | October 4, between Mr. Ebtehaj and himself for the Tranian Embassy CEs and Mr. Satterthwaite and other officers for the Department, I was _ | informed that Mr. Ebtehaj will wish to discuss political and military . Co as well as economic, aspects of U.S.-Iranian relations; in particular Mr. Ebtehaj and Ambassador Ala will inform the-Department ‘that _ the Government of Iran wishes to clarify its foreign policy, making | clear its disposition no longer to placate the Russians or to pursue a policy of balance but'to commit itself definitely to the cause of the 3 western powers. In taking this new, positive position, Iran.-would,. | according to Ambassador ‘Ala, be following the example of Turkey. | Ambassador Ala explained that he had for long recommended: this: course of action to His: Majesty the Shah and that Mr. Ebtehaj has. - also shared these views,. It appears that the Shah:and Prime Minister _ Hayjir are now prepared to act affirmatively on these recommendations. It:was understood that Iran’s new policy of commitment tothe.western a democracies would-soon, be confirmed officially in Tehran by publicly | - announced requests for U.S. assistance to meet Soviet threats, “like Turkey”. ee hor, 
| (2) Against a background analysis of Iran’s important strategic position,. which was considered: similar.to that: of. Turkey;.the Am-. | bassador said that his government was about to make specific requests vos
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of the U.S. In the military line, Iran would request more U.S. officers | 

“to reform the Iranian Army”, apparently by detailing U.S. military 

_ personnel to the divisional level. It is the hope of the Iranian Govern- _ | 

- ment that Iran might be so equipped as to offer effective delaying ac- ss 

tion to the Soviet Union intheevent of hostilities, = Rs | 

~ (8) Overall political assistance will be sought through the medium — eo 

: of a regional pact which Ambassador Ala envisaged as comprising — | 

Tran and eastern Mediterranean states. The Ambassador hashad sev- 

~ eral talks with the Turkish Ambassador in Washington and at least Caan 

one conversation with the Greeks and Egyptians. The purpose of such — 

- regional arrangement, in effect an extension of the Saadabad Pact, 

would be mutual defense. Its effectiveness would depend upon the 

extension of the Marshall Plan aid. The Ambassador referred to recent — 

___-press reports of Ambassador Griffis’ statement in Cairo. : . : | 

(4) Economic assistance through established media will be sought - 

from the International Bank, with which Mr. Ebtehaj has already been — 

7 in conversation; the Eximbank, covering eredits for agricultural ma- | 

---ghinery; Smith-Mundt Act arrangements for the detail of U.S. Gov- 

ernment and other technicians; and US. private investment in local : 

__-Tranian enterprise under Tranian Government guidance. The Ambas- 

__ sador stated that he would like the Department’s views concerning the 

Prime Minister’s request to Mr. Wiley with regard to possible credits 

oo up to $80 million covering consumer goods for the purpose of reducing 

- the cost of living in Iran. I referred to the observations which Ambas- 

_— sador Wiley had made to the Prime Minister in Tehran, together with 

| considerations of our financial experts: in Washington which recom- : 

mended against the economic validity of such a means for achieving = 

the admittedly worthwhile objective. Co Be | 

alo (5) In view of the prospect of Mr. Ebtehaj and Ambassador Ala 

2 making elaborate requests for U.S. assistance along the above lines,I 

reminded the Ambassador that American resources were not unlimited ; 

that we appreciated the desire of other free nations to associate them- 

se selves with the western democracies in opposing the spread of Com- ; 

a munist totalitarianism ; that this government was disposed toshareits 

.- resources, insofar as possible, with foreign governments pursuing @ 

o similar policy; that this government, in the final analysis, had to take | 

. responsibility for deciding where and when its assistance might best | 

_-- be aceorded; that the wisdom of its decisions had been demonstrated | 

__. by situations which have developed and are emerging abroad at the — Me 

fa present time ; that U.S. assistance in all events was premised upon the © - 

. - conscientious effort of recipient countries to make every contribution | 

| to their defense possible within their own competence; and that, in 

| the case of Iran, we were conscious of our commitment under the 

| Tehran Declaration. _ ae noe NG ms 

| 429-027-1518 an ) oo tes tha 3: ae |
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(6) Concerning the Shah’s expressed desire to visit the US., the 
| Ambassador stated that His Majesty wishes to come in the spring, but 

that Ambassador Wiley has suggested next September as more advis- _ 
| _ able. When asked the Departments views in this connection, I told the 

Ambassador that we had long been of the opinion that the mutual 
| interests of our two countries would be well served by a visit from | 

the Shah at the earliest appropriate opportunity and that we had been 
thinking in terms of next spring. On the Ambassador’s insistence, I. - 
promised him a more definitive answer on Monday concerning the De- 
partment’s present views as to the most auspicious time for His) 
Majesty’s visit to the U.S. ew agi Sg ee 

| {Here follow numbered paragraphs 7 through 10, dealing with 
mattersoflesserimportance.] =. | 

894.20 Mission/10-148: Telegram wo Ra yg ses 
i The Ambassador m Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State. ; 

‘SECRET | _ Teuran, October 1, 1948—10 a.m. 
: +1152. Embtel 1119, September 211. Apparently as. a result of my 

| _ conversation with Shah he and General Razmara Chief of Staff stud- | ied army mission contract in detail. Two days ago Razmara informed — 
__. Colonel Sexton that only point of issue was a minor change in Article _. - 4which is acceptable, and elimination of Article 24 whichis, wethink, 
ee completely unacceptable. Razmara categorically stated that Iranian 

ae law. required.submission of contract to Majlis and due to local political 
conditions it could not possibly pass. He, speaking for the Shah, sug- _ 
gested submission of present contract less Article 24 to the Majlis with 
Article 24 being covered by a secret exchange of letters, - 

_- I consider such. procedure inacceptable and yesterday at lunch with | 
_ Razmara it was brought out. that he was acting under instructions - 

from the Shah who, he reluctantly admitted, opposed Article 24. Un- 
/-questionably the Shah’s opposition is based. on his hope of obtaining —_ 

: British. equipment and instructors as.a result of his London conversa- | 
ions. The Shah’s intent apparently is to shop for munitions and 

_ although I am convinced there is no Russian influence involved; the 
Shah is guilty of undue reticence in informing us of his plans and © | 
possibly intends if his. plans proceed to establish a supplementary ae 

| British mission here, ee begs ees & 
| It -was made plain to Razmara that if our mission is to remainin 

| Iran there would be no change in the mission contract. He was advised _ | 
_ that if-the Iranians deem it necessary to submit the contract aswritten 

to the Majlis, we would certainly make no objection, but that many 

* Not printed, but see footnote, p.182. ~~ - a |
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complications would be avoided if the renewal could be arranged by =——— 
an executive exchange of letters. He was told that according to our 

- interpretation of the basic act authorizing the mission, further sub- 
- mission to the Majlis is unnecessary. He promised to study the matter | 

and get in touch with Colonel Sexton on Saturday (unquestionably | 
aiter he has talked to the Shah who returns from Isfahan that day).2 = 

I believe we will get the contract renewed without important = 
- changes. © CT Bn ro 

_ # Ambassador Wiley expressed his conclusion, in telegram 1174, October 5, ee 
| to the Department that the “crux of matter is Shah’s desire introduce British Air | 

_ Mission into Iran in connection his Vampire plane program.” Later in the same | 
message, he advised of information from Ambassador Le Rougetel that the , oO 
British reply to.the Iranian request would be along the following. lines: “(a) | 
‘Due ‘to world situation, short-range planning is predominate over long-range 

_ planning and it is impossible to state at this time whether Vampires will be : 
available in 1950 or not. Matter of jet pilot training program is equally 

_ problematical. - oo OO | a oo | 
- “(0) However, British Government. desires cooperate with Shah’s wishes in — 2 

_ every respect and has placed jet matter before Combined Chiefs of Staff..If — 
. Britain is unable furnish jet planes‘ to Iran; possibility their being supplied by a 

US willbeexplored. = 0 RI 
an “(e) Ifat the appropriate time it is determined jets are available from both 

UK and US, Shah will be free to choose which he prefers.” (891.20 Mission/- 
WO-B48)0 ee 

| 891.00/9-1948 : Telegram EOS ae es Se 

“The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran 

TOP SECRET ~Wasurneton, October 1,1948—8 p.m. - 

948. You should in ur discretion make following points to Shah and 
appropriate Iranian officials as general comment on Shah’s and Pri- 

_ Min’s recent complaints as set forth Embtels 1025, Sept 1; 1041, Sept3; | 
| 1083, Sept 14; 1111, Sept 19* re alleged inadequacy of US military __ | 

andeconomicaidtoTran, © 
1. Shah must realize every free country in world is under Soviet | 

_ pressure or attack in form of military, political, economic or social | 
pressure or combinations of these methods in varying degrees and | | 
forms to suit local circumstances as understood by Kremlin and in | 

_ pursuance overall Soviet objectives. eg Tete | 
_ 2,, Sinee no.country is perfect,in all respects no country is completely - | 
impervious to these tactics. All feel more or less vulnerable in their : 
respective weakspots. f 

_ 8, US, all things considered, being strongest-country in world, all | 
other countries look to US to bolster up their weaknesses. is | 

_. 4, This too large order for US to fill even assuming, which is not | 
_ case, that other countries are using their own resources and capabilities | | 

_ togreatestadvantage, Oo | oe os 

ss Nos. 1088and1111 not printed. ©
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| _ 5. US must, accordingly, be its own judge of where, how and to 

| what extent it can extend assistance. Decision, in all cases where im- 

portant policy determinations are dependent on substantial appro- | 

priations rests with Congress which, of course, must act within limits 

set at any given moment by American public opinion. So 

6. We hope Shah will agree that, on any broad view, US has not 

been either inconsiderate of or irresponsive to problems of other coun- _ 

- tries resulting from Soviet policies and practices. Moreover, we hope 

, he will agree that US choice of locales and methods for application . 

of assistance, judged by results achieved and emerging, have in main 

been correct. | a | Oo | 
4, Avs was bound happen, critics have arisen in various countries to 

complain with respect to one or another aspect of US cooperation and 

_ _ assistance, with resulting pressure on govts concerned and upon US. | 

Obviously we cannot take “keeping up with Joneses” type of appeal 

into serious account. On other hand we are always glad to give most 

| affirmative consideration we can to realistic and urgent needs. 
| 8. US cooperation and assistance on even smallest scale must be — 

premised on concrete efforts of country concerned to stand on own — 
| feet. In our considered opinion, most effective means whereby Iranian 

Govt can resist Soviet expansionist aims are within competence of 
| -Tranian Govt itself, namely: (a) persistent refusal of Soviet demands 

which would impair Iran’s independence, (0) constant vigilance in 

preventing and suppressing Soviet-sponsored attempts to infiltrate 

- country or undermine Govt, and (c) conscientious efforts to improve 

a provincial administration immediately (Tabriz A~35, Aug 147) and 

| raise standards of living gradually, thereby increasing people’s alle-_ 

| giance to Iranian Govt and decreasing proportionately their suscepti- 

bility te Soviet subversion. oe re 

9. There is one point in particular which you should drive home: 

- That if worse comes to worst in international sphere, we are not wor- - 

ried over eventual outcome. Shah may wish to keep this conviction in 

‘mind in considering general Iranian policy® = 
7 oe a | - Loverr 

| _ *Not printed. St ee ce 
2 * Department officers discussed United States policy toward Iran with Ambas- — 

-gador Ala and Mr. Ebtehaj on October 4. The latter stated that the “Shah, 
Hajir, Ala, and other responsible Iranians shared his conviction that Iran should : 

: abandon ‘neutral’ policy toward Great Powers and commit itself openly to cause — 
of Western democracies. He feels Iran at present suffers all liabilities of con- 

| templated alignment (ie, Soviet opprobrium) without commensurate benefits 
(Le, assurance US aid).” The Department officers gave the Iranians the sub- 

. - stance of telegram 948, which Mr. Ebtehaj called “one of the most unsatisfactory 

| things I have ever heard from the American Govt”. He was mollified after fur- 

' ther discussion and “in conclusion: stated his understanding with which Dept 

reps agreed that if Iran requests assistance, US will give it to the extent possible | 

within limited resources and existing commitments.” (telegram 960, October 6, 

| 5 p. m., to Tehran, 711.91/10-648) fe - |
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891.248/10-1248: Telegram | | Oo | | 

‘The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary — | 

SECRET —  Lowpon, October 12,1948—6 p.m. 

4472, Tehran’s 1174 October 5 to Department +. Reference jets for SN 
Tran. Pyman said October 11 that he recently attended meeting [on] | 
Tran [of] Chiefs of Staff who decided that through joint staff mis- | 
sion Washington it would shortly communicate to US Chiefs of Staff a 
that UM unable to produce large number jets for Iran in near future. _ : 
However, in order not to dissipate entirely political advantage of 
Shah’s visit to UK they would like to make available a few jets not | | 
to exceed six which Iran might hope to purchase from manufacturer 

and receive delivery by end 1950 which, in any case is as early as . 
_ Iranians could be trained to fly jets. According Pyman, British Chiefs 

of Staff will probably suggest to US counterpart further US-UK con- 
 sultation on jets and inquire what US has found it possible todo for 
Iran regarding jets. In course such consultation British Chiefs may — . 
suggest that each country should tell Shah what it can do in this a 

- eonnection and let Shah choose (paragraphc Tehran’sreftel). © | 
_ [Here follows paragraph numbered two which advised primarily — bo 
that the British had no intention of sending an air training mission _ 
to Iran.] | Ee ee es / 
~ Sent Department 4472, repeated Tehran 85. — _ oe 
OES ce aula: on ccd bee, — Honates 
Not printed, but see footnote2,p.18. 0 

501.BC/10-2148: Telegram Sig ie ga he 8 ee 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation = = =——— 
| at the United Nations General Assembly, at Paris == = 

SECRET =  ~——~—C:CSWaassatn@rron,, October 21, 1948-7 p. m. — . 

Gadel 269. For. Bohlen. While we recognize heavy burden agenda — a 
items upon entire US Del, hope you will not lose sight Dept decision 
that Iran would be well advised, at appropriate time, communicate — . 
to SC, for info only, recent developments Soviet-Iranian | relations 

_ bearing upon Iranian case of which SC is still seized. Latest word on. 
subject was statement Sept 14 to Amb Wiley by FonMin Noury- 

a Esfandiary, confirmed Sep. 18 by Shah, Noury would discuss matter __ 
fully with Entezam in Paris. — os Bla nteeh 

‘If you feel overall East-West relations would not be adversely => 
affected by Iranian communication and statement US support of posi- Oo 
tion therein, you might wish consult with Noury and Entezam with =
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view indicating time is now propitious. You may recall contemplated 
US statement would refute Soviet charges of imperialistic US activity 

-. in Tran hostile to USSR and would support Iranian thesis SC is ap- | 
_-.-—-s propriate arbiter of disputes threatening the peace. oo a 

__In view repeated and as yet unrefuted Soviet inferencesits unilateral = 
: _. right introduce troops into Iran on basis alleged Iranian violation —_ 
a Soviet-Iranian Treaty 1921, we are faced with fact USSR has laid 

uncontested legal basis, however spurious, for overt action against 
: Iran. Furthermore we are somewhat concerned lest. Pr of US 

- support for Western Union might be interpreted in Middle Fast and 

| USSR as implying decrease of US support for other periphery areas, | 

In order reassure ME Govts as occasion arises, as well as dispel pos- 
gible Soviet assumption lessening US interest in ME, Dept constantly | 

| exploring means meeting situation. Of direct interest Iran and doubt- 
less indirect interest other ME countries, most immediate and effective | 

means might be official US statement giving strong support to position 
| which Iranian Govt might take in communicating with SC for its info. 

- Otherwise. Press reports of current conversations anticipating closer 

| US association with Western Europe might well impel Soviet Union 
- to discount risks involved in attempting enforce its asserted rights 

in Iran and dishearten Iran, in absence reiterated assurance US sup-. 

port, in its efforts to resist Soviet Union.t : | | 
| Oo | oe ee _ Loverr | 

| This telegram was repeated to Tehran as 1004 and to London and Moscow. 
Tehran replied on October 28 stating that the telegram was most timely and that 

. Ambassador Wiley had discussed its substance with the Shah, who had indicated 
that he would have telegraphic instruction sent to the Iranian Delegation at_. | 

- Paris to confer at once with Mr. Bohlen of the American Delegation (telegram 
| 1223, 501.BB/10-2348). Mr. Bohlen informed the Department, on October 26, — 

that “So far the Iranians here have shown no interest of ‘their own-in pressing 
the.matter and there is considerable doubt as to the general effect ef so doing.” : 
(telegram Delga 492 from Paris, 501.BC/10-2648) oe 7 SO OO 

- -$91.00/10-2248: Telegram ae Oo CN 

= ‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in' Iran 

| SECRET Oo WASHINGTON, October 22, 1948—6 p.m. — 

: 1006. Urtel 1209, Oct. 19.1 FonOff instruction appears to have 
been based upon Brit Emb Wash tel recording discussion bet Emb 

| and Dept Reps. Reps have reviewed original Brit Emb cable and find 
it substantially accurate report (except for statement re Iranian Army 

| defection). In light urtel 1209, believe report must have been mis- 
| understood at some stage beforereaching you. = a | 

oe 1Not printed. | Do | Oo
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Statement by Dept Rep to Brit Emb Rep re “Dept’s policy regarding | 
| _ Tran” was limited to subject Shah’s general ideas concerning consti-. | 

| tutional reform. In absence knowledge Dept or Brit Emb re details _ | 
_ latest version Shah’s general project, beyond alternative procedures 

outlined urtel 1035, Sep. 2,? exchange of views limited largely to oy 

_ generalities. Dept Rep reiterated position taken Deptel 675, July 15,3 , 
with additional observation it did not appear Iranian security seriously _ 7 
threatened by subversive group at present time or stronger leadership _ | 

_ necessary to avoid complete collapse (last para Deptel 399, May 5). 
_ _Dept Rep qualified statement re doubtful allegiance Iranian Army in 

_ Azerbaijan by reference possible action in case revolt or Soviet in- a 
_ -vasion (‘Tabriz A-35, Oct. 14+). Statement desirability Shah advocat- _ me 

_ ing general improvement Iranian conditions, etc., reflected Dept 
thinking embodied Deptel 948, Oct. 1, and Amb Allen’s frequent en- 
couragement Shah limit his conspicuous political activity to matters == -_—~ 

' paramount national importance. | | | ee 
_ Any new Dept views will be communicated you as they develop but, | 

_ as always in first instance, for your observations and use by Emb your os 
discretion. Prompted by Ebtehaj’s lucid statement Shah’s case (Deptel 
962, Oct. 7° on which your observations desired) and prospect receiv- 

_ ing Brit FonOff’s suggested line of the thought (London’s 84, 12°), , 
_ Dept has initiated comprehensive study possibilities constitutional — | 

_ reform in Iran. Only when study complete and views have been ex- | 
changed with Brit will we be able offer new suggestions which might = 

| be useful your conversations this subject. Absence compelling new 
_ developments Tehran, we agree time not ripe for constitutionalreform 
- by precipitate action, ce EB St | 

_ Dept does not understand apparent difference bet LeRougetel atti- | 
tude reported urtels 1035, Sep. 2 and 1195, Oct. 18, and that reported 

) urtel 1209, Oct. 19” supported by London’s 88, Oct.19.8 9 9° 

Lover 
-__ # Not printed. The alternatives set forth were to enact legislation establishing 

a Senate which would then enact:a law to provide for a constituent assembly ; | | 
to have the Majlis pass a bill to establish such an assembly; should thesé fail, a 
to have an immediate referendum (891.011/9-248). The nature of the referendum. 

_ is not. spelled out; but Ambassador Wiley had advised, on October 6, of infor- | 
mation from British sources that the Shah was considering abdication. unless | 
given additional powers (telegram 1178 from Tehran, 891.00/10-648). : 
_* This was a repeat of 2750 to London, p. 162. SO ae oe 
“Not printed. Boe ae , | oe . ok 

_ * Not printed; it advised that Mr. Ebtehaj had “Argued that no Cabinet could wo 
function effectively under present system since Majlis has all power but no : 

_ responsibility” and lacks “any compulsion: take constructive action.” He said. | 
that the “contemplated reforms are (1) creation of Senate, (2) Shah to have . | 
veto subject to power Majlis to override by two-thirds majority, (8) Shah to — a 
have power dissolve Majlis and call new elections, (4) Majlis quorum require- 

a ments to be reduced.” (891.00/10-748) = - oS . 
| _ “This was a repeat of telegram 4471 to the Department, not printed. | : 

7 None printed. - mo | : 
'  - * This was a repeat of telegram 4554, not printed. oe | a
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ss §01.BB/10-2348 : Telegram a | | 

—-* The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy mm Iran 

| SECRET US URGENT Wasurneton, October 29, 1948—7 p. m. | 

1021. Following is summary two conversations with Brit Emb here 

on subject Embtel 1223 Oct 23 from Tehran* and Delga 491 Oct 26 

a from Paris:? - | —_ ee | : 

- (1) Le Rougetel reports conversation with PriMin Oct 23 in which 

latter said (a) Soviet-Iran notes of last spring have already been 

~. communicated to SC and (0) Iran Govt some time ago prepared note 

| appealing for consideration by SC of Art 6 of 1921 Treaty and ree 

questing its revision in light of changed circumstances, namely, absence — 

of counter-revolutionary forces in Iran which could threaten USSR | 

o and existence UN SC to deal with threats to security. This note held | 

| in abeyance, but, according Hajir, Amb Wiley had just advised him | 

that time had arrived for it to be transmitted to SC. PriMin asked | 

| Le Rougetel advice, to which latter replied he would have to request _ | 

| instructions. a OS 

(2) London FonOff considers communication of type mentioned | 

a by Hajir would be unfortunate because it would provoke Soviet Union 

as much as if Iran Govt should denounce 1921 Treaty and Tranians, 

in order to appease USSR, might be expected take some action harmful | 

. to US and UK, especially with respect to pending questions of ATOC 

~ concession and proposed arrangements for division subsea oil resources 

ae Persian Gulf. FonOf feels bound to oppose suggested action by Iran 

Govt and would greatly regret divergence between views communi- 

cated by US and UK to ‘Tran Govt. | ae | 

| (3) Dept has explained to Brit Emb that we have never suggested 

to Iranians that they request-SC action re Art 6 of Treaty. and were — 

| unaware they contemplated such request. We had in mind simply com- 

- _ wyunication for info of SC summarizing developments Irano-Soviet _ 

| relations past several months and stating Iranian view that if USSR 

| - gonsiders: itself threatened. from Iran only proper course would be 

appeal to SC as body charged with maintenance international peace — 

| and security. If such communication made, US might make parallel 

statement refuting Soviet charges re US activities in Iran and support- 

: ing Iranian assertion that USSR.should have recourse to SC rather | 

| than unilateral action. We added Dept had never heard ofanyTranian 

transmission of Irano-Soviet notes of last spring as stated by Hajir, 

and did not believe it possible this could have been done without com- 

| ing to our attention. a a coe, 

. 1 Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 188. oe | 

a 2 Not printed ; this was a repeat of telegram 22 from Mr. Bohlen to Ambassador: | 

‘Wiley (501.BC/10-2648). It covered much the same ground as telegram Delga | 
- 492, not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 188. — | SO oe,
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TRAIN OT 

| (4) We thought Hajir must have misunderstood Amb Wiley sug- 
gestion, since latter had merely relayed (to Shah, not Hajir) our oo 

_ thought that Paris Del should consider whether time appropriate for 

; | action. - ee ee ee re Seg te 
(5) Dept further informed Brit Emb we understood USDel Paris 

doubted desirability any action this moment. It was therefore im- 
probable Dept would take additional-steps for present. Iran Del Paris — 
had shown no disposition take initiative. Dept suggested it would be 

- useful for Brit Del Paris consult Bohlen to determine present status 

-  wholesubjectt 2 20 oe ee ee 
(6) We asked Brit Emb inquire whether FonOff would think un- 

desirable communication to SC, at appropriate moment, of type sug- 
| gested by US Govt (as contrasted with type mentioned by Hajir to 

‘Le Rougetel). ‘Pointed out that while objections raised by FonOff | 

- might apply, though to lesser degree, to our type approach, failure 
| to say anything might have even greater drawbacks}. po 

ree eee 2 ose Loverr — | 

| . 38 This telegram was repeated to London, Gadel Paris (as no. 361) and Moscow. ss 

: $91.00/11-148 : Telegram. Be kage sag - a - feet ae oo a 

seorer ss Pera, November 1,1948—h-p.m. 

| not disturbed by plans themselves but by timing. This was, I-said, the | 
~ moment of the 28th veto.1 To me, the two matters of prime importance « 

to Shah (Embtel 1233, October 272) should be foreign affairs and 
national defence, both of which are firmly in his hands. To take an 

| initiative that would jeopardize his position, would, I thought, [be]. 
| unnecessarily hazardous. In other words, I urged Shah not to use 

threat of abdication (Embtel 1178, October 6*) as weapon with which © 
to coerce Majlis. I added that psychologically a threat was not good — | 

political instrument. a eens 
_ Shah remained unhappy and noncommittal. It is clear he has his 

mind very definitely made up to correct a situation which has‘been un-— 
- duly exaggerated in his thinking. a _ oe aes 

- . 1 Presumably the 28th veto by the Soviet Union at the Security Council. ' ts 
| o 2Not printed; Ambassador Wiley advised that “At present moment in world | 

‘situation, I think Shah would be well advised to concentrate on foreign affairs | 
and control of army; both of which at present he has fairly firmly in his hands, . 

oS and postpone his ideas for. far-reaching changes in domestic political structure 
| and let government retain primary responsibility for social and économic . | 

reforms.” (891.00/10-2748). re - oe : 
| | * Not printed ; but see footnote 2, p. 189. _ | | |
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“In subsequent conversation with Prime Minister I went over same 
- ground, reiterating that as I-had made clear to Shah, I had no desire 

influence political thinking Iranian Government. I suggested though 
--- moment was inopportune for drastic political initiative and repeated == 

to Prime Minister that I felt Shah should concentrate on foreign | 
affairs and national defence. Referring to Shah’s apparent intention  __ 
to give a four months’ ultimatum to the Majlis before abdicating, I 
suggested that during four months in question the enemies of Iran 
and opponents of present dynasty would be given an opportunity to 

| _ -earry out an effective propaganda and agitational campaign, which | 
Shah had apparently had no plans for combating. Prime Minister ex- | 
pressed his enthusiastic approval that Shah’s proposed initiative 
should be postponed. = i ests ae es 

I have noted Deptel 1006, October 22 constitutional reform. I have a 
no special comments re Ebtehaj’s view on this question (Deptel 962, - 
October 7*) except that. as indicated above I feel moment is ~ 
inopportune.® oo oO 

_ Sent. Department, repeated London 112. — te ' 
| | a Winey | 

* Not printed, but see footnote 4, p. 189. — Se - | 
*The Department, on November 5, endorsed the views set forth in telegram 

1249. It also advised Tehran that it shared the views of the British Foreign 
Office that the “constitutional project [for] increased executive powers should 

- _ be initiated only, if at all, after budget and seven-year plan legislation are. 
passed. .. . Le Rougetel would impress on all influential Iranians desirability 

| concentrating on seven-year plan.” The Department stated additionally that “In 
absence compelling reasons Iranian. national. security requiring drastic action - 
increasing executive powers, constitutional project should be deferred until « 

- present provisions constitution re Senate fully implemented.” (telegram 1045, 

~~ 891.00/11-148) Rs - 

| 891.00/11-348 oo SO 7 - 
The Director of the Office of-Near Eastern and African Affairs 

| Be : (Satterthwaite) to the Ambassador in Iran (Wiley)... | 

TOP SECRET | _-——,s Wasutneron, November 8, 1948. . 

: Dear Mr. Ampassapor: I refer to your top secret letter of August | 
19 to. Mr. John D. Jernegan,! Chief of the Division of Greek, Turkish | 
and Iranian Affairs, in which you refer to the expressed intention of — 
the Shah, should a foreign power attempt to occupy Iran, ofremaining 
‘in the country in order to maintain a government on Iranian soil and 7 
to direct resistance. With that letter you enclosed a memorandum pre- 
pared by Mr. Gerald F. P. Dooher regarding the possible formation 
of a “free government” in Iran in the event of a Leftist coup d’etat 

- 1 Copy not found in Department of State files. : . a ae |
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or a Soviet invasion of the country. You suggested that this memo- — 
randum should be considered by the interested agencies of the | government. 

- Your letter and the enclosed memorandum have been brought tothe = 
po attention of the competent officers of the Department, who areinform- 

ing the other appropriate agencies of the government. __ oO 
7 I am authorized to inform you that the Department believes this 

_ question should be given further attention and wouldbe gladtoreceive 
| from you a detailed analysis of all factors bearing on it, together with oo 

such detailed plans as it may be possible for your staff to prepare and : 
such further general observations and recommendations as youmay 

| wish to submit. The Department requests that, for the time being, you | 
refrain from discussing with the Shah the possible formation of a“free 

_-- government” or resistance movement. It-is feared that any approach = 
you might make in this regard would be taken by the Iraniansasan 

| implied: promise of American support and assistance in executing the 
suggested plan, whereas the appropriate agencies in Washingtonhave = 

_ not yet had an opportunity to give even initial consideration to the =~ 
question. Furthermore, it seems likely that any discussion with the SS - 

- Shah of plans for a resistance movement would lead into broader ques- 
| ‘tions of the role Iran plays in American strategic thinking‘and the 

_ political and military guarantees or assurances which we are willing - 
_ to-give that country. We are not yet prepared to answer such questions | 

: in any manner which could be expected to satisfy the Shah. We believe a 
__ any decisions as to the time or manner of approach to the Iranian au- 

_ thorities or other elements who might take part in a resistance move- | 
_ ment should be.deferred until the American Government has decided __ | 

whether it is desirable to encourage and support such a movement __ 
- when and if the need arises. It is felt that this decision cannot bemade 

until we have received from you a further analysisand amore detailed 
_ plan, including the military and intelligence plans referred to in Mr. 
_ Dooher’smemorandum. = oe ope a 

- The Department would like to have your views regarding the desir- 
ability of consultation with the British Government on this subject. 

_ Qn preliminary consideration, it appears to us that the British should | 

. be brought into-the picture at some early stage, in view of ourcom- 
_- maunity'‘of policy in Iran, the important. political influence of the ee 

| British in Iran, and the intimate knowledge of the country and wide 
_ experience in dealing with all elements of its population possessed by | 

officials of the British government. Since the British have such large , | 
_. material interests at stake and are in such close contact with many seg- | 

_ ments of the population, including especially the southern tribes, it = 
would seem that failure to coordinate with them in advance of the - |
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| anticipated emergency might result in great confusion as well as 
neglect of the real positive contribution which they might be able 
‘to make. We will, however, take no action with respect to the British = 
pending receipt of yourrecommendations. = == ns 

oe _. We await with much interest your further reports on thisimportant. 
subject. Pye ES oy os ts a | | 

- Sincerely yours, i sts—‘“‘s;™SCSC~COCS@SCW OC. Sarre wa 

601.BC/11-348: Telegram a oe 
_ The Ambassador in Moscow (Smith) to the Secretary of State | 

. SECRET st 92... Moscow, November 3, 1948—7 p.m. 

9597, Paris 22, October 27 to Tehran [26] + and Tehran’s 29 to Paris | 
_ October 30.2 I am not in @ position to evaluate timing considera- 

| _ tions with respect proposed Tranian communication to SC and strong 
| ‘supporting statement from US, other than tosaythatIranisalwayson = 
__. Soviet active list and that SC dossier on subject should, in my view, be 
___ kept contifiiously up-to-date. I do; however, find Ambassador Wiley’s 

ss thesis convincing and reiterate my opinion that “we go a good deal’ 
further than we have in the past-in rebutting instantly and vigorously 

| false and vituperative allegations’ by the Soviet Union and that we 
should never under any circumstances refrain from immediate official _ 
rebuttal when: as in the present case the allegation is made officially.” 

: (Embtel 1366, July 20) While I regard such action as long overdue 
_ with respeet to the charges in the latter category cited in Tehran’s 

__ reftel, I can appreciate that our denials might be more widely heard | 
at atime when UNGA disputes were not monopolizing the headlines. 

_-.-* Tn any case, I consider Iran the most sensitive point on the Soviet __ 
- periphery requiring our most continuous and careful attention. Lack 

| of oil in sufficient quantities for modern warfare is probably the most = 

serious weakness in Soviet war potential and one likely to become more 
- marked as the USSR acquires (from Italy) and builds the fleet it =| 

oe obviously wants to increase its strength and influence in the Black Sea 
| and Mid-East areas. Not only is the oil to cover this shortage available 

in Iran, but also the siniultaneous possibility of large-scale denial of _ 
oe Mid-East oil to the Western Powers. Moreover, the instability and 

ineffectiveness of the Iranian Government and its lack of the same — 

:  direet. US support extended to Greece and Turkey inevitably. aggra- 

vate. the constant temptation for the Kremlin to go after this prize. | 

| Not printed; it was repeated to the Department as telegram Delga 491 
| (501.BC/10-2648). } OE 

. Bose printed; it was repeated to the Department as telegram 1243 (891.00/10—
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_ Sent Department 2527; repeated Tehran 31, Paris for Bohlen 568, 
— London 282. — Bae SES EE es 

po ee a a  SMrrn 

| 501.BC/11-348 : Telegram CS So Seg Ue Es | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the 
sO nated Nations General Assembly, at Paris | 

SECRET USURGENT © WasHrineron, November 5 ,1948—7 p. m. - 
_ Gadel 413. Bohlen from Lovett. We note your conviction that it 

-- would be mistake to raise Soviet-Iran relations before SC Paris in 
_ absence of demonstrable urgency for doing so this particular time _ 

| (Delga 587 Nov 3 tand Delga 586 Nov 3 2) and that you will takeno 
initiative inapproaching Iranians. CER NE Reh OE 

| _ Dept defers to Del judgment this question and will take no further 
_. Steps vis-a-vis Tranians for present. However, we consider matter 

_ should be kept in mind and we and Iranians should be prepared act a 
promptly if occasion’ arises. Would like call to your attention Moscow. | | 

- tel 568 Nov 3% to Paris, which we heartily endorse, and Téhran tels 28 : 
and 81, Oct 29 and Nov 8.4 Incidents reported ‘Tehran reftels could _ | 

: become ‘extremely ‘serious and create ‘urgent situation en short notice. 
7 Accordingly, if approached by Iran reps Paris this subject, suggest you — 

| explain to them we still interested in suggested démarche at proper 
a time and discuss form and content of communications to be presented oo 

_ to make sure Iran approach would be in line our thinking. It would | 
be desirable for us to see Iran draft in advance to make sure it does _ 

not: introduce complicating factors such as (re Deptel 361 to'Gadel*) 
7 appeal to SC for action to revise 1921 Treaty. Dept considers commu- | 

nication should be for Council’s info only, as in case of Iran note of | 
—. Dee 1946 re Azerbaijan, although we realize Soviets or other members 

_ might conceivably call for debate and that Iran might later ask action oe 
 ifsituationaggravated.® | Oe ee - - a oe "a 

| hol Gra ee | 2 — | 

| “Not printed ; it was.a repeat of telegram 23 from Mr. Bohlen to Ambassador | ‘Wiley (501.BC/11-348). ne ) | ee 
 ?DPhis was.a repeat of 2527 to the Department, supra. rs 

_* Neither printed ;. they reported border incidents involving attacks by Soviet . 
military forces on Iranian troops and Soviet penetration of Iranian territory. 
‘These telegrams were repeated to the Department as 1239 and 1256 and are 
filed under 761.91/10-2948 and 861.2391/11-348, respectively. nn Se | 

a °’ Dated October 29; it was a repeat of 1021 to Tehran, p. 190. eS . 
| * This telegram was repeated to Tehran, Moscow, and London. | PER
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a --§01.BC/11-648: Telegram _ a au a _ | - 

Lhe Ambassador in Iran (Wiley) to the United States Delegation — 
| at the United Nations General Assembly, at Paris 

- SECRET _ enon | Trenran, November 6,1948—4 p.m 

32. For Bohlen. Glad to see from your telegram No. 23, November 3, _ 

1948 (Delga 586)* that we are thinking along same general lines. Of 
--- gourse you are-in position to judge question of timing and character 

| of Iranian démarche much betterthanwecanhere. = | | 
_ Soviet charges re alleged American military activities in Iran are _ 

oe being repeated and expanded daily in ever accelerated and shriller 

tempo by Soviet radio and press. Ambassador Sadchikov has returned 
| to Tehran. Simultaneously a large Rumanian diplomatic set-up has 

arrived, dedicated to Cominform activities. Policy of frontier incur- 

sions has been vigorously revived by the USSR. Then our arms credit 7 

program is on very eve of being implemented, something which Soviet 
. Military Attaché says his government will under no circumstances 

: tolerate. I therefore feel more strongly than ever that the situation, 
irrespective of what Iran may or may not do, compels that we immedi- — 
ately refute in the most vigorous, forthright and official manner en- 

|  tirely false and fantastic Soviet accusations which have been made over : 
go long a period with obviously carefully planned, ominous and evil 
intentions. We should no longer hesitate but act at once. We may have ~ 

no time to lose. It is in my opinion of secondary importance when or | 

how Iran acts. 7 a Oe 
[Here follow personal observations.] | | , | 

| Sent Paris for. Gadel 32, repeated London 117, Department 1278; 
Department pass Moscow 87. re 

| | | SO oo ae -— Wirer © 

1 See footnote 2, p. 195. a a - . 7 oe 

| -- $91.20/11-1848 : Telegram =. nn — | 
Phe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran .. .. 

OP SECRET  USURGENT Wasurneron, November 19,1948—5 p.m. 
1093. Depts of State and Defense believe you should take over . 

| principal role in discussions on subj Sexton’s M-354, Nov. 3,and that __ 

| further communications should be through State and Emb channels. 
If desired in replying to Razmara, MA may join with you in these 
discussions. ee Oc 

_ Depts of State and Defense agree your reply should be on following 7 
SS lines subject your concurrence: oo an



sn event of war with Soviet Union involving Iran and US, Iran 
| may be assured of all assistance compatible with US resources in a | 

| global conflict. It must be clear from recent history that US devotes ss 
its full and unrelenting power, in cooperation with its loyal allies, to _ 7 

_ achieve total victory over those who bring war to the world. On our 
part, we have complete confidence as to favorable outcome of any a 

- Tuture conflict in which US may beinvolved. eee a | 
| _ US is, naturally, interested in Iranian defense capabilities. In event a 

; of war of Soviet aggression, USSR, would enjoy initial advantages 

It is logical therefore that Iranians formulate. theirplansonbasisof = 
resistance as effective and prolonged as possible, including, if neces- . 

_—s Sary, extensive and extended guerrilla-type warfare. tw : 
| _ If pressed by Razmara or if you think it necessary, youmaysay we 3 

_ cannot be more specific in our advice or assurances + because we cannot oe 
: foresee what, world-wide demands upon us may be if war breaks out. | 

U.S. would be-arsenal and pivotal point in coalition against aggressor 
_ and, in the interests of all, would necessarily bring its resources to - 

bear at whatever points would provide best opportunity speedy vic- © 
| tory. Choice of those points would depend to some extent on degree 

of continuing resistance being offered by Iran forces and those of 
other statessimilarly situated. — : 

_ All above predicated on assumption that U.S. as well as Iran is =~ 
at. war with USSR. It does not answer question, which we understand __ 

_ Razmara is not raising, namely, whether U.S. would go to war im- a 
| mediately if Iran wereattackedby USSR. © ee 

_ All communications to Iranians this subj should be ‘oral. Nothing | 
| should be committed to writing. Any discussion this subj should be | 

7 prefaced and concluded by statements to the effect that we are not 
- convinced war is inevitable and we have not abandoned hope in our” 

___ continuing efforts to preserve peace.” ce 

~ 1The Department,. on October 28, had instructed Ambassador Wiley to reply | 
. to queries from the Shah and General Razmara concerning United. States > 

Strategic plans in terms of a “satisfactory formula which would prevent undue ~ a 
, _ Iranian discouragement while not revealing US plans or implying US ‘ecommit-- it 

_ ment.” (telegram. 1020 to Tehran, 891.00/10-2848). pe ee | 
_ . #¥he Department, on November 16, had sent a draft of this telegram to Secre- | 

| tary Marshall at Paris for his views (Telmar 160, 891.00/11-1648): The Secre- o 
oe tary had replied two days later, stating: “I think the proposed telegram to . 

Wiley is forthright as to our interest in Iran, an excellent guide to Iran activities oe 
in the event of war, yet holds out no specific promise of commitment which we 

. might be unable to fulfill.” The reply suggested minor drafting changes and 
_ ‘made some comment (Martel 153, 891.00/11-1848). pe .
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- g94.20/11-1048: Telegram - | | 

‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran 

-gopsecrer =~ ~——~—:«sOWasuneron, November 19,1948—7 p.m. 

1096. Nov. 10 Amb Ala and Mil Attaché Mazhari informed Dept 

MA had recd instructions from Shah to speak “plainly and clearly” 

to: State and Army Depts re plans Shah and Govt if Iran attacked. | 

__. Instructions emphasized: Iranian orientation to West, necessity of _ 

“strengthening the line”, and of putting Iran, through provision ade-_ 

| quate materiel, in position join resisting Soviet attack. Ala said Shah 

and Govt “are determined to defend home soil and desire to join in | 

-__yesisting any aggression undertaken by Soviet”. PL 
-- _In presenting case Mazhari said history of Azerbaijan and oil con- 

cessions. proved Iranians-are capable resisting Soviet pressures and 

worthy of independence. Therefore US should now give Iran assistance 

| ‘comparable to that provided China, Turkey and Greece. He emphasized - 

vulnerability of Iran, strategic importance and potential as anchor | 

for defensive line extending eastward from Belgium through Turkey 

a to Himalayas. He said he was prepared ‘discuss matter with and 

‘answer questionsof US milestablishment. === 

Ala mentioned Dept previously advised caution to avoid provoking _ 

~ Russians. However, Iran had already given Russians various reasons 

— to be provoked including rejection of oil agreement and recent appoint- 

| ment PriMin Sa’ed.1 He felt nothing Iran might do now could be more 

provocative than what she had previously done. There was therefore _ 

no reason hold back on that score. an ae | 

- Queried re course action Shah would take if US indicated it might 

| be able provide assistance, Iranians emphasized present discussion was 

7 . strictly secret. If Shah recd indication US willingness assist he would 

_ consult PriMin, Council Ministers and Majlis leaders (without reveal- _ 

| ing fact his prior approach to us) and indicate he deemed it time re- | 

| quest help from US. Ala said “Majlis and people are absolutely and 

| entirely. in favor defending Iran”. He stressed however that. Shah 

must have advance assurance favorable US reaction. . OO 

Dept pointed out no defensive line existed and Amer aid to various. | 

countries has been offered largely on ad hoc basis.each case. Said mis- ~ 

understanding appears exist re extent American aid being furnished 

-*_ gertain countries and ability US furnish such aid. It was emphasized — 

multitude considerations involved in weighing requests for assist- 

ance, and where US Rep seeks to be frank and open in discussing prob- 

lems involved, he may often appear negative. In conversations where 

| consideration given such a problem parties should not be discouraged 

1prime Minister Hajir resigned on November 6 and was succeeded by 

~ Mohammad Saed. a -
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if structure emerges slowly. Both political and mil considerations must 

be evaluated by many people; effect on Amer economy must be weighed 7 

demands are: far larger than US. can hope to méet) ; strategic ques- 

tions must obviously be studied by mil men; and finally but not least, 
if any proposal clears executive branch it must still receive Congres- Po 

| sional approval. NE a Pe 

| Iranians concluded conversation by saying “Against all these forces 

pods you must make your decision. We must know who is going to help”. | 

- 761.91/11-2048: Telegram ee agg Ae GN Rag og 

po se The Ambassador im Iran (Wiley) to the Secretary of State a 

SECRET ante ae  . Tunran, N ovember 20, 1948—3 p.m. | 

- 1833; For Bohlen. Qavam told Dr. Radji* yesterday that two days 
before Hajir ‘relinquished premiership latter had interview with 

- Sadchikov in which Soviet Ambassador made following three points: 

OW" ‘Soviet: Government does not recognize validity of Majlislaw of 
| Ottober 22, 1947 annulling Qavam-Sadchikov oil agreement. Basis for - 

Soviet attitude is that Iran Government has failed to implement pro- ne 
| visions of law (1) setting up Iranian company to exploit Iranian 

‘petroleum resources and sell oil to Soviets and (2) renegotiating a 

southern oil concession, = Bo 
«9, Tran Government must take steps to rid country of American | 

advisers otherwise Soviet Government will invoke treaty of 1921. oe 

3, If Iran Government agrees to Soviet oil concession and dismissal 

American military missions, Soviet Government is ready to negotiate a 
trade pact with Iran. | _ rc | 

os “This | | morning Foreign Minister [apparent omission] received | 

| chiefs of missions, Sadchikov was conspicuously absent, all others — 

_ being present including satellites. ee ee 

| : ‘Sent Department; repeated London 130, Paris 42. Department pass 

a - An Iranian political leader. Oo | | | . So : | 

- 501.BC/12-248 : Telegram Oo | | | o 

«The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iran - : 

ss gecrer = ss sst—i<(<itsé‘ Wasnt TON, December 2, 1948—6 p. mo 

——-- 1129. Suggest you discuss with Saed or Hekmat * proposed Iranian” 
- communication to Security Council re Soviet-Iranian relations. (Re | 

| 1 Ali Asghar Hekmat, Minister for Foreign Affairs in the Sa’ed Cabinet. © - 

| —429-027—75——14 - | - a .
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_. ~ Deptel 1004 Oct. 21? and previous.) Your approach should be informal 
with first objective to determine whether new ministers are familiar __ 
with background, understand US views, and are in agreement as to ~~” 

a desirability action this type. Make clear idea communication origi- — 
nated with Iranian officials here (we understand Ala has again com- 
-Municated his views to Tehran) and we are not taking initiative. Our 

_ interest arises from general policy of support for Iran and-fact Soviet 
| threats against Iran partly based on asserted US activities that country. — 

- Make following points: | SS - 

_ 1. Unless there is some new development we do not suggest action 
during present session General Assembly Paris but we think appro- 

| priate time may come shortly after end this session.. Therefore im- 7 
| portant Iran Govt make necessary decisions promptly. =| , 

2. Because of delicacy question and legal points involved, we , 
_ believe documents to bé transmitted to SC should be carefully pre- 

pared and time allowed for thorough. study by Iranian reps. Washing- | 
ton and New York in consultation Dept. (We are anxious have Ala 

| take active part this matter, along with Entezam, but leave yt your 
_ discretion how far you press this.) ee | 

Oo _ 8, Aside from our general desire offer advice and assistance where 
’ appropriate, our request to be consulted before Iranian action is based 

on fact we would plan make parallel communication refuting Soviet | 
_ charges against US and supporting Iran position that any alleged 

| threat against Soviet Union from Iran should be referred to Security 
Council. We naturally wish to know in advance position Iran will 

_ take in order be sure we can conscientiously support it. (This con- 
nection we have never had clarification of Hajir reported statement 
to Le Rougetel that Iranian note would ask revision by SC of Article 6 
of 1921 treaty. Re Deptel 1021 Oct 29. We could not support such | 
approach.) | | | i | 

For your info we have concluded Noury-Esfandiary has blocked 
previous action by Iran reps Paris, despite repeated statements __ 

_ Shah and Hajir that instructions had been sent him. Since heis still 
- head Iran Del, we think it useless have further instructions sent Paris. 

Accordingly would prefer any further instructions this regard be 
| sent Ala Washington and Entezam after his return New York? | 

? This was a repeat of Gadel 269, p. 187. re 
*This telegram was repeated to Paris, London, and Moscow. | 

: | a Editorial Note | a | | 

| The Iranian Ministry for Foreign Affairs, on December 29, 1948, | 
sent note No. 5147 to the American Embassy stating that the Iranian 
Government was in accord with extending the agreement of October 6, __ 
1947, for the employment of the American Military Mission with the
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_ Iranian Army for one year from March 20, 1949. The only change 
| called for in the current agreement was the substitution of the words = 

. “American officers and non-commissioned officers” for “American offi- — 
- cers and enlisted men”. Oo | 

_ The American Embassy, in note No. 575 of January 5, 1949, to the | 
| Iranian Ministry for Foreign Affairs, expressed the willingness of 

the United States Government to extend the agreement for one year 
| -and to accept the change in wording requested by the Iranian 

_. Government. 5 eRe 
The text of the exchange of notes is printed in Department of 

State, Treaties and Other International Acts Series (TIAS) No. 1924, 
| or 63 Stat. (pt.8) 2480, RRO se |



ss INFEREST OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN. 
THE UNITED KINGDOM AND IRAQ TO REVISE THE BRITISH-IRAQI 

© - TREATY OF ALLIANCE OF JUNE 30, 1930; THE QUESTION OF ECO- 
_ NOMIC ASSISTANCE TO IRAQ* a 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embuassy-tn frag | 

TOP SECRET _ WASHINGTON, November 26, 1947—7 p. m. 

_ 441. For Dorsz.? Dept understands Busk Brit Chargé d’Affaires is 
being instructed to enter into top secret negotiations with Iraqi Govt 

— looking forward to revision of Brit-Iraqi Treaty. Busk is also being 
| instructed to keep in touch with you re developments. Dept considers 

that it is in interests of US that outcome of these negotiations be such 
_ as to sure satisfaction of Brit strategic needs in Iraq. You are there- 

_ fore authorized to cooperate with Busk in this matter and to give him 
such support as you and he might consider appropriate. 

In lending your support you may in case the two of you should — 
| consider it helpful discreetly mention matter to Regent * or pertinent | 

Iraqi officials pointing out importance to security of Middle East 
which US ascribes to successful outcome of negotiations. — 

| oe a | | . | _ Loverr 

| + See also instruction 17, March 29, to Baghdad, ante, p. 7 7 ; | : | | 
 ®Hdmund J. Dorsz, First Secretary, of Embassy in Iraq, at this time serving | 
as. Chargé. | 7 | 
®Abdul lah. - —_ a | 

| 741,90G/12-847 : Telegram | . | an a 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary | 
of State a a 

TOP SECRET WasHINGTON, December 8,1947—1lavm. 

| 6861. For Henderson.t Michael Wright ? December 6 asked follow- 
_ ing status report re secret Anglo-Iraqi treaty talks be conveyed | 

| Henderson. | | - . 

: : 1Loy W. Henderson, Director of the Office of Near Eastern and African Affairs. : 
; | _*# Michael Wright, Superintending Under Secretary of the British Foreign: 

; _ Office. . . Co 

2020 | | Oo |



| 1. Negotiations have been carried as far as possible at moment and = 
: ~ Garran special British negotiator returned December 6to report. => 

2, At Prime Minister? and Regent level “very good progress” has 
been made and “virtual agreement” reached re wartime use bases. Only — 
important point is Iraqi reluctance specify in treaty that British forces | 

_ - -will be given facilities uses bases jointly with Iraqi forces during _ 
Z _ peacetime. Prime Minister asserts his intention invite British forces . 
| to do this but doubts advisability making formal provision this effect. 

| 8. No further meetings yet scheduled but plan is that if agreement 
can be reached Iraqi Prime Minister will eventually come London =| 

A, Wright said consequences UN Palestine decision have so far not — 
shown any sign of interrupting talks and in case Prime Minister they / 
have had “rather the reverse effect”. However, Wright believes Iraqi 

_  4ovt might be forced suspend talks if popular agitation Iraq re 
_ Palestine grows much stronger. dati uy SP Bsa os 

+5. Wright: again expressed appreciation for Dept’s interest this = 
question. (Dept’s Top Secret 441, November 26 to Baghdad), 

.741,90G/1-548: Telegram oe ere | 

_ Lhe Chargé m Iraq (Dorsz) to the Secretary of State 

TOP sECRET = =. _ Ba@upap, January 5, 1948-11 a. m. oe 
an 7. At audience with His Royal Highness mentioned Embtel 5,Jan- 

unary 5,1 I expressed views along lines those Embtel 803, December 31.1 _ 
_ _ His Royal Highness said he was glad learn US Government felt this | 

_ way as he believed satisfactory revision Anglo-Iraqi Treaty: would 
| be important factor in promoting’ stability: Middle East. As | result - 

_- progress made in preliminary discussions with British, he was hope- | 
ful that mutually beneficial agreement would be reached during Prime 

| Minister’s visit to UK. Weather permitting Prime Minister was sched-_ a 

| ~ I mentioned that local press and several prominent political leaders 
had been bitterly attacking government for Iraq’s treaty relationship 

--with Great Britain and had been demanding that no arrangement be 
_. made that would infringe Traq’s “sovereignty and fullindependence”. = 

- His Royal Highness responded by saying that treaty revision wasde- = 
signed to benefit both countries and that “my people must take into | 
consideration, the realities” of existing conditions in the world which 
for security reasons requires sound treaty relationship of thisnature =| 

| with.friendly power, = 3 EL |
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Although I did most of talking His Royal Highness seemed. genu- — 
a inely interested in subjects mentioned Embtels 5 and.6, January 5*%and 

7 particularly as regards US Government’s attitude on treaty revision 
7 matter. On this subject he twice remarked that-he was glad to receive 

| information-conveyed. 
Sent Department 3[7?],repeated London3. = oo 

| REE ye ee — Dorsz 

a | ? Not printed. _ ; ae ba BO an So 

Editorial Note. | 

- ' Demonstrations against the proposed treaty with the British oc- 
| curred at Baghdad on January 5, when students at the Baghdad Law 

College clashed with the police. The following day, an Iraqi delega- . 
_ ~ tion consisting of Prime Minister Jabr, former Prime Ministers Nuri - 

-_-as-Said and Tawfig as-Suwaidi, and Defense Minister Shakir al-Wadi oe 
- - enplaned for London to conclude the negotiations, They were joined 7 

| _ there by Fadhil Jamali, the Foreign Minister (airgram 55, February 7, _ 
from Baghdad, 890G.00/2=748). | ee 

| -741.90G/1-1048: Telegram a 
The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Gallman) to the Secretary. 

| oo of State — a | 

SECRET US URGENT Lonpon, January 10, 1948—6 p. m. 

—.- 9%, 1, According Wright who asked Loy Henderson be informed — 
| soonest twenty year Anglo-Iraqi treaty was initialed this afternoon.* 

| Formal signature expected January 15.2. a, . 
| _. 2. Embassy pouching text which Wright describes as “very satis- 

| factory” and possible cornerstone on which future British relations — 
| with Egypt and other Middle East countries can be based. = si 

| | 3. Foreign Office tonight instructing British Embassy Jidda to out- 
| line substance treaty to Ibn Saud * and to say that HMG would be 

pleased to make similar treaty with SAG. Visit Feisal* London end =| 
a January is suggested as possible opportunity for treaty talks, | 

Sent Department 97, repeated Baghdad 4, Jidda2. po 

| 1The ‘Department, on January 13, informed Cairo in telegram 40 (repeated 
to other Arab capitals and London) that it considered “agreement this general 
type in interests of US.” (741.90G/1-1348) ae ee | 

*'The treaty was formally signed at Portsmouth, England, on January 15; for 
. text, see British Cmd. 7309, Iraq No. 1 (1948): Treaty of Alliance between His 

Majesty in respect of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 
| and His Majesty the King of Iraq. | : Oo 

. 7 Abdul Aziz ibn Saud, King of Saudi Arabia. me - 
' | * Amir Faisal, Saudi Arabian Foreign Minister. - | |



_ 741.90G/1-1448: Telegram. st ee ~ ha a , 

>. Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Iraq 

| SECRET - ..~—_....,. -‘WasHineton, January 16,1948—6p.m. 

19. Embtel 49, Jan. 14.1 Dept-approves of attitude youhaveassumed = 
when approached by members Iraqi parliament on subject of Anglo- => 

| .  Traqi treaty and believes that it would be helpful for you to assume — — 
similar attitude when approached by other key Iraqi officials. It feels - 
that your attitude would be more effective if you refrain except in — 

| unusual circumstances from taking initiative in conversations of this fee 
1 kind;.if such conversations are carried on in a casual rather than 

| pointed manner; and if they are limited to persons of influence known _ 
to be friendly towards US. Our objective might be defeated if the 

_ impression should be obtained that the British and Americans have = = 
- some kind of an understanding with regard to the treaty and that 

_ Americans are acting as British tools. ee . 
You are commended for effective and tactful manner in which you | 

have carried out this delicate task. : ue - 

| 3 Not printed ; it. advised that, in conversations with prominent Iraqis, Mr. . 
. Dorsz had expressed the “view that it would seem to be in Iraq’s interest to - 

| have a mutually agreeable treaty relationship with friendly power such as UK. 
oo Otherwise security of country might become seriously endangered by an un- 

= friendly power seeking opportunity to impose police state conditions such as 
- ‘prevail in eastern Hurope” (741.90G/1-1448). . oO oo 

| _» Press attacks against.the Iraqi Government intensified. Students in 
institutions of higher learning went on strike on January 18, urging re- | 

_ jection of the Treaty of Portsmouth. Frenzied rioting erupted in 
Baghdad on the 20th.. — | oe eg e 

_.. Chargé-Dorsz reported that “On January 21 HRH the Regent made _ 
- an. announcement which must have come as a bombshell to the British, = 

Alarmed by the now serious riots.and the possibility of a public up- 
_ heaval, he summoned a conference of elder statesmen to the Palaceand 

/ after a five-hour‘meeting announced that ‘the treaty does not realize 
_ the aspirations of Iraq and is not a useful instrument to consolidate = 

the friendship between the two countries.’ The Regent further prom- _ 

/ ised Iraqis that no treaty would be ratified which did not insure the | 
Interest of the country and its national aspirations.” The Jabr Cabinet 
resigned on January 27 and the next day a new government headed oe 
by Mohammed Sadr came to power (airgram 55 from Baghdad). 

Foreign Minister Hamdial- Pachachi, on February 4,handed Mr. Busk __ 
| _a note communicating his Government’s rejection of the treaty and
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| concluding that the Iraqi Government-was agreeable to:opening nego- 
a tiations for ‘a new treaty (telegram 146, February 7, 8 a. m., 

| London, on February 18, advised that it had “no information rejec- 
tion AIT has in any way altered general British policy vis-a-vis 
Middle East. countries although recent. experience is likely to make 

| Bevin and Foreign Office more wary. HMG concept of replacing old 
‘British position of strength by developing mutual defence and other 
interests with Arab states is unchanged. In view. British Cabinet, 

a essential merits its basic postwar attitude towards Middle East are = 
_ too great to be abandoned lightly. However, Palestine partition has 
created dangerous reservoir emotionalism: in.all Arab states and even 
some minor event might set off conflagration. If this should: happen 

| HMG would have'to meet new situation ‘with materials at. hand. and 
might be forced’ to make; for time at least,.extemporaneous policy — 

- alterations.” (telegram 554, 741.90F /2-1848) 25: 0 0 6. a 

——- 890G.,50/11-2448 : Telegram a Oo 

: The Acting United States Representative at the United.Nations 

ee (Dullesy to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET URGENT. ..—-—S Parts, November 24, 1948-2 p.m. 
- Delga 908. For Satterthwaite *. from..Kopper.2 Khanadan* (Iraq) | 
brought up again question of possible economic assistance to Iraq*in — 

| near future along same lines indicated my memorandum to Secretary | 
| dated November 4.5 Khanadan reiterated view that it was essential 

| for Iraqi Delegation have something to take home if Iraq were to ~ 
acquiesce in settlement Palestine question along lines Bernadotte __ 

| Plan® 
| - It was pointed out to him that US felt it‘first necessary to secure _ 

political settlement Palestine question. Khanadan demurred to this = 
| saying that if economic assistance were postponed it would be too late. 
_.  Khanadan’s approaches have been made with the approval of the | 

, chairman of the Iraqi Delegation. His line of argument has been | 

- Ad oseph C. Satterthwaite, ‘Director of the: Office of Near.Eastern and African — 

| HF AT Seeruel ‘K. C. Kopper, Adviser to the United States Delegation at the Third ae 
- Session of the General Assembly. — . oo . | ey 

| * S. Khanadan, member of the Iraqi Delegation to the General Assembly... | 
*The economic and financial situation of Iraq deteriorated considerably as ; 

1948 wore on. Chargé Dorsz, on October. 9, expressed concurrence with the views - 
. of the British Foreign Office on the urgency of granting immediate financial 

assistance to.Iraq (telegram 607 from Baghdad, 890G.00/10-948). . ee 
a * Copy not found in Department of State files. ae 

| _ © See progress report dated September 16, signed by. Count Bernadotte included 
| in {focumentation on Israel, scheduled for publication in part 2 of the present
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: similar to that expressed by Ali Jawdat* to Dorsz (re Baghdad air- 

2 gram A-311, October 26°), although they say Iraqi Government does — ae 

not know Iraqi Delegation here is putting out new feelers on question - 

economic aid. nota | Oo 

- It would be helpful for us to know whether any recent prospect 

| of economic aid inform of loans or otherwise and likewise extent to | 

which we may go in giving any encouragement to Iraqi and other — | 

Arab Delegates onthismatter. UA aa tas 

_ Repeated London as 13836. | Oo DULLES - | 

‘Traqi Foreign Minister. fe | Se Oo 

| ® Not printed. a a | | 

--- §90G.51/12-148: Telegram a . OO te 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the | 

| United Nations General Assembly, at Paris ; ae 

SECRET : _ Wasuineron, December 1,1948—l p.m. 

Gadel 636. For Kopper from Satterthwaite. For your background =” 

in discussion with Khanadan re economic assistance Iraq Dept rptg 

--- Baghdad 662 Oct 30,1 Deptel 399 Nov 4 and Baghdad 689 Nov 92 

Dept has consistently favored and encouraged Iraqiapproach World 

‘Bank, but little or no progress made due failure on part Iraq to 

complete application to Bank or show initiative or energy in present- 

- ing case to Bank. Dept has repeatedly expressed view to Iraqis that _ | 

"World Bank is logical source financial assistance and that national — ve 

. development projects are appropriate subjects for such assistance 

— (Delga 908 Nov 24). oe Oo ee 
| Dept has no knowledge Iraqi application Exim Bank credit. Ifand 

when application made by Iraq or any Arab country, case willbecon- 

_ sidered on basis individual merit in conformity rules and legislation _ | 
- governing such loans. You may know Saudi Arab Govt although - 

granted Exim loan ®* has indicated intention nonutilization, = 

-- You may explain to Khanadan that subject loan is complicated one | 

and this Govt in no position offer economic assistance or promises of - 

. assistance in out-of-hand manner suggested. You may advise him oe 

Dept would be glad discuss general subject at any time through _ 

- approach Embassy Baghdad or through Iraqi Embassy Washington.* | 

_. [Satterthwaite. ] , ; 7 

| . | | —_ Loverr a 

| | 1Not printed; it noted recent criticism from Foreign Minister Jawdat of the. 
failure of the United States to offer any tangible assistance to Iraq and of | 

: American unwillingness to divorce the question of economic and financial aid to. 
Iraq from the political problem of Palestine (890G.00/10-3048). an a 

| * Neither printed. po | | oO - : 
. * Documentation on this subject is included in the section on Saudi Arabia in 

this volume. : oe : oo : | 

This telegram was repeated to London. — | oe | |



OS ISRAEL 

| | [Documentation | on the creation of the state of Israel and related 
matters is included in part 2 of this volume.] ne 

0B ae |



AUDIT ARABIA 

| INTEREST OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE QUESTIONS OF ECONOMIC 
: _AND MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO SAUDI ARABIA, RENEWAL OF. 

. « . UNITED STATES TENANCY AT THE DHAHRAN AIR FIELD, AND THE a 
| -PROPOSED TREATY OF ALLIANCE BETWEEN THE UNITED KINGDOM | 

: ~ AND SAUDI ARABIA* - | ; oe re ne 

‘711.90F/1-1848 : Telegram oo fy Bop Ae RR | 

| Lhe Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET URGENT = Japa; January 18, 1948—5 p. m. — 

16. ReLegtels 13,214, and 15? January 18. We may be approaching, 
if we have not already passed, a decisive stage in our relations with 

Saudi Arabia. Until Palestine partition decision we have not had a 
firmer friend in Arab worldthan Ibn Saud 2 eee 

os Although no official intimation has been*given me to such effect, it 
is suggested King may be influenced to abandon hopes of close political = 

-. relations with US and return to his previous policy of relying more — 
particularly upon his- political relations with Great Britain by | 

- _ Feisal’s*® recent report to him and reluctance displayed by US to give | 
positive form to his overtures: tn - 

1. Middle East settlement suggested by King in June (Legtel 252, 
, June 20, 1947 *).— es | oa ° oe oe / aa oe | 

+, Raising-our respective Legations to Embassies (Legtel 474, No- _ 

- 8. Sending military mission Dhahran (Legtel.568, December 16,2 
my 581, December 22°). | | ee, a 

+ For previous documentation involving relations between the United States and 
a Saudi Arabia, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol..v, pp. 1829 ff... © © = SO 

 # Not printed; it gave Minister Childs’ view that the “British taking advantage __ 
— favorable atmosphere created for them,in Arab world by their refusal to be drawn | 

_ into. imposed -Palestine. settlement and;extremely unfavorable position in ‘which 
oo we have been placed in our all out support: partition, to move into positions of _ | 

vantage in Arab states generally, including Saudi Arabia.” (867N.01/1-1348) : 
- .. ® Neither printed; but ‘see footnote -4;:in:telegram 21, January 7, included in - a 

| documentation on Israel, scheduled for publication in part 2 of the present Se 
_ volume. — . | 

— * Abdul Aziz ibn Saud, King of Saudi Arabia- So , . 
* Amir Faisal, Saudi Arabian Minister for Foreign Affairs. By 

yO. ° Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, p. 750. as 
~~ 7 Not printed; it advised of information from Shaikh Yussuf Yassin, Saudi 

| Arabian Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs, that the British had raised the 
oe status of their Legation at Jidda to that of Embassy and that the Saudi Arabian oe, 

Government hoped the United States would take similar action (701.4190F/ 

| 11-647), | “es ” 
oe - §Not printed, but for an extensive summary, see editorial note, Foreign Retla- 

tions, 1947, vol. v, p. 13841. - : | - 
-. .°Not printed, but see footnote 2, ibid., p. 1342. - | | 

| | | | 200
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_ It would appear reasonable infer our reluctance in respect 1 and 2 
_ above may have persuaded him to raise question attitude toward SAG 

of US Government (Legtel 5388, December 47° and 539, December 4, 
1947) mn. 

| _ Our support of Palestine partition has no doubt accentuated King’s > 
: doubt whether he could find in US a stable political partner in sub- | 

stitution for his old ally, the British. What must have however in- _ | 
tensified King’s doubts has been contrast between British refusal to _ 

| be drawn into an imposed Palestine settlement and reports brought 
to him by Feisal of what last named described to me yesterday as 

_ “American delegates to UNGA acting as spokesmen of Zionists,one 
of parties to dispute, and pressure brought by American Legation _ 
[Delegation] on other foreign delegations to vote for partition after 

, assurances given Feisal by Department no such pressure would be | 
exerted”. Feisal said struggle in UNGA was essentially between Arab — 
States on one hand and American delegation on other with other na- _ 

7 tions spectators rather than acting participants.12 eae 
___ Feisal informed me off record yesterday if he had had decisive influ- 

_ ence in SAG foreign policy he would have broken relations with US | 
after that. Feisal has just’ returned from Riyadh where he no doubt 
displayed same bitter disillusionment over hopes developing firm | 

_ relations with US which he displayed me yesterday, stating this had 
| been his great purpose since first visit US * and he-now saw his work 

reduced to ashes. =i (iti‘iS ee - a 
| Above, coupled with readiness with which British aceepted SAG 

| proposal raising Legations to Embassies and our generally negative _ 
attitude toward this and other specific SAG proposals closer political — 
relations, ineline King reexamination his former policy moving away oo 
from British and basing his foreign policy on development closest po- 
litical relations withUS. | Oo co 

_. ™ Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v,.p. 1385.” re eee - _ = Not printed, but see footnote 4, ibid.,p.1888 
_™ Documentation en the question of pressures allegedly exerted on behalf of | 
a vote for partition by the General Assembly in November 1947 is presented in 
the.sections on Palestine, ibid., and ii: Israel, part 2 of the present volume sched- 

. uled for publication. a eee ee eo oes oe a 

“For documentation on the. visit of the Amir Faisal to the United States in «1948, see ébid., 1943, Vol. rv, pp. 840. oe oe Oa



; | 711.90F27/1-1648: Airgram — Ss oP ES . a 

i _ ‘The Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabia 

| SECRET Wo a WaAsHINGTON, January 16, 1948. | 

| - A-9, In view of the current political situation vis-A-vis SAG Dept. * 
| __ believes no further efforts re negotiation bilateral [civil] air transport | oe 

agreement desirable at thistime.* — EE eg Ea 
Minimum rights necessary for civil operations are contained in| 

Dhahran Airbase Agreement and in all probability extension that ~ 

| agreement will be sought at proper time. - | 
When decision is made to open negotiations for extension terms Air- 

- base Agreement, decision will be made in the light of current situa- = 
tion at that time as to whether to negotiate bilateral air transport _ 
agreement or to continue civil [air] rights through Airbase - 
Agreement. Be OS = 

pee While simplified draft air transport agreement could be prepared 
/ now for Leg.’s use, difficulties involved in radical departures from =| 

Dept.’s “model draft” originally proposed and probability require- = 
- ments for further changes before active negotiations can be resumed _ 

appear to make it desirable suspend any further action until such 
| time as it appears reasonable to expect success in efforts to obtain | | 

understanding with SAG on text.? | - _ 
_ A copy of this airgram is being sent to the American Embassy, _ 
Cairn a fe es 

the Department, on May 8, 1947, sent a revised draft agreement to Jidda, 
which stated that ‘While the United States now enjoys satisfactory [civil] - 

_ aviation rights in Saudi Arabia by virtue of the Dhahran Airbase Agreement and 
related contracts between TWA and the Saudi Arabian Government, the Depart- cP 

7 “ment believes that it is in the best interest of both countries to negotiate a 
- formal bilateral air transport agreement.” (instruction 80, 711.90F27/5-847). 

Regarding the earlier draft, see instruction 329, August 1, 1945, Foreign Rela- | 
tions, 1945, vol. vim, p. 986; concerning the TWA contract, see the American | 

| note of May 29, 1946, and footnote 20, ibid., 1946, vol. vil, pp. 744, 745... : | 
| Sheikh Yussuf transmjtted the Saudi Arabian. counterproposals to the Amer- re, 

ican Legation on August 19, 1947, and on December 24, Jidda sent them to the _ | 
| Department in despatch 442 (711.90F27/12-2447). a | a 

: - *he American Legation at Jidda engaged in many discussions with the Saudi 
oe Arabian Foreign Office in 1948 on the question of a civil air transport agreement, : 

| but no agreement was reached. | - oo Se | OO 

741.90F/1-2048 : Telegram re a ee me 

«The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

ss TOP SECRET US URGENT = —s pa, January 20,1948-6p.m. NEGF a : a ae | 

94, Following my account my audience with Prince Feisal this 
afternoon (Department please note: pressing importance I have US |
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Government’s comments for transmittal Feisal before twenty-_ 
| seventh): a . | | 

a Feisal stated he had come to Jidda from Mecca especially to see me 
but he desired greatest discretion purpose his visit. I was acquainted __ 

_ with great concern SAG re Hashimites? about which His Majesty 
had spoken to me on numerous occasions. With view to clarifying 

a SAG’s relations with its friends the British this question, SAG had 
approached some time ago British Government and latter had sug- 

: gested Prince Feisal come London to review whole field British-SAG 
relations, ne 

a .In meantime British had concluded treaty with Iraq? and Mr. 
Bevin * had suggested that a similar treaty be concluded with SAG. - 

. His Majesty in view great concern with Hashimites was at first favor- 
ably disposed proposal but after further and closer consideration SAG 

| found two objections: | oS a 7 a | 

- -—-, «1. Britain’s‘relations with Iraq (Beginning with occupation that 
| country followed by mandate over -it and treaty which had not in | 

reality left Iraq independent) were altogether different from Britain’s __ 
relations with Saudi Arabia, a wholly sovereign and independent 
state;and a Oo a OF 

/ _ 2. Latest treaty included heavy obligations on part Iraq which 
a SAG notdisposedassume. = nce oo 

- _ Prince Feisal said he had in mind that Britain should conclude ss 

_.treaties with other Arab states by which they would all be treated — 
alike, and in particular. Hashimite states should not be favored. Pro- 
posed British-SAG treaty went beyond this idea. He added British | 
Ambassador had been recently Riyadh and was returning there on 
twenty-seventh when Feisal himself expected to be there. It was very | 

_ likely British proposals would be discussed in detail at that time. In | 
| view fact that US was closest. foreign government to Saudi Arabia 

‘Prince Feisal had come to. Jidda to acquaint me with. foregoing and 
asked ifIhad'anycomments. 9 =) 0 

_.. I said I had two: (1) I felt my government would be most gratified _ 
‘with confidence reposed in it by:SAG; (2) I felt my government 

_ :would be favorably disposed toward,conclusion of any treaty arrange- 
- ments by SAG which promoted peace and security in Middle East | 

_ without touching SAG’s independence and liberty of action. I said 
| any other comments would-havetoeome from my government. 

| Feisal said in view of Riyadh meeting on twenty-seventh:it was most a 
, important His Majesty have:by that’ time any comments which US > 

a “The ruling- dynasties in Iraq and Transjordan ; for documentation on efforts 
_. by Transjordan to attain a Greater Syria, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v, 

M; ie Gocamentation on this subject, see editorial note, p. 204. > oe 

* Ernest Bevin, British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, |
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fo Government might have to make on the problem as he had outlined oo 
/ 1 to me. I promised I would communicate urgently with my govern- : 
a ment and would endeavor to have reply before he left for Riyadh. 
i. Department will find foregoing development at variance with my -. | 
| estimate situation in Legtels 16, January 13 and 23, January 204Io 
7 suggest his latest development instance fluctuations to which SAG’s. oe 
| policy has been’ subject during recent weeks as result international = = 
t developments including Palestine. First shock was to throw SAG into | 

arms Great Britain but there is now a reaction brought about after | 
| reflection upon Iraq’s dependent status and unwillingness SAG con- 
| clude any arrangement suggesting prejudice to its sovereignty. I sus- 

| pect also Prince Saud’s influence has been active-to retrieve a balance — : 
} mourfavor. oe aloe awed aa gS | 

Sent Department 24,pleaserepeatLondon8.. : 

- *Latter not printed; it requested the Department to note that “as result a 
positions taken by US and British Govertiments over Palestine partitionat UNGA, 

| British Government has virtually. overnight replaced us in: confidence of King” 

TAN OB T2048) 

TALOOF/1-2048: Telegram ect Eg hg 
| Lhe Chargé in the United Kingdom (Gallman) to the Secretary — a 

a SECRET eg fe) - oe -Lonpon, January 20, 1948—7.p. m. a 
| _ 220. Courier January 21 bringing rough draft Anglo-Saudi treaty | 

_ for Department’s information. | oG | 
2. Pyman?* advised that when Trott * took up question treaty with _ 

_ Ibn Saud (Embassy’s 163, January 16+) King replied that he thought — | 
_ he would like treaty and asked Trott for draft. Foreign Office has just . 

prepared tentative draft which Trott will hand King in Riyadh _ 
January 28 following tour previously planned which will take Trott a 

_ to Dhahran and Bahrein where he has timed visit to coincide with visit — - 

_ Gommander-in-Chief East: Indies Royal Navy (Embassy’s 181, _ | 

— vanuaryl6*), gle at ge 

| . "George Lewis Jones, Jr., Counselor of Embassy in the United Kingdom, trans» 
mitted copies of the draft treaty to the Department on January 20, undercover _ 

| of ‘a letter to Mr, Henderson, The letter noted. that the.draft had. “not been: ap- | | 
_ proved higher than the Eastern Department and Michael Wright in the Foreign | | 

= Office. It ' was sent today to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the British Treasury a 
for comment. The Foreign Office expects to receive comments (and very: likely. a 
approval) of all interested British Departments on Friday, January 23. “‘There- a _ after... the text will be télegraphed to. Trott in Jidda.” (741.90F/1-2048) | 

: Mr. Wright was Assistant Under-Secretary of State in the British Foreign Office. | 
_ * Lancelot F. L. Pyman, Assistant Head of the Eastern Department in the | 
‘British Foreign Office. . ee re | - * Alan C. Trott, British Ambassador in Saudi Arabia. i eesepe | 

- ‘Not printed. | wap To es aan eg es |
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- 3, Pyman describes treaty as on general lines Anglo-Iraqi treaty 

without any exclusive features. HMG hopes for Saudi facilities in time — 

| | of war or threat of war and certain communications and other facilities | 

| during peace, these to be specified and provided for in agreement sub- 

sequent treaty signature following survey by British military of their = 

ss peacetime requirements Saudi Arabia. oe os | 

| 4, Treaty provides SAG promise British assistance if attacked from — 

any quarter. oe | So 
| 5. Embassy emphasized US interests in Saudi Arabia and fact 

| Department, to even greater extent than re Iraqi negotiations, would | 

| probably like to have comprehensive information re draft treaty and 

: negotiations with SAG. Pyman said Foreign Office has this very much _ 

in mind and consequently is sending Department preliminary British —__ 

. draft. Trott has been dnstructed to keep Minister Childs fully in ; 

4 picture. | , on | | | 
6. After King sees draft it will be decided whether negotiations will | 

- be in London with Feisal, due here February 5, orin Riyadh, | 

| _-%. Foreign Office appreciates Department’s helpful preliminary / 

reaction to idea negotiation Anglo-Saudi treaty telegraphed by British | 

Embassy, Washington, and hopes to receive at early date Department’s | 

second thoughts, particularly re Dhahran area. Embassy believes De- 

| - partment has unusual opportunity at this stage to make full Depart- _ : 

ment thinking available to Foreign Office. After draft is handed Ibn 

- Saud January 28, communication problem will make it difficult, even - 

a for Foreign Office’s last minute ideas, to be taken into account. - 

| - Sent Department 22 [220]; repeated Jidda6. | 

| | | GLEAN | 

890F.00/12-1647: Telegram od ae | 

no The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabia — 

‘TOP SECRET US URGENT #§ WASHINGTON, January 93,1948—6p:m | 

| NIACT ee 7 OF 

48. Careful consideration being given by Dept[s] State, Army, and 

-_- - Air to King’s request for training mission (Legtel 568 Dec 16) and - 

elation this request extension US Army tenancy Dhahran Airbase 

 Legtel 581 Dec 22)2 
- Further consideration required in view projected Treaty UK-SAG / 

 (Legtel 24 Jan 20). For your info only, Dept has complete text.pro- 

posed draft. — EE RS 

7 | ~ Urgent attention being given these matters, reply will be sent you 

-. goonest. - cp BE ee 
ae en  Loyrrr 

1 Neither Jidda telegram printed, but see footnotes 8and 9,p.202%



T41.90F/1-2348: Telegram ee Pep ey | | 8 Lhe Chargé in the United Kingdom (Gallman) tothe | 
Secretary of State Pages Je SS | 

TOP SECRET _ — . Loxpon, January 23,1948—7p.m 
272, Embassy’s 220, January 20,0 os 

| «1. According Eastern Department, Foreign Office, meeting re draft __ _ Anglo-Saudi treaty. It was agreed that original draft, which bynow si should be in Department’s possession, was “too formidable” to present = | _ to SAG, and in consequence new and much shorter draft has been __ | - prepared omitting supplementary military agreement previously in | _ Article 7 in addition to major omissions annexure in which survey _ party, financial arrangements, use phrase “essential Strategic instal. = gk lations”, and all Articles 8 and 5 disappear. Anglo-Saudi Joint De-_ oo | a fense Board. retained. and. given responsibility for recommending 7 : _ doeation and nature airfields and military works ahd-use to be made | _ of. them for civil or commercial purposes. New draft is about 4% Shorter than old and language simplified. SU Eee Sout SE | > 2. Trott has advised Foreign Office that it may be going too fast for | SAG. Consequently Trott will show. King draft and annexure. aS finally approved meeting here today; if King agreeable he will sug- i gest: Feisal be authorized sign London. If King asks time to study text, ae ‘Foreign Office legal advisor and oflicer may go Saudi Arabia to assist _ ai _ Trott ‘and work out treaty on spot. In this event Trott may suggest i brief postponement Feisal visit. = OME PEE gs 3. While anxious conclude new treaty in almost any form, according 4 ‘Burrows, HMG would be criticized if it were to commit itselfas in Article 8 without SAG obligating itself to cooperate re essential | 

4, Burrows expects instructions to-be sent today to British Joint © |[ ‘Staff Mission Washington to-ascertain US views re desirable strategic — | facilities Saudi Arabia? = | ES UES ees | 
~ Sent Department 279, repeated Jidda 8. i ee Qo ce PS TL dy woke a . Pg re Gaiman mies | 

oo . 7 Bernard A. Burrows, Head of the Eastern Department in the British Foreign | a 
ae Department, on J anuary 26, advised. London that in view of the substan- _ : tial ehanges in the draft treaty set forth in telegram 27¢2, it desired detailed in- ? formation about the changes so that it would be in a position to examine the © f corrected text and make comment to the British (telegram 253, ‘741.90F/1-2348), | 

| Editorial Note ) DS WP . | 
oo Minister Childs, on J anuary 24, sent a note to King Ibn Saud which | | read: “I have great honor referring Your Majesty’s communication of | 

| 429-027-7515 | oa | | | |
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| “December 18, 1947. I duly communicated full text Your Majesty's. . 

a communication to mé.to my Government by telegram. I am now in 

/ receipt telegram dated January 23, 1948 stating careful consideration | 

| ‘being given by my Government Your Majesty’s request for training 

-mission and reply would be communicated. as soon as decision may be © 

formulated. It is added urgent attention being given this question”. 

On February 2, Amir Faisal handed to the Minister the King’s reply 

of January 31, in the form.of a.memorandum. The King called atten- 

| tion to his request of the previous December for a military missionand 

stated that it was. “unreasonable” for the United States to provide such | 

oo a mission without furnishing arms and other essentials for training 

Saudi Arabian forces (telegram 46, February 3,10 p. m., from J idda, 
+ .890F.20: Missions/2-848):. eee | 

- -Jidda, on February 3, transmitted a translation of a second memo- 

—. -yandum from the King’ in: telegram 45, not printed. The date of the” 

second memorandum was not given. It declared that the British had — 

Co encouraged the Iraqis. to. agitate and -propagandize “against us”, in — 

--. order to disturb. relations. between the United States and..Sandiv.: 

= _ Arabia. The memorandum declared it “almost certain” that the pur- 

pose of the Anglo-Iraqi Treaty was to move Saudi Arabia away from 

the United States and to place it in a position where the British would 

- easily gain “what they desire”. It then requested the United States to 

| prepare 2. statenient. of its attitude regarding these matters and.to 

state whether it was prepared to come to ‘an “understanding” and 

agreement” with Saudi Arabia to preserve its sovereign interests. — 

At the time, that Amir Faisal handed the two memoranda from — 

King: Tbn’ Saud to Minister Childs, he. stated that Saudi refusal to... 

 gonelude a: treaty with the British might result in-their use of the 

Flashemites to create a disturbed situation. It was to guard. against — 

a such, an eventuality.that. the King desired to strengthen his realm. 

Minister Childs pointed: out the previous assurances of the United — 

States to support unqualifiedly the territorial integrity and, the. politiy... 

eal independence of Saudi Arabia. The Amir Faisal replied that he _ 

was seeking something more practical than these assurances, namely 

| the supplying by the United States of the military requirements essen- 

iat to defending Saudi sovereignty and maintaining internal stability 
| (telegram 47 , February 3,10.p. m.,fromdidda). = ee 

‘Kine, if he brought up the subject discussed in telegram 47, that “we 
are convinced Brit are not inciting Iraq into acts unfriendly to Saudi 

: Arabia” (telegram 35 ). The telegrams ‘cited above are filed under 

| TAL OF /9-348.222 | | : 

Ambassador Trott notified Minister Childs. that he had discussed 

the proposed’ Anglo-Saudi treaty with Saudi officials and then with —
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| the King. Ibn Saud “stated in effect he would have none of it. Trott 
| __-was able to pacify him in explaining draft was tentative one which __ 
| -would be left with King for study”. The Ambassador suggested fur- | 
7 ther discussion after the King’s examination (telegram 38, January 30, 
|  —- 8 p.m., from Jidda, 741.90F/1-3048). 

 TALOOR/1-2668 
Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Near Eastern and 

| 0 African Affairs (Henderson) to the Secretary of State ey 

TOP SECRET = si sst—“<it~*é‘sCSC‘ WEN TONG] January 26,1948 
— Discussions OSE EL wat ecg ah ee / 

" __.-' The text of a proposed treaty between the British. Government and 
_ the Government of Saudi Arabia has been sent to the Department by _ Lo 

. the American Embassy in London, where it had been. received from 
_ the British Foreign Office. This treaty is almost identical with the 

treaty signed last week dt Portsmouth, England, between the United _ ’ 
_ Kingdom and Iraq, a treaty whose terms have stirred up such resent- _ | 

mentinIraqthatitmaynotberatified.  =5 SS ee eee 
| _ From the American point of view, the most important clauses.iy 

this proposed treaty (a copy of which is attached)* are to be found'im. - 
‘the Annexure, Article 1. This reads in part: “His Majesty the Kings — 

| of Saudi Arabia and His Britannic Majesty will each appoint expertt 
delegates, who will meet together . . . to agree upon the essential 

_ strategic installations. whose. construction and maintenance are 
| necessary to enable His Britannic Majesty to discharge ‘his -obli- ee 

_ gations. . . . His Britannic Majesty will meet the cost of construc-* 
tion of these essential strategic installations and, in order to maintaifes~ 

_ them at all times, whether of peace or of war, in the necessary stateof 
operational efficiency, His Britannic Majesty will provide the neces- | 

_ sary technical staff and equipment, and ... will meet the costofsuch _ 
_- Maintenance.” The treaty sets up a Joint Defence Board which wilk 

_ determine “which are the essential strategic installations” to be con- | 
structed or maintained by the British. _ o ee oe 
As you are aware, the oil resources of Saudi Arabia are being 

_ developed by the Arabian American Oil Company, a wholly owned - 
American corporation, which has brought. four oilfields into produc- 

| tion, erected a refinery, and built a town of 4,000 Americans along witha | 
_ a network of highways, powerlines and other public utilities, A deep» 

water pier is being built on the Persian Gulf and a railroad pushed 
_-Inland across the oil coast by this firm. The Airport at Dhahran, which = 

+ Not found attached to file copy. | LORS TE igo oh |
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| was built by the US armed forces and completed in 1946, is now being _ 

operated by the Air Transport Command, in an Agreement with the 

Government of Saudi Arabia which lasts until March of 1949. Further- 

more, there is a US Air Force Mission now at Dhahran training a 

selected group of Saudi Arabian students to operate this airport: The 

Saudi Arabian Airlines is American operated and American firmsare 

7 carrying on an extensive development program throughout Saudi 

_ Arabia. In contrast to this, British interests in that country are of | 

- King Ibn Saud has repeatedly asked for closer military. and eco- 

nomic ties with the US. Only a month ago he requested American 

mechanized equipment and airplanes, and an American training mis- 

sion to enable him to adequately protect the American pipeline tothe = 

‘Mediterranean and the oilfields on the Persian Gulf? While the US - 

armed services apparently desire to retain a. preeminent position in 

Saudi Arabia, they have thus far been unwilling to meet the King’s © 

| requests. It is now obvious that. something concrete in the way of.a 

: training mission or materiel, or both, will have to be provided Saudi | 

Arabia if our position there is to be maintained in the face of this 

British offer of an alliance plus technical personnel. Because of. its 

 4mplication to the American position in the area, we have asked the = 

--« British to defer negotiations on this treaty with the Government of 

.—— Sanidi. Arabia until the views of the US Armed Services can be 

Recommendations 
| “Tt is recommended, therefore, that you discuss this matter with the 

--—-- Sééretary. of National Defence ascertaining hhis views as to whether 

oe he proposes to furnish concrete assistance to the Government of Saudi 

‘Arabia which would meet the security needs of that country, thus 

making this large-scale British entry into this predominantly Ameri- 

Gan area unnecessary, ee | 

?.2. his request was conveyed to the Department in telegram 568, December 16, : 

1947, from Jidda, not printed, but see footnote 8, p. 209. oe OO 
““3The request was made in telegram 242, January 24, to London (741.90F7 — 

48448). . | eo Ra pp ® 

—-qadg0F/3-648: Telegram - a | 

“" ~The Secretary of State to the Legation m Saudi Arabia — 

TOP SECRET US URGENT | WASHINGTON, February 6, 1948—6 p.m. | 

“39. Dept has had under consideration matter of proposed Anglo- 

Saudi treaty of alliance, regarding which SAG has requested US _ 

| views, also SAG request that US supply equipment for and train
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|. mechanized Saudi forces with restricted function of defending Dhah- 

| ran area and pipeline, These matters have been weighed carefully 
by Deptand Armed Services. ee eree | 

| + With respect’ to proposed Anglo-Saudi treaty you should inform 

King that both US and UK ‘have common purpose of promoting | 

, security of Middle East and of supporting political independence and _ | 

territorial integrity of all countries of that area including Saudk 
2 - Arabia. In principle, therefore, US would view with sympathy secu- 
| -__- tity arrangements entered into between SAG and Brit for purpose of | 
: achieving this aim, provided (1) SAG considers such arrangements to 
| __-be in Saudi interest, (2) such arrangements are not inconsistent with = 
|  -US-Saudi agreement regarding Dhahran Airbase, (3) such an 

| arrangement would not preclude free development of political mili- 
| __ tary and economic relations between Saudi Arabia and US, and (4) 

, such arrangements would be inharmony with UN charter. - 

| As regards specific Saudi request above mentioned, you should | 
2 state US regards security of Middle East and particularly of Saudi — 
| Arabia as necessary for maintenance of world peace and desires to 

| implement its attitude as concretely as possible. At this particular 
moment supply and financial considerations and arms embargo to 
(Middle East make it difficult to meet Saudi Arabian Govt request. 
Nevertheless, desirability of continued contact and discussion of SAG => 
security problems is recognized. US Govt considers that among ways | 

-. in which it might be able to assist in obtaining of this are following - 

(a) ~Acerediting of military attaché and military air attaché to 
- _ Legation with no unusual restriction except as regards wearing of 

: uniform. If this is not agreeable to SAG US Govt would be willing 
a to assign military personnel to Legation on restricted basis to advise. | 

Minister on military matters, but considers result would not, be satis- _ - 
_ factory to either government unless scope of their activities became — 7 
—  . graduallyenlarged, 

| (6) Study by US military authorities of measures which US could . 
_ take to assist SAG in creation force for defense airbase, pipeline and — 

other strategic installations. Such studies are now in progress in 
' Washington. In this connection King pointed out Jidda’s 268 [568],* | 

. Dec. 16, the establishment of such a defense force cannot take place 
| immediately but will require “a long time and a long trainmg ~~ 

| program”, | oe a Loe 
_(¢) ATC which. operates Dhahran Airport would like to expend | 

: _ several million dollars to put present buildings and equipment in | 
first-class condition and to expand housing maintenance and repair 
facilities. These expenditures would be in addition to those made for 
any. expanding of existing training facilities. High Air Force officer _ 

_ plans to visit Riyadh this month to set forth proposed US air force - 

--_—-- * Not printed, but see footnote 8, p. 209. oe cog nile ged as: SOE
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_ plan for further development Dhahran airbase. ATC, however, can- 
| mot go ahead with these plans without informing Congress and it is | 

doubtful that it can obtain Congressional approval unless it is able. 
to inform Congress that it will probably continue to operate field on | 
behalf of SAG for considerable period subsequent to Mar 1949. King sy 

| is undoubtedly aware that although present Dhahran training pro- _ 
| gram is progressing satisfactorily it cannot be completed and Saudi 

_Nationals cannot be adequately trained to maintain and operate air- _ 

ss portbyMar1949, 0 Oo Oo | 
. We are wondering if SAG would be disposed to arrange for exten- 

sion over term of years of that section of agreement permitting US 
_ to operate airfield and to continue training SA nationals. Without = 

some arrangement with King which would assure continued opera- 
tion by US of field for number of years, we do not see how plans for 

- fimproving field and for continuing training of SAG nationals can be 
_ formulated or carried out. _ Oo | | 

‘We suggest at your discretion you discuss this matter frankly with 
| King and endeavor to ‘ascertain what his attitude towards extension | 

might be. If you could prevail upon him to ask us to stay our prob- 
Jems would be alleviated. If he makes no such request but if in your 
judgment after talking with him it would not be inopportune for us 

_. te ask for extension you are authorized to make such request. We | 
would consider extension for period of five years would meet our 

| purposes. We leave it to your judgment to decide whether definite  — 
terms should be discussed with King in your initial conversation. _ 
Please discuss with King matters contained in this telegram and in- * 

| form Depthisreaction? = © a OC 
Oe | | | Mars HALE | 

| ‘ *The Department, on February 8, requested Jidda to suspend further action 
- @oncerning telegram 32, pending additional ‘instructions. ‘It cited the problems. 

raised in telegram 47, February 3, from Jidda (see:editorial note, p. 215) and a 
desire for further discussion with the British as causing a delay in making a 

_ definite approach to the Saudi Arabian Government (telegram 33, TAL.90F/2-348). 

 $90F.7962/2-948 : Telegram - oo - Pee oe 7 eB ; - _ an 

‘The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

OP SECRET MOSTIMMEDIATE Jippa, February 9,1948—5 p.m. 

86. Deptel 33, February 81 received in time enable me ask Foreign - 
Office suspend for time being my request for audience with King. 

—— _ Action proposed by Department Deptel 32, February 6, believed in | 
general very satisfactory. I believe SAG will welcome comments pro- 
posed re Anglo-Saudi treaty and particularly point 3. — | 

* Not printed, but see footnote 2, above. a OO seg SD
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|. [think it unwise raise at this time question assignment Military 
| Attaché Legation Jidda. We should be satisfied if SAG can be induced. , 
{ assignment Military Attaché for Air. While King has disapproved = 
| __- such assignment “at present” (see Legtel 55 of February 92) I have | 
| not abandoned hope King may be persuaded change decision inlight =~ 
| arguments I may use based on general ways we propose assist him, 
| __ agvoutlined Deptel 32. SAG’s suggestion of difficulty reaching decision 
| at present time will make it easier to point out our own difficulties. - 
|. If our support Palestine partition were not the excessive incubus it 
| is in all our dealings with SAG, I would feel very hopeful'in being 
: able persuade King to request us to remain at Dhahran after March 
: 1949. King, however, as Department aware, is under heavy-attack in 

_ Arab world for what is regarded already as his excessive leniency — 
_- ‘teward US interests, in view of what is regarded as our hostility to 

_ Arab world by our Palestine policy. Even if he desired us remain _ 
_ Dhahran, as he probably does, after that date he is likely find it par- 

_ ticularly difficult make such request at this extremely unpropitious = 
moment. | PES Ee oe oe Se | 

---T. see no reason, however, why subject should not be explored with => 
him. It is entirely possible he may feel question of extension should 

| remain in abeyance for some months until Palestine issue has become = 
_ clearer and our own relation to Arab world better defined in Arabeyes.. | 

- I think it important that we make plain our interest in assisting him - 
- _ to the extent of spending considerable sums Dhahran and, as such ex- oe 

| penditure obviously cannot be made if our occupancy at Dhahran is _ 
to be terminated next year, it seems desirable from point of viewof 

_. Indicating to King our willingness assist him, that question of airport = 
agreement beraised. | | nies eae - OE aE | See 8 peeting _ 

| —*Not printed 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabia 
TOP SECRET Us URGENT Wasutneton, February 13,1948--6 p.m. 

OO NYACT eS 
40. Favorable reaction now received from London to Dept’s sug- 

gestions re Anglo-Saudi treaty and US assistance SAG (London’s 
~ ‘548, Feb 12, repeated Jidda as No. 161). You may therefore approach _ oS 

_ Kingasindicated Deptel32,Feb6.0 0 2
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: . State and National Defense agree your conclusions unwise inow — 
_ raise question assignment military attaché Jidda in addition military. 

attaché for air (repar. 3, Legtel 56, Feb9). | pe 

_. In view statement SAG (Legtel 55, Feb 9+) that appointment. Air 
| Attaché with military status could not be agreed upon at present, you: 

| may wish to suggest that US Govt would be willing assign Air Officer, 
preferably Col. Seeds,? to Leg on restricted ‘basis as explained par . 

~. (a) Deptel 32, Feb 6. Because of high regard with which SAG holds 
Col. Seeds and because Air Corps [Force] plans to send new com- 
mander.Col. O’Keefe to Dhahran in near future desirable to try for 
Col. Seeds’ appointment as Air Adviser to Leg on military matters — 

| pending acceptance by Saudis appointment full fledged Air Attaché. 
Also agree (re Legtel 57, Feb 10?)..that Anglo-Saudi treaty con- 

- _. eluded at this time might abate King’s apprehension of Hashemites 
and their friends. However, Dept believes it would be inadvisable for 
us to:support any specific Anglo-Saudi treaty text that has been or 7 

- may be proposed and suggests that you comment generally along line — 

of preceding sentenceif HM mentionssubject. a | 

| Sent Jidda 40. Repeated London 494-2 ae 
| rae SO Marsan 

| ~ Col. Dale 8. Seeds, Commanding Officer of the Dhahran Air Field. | a 
: - * Not printed. ae Oo EARS on a Co 

. 741.90F/2-2148 : Telegram | | - me | : a | a - a - . / — - 

The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State, | 

‘TOP SECRET ~  Sgppa, February 21,1948—5 p.m. 

-—-«s-46, [The first seven paragraphs conveyed word from Minister _ 

Childs that he had given to King Ibn Saud a memorandum contain- | 

ing the comments of the United States Government.on the proposed = 

-. Anglo-Saudi treaty, as set forth in Department’s telegram 82, Feb- 

_—-s- ruary 6, and that he had summarized the memorandum at the request 

SO of the King. The latter was said to have “expressed great satisfaction” 
and. then to have expounded his views on Hashemite machinationsand | 
on his rejection of the “humiliating” treaty with the British. He . 

_. then sought, by the next day, the views of the Minister on these 

YT vaplied I would give him my views at once explaining when I was 
-._. doubtful about matters he raised with me I always told him so but 

- I felt able give him comments at once without necessity deliberation. 
I could say that at the beginning of His Majesty’s remarks. I was 

| somewhat fearful but I had been reassured by what he said concern- 
-. ing desirability of our working in close concert with British. I hat
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| every reason to believe my government had been at great pains assure _ 
, itself British were not lending themselves Hashemite intrigues against | 

| His Majesty. US was deeply concerned with interests of Saudi a 
| Arabia: I could assure him that fact and I could assure him likewise | 
| we would not advise him to pursue policies we did not conceive to be 
| in his interest. We had strong common interests. We were also con- 
{ _-vinced we could best serve his interests and our own by working in 
, close contact with British. In doing so we were pursuing the course - | 

| -- ¢onsonant with his own interests and ours. I emphasized Thad no 

| _ doubt these were the views of my government and I therefore did - 
| not need time for reflection to inform His Majesty that the views I a 
: had expressed concerning the desirability of our working closely: to- 
/ gether. with British in concert with him represented the considered 

/  —s- views of US as well as my own personal objective views. | 

| ._-«- His Majesty stated that while he adhered strongly to his friendship 

i _ for Britain they could not always be trusted and reverted to thought =~ 

|. they might attempt egg on Hashemites to adventures in western Saudi 
- Arabia. I then recalled that under instructions my government [had 

fo communicated with him after my last visit in December (letter Decem- 

| ‘ber. 13. for which see Legations despatch 434, December 157) andhad 

/ assured him of my government’s unqualified support of territorial | 

| integrity and political.independence Saudi Arabia. If; therefore, he nate 

| had. at any time any apprehensions with reference to British Hashe- : 

: _mite designs he had only.to communicate them to my government for =| 

| necessary appropriateaction and I could assure him we meant what we oe 

2 His Majesty’s eyes sparkled and he said “I have no doubt: about = 

|. TI have rarely seen him in'so pleasant a mood. He was obviously 
| pleased. When I began to: proceed with question military aid he said 

| “time is now late..I wish you’d discuss at length with Fuad Bey and =~ 

after that we can review togethertomorrow.”*= 
| . ‘Sent Department 76,repeated London 19, © 

od oak a CRTs 
Po "aloe BHinted ee ee ee 

oo! “King Ibn Saud’s. formal views on Minister Childs’ memorandum . were em- : 
. bodied in his memorandum of reply, dated February 20., The King regretted te 

that international circumstances precluded United States military assistance 
— but noted with pleasure that American authorities were studying the situation. _ 

He then expressed the hope that “unforeseen policies” would not prevent attain- a 
_ ing an understanding in the interests of both countries (telegram 87, February. 23, Soe 

9 a. m., from Jidda, 741.90F /2-2348). aii fA eevee, . ks |
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_ ~Lhe Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary o f State 

Torsecrpr =, Spa, February 21, 1948—7 p.m. 
a « 1. Re Deptel: 32,. February 6. After informal exploratory discus- 

| sion with Fuad Bey Hamza? who in turn consulted ‘King it was — 
_ thought best not to raise at this time formally with His Majesty sub- _ 

ss ject paragraph ¢ in referencetelegram. == sis Po EEE 
_._. [gathered from Fuad‘he does not consider for various reasons 

: Including question Palestine, recent rejection Anglo-Iraq treaty and 
_ _ King’s rejection similar Anglo-Saudi treaty present moment opportune | 

_ one discuss Dhahran airbase. a me | | 
—— _ After Fuad talked with King he said we need have no concern 
__._ whatsoever that these and other facilities would be granted US freely 

| by SAG in case of any “emergency”. In response to my questions: he 
| _ said further SAG might be prepared at an early date discuss nature of _ 

this and other aid SAG would be prepared to offer US in case ofan 
ee emergency or imminent threat of one. When I pointed out some deci- 
--- Sion would have to be reached before March 1949 regarding operation _ air base he assured me this question could be dealt with in due time. _ 

He admitted SAG would not be able operate air base alone and would 
need guidance. He gave me as strong assurances as [ believe he could | 
under circumstances that if we had faith in SAG and showed our © 

__-eonfidence some formula could be found satisfactory to us both. 
- «Fuad said after my first audience with: His Majesty, King had de- 
a veloped further idea in private talk with him on a tripartite agree- 

ment under UN between US, Great Britain and Arab states possibly 
| through Arab League which would attain same security objectives 

| British had sought in their proposed bilateral treaty with Iraq, Saudi 
_.. Arabia and Egypt. Such an arrangement would ease the problem of — 

those Arab states in. making individual arrangements and would __ 
_ facilitate objectives we all sought. He did not have any precise ideas _ 

as to form but thought we should be giving thought to it. 
a _ Fuad said he agreeable to visit high ranking air force officer adding = 
_. King desired I be present at this and all other visits official Americans 
__ ‘Riyadh. He also said he thought we could work out together formula 

_ for assignment Colonel Seeds Legation? = Re 

--—s«s Saudi Arabian Ministerof State. = , _ . « 3O0n the evening of February 20, Fuad Bey brought to Minister Childs a private - - Memorandum, with whose content the King was said to be acquainted, which : _ Stated in effect that “we may count upon making use Dhahran air base provided 7 question military aid Saudi Arabia. settled satisfactorily. Fuad emphasized we | - . ghould not separate parts of a whole.” (telegram 80, February 21,9p.m., from 
- _ Jidda, 890F.7962/2-2148) 7 — re 7 - : ,
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‘The Chief of the Division of Near Eastern Affairs (Merriam) to 

| Mr. Edward Ramsey of the Bureau of the Budget | 

SECRET | a - wank UNE bad : WASHINGTON, February 25, 1948. | | 

- My Dzar Mr. Ramsey: Mr. Sanger, of this office, informs me that | 

you would like an expression of opinion regarding the request of the © | 

Department of the Air Force that $1,500,000 be made available at once ) 

- for the Dhahran Airbase. It is my understading that this money is | | 

to be used (a) to rehabilitate the electric light, airconditioning, plumb- ee : 

- ing, and sewage facilities of the base, (6) to erect a school for training . : 

- of Saudi Arabian students, and (c) to construct two barracks forthe = J 

use of United States enlisted personnel. ug a he | 

-.-' This is to inform you that the Department of State supports this | 

: request for the following reasons:— _ Hee es oe | 

(1) When this Government “was given permission to build the = 

Dhahran Airbase the United States agreed to train Saudi Arabians | 

in the maintenance and operation of this airfield, and such a training. 

program is now in process at Dhahran. Unless the sewage, electric 

light, aircooling, and such facilities, which were originally instaled 

with temporary wartime equipment, are rehabilitated, and the schooh 

| _ built it will not be possible to complete this training program. — ee, 

(2) King Ibn Saud of Saudi Arabia has recently been-under very > 

| great pressure from other Arab States, particularly Iraq and Trans- 

jordan, to cancel the American oil concession in his country, @ 

concession from which the United States Navy is now drawing ap- 

| proximately 40 percent of its oil and from which it is expected that to _ | 

a considerable extent the Marshall Plan will be oiled. King Ibn Saud os 

has so far resisted this pressure. He is, however, now asking for cer- | 

tain assistance from the United. States and for evidence of United _ | 

| States Government interest in Saudi Arabia. Rehabilitation of the 

| rundown installations at Dhahran would be'a concrete instance of 

--United States Government interest in Saudi Arabia and one which ~ 

----would be helpful at this time in our negotiations withhim 2 

— (8) The Government of Great Britain is endeavoring to work out — 

| - an agreement with the Government of Saudi Arabia in regard tothe 

maintenance and use of the strategic installations in Saudi Arabia. 

- Although the United States welcomes British moves to stiffen the | 

defenses of the Near East, nevertheless, the British proposalto King 

Ibn Saud will prove embarrassing to this government, unless we are 

in a position to show our own interest in the strategic facilities of — 

Saudi Arabia. The Dhahran Airbase is the most important “strategig 

facility” in the area, and its rehabilitation along the lines mentioneé 

above would be'very helpful in strengthening our positioninacountry 

__-whose oil resources are of such vital importance to both our peacetime _ 
| and wartime economies. Oo - NI gag 

Sincerely yours, = s—<ié‘«~*~*~*‘« ow P. Mmmm /
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—  «, Memorandum o f Conversation, by Mr. Richard H. Sangerofthe == 
— oe Dwision of Near Hastern Affairs = | . 

‘SECRET a ee [Wasuineron,] March 1,1948, 
| Participants: Sheikh Asad al-Faqih—Saudi Arabian Minister . , 
0 NEASMr.Deimell# 

rs NE—Mr. Merriam ? a a . 
| Mr, Sanger Be 

After considerable discussion of Saudi Arabian commodity needs, | - the Saudi Arabian Minister said. that he had been instructed by his 
_ Government to approach the United’ States with a request for a $20,- 

_ 900,000 loan from. the: Export-Import Bank.? $15,000,000 of this 
_ amount he hoped would be the $15,000,000 which has been ear-marked 

on the books of the Export-Import Bank for approximately 18 
months. ‘The Minister reminded those present that in January [Feb- 

, ruary?| of 1947 Sec. Marshall. had told .Crown Prince Saud * that 
_ under certain circumstances it might be possible to expand this $15,- 

900,000 to a total of $20,000,000 or $22,000,000 provided the railroad | 
_ ' In Saudi Arabia was privately financed. Sheikh Asad al-Fagih | 

— pointed out that the railroad, which has been started from Dammam 
_ through Dhahran to Abqaig is being financed by Aramco and not. by — 

—.- PHfenry L. Deimel, Jr, Special Assistant in the Office of Near Hastern and 
oe African Affairs, 0 ee | - Co | ---- * Gordon P. Merriam, Chief of the Division of Near Eastern Affairs, — 7 * The. Export-Import Bank, on: January 3, 1946, approved a $25,000,000 line of 

| credit to Saudi Arabia ; see footnote 7, Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. vit, p. 739. : 
In a memorandum of January 16 to Mr. Henderson, Mr. Merriam stated that 
“Ten million of this was made available to the government of Saudi Arabia 
beginning in August 1946.:‘This money ‘was used for such items as cereals, sugar, 

| textiles, automotive equipment, agricultural equipment and hospital supplies’: | 
., Mr. ‘Merriam concluded his memorandum with the following observations: “(a). 

. _ For many years foreign governments and private firms have been making money 
available to King Ibn Saud to cover his ever increasing deficits. Unless this _ 

_ practice is checked it will go on until a financial crisis is' induced in Saudi Arabia 
of a magnitude far greater than the present serious but limited emergency. — : 

_ “(b) In view of King Ibn Saud’s ever growing income there is no reason why . 
| he cannot put his financial house in order and obtain loans on their economic 

| merits and not on the basis of politics. = a oe a 
_ _ “(¢) The Department would be happy to see the Export Import Bank ask the _ 

Government of Saudi Arabia to produce a budget and other data such as is de- 
manded of governments requesting loans from banks. OC 

- “(d). If sufficiently accurate data of this sort can be obtained and if the bank 
feels that on the basis of this information, this would be a sound loan, the 
Department would have no political objection to the loan unless in the mean- 

: time new political factors bearing on the matter should supervene,.” (890F.51/ 
1-1648). A marginal notation by Mr. Henderson gave his approval of the . 

- memorandum. | a | . - 
- Regarding the making available of the $10,000,000 to the Saudi Arabian Gov- 

a ernment in August 1946, see telegram 185, July 10, to Jidda, and footnote 23; 
Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. v1, p. 746. : . oO 7 

| “See Mr. Sanger’s memorandum of conversation, dated. February 18, 1947, : 
ibid., 1947, vol. v, p. 1331. : a OO



the Government of Saudi Arabia. He said that the $15,00,000 was 
needed’ for development projects in his country, such as public utili- 

_ ties, airport expansion, etc. and that the $5,000,000 was to cover pur: 
-' €hases which have-already been made by the Government of Saudi 

_. Arabia in this country. Although some of these purchases were elec- sf 
| trical equipment, they were mostly made up of grains, other food- -  —s_ {| 

stuffs and various non capital items, such as trucks and textile = 
_--.Mr. Merriam told the Minister that his request would be given | 

earnest consideration. Although it was probable that the Minister’s | 
request for a $15,000,000 loan for development projects would meet  —S f¥y 

| with favorable consideration, Mr. Merriam saidthat inhisopinionthe —f 
Export-Import Bank was not now in a position to finance current | 
non capital imports such as foodstuffs. ~ LOR Pho re | 
st was agréed that Sheikh Asad al-Faqih would make a formal I 

| presentation of this request to-the Export-Import Bank; and that the — | 
| Department would have explanatory conversations regarding these | 

| matters withthe Export-Import Bank. 

a 711.90B/4~648 ielegwa Poe og By, a Pid iy ly Seep: aS ft 

Lhe Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State. 

| 182. London’s 1347, April 3°to Department. It will be recalled =f 
— (Legtel 252, Juiie 20, 19477) as long-ago as last year His Majesty == | 

King Ibn Saud was thinking ‘along lines Arab League resolution when | 
‘he suggested multilateral understanding between US, Great Britain I 

- and Arab States. Department’s reaction contained in its No: 203 to | 
 Jidda,? 3208 to London of July. 26,1947. 
When I was in Riyadh in February (Legtel 77, February 21,,re- == |} 

peated London as 20) Fuad Bey Hamza, King’s principal diplomatic = sf 
adviser there, informed me His Majesty had developed his original = — | 

' idea of tripartite agreement embracing narrow objectives originally = =| 
_ contemplated to one under which US, Great Britain and Arab States — § 

would attain those security objectives British were seeking in their : 
_ bilateral arrangements with Iraq, SAG and Egypt. He emphasized _ | 

1 Not printed. Beirut, on March 27, had advised that at a meeting of the Political i 
_ Committee of the Arab League held at Damascus, a resolution had been adopted 4 
recommending that “member states consider proposal to be submitted to next if 

7 Session Arab League Council to request US and Britain to resolve outstanding _ : 
differences with any individual state and thereafter to sign treaties of alliance  &£ 
with each state” (telegram 113, 890B.00/3-2748). Telegram 1347 from London o£ 
‘reported the interest of the British Foreign Office in the resolution as a basis for &- 
defending the Middle Hast (880B.00/4-348). a | | OE 

* Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v. p. 750. , CS F 
| *Tbid., p. 752. | ; ee
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OS such tripartite or multilateral pact would ease problem of those Arab 

, states in making individual arrangements and would facilitate secu- 

ity objectives we all sought in Middle East. 
_... &“There-has been good deal of thinking along these lines certainly in 

Saudi Arabia (see Legdesp 36, February 12+ reporting conversation | 
| with my French colleague in which he advanced similar idea). In my 

comment in that despatch I remarked on the advantages which ap- 
peared to me of multilateral pact embracing US, Great Britain and. 
perhaps French, as well.as Arab States, in form of Middle East _ 

Locarno Pact == 4 Oe ne 
os When Azzam Pasha, Secretary General Arab League, visited Jidda - 

- Jasb-month we discussed subject at some length and Azzam expressed a 

himself to me as heartily in favor such multilateral mutual defense 

agreement within scope Charter UN. Azzam stressed as Fuad Hamza 

| ‘had to me very useful purpose such pact would serve relieving coun- | 

"tries such as Iraq and Egypt from criticism which might be made by 
extremist elements those countries of subservience sovereign interests . 

-—-'%those states to single states [state?], Great Britain, in granting 

strategic facilities. He thought if such strategic facilities granted 

under multilateral arrangements to US and Britain, this criticism 

-- would disappear. (See Legation’s despatch 76, March 164) 

| _ My Syrian colleague has expressed himself to me recently as very 

aa much in favor such arrangement and it is believed by me quite certain _ 

«jn -view foregoing it would be particularly welcomed, by Saudi 

, Arabia. If multilateral pact were not considered feasible comprising — 

ae US, Britain, Arab States and perhaps subsequently France, 

| consideration might be given bilateral pacts as suggested in Arab 

| League resolution. OC a 

| It is recognized there are certain obvious disadvantages to inclusion — | 

a even eventually France in such pact in view low esteem in which 7 

- France held by Arab States. At same time it occurs to me association | 

| _ France would have very helpful psychological value in France itself 

_ in attaching that country more closely to US and Great Britain and 

ss propaganda value such inclusion could perhaps be made convincing — 

at least to Saudi Arabia in case it was considered desirable bring 

France in later after US-Great Britain arrangements had been 
| concluded. = ee 7 

_- General advantages such pact whether multilateral or bilateral in 

| - gharacter on our part and Great Britain’s are to me very great. In. 

--- gdition those already mentioned they would or should relieve King _ 

Ibn Saud his perpetual apprehensions concerning his being left de- | 

fenseless against Hashemite designs. Such arrangements would more- | 

| ‘Not printed. | | Pe
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over supply so far as Saudi Arabia is concerned, answer raised final | 

_ paragraph mytel 158, March 22, 3 p. m.° concerning desirability our = 
coordinating our strategic‘arrangements in Saudi Arabia’ with Britain | 

_ in which I was looking ahead also their eventual combination whole = = 
MiddleHastarea, 2 ss peepee lA gd ea gt { 

It is going rather far afield but thought is thrown out for ‘what 
| worth that these Middle East arrangements might even be made part | 

_ of larger whole of which western European pact would be one facet. _ | 
| and Middle East other.® canbe wiles apd | 7 

Sent Department 182, repeated London 51, Baghdad 14.:By pouch =} 

_ toCairo, Beirut, Damascus, poe a eA tos So 

London conveyed the substance of this telegram to the British Foreign 
Office ;.a spokesman for the Foreign Office, on April 8, stated the British Gov- _ : 

| ernment’s opinion that a “multilateral pact would be of very little use: what. | ‘iE 
- His Majesty’s Government would like is multilateral Arab.League resolution — 
under which ‘bilateral but interlocking, pacts-couid be negotiated with Arab ok 
states.” (telegram 1456, from London, 711.90B/4-848) , 

African Affairs (Henderson)® 

—  - -'Preaty-of Alhance; US Attitude toward Arab Disposition to ss 
ue Favor Alliance between Arab League, UK and USO Oe 

_ ~ Jn line with our general policy to promote the security ofthe Middle =| 
_ East and to cooperate with the British to that end, we have been 2 

putting in a good word when-and where it would do the most good to” : 

_. help the British work out revised treaties’of alliance with the Arab | 
| countries. Their efforts have succeeded with Transjordan? but have —s |. 

bogged “down with Egypt, Iraq* and Saudi Arabia., However, the a 

Saudi Arabian situation is such that the British can make a new : 
- approach designed to elicit counter-suggestions from King Ibn Saud ot 

as to the basis on which negotiations might be continued. The first - : 
half of the attached draft telegram to Jidda is designed to help the _ | 

_-11 Marginal notation by Mr. Henderson: “I agree”. _ | 
*The British Treaty of Alliance with Transjordan was signed at Amman on | 

March 15, 1948; for text, see British Cmd. 7404: Treaty Series No. 26 (1948). | 
- . % Documentation on the unsuccessful efforts of the United Kingdom to ‘enter | OE 
: into revised treaties of alliance with Egypt and Iraq are included in the sec- = } 

- tions on these countries in this volume. Se Se | :
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_ British-in the new approach their Minister has: been instructéd~‘to 
makes as > Pe capers Sp 

| _ . King Ibn: Saud, Lebanese, ‘Syrian and Iraqi leaders, and Azzam 
7 Pasha (Seoretary-General of the Arab League) have indicated to our 

representatives that they feel the nationalistic leaders in the Arab 
| world have got themselves into a box: The latter will not sign treaties 

of alliance with the British on terms which will permit'the British to 
| carry out their. end of the obligation. Therefore, the broader-gauged — 

_ Arab leaders consider that the Arab countries might enter into: a 
treaty or:some. kind of arrangement with Great Britain ‘as-a group, 

| thus aecomplishing together what domestic politics do not allow them _ 
; to: acedmplish singly. The possibility of making a group arrangement 

| with the United States as well as with Great Britain is also being | 
oO considered by. the Arabs. There is no. doubt that they fear thatan | 

_ allianee between the Arab countries and Great Britain might well, _ 
| in view of present British weakness, be more of a liability than’ an 

: asset unless the United States was associated with it in some way... 
_ For their part, the British consider that ‘an Arab League-Great 

no Britain arrangement (with the United States added if we are agree-— 
able) might possibly solve the present impasse. However, they. do.not 

want @ vague alliance which will commit Great Britain to the defense 
of the Arab Near East unless facilities are granted enabling them to — 
carry. out. their commitment. The British will shortly point this out : 

= _ to Ibn Saud and to the Lebanese. The working-level view in the For- 
eign Office: is that the best plan would be an Arab League resolution 
forming an.umbrella under which the British could go ahead with — 

- their bilateral treaties. (This transparent device would probably not 
| _ appealtothe Arabs.) 

a _ It is, of course, clear that the. United States should not give any | 
encouragement to any idea that we would participate in an alliance — 

| arrangement with the Arab Near East. On the other hand, we are 
interested in the security of the area and should keep informed on 

| the development.of Arab ideas coming in so that we can throw cold 
a water on any unrealistic. plans before they become formalized, and = 

encourage any trend that coincides with our interests and capabili- 
) ties. The last part of the telegram is directed tothisend. ts 

a It is recommended that you sign.the attached telegram.‘ Ta, 

eh Tay ee _. G[orpon] P. M[errtam} 

ss # See telegram 125, April 14, to Jidda,p.281.-
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, TALQOF/3-2448 So 

—- Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal). 

TOP SECRET , Wasuineton, April 18,1948. ss Jf 

. My Dear Mr. Secretary: Attached is a copy ofa letter from Mr. . 
--'T, E. Bromley, First Secretary of the British Embassy in Washing- 

ton, to Mr. Gordon P: Merriam, Chief of the Division of Near Eastern 
Affairs, Department of State, dated March 24, 1948,1 which it isre- =f 

. quested be referred to Major General Alfred M. Gruenther, Director . 

—  —- [Joint Staff] of Joint Chiefs of Staff. MER UA | 
- You will note that in this letter Mr. Bromley states that it has been. 

| decided in London that it would be better not to resume negotiations. : 
| with King Ibn Saud until it can be seen how the situation willdevelop) 

in Iraq. In the opinion of the British this period of delay providesa. 

good opportunity to decide in detail exactly what strategic facilities. | 
the British and Americans require from Saudi Arabia. — a a ; 

-. You will recall that the British previously approached the US. : 
Chiefs of Staff, through the British Joint Services Mission in Wash- | 

_ ington, and that after discussion the Joint Chiefs of Staff replied that. | 
they would prefer that the document should receive prior considera-- 

tion by the Department of State.’ With this in mind the Foreign Office, — 

has now asked the British Embassy in Washington ‘to obtain the. 
considered views of the Department on this question, together with _ 

| those of the US Chiefs of Staff. [Here follows comment on British 
| paper concerning British strategic requirements in Saudi Arabia. | | - 

Comments of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on this paper and their deci-. a 

gion as to what strategic facilities the United States will require. in. oO 

- Saudi Arabia will be appreciated. When they have come toa con-- 
__ ¢lusion on this matter it might be well to hold a meeting with members. | 

of the Division of Near Eastern Affairs and the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
to review and. coordinate our positions before response is made to the 
British, cet oe es 

Sincerely yours, ee _ Rosert A. Loverr: — 

- | Not printed, Sud EP ae ae | OC ee a | 

ce 741.90B/4-748: Telegram - rn ae | Oe | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabia 

SECRET Wasuineton, April 14,1948—5 p.m. 
---- 425. Dept assumes Brit Minister has informed you of his definite. = 

instructions from London re resumption treaty talks with King. These . . 
| appear to have as principal purpose to.explain reasons behind nature.. oO 

of original Brit proposal, to invite specific counter-proposal from. 
- 429-027-7516 ae CO
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SAG, and, while giving some encouragement to. Arab League as con- | 

____ trasted. with bilateral concept, to discourage development of Arab __ 
League security concept in a form which Brit would consider — 

. In your forthcoming conversation with King Ibn Saud you are © 
_ authorized to.say in your discretion that we believe Brit are sincere | 

7 in their desire to work out treaty arrangements with Arab countries 
oo including SA which will contribute to security of Middle East and 
a that. we continue to be hopeful that arrangements which are mutually 

‘beneficial and acceptable will be consummated. H™M’s idea ofan Arab 
. League approach to the problem is an interesting one but obviously 

_-- Tequires careful thought and friendly consultation at all stages if it is | 
_ to bear fruit. There would be no gain if Arab League countries were 

to work out a system of security which would require backing if such 
| a system would be considered impracticable by the British. _— - 

__ You should add that you have reported to your Govt HM’s thought 
that US might in some way participate in ME defense arrangements, 
and that similar thought has been expressed in other Arab quarters. 
While US Govt cannot ‘give any assurances whatever in this regard, | _ it would be glad to be kept apprised of development of ideas‘Arab — 

. Govts on security matters of common interest to them. - SUPER 
| . Sent Jidda 125; rptd London 1317, Cairo 421, Beirut 160, Damascus — 

107, Baghdad 109... Be ka. Sy Ta 

- ws Hae) re - - Loverr | 

€90F.00/4-1748: Telegram Ce ~ 
| Lhe Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

| TOP SECRET ss Stas, April 17, 1948—10 2. m. | 
207. In accordance request His Majesty [that?] I go urgently 

| Riyadh, I flew there fifteenth and sixteenth returned. I saw -His : Majesty twice and conferred at length with Shaikh Yusuf Yassin. 
Shaikh Yusuf showed me a British communication which had al- 
ready been subject discussion between Trott and me, and Iwasshown 
translation His Majesty’s reply and asked state my views. It is pre- 
sumed Depariment will obtain text from British Ambassador Wash- - 
ington but if not available, Legation will telegraph, 

| _ Teleared up first of all serious misapprehension gained from British 
_ memorandum re British desire bring about better relations SAG on 

one hand and Iraq and Transjordan on other. Shaikh Yusuf had in- | 
terpreted British memorandum to mean that unless SAG would accept ) 
treaty similar British-Transjordan and British-Iraqi treaty or some _ 
other similar treaty, British would not defend SAG against ageres- __
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gion. I informed Shaikh Yusuf I felt sure it was not intention British  —s_ | 

. Government insist on conclusion treaty similar to. rejected British- — 

- Jraqi treaty. Britain in its present memorandum was merely justifying | 

- its previqus. offer.of treaty to SAG along lines Tragian [se] treaty and -E 

- instancing this as evidence its desire not to differentiate or show any 

less friendly feelings for SAG than manifested for Iraq and Trans- a 

jordan. I pointed out to Shaikh Yusuf that what British in fact had iF 

stated in. memorandum was that since their previous efforts to bring : 

about better understanding had not been successful, they were NOW 

-... inquiring of SAG for its own suggestions as to how relations might | 

be improved between SAG on one hand and Iraq and Transjordan | 

_ J plainly indicated to Shaikh Yusuf my disappointment with para-  — | 
graph 6 SAG’s reply to British. This reads in translation as follows: =| 

| [Here follows a translation of this paragraph, which asserted that | 

the way to help the Arabs was to provide them with “arms and neces- | 

gary factories”, as well as training facilities. The King expressed his 

view that it would be futile for the British to restrict their help to _ 

. sending troops to occupy Arab countries, which they would not accept. | 

The ideal’ plan was to follow the example of the aid ‘granted to | 

Turkey. If similar aid were extended to the Arabs,.they would, — | 

without formal commitment, effect the necessary cooperation. ee, 

Then follows another paragraph in which Shaikh Yusuf quoted 

the last paragraph of the reply, which in general was asummationof = 
- the previous paragraph. | a oo OP Se 

In long discussion, I presented following essential points: We had 

granted aid to Turkey + when international situation was farfromas 

threatening as at present. Turks had basis trained army. Today situa- 
tion was such we could not improvise or hope to gain time forprepara- 
tions as we had been able in first two world wars. We and Britishhad 

planes and ships and motorized equipment. Arab states had very little. _ oa 

First brunt of defense would fall on those powers now in state of 

_ preparation. It might take several years to bring forces of Saudi | 
_Arabia,and other Arab states to point where they could share burden 

of defense. First and most important task confronting problem of “ 

| defense measures was providing adequate facilities to those powers _ 

capable of taking immediately defensive measures. I expressed also 

strong hope that insistence upon question of sovereignty or of freedom - 

of territories from occupation did not necessarily mean that in elabora- - 
tion of any plans necessary facilities for adoption defensive measures : 
would be denied. I cited fact repossessed bases in British and Portu- | 

- guese sovereign territories, amongst others, which did not detract - 

| - . + For documentation on United States aid to Turkey, see vol. tv, pp. 1 ff., passim. i
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from sovereignty of ‘those countries, and were not considered » 

_I expressed strong personal hope, His Majesty would: use his in- 
fluence with Arab League induce League pass resolution along lines: 

| indicated in British ‘memorandum. His Majesty stated he was pre- 
| _ pared conclude treaty with both US and Great Britain, and added in 

consideration very close relations with US our treaty should contain 
supplementary protocol providing following special circumstances 
incident to our close relations. Shaikh Yusuf added that His Majesty 
would be prepared use his influence along lines suggested. ‘Shaikh — 
Yusuf, who appeared impressed by my arguments stated fundamental 

_ principles set forth in last paragraph British memorandum quoted’ | 
above are, of course, subject to discussion and interpretation. He said — 
“we are ready to accept any suggested amendments from you.” = . _ 

~ Sent Department 207, repeated London 59, Baghdad 17, pouched 
other Arab capitals. re ae | 

a ARABS | oe —. . Crips: 

| {8007.00/4-1948 : Telegram re ee cig | , 
| The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

‘TOP SECRET as : Ss | | oe a JIDDA, April 19, 1948—9 pim. 7 
-- 210. Legtel 207, seventeenth. King made following important points 

- . my final audience morning April 16: OS oe 

| 1. Isolated treaty between SAG and Britain is not sufficient. What | 
1s most desirable is network of treaties between Britain and 

| all Arab states and US and all Arab states. His Maj esty would 
_ prefer multilateral arrangement but form less important than sub-— 

stance and bilateral treaties would be satisfactory provided they were 
_ - Regotiated'atsametime.» as Ste __2. Considering closétiess Saudi ‘relations with US Saudi treaty. with 

| US more important to His Majesty:than one with Britain. He is pre- 
pared to conclude treaty with Britain in conformity with principles 
set forth in reply to British memo but he desires most of all treaty 
with US. — er eo , ce ae 

| _ _ 8. His Majesty desires views US Government regarding above.and 
his reply to British memo. | a re - 

_ Shaikh Yusef added outside audience satisfactory settlement’ Pal- - 
estine and Egyptian questions were necessary to achieve unity be- 

| tween Arabs and US and Great Britain. I replied I thought Arabs 
should be convinced we were making every effort in UN to bring | 

| ‘about Palestine settlement which would attain peace in that country, __-while British were in our opinion sincerely desirous reaching Egyp-
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tian settlement which was most conducive security objectives we all : 

- Sent Department 210; repeated London 60; Baghdad 18. sf 

SO | Pe Be CHILDS 

| 890F.00/4-1948 : Telegram a | a | - | an | 

a The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in: Saudi Arabia a | 

cop secreT = ~~—~—-s Wasutneron, April 22,1948—7 p.m. | 

442. Cirtel April 21 [22].1 Reference is made in this connection to 
desire of SAG to work toward close cooperation with US in matter =| 
self-defense against external aggression, particularly through recerpt | 

| of military aid similar that extended to Turkey (Legtel 207 Aprill7) = J 

_and conclusion treaty with US. (Legtel 210 April 19). Your responses 7 

to these overtures. correctly stated our reaction and have our full - 

You might also inform SAG that although Dept realizes mpor- 

tance these matters, it sees little to be gained in discussing them so | 

| long as security and economic welfare entire ME is threatened as 

result. Palestine situation. (Reference last two substantive paras of 

ceirtel April21[22)) 
Sent.to Jidda for-action; repeated to Baghdad 119, Damascus 129, 

-—- Beirut 181, Jerusalem 287, Cairo 451, London 1447, Paris 1347 and to : 

New York 245forinfo? = we ap a 

OE gee he fee ee ieee | oe OVERE 

a 1 This document is included in documentation on Israel, scheduled for publica- | 
| tion in part 2 of the present volume. = OE Se 

~#In a memorandum of May 18 to Mr. Lovett, Mr. Henderson stated that the - - 

decision to withhold military aid-from Saudi Arabia “should be looked upon as a 

representing a temporary position held by this Government. At such time asa 7 

| settlement for Palestine is reached,. it will then be necessary for us to. know, 

what are to be our strategic interests in:Saudi-Arabia, in order‘that our diplo- 

macy may work to protect such interests. To that end, a study is now being | . 

made by the Department of National Defense, and the problem ‘will shortly be _ ) 

- disetissed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. It may also be discussed by the National 

- ‘Security Council.” (890F.00/5-1848) - eR | | 

-— S90R7962/4-2448: Telegram 

- Lhe Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State | 

oe TOP SECRET ae Sepp, April 24,1948—-9 am 

994, General Harper? and I,-Sanger, Colonels O'Keefe? and 

- Snyder * spent April 21 to 23 Riyadh where we had several audiences _ 7 

8 Maj. Gen. Robert Harper, Commanding General of the Air Transport 7 : 

Command. = a re | a 
_ "Col. Richard J. O’Keefe, the designated successor to Col. Seeds as Command- : 

ing Officer of the Dhahran Air Field. _ | | SO ae 

_ . Col. Harry R. Snyder, Chief of the Air Training Mission at the Dhahran Air | | 

Field. ee
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with His Majesty and long exchanges views with Thaikh Yusuf Yassin, | 
Deputy Foreign Minister. His Majesty could not have been:more _ 

| cordial in his welcome of us and spoke with great frankness and‘spirit | 
| _ utmost friendliness his defense problems about which he is deeply con- 

| cerned. His Majesty exhibited keen realization of threatening world. 
situation and recognized Saudi Arabia might well become one of cen- 

| ters of operations in any world conflict. He stressed present vulnera- 
Se bility and defenseless character in particular oil installations. | 

| _ General Harper outlined at length what Department Air Force able- | 
offer in way funds and training Dhahran air base. His Majesty 
listened most attentively and asked pointedly, “Is that all?” W hen 
General Harper assented, His Majesty expressed great disappointment 

| and said he was going to speak frankly as one friend to another. He 
_ then said he had requested US Government some months ago for con- 

crete military aid. With present acute situation, he stated Saudi | 
Arabian needs as. consisting of four Saudi Arabian. groups ‘of'20,000 | 
men each, fully equipped and trained in mechanized warfare. Im- 

a plicitly we [he?] recognized that he would rely on US for ‘any de- 
| fense against a major power but emphasized Saudi Arabian forces he 

a had in mind would not only assist our defense plans but would be | 
' available to him for use in developing defense his borders against - 

| _Hashemites whom British were arming. It was stated in event attack 
by Russia, there was no doubt in His Majesty’s mind but what we 
would come immediately his defense but suppose, by way of example, 
‘Saudi Arabia were attacked by Bahrein. We would probably be con- __ 

| tenttorefermattertoUN. ce 
| King stated, “Truly and actually, I never believed US Government 

would give me this kind of reply to my request. for aid. What General 
Harper has to offer is satisfactory for a time of civilization and peace 
but it is not for today. There are hostilities all around us. War may be | 
with us very soon. If the Americans are to arrange to give such train- 
ing as offered at Dhahran, at Nejd, and elsewhere in Saudi Arabia, — 

: that would not be useful in such critical circumstances, I do not know © 
| of any other government except the British from which I can get help. 

In the past, British have been my friends and have given meconsidera- 
ble assistance but since discovery of oil and granting oil concessions — 

| to Americans, British have changed in their attitude. They are now - 
supporting Hashemites. Truly I am in a critical situation. British 
themselves will not harm me but Hashemites groups will. My enemies 

| _ are saying I have given Saudi Arabia over to the Americans. My 
_ enemies in Islamic countries spread rumors I have even permitted | 

“In telegram 111, April 6, 7 p. m., the Department had informed Jidda that. 
POIs had been allocated to recondition the Dhahran Air Base (890F.7 962/ a



_ Americans occupy holy places. If the Americans are really my friends | 
they must change the offer that General Harper has brought. Amer- | 
ica must help me at least as the British are helping the Hashemites”. | 

-. It is our thought Departments of State and Defense should draft = = 
without delay informal agreement using existing Dhahran air base | 
agreement as basis in which there would be incorporated provisions | 
relating not only continuance our use Dhahran but other airport facil- 7 

ities as well, and in which provision would be made for specific military © =f 

aid we may be in position furnish for defense Saudi Arabia. One of | 
| striking statements made by Shaikh Yusuf was “You should think | 

of Saudi Arabia as your own territory in elaborating your defense | 
_ plans”. As reported previously, His Majesty is averse to treating ques- 

tion continuance our occupaticy Dhahran air base apart from broad | 

general question Saudi Arabian defense. One of reasons for thisand | 
_ perhaps controlling one is that if we furnish him specific military aid | 
he has in mind he can then justify to Arab world facilities he is pre- | 

-. pared and entirely ready to grant to US at Dhahran as well as else- | 

where. Such an agreement, it is believed would satisfy His Majesty’s = | 

request for mutual defense pact and would have other obvious | 
advantages. ee ee 

. Attitude His Majesty may best be summed up.in statement “do | 
something concrete now or tell us that you are going to do nothing”. 
Under these circumstances we suggest the various studies now being 

-. earried on in Washington regarding US defense plansin Saudi Arabia 
-_-be pushed to a rapid conclusion. If decision these studies is negative a 

_ King should be so informed as quickly as possible. If on other hand | 
itis decided we will take active steps to defend the Arabian Peninsula 
we suggest that a party of American technicians under auspices De- 

_ partment Defense come to Saudi Arabia and confer with King and | 
his advisers, and be prepared submit cost program to SAG which they | 

_. would be expected to bear. It is opinion His Majesty and our opinion 
the time for talk has passed and it is imperative group which is sent 

| to Saudi Arabia should be empowered to make commitments which & 
_- might be incorporated in agreement referred toabove. 8” | 

To summarize in words Shaikh Yusuf, “if US should offer adequate 
military aid US Government may ask what help it may need and His | 

_ Majesty will grant it. In fact His Majesty will not wait for you to | 

make requests. He will make the offers to you when needed”. es 

_- We are confident if problem Dhahran air base treated on foregoing ==> 
basis we need have no concern regarding our ability obtain facilities 
Saudi Arabia we may desire for our own defense needs. — 

_ Sent Department. 224, repeated Dhahran 125. Department please | 
- - pass Department of Air for ASNF. CaS ote oe 

| nr ee Crips
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SOOR.5151/5-648- BS 

‘Lhe Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL = . Jippa, May 6, 1948. 
oe No. 129 a ee Oo | ee 

Sir: I have the honor to refer to my telegrams No. 206 of April 14 
and No. 209 of April 17, 1948; and to report that Mr. Judd Polk, 
United States Treasury Representative attached to the American 

_ ‘Embassy in Cairo, arrived in Jidda on April 20;'1948, and remained in 
Jidda until May 2, 1948, for an investigation of the particular situ- | 

| ‘ation. created by the payment of Arabian American Oil Company oil _ 
royalties to the Saudi Arabian Government in gold sovereigns,” as well 
as the general financial situation of the Saudi Arabian Government. 

_ Immediately upon Mr. Polk’s arrival Shaikh Abdullah as-Sulaiman, , 
_ Minister of Finance, was informed of his presence by the Legation 

and: it was stated that Mr. Polk was at the disposition of the Minister 
of Finance.and of his advisers for any discussions which they might - 

_ tare-to have with him concerning their particular problems. I have 
_ reason to ‘believe that both the Minister of ‘Finance as well as His © 

| Majesty, were extremely gratified by the promptness with which 
Mr. Polk made his services available and, as I had anticipated, the 

| _ peculiar nature of the problems. confronting the Saudi Arabian Gov? __ 
ernment as a result of an influx of gold sovereigns made the Minister — 

| _ of£' Finance: peculiarly receptive to a discussion of Saudi Arabian 
fmancial problems with Mr. Polk. Mr. Polk had several initial con- | 

| versations with the Minister of Finance. and his principal assistant, 

| * The “gold pound controversy” between Aramco and the Saudi Arabian Gov- 
ernment was of some two years’ duration and concerned the computing of royal: 
ties. due to :the Government and ‘offsets based on dollar advances made by the 

- company to the Government against future royalties. — SO OT 
.. inal negotiations between Saudi.Arabian officials and Aramco representatives 

Oe began in February 1948 and were brought. to a.successful conclusion before the _ 
Oo end of March. Royalties were fixed at four gold shillings per ton of oil, payable 

_. in British gold sovereigns. Should Aramco be unable to obtain gold sovereigns; 
it was to make payment in dollars at the rate of $12 per sovereign. It was the 
contention of Aramco, during the negotiations, that dollar payments should be 
ealculated at the selling price of the gold sovereigns in the United States, ie, | 
$8.24. The Saudi. Arabian. negotiators insisted on payments at the rate of the 
sovereigns at Jidda, which fluctuated between 16 and 20 dollars. The company . 

| | finally presented ‘the controversy to King Ibn Saud, after which agreement was 
reached at the $12 level (despatch 95, April 3, from Jidda, 890F.51/4-348). Past 
accounts up to February 29, 1948, were liquidated by payment of 184,549 gold 
Sovereigns by Aramco to the Saudi Arabian Government (despatch 98,: April 6, 

| from Jidda, 890F.5151/4-648). . ee ae | - The “particular situation” as reported by Minister Childs on April 13, flowed | 
from the payment of royalties in gold sovereigns. An acute dollar shortage re- 

| sulted, together with a fall in the local price of sovereigns to ‘$12. and of the 
riyal to 20 cents, Iess than its bullion value. These monetary developments were 

_ said to threaten a cessation of Saudi Arabian trade’ with the United States | 
(telegram 204 from Jidda, 890F.5151/4-1348).  — | |
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7 Shaikh ; Mohammed ‘Suroor, at which Second: Secretary Donald | | 

©. Bergus’and Third Secretary T. Andrew Galambos were present. ; 

Mr. Polk requested certain information of the Government to enable a 

him to pursue his inquiries, and Mr. Polk informed me that he ‘was | 

very much encouraged by the very sincere effort made by the Govern- 

ment to supply him with the information which he desired, = 

- Toward the close of his visit Mr. Polk consulted with meconcerning —  {[ 

a draft communication to Shaikh Mohammed Suroor embodying cet- 

| tain personal suggestions which he felt it would be desirable to offer | 

the Saudi Arabian Government in meeting its financial problems. It | 

was both my view and Mr. Polk’s that these suggestions should be made : 

in the most informal manner and that every appearance. should be | 

avoided of pressing the Saudi Arabian Government to adopt any par- | 
ticular course of action or to employ financial experts or counselors of _- | 

American nationality. It was felt that the more disinterested our ) 
informal advice was framed, the more likely the chancesofsuchadvice —S 

‘being given serious consideration. Local considerations regarding the — | 

‘need for presenting currently unpalatablé advice in a manner which | 
might leave the Ministry of Finance in a receptive mood for further = 

patient exposition by their own advisors of the need for future im- 
_ plementing measures largely indicated the form in which the memo- - 

--- Lenclose a copy of the suggestions as finally framed by Mr. Polk, 
‘which were communicated to Shaikh Mohammed Suroor on April 80, 

4948.2 Tt will be observed from the enclosed memorandum that Mr. 

| Polk has made an analysis of prospective revenues of the Saudi “ 

Arabian Government for the ensuing four years, from which it appears. _ 

- that dollar revenues alone may total in 1948 56 million dollars, in 1949 | 
70 million dollars, in 1950 100 million dollars, and in'1951120 million 

- dollars. Mr. Polk next analyzes the present losses of the Saudi Arabian | 

Government through its currency, and exchange operations and’ he | 
makes certain suggestions for avoiding these losses, including the — - 

giving of consideration to the reduction of the silver content of the = 

- riyal and the eventual introduction of a paper currency. Mr. Polk _ | 
also recommends the employment of carefully chosen foreign experts 
who might prove exceedingly useful in setting up operating and ac- 
counting procedures. Finally, Mr. Polk points out the desirability of | 
the employment by the Saudi Arabian Government of one or more 

| foreign consultants who might advise the Saudi Arabian Government = 

- concerningitsmonetary problems. 9 esses 

On May 1, 1948, Mr. Polk, in company of Mr. Donald Bergus and » 

Mr. T. Andrew Galambos, presented his memorandum to Shaikh 

-- §Not printed
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_ Mohammed Suroor. At this conference Shaikh Mohammed Suroor 
| indicated his general agreement with the points made by Mr. Polk _ 

| in his memorandum but expressed disappointment that it did not deal 
with the specific problem of dollars which Shaikh Abdullah Sulaiman © 

| had raised originally with me. I had anticipated that this would be 
| the first point raised by the Saudi financial authorities and Mr. Polk 

pointed out that the monetary problem arising from a decline in 
the premium rate on sovereigns was not a genuine dollar problem of 
the Government. Mr. Polk emphasized that Saudi Arabia’s dollar 

: problem was not really a problem of needing credit, but rather a 
problem of the effective and wise use of the Saudi Arabian Govern- 

| ment’s very rapidly growing dollar revenues. a Sy 
On May 2, 1948, Mr. Polk in company with Mr. Galambos called on __ 

Shaikh Abdullah Sulaiman to discuss the memorandum previously _ 
presented by Mr. Polk to Shaikh Mohammed Suroor. At this con- 
ference the Minister of Finance expressed a desire for Mr. Polk’s 

| Opinion on how the Saudi Arabian Government could best market its _ 
sovereigns. Mr. Polk replied that he was incompetent to advise him 

, on this point but expressed willingness to refer his question to the —— 
_ Chase National Bank representative for the Middle East in Cairo. 

: _ Shaikh Abdullah Sulaiman then outlined his general plans for . 
| handling Saudi Arabian finances. He stated that it was the Govern- __ 

| ment’s purpose to establish a central bank in which the Saudi Arabian _ 
Government would deposit 214 million paper riyals,an amount equiv- 

_ alent to the recently published budgetary expenditures of the Govern- 
_ ment. The Government would draw on these riyals against the deposit __ 

a of gold sovereigns at the rate of 65 riyals per sovereign. == 
Mr. Polk stated that he was gratified at the direction of Shaikh 

Abdullah’s thinking, but that he was worried over the notion of sta- 
bilizing the riyal in terms of the sovereign, inasmuch as the sovereign — 

| itself has a fluctuating value. Shaikh Abdullah stated that he would 
| in any event make no decision without first obtaining the advice of 
/ _ competent experts. The Minister of Finance added that the Govern- 

: ment proposed to obtain Egyptian advisers, and Mr. Polk mentioned 
as a suitable candidate Darwish Bey. Shaikh Abdullah asked 
Mr. Polk if he would approach Darwish Bey to ascertain whether he 

- would be interested inthe postofconsultant. == Be 
| _ In concluding the interview the Minister of Finance stated he had 

great respect for American financial opinion and knew our advice was 
disinterested. He reminded Mr. Polk he had first turned to the 
“friendly American Government” when he needed advice on financial - 

| problems, and he assured Mr. Polk he would again turn to the 
_ “friendly American Government” for its comments on such advice as 

| the consultants whom he might employ would have to give him. I
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enclose for the record memoranda of Mr. Polk’sconversationsofMayl 
and 2, 1948.4 | eee ee ny ce ay a | 

‘| -believe a very useful start has been made in the turning of the | 
| thoughts of the Saudi Arabian Government seriously to a considera- | 

_tion.of the modernization of its currency and financial problems. I wish | 
- to 6&press.my great appreciation of the extremely valuable services | 

...-rendered by Mr. Polk to the Legation in this instance. I have ex- | 

pressed to Mr. Polk the hope that in the event the wish should be 
expressed at any time by the Saudi Arabian Government for his 

_. presence in Jidda for consultation he make every effort to accede to : 
such desire. I feel strongly we have an exceptional opportunity pre- _ | 
sented to us at the present time and that if we are prompt in taking Od 
advantage of it and prudent in our approach to the Saudi Arabian | 

~“gathorities we may accomplish a great deal in the way of assisting the oo 

‘Saudi Arabian Government. to the effective solution of its monetary _ | 
and financial problems® = fe es | 

. Respectfully yours, | | J. RivesCuips _ | 

| ‘Neither printed. st So gy | 
& Mr... Polk.made a-second report on Saudi Arabia’s financial situation on 

May:31. A.copy was transmitted to the Department by Jidda in despatch 160, — 
_ June 5 (890F.5151/6-548). The report, as quoted in the despatch, stated in part: | 

| “Saudi Arabia’s financial problem is how to convert the revenues from oil into — 
lasting production gains. The problem is dramatic because of the size of pros- 

: ‘pective aggregate earnings—at least $214 billion and -possibly as much as $15 . . 
billion. The problem is sobering because of the very real difficulties in finding 
promising lines of economic development in so barren a land. The problem is | | 
urgent because oil is a depletable resource—its benefits will accrue for perhaps - 
25 te 50 years. As far as it is now known, there is nothing to take oil’s place | 
once it is gone. So the problem may be more definitely stated as how to translate | 

 .  $214-$15 billion into as big a gain in production as possible, and: to do so withim 

| » a generation or two.” — | am i oe ce ah PE eh a 

— 8$90F.51/7-348 :Telegram | re Ts 2 

| The Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabia 

| CONFIDENTIAL =— Wasuineton, July 8,1948—noon. 

-. 956. 1. Unused portion SAG credit with Eximbank amounting to 
- 15-million was due to expire June 30. At Dept request Board Directors = 

Bank agreed to two weeks extension while SAG is deciding whether | 
or not to ask for further extension. ee oe WP : 

| 9. Legation here asked SAG for instructions and has told Dept (a) 
- SAG will not request extension because of current resentment our 
attitude Israel and (6) if we permit credit to expire without extension 
this would. be considered further evidence of unfriendliness on our _ 

part. . ra he He ah 
_ 8. Eximbank naturally reluctant to grant extension without request - 

_ from borrower. Strong pressure from Dept might overcome this _ |
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reluctance, but we have no assurance on this point nor do we believe 
at present Dept should exert such pressure. | gt ue 

| 4, If SAG requests extension before July 14° Dept believes chances 
__-very good that Board will act favorably; a 

, 5. Even without extension Bank would consider loan applicatibns — 
for specific projects on their merits. Thus, no substantive loss to SAG — 
through expiration except remote possibility Bank funds willap- 
proach exhaustion. Nevertheless, Dept believes expiration without 

_ adequate explanation in advance to SAG would unnecessarily sttain 

_ ° In view attitude of SAG and factors outlined above Dept proposes. 
- to take no action regarding this line of credit unless it receives an 

| indication that'SAG desires the loan extended beyond July 14. vis 

| 890F.51/7-648: Telegram | OO a 
‘The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

- CONFIDENTIAL = ss Spa, July 6,1948—noon. 
896. Finance Minister sent for me today following his return.from. _ 

Riyadh. He referred to inquiry made by Department of Saudi‘Arabian = 
: Government Legation Washington whether Saudi Arabian Govern- 

_ ment “intended take up balance 15,000,000 loan from Exim Bank. 
Finance Minister stated question had been:considered by His Majesty 
two days ago and it has been decided that no part of remaining lan | available would be taken up. He added “decision had been reachedin __ 

| view of attitude taken at this time by US Government”. No spécific 
| reference was made to Palestine but meaning was obvious. Finance 

Minister said he had been instructed by King to acquaint me with 
foregoing © a | 

. ‘From this and Legtel 395, J uly 6,2 Department will note Saudi ) 
Arabian Government is placing its relations with US on moré‘and — 

_. more formal basis and is turning to British Government for advice 
and assistance formerly sought from US. In light many telegrams 
from this Legation prefiguring this development it should not be-un= | 
expected to Department. — 

. 1 In a memorandum of July 13 to Garrison Norton, Assistant Secretary -of | 
State for Transportation and Communications, Joseph B. Knapp, Director of the 
Office of Financial and Development Policy, stated that.in view of telegram 396, 
the Export-Import Bank credit to Saudi Arabia Should be allowed to lapse 

| (890F.51/7-1348). st” | : a | 8 | 
* Not printed ; it reported that the Saudi Arabian Government wished to have 

the assistance of the Bank of. England in introducing a paper curreney backed 
100% by gold (890F-515/7-648). | Oo - |
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~ Pouched Arab capitals. Pee  & 

_. Sent. Department as 396, repeated London as 118, Amcon Dhahran a 

as 200. 2 dlp ota : ol FE 

| a are —— Comps | 

S00K.515/7-948: Telegram Oo | 

“Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egypt — 7 

 cORmpeNTIAL «© Urcent) = Wasuneron, July 15,1948—4p.m, | 
998. For Polk from State & Treasury. eke gee 

1, Ref Legtel 402 July 9, [from] Jidda.* Polk authorized travel ~ : 

- Jiddaasmayberequired, © 
| 

©" 9. Believe. strongly Saudis should not rush into new currency plan | 

__-without.careful study and preparation. Information lacking in Wash- } 

- §ngton for adequate evaluation of approach to problem outlined in ) 

- Polk’s report No. 160 of June 5 from Jidda? and, although we are in | 

general sympathy with his approach, we feel that hecan be most useful = 
to Legation and SAG in this matter only on basis that he can, over 
‘period of some months, continue study ofsituationandreporttoWash- 

ington: Polk should feel free continue informal discussion with Saudis. - 

 cpeentiterangeof problems, © ey 

"8. For reasons stated in para 2 our comments on SAG’s plans are - 
_ ‘very tentative. However, we would advise strongly against. plan to 

- peg riyal at 65 per sovereign for reasons given. Polk. Also believe. any a 

attempt at present to fix internal value of riyal in'terms of'sovereigns 

Nill fail in view fluctuating gold and silver bullion prices in Middle 
Fast cc 

“4, Re question linking currency to dollars or sterling, important 

question’ is not formal linking but question of what assets are held as 7 

currency reserves. As almost all Saudiexchange earnings are in gold 
or dollars, it would be reasonable to hold same as principal currency — - 

| “reserye since such. assets expendable in any currency area. Itfolows | 

that. prineipal exchange quotation would :be in dollars.* [State and 

Mas 

| | Not printed. Ee a SB - So 

oo _ 2 The reference is to Minister Childs’ despatch 160; see footnote 5,p. 241. > 

‘This telegram was repeated to Jidda as No. 280. 7 Boe Le
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— TALOOF/8-1648 0 | . ee 
_ Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense | oe | (Forrestal) — | re . 

_ TOP SECRET ee ~Wasutneton, 10 August 1948. 
Subject: Strategic Requirements of the United States and United 

| In accordance with the memorandum from your office dated 14 April _ 
1948, the Joint Chiefs of Staff have considered the letter attached | thereto from the Acting Secretary of State dated 18 April 1948.02.00 | In the formulation of the statement of views requested by the Act-. | ing Secretary of State concerning the strategic facilities required by _ the United States in Saudi Arabia, the J oint Chiefs of Staff found : it necessary to appraise the position and security interests of the United _ States not only with respect.to Saudi-Arabia, but of the entire areaiof ~ the Middle East and the Eastern Mediterranean, | oO 

~ Because of the changing and critical world conditions, criteria for _ ‘assessing strategic facilities requirements are difficult to formulate in. other than general terms. A summary of the criteria isas follows: | 
a, At this time the United States and Great Britain have the same over-all complementary but not necessarily mutually exclusive stra-_ | | tegic interests in Saudi Arabia as well as in the Middle East-Eastern oS Mediterranean area. a | Oo --6. These interests concern : ee oT 

(1) Peaceandstability. = Oo | ~(2) Free access to and transit through and over the entirearea. __ 7 (3) The development of oil resources together with the facil-° ities necessary for’such development; = 9) -....... (4) Preservation of the integrity of the entire area from for- | _ eign unfriendly influence and domination, and) = ©... _.. (5) Use of bases in the area in the event of major war, | 
| ___¢. United States requirements in Saudi Arabia can only be arrived | at following consideration of our over-all requirements within the | framework of our global’ strategyand in the light of changing world conditions. | | re ane pe | - qd. Our interests in the Middle East—EKastern Mediterranean area. 4 cannot be viewed from the standpoint of United States security alone | : but must include like consideration of the security of our potential — - allies, ee on ae 

Based on the above general criteria, the United States strategic 
requirements in the Arabian Peninsula—Red Sea—Socotra Island area. | | are: , . | | 

- __ *Copy transmitted to.the Secretary of State by Secretary Forrestal with his Oo letter of August 16, not printed. | 7 oe :
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-- @, Denial to any potentially hostile power of any foothold in this | 

--}, Friendly relationships which can be promoted by social and = fk 
economic assistance, together with such military assistance asmay be —s_ fy 

practicable, once the present embargo on the shipment of arms to the ' 

_- Middle East is lifted, to insure collaboration by the indigenous =~ E 

peoples in the common defense of the area, = | 
_” @, Development of the oil resources in this area by the United States. & 
and such other countries as have and can be expected to have a friendly | 

attitude toward the United States. | pe te | 
-. d. The right of military forces of the United Statestoenterthearea =f 
- upon:a threat of war, Oo ee | 

“e. The right to develop and maintain in that area those facilities ae 

_ which are required to implement'd above. we 

Not all of the United States military requirements in this area cam 

+e foreseen because. of the changing world conditions and the possi-..— | 

- pility of the formation of a general Middle East security system. How- 

ever, in order to provide for the introduction of United States military =f 

_ forces, arrangements should be made now for the following strategic — | 

a je Adequate telecommunications facilities at Dhahran or nearby ae 

laces. what eae po bee age ah a | 

a u b. Airbase facilities in the Dhahran area sufficient == - | 

(1) for the operational use of all types of modern military ) 

_-* (Q) for a United States training mission so expanded that it, _ 
_.» 4n conjunction with Saudi Arabian nationals, can defend United | | 

os. States military installations in the Dhahran area. . : ee | | 

he strategic facilities required in the remainder of the area — 
(Arabian states not under the control of the Saudi Arabian govern- 

- ment, the Red Sea littoral and Socotra Island) are telecommunica- 

tions and airbase facilities in Aden, Hadhramaut, Oman, Truciah 

Oman, Socotra Island and Asmara; air and naval base facilities at | 

_ Massaua; air and advanced ship repair facilities-in Aden; advanced 

naval base facilitiesat Bahren. Ce ES oo 
In the light of the possibility of far reaching ‘changes in Palestine, 

- Turkey, Iran, and Afghanistan, the Joint Chiefs of Staff are: keeping. 

the situation in this. part of the world under constant review. Since 

changes in the situation may affect. United States strategic require- 

‘ments in the Middle East-Eastern Mediterranean area, the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff will inform the Secretary of Defense when such re~ 

- quirementschange. On che 

| Although no direct comment has been made on the British memo- © ee 

| randum ... the J oint Chiefs of Staff would point out that the fore- | 

- going analysis indicates that the strategic interests of the United .
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| States and Great Britain in the Middle East are so interrelated that 
they should be considered as a whole. They have no objection to the 
use by the Department of State of the foregoing views as a basis for — 

_ While the reply to your memorandum was under consideration, the _ 
} Joint Chiefs of Staff received a memorandum from the British Joint 

_ Services Mission. . . . The Joint Chiefs of Staff perceive no military 
objection. to establishment by the British of the three airfields men- 

, tioned.in their memorandum. i | 

oO For the Joint. Chiefs of Staff: © 

Oo Beet Admiral, U.S. Navy 

| oe. Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces” 

S90F.7962/6-1248: Telegram 
The Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabia 

BECRET _  -""""‘Wasnineton, August 14, ‘1948—2 p.m. 

_ 310. Because US-Saudi Arabian agreement regarding American _ 
. activities Dhahran airfield expires Mar 15, 1949, question extension this 

agreement must be brought up withSAGbeforelong, = 5 |. 
| _ «Please wire-your. views regarding timing:and best approach in rais- | 

| - ing: this subject.:(Re Dhahran despatch 55, June 12, preliminary | 
study -by Air LF orce} shows reported figures on operating cost of base 

| axe. fairly: accurate.).. You may wish consider extension matter with © 
_ Col..O’Keefe: before submitting reply. In this connection, Air Force | 

has been informed by Col O’Keefe he and Col Snyder feel bad morale | 
| effect continuing training Saudi Arabs in airport operation with pres- 

| ent improvised: facilities might. justify stoppage training program 
until new school bulding completed. =... 

, Col O’Keefe has been instructed discuss training stoppage with you. - 
- Dept: feels final decision rests with you, O’Keefe and Snyder. From > 

| this distance however, in view delicate nature and US commitment 
train Saudis re airport it would seem effects complete stoppage train- _ 
ing program more serious than injury to morale of trainees due to lack : 

: newschoolbuilding, = Be 
- Be OS Marsan | | 

ANot printed. ne eb
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S90F.7962/8-1748: Telegram ee oe | 

The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State — OE 

SECRET  Jiwpa, August 17, 1948—11 a.m. | 

| — 466. Deptel 310, fourteenth. _ | Co 

. > 1. Question extension agement discussed with Lt. Col. Rhew yep- 
resenting Col. O’Keefe and Col. Snyder last week in Jidda. We are in | 

- agreement that it would be most impolitic raise question with SAG > 

now. Iam strongly of opinion we should wait until last possible mo- | 

ment in hope future developments may make SAG more receptive to 

extension and may even induce it to take initiative in raising question | 

with us. SAG has already intimated to me that we may have extension | 
provided we are ready to treat airport as part of larger defense strat- sf 

| egy this country and are prepared to give SAG assistance in equipping = ; 

and training its forces. I presume that under present situation in Mid- — | 

dle East we are not in a position to make any commitments in this re- | 

gard at this time. This being the case, we would risk either an outright a 

rejection of our request. for an extension to be made at this time or — | 

would have to face a request from SAG for military assistance which 

we would have to reject. In hy opinion, we should not consider raismg = | 

question extension with SAG before early 1949 unless in meantime — a 
situation had so radically changed to make it appear time and-circum- _ | | 
stances more propitious than those at present. PER a 

 . ¥, Retraining stoppage, Legation has had recent exchange views'this = 

subject with Col. O’Keeéfe and we are all in agreement that training 

must go on. [Here follows furthér discussion of this subject.) 
Sent Departmént'466, repeated Dhahran 237.0 . | | 

a BE a .. CHTEDS | 

a Phe Department informed Jidda, oti September 8, after discussions with the = 
Air Fores, that “no move will be madé at present to begin discussion relative _ | 
extension Dhatirain airport dgreement. Situation will be reviewed by State and — me 

.. Air Force about Oct 15 with view to determining date discussions should be . 
_ 4nitiated.” (telegram 340, 890F.7962/8-1748) mo ny Ue 

a Editorial Note | a 

- _A direct radiotelegraph circuit between the United States and Saudi 
Arabia: was opened of Septentber 16. The first message it conveyed, 7 

| sent by Secretary Marshall to Minister Childs, is printed in Depart- = 
| ment of State Bulletin, October 3, 1948, page 449. For documentation __ 
: on the proposed establishment of the circuit, see Foreign Relations, | 

--1945, volume VIII, pages 1009 ff. 7 | ee | 

| 429-027-75-—AT Be a
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- S9OF.51A/10-1848 ep pag 
. Memorandum by Mr. Paul H. Nitze, Deputy to the Assistant Secre- 

| tary of State for Economic Affairs (Thorp) to the Under Secretary 
of State (Lovett) §. | Ce 

RESTRICTED = = = =-—s«—«_—~S~—s [ Wasinaron,] October 13, 1948. 
Subject: Monetary AdvisorsforSaudi Arabia. st 
_ Reference is made to a-letter dated October 1, 1948 on the above _ 

_ subject from Mr. Robert I. Brougham, Financial Vice President of 
the Arabian American Oil Company * (Tab.A) also to a similar letter 

/ on the subject addressed to Mr. Snyder? of which you have a copy 
| (Tab B). Briefly, the oil. company has proposed that Mr. George 

Eddy, Chief of the Gold, Silver and Stabilization Fund Branch of 
the Office of International Finance, Treasury Department, go out to 

7 Saudi Arabia on or about. October 28 in company with Mr. Brougham 
| and other officials of the oil company and as an unofficial observer, to 

__ participate in discussions on monetary problems in that country with 
the SaudiArab Government. =) —s—s— a | 

It is understood that on the basis of this request and after discus- — 
sion of the matter with Mr. Snyder you have indicated to Mr. Philip 

| Kidd of the Washington office of Aramco that there would be no objec- | 
- tion on the part of the Treasury and State Departments to the com- 

| | pany’s proposal. _ CS ee mn . 

-. Discussions: have been taking place concerning Saudi Arabia’s 
monetary problems for a number’of months between officers of NEA 
and OF D, officers of the Treasury Department, and representatives 

| of Aramco. These discussions have brought to light the following 
| pertinent facts: | a | | | 

: » (1). Although the United States Government has received no written __ 
. request from Saudi Arabia for:a financial advisory mission, the Saudi __ 

| | Arabian Government has indicated'on a number of occasions to officers: 
- of the Legation at Jidda and’ to representatives of Aramco that it | 

would welcome technical advice from the United States Government. | 
Last spring the Treasury Representative at Cairo visited Saudi __ 

_ Arabia for this purpose, and the Saudi Finance Minister later ex- 
pressed the desire that Mr. Polk return.to bring him the views of the 
Treasury and State Departments.*® oe ; . | 
+ (2): ‘Fhe Saudi Arab'Government has also approached ‘the British 

_ Government for monetary advice and assistance, suggesting the possi- | 
bility of linking the Saudi currency with sterling. The British Govern> 
ment feels that the Saudis may be trying to get the U.S. and the 

| > *Not printed, © oe 
* John W. Snyder, Secretary of the Treasury; the letter sent to him not found 

ae Telesram 482, July 24; 11 a. m., from Jidda, not printed. © yo ” .
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_ British to compete for the privilege of furnishing backing:for any new | 
_ currency and possibly loans to support it. The U.K. Treasury Delega- & tion here has informed FN that the British do not want to be drawn OE 

into this kind of action and will await clarification of the U.S. position. «sss 
(3) In the absence of proffered advice and assistance from either E 

the British or the United States Government, the Saudi Arab Gov- | 
ernment appears to have turned for advice to the manager of the  __ 

_ branch at Jidda of the Banque de L’Indo-Chine, This bank has drafted | 
_ a. set of monetary decrees providing for the issuance of a paper cur-_ | _ rency and establishing the bank as fiscal agent ofthe Governmentand = 
- bank of issuance, 

_ There is no assurance. that, recommendations that-might be made _ 
by a U.S. technical mission within the framework of U.S: monetary 
policy would be acceptable to the Saudi Arab Government, or | 
if acceptable would be effectively implemented by that Government. _ - 
The Saudi Arab Government has at, best only avague notion 

_ of, the requirements of modern monetary policy but undoubtedly 
_ is. seriously determined, to; take maximum advantage of its 

present gold. position which. is supported by. the- payment: of oll 
royalties in British gold. sovereigns.. Although; the British gold — : 

_ sovereign is worth only $8.24 at the official U.S. Treasury. price for 
gold, Saudi Arabia-has been. disposing of its currentaccruals of gold 
sovereigns through the Banque, de L’Indo-Chine at $12-14 per 
sovereign. Recent efforts to maintain this advantage haveinvolved the = 

_. establishment of unrealistic exchange rates between) the Saudi Arab Se 
silver riyal, the U.S, dollar,and the geldsovereign, 2.400 4 be 

| _ The United States’ economic and strategic interests in Saudi-Arabia | 
_ are considerable. While Aramco has been somewhat disadvantaged by 

_ the recent monetary decrees in Saudi Arabia, its real interest,accord- 
ing to company representatives, lies in the progressive ‘development 

_ on the part of the Saudi Arab Government ofan intelligent under; 
_ standing of its monetary requirements and problems-and of a gradual os 

single national currency with a fixed foreign exchange rate in terms 
ternal supply of money. and the disposition of foreign exchange 

«Tt is my understanding that Aramco’s proposal, which was made __ 
in the above mentioned letters, was motivated bya desire on the part a 

_ of Aramco to make technical advice quickly available to the Saudi 
Arab Government and by the misunderstanding that the State and - 

| Treasury Departments either are not prepared to act or could notach 
promptly enough. It is evident from discussions between officers ofthe
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_ oil company. would prefer an'independent’ U.S. technical mission.‘ In. | 
order to meet the problem that has arisen, however, I am suggesting _ 

| the following alternative which has been discussed with representa- 
tivesofthe Treasury Department. = _ oe | a 

| | _ Mr. Eddy should go to Saudi Arabia for a period of two to three 
| weeks, as a representative of the Treasury Department, for the pur- 

7 pose of having informal discussions with Saudi Arab officials con- 
| cerning their monetary and financial problems. Mr. Eddy should 
_ probably be accompanied by one or more representatives of other’, 

_ agencies including a representative of the State Department (OFD). | 
_ Such representatives, it would be clearly understood, would be in a 

| position if the opportunity arose, to give such technical advice and to 
| make such recommendations concerning Saudi Arabia’s monetary __ 

a problems as, in the light of their previous study, experience and tech- 
| nical competence seem appropriate to them, possibly on an ad refer- 

: _  endwum basis. Such representatives would not participate in any dis- - 

ae cussions or negotiations between the oil company and the Saudi Arab | 
| Government. It would be made plain to the Saudi Arab Government _ 

| thatthe United States Government would have no responsibility for 
the success or failure of any policies adopted by the Saudi Arab Gov- __ 

- ernment on the basis of such recommendations nor any responsibility 
7 for assisting the Saudi Arab Government in implementing such 

recommendations. IEE 
, _ It 41s believed that it would be preferable for the representatives to 
- proceed to Saudi Arabia via commercial air transportation rather = 

| than by transportation furnished by Aramco® re 

7 ‘4 At this point in the memorandum as originally drafted appeared the sen- 
- tence: “I, therefore, suggest that you advise Mr. Brougham that after due 

consideration and further diseussion with the Treasury Department; it has been- 
7 decided that it would be preferable for Mr. Eddy not to aceompany Aramco | 

| officials to Saudi Arabia in any sort of unofficial or consulting capacity.” This | 
| _° gentence has been:deleted. 7 | | oe, - 

' The State and Treasury Departments, on October 19, requested Jidda. to 
assure the Minister of Finanee of “continuing US interest and preparedness give _ | 

se technical advice” on Saudi Arabian monetary problems and proposed sending — | 
| Mr. Eddy and Raymond Mikesell of the Office of Financial and Development | 

. Policy to Saudi Arabia to give informal comments. to the Government, in con- 
oe versations to be arranged by the American Legation (telegram 397, 890F.515/9- 

oo 1648).. Messrs. Eddy and Mikesell departed New York by plane on October 25 
(letter of October 27 from Mr. Lovett to Mr. Brougham, 890F.5151/10-148). 

S00F.5151/11-448 : Telegram = Oo Oo 
= The Chargé in Saudi Arabia (Bergus) to the Secretary of State - — 

 georer ts” _- Jappa, November 4, 1948—9 a.m. 
oo - 576. For State and Treasury from Eddy and Mikesell. We tenta- 

| _ tively favoring supporting riyal with dollars probably around 28 
oe cents, without exchange control and leaving sovereign rate open mar-
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ket with paper riyal convertible silver supervised mixed currency | 

board composition which not yet fully determined. Paper backed | 

hundred percent (1) dollars (2) gold bars both at par (8) riyalcoins | 

| within limits (4) sterling, Egyptian, Indian, etc., [currencies] at aver- E 

| age Jidda market rate but limited to each year’s pilgrim dues to meet: | 

pilgrim seasonal demand riyals and finance holding sterling for issu- 

- ing months trade or (5) sovereigns at $2 under prevailing market | 

price and limited to each month’s royalty receipts in sovereigns and | 
~ all to be sold within. 30 days (5) [6] is necessary let government meet 

| riyal monthly payrolls while income is mostly sovereigns. Local mar- _ | 

ket too small exchange necessary riyals without pointless rate fluc- , 

tuation since government, plus Aramco, needs nearly one-third of | 

estimated total riyals coins in country monthly. SAG still tends wish , 

| _ tie Tiyal to sovereign for above reasons. : ne | 

Retarded absence American Minister, though continuing full-time | 

_ explorations above possibilities with Department Finance.and general. : 

public investigations. Confident workability program. Prompt. De- | 

- partment approval Legtel 563+ would. assist. Facing several points | 

delicate selling though reception so far not unfavorable. Also recom- 

- mend prompt Washington approval above program which believed — 

7 conforms principles discussed Washington. Eddy believes SAG should | 

not forgo premium on sovereigns while such flagrant gold dealings. | 

reported here many fund members Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Iran, Iraq, fo 

Italy, Greece, France, Holland, Mexico, Indo-China plus Switzerland, 

_ Also Indian controls half-hearted. Also smuggling goods, dollars,ete., 

- too wide-spread this area to warrant emphasizing gold. Be 

- Both go Dhahran seventh special Gulf problems including [garble] oo 

| support riyal coins prevent smuggling. Mikesell reaching Washington _ | 

13th Eddy return Jidda about 10th await authorizations and explain. : 

SAG. Would appreciate promptness.? [Eddy and Mikesell.| - 

oe | ene os | —.  Brrevs | 

4 Dated October 24; it conveyed the request of the Saudi Arabian Minister of a 
-  Winance for the United States to sell to the Saudi Arabian Government $2,000,000 2 

worth of gold in the form of sovereigns or gold bars (890F.51/10—-2448). Jidda. | | 

reported, on November 1, that the Deputy Minister of Finance had given oral . 

assurances that the gold would be left in the United States as an extra reserve > 

and that it would not be sold above the United States official price (telegram | 

_ . 570). The State and Treasury Departments, on November 8, agreed to the sale 

of the gold, on the basis of these assurances (telegram 425). Telegrams 570 and 

425 are both filed under 890F.51/11-148. Se 2 
| 2Mr. Eddy provided supplemental information on November 21, suggesting. . 

' that.an immediate program include the tying of the riyal to.a strong foreign 

exchange, namely the dollar and not the sovereign, the discontinuation of ex- 

change restrictions, and the holding of the riyal at 25 cents (telegram 600 from | 

Jidda, 890F.5151/11-2148). ae - Lg the | 
| Mr. Eddy advised, on November 29, that his personal report did not involve 

any United States Government commitment and that it had been cleared by 

| Minister Childs for delivery to the Minister of Finance “today” (telegram 608, 

890F.5151/11-2948). Oo eS | | | Cae oe | .
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Lhe S ecretary of Defense (Forrestal) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET : a - an _. . Wasurneron, 8 November 1948. 
a Dear Mr. SECRETARY : This is with reference to my letterof 16 Au- gust 19487 transmitting the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff... - Lhe Joint Chiefs of Staff, as a result of still further studies, have come to additional conclusions as to. action which should be taken in Saudi Arabia to improve the strategic position of the United States, — Their views as expressedtomeareasfollows: = 

= “The Joint Chiefs: of Staff have recently completed ‘an analysis of | | the strategic requirements of the United States in Saudi Arabia, which - a was forwarded. to you on 10 August 1948. In elaboration of this anal- ___-* ysis, they desire to express the opinion. that our world-wide strategic _ _ position would be greatly improved if, in the event of war, the means. aa could be developed to defend successfully, and to conduct sustained oe alr operations ‘from Dhahran Air Base. An initial step in achieving | this ultimate objective would be to introduce into the area at the earli- | est feasible moment additional US. military personnel. It is believed | _ that this initial increase in. personnel could be effected -by expanding _the Air Force Training Mission now stationed at Dhahran Air Base through the addition of Army and Navy contingents, “The Joint: Chiefs of Staff consider it highly desirable that the | Secretary of. State be advised of their views and aims in this respect _ and of their conviction; that an approach should be made to the Saudi | | _ Arabian Government at; the earliest possible moment consistent with | diplomatic considerations in order to obtain its consent to such an , _ expansion of the Air Force Training Mission. At such time, they would | _ be most willing to provide representation if the Department of State 7 so desires, to participate in any planning which may be necessary to , _ determine the exact: details of the diplomatic approach to be adopted in order to secure a favorable reaction on the part of the Saudi Arabian | Government. RE Ce | a 
__ “In order to effect this contemplated expansion, it will be necessary | for the Joint Chiefs of Staff at the appropriate time to make provision | In the Military Establishment budget for the necessary supporting =e funds. They would therefore ‘appreciate being informed at such time | as it appears to the Secretary of State that’ diplomatic negotiations _ with the Saudi Arabian Government concerning this expansion can be - / 7 undertaken,” | Sees a a eee oe | 

~-T coneur in the desirability froma ‘military standpoint of under- oo 
taking the steps which are recommended by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, , 
and I would appreciate your advice and assistance in this regard. a 

Sincerely yours, > TN JAMES ForrestTat 

| | 7 - * Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 244, : OU . ‘ - - : |
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--§11.2300/11-1048: Telegram SHEER TER ia ee CG 

‘The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State | 

sucrer i (ast‘é!! USDA, November 10, 1948—10 a.m. | | 

, - 579, [The first three paragraphs deal primarily with general dis- | } 

cussion involving Major General L. S. Kuter, Commanding General | 

of the Military Air Transport Service, and. the Saudi Arabians.| , | 

At final audience King seemed eager give impression he wanted | 

USAF remain Dhahran. Stated, however, he did not feel AmericanS 

had fulfilled obligations of their friendship. Cited fact that at time — | 

of Bernadotte proposals * British had ‘assured Egypt, Iraq and Trans- 

jordan, UK under treaty arrangements would come:to their defense. sf 

No such treaty with SAG. SAG had for extended period reserved == 

most intimate friendship ‘as well as exploitation all resources for US. sf 

‘This strong preference for US sole reason why USSR so displeased | 

with SAG. King felt US should at least make public declaration | 

US support of SAG against any aggression. Renewed ‘request for | 

 armsandassistancetraining SAG Army, = BEL TNS | 

~ Treminded King assurances given Prince Saud by Secretary in 1947 | 

later repeated by me in writing. King said words not enough, wanted = 

deeds. IT replied(1) our cooperation Dhahran airbase wouldbehelpful = 

-__- both sides a8 beginning longer term military collaboration two govern- _ | 

ments and (2) speaking ‘personally and without ‘attempt exercise Pons 

| pressure did not in honesty feel executive or legislative branches would ’ 

be in position supply greatly increased direct military assistance as 

long as Palestine warfare continued. SBE EMT a | 

ey Audience:terminated most friendly note. Both Kuter and I con- | 

--vinced King desires USAF remain Dhahran after March15. | 

| Since we will not in all probability be able offer active military aid 

for some time in future, it is my present belief the most desirableand = 

practical course would be for us to ask only for one to three year ae 

extension present agreement deferring seeking long term agreement = 

-_- when conditions negotiations are propitious. Am personally convinced = 

SAG will take no steps toward requesting us evacuate Dhahran air 

base = ss pte EE cae OSG ON a TE ae 

| Sent Department 57 9, Department pass Dhahran 283, and Dept Air. | 
Opes os 7 Cums | 

. 2 See footnote 6, p. 206. | a | -
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-- 890%.7962/11-1448; Telegram - SO Spe 

‘The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 
_- TORseoRET = —s—ss—(“—tsé‘ SSCS, November 14, 1948--noon. 

| _ 589. Deputy Foreign Minister sent for me today to acquaint me 
with His Majesty’s audience British Chargé (Legtel 584, Novem- _ 

| _ ber 13+). Shaikh Yusuf confirmed His Majesty had made visit British 
_ Teconnaissance party contingent upon furnishing arms and equipment | SAG army and to the reaching of agreement providing for recogni- 

Hon. by Britain Saudi territorial integrity and the coming to Saudi 
Arabia’s aid in event latter attacked. Yusuf added King reviewed his 
situation vis-A-vis US, and Britain along same general lines King had 
Previously followed with me (Legtel 579, November 10). Deputy | _-—- Foreign Minister said he wished to acquaint me with foregoing and 
other views SAG on personal informal basis. SAG did not. understand 
why Britain-and US approaching SAG separately re air bases when | 
problem one common interest three countries. He knew we're interested 
In extension terms Dhahran air base agreement but did not know on 

_ what basis. Why-did we not approach SAG jointly with Britain with 
lew working out tripartite agreement. He then handed me rough 
draft text proposed tripartite agreement. containing provisions by — 

| which we recognized integrity Saudi Arabia vital interest to US and. 
Britain, and providing for our coming to defense Saudi Arabia in =. event it attacked. Saudi Arabia would provide facilities and furnish _ 
air bases and ports our use and in return we would equip and train 

oe Saudiarmed forces. 7 Oo 
_ _Deputy Foreign Minister said after some slight changes he would 
ss Zlve me copy and would like to have my comment as SAG would - 

| prefer submit proposed text in as acceptable form as possible. | 
~» . [Here follow three paragraphs giving an account of the conversa- = 

tion dealing primarily with the question of Palestine. | - | 
_— While emphasizing I not competent express any opinion of pro- | 

posed agreement I did personally invite Shaikh Yusuf’s attention _ 
absence in proposed draft any refererice to obligations parties under — 

| UNO. He indicated SAG would have no objection to what was re- 
_ garded as platitudinous conditions. Text draft will be forwarded when 

: received.” | rs | a 
- _ Sent Dept 589, Dept pass London 152. co oe 

- So | | Cuinps | 

* Not printed. a | | 
. *7The text was transmitted in despatch 250, November 19, not printed. . .
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- TAL9OB/11-848 0 ge 

‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) | 4 

‘TOP SECRET / +... Wasuineron, November 19,1948. — | 

Dar Mr. Secretary: Your letter of November 8th has been re- _ 

ceived setting forth further conclusions of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as _ 

- to action which should be taken in Saudi Arabia to improve the stra- 

tegic position of the United States. I note with interest their opinion =f 

that our world-wide stratexic position would be greatly improved if | 
| the means could be developed to defend successfully, and to conduct | 

‘sustained air-operations from Dhahran Air Base, and that an initial : 
step in achieving this ultimate objective would be to introduce into 

the area at the earliest. feasible moment additional U.S. military per- | 

sonnel, possibly by expanding the Air Force Training Mission. Also, | 

that the Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that an approach should be , 

_ made to the Saudi Arabian Government at the earliest possible moment | 
consistent with diplomatic considerations in order to obtain its consent | 

to such an expansion of the Air Force Training Mission, | 

- _ As you are aware, the agreement between this Government and the an 

| Saudi Arabian Government covering our rights at the Dhahran Air- 

| port expires on March 15, 1949. The Department of State now plans 

to bring up the question of extending this agreement the latter part of = 

_ -NovemberorearlyinDecember, = uo | 
‘It is the desire of this Department to have our Minister to Saudi 

Arabia, Mr. J. Rives Childs, who will conduct the negotiations with 

| King Ibn Saud, as fully informed. as possible regarding this problem. 7 

Thanks to your letters to me dated August 16th+ and November 8th 
of this year, it is possible to inform Minister Childs of the position 

_of the National Military Establishment regarding its interest in the 
Arabian Peninsula as a whole and in the Dhahran Air Base in | | 

particular, Pace | | . : Seg A | 

Incidentally, I should like to point out that civil aviation rights are oe 
| now contained in the Air Base Agreement, as amended by anexchange _ 

| of notes dated December 20, 1945 and January 2, 1946, respectively. 

"While as a general policy civil and military rights should be contained _ | 
in separate agreements, it may be that such a course of action will not 

prove practical in this case. It is our intention to instruct Minister — 

Childs to remind King Ibn Saud of the continued interest of the — 

- United States, first expressed in 1945, in concluding a Civil Air Agree- _ 7 

ment. However, should the Government of Saudi Arabia not be pre- | 
pared to conclude a Civil Agreement at this time it would be : 

: ‘Not printed, but see footnote 1, p. 244. a a 
* Neither printed, but for summaries, see bracketed notes, Foreign Relations, 7 

oe 1945, vol. v111, pp. 983, 997. : | OS |
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satisfactory if the present civil air provisions of the Air Base Agree- ment are extended fora reasonable period of time. oe Ce 

It may well be that King Ibn Saud will wish to bargain in regard _ | to an extension of this agreement. If this happens, the answers to — oe | various questions such as the following, should be known in advance: (1) Is the extension sufficiently important to justify the expenditure. _ - of additional sums by the Air Force on the development of this base, and if so how much might those sums be ? (2) How long anextension __ | would be required in order to justify such expenditures? (3) Is the _ National Military Establishment prepared, provided the embargo | oe against shipments of arms to the Near Kast is lifted, to supply the _ 
Government of Saudi Arabia with arms and other military equip- | ment? King Ibn Saud has made repeated requests to this Government _ _ for equipment for his Army and it is believed that he may repeat his : | request as a bargaining weapon when we discuss air base renewal with 

_ him. (4) How large an expansion of the Air Force Training Mission, | mentioned in your letter of November 8th, might be undertaken at 
| _ Dhahran? (5) Would the: National ‘Military Establishment be pre- _ pared to extend the scope of the training provided Saudi Arabia to - | 

include instruction in fields otherthan aviation? Oe 
Because the answers to these and similar questions may well require 

_ time to prepare, I hope it will be possible to have the benefit of your 
conclusions in time for them to be made available to the American Min- 

_ ister in Saudi Arabia at the earliest practicable date. As suggested in _ the fourth paragraph of your letter of November 8th, the Department, 
of State would welcome the immediate assignment of a representative _ _ of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to participate regularly in further plan- | | ning on this subject. | | | | | Sincerely yours, / | Rosert A. Loverr 
On December 21, the Secretary of Defense informed the Secretary of State - that the Joint Chiefs of Staff had designated Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg, Chief . _ of Staff of the Air Force, as their executive agent for matters concerning the extension of the Dharan Air Base Agreement. Gen. Vandenberg then designated Col. Howard Moore, USAF, to discuss with the Department of State further plan- ing in regard to this matter, as well as the Joint Chiefs of Staff views with respect . to the questions contained in this letter of November 19. (Information supplied by the Department of Defense. ) | , | _ 

7  890F.7962/11-1448 : Telegram —— a | : | 
The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabia 

7 TOP SECRET = UsURGENT = WasHineTon, December 17, 1948—1 p. m. 
NIACT | | CO |  4T1. This Govt most appreciative King’s concrete expression friend- : 

: ship in suggesting closer association outlined Legtel 589, Nov 14. We |
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share his wish that US-SA friendly relations be continued and =f. 
strengthened. While our relations with Brit most friendly and coopera-__ | 
tive, Dept does not feel proposed tripartite alliance would now be 

practicable and instead wishes continue cooperation with Saudi Arabia | 

_ along present lines which have already brought substantial benefits 
to SA. Further discussion tripartite suggestion contained followmg __ 

While not losing sight, other lines cooperation which it may be pos- +f 
_ sible pursue in future, USG believes time has come for US and SA 

/—— reaffirm on long-term basis practical cooperation symbolized in | 
| Dhahran Airbase. This Base has been of benefit to US but benefits 

_ to SA have been as great if not greater. US hopes SA will recognize = 
| substantial US contribution in money, materials, and manpower in- 

constructing and underwriting Base. ope 
Following for your background info to explain policy outlined _ 

—abovem— 9, ES og | 

_ -Thinking of Nat Mil Estab has not crystalized re Dhahran. US) | 
strategic planners do not at present know extent commitments they — : 
may be called upon to enforce, such as possible aid to China, expanded — | 

- aid to Europe, etc. nor do they know amount funds that willbeavail- J 
able to finance men and materials needed carry out above. Dept has | 
had almost daily talks with various Air Force and Nat Mil Establ | 
planners but because difficulties outlined can get nothing definite on | 

| such questions as expanding. facilities and personnel Dhahran Air — | 
Base, increasing training given there, and possibility eventually fur- | 
nishing mil equipment SAG. Weeks and even months must necessarily | 
pass before definite answers can be obtained these and similar ques- | 
tions. Therefore, Dept has reluctantly come conclusion that best course | 

- approach is to point out importance Dhahran to King and showextent ——- 
assistance we are granting him by maintaining and operating air field 
and air base. If he should counter with certain specific requesis other 
than general tripartite agreement, mentioned above, these will be | | 
presented Nat Mil Establ for consideration. For your info only, at 

_ -present. Air Force considers Dhahran important but not vital and is in Pe 
no position make extensive commitments re expansion training, or | 

- providing mil equipment if such should be required for extension of 
— Agreement. 20 0 2 6 a ee 

| : / - ~ Above: considerations prompt Dept suggest you seek personal inter- 

_. View with King or his designated rep and inform him orally as > 
— follows | 2 | 

(1) Expanded US global mil commitments make continuance Base 
operation heavy burden on our Nat Mil Establ which nonetheless _ 

- wishes continue operation, both in its own interest and as proof US 
Interest in SA. | ! ee | os _ 

(2) In order justify to Congress appropriation in peacetime rela- 
| tively large sums this purpose, matter must be put to Congress on — ,
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basis long-term. agreement. Substantial long-term benefits must be 
proved to Congress in order obtain funds for projects outside Western 

| _ Hemisphere. If Nat Mil Establ continues Dhahran operation it pro- 
poses request Congress for more than $19 million to rehabilitate Base. 
and $8 million a year thereafter, such sums subject budgetary and 
administrative adjustment. Period extension on which Nat Mil Estab _ 
could expect favorable action would be for additional 25 yrs, cancella- 
tion subject to six months’ notice either party. _ ren 

_ (3) In pointing out advantages which accrue SA.youshouldempha- _ 
| size (a). Airfield highly important SA oil industry as link with outside 

world. Also served as.stimulus commercial aviation in SA well as facili- 
a tating pilgrimage. Its status as international air field dependent on 

_ maintenance highest operation standards. SAG has already under- — 
oe taken keep air field open total ten yrs until March 15, 1956 (para 7 

: SAG Note Jan 2,'1946). Upkeep will require subsidies millions dols 
| annually (Dept A~76, Oct 121). Such subsidies would be great burden | 

oe SAG since traffic unlikely achieve sufficient. volume to pay for more 
than small portion necessary outlays. (6) Base provides best and’ 

| cheapest air field operation training facilities for SA nationals, im-— 
ae possible duplicate except at very great expense to SAG. Dhahran and. 

| other SA air fields ‘can continue absorb output ground crew: men 
trained at Base for many yrs-with allowance for normal turnover and | 

_ reserve requirements. Arrangements for advanced training airport 
personnel in US described Deptel 434, Nov. 121 indicate magnitude 
US efforts implement its undertaking provide training. SAG would 

oe have steadily increasing degree of participation in maintenance 
| throughout period US operation. Overall direction would remain with 

! US but if SAG desires US, technical personnel could eventually be 
_ replaced to large extent by Saudis and advanced trainees could 

; understudy US officers. (¢) US has concluded bilateral Air Agreement | 
| with virtually every state except SA through:which US certified car- | 

‘Tiers operate and would like conclude similar agreement with SA. 
However, if in your judgment extension existing agreement could be 
facilitated by simple exchange notes you are authorized do so provided 

| _ -¢ivil air rights outlined exchange notes Dec 20, 1945—Jan 2, 1946 are 
Specifically included. Dept must approve draft any such note in ad- - 

/ vance its submission SAG. For your info should Dhahran Airport be 
closed or rendered unsuitable for CAA certification, probability exists 
US airlines could utilize other international airfields existing or being 
planned at Kuwait, Basra or Abadan. ae / | 

| US Govt earnestly hopes SAG will consider Airbase program on its. 
, own merits and be prepared extend agreement.on basis outlined above 

which can be favorably recommended Congress. By so doing SAG will : 
reinforce that friendly spirit in which we will continue to plan and co- 
operate for our mutual benefit. If you perceive no fundamental objec- 

tions you may proceed along lines suggested without further authori- 
| _zationfrom Dept. OS 

| 7 | . se a ae  Loverr 

| . + Not printed. . oe |
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-$90F.7962/12-1748 : Telegram re fe a ee 4 

- The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in 8 audi Arabia I 

‘TOP SECRET —- US URGENT -Wasutncton, December 17,1948—6-p.m. sf. 

492, Tnitial reaction re King’s proposal - of tripartite: agreement 

‘bet US-UK-SAG set forth 1st. para Deptel 471 based on general 

policy avoidance such commitments. Furthermore, because text pro- 

posed agreement not yet. recd comment based only on fragmentary 

presentation of case re Legtel 589, Nov 14.andrelated wires. © 

While it is likely that even after further study our response tri- | 

partite suggestion will probably be in- negative, ‘nevertheless, we | 

appreciate what’ we understand to be friendly motives inherent SAG | 

| approach. Will you make clear in discussions with SAG that regard- 
Jess action taken on this.specific suggestion, we recognize mutuality | 

of interest bet our two’ countries and wish explore thoroughly and. i (asti‘(‘i‘i*d 

--- gympathetically any measures conducive closer relations. = = Co 

-  -—-- Strictly for your own info we have been approached by certain other 

countries, including Greece and. Turkey, re formation somewhat simi- 

- Jar pact.* Dept’s position as follows: a ey a 
| Exploratory conversations. continue re possible formation “Atlantic | 

Pact”, There is general agreement. that pact would be desirable but | 

final decision can be made only after consultation US political leaders. | 

Any steps toward US association for defense with nations outside 

-. Western Hemisphere constitutes-radical departure, from past. Amer 

peace-time policies. USG proceeding with utmost.care, 

- For these reasons, states. such as Turkey have been told we prefer 
| at.this time they do not press for inclusion North Atlantic groupand 

. -we also desire avoid’ being placed in position. of either encouraging = 

or discouraging creation of a Mediterranean Pact... Oo 

| In light this reaction it is obvious we are hardly in position at this 

| time encourage SA pact idea, At same time we wish avoid impression _ 

slamming door in their faces.” meetings oa a 

1 For the attitude of the Department of. State. toward the possible formation. 

| of an Hastern Mediterranean Pact, see telegram 203, April 23, to Ankara, ‘vol. Oo 

ne The texts of telegrams 471 and 472 to Jidda were transmitted on December 29. 
to London, which was authorized to pass on to the Foregn Office the gist of the | - 

: Department’s thinking regarding the proposed tripartite agreement (telegram . 

| 4812, 890F.7962/12-2348). 7 | Oe 
-. -=Jn a telegram of December 23, London advised that the initial Foreign Office 

reaction to the. proposed agreement was favorable, the Foreign Office much pre- Co 

| ferring a tripartite arrangement to a bilateral United Kingdom-Saudi Arabian | 

~ agreement (No. 5354, 890F.7962/12-2348). Pe oT 

an oe
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- $90F.7962/12-1848 : Telegram - - ea ee GS | | 

The Mt enester in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

TOR SECRET ayes Jmpa, /December 18,1948—lla.m. 
_ . 647. Legtel 639, December 13. Conference yesterday lasting more | 

_ than two. hours with Prince,Mansour,? Shaikh Yusuf, Colonel O’Keefe 
| and me. After discussion: current problems air base, long discussion 

ensued re renewal agreement from which following emerged: 

| _' (1) SAG has no intention requesting USAF evacuate base but in 
_ order to justify extension agreement its own: people and Arab states 

_ some justification must be found. _ ot —— ne 
_ (2) SAG recognizes existing general international situation makes 

| presence USAF. Dhahran in interest. both US Government and SAG. = 
, (8) Owing.-existing situation Middle East (Palestine not men- 

| tioned but reference obvious) SAG cannot conclude at this time long 
| term agreement. (In course discussions I proposed we examine pos- | 

| sibility fifty, forty, thirty, and ten years but Yusuf stated renewal on | long term basis not possible at thistime.) Be | 
. (4) SAG wants formal request in writing for renewal. __ Oo 

a (5) Term mentioned six months to year. It was obvious to us fur- 
ther extensions might be expected making agreement virtually of in- 
definite duration, Se 4 : ee a 

_ (6) I mentioned negotiations new agreement might drag beyond — 
«January 15 and inquired if we could not be assured 90 days notice. , 
Yusuf reassuring reply was “Ask for it”, indicating we need have no 
concern that score. | ee 

| _ Yusuf emphasized SAG not looking for any financial compensation 
| for lease and for first time indicated possible willingness to consider | 

problem separately and apart from larger defense needs SAG. His — 
words were “You have made good case for separation. I do not know 

| at this time whether I will tie problems together”. Be | 
_ See following telegrams. EEE a 

_  * Sent Department 647, repeated London 183, Dhahran 311, : 
| os ne | ee Creps 

| .+ Not printed. ; - : | : oo | a | ? Saudi Arabian Minister of Defense. . . _ | co . 

s00F.7962/12-1848 : Telegram ae a | ee - : | Pe 
- | The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET ge J IDDA, December 18, 1948—noon. | 
648, Legtel 647.1 Following suggested draft note to Foreign Office 

| re Dhahran air base agreement: . ae | Oe 

oe 1 Supra. Oo - oO | | . | |
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_. “¥fave honor.acting on instructions my government request, in con- ae 
sideration of friendly ties existing between US and‘Saudi Arabia, _ 

- renewal existing Dhahran air base agreement which expires March 15, 

- “Renewal of this agreement will permit USAF continue to dis- — 
charge its existing long range communications commitmentsand will | 

| at same time afford opportunity for continuation and even expansion 4} 
of training program for Saudi Arabian students Dhahran and in US. 
It is my government’s view, which it is believed SAG will share, —f 

: maintenance Dhahran air base agreement offers particularly practical = 
- means for continuation friendly collaboration already existing between = JX 

“Existing air base agreement provides US Government will turn : 
| over these installations in sound condition to SAG for operation,con-  —s_ || 

- trol and maintenance upon expiration of agreement. My government  —si 
Interprets this as obligation which will necessitate expenditure at | 

- Dhahran of amount of from 5 to 25 million dollars for new construc- —ss ff 
tion during fiscal year beginning July 1, 1949. Moreover,my govern- —s_— | 
ment interprets such provision as a continuing obligation tomaintain — | 

| Dhahran air base in state to ensure its delivery in sound condition to Oo 
_  §AG upon eventual expiration agreement with expenditure of such | 

| funds as may be necessary for that purpose. The amounts to be ex- | 
- pended, in addition to the sums already mentioned, will naturally | 

depend upon use which it may be desire to make of base in agreement | 

“Tn view possibility USAF may desire extend base, my government 
- would like an assurance that SAG would be prepared at an appro- © 

_ priaté ‘time to consider extension present limitation 2,000 personnel | 
| to maximum of 6,000. ae | a Oo 
_. “My government requests existing air base agreement be extended _ 

- for period of at least one year and that its life after March 15, 1950 | 
be subject to annual extensions of 12 months in absence notice from | 
either government to other of intention to terminate agreement upon 

| six months notice.” = = = | 7 Oe a - - 

_. Sent Department 648; repeated London 184, Dhahran 312, | 
co eo Sate yy ea dS y see a oS .Crmps 

890F.7962/12-1848: Telegram ee ne ae 

The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 

_ *TOP'SECRET > | _ Jippa, December 18, 1948—1 p. m. 

649. Legtel 648.1 Obligation spend minimum $5 million is one al- 
ready devolving upon US Government if we are to fulfill strictly pro- 

_ visions existing air base agreement. Maximum figure $25 million is 
~ understood to be amount Department Air has budgeted for Dhahran 

for fiscal year 1950. | | a 
_. Would appreciate Department’s comments earliest possible on this | 

| tSupran | _ a 

| | , 
. . . ,
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_ and two preceding telegrams. Would be most helpfulinnegotiationsto 
_. have. indication from, Department. Air description new construction 

| Sent Department 649; repeated London 185, Dhahran 313. 
nen eee a CHES | 

| 890F.7962/12-1848:: Telegram: ~ a | Ot : CREB Sh | 

‘The Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State 
TOP SECRET ss Spa, December 18, 1948—3 p.m. _ 

| ' 651. Deputy Foreign Minister called’me Foreign Office today and | 
__. Said he had reported to His Majesty our conversation yesterday re ‘Dhahran. His Majesty. had instructed him to “facilitate” conclusion — 

_ agreement, Later Yusuf said he would not attend Arab League meet- 
- ing Cairo in order be present Jidda for discussions with me. He also _ 

| said I should get word Colonel O’Keefe to forget about any prepara- 
tions for evacuation beginning January 152 

: _, Xusuf asked if I had any ideas re agreement. I outlined proposals _ 
| madg, to, Department Legtel. 648 this date and gained distinct impres- 

___- Slon--such -—proposals were satisfactory basis at present time. I empha-_ 
sized I had no notion whatsoever of what Department desired in way 

of agreement. and’ he has not therefore to accept outline I had given 
as foreshadowing proposalswewouldmake. = = i 

.. Yusuf indicated King recognized difficulty for us at this time of | 
joing renewal agreement with. satisfying Saudi defense needs. It ; 
was suggested temporary agreement could be concluded leaving ques- | 

_ tion conclusion tripartite agreement and examination Saudi Arabian _ 
larger defense needs to more appropriate moment: which might arise 

_ 6 to 12 months hence. Yusuf said it was hoped we would under new 
agreement assume all costs feeding and maintainance Saudi students 

| Dhahran for which SAG now being billed at rate of approximately | 
$2500 monthly. He also indicated SAG very pleased USAF treatment 

| Saudis Dhahran and lack any discrimination, remarking, “We would | 
| like this to serve as model for Aramco which does not give Saudis _ . 

| _ equality of treatment to which we insist they are entitled”. I remarked _ 
Importance this problem recognized by US Government and I thought. 
also by Aramco. He said promises had been made to ameliorate situa- = 
tion but he had not been to Dhahran recently to determine if promises _ 
kept, expressing considerable skepticism that they had. So 

| Sent Department 651, repeated London 187, Dhahran 815. - 

_.* Jidda reported,.on December: 15, that Colonel. O’Keefe had received orders 
from the Department of the Air Force to institute plans for the evacuation of | 

. Dhahran on January 15, 1948 (telegram 643, 890F.7962/12-1548). . a |
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890F.7962/12-2048 : Telegram ee ee 

Phe Minister in Saudi Arabia (Childs) to the Secretary of State f 

TOP SECRET Jwpa, December 20,1948—3 p.m. = 

655. Deptels 471 and 4721 most helpful. Although arguments out- | 
lined re Dhahran have been generally used previously in my formal | | 
talks with Foreign Minister, I went over ground again today with 
him although not referring to paragraph 7 SAG note January 2, 1946 

_ inasmuch as it makes operation airfield by SAG conditional upon its | 

~ not becoming a burden on Saudi Treasury. _ | Oe 
Yusuf stated he would await Department’s reaction proposals for | 

_ renewal on basis exchange of notes as submitted (see Legtels 648 and = , 
6512). Ido not anticipate SAG will offer any objections re affirmation _ | 
outlined exchange notes mentioned but as those notes form integral =—=«_—© 

| part existing Dhahran airbase agreement particular advantages not 
perceived to single out certain provisions that agreement for 
affirmation. oe po te , es | On 

_.. Inasmuch as difficulties set forth by Dept in connection tripartite oo 
agreement recognized previously by Legation, I have consistently 

| endeavored throw as much cold water on project as might be done | 

without dampening Saudi spirits. ee ae pe Ts 

ne oe - CO  CHips 

4 Both dated December 17, pp. 256, 259. | an - a 
2 Both dated December 18, pp. 260, 262. | 7 - 

—- 890F.7962/12-1848 : Telegram So SF ; 

' The Acting Secretary of State to the Legation in Saudi Arabia. 

TOP SECRET | ‘Wasutneton, December 30, 1948—4 p-m. a 

482. Depts State and Natl Defense gratified progress re renewal sy 
Dhahran Air Base Agreement reported Legtels 647, 648, 649, 651 

—_Dec 18 and 655 Dec 20, particularly willingness SAG consider problem 
renewal separately larger defense needs. | oo 

--- Re Legtel 666, Dec 29, discussions here center on question whether 
- adequate funds will be granted by Congress if Dhahran Air Base 
Agreement on year-by-year basis only. Dept hopes send you reply . | 
Legtel 648 Dec18inabouttendays ts a 

| | an —. Loverr | 

1 Not printed. ne | | OS | 
| 429-027—75——18 - . Oe



[Documentation | on United States economic and military aid to 
| Turkey and Greece (Truman Doctrine) is printed in volume IV.].
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: “SOUTH ASIA ss 

_ PARTICIPATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN EFFORTS TO- | 

7 - RESOLVE THE DISPUTE BETWEEN INDIA AND PAKIS- | 

TAN OVER KASHMIR AND HYDERABAD* = | 

-T45.45R/1-148: Telegram Flyer gi age a : 

| ‘The Chargé in Pakistan (Lewis) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET IMMEDIATE. :  Karacuy, January 1, 1948—9 a. m. | 

| 1. Have talked with J innah,? Liaquat Ali Khan,° Sir. Zafrullah 

- Khan,‘ Secretary General Mohammad Ali and Ikramullah* and | 

- nowhere have detected any trace of anxiety or nervousness such aS. 

seems exist in Delhi on Kashmir question, although profound an- 

| noyance is felt that GOI is using Kashmir affair as excuse for not 

- making good its commitments on cash balances, failure'to pay which — , 

under terms recent agreement ° places GOP in difficult fiscal position, — | 

ag presumably desired by GOI (Deptel 218, December 26,7 London’s yj. 

58, December 29°). | MS ig BS oe | 

GOP answered GOI note night before last.’ In nearly two hours | 

review of Pakistan's relations with India, _ Mohammad Ali and ~ oe 

‘TIkramullah told me yesterday GOI note contained no ultimatum or a 

time limit for reply but did contain some hints of trouble for Pakistan — | 

if GOP did not cease alleged aiding and abetting Azad Kashmir Gov- : 

ernment and raiders. In that connection, these officials said while 

Pakistan’s sympathies were with Azad Government GOP was not 

aiding Azad movement and could not if it would stop uprising against — 

«1 For previous documentation on United States concern over the Kashmir dis- : 

* pute, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. 111, pp. 17 Off, Oo | | | 

‘8 Mohamed Ali Jinnah, Governor General of Pakistan, > i ere 

8 prime Minister, Minister of States and Defense, Pakistan. _ ET 

_. #Minister for Foreign Affairs and Commonwealth Relations, Pakistan. 

~ ® Secretary for Foreign Affairs, Pakistan. © | - | 

-* Reference here is presumably to an agreement between India and Pakistan 

_ relating to division of the assets of the Reserve Bank of India. A detailed sum- 

- mary of 1947 Indo-Pakistan financial agreements may be found in the Hindustan | | 

7 Year-Book and Who's Who, 1948, pp. 304-307. _ | a 
- T¥or text, see identical telegram 814 to New Delhi, December 26, 1947, Foreign 

| Relations, 1947, vol. 11,p.184. a 
| ' § Printed as telegram 6647 to the Department, December 29, 1947, ibid., D. 185. 

- ©The notes referred to here are the letter of December 22, 1947, from Prime | 

- Minister of India Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru to Liaquat Ali Khan, and the latter’s > 

reply dated December 30. For text of this exchange, see Government of India, : 

White Paper on Jammu and Kashmir, pp. 74-7. aS |
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Kashmir Government and the struggle against GOI troops in Kashmir 
without revolution in Pakistan. a SO a 
Mohammad Ali, who participated in talks with GOI said GOP posi- | 

tion in all these talks was that while welcoming in principle plebiscite _ 
| in Kashmir, GOP must have assurances neutral. administration pre- 

| ceding and during plebiscite. Given such administration GOP would 
| exeréise every possible influence with Azad Government and raiders 

| _ to cease activities and abide by plebiscite result. If neutral adminis~ 
tration cannot be agreed upon between GOI and GOP, as seemingly ) 
it cannot since every proposal that direction by GOP has been re- | 

oe jected by GOI, Pakistan will gladly agree UN Security Council set: 
up appropriate administration with safeguards for honest vote and > 

_ conduct plebiscite. If GOI unwilling accept latter procedure, GOP 
will counter.any action by GOI in placing before SC question alleged: 
guilt: Pakistan in supporting belligerent activities against Kashmir by _ 
asking SC conduct investigation all relations between the two. Domin- 

| tons including Junagadh matter.*° This. is substance GOP reply _ 
notes | a ne 

- GOP thoroughly convinced Kashmir’s accession to India and send- 
ing of GOI troops to Kashmir is only part of GOI’s deliberately. - 
planned policy dating from acceptance of partition, to strangle and. 

_ destroy Pakistan in successive stages and will support that conviction | 
_ before SC if GOI carries its case to SC in form indicated in-its last. 

| note toGOP. ) a | 
_ Department, repeat to London if desired. Delhi informed. > | 

7 1 Junagadh, one of the states whose accession was in dispute, | received. the | 
intermittent attention of the Security Council during the spring of 1948: ‘Security 

| Council action was limited by the general feeling that the accession of Junagadh 
_ to India was not of sufficient importance to justify distracting the Council from . 

7 the more pressing issues: involving Kashmir. For summary of Indian and Paki- 
stani statements before the Security Council concerning matters of dispute not 
covered in Foreign Relations, see United Nations, Yearbook of the United Nations, . | 
1947-48, pp. 400-402. Hereafter cited as Yearbook, 1947-48. BO _ 

| 745.45F/12-8047 : Telegram an a | — oe 
Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the United States Representative at — | 

_ the United. Nations (Austin) 

| SECRET _ _--—,s Wasnrneron, January 1, 1948—9 p. m. | 
1, Allen of Brit Emb called at Dept at noon yesterday to-discuss _ | 

late developments in Kashmir situation. Among other things he said | 
FonOff had sent instructions that US be informed of immediate action - 

_ Cadogan ‘had been instructed to take in event India files appeal to. SC 
7 | *Sir Alexander Cadogan, United Kingdom Permanent Representative on the 

United Nations Security Council. | Oo
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against Pakistan. As soon as Cadogan knows of actual filing of such ot 

an appeal by India, he is to take steps to assure that SC considers 

matter as soon as possible (retel 6668 from London, Dee. 30 Par. 12°) | 

(Allen has today told us that UK Del in New York has already made an : 

| informal approach to UN Secretariat on intermediate level to assure 

; early consideration of case). | rn | | 

Allen then said his Govt was inviting attention of US to possibility  & 

of taking similar steps and that Cadogan had been apprised of this oe 

| also. ees . on Og ia a oe . 

--- -Dept. informed Allen later in day that while US agrees Indian sf 

appeal should be heard as expeditiously as possible, we believe this 

can be accomplished by informal methods rather than by any formal  — | 

| approach such as a letter to Sec. Gen. or SC President. We observed | , 

further that since Belgian 1s now SC President, it should be possible | 

| to approach him informally and accomplish the desired result with 

nodificulty, Bs | 

Dept does not believe it desirable or wise at outset of this case to | 

make political issue of time or speed with which SC should deal with 

matter. We are, however, willing to support informal methods of by 

obtaining immediate SC consideration of the case. We recognize that = 

after SC commences such consideration Pakistan may desire stay in — 

proceedings pending completion of preparation of case or arrival of 

additional personnel. In such an eventuality we believe SC should 

) adhere to well-established practice of permitting parties reasonable ) 

| - period of time to make such arrangements as are clearly necessary for 

ga proper handling of the case. : a | a | 

Sent New York, repeated to London, New Delhi and Karachi. 

| | | | I a - | LoveETT 

-  * Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. III, p. 188. Sn . 7 oe 

T45ABF/1-248:Telegram | os Case 

Phe Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State | 

- gpOREE New Deru, January 2,1948—10a.m. | 

i. Embtel 1162, December 30 [29].1 General Bucher Commander- : | 

- in-Chief Indian Army told me last night no steps had been taken to | 

7 prepare Indian Army for offensive action against GOP. He said one | 

month necessary for such steps and he had informed Nehru that he 

| (Bucher) would not hesitate inform HMG that all British officers 

should be transferred from active operational duties to advisory . 

capacities if war seemed imminent. yeh Se 

| 1 Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. Il, p. 187, | 7 on - | 

p | |
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| T inguired re possibility GOI troops in Kashmir entering Pakistan | 
inadvertently. Bucher said this was highly improbable since troops 
must stay on highways and boundary was clearly defined. ee 

Bucher thinks most dangerous factor is tribesmen in West Punjab ~ 
_ Who might attempt a raid into East Punjab; he considers Sikhs in 

Kast Punjab as possible disturbing factor, =. BS 
_ ss He said Cunningham Governor NWFP had told him NWFP Gov- 

~ ernment could not restrain tribesmen from: entering and crossing 

| _ I feel more optimistic re general situation in light this conversation. 
_ Sent Department, repeated Karachi as 1. Department please repeat. _ 
Londonas Delhi’s1. | a od 

a a —— | Donovan | 

745.45F/1-248: Telegram | ae | . 

| Lhe Chargé in Pakistan (Lewis) to the Secretary of State — | 

SECRET IMMEDIATE _ _ Karacut, January 2, 1948—5 p. m.. 
8. Following message from Prime Minister acting in absence Minis- 

_ ter Foreign Affairs has just been handed to me by Ikramullah, Secre-. 
tary for Foreign Affairs. — | re | | 

- Mytel 2 of January 2.1 — oN LEEEOE 8 a : 
“The Pakistan Government appreciate the message from the US 

_ Government? regarding the Kashmir question and reciprocate their 
feelings of friendship. The Pakistan Government have throughout. 

| been making strenuous efforts to reach a peaceful settlement of the 
| various questions outstanding between the two dominions including 

that of Kashmir; but unfortunately every proposal made by them © 
| had been turned down by the India Government. The Pakistan Gov- 

ernment, therefore, welcome the approach to the UNSC. They wish to. 
assure the Government of the US that at no stage did they have any 
intention of taking any provocative or precipitate action, and that. : 

| they are firmly determined to continue their efforts to reach a peaceful 
| settlement of all outstanding questions and that they. will continue in | 

_ the future as in the past to do their best to restrain any irresponsible | 
elements in Pakistan”. British colleague informed. ee 

| Sent Department as 3; repeated New Delhi2, rs ae ee | | - | : Po = . Lewis oS 

-. *Not printed. | | a ‘¢ af e | : 7 | * For text of U.S. note, transmitted in telegram 221 to Karachi, December 31, ~ 
1947 (not printed) and delivered by the Chargé to Ikramullah“in absence of the - | : Foreign Minister (745.45F/1-248) , See identic note transmitted in telegram 817 - . to New Delhi,. December 31, 1947, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. 1, p.192. =
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| | 745.45F/1-848 : Telegram ea Ce igen dey : 

Phe Chargé in Pakistan (Lewis) to the Secretary of State = 4 

seCRET oImMepiaTe .  Karacut, January 8, 1948—noon. | 

| 4, Copies Nehru’s note December 22, and Liaquat Ali Khan’s reply | | 

December 302 furnished me last night by Secretary Foreign Affairs —& 

- mytel No. 2, January 2.? Substance Nehruw’s note known to Depart-  —s_ Jf 

-. ment. Liaquat Ali’s reply which runs six long typewritten pages is” | 

summary of unsatisfactory relations existing between India and Paki- > 

stan and point by point develops thesis that Hindus accepted partition | 

in bad faith, that Pakistan’s very existence is the chief casus belli, 

that GOI has been following calculated pattern to annoy, weaken and => | 

destroy Pakistan, that Kashmir affair is but one incident inlongchain , 

such events. Pakistan welcomes reference Kashmir problem to — | 

_ - United Nations since this is what GOP has been suggesting through- : 

out as the most effective means resolving mutual differences but ex- _~ | 

-_- pressed disappointment that GOI proposal apparently restricts the _ , 

reference to single issue Kashmir which now considered by itself : 

| would look like a sentence torn out of its context. GOP emphatically oe 

repudiates charges of aid and assistance to the invaders, Note states 

that on contrary GOP has continued discourage tribal movements by 

all means short of war at serious risk of large scale internal disturb- 

ances in Pakistan. MS snes ge. | a | ’ | 

__- Prime Minister’s note ends with statement that now that Nehru has | 

_. 4ndicated intention invite intervention UN, a course which GOP has 

- go far ineffectively suggested to GOI for resolving their differences, 

| he takes opportunity invite GOI’s attention main differences standing : 

in way amicable adjustment relations, hopes those differences may be 

speedily composed and trusts Nehru will agree intervention UN _ 

- ghould be invited respect all these matters. ss 
— Delhiinformed. - OO oe we 

oo OEE OR Ee | | :  -. anwis. - 

| 4 For text of this exchange, see Government of India, White Paper on Jd ammu - a 

| and Kashmir, pp. T4-T5. | a ae ea - 

| _ *Not printed. Oo | re 7 | | | 

'501,.BC/1-448 : Telegram _ pO - | oo | 

| The Chargé m Pakistan '(Lewis) to the Secretary of State _ a 

ss ggcrer osomMeprats =—ti—(‘<‘éiéé!sSO”” © €é6KRaracrt, January 4, 1948—n00n. | 

6, Liaquat Ali Khan has telegraphed Secretary General UN stat- 
ing GOP has not yet seen India’s references which Delhi sent Karachi — 

oo 7 For text of telegram dated January 8, see United Nations, Official Records | 

— Sauer Reourity Council, Third Year, Nos. 1-15, p. 4. Hereatter cited as SC, |
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in undecipherable code but text expected by air today, impossible pre- 
_ pare case and place it before SC by sixth, that Foreign Minister Sir 

_ 4afrullah Khan will be sent as Pakistan’s chief delegate to present 
ease before SC but is now in Burma to represent Pakistan in Buia 
independence celebrations. Prime Minister requests stay of proceedings 

_ “to give us reasonable time to prepare our case and to despatch our 
. delegation”. Ispahani? directed proceed New. York and remain in 

touch with Secretary General (mytel 5, January 3).?: ee | | _ Ikramullah has expressed GOP’s hope US Govt will use its influence 
. effect stay in proceedings Deptel 1, January 1 pending preparation | 

| case and despatch of representative, : | a ne 

? Mirza Abol Hassan Ispahani, Ambassador of Pakistan in the United States. | | ~  %Not printed. oo oo 

| 745.45F/1-448: Telegram = t™” : : 
_ Lhe Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET - | New Derut, January 4, 1948—4 p. m. 
- 10. Deptel 817, December 31,! mytel 5, January 32 Tsaw Nehru. 

_ today 3 p. m. He said he had received my note conveying Departthent’s 
message to GOI.? I emphasized concern US Government over Kashmiri | 
question and stressed hope US Government no action would be taken - 

_ by GOT which would aggravate situation. | Os 7 a Nehru assured me GOI had no intention taking any steps against = 
GOP which would cause situation deteriorate further. I asked Nehru 

| what he thought was most dangerous factor in existing situation, He 
| replied that larger part of west Punjab was now for all practical __ 

purposes “tribal territory” and that GOP could neither disarm nor 
control tribesmen. He said GOI troops would not take offensive action | 
against GOP but that he feared Kashmiri irregulars might raid into 

, west Punjab in retaliation raids into Jammu by tribesmen from west ) 
Punjab. | a oo ee 

| No written reply to Embassy note yet received but I consider Nehru’s oe 
____ verbal assurances entirely adequate. a a | I saw Bucher * just prior my call on Nehru. Bucher said Defense 

| _ Minister* had approved statements made to me reported in mytel — 
_ 1, January 2. Bucher still optimistic regarding general situation. He 

| _* Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. m1, p. 192. | eo : | * Not printed. | oS ne 
_ Embassy note dated January 2, 1948, not printed, conveyed to Nehru the _ Message transmitted by the Department to the Chargé in telegram 817, Decém- ber 31, 1947, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. III, p. 192. - | oe - - “Gen. Francis R. R. Bucher, Commander in Chief, Indian Army. oe ° Sardar Baldev Singh. / | | ae
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said Mohan Singh former head INA was making trouble along east =f 
west Punj ab border. Bucher said he was taking every precaution pree —s_ f 

vent trucks and gasoline from getting into Mohan Singh’s hands and 

that without those items Mohan Singh could do little. He said east west | 

Punjab border situation fairly quiet. a ; 
- Reliable sources report. Fourth Indian Division moving north into | 

east Punjab. Embassy feels sure in view Bucher’s remarks that this | 

| troop movement is purely defensive against possible offensive action | 
from tribesmen in west Punjab. ty Ns irene | 
Nehru said Cabinet member would probably leave for USA im ~~ | 

mediately after SC meets to present India’s case SC. Cabinet member 
still not selected. pe | ae ods | 

oe Department please repeat Londonas5. ce ee gyi: | 

Copy to Karachi by courier January 5. ve EE eg a 
pl BOSS og he tits vo Donovan 

 ROLBC/1-648: Telegram 
‘The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the | 

te a gh lace! United Nations (Austin) ee | 

SECRET US URGENT WASHINGTON, January 6, 1948—1 p. m. 

5. Dept position re India-Pakistan dispute over Kashmir follows: =| 

The Problem —————s—s—seS re eg | 

- The United Nations’ Security Council has been summoned to meet 
at 2:30 p. m. January 6, 1948 to consider India’s appeal for action. . 

| against Pakistan in the Kashmir dispute.t The current paper is de- | 

signed to deal exclusively with the case as it will probably developin. 

the initial stages of the Security Council consideration. _ 

Recommendations ee a ae fr 

a 1. It is the opinion of the Department that the only solution ac- | 

ceptable to all parties concerned in the Kashmir problem will even- | 

tually be a determination, probably by plebiscite, of the wishes of the _ 

inhabitants of Jammu and Kashmir with respect to their long-term _ 

- affiliation with either India or Pakistan, taking into account the possi- | 

_ bility that some form of partition may be proposed. 7 we 
2, Tt is understood that the reaction of the Pakistan delegation to 

--. the presentation of the Indian case will be to request a postponement 

of consideration of the case until it is able to present its reply. The _ 

United States delegation should support postponement of substantive — | 

| 1 India’s appeal was made ina letter of January 1, 1948, from the Permanent _ 
, Representative of India at the United Nations, Purushottama P. Pillai, to the | 

. President of the Security Council. For text, see United Nations, O ficial Records | 
of the Security Council, Third Year, Supplement for November 1948, pp. 189-144. | | 

| Hereafter cited as SC, 3rd yr., Suppl. | , Oo
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consideration of the case without prejudice to any immediate pro- 
| visional steps which the Security Council may deem necessary. 
a 3. In the event that the Council reaches the latter determination, it 

is probable that this will be done at the instigation or inspiration of 
| the British delegation and will take the form of proposing a “con- | 

servatory move” (provisional measure) under Article40 ofthe Charter 
to freeze the situation, this proposal presumably to be followed by the = 

| early establishment of a United Nation’s Commission to proceed to 
the area. The United States would not oppose such a procedure pro- | 

_ vided that it would lead to the general objective indicated in para one - 
above. To this end any resolution adopted by the Security Council = - 

. should recognize the existence of a dispute between India and Pakistan 
7 related to the ultimate affiliation of the state of Jammu and Kashmir, 

| and the willingness expressed by both governments to have this prob- | 
| _ lem resolved by a fair determination of the will of the people of the — 

; state when conditions in the area permit. The resolution should recom- | 
| mend that the two Govts take all necessary action in cooperation 

to restore peace and order in the area, and to bring about a situation 
in which the will of the people of Jammu and Kashmir can be freely _ 

: _ determined. The role of a Commission would thus be that of perform- 
ing good offices between thetwoGovts. | a 

_ 4, It is apparent from the strength of the advisory group being sent. 
to New York from London to supplement the present UK delegation 
at the United Nations in connection with the Indian complaint that the 
British are seriously concerned over the implications of the current 

| _ situation. Indications are, however, that the British delegation, because 
of the peculiar position which the United Kingdom occupies vis-4-vis 

| India. and Pakistan, wishes to avoid assuming the overt leadership - 
in any program adopted by the Security Council. Nevertheless, as the 
most directly concerned third govt, the British will find it difficult 
to avoid taking the lead in the present situation. Examination of other 

_ possibilities among Security Council members would point to the | 
' United States as the virtually inevitable second choice and, as between 

_. the British and ourselves, there is clearly no doubt that from the stand- - 
‘point of both background and direct concern British initiative would ) 
be indicated. The Dept therefore feels that we should approach the | | 

_ British in order to come to an understanding in thissenseandtoassure 
| _ the British of our desire to be helpful and to support their lead insofar 

as it is reconcilable with the United States position. The way for such 
| collaboration and subsequent close consultation would seem already to 

have been cleared by full exchanges of views which have taken place 
- _ between us and the British and which have made it appear that 

_ British objectives in this case are very similar to our own. Ifit becomes
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 @lear however that, because of historic connections of the British in 

India, it would be preferable for the United States rather than the | 

British to introduce certain resolutions favored by both.delegations, — E 

the possibility of such action on the part of the United States delega- ‘ 

tion shouldnotbecompletelyexcluded. = | 
-. 8, In the last analysis, the United States recognizes that the prob- | 

lems involved are of such complexity that solutions, in order to. be 

effective, must of necessity result from the joint action and coopera- — ft 

- tion of the two Governments directly involved. Such a solution does 

‘not, however, preclude the possibility of the Security Council estab- =f 
_ lishing machinery for observation and/or conciliation which cancon- sf 

_ tribute materially totheultimatesettlement. 8 | 

| Comment (Roo ae ee ee e ay | - pee : 

_ A dossier containing full background material on the Kashmir dis- | 

pute is in preparation in the Dept and will be.available to the delega- | 
tion to assist in the consideration of the cases presented by India and _ a 

Pakistan” : 
na ee 0 MarsHann | 

“TASABE/1-748:Telegram = wee oe 

The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET ee New Dera, January 7, 1948—lla.m. 

15. Embtel 10, January 4. EAD on January 6 replied by third per- | | 

gon note to Embassy’s first person note of January 2* addressed to 

Nehru (Embtel5,January3*). 0 | a | : : 

ce Body EAD’s note follows: — | | | 

| _. “The Government of India appreciate the friendly interest of the 

Government of the United States of America in a pacific settlement of > 

the Kashmir issue. In the note submitted by them to the Security. 

Council, there is ample evidence of the efforts made by the Govern- 
- ment of India to settle this matter by friendly negotiation with the | 

Government of Pakistan and of the patience which they. have shown | 
in the face of acts of aggression against their forces and their terri- _ 

tory. They feel that they would have been within their rights in en- wy 
tering Pakistan territory in order to strike at bases, situated in that 
territory, from which the invaders of Jammu and Kashmir state have — 
‘been and still are operating. That they have, instead, preferred to - 

| invoke the aid of the Security Council is proof of their devotion to _ 

peace and of their loyalty to the principles of the Charter of the | 

_ ‘United Nations. They are not aware that there are, in India, any | | 
_ Srresponsible elements’ who are likely to indulge in provocative ac- 

| 1 See telegram 10, January 4, from New Delhi, footnote 3, p. 270. | oe 

| * Not printed. | ee 7 a |
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tion while the Kashmir question is being considered by the Security __ 
Council; they certainly have no intention of doing so themselves. | 

All that they desire is that the people of Jammu and Kashmir _ 
should be freed as quickly as possible from the horrors-of invasion _ 
and thus enabled to détermine their future by their freely declared 
will. They will be grateful if, through their representative on the 
Security Council, the Government of the United: States of America. : 
will help in the speedy achievement of this object.” _ i On 

- _ Copyofnotefollowsbydespatch, 8 
_ Obviously GOI objects to phrase “irresponsible elements”. This: 
objection comes from EAD as Nehru gave no indication displeasure _ 
to me. EAD’s attitude towards phrase “irresponsible elements” is in- 
teresting since Nehru himself mentioned to me possibility “Kashmir - 

| Irregulars” taking action against GOP which GOI could not. prevent. 
_ Embassy considers GOT’s assurances adequate especially since Em- 

_ bassy feels GOT is in difficult military position and would like nothing 
| better than to get out of present. imbroglio gracefully and without loss. 
oe of face. Bucher’s assurances (Embtels 1 and 10, January 2 and 4) 

must also be considered connection with GOI assurances. | 
Delhi press reports today indicate fighting increasing in intensity 

: and that raiders using artillery for first time. _ | oo | 7 
Sent Department as 15, repeated Karachi as 5. Department please: | 

repeat London as 6. 7 OO | oe 
| | oe | ‘Donovan | 

7 (BOLBC1-848:Telegram ist : 
| Lhe United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to | 

| | the Secretary of State — ce 

SECRET > New Yors, January 8, 1948—7 05 pom 

 2%7,.Cadogan brought Noel-Baker + and Lord Ismay ? in to see me 
this afternoon. They described the local situation in Kashmir and 
indicated that the danger of the situation there is of great magnitude. 

| Once Jehad gets running it will stir up all of India resulting in a. _ 
bloody and cruel mess in which all law and order will disappear. The _ ! 

| representatives of all countries in India will be exposed to crimes: 
because of the turbulence of the situation. SO 

* Philip John Noel-Baker, British Secretary of State for Commonwealth. 
Relations. a a 

: *Lord Ismay of Wormington, Principal Adviser to Noel-Baker and former: 
Chief of Staff to the Viceroy of India. — | , a |
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--_Yt ig extremely important for the United Nations to pursue a course — I 

- that will stop the present fighting as quickly as possible. There iay | 

be elements of agreement between Pakistan and India permitting a = 

decision by the UN. Such a decision should be firm and promptly made. | 

"They believe both sides would obey an order by the SC since each 

wishes to avoid the responsibility of yielding to the other, | 

-_-T£a plebiscite were to be held it could not be organized. short of six | 

months and could not be conducted without some military policing. 

On the latter point the view was expressed that Pakistan troops would | 

‘be the most suitable. This observation is based on the conclusion that —s 

the one indispensable condition of peace in Kashmir is to guarantee _ 

the security of the Moslems. The whole affair according to my visitors | 

started with the massacre of Moslems instigated by the Prince.° When | 

: threatened with reprisals by the troops he took political refuge by | 

requesting the accession of Kashmir to India. The only effective guaran- | 

tee of the security of Moslems in the view of the tribes would be super- sd 

~ yision by Pakistan troops. fe | ne 7 | 

The view was expressed that the partition of Jammu and Kashmir ss 

~ should not be resorted to except as an ultimate alternative. — —_ | 

The British do not want to initiate proposals in the SC. They ex- 

| pressed the hope that the US representative or possibly the President. 

of the Council might initiate proposals. It was not apparent that they => 

_ felt any other member of the Council might doso. ONS | 

on I replied that I would not exclude the possibility of the US initiat-— | 

ing proposals in the SC but indicated that the US position wasin 

 -yeality very much like their own. The position which the US might en 

| take would have to be determined in the light of thorough considera- 

tion of the circumstances. | a | - a 

They expressed a desire to discuss this matter with the appropri- 

| ate officers of the Department and in accordance with telephone con- | 

-_-vergations between Rusk and Ress * an appointment has been arranged — ; 

| for them with Under Secretary Lovett at 11 am. Saturday morning. : ~ 

| | § Heir Apparent Yuvraj Karansinghji Bahadur. (al! 2 

“Dean Rusk, Director, Office of United Nations Affairs, Department of State, oo 

a and John C. Ross, Assistant to the United States Representative at the United
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oe Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Chie [ of the Division. 
of South Asian Affairs (Thurston) = 

SECRET WasHINGTON, January 10,1948. 
_ Subject: India-Pakistan Dispute over Kashmir; Proposed Security _ - Council Action ae SOF a ; 

Participants: Philip Noel-Baker, Secretary of State for Common-. 
a 7 wealth Relations and Leader of the British Delega- Oo tion to the Security Council = 

| | _ + Lord Ismay, Principal Adviser to Mr. Noel-Baker _ - _ Lord Inverchapel, British Ambassador to United. So . States re oo ne _. Denis Allen, Counselor of the British Embassy 2 
oe Mr. Lovett, Under Secretary of State as ae Mr. Loy Henderson, NEA oe ee | Mr. L. E. Thompson, EUR So — re | -: >... Mr. Harding Baneroft,SPA 
a Mr.Ray Thurston,SOA Sioa 
Mr. Noel-Baker opened the conversation by emphasizing the danger _ of a holocaust on the Indian subcontinent arising from ‘the: dis- pute between India and’ Pakistan over Kashmir. Neither side: can : — back down, he said. He expressed the opinion that only the voice of —_ international authority can prevent Ware 

_ Mr. Noel-Baker and Lord Ismay then outlined the following’ pro- | '  posals which may be said to represent the latest British thinking on a | 
peaceful solution on the Kashmir problem: = BEE ey 

1. Informal conciliation efforts at New York to begin just as soon | as the Indian and Pakistan delegations arrive. Senne 2. Another warning from the Security Council to both: parties in ~ somewhat stronger terms than those used in the message already sent = by the president of the Council. ne a Pa ee _ . & The establishment of an ad hoc Committee of the Council as | _ soon as the preliminary debate is finished to work out detailsofa plan . _ for peaceful settlement. re a Ce _ 4. ‘The early despatch to the scene of a small UN commission which  —’ | would implement the plan worked out in the Council. fe | 5. A complex plan for stopping the fighting and placing Kashmir | under UN control pending the holding of a plebiscite. a 
| a. The appointment of a neutral commander by UN to be | stationed in Srinagar. | 
+On January 6, the President of the Security Council addressed identical tele- | | grams to the Governments of India and Pakistan, urging them to refrain from. any action that might aggravate the situation. For text, see SC, 3rd yr., Nos. 1-15, : p. 4. The replies assuring compliance with the SC request are found in SC, 3rd yr., os Suppl. for Jan—March 1948, p, 2. 

| |



—.. §, A UNcommissionofexpertsinSrimagar. - 

--@, A. governing council of Indians and Pakistanis working 

closely with the above UN group and presumably having as their 

7 -- headanaforementioned neutralcommander, = = | 

| qd. A division of the country into zones of military occupation 

a with Pakistan troops in the north, Indian troops in the south, | 

-. » and mixed Indian and Pakistan troops in the valley of Kashmir , 

. -and.in Srinagar proper... Ce a 

-.,.-e@, Onethousand internationaltroopsin Srinagar, | 

sf, Scores of “UN observers” in the Indian and Pakistan oc- = 

. eupied zones. 
_--g, Agreement on all the above details at New York, presumably | 

including. agreement. ‘betweeen the Indian and. “Pakistan | 

delegations, 
? hy Possibility that end result may be some kind of partition 

-» ‘between Moslem and Hindu majorities of Kashmir. er 

---‘Jn elaborating upon the above scheme, the British emphasized the 

| following points: 

| 1. that while they wished to exercise the leadership of this question, 

their initiative might prove a handicap since it might look like the 

“reimposition of the British Raj” after only six months of the transfer | 

—ofpowers vege b yet g gts fo flr a 

_--Y, that they hoped for assistance from the United States bothinthe | 

| ‘nformal conciliation efforts-and-in-the working out of the general 

oS , 3. that. Canada was not-interested in getting involved in the issue; 
4, that they thought it was necessary for a detailed plan to be worked oe 

a out in New York, both because “a loud trumpet call” from the UN 

--would have a better chance of being accepted by the parties on the ) 

, spot’and also because it was necessary-to give Pakistan sufficient as- 

~ gurances of a. fair plebiscite in order. that. the tribesmen might be — 

- inducedtogohome. oe 
5. that Russia would probably be quiescent during the consideration eo 

of this case since it did not wish to take sides between India and 

6, that Kashmir would probably go to Pakistan. under a ‘fair 

plebiscite except perhaps for. those Hindu majority districts in the | : 
| extreme south 

| 7. that United States prestige in India and Pakistan is extremely | | 

high and could play a decisive role ina peaceful solution; — 7 
| 8. that the present Indo-Pakistan Joint Defense Council. is nota | 

- useful mechanism to use because.of its limited terms of reference and = 

_ the fact.that the Governor-General of India is Chairman. . sof a 

__-In giving the United States attitude on the case, Mr. Lovett made | 

the following points: 0 A | 

‘1. that although the United States wished to be helpful and the | 
possibility of our giving concrete assistance should not be excluded, we 

- shall have to give this matter the most careful consideration; = .
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2. that the United States is spread out very thinly in its present 
commitments and must of necessity bear down on the European Re-  _ 

| covery program now before Congress ; | : 
3. that marked initiative by the United States in this dispute might _ 

attract undesirablé Russiah attention and make a solution more 
| ‘difficult; a a — 

| 4, that we could not be sure of Russia taking a quiescent attitude _ 
in this matter merely because it did not wish to take sides since it a 
could adopt an obstructionist role merely in order to keep ‘the pot 
o11INng. eS a 

5, that previous experience with the Security Council madé it doubt- 
ful that quick and effective action could be obtained there. = 

6. that India and Pakistan have in the past themsélves taken an : 
| -obstructionist role in the UN with respect to United States objectives; 

/ reference was made in this connection to previous UN meetings in 
7 which Mrs. Pandit? seems to have worked rather closely with the 

‘Russians. : fo 7 | | 

| In the general discussion some of the US represenatitives expressed 
the thought that perhaps the British were setting their sights too high | 

: - as'to what could be done in a short time in the Security Council. 

7 Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, Chairman of thé Indian Delegation to the sétond 
session of the UN General Assembly, 1947 . oo . 

501.BC/1-1348: Telegram ; Be | oe 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
| a + the Secretary of State Ce 

SECRET PRIORITY New Yorx, January 13, 1948—7:15 pm 

45, Dr. P. P. Pillai brought Dr. Gopalaswaimi Ayyarigar, who will 
7 present India’s case on the Kashmir question before SC, in to call on — | 

me this afternoon. | OS Ce 
- Ayyangar was very moderate in expressing his views. He alluded _ 

to the “right end” India would have under international law in cross- a 
aan ing Pakistan territory as a nieasure of self-defense against raiders 

penetrating Kashmir. However, GOI realized that under present state = 
| of affairs, this might precipitate war with Pakistan. In an earlier day os 

| there was:‘no international organization, no SC to which matter could = 
be referred. Since we now have SC, the GOI préferred to bring matter 
to the Council and avoid thereby, if possible, risk of conflict with — 

| Pakistan. , | _ | Fs 
| Ayyangar said that prompt action by Council was necessary. He | - 

| said that most important thing was to put a stop to the fighting. He 

| . °
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confirmed that a plebiscite or referendum might provide the ultimate = =—=sss 

solution. Because of weather and other physical conditions, it would = 
-. probably not be possible to initiate action looking towards a plebiscite  —>._—- | 

until April. Thereafter, electoral rolls would have to be preparedand si 
this would take sometime. = te gh leg 

-- He thought that the Prince would soon establish a government with | 
Sheikh Mohammed Abdullah as Prime Minister. This government, 

- supported by local forces, would bé responsible for maintaining law 
and order during period of preparation of plebiscite; alternatively _ : 
‘Indian forces might be employed. __ AR BESTE ee 

Abdullah was the head of anational party which cut-acrossreligious 
- lines. Only other political party in area is Moslem conference 

organized on fanatically religious lines. Only 10 or 15 per cent of 
people had the franchise. Under a plebiscite this would, of course, be — 
extended to cover the entire adult population. Taking account ofhigh = 
degree of illiteracy, methods had been devised which could be applied 
in Kashmir to guarantee effectiveness of the secret ballot. 

__, Ayyangar was moderate in statements to effect that Pakistan na- _ | 
- tionals might have joined forces with tribal raiders. In any event, 

| principal question was whether Pakistan. Government was willing 
and able to control these raiders, He implied in his statements that a 
he thought the Pakistan Government was willing. He said that the = 
Prime Minister of Pakistan had indicated to him very recently that = 
his prizicipal difficulty was the adverse public opinion reaction in 

- Pakistan, should Pakistan forces be employed against fellow Moslems. a 
There was a good deal,to be said, Ayyangar went on, for the-idea of / 
an SC order which would give the Pakistan Government a stronger 

_ position yis-4-vis public opinion. If the Pakistan Government wanted = 
help in controlling the raiders, the GOI would be willing to assist. 
~ In conclusion, Ayyangar said that it had been possible forthe two | 
governments to arfive at friendly settlements of many of'theit dif. 

_ ficulties and this was only problem of a serious character. He had no — a 
doubt that if this problem could be solved amicably, there wotld be 

- no insuperable difficulties in way of solving other problems between 
_ two governments. He gave every indication of intending to follow a = 

oo ~ 429-027—75——19- CO oO wes CP Saag
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| 501.BC/1-1448: Telegram =” Se Ea ae Ls 

. Lhe Secretary of State to the United States Representative at 
| OC the United Nations (Austin) = 

CONFIDENTIAL WASHINGTON, January 14, 1948—4 p. m. | 

ae 1%. Following views of Dept may be useful to you in SC debate of 
7 Kashmir case and in preliminary conversations.’ Ref is made to memo © 

| of conversation between Mr. Lovett and Noel-Baker and other — 
| members of UK Del. Ee eT 

7 1. Leadership in SC. Dept’s views remain as expressed in Deptel | 
_ 5, Jan 6, which are now. fully understood by Noel-Baker in light of 

_ conversation with Lovett. Although we wish to‘cooperatetomaximum 
| extent with UK we do not. wish to take overt lead in SC consideration.  — 

oe 9. UK plan as outlined by Noel-Baker envisages SC decision to be 
adopted as soon as possible comprising following points: = = - 

(a) Movement of Pakistan troops into tribal areas in northern | 
Kashmir and withdrawal of Indian troops into southern part, 

= Kashmir valley to be occupied by jomt GOI and GOP forces. 
| (6) Appointment by SC of neutral military commander of all 

| - Jndian‘and Pakistan troopsin Kashmir. = © we 
Sn _-(e) Establishment by SC of UN commission in Srinagar of 

| which military commander might be head to exercise interim 
governmental administration in Kashmir. SO ae 

| - (d@) This commission to be composed of individuals from neu- — 
| tral states chosen on basis of competence and to be assisted by _ 

_ Indian and Pakistan officials as well as by a corps of neutral 
observers. - © rare oe 

_. (e) Use of international police force if possible. — 
_. . (f) This commission or another commission to be established by | 

_ SC to make necessary preparation for plebiscite and actual observ- | 
| ‘ance thereof. = #8 = — | TEE a Ce 

| | (g) SC decision to be accompanied or preceded by provisional 
| measure under Art 40 or extension of President’s communication 

) . to GOI and GOP. ee ed 

- 3. UK are hopeful that agreement can be reached between Indian | 
; and Pakistan Delegations in NY on essentials of this plan and that 

| SC can by resolution make decision that it be put into operation. _ 7 
4, In Dept’s view complexity of UK plan and difficulty of desig- 

nating military commander, neutral commission, ete. might prolong — 
. SC debate and might provide opportunity for obstructionist tactics _ 

which would prevent SC decision. However, aside from obvious com- 
plications of proposal for use of international troops, some such plan 

| as UK suggests might be feasible if full agreement were reached be- | 

- 4%he Security Council had placed the Kashmir question on the agenda of its 
SO 226th meeting on January 6, when the Representatives of India and Pakistan. — 

- were invited to participate in the discussion. However, consideration of the _ 
matter was postponed at the request of the Pakistani Representative, M. A. 
Hassan Ispahani, pending arrival in New York of the Pakistan Foreign Minister. oo 

- he official record of the 226th-240th meetings of the Security Council, Janu- . 

ary 6-February 4, 1948, is printed in SC, 3rd yr., Nos. 1-15. | -
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tween India and Pakistan, including agreement on composition of | 
commission, selection of commander, arrangements for observers, and - 

- apportionment of costs on satisfactory basis, etc. | 7 | 
ny 5. In event that agreement between parties directly concerned can : 

not be reached, Dept believes.that SC action might be achieved bya 
-_- Jess complicated plan for settlement containing 3 basic elements: | 

- . (a) -Calling on parties to desist from military action,toarrange 
truce and to consult with each other as to effective means of im- : 

| _. plementing truce. = | Be eg EE | 
(6) Establishment of commission to assist parties In immple- 

mentation of truce and in settlement of their dispute by peaceful 

-....(@) Calling upon parties to carry out intention expressed by 
--. both that plebiscite be held at early date and expressing Council’s - 

| - readiness through the commission to assist them to that end. 

_ 6. In Dept’s view composition of commission might well be estab- 
- jished by SC as in Indonesian case? where each party selects one 7 

-- member and the third to be designated by the two so selected; inthis __ 
ease, however, choice of parties should not be limited to membership 

a of SC. US unwilling to be member of commission selected bya party = => 
but could not decline ifit werethird member selected. = = © 
- %, Our less complicated suggestion differs from UK plan in one 
essential point about which Noel-Baker expressed himself strongly; 7 
namely, that the process of conciliation should take place in NY and 
be supported by SC decision rather than left to SC commissionin the = 
 OTOR Pgs oy ae eM als 
_. 8..In outlining less complicated suggestion, Dept does not wish it _ 

oe to be advanced in SC debate in competition with UK plan but rather 
as something to be considered by UK as perhaps more palatable to | 
parties and other SC members and more in harmony with realities of | 
SC capabilities. Nor does Dept wish to eliminate possibility that par- 

ties may reach agreement in NY ona more complicated plan which the __ 
$C can endorse and implement by appropriate resolution. Inthiscon- 

: nection US favors and should support British suggestion that, after _ 
opportunity has been given to both parties to present their case in SC, | | 
President might appoint two members of SC to work with himasa. 
subcommittee in. assisting parties in reaching agreement as to most. _ 

: appropriate and effective action which SC could take to effect a peace- 
ful settlement. Dept does not believe that UK, US or USSR should be 
on this subcommittee but has no objection to France or China. In - 
-Dept’s view optimum composition of subcommittee would be Belgium, © 

-.-. 9, Tf provisional measure under Art 40 is proposed and generally | | 
_. favored in SC, US should support it. Any such provisional measure 

should be without prejudice to rights, claims or position of parties 
| _ and should not impute blame to either side. As to Belgian draft? Dept. - - 

| - * For. documentation on United Nations Security Council consideration of the — | 

| 8 Reference here is to an early draft of a resolution being prepared for presenta- Bo 

pion in the Security; Council, following the Pakistani statement gehedaled forthe | 
“next meeting. Fn eb eS ge pee
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has specific comments which will'be telephoned and believes language 
of any such resolutionshould becarefully considered. = 8 = | 

a editorial Note = a 

On January 15, at the 227th meeting of the Security Council, | 
Zafrullah Khan took his place at the Council table as special repre- 

- sentative of Pakistan for discussion of the Kashmir situation. Also, a 

| the Council received notice of the appointment of two alternate repre- 
sentatives for India in the Kashmir‘discussions: Sheikh Mohammad | 
Abdullah, Head of thé Administration, Kashmir and Jammu State, 
and M. ©. Setalvad, Advocate High Court, Bombay. (SC, 3rd yr., Nos. - 

| 1-t5,page9.) re 

| SOLBC/1-1648:Telegram So 

7. The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

- the Secretary of State OO 

a secrer § ,,., 1 New Yorn, January 16,1948—11:40p.m. 

- 62, From. Thurston. At his urgent request I called on Noel-Baker 
_ (UK) tonight who is obviously deeply concerned outcome present SC 

consideration Kashmir case and related issues. He informed me Canada 
would not serve proposed subcommittee which he had. hoped could be 
established ‘frame concrete proposals,.and-that-he and President SC 

| (Langenhove) (Belgium) had come conclusion that US alone should | 
be designated by Langenhove as rapporteur with function bringing — 

| Indian and Pakistani representatives together and submitting find- 
| ings to SC. When asked by [é/] some other third country such as _ 
oO Argentina could not take place Canada, he replied that subcommittee _ ; 

thus composed would be too weak, whereas US advice would be taken = 
ss weryseriously by parties. = OO 

After I enumerated various reasons why US not disposed assume — 
proposed. role, Noel-Baker appeared willing reconsider either estab- = 
lishment three member subcommittee without Canada or perhaps use 

President SC in. rapporteur capacity. He expressed hope, however, US _ 
- would informally participate in conciliationtask, = == ee 

~ Otherimportant pointsconversationinclude: =” 

1. UK hopes US representative will make statement in general de- — 
| -- bate which will: probably begin January 19 or 20. Department may 

: wish telephone any suggestions this regard earliest opportunity. = = => 

4 Fernand van Langenhove, Belgian Representative on the Security Council =» 
and President of the Council in January. an "
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- 9, Belgian draft resolution regarding UN commission proceeding to | 
| area (transmitted mytel 60, January 16) is British-inspired and is 

based on British:view that such commission would play subordinate . | 

: and symbolic role while real work of formulating settlement continues 

- ‘in New York. 090 00.0 0 pe pe tn 

8, British have now concluded independently that best method select-. | 

ing such UN commission is that followed in Indonesian case with. 

-_._ proviso that membership open all UN countries. _ 

"4, British will cite League of Nations administration Saar territory 
| as precedent for neutral administration Kashmir preceding andduring __ 

plebiscite and will fight any Indian proposal having as its objective = 
placing Sheikh Abdullah in position of power before plebiscite, en 
5, British continue view general situation India and Pakistan.n © 

gravest terms and believe it calls for immediate and positive UN 
action. gs betes | CO EP 

8 Not printed. See editorial note, infra. Bee Bs | 

On January 17, the Security Council adopted a draft resolution, _ 

- (S/651) presented by its President and designed to prevent further 

friction during the Council’s consideration of the matter. For text, _ 
gee SC, Srd yr., Nos. 1-15, pages 121-122, 

| | In the same meeting, the Representative of the United Kingdom, _ 
_ Noel-Baker, proposed that the Council’s President meet with the Rep- 
_- resentatives of India and Pakistan to seek together under his guidance 
some basis for a lasting settlement. The proposal was agreed upon by. | 
the parties concerned and by all members of the Council. This proce- | 

| dure continued during the terms of four successive monthly Presidents, | 
the Representatives of Belgium, Canada, China, and Colombia. The 
proposals and resolutions on Kashmir placed before the Council dur- 

_ ing this period were in large part the outcome of these continuing 

| consultations... ee ee ea te 

— §01BC/1-1948: Telegram 
: The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to. — : 

| the Seeretaryof State : 

SECRET 7 New Yors, January 19, 1948—11:52 p.m. - | 

«66. At 9:15 this morning, at their request, Sir Zafrullah Khan, 
- . Ambassador Ispahani, and their counsel, whose name I do not remem- | : 

ay ber, came to my office and said in substance: | ee Pa 

The pending negotiations under the guidance of President Van 
_. Langenhove, between India and Pakistan, encounter difficulties over —
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ES (1) The time when military and political issues will be agreed on; 
ithatis, whether now oratseparatetimes. §=§8 = = 9... 

Pakistan’s position is that the principles of both security and politi- 
cal settlement should be agreed upon now, concurrently. © = 3 } ~— 

| India claims that the principles of security should be agreed upon 
a now, and the political issues later, under the good offices of a United 

Nations Commission. we eee oe | 
(2) The kind of interim government. os : Lo 
Pakistan stands for an impartial head of the government, and is | 

opposed to Sheik Abdullah, Oo - 
| India stands for Sheik Abdullah, — Sn ce 

: _ On the first point, Sir Zafrullah claims that the security of Kashmir — 
and Jammu ought to be guaranteed by an agreement that all armed _—CT 

- forces withdraw from Kashmir and Jammu. This includes Indian 
_ forces. This is subject, however, to a proviso that enough joint forces 

_ of both India and Pakistan be permitted to garrison Kashmir and | 
Jammu to insure the withdrawal of the tribesmen, and to maintain : 
peace and order. — So oe SO : 

| _ Pakistan claims that if the principles should be agreed upon now : 
- for the political settlement, the tribesmen would accept the assurance 

| of India and Pakistan that it is safe for them to withdraw, and that _ 
an impartial interim government would provide a fair and uncoerced | 

_. method of holding a plebiscite to permanently decide such questions 
as the accession to either India or Pakistan, and the form of govern- 
‘ment that would give relative liberty to the population of Kashmir 

- ndJammu. = | | | 7 | 
| _ Other areas are involved in the political issue. Pakistan claims they 

should be considered also. India claims that only the area of Kashmir 
and Jammu should be considered now. Be 

They left here to go to a meeting being held by President Van - 

“Langenhove, to continue the negotiations, == OO 

: 2On January 15, Zafrullah Khan submitted to the Security Council three | 
documents (8/646) which, in addition to covering the Kashmir question, called | 
:attention to India’s alleged mass destruction’ of Muslims and military occupa- . 
tion of Junagadh and other states. On January 20 he addressed a letter to the 
President of the Security Council requesting that the Council extend its. con- . 

- sideration of the Kashmir question to include these related matters. The request. 
, resulted in a decision at the 231st.meeting of the Council on January 22 to change 7 

. ‘the agenda designation of the dispute from the “Jammu and Kashmir question” | 
_ to the “India-Pakistan question.” For text of the January 15 documents, see SC, 

_ Srd-yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, pp. 67-87. The letter of January 20 is printed in — , 
SC, 3rd yr., Nos. 1-15, p. 145, in context of the record of the 231st meeting. 7
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—  dattorial Note ee: | 

A draft resolution ($/654) proposing establishment of a three- : 

member commission of the Security Council and defining itscomposi- = = | 

tion and functions was submitted by the Council’s President, the _ | 

- Belgian Representative, and adopted at the 230th meeting on Jan- | 

wary 20, For text and discussion of the draft resolution, see SC, 3rd 

Non t-téypages10-148. 

 ROLBC/1-2148: Telegram ee 

‘The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) =~ 

aS to. the Secretary of State SOE as | 

| SECRET New Yorn, January 21, 1948—4:16 p.m. 

oo 76. From Thurston. ee oe 

1. Noel-Baker (UK) told me last night that Indian attitude recon- | 

ditions of plebiscite Kashmir had hardened considerably and asked | 

- whether the American Embassy, New Delhi, could “soften up” the 

Indians on this point. He added that UK High Commission untilnow 

- alsoengagedinthat process. ae a 

-- 9, Based on conversations January 20 and 21 with Mohamed Ali 
(Pakistan) and Abdullah and Ayyangar (India), present Indian 

- position isas follows: _ 7 ee . - - 

-__ @, Now that UN commission being established, there is very little | OC 

| else to do except await outcome its investigation Kashmir situation = 

| which it hopes will lead to withdrawal tribes from Kashmir. | 

. b. India still admits commitment for Kashmir plebiscite but insists” 

that it cannot be held until hostilities stop; popular constituent as- | 

sembly elected, constitution drafted and popular government elected. | 

At that stage, plebiscite might be held with UN observers invited to — 

watch proceedings. It is contemplated Indian and Kashmir statetroops 

_ could maintain law and order during this period, 

-.. 3, Ayyangar (India) outlined plan given above under 2 (6) atsome - 

_. length to Ambassador Austin in conversation January 21. By asking a 

-_ pertinent questions re possibility such plan creating atmosphere for —— 

a fair and impartial plebiscite, Ambassador Austin clearly conveyed | 

_ US doubt that Indian plan could lead to peaceful solution Kashmir _ 

4. I understand Indians and Pakistans meeting again afternoon _ | 

- January 21 under chairmanship Langenhove (Belgium) but it ap- — len 

pears extremely doubtful, view wide divergence positions on plebiscite, 

any agreement. will be reached. Ss RR A eee
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| - 5. In the meantime, Nisot (Belgium)? has informed US Mission of __ 
7 receipt by SYG (UN). of following letter from. Zafrullah Khan 

| (Pakistan) 2? 

:  “T beg to request that a meeting of the SC may becalled at-asearly. 
a date as possible to consider the situation other than the Jammu and _ 
Kashmir situation set out in my letter dated January 8,1948;addressed _ 
to the SYG. These situations have led to a very acute crisis with India 

| and Pakistan, more particularly the continued occupation which the 
armed forces of India of the State of Junagadh, which is partof Paki- 
‘stan, and the persecution and spoliation of its Muslim population, — 

| constituting a casus belli, and may necessitate necessary action on thé 
part of Pakistan unless urgent action is taken by the SC.” * 

| _ 6. Above communication probably represents Pakistan counter- 
) offensive against stiffened Indian attitude re plebiscite. 8 8 

 % Nisot states Langenhove (Belgium) will call SC in session after- 
hoon January 22 to discuss new Pakistan letter and presumably make __ 

| report on mediation effort. In event SC debate following upon preced- 
- ing report would appreciate views Department as to whether Ambas- 

sador Austin should make statement regarding US position on con- 
_ ditions surrounding plebiscite, also whether US should make any | 

on special effort towards concentration SC attention this time on Kashmir 
dispute in view Pakistan action re Junagadh. — Bo 

| 8. Memorandum covering above conversations will be transmitted 
Department today.* [Thurston.] I 
a 7 | a | |, AUSTIN | 

a _ 4 Joseph Nisot, Belgian Minister in the United States and Alternate Representa- _ 
| tive to the United Nations. a te a - 

| _ * Letter dated January 20, 1948, referred to in footnote 1, p. 284. oo | 
| - * Not found in Department of State files. a Be 

| BOLBC/1-2148: Telegram : 
ss The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

8 the Seeretary of State Ce 

SECRET New Yors, January 21, 1948—7:04 p.m: 
‘T%. 1. US Mission has just learned that mediation meeting India 

and Pakistan broke up this afternoon with no agreement as to future 
course of action Kashmir problem. Sheik Abdullah reported to have 

oo played prominent role in expressing adamant India position along __ 
_ lines Mission telegram No. 76, January 21.00 = 
| - 2. Reference paragraph 7 Mission’s No. 76, Noel-Baker (UK) will 

| _ call on Ambassador Austin 9:30 a. m. January 22, and itis under- __ 
stood he will ask US representative make statement in SC afternoon
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| meeting regarding conditions surrounding Kashmir plebiscite. He is | j 

- believed have in-mind US taking lead immediately after Langenhove | 

(Belgium) reports failure mediation effort on plebiscite issue. | 

8B In J anuary 22 meeting SC understand first item on agenda will | 

-_-he president’s report on mediation effort, followed by general discus- 

sion, but that Zafrullah Khan (Pakistan) letter paragraph 5 US Mis- 

gion 76 will be second item on agenda. This connection informal | 

conversations with British Delegation today indicate that they favor 

 eoncentration SC attention now on Kashmir dispute. 

. 4, Department’s views re foregoing should be telephoned early as 

possible January 2220.6 Cw Nathv sad af geeihage oT 

"4 ‘marginal notation on the file copy of this telegram indicates that the De- 
partment’s: views were télephoned to Austin by. Rusk on January 22 at 11 a. Mm. - 

. Memorandum. of ‘telephone conversation not found in Department of State files. 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Messrs. R. S. Leach and E.F.Fow 

Co of the Division of South Asian Affairs — [OUHE Mross oOo 

SECRET Pee Suh pe “WASHINGTON, January 24, 1948. | 

- Participants: H. E. Abdol Hosayn ‘Aziz, Minister of Afghanistan — - 

URE SS es ~Mr.Loy W.Henderson = = Povcns | 

Mr, Joseph C. Satterthwaite* So a 

- Mr, Ernest F. Fox re 

Mr. Richard 8. Leach: ee (BR ee 

This conversation. took place at Mr. Henderson’s house between 

--- 8:00 and 10:00 p. m. this evening at the urgent request of Minister | 

‘Aziz, upon his return to this country under instructions from his gov- 

ernment. Mr. Aziz stated that his government had noted the terms 

| of reference of the UN-Kashmir commission, which included con- 

sideration of issues between the GOI, GOP and others. Since the last 

- category might involve the tribes of the Northwest Frontier Province > 

(Pathans) and the tribal areas, Aziz had received urgent instruction = 
from his government to serve notice to the Security Council as fol- 

-_ Jows: If, in the course of Kashmir discussions, any question involving = 

the future status of the tribal areas should emerge, Afghanistan must 

be represented and participate therein from the outset on a basis co- 

equal with the GOI, GOP and other parties. If consideration of prob- a 

- lems in this area should take place without such representation by - 

Afghanistan, that.country would not recognize any decisions arrived = 

| “A Deputy Director, Office of Near Hastern and African Affairs; |
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at, would not be responsible for any regime set up there or for rela- | 
_ tions between the tribal elements and Pakistan, nor for the conse- 

quences of procedures adopted in dealing with them. — DGB 
. _ In answer to a question by Mr. Henderson, Mr. Aziz stated that he _ 

. intended to bring this Afghan position to the attention of the Security 
Council in the immediate future. Mr. Henderson stated the interest 
of the United States in a permanent and equitable solution, as to issues — 

| between the two countries, which would not jeopardize peace and _- 
| | which would promote stability in the area. Minister Aziz indicated he © 

| was aware that the peace of the area and the stability of Pakistan 
might be involved in any position taken by Afghanistan, but that: _ 

| principles involved in relations between Afghanistan and related peo- 
‘ples to the eastward did not allow Afghanistan to remain silent at 

_ this point. Since the Afghan’ stand might involve.a serious train of. 
developments, Mr. Henderson. cautioned. Minister Aziz'that his his- a 

. torical and legal grounds for injecting Afghan interests into the | 
| question should be carefully prepared. Aziz indicated he would not 

ss -wait to prepare a case but would state the position as soon as possible, | 
a and supportitinduecourse. =.) 

| _ The major portion of the interview followed the general lines of _ 
| Public Works Minister Ludin’s exposition of Afghan views as seb 

_ forth in previous memoranda on this subject. Of his general remarks, | 
| the following are of principal interest: (1) Seemingly, Ludin’s ob- — 

_ servations were based upon a briefing and instructions from Aziz. 
(2) Anti-Pakistan feelings on the part of the Afghan representatives 

| were again in evidence. (3) In addition, Aziz’s remarks indicated a 
strongly anti-British attitude. He said that British military control 
has not been withdrawn in the frontier area as advertised; that the 
British in effect guide Pakistan’s policy to the northwest; that British | 
political agents, including Sir George Cunningham, were responsible. 

_ for involvement of tribesmen in the Kashmir disturbances; and that __ 
7 British money and British arms had been supplied to the tribes for 

_ this purpose. (4) Afghanistan had nothing to do with this movement, | 
was not interested in the Kashmir question, nor in political issues = 

| between Pakistan and India, except as they bear upon the future status — | 
of the Pushtu-speaking peoples. (5) If an agreement results between 

_ Pakistan and India calculated to suppress and control the tribesmen 
according to former methods, Afghanistan will resist. (6) Aziz stated : 
his personal view that any consideration of establishing diplomatic : 

_ relations between Afghanistan and Pakistan must be preceded by _ 
_. settlement of the Northwest Frontier Province question, and that he, 

personally, was ready to abrogate the British-Afghan treaty of 1921. _ 

* Governor of the North-West Frontier Province, 1937-1946, 1947-1948, OO
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The interview tended to confirm our impression that. the Afghans = 
are maintaining an-intransigent attitude toward Pakistan in the belief | 

a that they have a strong hand. Factors upon which such assurance may | 

-_- yest include the following: (1) Ability. to initiate Jihad through the ss 

Northwest Frontier Province. (2) Possibility of a coalition with the — | 

. Abdul Ghaffar Khan ® faction. (3) Coordination of Afghan activities =| 

with possible efforts of GOI to bring about the collapse of Pakistan. | 

on _. The question how Afghanistan would survive in the event of chaos | : 

in Pakistan is unanswered. ‘The implication, of: which -we are repeat- | 

. edly reminded, is that this would necessarily involve resort to cooper-. a 

ation with USSR. Ped te ras | 

_ Mr. Henderson directed that a careful analysis of the situation be 

-:¢ommunicated to our representatives at the United Nations at onc. 

-—-Syeader of the Khudai Khaidmatgars, popularly known as the “Red Shirts” 
in a movement for autonomy of the Pathan peoples of the Northwest Frontier = = | 

Province oS CREP MG fe TT 

| -501.BC/1-2748: Telegram Sey hE fe TPR shi at Oo eee | 

Lhe Chargé in Pakistan (Lewis) to the Secretary of State 

- resreiorm = (issti‘<‘é— Karner, January 27, 1948—n00n- 

48, Secretary Foreign Affairs advises me Sir Zafrullah Khan hasi 

‘just presented resolution * to Security Council providing for organiza-- 

tion holding and supervision plebiscite Kashmir under. authority 

Security Council and expresses hope US will give its full support this 
a! resolution. Proposal provides for neutral administration Kashmir 

and Jammu, withdrawal outside forces both tribesmen and armed _ 

forces India, restoration all residents who have been compelled leave = 

--- Kashmir Jammu since August 1 and holding of plebiscite ascertain — 

free will of people as to whether state shall accede to Pakistan or 

--_India. Opinion this Embassy isresolutionfairandjust.. = 

Sees a pe Re ae dpe cai eth ace dws Oo” 

Poy Be 1 This resolution, together with a written proposal by the Indian Representa- 
tive, was submitted to the President of the Security Council on January 27 and ras 

: -  yead by him in the 236th meeting of January 28. For texts and discussion, see 

SO, 8rd yr., Nos. 1-15, pp. 266 ff. OAT Se a 

---- §01.BC/1-2748: Telegram Oo ee 

The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the 

ST United Nations (Austin) OU ag 

| CONFIDENTIAL - ‘Wasurneron, January 27,1948—6 p.m. 

99, 1. Re possibility that Afghan representative. may ask to 

participate in discussion of tribal question should that arise in India-
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| Pakistan case, as intimated in letter Afghan representative to Presi- : 
_ dent of SC 22 Jan 48 (SC Doc S/658 +), Dept would prefer Afghan 

representative not take part in SC proceedings this stage. If oppor- 
‘tunity arises, suggest you endeavor discreetly to discourage Afghan 

- representative from submitting formal request, - ee 5 
_--?--Q This position dictated by Dept’s belief that (1) attention of SC | 
: in India-Pakistan case be focused on Kashmir question which is only 

| indirectly related to tribal problem proper; (2) question which __ 
‘Afghanistan intends to raise is in essence a problem which would _ 

7 “require separate consideration, and (3) Afghanistan hopes tousethis 
| occasion to “fish in troubled waters” and agitate for creation of a ' 

| ‘separate Pathanistan, ele oe 
8, However, if request is submitted in SC, suggestion might bemade > 

| _ by President or by you that SC hear Afghan representative on question 
_ of how,its,interests are specially affected before determining whether 

ee invitation to participate should be extended. If convincing argument __ 
_ is presented showing specially affected interest, you should support _ 

| Afghan particiption in accordance with general US policy in these _ 
— Matters, : ee 

7 a po ee ee MarsHALL | 

1? For text, see SC, ‘Srd yr., Suppl. for Jan—March 1948, p. 13. - a 

| 845.00/1-2848: Telegram | oo oe | 
| : The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State. | 

a ‘TOPSECRET = = =. Nw Dens, January 28, 1948—9 a. m. 
__ 82. Embtel 81, January 27.1 Following substance conversation’ with | 

| ‘Bajpai? January 27 re Kashmir: GOI objects strongly to proposal  =—=s_—> 
withdraw Indian troops since in their absence there will be no one 

_ to maintain law and order. If opposing troops withdrew, GOI would 
_ reduce number its troops, but Bajpai at no time indicated GOI would — 

_ consider, withdrawal all Indian troops from what GOI considersIndian 

GOT cannot repudiate Sheikh Abdullah a 
| GOT feels national government should be formed on basis adult 

- franchise and, after formation this government, plebiscite should be a 
held with UN assistance. GOI will abide results plebiscite, an 

Russia has manifested no interest either at Delhi or Moscow in | | 

_ Kashmir. re , : 

“Not printed. a ee | 
, | *Girja Shankar Bajpai, Secretary-General of the Ministry of External Affairs |
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| _ GOI will under no circumstances consider partition of Kashmiras | 
“we havealready gonethrough one partition.” = = = © |. | 
Sent Department as 82, repeated Karachi 37. Department please | 

-- repeat London 31. os) Oe eee | 
| - Oo : - Donovan 

--BOL.BC/1-2848: Telegram OEE a ly ce ag ipe 
~The United States Representative at the United N ations (Austin) to _ 

_ the Seeretary of State 

geomet SSS Yor, January 28, 194810 p.m. 
105. Following is an account of conversations this morning with  —__ 

_ various individuals as indicated on the Kashmir case. tits 
_ Abdullah, my first caller, initiated our conversation by giving me 7 

_ brief account. of discussions between Indian and Pakistan representa- 
- tives with President of Council over past few days. He said these dis- Seong! 

_ cussions had broken down because of Pakistan insistence ontwo points =~ 
oO which were unacceptable to India, namely, the provision of aninterim . oe 

_ administration and armed forces to maintain law and order. He said _ : 
: that he came to seek advice and guidance; his whole attitude and ap- . 

proach being obviously to seek US support for Indian viewpoint. a 
| He said -GOI was committed to a fair and. impartial plebiscite. to 

determine whether Kashmir would go to Pakistan or India andsofar = 
as he was concerned he would certainly abide by the decision. Heindi- __ - 

_ eated he did not see that fairness and impartiality would require 
interim administration which would set aside sovereignty of the Maha- _ 

| rajah.. Kashmir was a sovereign state.In acceding to India it had | 
| merely delegated to GOI powers. over foreign relations, defense and > 

communications. Only question before SC was to put end tofighting, = 
_ Inspired by Pakistan. Kashmiri Government would then be in posi- 
_ tion to carry out fair and impartial plebiscite. re 

_ Abdullah was unable or unwilling to see that fairness and im- ee 
partiality in eyes of world would not be possible with one of parties. 
in control of administration. He was likewise unable or unwilling to - | 

_ see that there was no question of SC imposing against sovereign will = 
_ of Maharajah a government on Kashmir in contrast with free exercise 

_ of sovereign will of Maharajah in establishing an interim administra- 
| tion which would command respect of entire world for its fairness 

-andimpartiality. = Be eS 
_ Abdullah pressed for my ideas of what kind of interim administra-. 

_ tion there might be. I made clear to him I was not advising him nor 
| expressing a US position. A possibility, however, would bea balanced 
_ administration including representatives of two major parties in 
_ _ Kashmir together with three man commission already provided for. _
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In this way UN would hold a balance and fairness and impartiality | 
would be assured. On other hand a UN commission charged with : 

responsibility for fair and impartial plebiscite but without any ad- 
_ ministrative control could readily beasham. == Ee 

| | Abdullah hedged in reply to our question whether his forces were _ | 
able to maintain law and order in event raiders were withdrawn on 

one side and Indian army withdrawn on other. The clear implication 
_ of his remarks on this question indicated the feeling that Indian army _ 

should stay, in effect that he had no other effective forces to rely on. 
Abdullah replied with considerable heat to a question regarding 

- possibility of Pakistan troops sharing in military administration of 
country during plebiscite period. He said he would fight to his dying 
breath to prevent: entry of any Pakistan troops into Kashmir, 

| ‘It is possible that principal purpose of Abdullah’s visit was to make 

._. lear to US that there is a third alternative, namely, independence. He | 

, ‘seemed overly anxious to ‘get this point across, and made quite a 

_ long and impassioned statement on subject. He said in effect that 

oe ‘whether Kashmir went to Pakistan or India the other dominion would - 

always be against solution. Kashmir would thus be a bone of conten-— | 

tion. It is a rich country. He did not want his people torn by dissension = 

‘between Pakistan and India. It would be much better if Kashmir = 

were independent and could seek American and British aid for devel- | 
| opment of country. | ce a Po . ‘ os 

| I, of course, gave Abdullah no encouragement on this line and I am 

oo confident when he left he understood very well where we stand on this _ | 

- whole matter. _ ee en 

; Ibrahim accompanied by Tameer came in immediately after — | 

--_-- Abdullah’s departure. Ibrahim represented himself not only as head. — 

| of Moslem Conference Party but also as President of Free Kashmir _ 

a Government. He claimed authority over two-thirds of area and stated 

| - that all of Moslems in state (more than three million) supported him. 

Abdullah has no backing at present except among the non-Moslems. 

| Territory claimed by Ibrahim to be under his control includes all of | 

a northern Gilgit area, the provinces on western border to and including — 

-: Mirapur; his capitol was at Tarrarkhad in Poonch. He claimed an 

a army of one hundred thousand. _ oe BF | 

--‘Thrahim’s idea of an impartial administration to prepare for and 

| supervise a plebiscite would be one in which neither India nor Pak- | 

a istan, Moslems or non-Moslems, would participate. On other hand, 

| he had considered possibility of a joint administration with a neutral 

as Prime Minister. His concept of a neutral would be possibly 

a Swiss, possibly an American, certainly not any representative 

of a “colonial” power. He emphasized Indian reluctance to 

‘agree to an impartial administration and withdrawal of Indian
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army was based on a certainty that if these two objectives were accom- , 

plished the plebiscite would unquestionably be in favor of accession sid 

to Pakistan. Personally he is in favor of accession to Pakistan; how- | 

ever, in unlikely event that plebiscite should go other way he would 
accept verdict. 
- Ibrahim seemed wholly disposed, in contrast with Abdullah’s atti- — | 

tude, to submit wholly to any decision by SG. | 

In course of our conversation and in response to our question Ibra- | 

-_him emphatically. said Kashmir could not remain independent; it 

gould not stand on its own feet. This led him and Tameer toconsider- 
able discussion of fact that Kashmir in north borders on Russia | 

; through caravan routes in a “no-man’s land” at extreme easternend = | 

of Afghan boundary. Sadig, Abdullah’s deputy, is a Communist. =| 

Abdullah, they implied strongly, is next door toone. | ke | 

--—-: Zafrullah Khan followed Ibrahim. He gave us report on consulta- | 

tions with President of Council, bringing out clearly two funda- | 

- mental points of difference, namely, Indian’ objection to combined | 

Pakistan and Indian forces and Indian objection to interim impartial  —s_—i| 

“Vadministration, (00 RR 
He had pointed out in consultations that no impairment of Maha- | 

_ rajah’s sovereignty was involved. In first place interim administration | 

would be temporary and for a specific purpose. In second place the | 

Indian objection to neutral outsider as Prime Minister did not hold 

water since present Prime Minister is an outsider. Ayyangar himself 7 

who was Prime Minister of Kashmir for some eight or nine years | 

- was an outsider and there have been other illustrations, = | 
[asked Zafrullah if there were neither Pakistan nor Indian forces | 

| ‘in the country whether the Moslem forces claimed by Ibrahim would sss 

-- pe able to police the country. He replied quite honestly that this would | 

not do because it would not give security to non-Moslems in country, =| 
-- Yafrullah said he saw no signs of Indians moving from their first | 

position. Pakistan on other hand is between two fires, their northern = | 

border on one side and India on other. Therefore they urgently desire  — 

+ qUbtlement. ‘They are prepared to request $C to recommend terms of | 
settlement. In response to our question he said he thought there was 
still room for further consultations with objective of seeing if both | 

parties would not. request Council to recommend terms. As in case | 
of Ibrahim and in contrast ‘with Indian position, Zafrullah seemed = = 

_ disposed to go very much further in accepting UN jurisdiction. Before | 
leaving he said our conversation had confirmed him in his intention at | 

_- Noel-Baker followed Zafrullah and stated his feeling Indiansnow : 
taking even more stubborn position perhaps as bargaining device. He - | 

cited various statements of Nehru both public and in- confidential cor- |
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_._- yespondence to show formerly liberal Indian attitude regarding con- 

- ditions plebiscite and concluded that we should have to bring even 

more pressure on Indians in SC debate. There was some discussion 
| -re desirability introduction formal resolution this stage during which ~ 

I emphasized that powers of Council re terms settlement were neces- 

| sarily restricted unless, one, both parties requested SC recommend = 

| terms; or, two, Council made finding of threat to international peace _ 

under Article 37, Paragraph 2 of Charter. I also informed ‘Noel-Baker | 

re suggestions:on Pakistan draft telephoned earlier by Rusk.* Noel- | 

- Baker stated his colleagues very favorably impressed by Ibrahim. 

- Re Oo AUSTIN 

| x *Memorandum of telephone conversation not found in Department ‘of State - 

: T45F.00H/1-1948: Telegram = Be 

: | ‘Lhe Secretary of State to the Legation in Afghanistan 

SECRET "| --- Wasurnoron, February 3, 1948—6 p. m. 

, -82; Re breakdown Pakistan Afghan negotiations (London 198 

«Jan 19 rptd Karachi 9 and Kabul 3"), and Afghan letter to SC * re- 
questing active Afghan participation in any SC discussions tribal 

aspect Kashmir case (Deptel 26 Jan 24 rptd London 240 Karachi 26. 

New Delhi 51+) it may be useful express current Dept thinking on 
tribal problem to guide informal conversations with foreign officials 
that may take place at posts to which this message sent. 

_ (1): It is of utmost importance for peace and prosperty South Asia 
that Afghanistan and Pakistan maintain relations characterized by 

| mutual trust and cooperation. Present-unrest in area arising in large | 

part out of transfer power from British to local hands can be alleviated 
a only if responsible political leaders in region exercise restraint and | 

| patience, and realize that South Asian peoples can through own efforts 
po best attain maximum degree security and prosperity. BF 

(2), In light foregoing we hope Pakistan and Afghanistan will — 

reach early agreement exchange regular diplomatic representatives 

without prejudice to, and in order that they may through thisnormal = 

: channel discuss, tribal and other questions mutual concern, 
| (8) Both Afghanistan and Pakistan have essential interest in tribal 

activities and welfare. High officials both govts have informed US off- 

ss gials of projected plans for social and economic advancement tribes. . 

| Implementation such plans with resultant eventual elimination con- 
ditions fostering tribal unrest appears offer best solution frontier 

-. 1 Not printed. ee ee 

ss ®* See telegram 29, January 27, paragraph 1,p.289.. © ee,
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| security problem now troubling both countries. Geographic distribu- 

tion of tribes points to joint Afghan Pakistan approach and we hope 

both govts will follow policy frank consultation and cooperation re - 

| tribal problem. = BB | SER Ee 

(4) Re Afghan letter to SC present effort SC should be concen- —— 

trated on peaceful resolution status Kashmir and injection tribal issue | | 

in its broader aspects would only confuse what is already extremely. . 

complicated and delicate problem. We trust Af Govt will pursue re- 

- quest for participation only if its interests seriously involved and that me 

in latter case its intervention would be restricted-to matters directly 

| pertinent to Kashmir case, Pe es eee — 

© Sent to Kabul, rptd to Karachi 35 New Delhi 75 London 351. — | 

Of. 745.408 /2-748 : Telegram Se So re - 

Phe Ambassador in India (Grady) to the Secretary of State — - 

— gecrern ss ——”:sCNw ‘ELT, February 7,1948—5 p.m. 

«417. I have had two talks with Bajpai in past two days and he in 

turn has talked to Nehru. GOI (Government of India) is very anxious 7 

for settlement Kashmir matter and very anxious to do what our gov- 

‘ ernment feels.they should do in the circumstances. In my first talk | | 

_-with Bajpai I told him very frankly there was a feeling in Washing- _ 

- ton and at Lake Success that GOI was most anxious to hold to Kashmir - 

and that the plebiscite offer was eyewash to justify their making the = 
accession to India stick because they know how difficult a proper 

plebiscite will be and how strong the presumptions are in favor of a . 

verdict for the government. controlling the country at the time of the 

-__- plebiscite. Bajpai communicated this to Nehru and Nehru replied that | 

| personally he was most anxious to keep Kashmir in the Indian union = 

- but on the other hand he was equally desirous that the will of the people 

determine the matter, and that he wished to have an honest plebiscite = 

= to ascertain people’sdesires., OE SBE ee 

_--Tn my second talk with Bajpai we discussed the analogy between 

7 Kashmir situation and that of Greece. Two situations are not com- 

pletely comparable, but there are elements in both which make it pos- ! 

sible to approach Kashmir question with the Greek experience in 

mind. In Greece we dealt with interim governments or what were — 

galled service governments. It seems to me that the present emergency — 

| or interim government of Abdullah is in same category of service gov- 

- ernments in Greece. His government represents Kashmir National © 

Conference, the largest and most important political organization in i 

oO Kashmir and GOI naturally queries what the alternative would bein Ss 

re a | | Oo
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terms of an interim government or how it would be set upif Abdullah 
| and his government are to be displaced. It. seems tome it would be 

hardly practicable for a. UN.commission to set up.a service govern, — 
ment in Kashmir. Service governments in Greece were set-up by the . 
“Regent who derived his power from the King. Abdullah acquires his 7 

_ power from the Maharaja who is.the only one able to exercise such 
power as well as to exercise the power of determining accession under | 
present circumstances, If plebiscite can be conducted ina manner to 

| give assurances of fairness to Pakistan, question of the service govern-_ 
| ment becomesoflesserimportance. = 8 . - >. a 

| GOT is confident that if Pakistan will use its influence on the tribes, | 
GOT can police the country and insure safety of life and. property 

| there so that those who have fled Kashmir can return and participate 
in establishment.of parliamentary government. I believe interim gov- 
ernment should promptly take necessary steps for a parliamentary 

_ @lection, once the matter of law. and order in Kashmir is established. | 
Setting up of machinery for a parliamentary election would take some | 

| months but: should not be too difficult a task since Kashmir has not in 
_ the past ever had a popular election and there would not be the prob- 
lems that we faced in Greece where comprehensive élection machinery 

| was already fairly definitely set up. Machinery for the election in 
| ‘Kashmir could be simplified and still be effective. = | 

| - UN commission should scrupulously observe and study the methods _ 
_ and machinery for the parliamentary election and report to the council _ 

. whether they believe the election was fair and represented the will of _ 
the people. Their observation of the methods, etc., would be a definite _ 

_ check on any disposition of the interim government to do other than , 
carry out a fair ballot. If report of the commission to the council is 

| satisfactory, a plebiscite could then be held with the commission again 
_ observing. They would again report to council whether they believed 

plebiscite was fair and representative of the will of the people. It 
seems to me that if some such plan as this were carried out, natural 
suspicions of having one of the parties at interest conduct the election 

_ would be allayed as the UN commission would be.final determinant.of = = 
| legitimacy oftheballoting, | 

_ Strength of our position in Greece was that the service government _ 
in power at the time was most anxious for favorable verdict fromthe 
allied observing mission. I think this can be the case in Kashmir, | 

| Bajpai has since discussed with Nehru these points which I outlined — 
to him purely in a personal and tentative way and Nehru has ap- | 
proved. Indian delegate at Lake Success will-doubtless be instructed | 
attempt solution Kashmir problem along these lines. Department isin 
no way committed to these suggestions if it sees any reason for with- —
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holding support. They will come if they come.at all as the suggestions : 

of the Indian Government. > DA st Ee a Le, 

Bajpai after discussion with Nehru. stated these suggestions’ are 

~ along lines GOI has proposed to Security Council but Nehru wishes 

~. emphasize following conditions for initiation proposals: (@) Cessation 7 

of hostilities and departure of raiders from Jammu and Kashmir and. oan 

| (b) return of those people who have either left Jammu and Kashmir > 

- orhavebeendisplaced. . 5 ees “ 

For Department’s information Bajpaiadvised methattherearenow = 

46,000 tribesmen fighting in Kashmir. | a ye 

--- Department please repeat London if deemed advisable. | 

 BOLBO/2-948 a Saye eee ee 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant C hief of the Division — | 

of South Asian A fairs (Thurston) 

| ee ee ee _.[Wasutneton,] February 9,1948. 

Mr. Noyes? telephoned this morning to report that the Security | 

~ Couneil consideration of the Kashmir ease had taken a turn for the 
worse. He went on to say that over the weekend the Canadian Presi- 

~ dent of the Council (McNaughton) and the Belgian rapporteur (Lan- 

~ genhove) had met with the Indian and Pakistani delegations and had | 

_ placed before them alternative drafts of resolutions? which might = 

take the form of either an appeal to the two'parties or of a joint agree- 

ment between the two parties with respect to certain principles. Mr. | 

. Noyes did not have the exact texts which were placed before the parties « _ oe 

-_- but. understands that the proposals were quite similar to those em- 

- podiedinthe enclosed draft® = = aka elites VE Ton 

The upshot of the negotiations has been a letter‘ just received by 

the president of the Council from the Indian delegation stating that = 

the proposals put before them are so different from those which they at 

have submitted in previous negotiations that they wish to suggestan 

| adjournment of ‘Security Council consideration of the case so that 

the Indian delegation could return'to New Delhito consult with their > 

| - 1Charles P. Noyes, Adviser to. the U.S. Deputy Representative on the Security _ 

Council (Herschel V. Johnson). = . | | oe oe 

oe _ *# Reference here is to Security Council document 8/667 submitted to the dele- 

gations on February 6 but dated February 10. For text, see SC, Srd-yr., Suppl. 7 

for Jan—March 1948, pp. 24-25. Co De os | 

|  *Not printed. a - oO a 
- *¥or text of letter dated February 8, signed N. Gopalaswami, and an answer-_ = 

ng letter dated February 9 from McNaughton, see SC, 8rd yr. Suppl. for- 

Jan—March 1948, pp. 26-27. eee | |
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| Mr. Noyes stated that Ambassador Austin and he both strongly felt 
that the Indian request for an adjournment should be turned. down, 

| and he wanted to have the Department’s concurrence on this point. 
| However, the principal need for guidance is with respect to what steps 

the Department believes the American representatives should now 
take in regard to future action by the Council on this case. Mr. N oyes | 
and I discussed five possibilities as follows: = = a 

1. Permitting an adjournment for a few days only in order that the: 
| Indians might have an opportunity to get fresh instructions from _ 

New Delhi; ae oe a 
a 2. Proceeding to discuss and to pass a resolution draft as an appeal — | 

__ to both parties to conclude a settlement along the lines.of the enclosed _ 
| document; * — | } . | a | 

3. Proceeding at once to a finding of fact with regard to the threat _ 
_ to peace involved in this issue and passing a resolution embodying 

detailed terms of settlement somewhat along the lines of the enclosed . 
document ; ae oS a 

. 4. Taking whatever action may be necessary to activate the Tri- 
, _ partite Commission authorized by a previous resolution® and passing 
: on to that Commission the possibility of working out on the spot the 
- termsofasettlement;or = # «© | oo oC 3 

_ _ 5. Agreeing to meet at least some of the Indian terms of settlement _ 
along the lines of the Indian memorandum presented. to the Council 

| _ Some daysago”7 = a ee - 

| Mr. Noyes said that he and Ambassador Austin were considerably _ 
dismayed by the contents of telegram No. 117 of February 7 from. — 

| New Delhi in which Ambassador Grady, while taking at the outset a : 
firm stand on the Kashmir question, ended up by giving his support _ 

'. to a procedure which is almost exactly like the original Indian posi-. 
_ tion in the Security Council. This action by Ambassador Grady might, __ 

_ Mr. Noyes thought, be one factor in the apparent Indian refusal to 
continue discussing the question in the Security Council. Mr. Noyes | 

_ hoped that our Embassy in New Delhi was getting full information _— 
with respect to the proceedings at Lake Success and pointed out that 

| Ambassador Austin was rather far out-in front on the question of an | 
| interim question in Kashmir before and during a plebiscite, whereas — - 

Ambassador Grady has taken an entirely different attack. Mr. Noyes 
hoped that we would straighten New Delhi out in this respect. 

_ Mr. Noyes stated that the text of the proposals put before the 
| Indians and Pakistanis this weekend as well as the text of the Indian 

 *Not printed. Ee | | _. © Belgian Draft Resolution (8/654); ‘adopted by the Security Council at its 
230th meeting, January 20, 1948. For text and discussion, see SC, 3rd yr., Nos. 1-15, 

a Presumably the ‘Indian proposal introduced as document No. 2 in the 281st 
. meeting of the Security Council, January 28, 1948. For text and discussion, see 

SC, 3rd yr., Nos. 1-15, pp. 266 ff. CS oe |
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- <Jetter, would be telephoned down as soon as received. In the meantime - | 
he hoped that the Department would give urgent and serious con- _ | 

sideration to the problem presented by the Indian letter and would. | 

- eommunicate its recommendations to New Yorktoday. = = = i 

—  Bditorial Note | 

At the request of the Indian Representative, the Security Council = 

adjourned consideration of the Kashmir question on February 12to 
allow the Indian delegation to return to New Delhi for consultation. =| 

- _In the interim before the Jammu-Kashmir case was reopened on | 
- March 9th, the Council considered other aspects of the India-Pakistan 

- question. The discussion of these matters may be found in SC, 3rdyr, 
Nos. 16-35, pages 189 ff. Oe Poh esc Pe a 

745,45F/2-748: Telegram _ Cae Uae a ! a oe 

The Secretary of State tothe EmbassyinIndia 

-secrer  -———CO:s Was on, February 17,1948—5 p.m. 
101. Your proposal that plebiscite to determine future status | 

| Kashmir be preceded by parliamentary election (urtel 117 Feb 7) 
_ virtually identical with scheme put forward by GOI delegation SC 

Jan 27 with exception UN observation contemplated therein only for 
plebiscite itself and not for parliamentary elections. Indian scheme — 
provided that parliamentary elections would take place under interim - 

-. government headed by Sheikh Abdullah, ss” me 
-. US position throughout SC debate has been that to bring about 

| termination of fighting by pacific means there must be assurance to. 
all parties concerned that question of Kashmir accession will be deter- : 
mined at earliest possible date by fair and free plebiscite supervised __ 

by UN under impartial administrative arrangements. This stand has 
_ been taken without prejudice to claims of either GOI or GOP and ~ 

without intent discriminate between the parties. It does not exclude 
_ SC making recommendations that GOP take action re tribal invaders 

and material assistance in order expedite termination of fighting. US 
position fully in line with Nehru’s stated desire have will of people 
determined by honest plebiscite and is based on assumption that to | 
achieve this end GOI and Kashmir Govt would cooperate with SC, a 

| majority of whose members are not convinced that Indian plan in —_ 
| present form will bring about peaceful settlement. Indian insistenceon ~~ 

Maintaining Sheikh Abdullah in power in critical interim period and = 
on limiting supervisory powers UN in plebiscite has created doubts _
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| re GOI good faith and these doubts strengthened by sudden departure _ 
| Indian delegation for New Delhi to consult re Kashmir question with __ 

- US thinking re nature administrative arrangements to insure im- __ 
: partiality plebiscite and maintenance law and order in interim period . 

| not yet fully developed. We believe that delaying plebiscite by holding __ 

_. parliamentary elections first. would unnecessarily complicate peaceful 
solution and furthermore that UN role in plebiscite must be more 

-* comprehensive than merely observing and reporting, particularly in 
view internal conditions Kashmir and apparent necessity SC guaran- | 
tee fair plebiscite as prelude withdrawal invaders and cessation 

| hostilities. Reo Be | 

| _- Kashmir interim administration could be given impartial flavor 
. either by establishment of a “service government” composed of tech- 

| ‘nically qualified administrators, or of a coalition government composed _ 
of representatives main political parties. View Abdullah’s fierce par- 

| tisan attitude as displayed in SC debate, he would not appear the | 
a suitable head for “service government”. He might, however, fit into 

picture of a coalition government. ee | 
With return GOI delegation Delhi any change Indian position will - 

obviously crystallize there. Dept would appreciate full information 
oo anydevelopmentsthisregard. sss - | 

| Sent Delhi, repeated to USUN New York 67. 2 2s 
| : re Marsuatu 

501.BC Kashmir/2-2048 : Telegram ae eS . 

The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the 
| | | - Onited Nations (Austin) | ae 

SECRET | - Wasurneron, February 20, 1948—6 p. m. 

| _. 79. Having examined British suggested plan covering Kashmir | 
| question (UNMIS 5 Feb. 18+), and having discussed it at length with — 

| members UK-UN delegation in Washington Feb 16, the Dept offers 
_ following preliminary comments: = = = ==” | 

| 1. We believe it highly doubtful that-GOI will acquiesce in or assist 
~ In implementation of Brit plan in present form contemplating as it , 

| does virtual UN trusteeship of Kashmir for indefinite period. . 
| 2. By providing no alternative to acceptance by India of Pakistan 

troops in Kashmir and by setting up UN interim government which | 
- would completely supersede present regime Kashmir, British exclude _ 
any possibility compromise solution in which both parties would | 

| _ cooperate. CO , | | 

_ 4+ Not printed. oa | : _ / .
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--3, Aside from GOI attitude we question advisability UN at present - 

stage’ attempting assume such: broad responsibilities for interim civil _ | 

: and military administration Kashmir as envisaged British draft as 7 
| well-as task of establishing “popular” government after plebisciteand =~ 

- transferring power thereto. _ ee ae a 
4, _ From attitude various representatives during SC debate.as well 

as their informal comments to USUN it appears questionable that | 

- British scheme ‘would receive necessary minimum of seven votes in | 
- $C; nor should. possibility Soviet veto be overlooked. = © | | 

~'s) We further believe that section on “procedure for stopping the 
fighting” should be given more prominent place than is accorded itin 

__British plan; also that accent given thereintocommunal aspectsshould = | 
be eliminated. This connection Hadow (UK) has informed us that | 

| 26% Kashmir population including considerable non-Moslems prob- .  — 

ably support Abdullah. It: would also be essential include under'this = 
heading provision for GOP to withhold material assistance tribal =~ 

elements and Kashmir insurgents as part general procedure for termi~ | 
: nation hostilitie., = OPS o | 

- 6, Despite grave doubts re above fundamental features British plan: | 
wwe believe that many provisions are acceptable and could be kept in- 
tactinrevised draft... 0 Oe PL Steep 

Dept will continue study British draft as well as resolutions and 
suggestions made by other representatives during SC debate with 

view preparation rather detailed proposals Kashmir settlement to be 
used by USUN as basis for informal discussion with other SC delega- 
tions during present interlude. Dept hopes that these proposals might; 
emerge in an amended form after discussion with other interested - 
delegations as draft resolution which could be put forward by presi- 

dent SC with majority support when consideration Kashmir question: | 

resumed, a 
‘We are particularly anxious avoid:presentation*competitive formal 7 

: proposals by British and ourselves and hope that recommendations 
may be devised which both we and British can support. We must take - 

me care not to be responsible for adoption recommendations which British | 

- from wealth of their experience might consider unworkable and to oP 

which they would notgivetheirfullsupport. 
_ ». Pending completion Dept study which may require several days you 

may be guided in your informal talks by following tentative principles 

~ on which your.comment would be appreciated: 
[The principles that comprise the remainder of this telegram are 

- here omitted because they appear in somewhat altered form in telee 
gram 124, February 25, to New Delhi,page 304.) 

Loge Saueiyl estat Lb gdh ne MARSHALL |
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745.45F/2-2148 : Telegram oo _ . 

, - The Ambassador in India (Grady) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET 2 OR hee New Detut, February 21, 1948—noon. - 

_. 148. Reference Deptel 101 February 17. I saw Bajpai yesterday and 
| he expressed a desire which he said had full concurrence of Nehru. 

| that our govt take initiative in attempting to find a solution for - 

_ Kashmir problem. GOI recently received ‘a wire from Attlee which. 
| irritated Nehru and Bajpai very much. It was patronizing and pressed 

- the India Govt (and undoubtedly the same wire went to Pakistan) 
to stop being “bad boy” and to straighten out Kashmir matter with | 

-. , Pakistan. Gordon Walker, deputy.to Noel-Baker in CRO (Common- | 
_. wealth Relations Office) arrived New Delhi yesterday en route from 

Ceylon. He saw Nehru last night and is to see Bajpai today. Bajpai 
. said both he and Nehru would give Walker a “piece of their mind” _ 

on the general attitude of HMG on Kashmirdispute. =” | 
.  - Abdullah talked with me later in the day and also stressed impor- __ 
- tance of USG initiative. He expressed opinion -our delegation was 
_.  plindly following British lead and that we should independently and __ 

energetically taketheleadership. __ Dae | Se Py | 
Bajpai said that he and Nehru had been giving further thought to 

Kashmir problem since my conversations with him before leaving for 
Ceylon and outlined new proposals. In order to have them exact, I — 
requested him to commit them to writing and quote verbatim his letter 

| tome written after our conversation: 7 On 

7 “As T explained to you in the course of our conversation this morn- 
ing, we do not propose, when our delegation returns to resume dis- | 
cussion of the Kashmir issue before the SC, to put forward any fresh _ 
suggestions ourselves. We shall, however, be willing to consider a solu- | 

. tion which may be put forward by, or on behalf of a member of the 
SC, and which modifies the proposals already made by us on ‘the 
following lines. = ©. | HSE Og ot 

_  @ =Interim govt: Sheikh Abdullah may include.one ortwomembers _—’ 
of the Muslim Conference. Such persons must, however, not be out-  __ 

| siders nor shall their selection be dictated from outside. | oe 
- 6. Election of National Legislature: The commission of the SC | 
which it has been proposed should come out, or some other body on 
the council’s behalf, may advise and observe in respect of this election. _ 
However, if, in order to.save time, it is desired that the election be 
dispensed with, we shall have no objection. As you will recall, theidea 

_ of a general election before the holding of the plebiscite on the ques- 
a tion of accession was principally put forward on our behalf in order to 

give’ the‘electorate in Kashmir an opportunity, if it so wished, to set 
| up a govt of its own choosing. _ | : 

c. Plebiscite: The plebiscite machinery (and that alone) may be 
placed on the executive charge of an officer, with an adequate number 

| _ of top deputies—to be appointed by the govt of Jammu and Kashmir |
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state. On the nomination of the SC, or to be lent by the SC, from the | 

- United Nation’s staff, for service with the state govt for this purpose.” 

_ Bajpai’s verbal .statement was somewhat more “liberal” than his 

written. For example, he said with reference to point (@) twoorthree 

| members of the Muslim Conference instead of one or two. He again | 

stressed the fact that no one has come forth with practical suggestions 

as to how and by whom an interim govt could be setup if Abdullah | 

were eliminated. In any case it is clear to the Embassy that there is 

| little possibility of getting Abdullah eliminated and I am convinced 

that it would be equally impossible to get the Indian Govt toacceptthe > | 

~ suggestion in your telegram 101 of February 19 [77] that Abdullah - 

- might fit into the picture of a coalition govt other than as head. The 

| suggestion of.a coalition govt in paragraph (@) assumes that it will 

| function with Abdullah at the head. ee 

| With regard to (6) he said that suggestion of Indian delegation —_ 

with respect to a parliamentary ‘election prior to plebiscite was de-_ | 

signed to give people of Kashmir opportunity to “throw out” Abdullah — 

| if they wished to do so. They are not now pressing the matter ofa 

parliamentary election before the plebiscite. | | 

‘With regard to (c) whole machinery can be worked out by SC or 

administrator and deputies which will be appointed by Govt of Jammu 

and Kashmir state. However he said that appointment in this manner | 

was to preserve constitutional proprieties. He assured me that any oo 

administrator and his assistants that SC would recommend would be | 

formally appointed by Govt of Jammu and Kashmir. I asked himif = 

report to the SC on plebiscite which would be made by administrator _ 

| would receive whole-hearted support of GOL if plebiscite went against 

India. He replied very emphatically that it would because GOI is) 

committed to accept verdict of people basedon plebiscite. - | 

7 - Dept please repeat London if deemed advisable. oo 

ee | - Gravy 

 945.45F/2-2148 : Telegram aa a ee | 

Phe Ambassador in India (Grady) to the Secretary of State 

 gecrer i (awsti‘é‘C éOC;*#‘ONNEW Deut, February 21, 1948—3 p. m. | 

150. Embtel 148 February 21. I had talk with Sheikh Abdullah 

yesterday evening re Kashmir problem during which he made several => 

: observations of significance. _ i | 

_ First he said GOI would never accept suggestion GOP forces re- 

place raiders during interim period. He went on to express his opinion 

GOI and GOP would never be able reach agreement re accession 

_ _ Kashmir either dominion. He said that irrespective of result of —
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plebiscite re accession India.or Pakistan there would be large — 
minority—he said 40 to 45 percent—in opposition majority view.Con- 

_ sequently he offers as suggested solution Kashmir problem that state 
_be independent so far as internal affairs concerned and that defense, __ 

. foreign affairs and communications of state be administered jointly —__ 
, by GOI-GOP. He considers joint GOI-GOP defense administration | 

would insure.security Kashmir against aggression from north. When _ 
asked if GOI would agree such a proposal Abdullah replied he did 
not know but felt it would accept provided US Government tooklead 
in presenting suggestion. He said he would be glad furnish any  — 
elucidation this proposal should US Government desire more details. 

Abdullah also indicated he would not be returning US as member 
GOI delegationtoSC. | | ee | 

Sent Department 150, repeated Karachi 54. Department please © | 
wepeat Londonas48. > OO | | So 

("745.458 /2-2548: Telegram Oe | : | an 

| | Lhe Chargé in Pakistan (Lewis) to the Secretary of State 

‘SECRET — Karacut, February 25, 1948—3 p. m. - 
107. Sheik Abdullah’s estimate of opposition in event accession 

Kashmir to Pakistan far exceeds any figures we have heard here. His 
“proposal re joint defense GOI GOP against aggression from north — 
‘sounds attractive (Delhi’s 150, February 21 to Department) but in 

__-view unwillingness GOI accept GOP forces.Kashmir during interim - _ 
‘period, it seems questionable whether atmosphere is such ‘two | 

_ Dominions could later agree on joint defense or effectively implement 
it. In any case, it seems to us undesirable for US take lead in present-_ 
Inganyguch proposalatthistime. == 8 | | 

| _ Sent Department 107; repeated London 3; New Delhi 19. | 
, a | Oe ‘LewIs 

745.45F'/2-2148 : Telegram | | ns SS 
a Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in' India *. on 

SECRET = =  — ~+=Wasuineron, February 25, 1948—7 p.m. | 
_ 124. Dept has found urtels 148-and 150 Feb 21 most useful in its 

. consideration Kashmir problem. For your strictly confidential info 
and not for discussion with GOI or GOP Dept exploring possibility _ 

| that settlement may be based on following tentative principles on 
| _ which your immediatecomment would beappreciated: 

- _ 1. SC recommendations for Kashmir settlement should be based on , 
assumption that both parties have requested such action. It is believed .
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record SC debate supports this assumption and recommendations — | 

- - might be made under Articles 37 or 38 of UN Charter. Agreement or | 

at least acquiescence of both parties to proposals and their cooperation a 

with UN for implementation thereof are essential. — ee / 

9. Cessation of acts of hostility and violence (truce) in Kashmir to | 

be brought about by cooperation between GOT and GOP under obser- | 

vation and with assistance UN Commission. GOP to take all possible | 

peaceful steps to bring about withdrawal tribal invaders, cessation of 

fighting by insurgents, and also to withhold material assistance toany = | 

of these elements not cooperating in truce. Concurrently GOI to a 

arrange progressive withdrawal its forces from combat zones but not 

~ necessarily outside Kashmir territory. se Ee 

3. To insure fair plebiscite SC to recommend that present Kashmir | wee 

administration be reorganized as interim government in consultation = 

‘with UN commissiontoinclude: = ee ee 

(1) responsible representatives of principal political elements _ 

- inthestate;and = © | OE - 

(9) one or more ministers chosen on basis their technical quali- | 

| - fications, possibly from panel proposed by UN Commission or by | : 

-. gome other method, without regard to nationality, race, religion, — 7 

or creed, to exercise jurisdiction over electoral machinery, police, _ | 

| courts, and other subjects bearing on maintenance of law and 

- order in the state. - J : - ts | ee 

ss 4,-Interim arrangements for maintenance of law and order would : 

be put into effect by interim government in consultation with UN — 

, commission. ae oe oe - 

5, Lf interim government wishes use Indian or Pakistan troops, or Oo 

both, to supplement local forces it may do so in agreement with the = 

 ¢twodominion. = | So CR 

6. The relationship between this interim government and the pro- 

_ posed plebiscite commission (see below) to be based on understanding | 

that restoration of law and order and conduct of normal government 7 

- ‘business will be in hands of interim government subject to exercise by 

the commission of those powers delegated to it for the period preceding © 

and during the plebiscite. Relationship between. all troops in tie state | 

and plebiscite commission to be based on understanding that commis- — | 

gion through plebiscite marshal (see below) will be authorized issue 

orders through competent commanders to these forces in situations — wah 

-_ relating to maintenance of conditions for fair and impartial plebiscite. 

7 'The SC commission authorized on Jan 20 to act as the plebiscite | 

~ commission with comprehensive functions and powers relating to — 

preparation for and conduct of plebiscite. These powers would in- 

clude right of interference in local. governmental machinery when — 

necessary for proposed plebiscite. The commission would be authorized > 

employ numerous advisers and specialists. Attached to commission and 

subject. its general supervision there would be plebiscite marshal and | 

- plebiscite magistrate appointed by SC or by some other method. —| 

3 Former would exercise powers commission relating maintenance law > 

and order while latter would have appellate jurisdiction over questions | 

arising in state judiciary which relate to plebiscite. Both these officers _ 

would requirespecialstaffs, : ee
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a _8. Upon the receipt of a report from the commission of the success» 
ful completion of a fair plebiscite and of the arrangements between | 

_ Kashmir interim government and appropriate dominion for accession, » 
| _ SC would authorize termination activities commission. = = = 

_ Please cable expected date return GOI delegation New York: «| 
- Sent Delhi rept Karachi, New York, and London, | 

| ee EEE ge oO - ‘Marsyarn 

. 1 As repeated to New York, ‘this message contained the following concluding ; 
, ‘paragraph: oe ha ee CO oe 

“USUN will note some changes in foregoing from principles outlined Deptel 79 = Feb 20. These changes based’ on Dept conversations with British Feb 23 (memo | 
covering conversations being transmitted separately) as well as info contained 

"in Delhi cables mentioned. In conversations with Brit they indicated wiilingness * 
_ to revise their position re civil administration generally along lines our proposals 

ee for strong plebiscite commission instead but they remained adamant re use Pak | 
| troops. Our proposals believed compatible with. Chinese suggestions contained 

| USUN memorandum Feb 19 covering conversation between Noyes and Shu and | 
| may be discussed with Chinese on informal basis, except for point 5 re Pakistan 

troops which is still under discussion with British.” | a 
‘ The memoranda referred to are not printed. — Se . 

| -501.BC/2-2748 / — Oo . os a | 
| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Chief of the Division | 
SF of South Asian Affairs (Thurston) , oO 

| SECRET | + New Yorx, February 27, 1948. | 
Subject: Exchange of Views with British Representatives with | 

_ Respect to Kashmir | —— Be —_ 
Participants: British Delegation: _ ae | | 

OO _ Mr. B. R. Curson, Commonwealth Relations Office 
ee HO Mr. B. Cockram, Commonwealth Relations Office 

| | e Sir Cecil Griffin, Commonwealth Relations Office - 
| | _ Mr. M. E. Bathurst, Legal Adviser to UK Delega- | 

| — os. tiontotheUN a oo 
American Officials ee co 

| oo i Mr. Dean Rusk,UNA ms - 
| , _ ‘Mr. Charles Noyes, USUN > re 

Mr. Hare,SOA | - 
. pe Mr. Thurston, SOA _ re 

- | _ Mr. Sparks, SOA Oo Bo | 

It was agreed at the outset that we should begin the discussion by 
| _ further exchange of views with respect to the use of Pakistan troops 

| during interim period. The US representatives pointed out that they _ 
were disturbed by the possibly far-reaching implications of a Security Oo 
Council resolution recommending the use of foreign troops from one.
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party to a dispute in the territory of another party to the dispute. =| 

Reference was made to possible analogous situations in Turkey, Iran, | 

Greece, and China. The British, representatives at first attempted to | 

. minimize such an analogy by asserting that Kashmir was“territoryin =| 

dispute.” The US representatives agreed that Kashmir was a state =| 

| about which a dispute had arisen between India and Pakistan but | | 

_ stated that they found it difficult to deny the legal validity of Kashmir’s - 

~~ accession to India. In the end, the British representatives agreed with | 

the US point of view that we had to proceed on the assumption for | 

the time being at any rate India had legal jurisdiction over Kashmir. _ 
‘When it was pointed out. that a second objection toa SC recom- 

‘mendation that Pakistan troops be used in Kashmir was that it was 
| extremely doubtful that India. would permit the implementation of | 

such a recommendation, the British hastened to state that, of course, 
they had assumed that India would in the last analysis agree to the 

use of Pakistan troops but only if “morally compelled” to do so by oe 

_-yirtue of a UN recommendation. The US representatives said that they . 

__-wished to make it clear that they agreed with the British that the - 

entry of Pakistan troops into Kashmir would be in itself a desirable | 
thing in that it would no doubt help to bring about a better psycho- | 

logical situation both for the withdrawal of the tribesmen and for the — | 

holding of an impartial plebiscite. We felt, however, the furtherest = | 

| sic] we could go would be to envisage the use of Pakistan troops as a 

a result of an agreement between the Government of Kashmir and the 
| “Governments of India and Pakistan. When the British asked what | 

provision we had in mind for the maintenance of law and order in _ 
‘areas where fighting had taken place (and from which presumably | 

both Indian troops and irregular forces had withdrawn), we stated 
‘that it was our thought that local militia could be set up in these areas 

- onaprovisionalbasis, 
_ At the end of the discussion of Pakistan troop question, we referred ) 

to several other features of our proposals for an interim regime in no, 
- Kashmir. The British appeared to be more favorably inclined to the 

concept of a coalition government than they had previously and they 
were particularly interested in the proposal for the placing of an out- | 
sider in the Kashmir Government with jurisdiction over such func- . 

| tions as the police, courts, etc. There was a brief but inconclusive dis- : 
| cussion with respect to the role to be played by the plebiscite marshal | 

| and the plebiscite magistrate. With regard to the coalition government = 
proposal, the British seemed very reluctant to agree to any scheme oe 
whereby Sheikh Abdullah would remain Prime Minister even if only => 
on a nominal basis. On the other hand, the British commented that if _ 
we could get an outsider in the Kashmir Government, he would hold oe 

the balance of powerinany voting, | 7 ee
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_ At the end of the meeting we turned over to the British several 
| copies of our draft resolution, and they said they would transmit it 

immediately to London. They stated that the Parliamentary Under-. 
secretary for Foreign Affairs? was returning from Ceylon via New | 

Oo Delhi and Karachi and that he would be in London during the early 
| ‘part of the first week of March with the latest information on Indian 

_ and Pakistani thinking. They promised to give us the reaction of 
| their government to the US proposals by March 2nd or 8rd.” 

_. In response to an inquiry of the British we told them that we had _ 
| _ discussed with the Chinese the principles involved in our proposals 

| and that we did not contemplate further discussions with the Chinese 

a until we heard more from the British. The British seemed particularly 
anxious to arrive at'a satisfactory agreement with us before discussion 
of detailed plans was undertaken with other delegations. The British __ 

. made it clear that their own proposals, including those with respect _ 
| to Pakistan troops, were to be considered as extremely fluid and sub- 

jecttorevision, | | | | | oe 

_ *Not identified in Department files. : | 
—  8@PeMayhew. | oe ne | 

| - _745.45F /2-2848 : Telegram | os Be 

| — The Ambassador in India (Grady) to the Secretary of State 

| ‘SECRET #$MOSTIMMEDIATE  ##$New Derut, February 28,1948—noon. 

| 170. Your 124 February 25. During past few days in addition to .— 
Abdullah have talked with Jaya Prakash Narayan, Symon acting 

| British High Commissioner, and Kearney Canadian High Commis- | 
sioner and have several general impressions. First, a feeling which | 

| seems to be growing that HMG and USG have taken side of Pakistan. _ 
| Thursday night Ayyangar publicly accused both governments and 

_ the SC of bias and cited statement of Senator Austin with reference _ 
to the necessity of satisfying the tribal invaders in connection with 

any solution of the Kashmir problem.? He said to his “astonishment” | 
. British delegates concurred in statement of Senator Austin. “Nebru 

| likewise has bitterly criticized SC without singling out HMG and | 
USG. On other hand, Dawn newspaper frequently indicates belief in 
successful outcome for Pakistan of Kashmir dispute at UN. Kearney 
returned on plane recently with Pakistan official who had been at Lake — 

_.. Success and who indicated growing confidence of Pakistan victory 
before SC. | a a Se | 

, GOI feel their case badly handled and there is some tendency criti- _ 
| cism GOI circles of Ayyangar. Also public criticism GOI for 

_ 1 Leader of left-wing elements of India’s Congress Party. . oe . | 
, * Statement by Austin not identified. | a , |
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submitting question to SC. Nehru says privately as justification for | 

submission he felt case so strong there could be no doubt of outcome. | 

GOT feel matter a simple one of invasion with the demonstrable assist- pee eT 

ance of Pakistan and that SC should only have considered evidence | 

this point and enjoined Pakistan to desist its aid to tribesmen and. si 

make every effort to get them out of Kashmir. Kearney feels thata ss | 

defeat for Nehru before SC might well lead to fall his government and _ 

‘I agree. Plebiscite defeat would not have this effect. As indicating 

possibility Pakistan being effective in helping keep law and orderin 

‘Kashmir, Abdullah stated his belief tribesmen would shortly be re-° 

- turning home for the sowing their spring crops. Once they leave;prob- 

lem of keeping them out, especially if Pakistan made clear to them 

it would not continue assistance from West Punjab, would be greatly 

. simplified. SOE EREE GE ELE RO ca Pag 

‘Referring your suggestions 1 to 8 inclusive, would stress the im- 

| portance from standpoint GOI of maintaining strictly constitutional 

procedure. As you know, GOI case based primarily on legal grounds. _ | 

‘TL have little doubt GOI can control Maharaja* and Abdullah and 

they will accept whatever program GOI agrees to. ‘They would wish 

the appointment of administrator and his assistants to be formally | 

made by emergency coalition government. I am convinced GOI will — 

continue to insist Abdullah remain head of any coalition government: | 

_ that might be set up. General feeling here is Abdullah has the con- 

fidence of people of Kashmir as no other Kashmiri could possibly have. 

believe if authority of administrator and staffs is entirely confined to- 

the plebiscite and matters directly connected with the plebiscite and | 

the absolute authority of the emergency coalition government is recog- 

nized, that GOL might accept your suggestions, a | 

Drawing analogy Greek situation, I believe coalition governthent. 

__. would have every reason to wish to have favorable verdict rendered as 

to fairness of the elections by the UN Commission and therefore be: | 

os meticulous in its conduct. This should be reassurance to Pakistan. I ; 

ce believe your plan the basis upon which a solution may be worked out 

‘keeping in mind the points I have made in my endeavor to appraise: | 

ss thesituationn = Bn | 

- Ayyangar leaving for Lake Success end of first week in March. Will . 

gable exact date when definite. Abdullah not returning withhim. it” 

Oc Sent. Department 170, repeated Karachi 58.* Department please re- 

| peat London 50,and New York. | Oo a | 

i idle Bake e Vane AS - — Grapy | 

«8, HW. Maharaja Sir Harisingh, 7 EE 
Commenting on this cable, “Ambassador Alling in Pakistan informed the _ 

Department in telegram No. 128 of March 2, not printed, that he seriously doubted 

-. ‘whether India would have the slightest confidence in the fairness of a plebiscite: . 

aS long as Abdullah remained head of the Kashmir Government (745.45F/3-248). |
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745.45F/3-148: Telegram . Oo wo re oO - | | 

| _ Lhe Ambassador in India (Grady) to the Secretary of State 

«SECRET = MOsT URGENT == §,sNew Dex, March 1,1948-4p.m. __ 
178. ReEmbtel 148 February 21 and 170 February 28. When > - 

Kearney talked with Bajpai several days ago, Bajpai outlined tohim __ 
| same plan as covered in his letter transmitted to you in telegram 148 

February 21, 0 = © ERR | | 
| Kearney asked Bajpai if GOI would consider an alternative which 

would. be agreement two dominions for plebiscite solely on question _ 
| of Kashmir independence, and second plebiscite on preference acces- 
a sion if vote was against independence. Bajpai expressed interest and 

- said he would discuss matter with Nehru. Kearney saw Nehrulastnight 
and has just talked with me. Nehru said he favored plebiscite for in- 
dependence based on joint guarantee both dominions maintenance 

_. independence of Kashmir. Nehru stated he preferred what.we may .__ 
call plan two (plebiscite on independence) as against plan one (my 

_ telegram 148 February 21) because it would take the heat out of the 
_ situation and form a basis cooperation two dominions. When matter 

| first mentioned to me by Kearney, the other day, I expressed my fears 
of northern aggression through infiltration of independent Kashmir, __ 

| Nehru minimizes such danger. When asked by Kearney what. he 
thought outcome of a plebiscite.on independence in Kashmir would 
be, Nehru replied he thought it would be favorable. Kearney wired 

| today his government giving comprehensive report his conversation | | 
with Nehru. Department. will doubtless wish to discuss this matter —_ 

| with Canadian Delegation, = = == re | 
| Have unofficial intimation Bajpai. going .as consultant with 

_ AyYangar. Will advise as soon as can confirm. ey Oo —— 
| _ Sent Department 178; repeated: Karachi 60. Department please _ 

Oo repeat London if desired. - | ee - 

— TAD.ADB/3-448: Telegram 
| a The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India. 

SECREF = ~~.  Wasuineton, March 4, 1948—6 p. m. 
| _ 143. For background use on Kashmir question Dept offers following 

_ comment on recent useful cables from Delhi and Karachi this subject : . 
| 1. In formulating proposals for Kashmir settlement wedonothave | 

in mind US formal initiative in SC but have rather attempted toim- 
corporate suggestions made by various members SC as well as GOI | | 
and GOP reps which might serve as basis of formal resolution to be
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— put forward by president SC or of j oint resolution several interested a 
- delegations representing majority sentiment. This connection we have __ | 

_ eollaborated closely with British on basic assumption that Anglos ae 
oe American split this question must be avoided. Informal conversations 7 

__ with Chinese rep * whois now president SC have also been most useful. ee ee 
_., We have no intention putting forward proposals on behalf either GOI - 

or GOP but are directing efforts toward equitable settlement in work- = 

ing out of which each dominion would be asked'to give full coopera- 
tion even though certain features of plan might not be entirely satis- _ nS 

| 2. Nature of informal proposals contained Deptel 124 Feb 25.to | 
New Delhi are such that concessions and: cooperation from both sides a 

: would berequired. te ee > 

| ments calling for withdrawal tribesmen, withholding material assist- 
_ ance from tribesmen and insurgents, ete. despite ‘obvious political em- — 

| barrassments involved. GOP must also ‘recognize that SC cannot => 
| Impose settlement under Chapter VI UN Charter but can only make 

recommendations to parties. Such recommendations must necessarily 
a be made in light of India’s present legal. jurisdiction over Kashmir. 
_ which makes complete civil and: military neutralization of kind en- | 
/-visaged by Jinnah impracticable unless with Indian consent. Even if 
/ latter given, project for-neutral army unrealistic. Obvious conclusion —__ 

is that only available facilities for civil administration and mainte- 
_ nance of law and order in interim period are those which can be found 

locally, Hence our proposals for interim coalition government from 
| which it would be difficult even if considered desirable toexclude Ab- 

~dullahbySCaction, 00 | | 
_ (6) Indian attitude toward ‘plebiscite arrangements has appar- 
ently become more reasonable in that GOI now willing have plebiscite = 

- mnachinery in hands neutral official who would, however, be constitu- 
tionally part Kashmir coalition government. We believe that such a — 
neutral official might serve very useful purpose inside Kashmir Gov- 

/ ernment (along lines para 8 Deptel 124) but that majority members 
_. SC will insist on control and supervision plebiscite by agency directly 
» responsible SC. Since powers and functions such UN agency would _ _ 
_ be prescribed in terms of plebiscite, which GOI has already agreed 
- should be held under international auspices in order to insure im- | | 

partiality, we find it difficult to conclude that such an arrangement — 
| -. would violate constitutional proprieties. © - | fees a | 

8. Re various proposals for Kashmir independence we have in the ae 
past, as you know, followed line that princely states should be incor- — 

_ © porated in either India or Pakistan on assumption that Balkanization 
oe of Indian subcontinent would j eopardize and complicate political and | oe 

economic transition and create conditions of instability ultimately ads 

y @pingtu Tsang 
ee 429-027—75——21 | |
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verse to broad US interests that area. Our current.thinking re Kashmir _ 

is influenced by these considerations subject to proviso that should _ 
a concept of independence appear to be basis for GOI-GOP peaceful 

, settlement Kashmir issue, we would probably not oppose such a solu- 
| tion, but certainly would take no initiative in supporting it. —_ 

_ 4, Re suggestions for partition of Kashmir between GOI and GOP 
: we shall certainly take no initiative this regard but would carefull y . 

| consider proposals calling for partition by agreement between GOI 
and GOP. Pad | Oo eS | | 

a 3. We have noted Mountbatten’s? view that possible alternative 
this stage would be despatch SC Commission to area with mediatory 
powers as means bringing about eventual bilateral settlement GOI 
and GOP. Should efforts reach more comprehensive settlement New | 

| _ York fail, we believe Mountbatten’s idea has possibilities, particularly __ 
_ since it is based on assumption that in last analysis GOI-GOP agree- > 

a ment is essential prerequisite to peaceful settlement Kashmir issue. © 
Sent to New Delhi repeated to Karachi, London, and New York. __ 

a a ~ Marsyarn 

- 2. Governor General of the Dominion of India. ne | 

i — Editorial Note | 

_ The Security Council resumed discussion of the Jammu-Kashmir _ 
question at its 266th meeting on March 10, 1968. India and Pakistan — 

| were again represented in the Council debate by N. Gopalaswami 

a Ayyangar and Mohammed Zafrullah Khan, respectively. For text of 
the proceedings, see SC, 9rd yr., Nos. 36-51, pages 66 ff. - 

a On March 18 in its 269th meeting, the Council resumed the discus- 

a - sion with presentation of a draft resolution (S/699) by Security 
----—- .Council President Tsiang. For text, see SC, 3rd yr., Suppl. for Jan.— 

March 1948, pages88-40.—0 oO 

| T45ABF/Q-1948: Telegram ee aes 

| The Ambassador in Pakistan (Alling) to the Secretary of State - 

- secRET oo ImMepiaTe = =~=—C Karat, March 19, 19481 p.m. _ 
167. I should like stress my conviction that any plan for solution 

_ Kashmir problem which does not have both appearance and substance 
| providing strictly impartial plebiscite under neutral control is almost 

| certain make matters worse, Given such plan, I believe GOP can with : 
good hope success prevail upon tribesmen and Kashmiris cease fight- 

- * ing. On other hand, if plan does not provide above elements, GOP _ 4
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| will be unable bring its influence bear and real danger exists tribesmen, __ 
| perhaps extent 300,000 or more, marching through Punjab toward 
Ps Delhi. Jinnah only day before yesterday characterized tribal situa- - 

tion “million times more dangerous” than it was a few months ago. | 
po Sent Department 167; repeated New Delhi28. ee 

a ce — AMEING 

501.BC/3-1948 : Telegram Bee ya 7 Pe a 

| The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the 
a vo _ _Onited Nations (Austin) eo a Ee 

CONFIDENTIAL _... Wasutneron, March 22, 1948—6 p. m. a 
158. 1. While we doubt if Chinese resolution (urtel 314,Mar19")is = 

-aeceptable to both parties and could not vote for it in present form 
a unless it were, we believe it constitutes framework within which fair Oo 

7 settlement can beachieved.. = => ne ea 
a 2. In informal conversations with other delegations comment on __ 

Chinese draft resolution may be made as follows: oe ae 
| a. There should be more definite indication of role of SC Commis- | 

- sion in observing implementation of provisions for terminating the | 
fighting and holding the plebiscite. = 

_ ____ 6, Draft lacks provision as to how law and order to be maintained 
_ In areas from which Indian troops and tribal fighters withdrawn; we _ 

| believe that this problem can be met by stipulating that local person- 
__ nel in each district be utilized insofar as possible for this purpose, __ 

| subject to additional requirements which may arise from the holding  — 
_ ofthe plebiscite © Be : a - 
__¢@. There are no provisions giving the Plebiscite Director and his 

_ Staff such powers for maintenance of law and order as the Plebiscite | 
_ Administration considers necessary for the purpose of holding a fair 

| plebiscite, including judicial powers. — | , ee, | 
_ _d. It fails to provide Director with authority to report to the Secu- 
rity Council Commission and through ittoSC. = ss” cee 

--- 8, As to tactics to bring about desired changes in Chinese draft _ 
_ resolution, we are still anxious avoid formal and overt initiative. In - 

view President’s invitation to parties for them to submit amendments _—_ 
in writing, suggest that you use friendly influence with Pakistan = 

_ representative to encourage him submit amendments along lines indi- 
_ cated above and also discuss with Chinese representative possibility = = —_ 

_ his amending his own resolution in these respects. =o | a 
_ 4 ‘We believe that whether or not above procedure has successful > 

_ results it would be desirable for President SC to ask for assistance | 
__- representatives of Belgium, Canada and Colombia to constitute in- 

a | + Not printed. 7 pS | oo ae | 7
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, formal drafting committee (thus consisting all SC members whohave —_~ 
submitted formal proposals). You may suggest this.move to President 
earliest opportunity. Such of US proposals set out-under paragraph 2, 

| above, as had not been incorporated in Chinese draft by time this 

drafting committee met could then be informally intimated to the __ 
| members thereof. __ | ee a | 

| 5. Foregoing discussed informally with Sir Paul Patrick (UK Del) 
in Wash Mar 20.2 US and UK thinking found to be virtually identical, 

It was agreed that US and UK dels should take separate but parallel , 
-.  aetionalongabovelines. = 

: a a | MarRsHALL ~ 

*No memorandum of this conversation has been found in the Department files. 

| 501.BC Kashmir/3-2248 —— _/ | : : a | a 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Charles P. Noyes of the = 

| | United States Mission to the United Nations | 

SECRET - Ces _.. [New Yorx,] March 22, 1948. 

_ Participants: Mr. Ayyangar, Indian Delegation 
+, Mr. Bajpai, Indian Delegation | oo | | 

| 7 '. Mr. Velodi,Indian Delegation = = — | | 
Ambassador Austin, United StatesMission 8 ss” 

| — -Mr.C. P. Noyes, United States Mission oe 

_ After a short discussion on Palestine and a few remarks regarding 
Korea in which Bajpai noted that we had asked their Government to 
support ys on the Korean case, we got down to a discussion of the _ 
Kashmir question. Ambassador Austin told them that we thought the 
Chinese proposals with a certain number of amendments to strengthen 
it up might form the basis of a settlement of the case, which we were _ 

| very anxious to see happen. He referred to the four points in the tele- 
) gram of March 227 as points in which we would like to see a strength- 

- ening of the resolution. The Indians agreed to point a without any _ 
7 difficulty. As regards item } in respect to forces being constituted —_ 

| locally, there were several objections. The Indians raised the difficulty — 
of anything which would give any recognition to the provisional Azad _ 

| Government or which would in any way give authority tosuchaGov- 
ernment or its forces. Bajpai said this was like asking the poacher to 

turn into the gamekeeper, He repeated several times that after law 

| and order had been established, the Indian forces would be perfectly 

- agreeable to withdrawing from the areas concerned and making ap- : 
propriate arrangements so as not to interfere with the Plebiscite, He 

2 Telegram 158, supra. |
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stated that they were making plans to reorganize the State troopsand 
that of course they would be made up, as they had been, of elements if 
all over the State. He also referred in this connection to the desira~- =|. 

| bility of the police in the State taking over the responsibility in local = — 
areas for law and order. Ambassador Austin indicated that we had of 

- twothingsinmindonthispoint: ESE J 

- First: That elements from outside the Azad area might not be =| 
a ~ welcome if they came in there and attempted to maintain law 

os cgndorder;and. a eg te | 
-_. Second: That the Plebiscite Director should have the powers with | 

regard to the maintenance of law and order. (Itemcinour — | 
Hist.) - es | mee 

| Not much headway was made on the first point. On the second, how- — | 
ever, many protestations were made that the Indians were quite will- = = | 
ing that the Plebiscite Administrator should have certain functions —_ 

- with relation to law and order. They said that of course if he requested - 
_ the Indians to help him maintain law and order they would be very sts 

glad to make their troops available to him. Ayyangar also made it 
quite clear that they would not wish to use their troops in any way 
which the Plebiscite Administrator felt amounted to action adversely __ 
affecting the fairness of the Plebiscite. I do not recall that any specific = = |X 

_ reference was made to the Plebiscite Administrator’s powers overthe =—s—sf 
police or the State troops. This may well have.been implicit in the ~~ 

| Indian remarks. = = ° ey a 
| Bajpai did, however, to my mind, water down the value of | 

_. Ayyangar’s remarks by referring to the fact that if the Plebiscite | 
- Director needed an additional staff to observe—in addition to the | 

| eight regional directors—the Indians would of course have no diffi- = | 
| culty whatever in agreeing to his having as large a staff of observers —Ss>_ JX 

as he required. My impression was that he made a clear distinction 
between a regular staff to run the Plebiscite and to control the police, | 

_. and simply observers who would report what washappening. = = —= | 
_ As far as our item d was concerned, there was no difficulty. They | 

_agreedentirely = | Sty oe Hest ts 
Ambassador Austin asked them about the position when they first. 

brought up this case. Ayyangar indicated that there might well have == —Ss | 
been real trouble between India and Pakistan ifthe Security Council = = | 
had not been available. Ayyangar also referred in this connection to 

_ the present situation, saying that the Indian Army was fighting and — 
that it was of the greatest importance that a political settlement should _ , 
be reached before any substantial change in the military situation | 

: could take place. He intimated that the fighting could result ina —- 
clinching crisis which might settle the issue. = =} || | 

| a Te a Cuartzes P. Noyes |
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501.BC Kashmir/3-2248 - _. ; | _ 

| — Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Charles P. Noyes of the United 

. _ States Mission to the United Nations cis 

| SECRET oe [New Yorr,] March 22, 1948. _ 

. Participants: Zafrullah Kahn, Pakistan Delegation = = «© | 
| a _ Ambassador Austin, United StatesMission = 

| _ Mr.C. P. Noyes, United States Mission ooo 

| Zafrullah Khan said he was very disturbed about the present situa- = 
| tion before the Security Council. He said that apart from the sub-— 

: stance of the Chinese amendment, he felt he had been very unfairly _ 
| used in the matter of procedure. On March 11 he had lunch with Tsiang 

who had discussed generally with him the concept contained in his 
resolution with respect to the Plebiscite Administrator. Zafrullah 
Khan had made no substantial comments or commitments, On — 

. March 18 he was again asked to see Tsiang at 12: 15, to have lunch and | 
| drive out with him. This was the first time he had seen the Chinese _ 

draft. The placing of this draft before the Council with this back- | 
| ground, he thought, was most unfair; was a method different than 7 

followed by the previous Presidents who had taken great pains to | 
present a draft to both parties at the same time and to ask for their 

- comments in front of each other. In this case he was convinced that _ 
_ the Indians had had a great deal to do with preparing the draft. 

Tsiang had told him that he understood the Indians would accept it 
except for certain minor details. In spite of British protestations, he 
knew they had been in consultation with Tsiang on the draft. Tsiang 

_ had, in front of Zafrullah Khan, told Noel-Baker that one of the pro- 
visions was put in at the suggestion of Noel-Baker. He was concerned | 

| at the close parallel between the newspaper story which appeared in 
India early in March and the President’s draft resolution. | 

| Zafrullah was worried about the English position. He said they had 
changed their tone. He had had a talk with Attlee + in London who had 

_ tried out on him some of the ideas contained in the Chinese draft. He 
| was personally convinced that Mountbatten also had a hand in it and © 

indicated that Mountbatten was concerned that Britain by her pre-— 
vious stand had come close to forcing India to renounce her dominion | 
status, — Oo a os : 
- Zafrullah Kahn handed Ambassador Austin a copy of a telegram 

| from the Azad Government ” to the Security Council. (Copy attached) 
| _ He said that the Chinese resolution was entirely unacceptable to him | 

| as.a basis of discussion. He had. passed it along to his Government __ 

| 1 British Prime Minister Clement R. Attlee. - cc | Loh he oF 
? Telegram from the Free Kashmir Government, infra. |
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-_ presumably with this comment. He said if his Government felt differ- 
ently about it he would not resign but would carry on loyally. os | | 

_ He wanted to emphasize one particular aspect of the matter tous, 

Tn looking at the map it was quite clear that Kashmir was essential to | 

the strategic defense of Pakistan and was of vital interest to it. From | 

many points of view, the people of Pakistan had a great interestinthe = 

“State. He suggested there were three possible outcomes of the present | 

situation :~ ER pak oa pe har Leake | 

First that an arrangement for a truly fair plebiscite should beagreed sd 

upon. Under these circumstances if the plebiscite verdict went to = 

India, the people of Pakistan and the Government would acceptitand = 
- that would be the end of the issue. 0 RR ee | 

-_.. Second that.a plebiscite should be held which the people of Pakistan _ | 

could not accept as fair and that the verdict in such a plebiscite should a 

go to India. Under these circumstances the dispute would remain and 
the people of Pakistan would be smarting under a feeling of having ~ | 

been done out of what was legitimately theirs. The situation might = 

easily deteriorate to the point of war between the two dominions which | 

-.  mightspread andbeadangertoother States. ee, : 

ss Phird that there was no settlement at all. In this case again the — Bd 

situation might deteriorate and result in fighting between the two | 

- dominions. However, if Pakistan had to choose between the latter two, _ | 

- Yafrullah Khan intimated that it might well choose the last course — | 

since it would have nothing to gain from a plebiscite which it con- 

sidered would be a farce. He said that a Pakistan which was not satis- 

fied and whose people were thoroughly upset about a situation as vital — 

to them as Kashmir would constitute a serious danger to India not 

only in itself because Pakistan essentially was the only protection of | 

| India from the northwest—meaning the Russians. Zafrullah Khan © | 

made a strong statement of the position of Pakistan with relation 

to the U.S.S.R. He said that Pakistan was not sympathetic with Com- 

- - munism and that their position was taken in the event of any major 

struggle. They could not go along with the U.S.S.R. If, however, | 

Pakistan lost a plebiscite which it considered unfair, he asked whether © 

the Pakistan people would have any heart to fight against the U.S.S.R. - 
«If the U.S.S.R. cross through the Khyber Pass into Kashmir, the : 

| Indians would have no defense whatever unless Pakistan was with ~~ 
them. He said that throughout history the Moslems had not cherished | 

- luxury. They were not rich people. If a conflict.arose between their 
| honor and their desire to obtain their worldly goods, they would un- 
_ doubtedly choose their honor. However, they did not wish tobe driven 
_ tothat-choice. © _ _ ee ee 

Zafrullah Khan then came back to the Chinese resolution. He said a 
that the main objective was Abdullah. He pointed out that themain 
reason for talking about safeguards was that the Chinese resolution oan 
allowed Abdullah to remain and therefore placed the entire govern- ss 

_ mental machinery in the hands of a very partial person, If Abdullah = 
- were taken out, very few safeguards, if any, would be necessary, but
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_ having made this concession to the Indians it was obvious to everyone 
_ that very substantial safeguards would be necessary. 8 8 - 

_ Ambassador Austin then outlined the four points contained in the 
| draft telegram of March 22. Zafrullah Khan said again that the main 

difficulty: was Abdullah and that if he is left in his present position 
Pakistan would not attempt to persuade the Azad Government that 

oe they should enter a coalition with him. If the Azad Government (which — 
| he doubted) was able to reach agreement on their own hook with 

Abdullah on a coalition, Pakistan would not raise any particular 
| objections, Zafrullah Khan also remarked that: it would be esssential  __ 

to. keep the Indian, Army out of the situation so that it could not affect | 
the result of the plebiscite. — Se, OS 

| Zafrullah Khan said that he had received no word from his Govern- | 
_ ment and doubted whether he would receive any in the immediate 

future as the Governor General was in East Pakistan and was not 
ce expected back immediately. He said he had ‘sent him the Chinese 

| _ draft with the request. that they do not issue any wild public statements 
a _ which might make matters more difficult. - 

| _ Ambassador Austin said we were working on the case as a whole 
_ and we thought we would probably be talking with Zafrullah on details 
beforetaking any final position, => re 

} et, OC. P. Noyes - 

7 re _ [Enclostre] | re 
oo Terecram Daten Marcy 20, 1948 From Presipenr Azap Kasur 

_-—,s GoveRNMENT TO Presmpent Securiry Counc sit 

__ China’s Resolution on Kashmir as put before the Security Council _ 
is absolutely unacceptable to the Azad Kashmir Government. We have _ 
always affirmed unequivocally that we will accept any proposal which - 
will lead to a fair plebiscite under a neutral and impartial adminis- 
tration but the Chinese proposal gives to India what India has failed 

oe to achieve in the battlefield. It is a preposterous idea that the Hindu 
Army of India is necessary for the maintenance of law and order in 
our country. We know the peace that the Indian Army can bring to’ 

a Kashmir; it [is] the peace of the grave. We will fight to the last man . 
| to resist such a dishonourable peace the very presence of Sheikh ~ 

| _ Abdullah at the head of the administration and of the Indian Army 
— on the soil of Kashmir will make the free exercise of vote an impossi- 
/ bility and any plebiscite held under such conditions will be an utter 

farce in the eyes of the Azad Kashmir people. It will not end war. We 
warn the members of the Security Council that they will defeat the 

| very aim which they seem so anxious to achieve by coming to any _ 
_ agreement to which the Azad Kashmir Government is not a party. — 

| Oo 
. | 

| 
| .
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Pakistan cannot deliver the goods on our behalf and we will not sub- | 

7 mit to any coercion from any quarter. It is a matter of life and death — - 

for us. The Indian Army has acted so brutally, it has violated provi- _ 

| sions of international law as regarding prisoners of war civil popula- ae 

tion and political prisoners so flagrantly that their proposal istotally = = 

-_ unacceptable to us in all its details. ae ee 

501.BC Kashmir/3-2348 gS gga 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. J. Wesley Adams, Jr., of the - 
sO ndted States Mission to the United Nations = 

- conripentiagn—S— issti(‘<i‘;S~.. [New Yore,] March 23,1948. 

Participants: Mr. HenryCarter,Canada. 
eh - Dr. Ting-fuTsiang,China © 
-.... DreShuhsiHsu,China. > Me be Sa 

Joseph Nisot, Belgium eee 
| ss André Wendelen,Belgium = = | 

| Sir Paul Patrick; United Kingdom ee | 

- Robert Curson, United Kingdom 
Mr. Ray Thurston, United States Mission 

| Mr. J. Wesley Adams, United StatesMission 

At the requést of Dr. Tsiang, as President of the Security Council, = 
the above representatives met this morning in Tsiang’s offices to dis- : 

-__ euss the Chinese draft resolution on the Kashmir question introduced 
in the Security Council on March 18. Invitations to participate in the So 

_ meeting were extended to those Delegations which had presented 4 
| resolutions regarding the India-Pakistan question or which had sub- a 

mitted suggestions to the President of the Council in connection with ke 
his resolution. On this basis, Mr. Lopez (Colombia) was invited to - 
attend but presumably because of pique over the scant attention given 

_ his resolution by the Council did not attend the meeting, = a 
The only paper was that submitted by the British which, as Sir : 

Paul explained, contained several United States suggestions. The | 
_ British document, in fact, incorporated the amendments on which 

informal agreement had ‘been reached between ourselves and the —_ 
British in discussions in the Department on March 20.1 Discussion on => 

| the British paper was virtually restricted to the representatives of By 
China, United Kingdom, and the United States. In general, Tsiang 
expressed his agreement with the amendments suggested but appeared 

- to be somewhat reserved with respect to British-amendments dealing oe 
with the distribution of Indian troops. = | 

: i Memorandum of conversation not found in Department of State. files. - - |
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- In connection with the proposed amendments expanding the powers 
of the plebiscite administration with reference to maintenance of law. _ 

ST and order, Tsiang explained that he had discussed this question with 
_ the Indian Delegation and that the latter had expressed its willing- __ 

7 ness to place at the disposal of the plebiscite administration both such _ 
| _ troops and police as might be necessary for any powers granted him — 

in this category. _ | | 
After completion of the discussion regarding the detailed amend- _ 

oe ments, Tsiang raised the question of how he should proceed in en- 
| | deavoring to obtain the support of the parties to this resolution. In | 

_ this connection, he emphasized the importance of broadening the base 
| of support for his resolution as amended and inquired whether the 

| Delegations represented at the meeting would be willing to join him 
: in sponsoring the amended resolution. At this point, the Canadian _ 

Representative said that he had been instructed to state that Canada _ 
must enter a reservation regarding its position, that he could not make — 
any commitment whatsoever, and that the Canadian position had al- _ 

| _ ways been that we should strive towards the achievement of an agree- 
_ ment between the parties. He clearly indicated that Canada did not 

| wish to join in the sponsoring of a resolution to which one of the _ 
| ‘parties was not willing to give its approval. Thereupon Nisot (Bel- . 

gium) stated that his position was very much like that of Canada,and 
he entered a similar reservation. The British representatives men- 

Oo tioned that they did not wish to participate formally in the sponsor- 
ship of the resolution, and Nisot then ‘turned to the United States | 

a representatives and said that while he could understand the British _ 
reluctance, he did not see why the United States could not give its 

| _ formal support to a resolution. He clearly implied that if the United 
States was willing to take such a step, Belgium might follow suit. 

| Mr. Thurston said that he also would have to reserve the position of —_— 
his Government on the amended resolution but that the possibility | 

— of United States joining like-minded Delegations in a formal support 
/ of such a resolution as the one under consideration was not entirely 

— excluded. | oo . So re ) 
ae The question of sponsorship was left unsettled, and it was agreed 

that representatives of China, United Kingdom, and United States _ 
would meet in the afternoon to work out refinements in the wording 

— of the draft resolution. The representatives of Belgium and Canada — 
| stated that they would be unable to attend because of a shortage of 

personnel. Mr. Tsiang, indicating that he would not need to have the 
| formal approval of the Governments of those representatives, stated 

that he would undertake to discuss the resolution, as amended, with 
. the represetatives of Pakistan and India in an effort to obtain the 

| greatest possible measure of agreement. Earlier in the meeting, Tsiang
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-. had emphasized that while it would probably never be possible to 
obtain complete agreement of both parties, the effort of the Council = 

_ should be directed toward narrowing the area of this disagreementto = 
7 the end that the parties would at least acquiesce in a settlement along = 

the lines under discussion. Os oo | 
| - In a brief discussion with the British after the completion of the = 
- meeting in the offices of the Chinese Delegation, it was agreed that | 

there could be no objection to the Chinese representative approaching - 
‘the parties with his amended resolution, and telling the parties, if meee 
necessary, that his resolution, together with the changes made therein 7 

- had the informal approval of the United States and the United King- Ss 
dom Delegation = } : ete 
sn the afternoon meeting, attended by representatives of China, 
United Kingdom, and United States, proposed amendments to the | 
Chinese resolution, as contained in the attached draft,? were tentatively _ 
and informally agreed to. Dr. Hsu indicated that he would have to . 
discuss certain of the amendments with Tsiang, particularly those re- 

| lating to the disposition of troops, before he could undertake ‘Chinese | 
-_.. sponsorship of them. Mr. Thurston stated that he entertained some 

- doubts regarding the necessity of stipulating detailed provisions with = == 
respect to the disposition of Kashmir State troops in view of the other _ 
safeguards on this point contained in the draft resolution, _ a 

: | *Not printed. This draft, and later amendments to it, were discussed in the sits 
\ week that followed in similar, semiformal meetings with a varying list of | 

~ _- {ndividual and country participants. Memoranda of conversations of March 25, — oO , 
| 26, 29, and 30 are in Department of State file 501.BC Kashmir. | a | 

 $45.00/3-1048: Airgram | oe ae 

oe .. ‘Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in India | ae 

CONFIDENTIAL _ ae _ Wasurneton, March 29, 1948. oe 

_ A-40. Urdes No. 218, Mar 10, 1948+ entitled “Comments of Secre- — - 
tary of Ministry of States on Hyderabad Negotiations” which re- = 
quested views of Department of treatment to be accorded Agent Gen- 
eral of Hyderabad should such an officer be sent US. oo ee 

In view India-Hyderabad standstill agreement of Nov 29, 1947 a 
under terms of which foreign affairs, defense, and communications =— 

: will continue on same basis as before Aug 15, 1947, US Government in 
| its treatment, of representative of Hyderabad will avoid any act which | 

_ might be interpreted as a recognition of Hyderabad’s sovereignty or _ 
of right to conduct external affairs independently of GOI. While the 
treatment accorded Hyderabad Agent-General will depend on terms 

--- Not printed. a a -
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under which he comes to US as well as on arrangements made between - | 
Hyderabad and GOI for coordinating his activities with Embassy of 

India and/or Indian Consulate New York, he will probably be. re- 
garded as having status analogous to that of trade commissioner. It 
is likely that he would not be permitted to communicate direct: with . 

| Department, but, like Consular Representative or foreign trade mis- __ 
sion, would: be obliged to use regularly established diplomatic mission, 
that is, Embassy of India, as channel for correspondence. with US 

| _US policy re princely states. remains unchanged, and Department — 
will avoid encouraging aspirations of princely states for independence © | 
and the further political division of the Indian sub-continent. All 
matters of political or diplomatic nature or questions with political 

overtones which concern princely states which have associated them- 
selves with Dominion of. India will continue to be dealt with by De- | | 

_ partment through Embassy of India in Washington or US Embassy, 
New Delhi. its” Re Gh ea a ete : 
ss A. copy of.this airgram is being sent the Embassy at London, with _ 

| the request that London also inform Department re treatment ac- 
| corded the Nizam’s representative in the United Kingdom. 

| Bn Marsan” 

: 745.45F'/4-148 : Telegram Se 7 | : oO . a . 

Phe Embassy in India to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET | New Dena, April 1, 1948—5 p.m. _ 

| 255. Iengar* asked to see me? last evening and stated that Prime 
‘Minister wished him to convey to Department following: == ~~ 

GOT is most anxious to have Kashmir issue settled as soon as pos- 
sible. People of Kashmir are suffering as result of delay. In their | 
anxiety to get agreement on resolution they have accepted one amend- __ 
ment after another to Chinese resolution and after each concession | 

_ Pakistan delegation has rejected it.2 GOI feels that urging to accept 

amendments is primarily on their delegation. It is determined to make 
no further concessions. On. other hand.,it does not intend to with- _ 

draw its case from SC. GOI feels GOP delegation has been delaying — 

in order to get Dr. Lépez‘ as President as his proposed amendments 
to Chinese resolution seemed more favorable to GOP. GOI may have | | 

- | 1H V. R. Iengar, Principal Private Secretary to the Indian Prime Minister. 
_ *Presumably Ambassador Grady. == : cee | 

_. *The representatives of India and Pakistan were kept informed of the various : 
revisions of the Chinese resolution. Their reactions were reflected in the revision 

- process, and they participated in the meeting of March 29. See footnote 2, :p. 321. . 
* Alfonso Lépez, Representative of Colombia on the Security Council and Presi- —s|’ 

| dent of the Council during April 1948. | | | pe
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to cut down its delegation and let its regular representative stand by sy 
until SC gets something worked out that they can accept. In mean- 
time GOI will probably have to take military action to protect people | 
in certain areas of Kashmir. They are particularly incensed with | 
Pakistan because they have recently captured some howitzers that 
could only have been brought into Kashmir over bridges. On ques- 

= tioning Iengar as to whether what he said meant intensification of = 
- military operations by Indian Army, he said “no but military steps 

| would inevitably have to take place”. MSE SE YS 
_Tengar apparently desired to impress upon me that change in policy = 

he was describing should not be construed as any sort of threat or 
ultimatum. Nevertheless it is difficult for me to interpret his state- _ 
ment other than as warning India intends to pursue military cam- 

-_-paign in Kashmir energetically in future. Bn : 
Sent Department 255; repeated Karachi76. = | , 

_ | oe ee [Gravy]. 7 

-BO1.BC/4-248: Telegram ee Oe 

_ The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to — | 
| the Seeretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL - ore New Yorx, April 2, 1948—7 p. m. - 
871, For SOA~Thurston from Ross. Referring to our phone con- 

__versation this noon, Zafrullah Kahn at his request, came in to see | 
_ Ambassador Austin at noon today and spent about an hour with us | - 

discussing the current situation in the Kashmir case. He allowed us to — 
read two telegrams he had received from Jinnah. The first long tele- 
gram he had received two or three days ago on the basis of the first ~ 

_ Chinese draft resolution. It was very strongly worded and developed | 
the following line: discussion of this whole matter in SC todate was 
more than sufficient to indicate all the facts and requirements of the | 
situation. If the Council were to act on the basis of the Chinese resolu- 
tion, it would be performing a complete about-face. This resolution was —t™S 

the product of a small and willful group instigated by the British, 
_ Whenever a situation reached the point of crisis the British = 

: abandoned Pakistan in favor of India because they somehow felt that = 
Indian support in the world was more important. Pakistan could not , 
agree to any solution of this problem that did not involve the complete | 

withdrawal of Indian troops and the replacement of Abdullah... | 
The second very brief telegram of instructions was dated: March 31 

_ after the meeting of the Pakistan Cabinet on this question and was —t™*s 
: received here that night. This telegram in effect repeated what the  —_— 
_ longer telegram had said but in a somewhat milder language. It was -
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based on consideration not only of the original Chinese draft but also — 
ofthe first revised draft* a 

-—- Zagrallah’s attitude towards these instructions was that they of 
course stated an extreme position and [if] he in his position here at =~ 

, the moment, reminding us that he had quite wide latitude, wasto find 
| a, way of dealing with the practical political realities of the situation, 

some formula must be found to deal with these essential points. ‘| | 
As the situation was developing Pakistan would be obligated to =. 

| _ perform three tasks. They must make arrangements for cessation of _ 
fighting, they must get the tribesmen out of Jammu-Kashmir, and they _ 
must keep them out. In order to get the tribesmen out and keep.them _ 

- out it was essential that Pakistani troops be permitted to go into the 
| Azad-Kashmir area. a rs: — 

The second point Zafrullah made was that any troops in Jammu and | 
_ Kashmir, whether Pakistani or Indian, must be under the control of 

the Commission. | | | | | 
| As a matter of practical politics, Pakistan could no more expect. 

their view to prevail than the Indian view. They consider that Jammu 
and Kashmir are economically and strategically far more importantto 
Pakistan than to India. They could not expect the Indians ever to — 
agree to this principle, however, so he was trying to find ways of | 
equalizing the situation. He then went on to discuss some of the specific __ 
language of the draft resolution dated March 80.2 — | eG 

In the course of the discussion with Zafrullah, the Senator asked __ 
| him how much chance he thought there would be of the Indian Gov- | 

ernment accepting the changes along the lines of those indicated. 
, -Zafrullah replied quite frankly that he thought it- might be difficult 

but that he did not know. Before leaving, Zafrullah repeated that he : 
| would send us this afternoon revised language which he also said, in — 

response to my question, he planned to present to President Lépez this 
| afternoon. He did not think any useful purpose would be served in 

having a Council meeting at this stage. [Ross]. ws | 

1 This draft, not printed, is the first of many revisions of the March 18 Chinese 
draft resolution. a a 

*The March 30 draft was, according to a summary statement by Tsiang .in . 
the 284th meeting of the Security Council on April 17, the third revised draft _ 
resolution since the one he had submitted on March 18. (SC, 3rd yr., No..59, pp. 

. 4-5) A copy of the March 380 draft, not printed, is in Department of State file | 
, 501.BC/4—1248. It was followed by further revisions and was not presented in the | 

| Security Council. Po : o | a SO
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- . 501.BC/4-648 : Telegram - a . - a | | 

— The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 

| | the Secretary of State © 

SECRET ae New York, April 6, 1948—5: 56 p. m. | 

«888, At a meeting today called by the President* in his office at = 
oe which representatives of the UK, China, Belgium and Canada were | 

also present, the President reviewed the position in the Kashmir case. — 

He had talked separately with each of the two.delegations. He had 

. received a letter fromthe Indian delegation containing a statement 
of their position together with changes which they stated would be - 

required in the March 30 Chinese revised draft resolution before they © | 

could accept it.? In this letter which he read, the Indians stated their 

position very flatly and seemed to have withdrawn certain concessions | 

which they previously made. The delegate of Pakistan had alsosub- 

mitted to the President a redraft of the Chinese proposal, a copy of ae 

__-which has been forwarded to the Department.* The President thought 

the parties’ positions were further apart at this time than previously _ 

and he was very pessimistic. This view was shared by several other | 
| members present. The consensus of opinion was that the Indians over 

the weekend had substantially hardened their position. They were no 

longer talking about acquiescing in a SC recommendation. | 

__'There was a discussion as to what should be done and the following 
| decisions were reached: - ns os 

| (1). The President would ask Pakistan, which had not seen a copy 
of the Indian letter, to provide the President with a similar letter + | 

- indicating the changes it required in the March 30 Chinese draft. _ a 

- (2). The President would circulate to those delegations present both / 

the Indian letter and the Pakistan letter.. Ee 
(3). The President would meet with both parties and show them _ 

| each other’s draft. sag Pe es - 
| _ (4). The President would state to the parties that it. was his view — 

that the stage of negotiations between the parties should be brought — 7 

to an end in view of their inability to reach agreement and that he 

--would recommend to the SC that the Council should start anew stage 
of preparing a recommendation to the parties (presumably under : 

- Article37). ca ee ie 

| * President of the Security Council, Alfonso Lopez. . 0 ey 
* This letter, and one of similar import from the Pakistan delegation, was re- | 

ferred to by Lépez in the 285th meeting of the Council on April 19. Lépez in- oe 

formed the Council that he had received them on April 5 and 7, respectively. For 
- his remarks, see SC, 3rd yr., No. 60, p. 51. The Indian letter, not. printed, is not | no 

‘found in Department of State files. However, Indian thinking on the latest a 
| Chinese draft was presented by Ayyangar at the 285th meeting of the Council, _ / 

_ tbid., pp. 2-19. For presentation of Pakistan’s letter of: April 7 at the same - 
meeting, see ibid., pp. 43-47. : a Ts - 

* Not found in Department of State files. | | | 
a _‘*Seefootnote2above. = = | : a an
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| _ (5). The President stated that there was no commitment as to what 
| - action those present should take after that point. ~ | 

The Chinese representative stated that he would be unable under his — : 
| present instructions to propose the March 30 redraft of his resolution 

| by himself. It would be necessary that other delegations join in spon- 
soring this draft resolution. No other delegations offered to sponsor 

— the resolution. I said that all the other delegations present should con- | 
_ sider this question of sponsorship and should be ready at an early 

_ date to inform their colleagues whether they were or were not ina. 
position to sponsor this resolution or some modification of it. The 

, British representative, Noel-Baker, said that if the parties did not 
agree this would place his government in a peculiarly delicate posi- 
tion. He already had, however, asked for instructions on this point. 

| The Chinese representative seemed to be expressing the consensus’ 
of opinion when he said that the March 30 draft seems to be about 

| halfway between the positions of the two parties and that from that | 
point of view it was an excellent draft to be placed before the Council 
asa, basis for its proposed action. _ OO a | 

_ There was also agreement that time was an important factor; that 
the parties seemed to be drifting apart and with the spring weather 

| it was quite possible that they would turn to other solutions of the — 
| problem. The Chinese delegate urged strongly that the Indians might _ 

_ well give up hope very soon that they could get any solution from 
oo the Council, and turn to unilateral measures. The President expressed 

_ his view that time was on the side of India because she, so to speak, 
had possession. It was unanimously agreed that some decision before - 

_ April 16 when the special session > on Palestine starts was essential. - 
_ Noel-Baker said that if it was not done, it would be impossible to 

hold. a plebiscite before the snow falls in October. . 
The Chinese suggested that it would be necessary in undertaking 

| this new course for the members of the SC to do some real missionary 
; work not only with the delegations of the parties here in New York 

but also through diplomatic channels in India and Pakistan in order to 
persuade the two governments to acquiesce in any recommendation - 
which the Council makes. He suggested that we should not finally pass’ 
a resolution in the Council until we had through these channels satis- 
fied ourselves that the two parties would be likely to acquiesce in a _ 

| specific recommendation. . ne 
a _ It was also agreed that the parties should not be asked at this stage : 
- to come before the SC to state their positions publicly as this might 

commit them to fixed positions = t—Sst—S So 

| *Second Special Session of the United Nations General Assembly. . |
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In our view we must now proceed with a recommendation under ees 
_ Article 87 of the Charter. For this purpose it will be important to a 

| reach agreement on the introduction of a resolution along the lnesof ss. 
| the March 30 Chinese draft. I believe it likely that ifthe US indicates 

- its willingness to be a co-sponsor of this draft, the British, Canadians oo 
and Belgians will do so as well, This may mean some difficult negotia- 
tion, particularly with the British. I therefore recommend that I be - 
authorized to be a co-sponsor of the March 30 draft. My intention | 
would be to use this authority to obtain the agreement of the other — | 

- three, also to be co-sponsors. I have in mind taking a particularly = 
_ strong line with the British on the ground that this is their problem 

and that they must face up to the responsibilities involved. = 
— See BR ge | ae AUSTIN 

 BOL.BC/4-648: Telegram : re 
--* The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Representative at | 

pe the United Nations (Austin). — ae | | 

SECRET - _.- -‘Wasuineton, April 7,1948—2 p.m. 
----:194, Reference telephone conversation 1 Noyes-Thurston April 6 re — 

Kashmir dispute and urtel No.3888 April6. — 
ee 1. Though Dept believes informal draft resolution Mar 30, whichis 

| revised version Chinese original resolution, represents fair basis settlee 
ment Kashmir issue, it is believed inadvisable for US join with Chinese 

- alone in formal sponsorship this resolution. Such sponsorship by US a 
in view strongly pro-Indian flavor original Chinese resolution would | 
either too closely associate this Govt with pro-Indian position or, alter- | 
natively, give impression that US is representing Pakistan interests 

-. and China continuing represent Indian views. Pp 
2. If, however, representatives UK, China, Belgium, and Canada, st 

. Who participated in preparation Mar 30 draft resolution, will agree | 
joint formal sponsorship US repmayalsoparticipate. © || 

_. 8, However, should final effort by President SC (Lépez) to achieve a 
agreement among parties on terms of a resolution fail, it is believed for co! 

_ following reasons that before proceeding to Art 37 recommendation — : 
7 effort should be made to persuade parties to request SC recommenda- Ss 

tion under Art 38: (a) if they could be so persuaded the parties | 
_ would be morally stopped from refusing to carry out terms so recom- 

mended; (6) by proceeding first under Art 38, possibility that one or 
_ both of parties might refuse to accept terms recommended under Art 37 
would be delayed and, if successful, entirely avoided; (c) procedure 

4 Not found in Department of State filles, of). © at eB ee 
: 429-027—75——22. , |
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| under Art 38 is more in line with our basic approach of attempting to 
| obtain largest possible measure of agreement: among the parties; (d) 

| the parties are doubtless aware of large measure of support for 
March 380 draft and so would realize that in requesting recommenda- _ 
tion under Art 38 they would be requesting a formal recommendation : 

| of substance of March 80 draft. Quite possibly they may be willing © 
accept such a recommendation when proposed formally which they — 
have not been able to accept in informal negotiations where their , 
approval of disagreeable, but not necessarily unacceptable, provisions = —> 

- hasbeen required ne 

In any event it is believed that parties should first be given oppor- 
tunity of requesting recommendation under Art 38 and that Lépez at | 

_ time of meeting with parties should put question squarely before them 

in order that they may make definite affirmation on this point. Oo 
4, In expressing willingness US jointly sponsor Mar 30 draft resolu-| 

tion with other reps mentioned above, door should not be closed to 

| consideration appropriate amendments either at suggestion parties | 
or other members SC. Joint sponsors should of course agree to hold 

~ informal consultations re any proposed amendments, in order to 

present and maintain united frontin SC. | | | 

501.BC/4-1048 : Telegram Oo = OS an me 

The Ambassador in Pakistan (Alling) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL _ ~ Karacut, April 10, 1948—1 p. m. | 

-- 918, Jinnah asked me to see him today and said he wished once | 
again discuss Kashmir, particularly Chinese resolution. I said I had 

no recent information on subject but that toward end of March our a 
attitude had been that although we could not vote for resolution inits 
then existing form since we thought it unacceptable both parties, we 

did consider it offered framework within which fair settlement could — 

bereached:(DepintelMarch25). | oS | 
‘He said all Pakistan wanted was fair plebiscite but that impossible = 

if Abdullah government continued in power and Indian troops re- ss 

-- -_mained in occupation. Pakistan had agreed to plebiscite orldy save | 
India’s face since it was foregone conclusion. overwhelming majority 
Kashmiris, if given. free choice, would favor Pakistan. However, 

GOP in spirit accommodation was quite agreeable go through formali- 

| 1Presumably the Resolution of March 18 (S/699), printed in SC, 8rd yr., 
Suppl. for Jan—March 1948, pp. 38-40. . a po
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_ ties of vote. Jinnah. considered earlier draft resolution ? before UN as — | 
fair both partiesiand could not understand “somersault” proposed by = 

_ Chinese resolution. He attributed change to British wire-pulling in- | 
_ stigated by Cripps* whose operations, he said, had many “wheels | 

within wheels”. He hoped US would not be misled by British argu-_ | 
_ ments that they knew situation here betterthan wedid. | 
|. _ He inquired what did Pakistan get out of Chinese resolution and a 
p replied it certainly did not get fair plebiscite which was sine qua non 
|. of settlement. It did receive honor of requesting tribesmen withdraw 

_ and asking 60,000 embattled Kashmiri troops lay down their arms.He = 
. said ‘he was leaving for NWFP ( N orthwest Frontier Province) to-— a 

_ morrow and did anyone seriously believe he could, while there, propose — O 
any such thing without being laughed out of town or thrown into 

_ lunatic asylum? Before he could induce Kashmiris and tribesmen stop 
fighting, he must convince them there would be fair and honest =~ 
plebiscite, and that he could not do since they knew meaning Chinese a 

--resolutionaswellashedid. 5 cre | 
| ~ He continued, suppose Chinese resolution passed and tribesmen | 
_ and Kashmiris refused stop fighting: he could not use force against 

them since he did not have such force. Suppose further he then said = 
} to India “T can’t stop them. You come and do it.” Did anyone suppose oe 
_ - Indian Army was in position to take on half million tribesmen when” 
__-well armed and officered British had not dared attempt such feat? He 

stressed Pakistan policy not oppressing tribesmen by force but-en- 
_ deavoring civilize them through education, economic and social devel- = 

| - opment, and said he was convinced that was surest way keep them —_— 
quiet. Using force against them in Kashmir dispute would open __ 

; _ Pandora’s box, result of which no one could foreseen 
| _ He ended by appealing to sense fairness and justice influence rapid 
/ decision for really impartial plebiscite under really neutral control. 

| Given such decision, he was confident he could influence tribesmen — | 
-and Kashmiris cease fighting. Given anything less he could accom- 

_ Plishnothing, 
_._ _T reiterated throughout discussion our desire for prompt and peace- SS 
__ ful settlement on basis fair to all and stressed responsibility we all 

| : * Jinnah “was probably: referring to the Canadian proposal (S/667) dated 
| February 10 which was submitted to the Indian and Pakistan delegations on 

oo February 6, discussed in the 248rd meeting of the Security Council on Febru- So 
| ary 10, and substantially accepted by Pakistan. For text, see SC, 3rd yr., Suppl. 

«for Jan.—March 1948, pp. 24-25. An alternative possibility, a Colombian draft . _ _ 
| resolution of February 11 (8/671), was not well received by the Pakistan dele- =. . 
| _ gation. For text, see ibid., pp. 27-28. The Colombian draft was introduced as a _ | 

_ memorandum in the proceedings of the 241st meeting of the Security Council. : 
_. on February 5 and formalized and discussed as a draft resolution in the 245th : 

, meeting of the Council on February 11. For proceedings of the (241st-245th | : 
meetings, see SC, Sra yr, Nos. 16-35, pp. 1-131, a —s 7 
- Sir Stafford Cripps, British Chancellor of the Hxchequer. | i oe 

Oo : | | 
| 

ae . :
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bore toward that.end. His last word was beg us not be misled by UK. — 
~ Sent Department 213; repeated London 15,Delhi8k. 

501.BC/4-1048 : Telegram | - “ a ; a : a : SO 7 - . - 

_ The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India 7 

SECRET | -Wasurneton, April 10, 1948—2 p.m. 

| 211. Re Kashmir dispute SC reps China, UK US Belgium and — | 
Canada have informally and privately prepareda. revision dated — 

| Mar 80 of Chinese resolution formally introduced SC Mar 18. Revised — 
draft embodies following principal procedures for settlement: = — 

_ 1. GOP to do utmost effect withdrawal tribesmen and Pakistani 
_. intruders and prevent further intrusion such elements; also to prevent 

| furnishing material aid thereto. ee oe : 
- , 2. In consultation SC Commission GOI to put plan in operation for | 

| progressive reduction GOI troops and stationing remainder in such 
| fashion as not to afford any intimidation to inhabitants of state. | 

3. Reestablishment law and order insofar as possible to be effected 
by personnel recruited locally in each district. — me ea 

4, If local forces inadequate SC Commission to ‘arrange the agree-_ | 
ment GOI GOP for use such forces either Dominion as deemed _ 
necessary. a git” a a Pe | 

| _ 5. GOI to ensure that Govt Kashmir invite participation major __ 
| political groups in administration at ministerial level. = 

| _ 6. Safeguards re victimization, freedom of speech, political pris- — 
oners, ete. EER So a 7 

7 7. GOI to see that Plebiscite Administrator headed by neutral ad- | 
| ministrator appointed by SGUN be established Jammu and Kashmir 

_ to hold plebiscite on question accession and to excercise such powers as 
- Administrator considers necessary for holding a fair and impartial - 

| _ plebiscite including control and supervision of state forces and police. - 
8. SC Commission to certify to SC whether or not plebiscite really 

a freeandimpartial, = - 

GOI and GOP reps have not agreed to settlement along foregoing — 
_ lines but reps govts mentioned first para, believing plan represents 

practical solution problem, will probably introduce a formal resolu- 
tion SC at early date embodying substance thereof in hopethat. parties 
will accept it.and cooperate in implementing it, | 

| When formal resolution introduced SC it may be desirable for you 
to discuss merits thereof with GOI and GOP but such discussions 
should be deferred pending further instructions, = ney 

_ Full texts original Chinese resolution and March 30 revision being 
| airmailed. You will be informed by cable of any substantial changes 

inMarch30 draft. CE
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Sent New Delhi as 211 rptd Karachi as 132, London as 1262, New 
York as205. 2 3 hy tag te 

Po tag by ene co aenen’ — Foverr 

 ponpcya-3048 ee Re 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of Near 
—  Basternand African Affairs (Henderson), 

Wager] April 10, 1948, 
During the course of a conversation I had with the Afghan Min- 

_ ister + this afternoon, he handed me the attached document, which he 

said was a copy of a document which he had given to the British Dele- 
- gation to the Security Council during the course of the discussions _ 

| With regard to the future of Kashmir, The Minister said that he had 
given this paper to the British Delegation in order that it would be 

-— Glearly undenstood that Afghanistan considers itself to have a vital = 
- interest inthe future of the tribalareas. Oe 
, BD no Be L. W. H[enperson] 

| _ A. Afghanistan is naturally concerned with her internal peace,tran- 
quillity, security and the economic well-being of her people 

_ _B. Because of inextricable and inseverable racial, linguistic, geo-- 

__ graphical, blood, cultural and economic ties existing between the Pash- 
S toon people on both sides. of the Durand Line, our internal peace, 
-. tranquillity, security and economic well-being are closely tied with 

such peaceful conditions as may prevail amongst these Pashtoons. 
-. -C. Whatever factors will affect peace and tranquillity amongst the aa 

| independent tribes will inevitably affect'the internal peace, tranquillity = 

and internalsecurity of Afghanistan, 
Dy. In the discussions which are taking place ‘before the Security 

Council concerning the current Kashmir question, between Pakistan = 
and the Indian Union, the representative of the latterhasclaimedthat = 
Pashtoon tribesmen have passed through the Dominion of Pakistan __ 
and have invaded Kashmir. The representative of the Dominion of. 

_ Pakistan, admitting this fact, disclaims any responsibility for it,and 
| infers that Pakistan is unable to prevent these tribesmen from passing = 

__E. The representative of. the Indian Union, even though he does. : 
not accept Pakistan’s explanation, nevertheless expresses India’s con- - 

; | * Abdol Hosayn Aziz. | - . Ce ak es ao oe : a :
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| cern, and states that under such circumstances India is“: . . quite will- 
| Ing to cooperate with Pakistan to get rid of these tribes”. - = | 

. __ F. If solution of the present situation should develop into nego- 
tiations that might lead to and perhaps reach some kind of agreement, _ 
which might affect the independent tribes within their tribal areas, » 

| Afghanistan cannot afford to remain out of the picture 8 
a G. Further, Afghanistan realizes that administration of the affairs po 

of the tribal areas, though not really beneficial and of permanent 
| usefulness for the cause of peace, and much remained there to be 

_ desired, was carried out by qualified and experienced British personnel, 
| _ and the expenses involved by their methods of control were sustained 

| by the financial resources of the Indian Empire, none of which isin the — | 
- - possession of our southern neighbor. Therefore, we are justified to | 

, have our grave doubts and anxieties over any arrangements in this _ 
area, to which we will not be a party, because our peace, tranquillity, 

| internal security and economic well-being, more than those of any 
| othernation,aresusceptibleandinvolved. = 

-—--845.00/4-1248: Telegram ts” OB — 
_ Lhe Ambassador in India (Grady) to the Secretary of State —— 

| CONFIDENTIAL =——s—<“CSs*i‘s;‘“Nnw Dee, AX rill 12, 1948-3 p.m. 
| _ 287. Embdesps 374 December 3,270 March 28, 340 April 10.1 Nizam’s 

= Agent-General New Delhi sent Embassy note April 62 which referred _ 
standstill agreement provisions authorizing Hyderabad appoint —_. 
Agents-General and stated Nizam wished appoint Ahmed Mohiuddin ~ 

| former general manager Hyderabad State Bank Bombay Branch as | 
Agent-General Washington. Note expressed hope US Government _ 

_ would extend “all reasonable facilities to Agent-General on his arrival 
in US” and said GOI had been informed selection Mohiuddin. 

_ Agent-General’s note was discussed, External Affairs Ministry. a 
_ Embassy has now received note from External Affairs ® setting forth — 

GOI views on scope of function of Hyderabad Agents-General in for- | | 
_ eign countries. Note states GOI must consider “whole position afresh” _ 

as Hyderabad Government has committed breach several provisions 
_ standstill agreement and that “any action taken re appointment by = 

_ Hyderabad Government of Agents-General abroad might wellleadto 
further difficulties”. Note suggests Embassy inform Nizam’s Agent- | 

_ 1None printed. _ to oe oo | | * Note 178 dated April 6, 1948, not printed. _ a ee 
| * Note 350-PA/48 dated April 10, 1948, not printed. | 7 . |
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, General that matter will be dealt with by GOI. Texts of notes follow = 

 airmail.t De ee 

-_ Embassy believes only course of action is to advise Nizam’s Agent- 

General that GOI has informed Embassy GOI will deal with matter | 

| and that until question is settled between Hyderabad and GOI Em- | / 

|  passy will defer consideration Hyderabad request for appointment = 

- Agent-General. Washington. Embassy will await Department’s tele- = 

graphic instructions this point before communicating. with Nizam’s 

- Agent-General Delhi? ee CO 

-.- - Department please repeat Londen if desired. = Rs 

| oe a me — Grapy 

Notes transmitted to the: Department in despatch 350 from New Delhi, = 
| _ April 12, 1948, not printed. _ _— Oe re 

'The Acting Secretary, in telegram 221 of April 15, not printed, replied as _ vo 

follows: “Dept agrees (Embtel 287, April 12) Nizam’s Agent-General should be 

oo informed Emb deferring consideration Hyderabad request for appointment. | 

| Agent-General Washington pending GOI-Hyderabad clarification nature his co 

| status. Refer Depts Airgram A-40, March 29” (845.00/4-1248). | 

—-BOL.BC/4-1848: Telegram | me oO. - 

- —. The Ambassador in India (Grady) to the Secretary of State / 

SECRET Nw Deut, April 18,1948—10 a.m. 

989, When I called on Iengar today in response to his request he 

|. said GOT had received wire Bajpai reporting conversation Senator 

/ Austin Friday evening. Bajpai stated Senator Austin proposed ad- 
ministration be divided equally between representatives Kashmir 

| Muslim Conference, Azad Kash group and Abdullah. Bajpai pointed | 

out such govt could not function and Senator Austin replied that = 

- during plebiscite it might be well to have govt that did not function = 

_- Nothing in Deptel 211, April 20[10], which Embassy had received — 

| before I saw Iengar but which I did not discuss with him, toindicate | 

/ plan reportedly proposed by Senator Austin butItoldIengarI would 

| communicate concern of GOI thismatter.  . Oo 

pe a | BS a | —  Grapy 

- 01.B0/4-1848: Telegram | | Ee 

_  - Lhe Ambassador in Pakistan (Alling) to the Secretary of State : | 

— conrepentian «=——(ssté‘éSO—— Kara, April 13,1948—lla.m. 

- 917. [think plan outlined Deptel 182, April 10, 2 p. m. offers reason- 

able possibility acceptance GOP. In talking last night Secretary- — oo 

-. General Azad Kashmir government who here for few days, he = 

1 printed as telegram 211 to New Delhi,p.880. = - o |
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_ indicated as acceptable to Ibrahim? coalition government with equal 
- number ministers from Azad and Abdullah group with neutral ad- _ 

ministrator and plebiscite director. He felt it would take ‘several — 
months prepare plebiscite during which time Indian troops could be 
reduced to minimum or withdrawn entirely, order being keptbylocally —- 

| recruited police or troops. He thought:it might be necessary however , 
bring in few battalions Pakistan troops. He claimed Azad forces were : 

_ keeping good order area they occupied, including Gilgit which terri- 
_ tory he said USSR was watching closely. Secretary-General added _ 

Azad forces would have no objection visit. American military officer 
their sector. | a | — | Oo 

_._..* Sardar Mohammed, Ibrahim, President of.the Azad Kashmir Government. oe | : 

| | 50LBC/4-1748: Telegram = ne 

_ The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India — a 

SECRET. aes Wasuineton, April 17, 1948—3 p.m. _ 
| 236. Full text SC resolution Kashmir being transmitted separately 

| OIE wire. This resolution sponsored by UK US China Colombia 
Belgium Canada and to be introduced SC April 172 2s 
Emb will note this resolution retains all of major points contained _ 

Mar 30 draft as summarized Deptel 211 (132 to Karachi). It differs _ 
principally in that present preamble places emphasis on good offices 

_ role of SC Commission in bringing about cooperation parties for : 
| termination fighting and holding fair plebiscite while at same time 

expressing SC view as to measures which in its opinion are most likely _ 
to lead to these objectives. In view enhanced role Commission, pro- 
vision also made for enlarging it to five members. —_ Be 

_. March 80 draft on other hand was straightforward recommendation 
| to parties of articlesofsettlement. Oe 

__ Considering resolution in entirety following points are emphasized: > 

—— 1. Resolution is a new one and while drawing in part on Chinese 
resolution Mar 18 is not to be considered mere revision that resolution. 
It is joint product work six SC delegations. = = —ss_—© I 

_ 2. Resolution does not endeavor judge merits respective complaints. | 
| _ 38, Resolution is responsive Indian complaint in provisions designed 

stop fighting and in calling upon Pakistan cooperate that end, and to 
_ Pakistan complaint in its provision that future status Kashmir be | 

_ _*¥or text of this resolution (S/726), adopted at the 286th meeting of the 
Security Council on April 21, see SC, 8rd yr., Suppl: for April 1948, pp. 8-12. 
The record of the proceedings of the 284th, 285th, and 286th meetings, in which 
the Resolution was presented, discussed, and approved, may be found in SC, | 

| Srd yr., No. 59, No.60,andWo.61.0 £££ # © | a ne
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_ decided by people of state through plebiscite and in safeguards pro- 

vided ensure impartiality plebiscite. yp ge th 
4 Resolution. framed in terms suggested procedures of settlement 

- _ and'so depends entirely for success on cooperation parties with each 
|. other and with commission and plebiscite administrator. In particular, 
| disposition of troops, police and state forces and constitution and op- 
po eration coalition government will require utmost cooperation and good 

_ _ 5. Phrase “to share equitably and fully” in para 6 of resolution does > 
| _ hot have any specific numerical significance and negotiation this point = 

_ will presumably be among first problems facing commission upon 
| arrival in area. oe LEP . ee as ~ - - a . “ 

Dept informed Attlee has communicated direct with Nehru.and — 
_ Jinnah stressing gravity situation and desirability full and dispassion- oe 

ate consideration resolution; also that no immediate action required 
other than cooperation with SC Commission. In view strong terms 

| Attlee’s message and peculiar position British vis-i-vis two dominions 
British desire any approach we make those govts not appear to be | 
concerted. We agree fully with British this point but as one of co- = 

| ‘sponsors resolution naturally desire encourage acceptance by GOI and 
GOP of proposals embodied therein. Dept leaves to your discretion = 
and subject your appraisal local situation nature and timing your 

7 efforts. this regard. es . cp 
- Sent Delhi as 236, rptd Karachi 148, London 1377, Usun 226. 

| OS CO Sh ee — Loverr 

: 501.BC/4-1748 : Telegram eS a | a as 

| The Ambassador in Pakistan (Alling) to the Secretary of State = 

— CONFIDENTI4U «=——itsé‘C;é;OO.C.— O6UKaracrt, April 17,1948—-T pom 

925, Prime Minister asked me call today discuss Kashmir. Since I - 
had not received text Chinese resolution (Deptel 182, April101) and 
since Prime Minister’s version was telegraphed from New York and = 
somewhat garbled we lacked authoritative text. However, Prime Min- 
ister was definite that resolution was unacceptable GOP. He said => 
it showed complete lack understanding Oriental psychology, that as 7 

-. long as Abdullah remained in charge Kashmir Government populace - 
would not dare risk voting against him since they would consider he Sa 
would remain in power wreak vengeance on them. This plus presence 

__Indian troops made impartial plebisciteimpossiblee. = === sis | 
- I pointed out that presence new Ministers Abdullah Government __ 
__ presence SC commission and possibility Pakistan troops being invited 

help maintain order Kashmir gave reasonable guarantees fair vote. 

+ Same as telegram 211, April 10, p. 880. Spee | wpe Ea a ge EB! i
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He replied this might appear be case to western mind but it would not 
a impress Kashmiris who were to be asked lay down their arms.He was 

+ certain they would refuse stop fighting on such flimsy guarantees, par- 
| _ ticularly since they now felt they had military advantage which they — 

| would not give up for “vague promises”. I asked what sort settlement — 
he considered would be acceptable GOP and Kashmiris within frame- _ 
work Chinese resolution. He replied (1) definite statement in resolu-— 

- tion that Pakistan forces were to be invited help maintain order not 
- vague procedure outlined point 4 Deptel 182 April 10 and (2) that 

- government to have representation Kashmir Cabinet equal that Ab- 
dullah with neutral outside administrator head of coalition.I pointed — 
out that this was not far different from what I understood revised — 

draft resolution provided since plebiscite administrator had broad 
| - powers. He replied if SC really intended such solution let resolution 

clearly show intention. I urged that confidence be placed fair inten-_ - 
| tions SC commission. He was willing do so, he said, if the instructions __ 

7 were clear and unequivocal on two points mentioned above. 

| Finally he pointed out that GOP had been extremely patient | 
_ Kashmir case. It was only with greatest difficulty he had been able __ 

induce members Constituent Assembly refrain from raising issue at | 
; recent session. In contrast he claimed India had made Kashmir pub- i 

lic political issue which he considered improper when case was sub 
_ judicebeforeUN. | | | , a 
| Sent Department 225, London 17, Delhi83. ee 

845.00/4-1848: Telegram —t™S re | 

— The Ambassador in India (Grady) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL > New Deut, April 18, 1948—noon. 

299. GOI-Hyderabad talks have again ceased and both Govern- __ 
ments have agreed make no statement re status negotiations which 
according Hyderabad spokesman have reached “delicate stage”. Fol- 

| lowing is substance information given Donovan by Layard of UK 
- High Commissioner’s Office: Be 

GOI has told Hyderabad responsible government must be intro- — 
duced immediately and that constitution must be framed by elected 

| Constituent Assembly, also that communal armies must be dissolved. a 

7 Symon? believes GOI will force matter and that if Hyderabad is 
compelled to accede by undue pressure, serious civil disturbances will — 

| occur. V. P. Menon? told Mountbatten recently that if Mountbatten => 

, | 1A. C. B. Symon, Deputy High Commissioner, India. | | | 
| - 7 Secretary of the Ministry of States, India. _ es |
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were not here, question of Hyderabad would have been settled by this” | 

time. Layard interprets Menon’s remark to mean GOI has refrained 

from drastic measures because of Mountbatten’s presence. a ee 

_ Layard said 300 British residents in Hyderabad city had worked © 7 

| out their own defense scheme which includes 14 Americans residing — 

| there. UK High Commissioner * is working out plans for evacuation | 

- by airtoMadrasorBombayinecasetroubleoccurs. = 

_.- UK High Commissioner is sending radio operator with small trans- — 

-mitter to Hyderabad today. ae Sse 
- Layard believes there will be lull in situation for few days atleast — a 

' and he admits that even if riots occur, foreigners mightnotbemolested = 

but points out and Embassy agrees that population of Hyderabad at 

such times frequently reacts in violent and unpredictable manner. 

Further information will be available afternoon twentieth reevacua- = | 

: tionscheme, a | 
Bombay Madras informed. Department please repeat London if oe 

| °Sir Archibald Nye et a 

501.BC/4-2048 : Telegram - steve ade / oe | | a : . Saree | 

- - The Ambassador in Pakistan (Alling) to the Secretary of State — : 

CONFIDENTIAL {  ~——~—~—~—-—_-s Karacnt, April 20, 1948—1 p.m. a 

- 230. Saw Prime Minister today and handed him copy draft resolu- ee 
tion? Kashmir. I-explained some of points in Deptel 148, April 17,7 
and told him in my opinion resolution offered all necessary guarantees 
protect. GOP position and afford fair honest plebiscite. Isaidif [had = 
responsibility for Pakistan, I would immediately inform UN resolu- 
tion was acceptable and that GOP would cooperate fully with SC | | 
Commission. Prime Minister made no commitments and I judged he oe 
had received no instructions from Jinnah who is still NWFP. I.) 
gathered, however, that Prime Minister’s attitude was much more ss 

_ favorable than it was when I last talked with him April 17. He still = 
| objected idea troops remaining Kashmir and speculated whetherGOP | 

_ would be able under such conditions induce Azad forces lay down 
arms, a | OC : 
_ Sent Department 230, which please repeat London if desired. Delhi _ 
informed. ss | | a a 

oy — Amine 

Resolution of April 21 (8/726). See telegram 236, April17,p.884% 
: Same as telegram 236 to India, p. 334. : oe : Oc |
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- 501.BC/4-2648 : Telegram EEE oe | 

The Secretary of State to the United States: Representative at the a 
| - - United Nations (Austin) 2 

| CONFIDENTIAL. = -——-—s Wasuneton, April 26,1948—5 p.m. 
257. 1.. Dept considers that Kashmir Plebiscite Administrator must _ 

be man outstanding. qualifications with established reputation India 
and Pakistan. This would:seem limit: choice to Brit nationals or US 

| _ nationals known to India and Pakistan leaders through military or | | 
_ other service in area. In view delicacy Brit position designation Brit 

_ national probably impracticable. Dept is therefore willing have US | 
_ national designated Plebiscite Administrator. = Do 

- 2. In event SC Pres must appoint member or members to complete ~ 
Commission, Dept: does not wish US. to be so appointed and Pres — 
should be so informed. If Pakistan does not appoint its nominee within 
ten day period, Dept believes Turkey would be sound choice for ap- 

_ pointment by SC Pres as fourth Commission member. New Zealand or 
Scandinavian state would be appropriate fifth member whether ap- 

| pointed by Pres with Turkey or singly as a result of India and Pakis- 
| tan nominees failing to agree on fifth member. = = | | 

3. As exception to first sentence, para 2, Dept considers US could 
scarcely refuse appointment by SC Pres as neutral fifth member Com- a 

| mission if it is clear that US national is not to be designated Plebiscite 
Administrator, | - | 

4, If Pakistan does appoint its member Commission and if that 
‘member and Czechoslovakia choose US as fifth member Commission, —— 

| _ Dept considers that US responsibilities as UN member would require 
acceptance. | ; RTL | 

_ 5. Dept does not consider it desirable for US national to serve as 
| Plebiscite Administrator and for US to serve also as Commission 

_ member. However, if US is chosen Commission member pursuant to 
| para 4, it may be necessary for US fill both posts. ts / 

: a - Marra 

| _ 501.BC/5-548 : Telegram Be 

The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the — 
| | | ~ United Nations (Austin) mo 

| CONFIDENTIAL -_- ‘Wasutneton, May 5, 1948—7 p. m. 
283. Kashmir case (1) Despite failure thus far GOI and GOP to 

| indicate acceptance recommendations for settlement Kashmir dispute : 
_ ‘$C resolution Apr 21,1 Dept believes that. SC Commission established 

1 See telegram 236, April 17, to India, p. 334. ——
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under that resolution should in accordance with operative provisions 
_ thereof proceed to Indian sub-continent earliest possible date to per- 

| form good offices functions; (2) establishment Commission and direc- 
tive to proceed to area are ‘SC decisions which UN members cannot _ | 

| ignore under Article 25 of Charter. Failure or undue delay in Com- we 
_. -mission’s proceeding with assigned task, particularly in view wide oe 

approval this step in ‘SC and lack any apparent conflict between US 7 
and USSR in matter, would seriously damage prestige SC and UN; | - 
(3) While it is possible that GOI and GOP might reach peaceful = 

_ pilateral settlement re Kashmir, recent history GOI-GOP relations = 
and experience bilateral conversations NY both point to strong proba- 

| bility that two governments will not reach peaceful accord except with 
assistance good. offices Commission. of nature established SC resolution - 

| Apr 21; (4) Emphasis upon good offices functions SC:Commission = | 
does not necessarily mean rejection detailed measures recommended = 

SC resolution Apr 21 and care should be taken not to disavow these 
measures. Realistic appraisal situation, however, does point possibility a 
that alternative procedures may eventually be found, but it is difficult 
envisage any means finding such alternative solution other than | 
through dispatch SC ‘Commission to area; (5) Re Deptel 257 Apr26 

_. Dept now inclined view that US could probably make greater contri- 
bution settlement Kashmir dispute by serving as member SC Com- 
mission than by merely acquiescing in choice US national.as plebiscite = 

- administrator. If, therefore, USUN is approached regarding US 

| willingness to serve as fifth member Commission, you should indicate 
that we are willing to participate in Commission but that if selected, __ 

__ -we should prefer that someone other than US national be appointed | | 
as plebiscite administrator; (6) Role of plebiscite administrator at 
present time is highly problematical in view GOI-GOP disapproval . | 

| many recommendations SC resolution Apr 21. Membership in SC 
. Commission on other hand offers possibility for constructive leader- => 

| ship by US but with responsibility shared with four other gov- — 

- ernments, Sent to USUN, repeated toDelhiand Karachi. sts 
MARSHALL. 

editorial Note a one 

- The United Nations. Commission for India and Pakistan wascom- ss 

posed ofthe followingmembers: = => ee 
__ « Czechoslovakia—nominated by India, February10. = © 
__- Belgium—appointed by the Council, April 23. Oe 
_. Colombia—appointed by the Council, April28,. :
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| Argentina—nominated by Pakistan, April30. ee 
| United States—designated by the President of the Council, May 7, 

| in the absence of agreement between Argentina and Czechoslovakia on _ 
the member to be designated by them. == | oe oe 

745.45F/5-848: Telegram - — 

| The Ambassador in Pakistan (Alling) to the Secretary of State — 

; SECRET = ~~ Karacnt, May 8,1948—la.m 

| - 265. Chamberlin1 from Hoskot.? Information received this morn-* _ 
ing indicates possibility armed conflict India Pakistan imminent — 
unless present conditions change drastically, quickly. Pakistan has — 

: three regular Pakistan Army battalions Kashmir now, one vicinity 
‘Uri, one vicinity Poonch, one vicinity Mirpur, all lying well back - 
present fighting but on war scale prepared immediate action event 

_ India advances any above three places should cause serious withdrawal 
Azad. forces. Two ack-ack guns on Pakistan side Kohala bridge have © 

_ instructions fire and have fired at Indian planes attempting bomb ~ 
bridge. One ack-ack gun on Pakistan side suspension bridge near | 

Palandri which is supply line for Pakistan battalion near Poonch, 

Indian drive northwest from Naushera towards Mirpur would result 
| headwaters Jhelum . which feed large irrigation canals western 

| Punjab coming under their control and possible shut off this water. 
| Same true headwaters Chenab which canal controls located in Kash-. 

mir southwest Akhnur. Shut off this water could precipitate local — 

| action by residents area which turn bring about invasion Pakistan by __ 
India forces. Baridoab canal which has headworks and controls in east 
Punjab and which has been dry for four weeks causing serious crop 
damage eastern part of west Punjab now full water supposedly due 
agreement between east west Punjab provincial governments. Actually | 
Indian Army had blocked Ravi flow water into canal vicinity Basant- 
pur and diverted it to east Punjab. Back-up water so high interfering 
construction military bridge for military road running from Palbankot __ 

_, to Basantpur thence to Jammu, and only reason water flowing in canal | 
is lower level allow completion bridge. Upon completion of bridge 
water will again be blocked leaving thousands acres west Punjab dire 
straits. Pakistan Army on practical war footing along entire Indo- | 

_ Pakistan border Bahawalpur State to Domel. 10th Division Lahore | 

with brigade[s] Lahore, Sialkot, Rawali [Rawalpindi?] has complete | 
war plan ready to be put into action. By bringing 7th Division which 

1 Presumably Lt. Gen. Stephen J. Chamberlin, Director of Intelligence, General | 
| - Staff, War Department. - a ot 

? Lt. Col. Nathaniel R. Hoscot, Military Attaché in Pakistan. | ,
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4g mobilized on war footing in Pindi into action sending 8rd Armored 

Brigade from Rimalpur into positions along border north of Jhelum | 

and robbing 9th Division Peshawar, Pakistan can throw at most corps 

into action. Lack supplies and reserves would mean short but bloody 

engagement with India certain and quick victor. Ammunition ordered _ 

from UK report arriving Karachi by sea next couple of days but prob- ee 

lem transport to west Punjab difficult. Shipment includes.303, mortar os 

and 25 pounder stuff. Governor General India told Commander- = 

: - in-Chief Pakistan recent defense meeting Delhi that India converting = 

12 C-47’s a month at Hindustan aircraft [aérfield?] Bangalore with 

bomb racks and machine guns. This report confirmed by American 

, _- who saw actual work being performed. Event hostilities, position Brit- — | 

ish officers both Dominions presents delicate situation. Unquestion- 

_ ably UK order their immediate withdrawal but reliable sources here 

: feel many British officers with Pakistan might refuse obey with- > 

drawal order due firm belief Pakistan’s cause and continue their serv- 

ice. Pakistan Defense Council meeting today and tomorrow consider 

| -ways and means further combatting this threatened possibility and _ 

requesting aid from UK and US not remote if threat materializes _ 

| __ or danger of possible Indian aggression increases. ren 

| - A(2). Rumor that India stated airborne invasion Hyderabad for 

-_-'B May current here. Movement cancelled last minute by demand HMG » os 

| and Sir Walter Monckton, Constitutional Advisor Hyderabad, who 

had just returned to UK, immediately flew back to India and now ~ | 

further consultation Hyderabad India taking place effort avert Indian 

armed entry into Hyderabad. Felt that India actual aggression into 

--- Hyderabad would be calculated risk and would necessitate withdrawal 

“many Indian troops from internal defense duty. However, if does 

|  ogeur, predict large-scale riots in India and consequent minority | 

suffering which unquestionably break to Pakistan. Necessity for UN 

| | Commission presence here immediately most obvious. Developments 

| being closely observed this office and writer has appointment Com- 
- mander-in-Chief Pakistan Army at termination Defense Council 

| ~ meeting on ninth, Further reportbesubmitted. © 
Do Department please pass to War from Hoskot, MA, Pakistan, CLN | 

| 46 Crypto War pass to MA London and Delhi. [Hoskot.]  _ | rrr 

BEEING 

 TABABR/B-848 | ee 

"Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan — Be 

| SECRET Wasuineton, May 12,1948—6 p.m. 

_ 180. As member SC Commission we shall exert maximum effort - 

\ assist in speedy organization and despatch Commission to area in
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| belief that with cooperation from GOI and GOP Commission will be | 
_ able play constructive role’ in peaceful solution Kashmir dispute. _ 

_ If either GOP or GOI should prior arrival Commission take precip- | 
itate action, military or otherwise, possibility Commission’s assisting 

| in settlement Kashmir question by pacific means would. be seriously — 
_ jeopardized. Developments reported urtel 265. May 8 may have such _— 

_ effect. Info contained therein discussed informally with Brit Emb _ 
_ who disclaim any knowledge but are cabling London. urgently. Emb- 

_ __- Delhi will appreciate that utmost care should be taken to avoid any 
: leak to GOI through US source of reported GOP military plans, _ 

_ Sent to Karachi as 180 rptd to Delhi as 293, London 1720, USUN 300. 

‘Notprinted. = Bc 
- popeyeaus ee Te BO 

The Ambassador in the. United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 

| ‘SECRET aN Lonvon, May 13,1948—1 p.m. 
_ | ---- 2098. Patrick CRO. (Commonwealth. Relations Office) spoke Em- 

_ bassy officer May 11 as follows reKashmir Commission: _ we ets 
1. Since parties are: not agreed re SC resolution, chairman, rather __ than administrator, is number one job. Patrick hopes and expects 

_ American to be elected chairman and believes chairman should pro- | ceed by air to Srinagar at earliest possible moment without stopping _ | either at Delhi or Karachi. He thinks chairman. should depart if neces-. _ sary before other commission members ready to go and later convene commission Srinagar. Presence chairman, preferably with personal  =_— _ guard 10 or 20 US Marines to build up his prestige; would in Patrick’s 
view, go far steady situation. Another prestige builder would be-to fly chairman Srinagar in US military or presidential airplane. = 

2. For post of administrator CRO has asked Australian Government oS | make available Judge Kirby, tg 
3. Patrick said CRO has been hoping US Government could spare - Lieutenant General Wheeler 1 for post chairman. However he wassure anyone USG could produce quickly woulddo goodjob.. SYA NS ek E ae 
‘Sent Department 2098, repeated Karachi 40, New Delhi 84.050 

: | ee Dowenss 
jt Gen. Raymond A. Wheeler, Chief of Erigineers, U.S.:Army, 1945-1948, and formerly Deputy Supreme Commander of Allied Forces in Southeast Asia, | og
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- 501.BC Kashmir/5-1848: Airgram | a | 

| _ Lhe Ambassador in India (Grady) to the Secretary of State. | 

_ CONFIDENTIAL | New Deru, May 18,1948. 
SS eR Ce pee [Received May 27.] 

_-- A-222. Reference Embassy’s despatch No. 524 dated May 18, 1948 | 
entitled “Transmission of Text of GOI Message to Security Council = 

_ Regarding Kashmir Resolution.”* ee eee 
Mr. V. P. Menon, Secretary of the Ministry of States, told an officer _ 

_ of the Embassy that the GOI was prepared to receive and cooperate 
with the United Nations Commission and that the Indian Government | | 

_ had great hopes that the Commission would be able to offer a con- | 
_ structive plan for the solution of the Kashmir problem.  — an _ Mr. Menon said that the Government of India would be willing to | 

accept a solution based upon the partition of the State. According to | 
_ him the GOI would be willing to let the areas of Mirpur and Poonch | 

go to Pakistan. In reply to a question he said that Gilgit could also go — | 
_ to Pakistan, which would make that Dominion responsible for the | 

defence of this area of the world against Soviet aggression. He ex- __ | 
pressed his great fear of Soviet infiltration through Gilgit and ex- | _ pressed doubt that Pakistan would effectively prevent such infiltra- . = | 

_ tion. Mr. Menon said that the GOI would never suggest the partition | _ of Kashmir as outlined above but would accept such a solution if it | 
_ should be made by the United Nations Commission. He anticipatesthat 

_ if a solution is arrived at_on the basis of partition no plebiscite would beheld 
| _ In reply to a question, Mr. Menon admitted that it was true that 

there were some Communists in the Kashmir National Conference but | 
_ that he was certain that their influence was not extensive. = | __In the opinion of the Embassy, Mr. Menon’s statement that the | Government of India would accept a solution of the Kashmir problem | 
based on. partition is significant since in their past utterances both 
Pandit Nehru and Sheikh Abdullah have declared that they were. | _ unalterably opposed to partition. The Embassy believes—particularly == sf _ since Mr. Menon emphasized that, if the solution of partition is = — fk _ adopted, no plebiscite will be held—the GOT is beginning to doubt =| | _ that it would win a plebiscite of all the inhabitants of the State on | _ the question of accession of the State to India or Pakistan. os ot 

4 Despatch 524 not printed. The message it transmitted to the Department was <a - _ . & Copy of a letter from the Indian Prime Minister which was read at the 290th OE .. meeting of the Security Council on May 7. The letter (8/734) stated that it was | F : not possible for the Indian Government to implement certain parts of the Resolu- E tion of April 21 but that if the Council should still decide to send out the Com- © 3 ‘Mission, the Government of India would be glad to confer with it. For text, . , -F see SC, 3rd yr., No. 64, p. 37. eae | : oe | E 429-087-7593 | | |
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| —-#501.BC/5-2548: Telegram | | SO | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the _ 

| United Nations (Austin) Es 

CONFIDENTIAL st” Wasuineron, May 25,1948—6 p.m. 

394. With reference next SC discussion India-Pakistan question __ 

now scheduled May 26 Dept understands that of the three inter- 

Dominion issues other than Kashmir now before SC Pakistan intends 

press for discussion only of Junagadh question. While Dept appre- 

ciates strategic value Junagadh issue to Pakistan in connection latter’s 

| endeavor obtain fair plebiscite in Kashmir Dept believes no useful 

purpose will be served by further inconclusive debate Junagadh issue 

in SC. Dept remains of opinion that satisfactory settlement Kashmir 

issue will facilitate resolution other outstanding issues bilaterally. 

Principal alternatives to continued SC discussion appear to be: (a) © 

: agreement by SC to defer consideration Junagadh question pending 

developments in Commission efforts to settle Kashmir question; or | 

(b) reference Junagadh issue by SC to SC Commission in accordance 

provisions para (D) SC resolution Jan 90. Of these Dept prefers lat- 

ter in belief it would be partially responsive Pakistan request for con- 

sideration this matter and also that it ‘might prove useful to SC 

Commission as counterweight to possible Indian recalcitrance in 

Kashmir negotiations, Be | | 

—— Aeeordingly, it is suggested you support but not propose resolution 

referring Junagadh question to SC Commission with same terms of _ 

reference as those set forth in para (C) of SC Resolution Jan 20. Dept 

opposed US sponsorship such proposal believing that in view US © 

=. membership on Commission US motives might be impugned. Any such — 

resolution should, of course, incorporate understanding that SC Com- 

| mission would concentrate its efforts initially on Kashmir issue taking 

up Junagadh question in its discretion.  __ a 

 -TWor text of resolution (8/654), see SC, $rd yr., Nos. 1-15, pp. 120-188 

- 145.45F/6-348 : Telegram eee ee hare ee 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in India” 

SECRET US URGENT WasHincton, June 8, 1948—7. p. m. 

NIACT (DELHI ONLY) — ee 2 ae 

) 346. Emb Karachi reports Pak battalion vicinity Uri engaged ac- : 

tive combat Indian army and military situation developing such 

| manner that continued advance Indian army and resulting contact
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| with Pak seventh division vicinity Mirpur could force official public 
recognition hostilities between Ind-Pak troops in Kashmir which | 
might result open declared war. Emb believes in view seriousness situa- ne 
tion unless urgent action taken Kashmir question may be settled by oS - military decision prior arrival SC commission, - a oe, 

| Delhi please cable appraisal situation. London please discuss fore- 
going with Brit Govt and cable Brit viewst ns 
Sent New Delhi 346 London 2065 Karachi21a,0 2 ee Sie —  Marsearn 

oe + Ambassador Douglas, in his telegram 2509, J une 7 from London, not printed,  _— . advised that Gray. and Tull of the Southeast Asia Department of the British = Foreign Office said on June 3 that the Office was unaware of any active combat 7 . between India and Pakistan, though it considered it possible at any. time (501.BC | _Kashmir/6-748). RS , | 7 IS Bo 

_—-«-745.45F/6-048: Telegram OE ESSE Be ete : 
‘The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State Bee 

SECRET _ | New Deut, June 9,1948—4 p.m. _ - 
464, Deptel 846, June 8. Both British and American military = 

 attachés summoned to general headquarters yesterday afternoon and 
_ informed by Chief of Staff Kalwant Singh that GOI now possesses ss ti‘(t _ conclusive evidence presence Pakistan battalion in Kashmir west of ne 

_ Uri. Battalion identified as first 18 frontier force rifles, Apparently In- 
_ dian troops in latest advance west of Uri came in contact Pakistan — 

battalion which according Kalwant Singh retreated toward west. uO _ Kalwant Singh also said he “believes” there were two or three other _ - Pakistan battalions in Kashmir. It is as yet too soon determine what 
action GOI will take re this development. Department will be kept es 
informed. — BE EE pe , . | we 
Sent Department 464; repeated Karachi 102, Department pass _ | 

London ES | - 

| Editorial Note ae ae | 

‘The first normal meeting of the United Nations Commission for ca eo 
_ India and Pakistan was held on June 16 in Geneva. The delegations | __ of the five countries which constituted the Commission were as follows: 

_ CL) Representatwes: ae 
Argentina ==———s Minister Ricardo J. Siri __ eg a 
Belgium =——s Minister Egbert Graeffe | ance _ Colombia == ——s Minister Alfredo Lozano i DEES PO ge 
Czechoslovakia = = =Ambassador Josef Korbel  —s_— i en | - United States _ Ambassador J. Klahr Huddle Oo |
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| (2) Alternate Representatives: Ci EER one ness oe 

 » Argentina | Minister Carlos A. Leguizamon EE 

Belgium |. _ Mr. Harry Graefie = er a: 

oe, Colombia . Mr.HernandoSamper- 2 

United States Mr.'C. Hawley Oakes ce AS 

(3) Advisers to the Representative ofthe United States: | 

M.S. Wesley Adams,Jr. oO 
Major FrancisM.Smith (U.S.Army) | 

| - The Secretary-General of the United Nations, in compliance with — 

| the Security Council resolution of January 20, 1948, designated the _ 

a following personnel to assist the Commission : - 

- Mr. Erik Colbon Personal Representative of the Secre-. 

OO | —  _ tary-General a 
| _ Mr. Arnold V. Kunst - Principal Secretary = a 

) Mr. Henry S. Bloch Deputy Principal Secretary | - 

| : Mr. Richard Symonds Personal Adviser and assistanttoMr. 
a | — Colban* - oe 

1For greater detail on the composition of the Commission, see SC, Srd YT. 

Suppl. for Nov,-1948, pp. 21-22. “ os ans Cea - eS oe 

| 501.BC Kashmir/6-2348: Telegram 5 a re | 

| The United States Representative on the United Nations Commission 

| for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL a — . & / Geneva, J une 23, 1948—8 p.m. 

744, Comkas 6.! With approval texts 3 letters to be sent GOI 2 of 

which will also be sent GOP Kayulm [Comkas? Kabul?] on June 22 — 

- completed preparatory work and will despatch advance officer, Richard 

a Symonds June 24 to Karachi and Delhi to make necessary local 

arrangements, Comkas requesting assistance American Embassies 

| _ Karachi, New Delhi. Committee [Commission] which has yet to dis- 

- guss program in sub-continent. tentatively plans leave Geneva for 

| Karachi first week July. _ wee 

| | Since preliminary meeting June 15 Committee has held 8 meetings. 

| Ambassador Huddle? unanimously elected temporary chairman at 

en ‘first meeting. Committee then proceeded adopt after discussion and 

amendment provisional rules procedure proposed by Secretariat.? Of | 

| 1Telegram 6 from the United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan. . 

23, Klahr Huddle, Ambassador to Burma, was appointed in early June to serve 

concurrently as United States Representative on the Commission for India and 

Pakistan. a I | me 

$¥or the rules of procedure, adopted at the 4th meeting of the Commission | 

- on June 18 in Geneva and amended at the 11th meeting on July 3, see SC, Srd 

| yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, pp.109-116. A ey Me
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these perhaps most important is Rule 9 [Section JX] providing in _- 
effect. that substantive decisions be taken by majority not less than 3 

- concurring votes. Election of rapporteur to prepare and present com- 

mittee report before SC was deferred. i 

-_.. Committee adopted official title of “Security Council Committee for 
India and Pakistan” * but agreed adoption this title should be given | 

no special publicity, its general acceptance to be gained rather by = 

_ Besides drafting letter to Nehru in compliance June 9 letter from 
_ SC president,’ committee prepared letter of notification to be sent | 

both governments concerning travel and related arrangements. As — | 
adopted both letters expressed committee’s desire be of service both | 
governments “for the settlement of the situation inthestateof Jammu 
and Kashmir”. Dh eee Oe ne | | 7 

This phrase followed in both letters by sentence reading “with = = =~ 
regard to its further dispositions the committee has reserved its de- 
cision.” Committee adopted this formula after long deliberation as 
most suitable answer to Nehru’s expressed and implied reservations. = 

Notfication letter sent both governments also contains following  __ 

“The committee travel arrangements will probably require that it 
fly to Karachi and from there to New Delhi. This should give oppor- 

_. tunity to pay compliments to the Pakistan Government before proceed- = 
- ing further to New Delhi, where conversations with the Indian 
Government will begin in due course: The committee will return to 
Karachi for conversations with the Government of Pakistan. Subse-_ . 
quently it is its intention to proceed to Kashmir.” Eg | 

Committee also prepared letter both governments inviting them in_ oo 
accordance Paragraph 16 SC resolution April 21 designate liaison ‘ 

__- representatives to be attached committee. ee, a 
_ Secretariat telegraphed all 5 letters June 23. Copies these letters = 
and rules procedure being airmailed Department. = ss 

At beginning discussion chairmanship US representative introduced 
draft resolution providing for rotation on two week basis. Belgian 
representative then proposed, and representatives other than US sup- we 

- ported idea US representative serve as permanent chairman oratleast = => 
until end first phase committee work, presumably ‘with submission = 
committee report to SC in Paris during October. In opposing this . 
suggestion Ambassador Huddle emphasized that election permanent 

‘ This title was subsequently changed to “United Nations Commission for India oo 
| and Pakistan.” : a (ett ne ale | 

_ § For texts or descriptive information on the Commission’s correspondence and a 
action in the first five months of its. existence, see the November 9 “Interim . 
report of the United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan,” SC, 8rd yr., 
Suppl. for Nov. 1948, pp. 17-144. i | . 7
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- chairman would lead almost inevitably to conviction work of com- 
oo mittee being dominated that representative. He also said prestige ele- 

ment could not be ignored since number of countries and individual _ 
delegates were making notable effort to afford appropriate repre- _ 

_ sentation and also that participation each representative as chairman 
| would stimulate and sustain his interest. In course discussion represen-_ 

tatives both Argentina, Czecho stated they intended participate as 
| impartial and objective members committee and not as advocates coun- 

___ tries by which they were chosen answering suggestion by Belgian that _ 
| _ there might be tendency on part some to raise this point. Although 

Belgian advanced his: suggestion with considerable force he finally 
7 ' withdrew it in view strongly stated position US representative this _ 

_ Inatter and 3 week rotation adopted. ae Se 
To date committee has worked harmoniously and expeditiously in _ 

| friendly atmosphere and unanimity in decisions has been achieved _ 
| although only few matters real significance, Ambassador Colban per-_ 

sonal representative SYG brings to commission long previous experi-_ 
| ence and knowledge technique and indicates every desire be helpful _ 

committee deliberations. __ re | 
US representative has designated Oakes to serve as his alternate. 

a a Ape] 

501.BC Kashmir/7-1448 : Telegram — a fy | . 

The Secretary of State to the United States Representative on the 
United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan (Huddle), at 
NewDelhi = . | CO 

SECRET ss” _ ‘Wasurneton, July 14, 1948—11 a. m. 
oe 430. Kascom 14.1 Brit again fear India and Pakistan near open 

| hostilities. UK cites following threatening factors: - Oo 
| (1) India has clear evidence presence regular Pakistan troops in 

Kashmir which have already clashed with Indian troops. —- - 
, (2) India trying very hard improve military position before UN 

: Commission enters Kashmir. | a oo 
_ (3) India believes Pakistan plans air attack on Indian bases | 

- Kashmir. re oe te | a 
_ (4) India may undertake military action against Hyderabad. __ 

(5) RIAF may attempt intercept planes allegedly running arms 
| between Pakistan and Hyderabad. In view foregoing Brit. hope Com- 

mission will proceed Kashmir in immediate future without protracted 
a discussions Delhi or Karachi and Dept also considers this advisable. 

: Please report Commission’s plans. ne - 

* Telegram 14 to the United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan. The 
Oo | po mission was at this time in New Delhi after a stop in Karachi from July 7
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Brit fear GOI may endeavor impose conditions on Commission’s | 

- entry into Kashmir. In latter connection Dept would welcome your — 

, evaluation present attitude GOI toward Commission. _ So | 

a os Bn MarsHALL | 

| 501.BC Kashmir/7-1548 : Telegram cong OS yg ED 

| The United States Representative on the United Nations Commission — 

for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET New Deut, July 15,1948—6 p.m 

5574, Comkas 1i. Kascom courteously received arrival both Karachi | | 

and New Delhi when paying formal calls on Prime Ministers and 

Foreign Secretaries Pakistan 9th and India 12. Pakistan Governor _ | 

General absent but delegates were guests his house. Foreign Minister _ | 

--Zafrullah Khan invited delegates second interview 9th when he re- 

- peated substance his representations previously made SC adding that : 

| Pakistan now has about three brigades at front in Kashmir territory = 

but insisting troops for defense only, holding line and preventing con- _ | 

: ditions ensuing which threaten very existence Pakistan. = = | | 

At Commission’s first business session New Delhi 13th Bajpai who 

has been named liaison for Indian Government with Vellodi? made oe 

forceful ex parte statement India’s case saying state undeclared war 

existed which, unless Pakistan forces: withdrew, would be decided 

India. He denied all Pakistan allegations at same time protesting = = 

alleged Pakistan activities. Said no possibility plebiscite until Paki- 

| stan forces withdrawn. However, Bajpai offered Commission collabora- | 

tion Indian Government in efforts find solution. : 

At meeting 14th Bajpai was handed copy Commission resolution | 

__ delivered same afternoon Pakistan High Commissioner Delhi request- 

ing parties take all measures improve situation and refrain making or _ 

causing be made statements aggravating situation.’ Text being telee 

graphed separately. Commenting Bajpai said GOI could not muzzle 

| press and Indian military action within its constitutional moral obli- 7 

| gations. He reviewed military situation briefly but urged Commission | 

hear Indian military experts. On possibility cease-fire gave personal = 

opinion minimum Indian condition would be withdrawal Pakistan | 

troops Kashmir but said would refer question his Government for — | 

| official comment. aa - | | pe =. 

a Commission following cautious policy which thus far seems to be Soon 

achieving some results and reception by Indian officials was.more 

a 1M. K. Vellodi, a member of India’s delegation to the Security Council meet- 

ings on the Kashmir dispute, January—May 1948. — a Pe oe 

4 For text, see SC, 38rd yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, p. 127%. a co :
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oe wholehearted than expected. Tone. press previously’ tending to un- 
_ friendly and cynical has softened somewhat and while itistooearly to — 

| attempt forecasts Commission has not at least been confronted with 
_ cold opposition which might have been looked for. Reconcilement di- 

verse views remains baffling problem. Commission’s attention currently © : 
devoted discovery way achieve cessation hostilities and situation this = 
respect not without hopes. 8 Seg — | - 

| Sent Department 574, repeated Karachi 118, Department pass | 
~ London from Comkas. _ Ue oe es 

| Oe SEs [Huppiz] 

a 145.457/7-1948 : Telegram - oe . | 

| _ The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State 

oe SECRET oo New Detnr, July 19, 1948—8 a. m. 

_ 583. Following Embassy’s evaluation threatening factors in Indo- 
Pakistan relations mentioned Deptel 430, July 14. | 

1. Presence regular GOP troops in Kashmir, widely publicized by 
| _ GOT in recent weeks, has strengthened GOI determination demand . 

withdrawal raiders and GOP troops before accepting cease-fire order. | 
2. There has been intensification Indian military action Kashmir : 

during past few months with obvious objective pushing western front oe 
approximately to Pakistan Kashmir border. GOI cannot hope; how- 

_ ever, clear all Kashmir of hostilities in near future and Embassy = 
doubts that campaign was primarily undertaken to strengthen GOI 
position for UNCIP deliberations, = = — 

; 3. According information from UK High Commissioner, GOI has 
received “assurances from Pakistan” that latter government will not 
make air attacks on GOI Kashmir bases. _ cee i | 

_ 4. There is school of thought in Cabinet which feels.military action | 
| by GOL is only solution Hyderabad problem and there is always pos- | 

sibility outbreak hostilities. Embassy considers unlikely, however, GOI 
will initiate military operations for time being. In conversation with 

| Embassy officer July 16, V. P. Menon, Secretary, States Ministry, said — 
although he personally was convinced military solution would be 

_ necessary his government felt there was still chance for peaceful settle- __ 
ment and was working toward that end. Embassy agrees with UK © 

| High Commissioner that Hyderabad situation has deteriorated mark- 
_ edly past few days. oe Se So 

5. It would be extremely difficult RIAF intercept night flying | 
| planes allegedly running arms between Pakistan and Hyderabad, 

_ which could vary their routes from time to time. oo 

| ‘While Embassy believes UNCIP should visit Kashmir during its 
| stay in India, it does not see that its presence Kashmir would mate- 

_._ rially lessen chances open conflict GOI-GOP, or greatly contribute _ 
solution Kashmir problem at this time. During stay UNCIP Srinagar, _ 

| Sheikh Abdullah will attempt prove his overwhelming support by _
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Kashmir people by organizing parades, etc.,and will submit evidence 

atrocities by raiders. Peaceful solution Kashmir problem, if foundat 

all, will be found Delhi and Karachi, and not in visit UNCIP to _ 

| Srinagar at this time. one PB gt eee. Ce 
Commission plans remain Delhi until all available information is 

obtained’ and then proceed Karachi. Commission is exploring possi-_ a 

bility which may lead in effect to cessation hostilities and has ap- | 

- proached both governments that connection. Commission 1s endeavor-- 
| ing not to confuse issue of Hyderabad with Kashmir. = BOP 

, -M. K. Vellodi, ad hoc Indian liaison officer to Commission, cate- 

-. gorically stated to Embassy officer that GOI had no objection to os | 

_ UNCIP visiting Kashmir and would impose no conditions on Com- 

mission’sentry, © ee 

| Regarding GOI attitude to Commission, Embassy feels GOI would 

sincerely. welcome any settlement satisfactory to itself which UNCIP | 

could arrange.’Embassy also believes GOI attitude towards Commis- 

gion has been adequately courteous and helpful. No indication, how- - 

ever, GOI will retreat from its position that present Kashmir difh- - 

 eulties result solely from incursion raiders encouraged if not actually 

instigated by GOP. Clear-cut evidence presence GOP troops Kashmir, 

moreover, has resulted hardening Indian attitude and GOI will prob- 
ably refuse accept any solution suggested by UNCIP which does not a 

| voice open approval Indian legal and moral position and clearly 

recognize Pakistan complicity in present conflict. , : 

Sent Department 583; Department pass London; pouched all offices | 

/ Tndia, Pakistan, 
| OB SRR EET ge fs DONOVAN > oe 

 §0L.BC Kashmir/7-2148: Telegram Oe 

The United States Representative on the United Nations Commission. 

| for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET 7 | New Dexut, July 21,1948—2.p.m. : 

| 594. Comkas 14. In pursuance efforts find basisagreement partieson, 
cease-fire (Comkas 11) Commission despatched Lozano, Adams | 

-. Karachi July 17 discuss subject Pakistan Foreign Minister. Informally oe 

Zafrullah indicated three minimum conditions cease-fire (1) with- 
drawal Indian troops, (2) consideration views Azad forces, (3) pro- — 
tection Moslem population in areas evacuated Indian troops. Zafrullah 

| agreed endeavor obtain views Azad forces and suggested that follow- 

ing withdrawal Indian troops law and order be maintained Moslem | 

areas by Moslem troops and non-Moslem areas by non-Moslems, both 
_ forcesofficeredbyneutral. - Soa |
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Zafrullah said GOP categorically denies legality Kashmir accession 
India and stated Pakistan troops had more right enter Kashmir in _ 
support majority population than had Indian troops. Said Pakistan —__ 
troops entered Kashmir to prevent occupation by Indian Army stra- __ 

, tegic points essential defence Pakistan; to prevent occupation all — 
Kashmir by Indian Army so as to present Commission fait accompli; 

_ and to forestall mass influx refugees fleeing advance Indian Army. __ 
Zafrullah said GOP absolutely would not agree partition saying = 

: possession Jammu by India would create exposed flank Pakistan fron-— 
tier. Zafrullah said Pakistan Army would withdraw Kashmir if | 

_- Indian Army would dolikewise ts oe 
In informal conversations, Nehru has indicated Indian troops would - 

withdraw some distance if Pakistan troops evacuated Kashmir but 
would insist holding certain strategic points against tribal incursions. 

| He also wants announcement by Commission withdrawal Pakistan 

troops as minimum recognition guilt Pakistan and validity Indian — 
complaint. While he would not insist area evacuated Pakistan troops 

| ‘be occupied Indian troops Nehru has indicated he wants authority 

_ state government over all Kashmir recognized. Czechoslovak repre- 
- sentative reports Nehru unwilling delay settlement one year as prob- 
ably required by plebiscite and appears inclined accept partition along | 
presentline Indiantroops ——eses—sS 

Formal Indian statement conditions cease-fire expected shortly. 
Meanwhile Commission adopted resolution twentieth requesting GOP _ 

_ designate representative come Delhi discuss cease-fire. —__ 
_ Commission currently thinking cease-fire along present front 

| _ opposing forces or slight withdrawal both sides. In anticipation agree- | 
| ment Commission adopted resolution twentieth requesting SYG UN 

be requested supply observers. Resolution alsorequested SYG appoint 
third country officer high rank as military adviser Commission. Com- 
mission informing SYG it believes appointment General Llovd this | 

- post questionable in view announcement his consideration plebiscite — 
administrator. a | a a | 

_ Military subcommittee consisting Lozano, Captain Graeffe,2 Major © 
Smith, Samper with Symonds adviser had prepared list questions on 
military situation Jammu Kashmir before and after cease-fire to 
clarify actual conditions. Indian Army officials who on sixteenth ap- | 

_ peared before Commission to give summary military events Kashmir | 
. endeavored establish presence Pakistan troops Kashmir which GOP 

| had not yet admitted GOI. Commission planning inform SC presence 

these troops Kashmir but primarily on basis Zafrullah’s admission to 
delegates, : or | a 

1¥For text, see SC, 3rd yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, p. 129. a Be | 
. Harry Graeffe, Belgian Alternate Representative on the Commission. Co
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- USRep planning propose Commission that military subcommittee ea 

proceed Kashmir soon as feasible. Full Commission expects proceed — | 

_ Kashmir following discussions Karachi. - a 

Sent Department 594; repeated Karachi 123 Department pass =~ 

- London from Delhi. | oe ye a 

ODS Be gest Vee | ae [Hupprz] 

501.BC Kashmir/7-2148 : Telegram | - as | oe, : Lee ; cee —— 

Phe Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State | 

ne SECRET - | . a | New Dexa, July 21, 1948—4 p. m. ele ge 

_ 895. From Chairman UN Commission Ind-Pak for President SC 
| UN. UN commission India-Pakistan during official conversations In a 

Karachi was informed that three brigades Pakistan troops are inside | 

_ Kashmir frontiers. India has not been notified of this. Indian repre- a 

sentatives strongly insist these troops be withdrawn as essential con- - 

dition cease-fire with which commission concerned. Commission is - 

informally sounding both governments concerning various solutions | 

_ to dispute. Competent Indian officials indicate plebiscite this year im- 

_. practicable and that whole years prolongation present crisis dangerous. | 

_ Karachi officials favor plebiscite having thus far made no reservations _ 
__- regarding possible delay. Begin joint discussions with both govern- 

ments still premature. List of questions to both governments on ce 

military situation prepared. Commission intends go Karachi after | 

preliminary talks with Pakistan special representatives invited from 

Karachi to Delhi. No objections going Srinagar, when appropriate, 
- expected. Commission cordially and courteously received in Karachi 

and Delhi, Commission asks to treat this message highly confidential == 

_ for your internal information. — an Bee 

os Sent Department 595, repeated Karachi 124,and London. = | 

pe ORI EIS ee Donovan — | 

oS wap.on 7-284 | OOS a ee ar et — ik gee Ba a | 

The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State - 

CONFIDENTIAL =—si(asi‘(<i‘ :!””~”~”CN Ew Dee, July 23, 1948. 

| No. 8420050 oe ee 7 a 

Subject: Conversation Regarding Hyderabad and Kashmir With 
_ Secretary of the Ministry of State. | I 

Se: I have the honor to refer to my telegram no. 577 dated July 16, . 

19481 quoting excerpts from a speech made by the States Minister, = 

Sardar Patel, on July 15 on the occasion of the inauguration of the _ | 

_ * Not printed. | 7 a : a 7 | a a a
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| Patiala and East Punjab States Union in which he touched upon. 
_Indo-Hyderabad Relations. EE EER oe 

| _ ‘The Department will recall from this telegram that Sardar Patel _ 
_ stated that the Government of India had now withdrawn its recent _ 

oe offer to Hyderabad? and that the State must now accede to the In- 
dian Union under the same conditions as all the other Indian States. — 

| One of the officers of the Embassy called upon Mr. V. P. Menon, Sec- 
| retary of the Ministry of States, on July 17 in order to ascertain defi- | 

nitely if the Government of India had officially withdrawn the terms _ 
recently offered to the Nizam. Mr. Menon stated that the offer had 

, been withdrawn because it had been rejected by the Nizam, and the 
Government of India did not feel that it could hold its offer open for 
an indefinite period. Mr. Menon added however that if the Govern- _ 

oo ment of India considered it advisable it might offer the Nizam equally 
| advantageous terms in the future. It is the belief of the Embassy that 

Mr. Menon’s remark can be interpreted only as.an indication that the 
_ Government of India will not insist that the Nizam must accede on 

oo precisely the same terms as that of the other Princely States, — 
_ - Mr. Menon divulged some significant information regarding the 

_ negotiations which took place in connection with the offer madetothe __ 
| _ Nizam, the text of which was transmitted to the Department with my _ 

despatch no. 702 dated June 19, 1948 * on the subject “Breakdown of 
__ Indo-Hyderabad Negotiations”. In the first place Menon said that he 

| did not “honestly approve” of the terms offered to the Nizam. He also 
said that the Governor-General at that time, Earl Mountbatten, had 

| obtained Sardar Patel’s approval of the draft agreement before he 
_ (Menon) had had an opportunity to discuss it with:Sardar Patel. Mr. | 

Oo Menon had planned to reach Dehra Dun, where Sardar Patel was then — 
staying, for the purpose of discussing the draft agreement before Earl — 

| _ Mountbatten arrived. Mr. Menon’s plane was delayed, however, and 
; Karl Mountbatten was able to obtain the Sardar’s approval after stat- | 

ing that Menon concurred in offering such terms to the Nizam. Mr. — 
_ Menon said that if he had been able to reach Sardar Patel first and 

- inform the Sardar that he did not “honestly approve” of the plan he | 
was certain that the Sardar would have refused to approve it. | 
_ Mr. Menon said that he had told Mountbatten that, although hedid = 

—-—-- not object to Mountbatten “obtaining another feather in his cap” by 
settling the Hyderabad problem, he doubted very much that the Nizam ~ 

| would accept the terms of the offer, favorable as they were to Hydera- | 
bad. Mr. Menon also stated that Sir Walter Monckton had been — 

a _* Reference here is to the terms of settlement worked out during the preceding 
month between Hyderabad and the former*Governor-General of India, Eark 

. Mountbatten, who relinquished that position to Shri Chakravarti Rajagopala- | 
chari on June 21. ‘ | | a -y 7 

“Not printed. BS
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genuinely eager to arrive at an agreement. He said that Sir Walter 
| had personally drafted every provision of the offer made to Hyderabad _ | 

and that he himself “had not touched a pen” to the paper. According _ 

_ to Mr. Menon, Sir Walter considered the terms offered as most gener- _ oe 

ous and told Earl Mountbatten and Mr. Menon that in his opinion 

_ India was entitled to demand accession and the establishment of re- _ 
sponsible government in the State. CPi Lt A oa os 

— It is the firm view of Mr. Menon that Razvit exerts a controlling = 
: influence over the Nizam and consequently over the policy of the 
_ Hyderabad Government. Mr. Menon said that during the course of 

the Indo-Hyderabad negotiations the Government of India had inter- _ 
cepted a letter from Razvi to a “Pakistan authority” informing the ae 
latter that he did not have to worry about the possible conclusion of = 
an agreement with India as Razvi would always “remain loyal” to 
Pakistan. When this letter was shown to Mountbatten he expressed 
doubts regarding its authenticity. Mr. Menon believes, however, that | 

the refusal of the Nizam to accept terms drafted by hisadviserisclear = 
_ evidence of a close relationship between Pakistan policy and Hydera- 
bad intransigence. Another evidence which Mr. Menon cited of the 

: dependence of the Nizam on. the counsel of Razvi was the fact that — | 

- Sir Walter had been unable to see the Nizam alone for the past four 
- months, According to Mr. Menon either Razvior one of his followers | 

was present at all interviews between the Nizam and Sir Walter, 
- With reference to the future trend of Indo-Hyderabad relations mo 
Mr. Menon expressed the opinion that the economic sanctions now ce 

, being applied by the Government of India against Hyderabad would 
not be effective in compelling the Nizam to come to an agreement with = 
India. Mr. Menon believes that economic sanctions are effective only | * 

when they are applied against a modern industrial state and not 
against a feudal unit such as Hyderabad in which the standard of = 
living is extremely low; food resources are adequate; andthe average 
inhabitant is almost self-sufficient from the economic point of view. AS 
reported to the Department, Mr. Menon stated that although he felt = 
that military action against the State would afford the only solution = | 
to the Hyderabad problem, his Government still believes that a peace- 

- ful settlement may be achieved and is working towards that end. _ 7 
_ Mr. Menon then began on his own initiative to discuss the Kashmir Se 
problem. He expressed the hope that the United Nations Commission me 
for India and Pakistan would be able to achieve a peaceful settlement =| 

| of this problem. Mr. Menon believes that the Indian psychology must 
be taken into consideration by the Commission in solving the Kashmir = 

problem. According to him the Indian Government and people are 

~ 4Sved Mohamed Kasim Razvi, President of a politico-religious organization 
| of Muslims in Hyderabad. = , | a SC ,
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convinced that their action in going into Kashmir to defend the people _ 
. of the State against depredations of the raiders was morally right. 

| They feel that their motives have been impugned and that the United 
_ Nations has refused to take this aspect of the problem into considera- 

| tion in its deliberations, and has deliberately refused to recognize an 

| obvious fact, namely, that the Pakistan Government has been actively - 
_ assisting the raiders even if it did not directly instigate the invasion. _ 
Consequently, Mr. Menon feels that unless the United Nations Com- 

| | mission makes some gesture to recognize the moral motives behind the 
Kashmir policy of India as well as the complicity of Pakistan in the 
invasion, there is no chance of acceptance by the Government of India _ 

- of any settlement terms submitted by the Commission. 
a _ Mr. Menon feels that once such recognition is made the Government 
. of India will be willing to accept a solution based upon partition of 

oo the State. Mr. Menon requested that this information be treated in the _ 
strictest confidence as it would greatly weaken the Indian position 
vis-a-vis Pakistan if the latter Government discovered that India — 

| would accept partition. According to him, the Government of India 
— will accept a settlement based on the cession of Mirpur, Poonch, 

Muzaffarabad and Gilgit to Pakistan. He also said that the Govern- 
| ment of India would accept the results of a plebiscite held inthe Vale 

| of Kashmir to determine whether that area would go to India or _ 
_- Pakistan and that it would be willing to withdraw all Indian troops 

from the Vale during the time that the plebiscite was being held. The 
. only qualification which Mr. Menon made to the acceptance of such a 

| settlement by the Government of India was that the United Nations  _ 
- must ensure the withdrawal of the Pakistan troops and the raiders 
—_ _ from the areas which they now occupy before any cease-fire is issued. 
_.. He said that the Government of India would not take advantage of 

| such a withdrawal by sending Indian troops into the areas concerned 
and that, if the cease-fire order should break down, Indian troops : 

| would not take advantage of the withdrawal of the Pakistan troops — 
toentertheareae |. Cn OO 

. In the evaluation of Mr. Menon’s statement it should be taken into 
| - consideration that, in opinion of the Embassy, Mr. Menon, along 

with Sardar Patel, is much more interested in Hyderabad than in | 
Kashmir. Consequently, it is likely that he would be more concilia- 

_-- tory—as the foregoing statements would appear to.substantiate—than 
would certain other.Government of India leaders, particularly Pandit 

: Nehru. Nevertheless, the Embassy has been advised by various other 
_. key officials in the Government of India, including Mr. M. K. Vellodi, — 

| General Bucher and others, that they favor a solution of the Kashmir 
_ problem predicated on the partition of the State and the Embassy is 

_ therefore inclined to believe that such a solution is the most feasible __ 
| one at present. Do a | oo
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_ The information contained in this despatch has been brought tothe 

attention of the United States Delegate on the Commission. | 

-- Respectfully yours, — — Hlowarp Donovan oe 

- 845.00/7-2648 : Telegram 4 | | 

The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State Sl 

. CONFIDENTIAL New Deut, July 26,1948—noon, 

| 612. Embtel 610, July 26." Delhi press today carried account attack cee 

by Razakars on Indian troops going from Sholapur to Indianenclave  — 

of Barsi. Deputy UK High Commissioner states five Indian troops a 

killed in attacks, made from ambush, cause GOT react strongly as 

| Hyderabad Government had agreed free passage Indian troops across | 

_. this strip Hyderabad territory. ne | 7 co 

| In view atrocities described by Joshi (Embtel 606 dated July 24 *) | 

---- Nehruw’s fighting speech Madras yesterday * and this attack on Indian — 

troops, Embassy considers situation has deteriorated and is no longer 

completely convinced India will defer taking military action against oe 

| Hyderabad until expiration standstill agreement November 15.UK 

High Commissioner’s office also considers situation grave. GOI a 

ministers apparently believe they can localize military operations . 

| against Hyderabad and do not take in consideration that operations _ 

against that state could cause repercussions all over India and par- — 

ticularly Indo-Pakistan relations already strained to breaking point | 

as result failure resolve Kashmir problem. Some sources believe GOI | 

| might try take advantage present lull Kashmir operations as result 

. monsoon to march into Hyderabad in expectation that state could be. 

brought under Indian control before resurgence military activity | 

— Kashmir aftermonsoon, = | 21S Rg 

_-- UK High Commissioner’s office is sending Fry, an official Deputy _ 

— High Commissioner’s Office Bombay, to Hyderabad. today so that he 

gan be on spot to take necessary steps for safety British and American — | 

yesidents that state. ele ee eee 
Sent Department 612; repeated Karachi 127; Department pass 

— London from Delhi; pouched Bombay ; Calcutta; Madras, | 

4Not printed” OCR ELITE | | 
| - *The speech made by Nehru in Madras on July 25 was bitterly critical: of | 

| Pakistan’s action in regard to Kashmir. The. Chargé in Pakistan, in his tele- | 

ss grams 886 and 389 of July 27 and 31, respectively (not printed), expressed an- 

- noyance with Nehru’s words and informed the Department that an editorial of 

_ July 27 in Pakistan’s newspaper Dawn considered Nehru’s strong language a ot 

preach of the agreement on the U.N. Commission’s resolution of July 14 calling 

for restraint in the use of provocative statements (745.45F/7—2748 and 7-3148).
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| -  BOLBC Kashmir/7-2748: Telegram | 
The United States Representative on the. United Nations Commission — 

_ for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Secretary of State | 

| Extracts] Sn 

SECRET New Deru, July 27, 1948—1 p.m. 
| 617. Comkas 16 July 23. Mohammed Ali and Ayub 1 despatched — 

Delhi by GOP response Commission’s request reported no significant 
changes GOP standpoint reported Comkas 14. Formal statement GOI 
conditions cease-fire expected shortly. Informally Nehru has indi- 
cated these will include (1) formula establishing Pakistan guilt (2) 

| withdrawal Pakistan troops Kashmir (3) Indian army to stand ap- 
proximately present line plus Domel area considered strategically es- 
sential by GOI (4) Kashmir territory evacuated Pakistan troops to be | | 

_ administered local authorities, but theoretically remaining part Kash- 
_ mir until final settlement. — a et eo 

7 On eve departure [of Commission] for Karachi must be stated situa- 
tion has not been appreciably building up to such extent as to forecast 

__. satisfactory constructive decisions. Extended conversations with all 
Indian officials and others give no indication possible withdrawal their 
self-righteous intransigent stand, nor has press at any time reflected 
any inclination toward modification. Official and public attitude that 
Commission is here on sufferance and is more or less under tutelage | 

| and benevolent guidance Indian authority is being jealously main-— 
tained. Weather is undoubtedly causing let-up activities several Kash- _ 
mir fronts notwithstanding which Indian press continues publish 
official communiqués local engagements. Chief of Staff reliably quoted 
to contrary effect that he quite uninterested in Kashmir front for at | 
least two months to come as activity practically impossible. To check _ 
actual situation and as first step undertaking something like produc- : 

: _ tive activity Kashmir, Commission dispatched observer team consist- | 
Ing Smith, Harry Graeffe, accompanied Symonds, which departed 

| Delhi July 27 seven day trip Indian side Kashmir front to study and | 
report military situation. Indian army arranging visits J ammu-City, 
Jhangar, Naoshera, Punch, Chakothi, Baramula, Uri, Tithwal, | 
Srinagar. ae | ere a6 Bo . 
Commission proceeding Karachi July 30 for conversations and in- 7 

--—s- vestigations expected last one week or ten days, expecting thereafter — 
_ goto Srinagar via New Delhi. eg ee ES 

Sas Ce oo e coe © a 5 ‘[Hupoie] 

_ * Mohammad Ayub, liaison officer. - : | a So 7
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. 501.BC Kashmir/7—2948 : Telegram | ae | / | 

The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL - = New Dexuz, J uly 29, 1948—11 a.m. ee 

7 622. NR UNIPQ?* 28. For Secretary General UN from Kunst. | 
_ Please convey following message to President SC “Commission termi- | | 
nated work Delhi establishing personal contact and ascertaining In- 

— dian Government’s present view and now proceeds Karachi with cor- 
_ responding purpose Pakistan Government. Estimated stay Karachi _ 

| fortnight or less (Kashmir advance mission now arrived and operat- ) 
ing). From Karachi Commission going Srinagar air route through __ 

_ Delhi. Signed Chairman UN Commission for India and Pakistan”. 

ee 2 ee | _ Donovan SS 

«1. Presumably “Number United Nations India Pakistan Question”. - oo | | 

| 745.45F/8-548 : Telegram oe - : Bee - Oe © a a 

| — Lhe Chargé m Pakistan (Lewis) to the Secretary of State Diggs 

- CONFIDENTIAL OR Re Pe | _ Karacut, August 5, 1948—noon. 

896. ‘India-Pakistan commission which arrived Karachi Saturday _ 
| July 31 met mornings August 2 and 3 to discuss program of work in | 

- Karachi and possible points for discussion with representatives GOP. | 
_ First formal meeting with representatives of GOP held yesterday — . 

morning. At meeting which lasted more than two hours Sir Zafrullah | 
_ Khan, who was accompanied by. Mohammad Ali, reviewed history = 

Kashmir matter and replied in detail questions from members of com- | 
mission. Commission formally received August 8 communication fs 
from GOP relative to Nehru’s speech at Madras July 25. GOP in- » 

a quired what action commission proposed take respect this matter. — 7 
7 _ Commission acknowledged receipt communication but made no com- 

: a a ee ; «Lewis 

4 Secretary General of the Pakistan Cabinet. oO . CE Re
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845.00/8-648 ag Be 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. W. L. S. Williams of the 
: Division of South Asian Affairs Be 

SECRET ieee 8 3 _[Wasuineron,] August 6, 1948. 7 

Participants: Mr.E.G.Mathews _ oo oO | 
oo Mr.C.W. Adair? | | : 

Mr. J.8. Sparks | a me 
| | Mr. W.L.'S. Williams | oe arte 

| The above officers foregathered in Mr. Mathews’ office to discuss — 
| the Hyderabad situation in the light of the letter received yesterday _ 

afternoon from the Nizam of Hyderabad to the President in which ~ 
| the Nizam appeals to the United States Government to lend its good _ 

| offices to secure a peaceful settlement between India and Hyderabad.” 
A re-examination was made of various documents relating to the mat- 
ter, particularly the Indian Independence Act, the Stand-Still 
Agreement between India and Hyderabad and, from Hansard,anum- ~ 
ber of pertinent speeches made during the debate in Parliament over _ 

| the Indian Independence Bill. The purpose of this preliminary re- _ 
examination was to attempt to clarify the legal aspects of the matter, 

_ particularly the Nizam’s contention that with the British withdrawal __ 
from India, the Princely States were given freedom to associate with 
one or other of the Dominions or to remain independent. It was 
unanimously agreed that on the basis of the Independence Act.and the _ 
discussions of the question of the future of the Princely States which | 

| took place in Parliament that the Nizam did, in fact, havea rather 
strong argument. Mr, Attlee is quoted on 10 July 1947 as follows: — 

| _ “With the ending of the treaties and agreements, the States regain 
| their independence. But they are part of geographical India, and their 

| rulers and peoples are imbued with a patriotism no less great than . 
: that of their fellow Indians in British India. It would, I think, be | 

| unfortunate if, owing to the formal severance of their paramountcy  __ 
relations with the Crown, they were to become islands cut off fromthe __ 
rest of India. The termination of their existing relationship with the | | 
Crown need have no such consequence. In fact, already alargenumber 
of the States have declared their willingness to enter into relationships | } 

: with the new Dominions, and some have been represented.in the Con- 
| stituent Assembly of India. It is the hope of His Majesty’s Government | 

that all States will, in due course, find their appropriate place within 
- one or other of the new Dominions within the British Commonwealth, 
but until the constitutions of the Dominions have been framed in 

| such a way as to include the States as willing partners, there must 
-. necessarily be a less organic form of relationship between them, and | 

| _ 1Vice Consul at Bombay, December 1941 to July 1946. oe he 
- 2This letter, not found in Department of State files, was dated July 4, 1948 | | 

: and received via the Nizam’s Agent General in London (845.00/8-648). -
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there must be a period before a comprehensive system can be worked = 
: out. oo Oe ES ee : | | 

: '  . « “Tf [ were asked what would be the attitude of His Majesty’s. | 
| Government to any State which has decided to cut adrift from its 

a neighbours and assert its independence, I would say to the ruler of 
- that State, ‘Take your time and think again. I hope that no irrevocable © 

- decision to stay out will be taken prematurely’.”§ 

_. Mr. Harold Macmillan, member of the opposition was also quoted _ 

- asfollows: | ere oe 

_ _ “We warmly approve the decision of His Majesty’s Government to 
resist the pressure to transfer paramountcy to the successor govern- 

: _ ments. They have been very wise in that. I was glad to hear, or think _ 
---- [ heard, the Prime Minister say that the States were to be absolutely 

free in their choice as to whether or not they should join one or other «— 
po of the new Constitutent Assemblies; whether they should subsequently | 
a _ join one or other of the Dominions as they emerge from the Con- | 
me stituent Assemblies, or whether, finally, they will declare themselves _ 

free and independent sovereign authorities. I trust that this is true 
7 not only in words but in fact, because there have been disturbing | 

| rumours reaching.us of a good deal of moral and éven physical pres- 
| sure which has been exercised, perhaps by misunderstanding of some _ 

of the official statements made in Indiaorelsewhere’.* | 

| Jt was suggested that it was these statements and others like them, = 
‘ ‘made by British officials at the time of the passage of the Independence | 

Act, which now cause British officials to say, as they have to our 
Embassy in London, that if the case of Hyderabad were brought to 

| the UN, the British would be very embarrassed. Following a telephone | | 
Ss conversation with Mr. Allen of UNA, Mr. Mathews suggested that | 

, the letter of the Nizam to the President as well as the Nizam’s letter > _ 
to the King * were quite possibly steps, taken after careful planning by —s. 
‘the Hyderabad Government to insure that the case might be givena 

| hearing in the UN. Hyderabad would be able to argue quite plausibly, —_ 
sin the event its appeals for good offices are not granted, that it has 

exhausted every means except the UN to settle the question. Various — 
__ approaches to the letter were considered and the ramifications ofeach = 

| approach were explored. It was generally felt quite possible, indeed | 
- probable, that the Indian Government had seen the Nizam’s letter. It | 

oe was considered likely that it had been carried by Beaumont who was 
- searched by Indian Customs officials in Delhi on July 22, at which time ; 

a letter of the Nizam to the King was opened by Indian officials, 

| 3 Comments during the second reading of the Indian Independence Bill, | 
. . Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons, 5th series, vol. 439, col. 2451. oe 

|  *Tbid., col. 2471. ne Oo 
5 Reference to the Nizam’s letter to the King, together with information ona 

| ' -gimilar. letter to the Prime Minister and Attlee’s reply, was conveyed to the De- _ 

. tn in telegrams 3628 and. 3636 of August 11, neither printed. (845.00/8- |
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It was agreed that the British.Government should be informed of _ 
| the receipt of the Nizam’s letter. It was also agreed that the Embassy 

at London should be asked to be informed by the British Government 
, _ of the nature of the Nizam’s letter to the King, of the official reaction = 

- to it, and of British thinking regarding Hyderabad generally, = | 
It was also agreed that probably, but dependent on London’s report, | 

| it would be desirable to inform the Indians of the receipt of the letter, — 
particularly since it was felt quite likely that they already knew ofits _ 

_ existence and were probably deeply concerned about it. It wasconceded 
_. ‘by all that the Indian Government would take an extremely dim view — 

of U.S. good offices in the Hyderabad dispute. It was suggested that 
_ by conveying to the Indians the fact that the letter had been received _ 
and was being given careful study, apparent Indian plans to settle 

| the question by a resort to force might be retarded. Suggestion was. __ 
made that the U.S. could not, for obvious reasons accede to the request _ | 

_ for good offices, unless a parallel request was also made by the Govern- 
ment of India. This development was considered extremely unlikely, _ 
and therefore a suggested sequence of events might be (this, again, | 

_ depends on the nature of the British Government’s view) (1) for the 
U.S. to inform the Indian Government of the receipt of the Nizam’s 

_ letter and the fact of our considering it, and to ascertain the Indian re- | 
action, (2) at the same time taking the opportunity thus afforded to 
urge the Indian Government to attempt again to reach a settlement __ 
through peaceful negotiations, An acknowledgment of the letter from _ 
the Nizam might be made verbally by our Embassies at London and 
New Delhi to the Hyderabad representative at both posts, and the op- 
portunity would be taken to point out our feeling that our good offices’ | 
would be unavailing unless both parties to the dispute desired them. 

_ The possibility of a Commonwealth meeting or roundtable confer- : 
| ence to solve the problem was also discussed. The fact of heavy British 

responsibility for the Hyderabad situation was noted. | _ 
__-«*Tt was suggested that if a written reply were to be made to the Ni- 

zam’s letter, it should be sent through the GOI in view of the Stand- 

Still Agreement in which Hyderabad agreed that GOI would handle © 
Hyderabad’s foreign affairs. ee, | | 

| 501.BC Kashmir/8-1048: Telegram 

The United States Representative on the United Nations Commission a 
for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Secretary of State. | 

SECRET | | | _ KKaracut, August 10, 1948—noon. | 

_. 404..Comkas 18. At end first week Karachi Commission endeavoring 
| draft cease-fire proposal acceptable to both India and Pakistan for -
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simultaneous presentation both governments. Proposal would be de- 
signed effect truce while Commission attempted persuade contending = 

| parties agree long range settlement. = BE dE | 
o Appearing before Commission fourth Zafrullah Khan concentrated _ 

| effort. demonstrate illegality Kashmir accession India. He contrasted 
GOI refusal accept even provisionally accession Junagadh to Pakistan © 

po and emphasized principle now accepted at India’s insistence that = 
: _ rulers decision can be considered binding only if in accord popular | 

will. Zafrullah attributed failure GOP inform SC presence Pakistan 

troops Kashmir to anticipated imminent arrival Commission. He left _ 
| for answer by Pakistan military representatives scheduled appear 

Commission ninth questions on relations GOP with Azad forces and =~ 
— extent assistance rendered by GOP to Azad and tribalelements. | 

-Commission’s military observers arrived Karachi fifth from 
_ Kashmir reporting weather seriously impeding military operations = 

_ all fronts. with Indians contemplating no immediate offensive and = 

/ conducting patrols largely for morale purposes. During seven day 
| tour mission encountered no fire from Pakistan side although artillery 
/ _ shelling reported by Indians one night. Morale and efficiency Indian | 
7 forces appeared high. Team expected leave for inspection Pakistan 

| side frontabouteleventh, = = = ——s> Oe Sa 
Commission contemplates obtaining views Azad Kashmir repre- 

sentatives informally either in Karachi or through military team | 
- when in area next week. Azad’s aspirations and activities complicates - 

| situation considerably and Commission particularly desirous learn 
their attitude toward cease-fire. a Pe pba PS 
Commission members anxious begin consideration final settlement 

- and on third US representative introduced working paper suggesting =~ 
for tentative consideration if overall plebiscite impracticable three 

| other possible solutions (1) definitive and final partition, (2) parti; > 
tion except for plebiscite in Vale, and (3) partition with self-govern- _ 

a ing status for Vale under joint protection India Pakistan. Members - 
_. appear inclined toward partition as most practicable solution. Czecho- 
_.- slovakia opposes plebiscite arguing that those held among more 

politically conscious Europeans had doubtful results and would be 
more impracticable here. Belgian suggests possibilities independence _ 
and joint protectorate be canvassed. All representatives stress present _ 
thinking highly tentative. . es OT thee see ee 

- Press both Pakistan India published this week Lahore despatch — 
quoting: Civil. and Military. Gazette that city to effect GOP had 
officially informed Commission presence Pakistan troops Kashmir. oe 

_ Zafrullah informs GOP not responsible for Lahore story. Publicity —_ 
_ given London this week to presence large number British officers in 

_ armies two dominions was fully repeated India Pakistan. Publication -
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these two stories has not materially affected Commission’s viewpoint _ 
_ since Commission has known both conditions but Commission’s en- 

| deavors stimulated to formulate cease-fire terms acceptable tocontend- = 
- ing parties and consensus is that Commission must in some manner | 

publicly recognize fact of Pakistan invasion Kashmiri territory. 
Commission hoping complete conversations Karachi around 

fourteenth and proceed Srinagar via Delhi. sit oe 
oe oe (ke ns | [Huppie] 

501.BC Kashmir/8-1648 : Telegram | Pe | es 

- The United States Representative on the United Nations Commission —__ 
- for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL _ _ New Deut, August 16,1948—lla.m. _ 

702. Comkas 21. Proposals for cease-fire agreement! transmitted = 
_ _Embtel 701? were presented simultaneously governments India and 

Pakistan Saturday 6 p. m. American delegation accompanied party — 
| Delhi and reports that when Prime Minister read document he stated _ 

it would obviously require considerable study and reference his gov- 
ernment as well as consultation with Sheikh Abdullah. _ 

: American delegation not yet informed of reaction Karachi. So 
_ American delegation is not sanguine that proposals will elicit favor- 

able response either government but even if accepted only as basis a 
mutual conversations between [governments] together with Commis- _ 

+ gion result would not be considered entirely unsatisfactory. _ oo | 
| Must frankly be stated Commission has received no expression. 

sympathy with-agreement principle from either Indian or Pakistan 
officials collectively or individually or any indication there might be => 
possibility for mutual agreement two governments on Kashmir ques- _ 

_tion, American delegations feeling is that position both governments =| 
_ thus far is precisely same as when they presented their views to 

-. SC except that advance Pakistan troops into Kashmir territory 
may have lessened chances agreement unless they are promptly with- , 
drawn. Majority commission appeared convinced request for simple : 
cease-fire agreement with no conditions would be rejected. Conse- | 
quently attempt was made to present conditional proposals which 
might just possibly meet with not too unfavorable reaction both gov- 

| -1The resolution incorporating these proposals was adopted by the Commission | 
on August 13 and released by the Security Council as document S/995. For text, | | 
see SC, 3rd yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, pp. 32-34. The text of correspondence on . 
this resolution between the Commission and the Governments of India and | 
Pakistan follows the resolution, pp. 34-49, 129-1388. Notes of meetings held by 
the Commission with the Indian Prime Minister and the Pakistani Minister for | 

oe Foreign Affairs concerning the resolution are printed in the same source, pp. _ | 

oe Telegram 701, August 15, not printed. _ _ | | a
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- ernments. Result is document which probably will need considerable 
- clarification and which Indian and Pakistan officials will accept if = 

they consider it at all only as basis for debate in which old arguments 
_-will be repeated. At this writing, impossible speculate with any cer- ; 
| tainty on outcome much less make prediction, though American dele- _ | 

gation view not hopeful. | eh ea es | 

| / _ During Commission’s 5-week stay Delhi and Karachi position be- | 

tween two governments has not noticeably improved. Inflammatory _ | 

/ speeches by Nehru in spite of Commission’s request for cooperation | 

worsened matters and in this respect Pakistan maintained correct atti- 

tude except for remarks several obscure officials. Press both countries 
continues play up hostilities but reports exaggerated present time _ | 
since action reduced to minimum by adverse weather conditions. Ru- 

| mors of strained relations circulate among observers situation, one of : 

- which concerns ‘possibility India severing diplomatic relations with = =~ 

-_- Pakistan unless Pakistan troops withdrawn to Pakistan territory. An-_ — 

_ other rumor heard by American delegation after return to Delhi says 
--—India only awaiting departure of UN Commission before launching =~ 

all-out blitz attack upon Hyderabad expecting Pakistan at same time _ | 

attempt big offensive Kashmir. This latter rumor seems extremely im- ts” 

/ probable and is reported only because source who informed American — | 
c delegation is well informed and has hitherto proved reliable ve 

It is of interest to report that on Friday just before departure Com- 
mission group from Karachi to New Delhi, Zafrullah Khan demanded 
hearing before Commission. After some quibbling in which he said 

po he could not be prepared until some time next week, he agreed appear 
- late Friday afternoon, when he made what he termed exposé to Com- 

mission of subjects on which he felt.Pakistan’s and his point of view _ | 
_ had not been sufficiently explored by Commission before its decision | | 

which he “understood had been arrived at and was about to be pre-e 
_._ sented”. Zafrullah’s attitude toward Commission has been patronizing = 

and approaching arrogance and he has tended to endeavor to assume =| 
_ position ofsuperiority. = ae a a 
| On this occasion he endeavored put Commission in a false position, | 

his purpose evidently being to establish grounds in case he felt reac-_ - 
- tion Commission’s. proposals necessary. American delegation was not _ 

favorably impressed by his conduct and instead of improving he preju- - 
diced his personal standing. However there is little to choose between 

_ Nehru and Aptel on one side and Johhan (who was not seen by Com- | 
- mission) and Zafrullah Khan on the other. Competent circles here and _ - 

_ in Karachi continue to believe that Kashmir problem is dispute be- 
tween individuals highly placed rather than between peoples of India _ | 

and Pakistan, = = © | | a mo 
econ a Oo - | [Hupprz]
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| 501.BC Kashmir/8-2148: Telegram So ae S bk | ae oe ee 

The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL New Deruz, August 21,1948—noon. 
724. Embtel 723.1 Isaw Razvi Hyderabad Agent General thismorn-  __ 

ing. He could not confirm that Syria would present Hyderabad case 
| to UN. Razvi said GOI planes had been flying over Hyderabad State 

for past six weeks in an endeavor to terrify the people; that raiders 
from India were equipped with Sten guns and rifles of same caliber as _ 

| Indian Army used (this caliber is prohibited from. use except for — 
Army) ; a 1000 pound bomb made in Glasgow had been found con- = 
cealed in Hyderabad territory by subversive elements who intended = 

to use it to destroy a bloc. — . ee a | 
He said GOI refusal to arbitrate any of the points in dispute made 

it necessary for Hyderabad toappealtoUN? = 
I gave noncommittal reply to Razvi’s query re attitude US might be 

expected to adopt re Hyderabad appealtoUN. = - 
| Sent Department 724; repeated Karachi 142. Department pass Lon- — 

don from Delhi. Be i ree 

1 Telegram 723, August 21,not printed. = «8 = © ee 
* Hyderabad’s appeal to the. UN was made in a cable dated August 21, 1948. . 

For text, see telegram 1059 from New York, August 25, p. 370. so 

501.BC Kashmir/8-2348: Telegram _ ce | ee | 

_ The United States Representative on the United Nations Commission 
for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Secretary of State = 

SECRET = - ~ * New Deut, August 23, 1948—2 p.m. - 

732, Comkas 23. India has indicated its acceptance Commission’s | 
proposals for cease-fire and truce agreement presented’ to Prime | 
Minister fourteenth but acceptance is premised on interpretations 

- certain moot points which do not precisely accord with those of Com- 
| mission. Commission is therefore now endeavoring establish with 

: India satisfactory mutual understanding but until this is done Ameri- _ 
: can delegation considers India’s acceptance only provisional though - 

several other delegationsholdmorehopefulview. = — | 
Delegations returning from Karachi were discouraged Pakistan - 

| reception of proposals, feel Pakistanis have been offended by Com- 
mission, and anticipate Pakistan rejection. American delegation in- _ 

-__ ¢lined accept this view but nevertheless believes hope eventual qualified 
Pakistan acceptance may be entertained, if only because after reported =
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- -ynanimous decision to reject (Karachi telegram 4181), Foreign _ 

Minister did not announce rejection and several days later presented = 
- Commission long list of points on which his Govt desired clarification. | 

Sir Zafrullah’s questionnaire characteristic in some respects needless _ | 

| and may be intended primarily embarrass Commission (someelements = 
| of Commission feel he is preparing for complaint to SC) or to prolong 7 

negotiations. Commission’s proposals difficult to reject and he may 

| wish to prepare other grounds for ignoring them. | | - | 

- Some credence may be given report that Pakistan now wants to wee 

- delay any decision in Kashmir question to embarrassment India while _ 
|. Hyderabad problem is being agitated. India undoubtedly is in diffi- | 

| _—_ eult: position and might wish to dispose of Kashmir matter before _ 
- tacklngHyderabad. 8 ies eee | 

Commission may return in body to Karachi later this week if points | 

| of difference with India adjusted and will make every endeavor mollify = 

| _ Pakistan Govt and procure acceptance its proposals. _ bE EGE 

pe Tf agreement cannot be reached and India and Pakistan cannot be 

| - persuaded work out Kashmir problem together with mutual good will = 

| - and good faith, outlook for further constructive effort by Commission | 

Pog ase | By gare (Hore) 

a ‘Telegram 418, August 19, not printed. = Bo ee Te 

845,00/8-1348 i iplidaghti 8) oe gta tone ape | 

: The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary-General of the 

Indian Ministry of Eaternal Affairs and Commonwealth Relations 

(Bajpai) eo Oe 
No. 3823 a | . New Devut, August 23,1948. ous 

Grr: I rave the honor to enclose the original of a note dated 
pes August 23, 1948 to the Agent-General of the Government of Hydera- | 

ps bad which contains the text of the reply‘of the Government of the = 
| -- United States to the Nizam’s letter of July 4, 1948 addressed to the - 

_ President of the United States. It would be appreciated if -you would 

forward thelettertoMr.Razvi, | ee 
Tam transmitting the letter to Mr. Razvi through you in view of | 

Article I of the Standstill Agreement concluded between the Gov- | 
- ernment of India andthe Nizam. _ | os | EL 3 

Accept [ete] _. ‘Howarp Donovan 

po : a 
: . . : Me
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| | : _ [Enclosure] a ae ee 

| | | New Derut, August 23, 1948. 

Sir: I am instructed by my Government to transmit through you the 
following message to His Exalted Highness The Nizam of Hyderabad 
and Berar in reply to his letter of July 4, 1948, addressed to the Presi- 
dentofthe United States: = = | OO | 

“The Government of the United States noted the information con- | 
tained in the Nizam’s communication and has given attention tothe | 
request of the Nizam to extend the good offices of this Government — 

_ with a view to effecting an amicable settlement of differences existing —~— 
between the Nizam’s Government. and the Government of India. = | 

. . “The United States Government has repeatedly supported employ- | 
ment of pacific means in the settlement of disputes and maintainsthe 

_ hope that differences between the Nizam’s Government andthe Gov-  __ 
ernment. of India may be settled peacefully and amicably by direct — 
negotiation or in terms of existing agreements... re 

: _ “With reference to the question of good offices it should be pointed 
out that this. instrument by its very nature is voluntary and can be 
successful only if assented to by both parties to the dispute andifthe.  _ 
country or countries willing to extend good offices are likewise accepta- 
ble to both disputants. Under the circumstances the United Statesis 

| not in a position to consider the extension of its good offices in the 
-.- present situation in the absence of agreement of both India and 

| Hyderabad to settlement of their differences in this manner.” | 

Accept [ete.] - ~ Howarp Donovan. 

845.00/8-2448: Telegram = —t* | oh Ee gee me 

- The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State = 

| CONFIDENTIAL | New Dewy, August 24, 1948—1 p. m. 

737. Deptel 505, August 9 [79}.1 Embassy transmitted Department’s | 
note to Hyderabad Agent General through GOI August 23. Razvisaw 
me 10 a. m. today and said he had unexpectedly received orders last 

— night to proceed Hyderabad for consultation. He then said he had 
received Department’s note from GOI. He inquired whether 

, penultimate sentence of Department’s note implied US would be will- 
ing act as arbiter in event both Hyderabad and GOI made-such re- 

| — quest. I replied that such an interpretation had not occurred tomeand _ 
that the phrase “good offices” which Razvi had cited in support of his 

7 interpretation, was frequently used in. diplomatic correspondence 
without involving any implication of arbitration. I stressed that point. — 
I then said I had no authority to speak for our government regarding ==> 
its acting as arbiter between GOI and Hyderabad and cautioned —_— 

1 Not printed. SO | : |
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| -Razvi against raising any hopes in Hyderabad that US would if re- 
quested act as arbiter. oe a a ee ee 

3 I am convinced Razvi’s visit to Hyderabad is not connected with = 

| Department’s note and that: his query was based solely on his desire 

| to elarify in his own mind foregoing point prior to his unexpected = 

oo departure. Embassy does not believe GOI would under any circum- | 

| _—_- stances consent to arbitration, so point raised by Razvi isnot alive 

issue. | tr os Te gree S | 

| Sent Department 737, repeated Karachi 145. Department pass Lon- 

— .  donfromDelhi ©. | Oe Sn . 

: oe ~ + Donovan 

| 501.BC Kashmir/8-2448: Telegram ee 7 

The Secretary of State to the United States Representative on the — 

United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan (Huddle), at 

0 New Delhi eae ey 

SECRET US URGENT | Wasuineton, August 24, 1948—7 p.m. — 

_ 512. Kascom 21, USUN is informed that SYG isabout toaskeach 

- member SC to furnish two observers for Kashmir cease-fire. Cireum- 
stances surrounding this request are set forth in separate telegram | 

from USUN to Dept; being relayed toyou; 5 

Dept considers question of observers of considerable political im- oe 

| portance. Although number now being requested appears small, basis =~ 
for meeting present request would become more significant if eventual | 

- number of observers is greatly increased. Important elements in prob- | 

Jem of furnishing observers for Kashmir are: (1) remoteness of — 
--—- Kashmir and great expense involved in providing large numbers of 

| personnel and considerable equipment from outside; (2) special ex- 
perience of British with area and peoples involved; (8) experience of — 

Muslim and Hindu troops in operating together prior to partition of 

-_-_India; (4) conditions in Kashmir exposing it to those whose primary = 

- - objective would betomaketrouble. == ree rneeceT er 

Dept would prefer not to make issue in SC on the selection of | 

| observers and would hope that a workable arrangement.couldbemade 

- by the Commission itself. Our preference would be to use British ob- 
| servers, assisted by truce teams furnished by military personnel from | 

_- Indian and Pakistani armies. Kashmir Commission might be able to 
arrange such observation either on basis of consultation with India 

. and Pakistan or on basis of decision of Commission itself. AS mini- 

mum, Commission might ask British to make twenty observers | 

~  * Telegram 1057, August 24, from Ambassador Austin, not printed. a a
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_ available as a temporary measure pending further development of 
negotiations on the cease-fire. | 
We understand that Kashmir Commission has not acted officially = 

_. on this matter and that Chairman and Secretary of Commission might _ 
- be acting in anticipation of Commission decision. Please inform Dept. | 

present status this matter in Commission and any comments which | 
might help Dept. in deciding what instruction should be furnished _ 
you on this point.. _ co a 

Oo OO | re Marswarn 

| --§01.BC Kashmir/8-2548 : Telegram ae - , | 
_ Lhe United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
a | the Secretary of State = = 

| New Yorn, August 25, 1948—1: 48 p. m. | 
1059. Following cablegram dated August 21 was sent to SC Presi- | 

dent by Hyderabad: — gs | 

“The Government of Hyderabad, in reliance on Article 35 (2) of 
| the Charter of the UN, requests you to bring to the attention of the | 

SC the grave dispute which has arisen between Hyderabad and India | 7 
and which, unless settled in accordance. with international law and 
justice, is likely to, endanger the maintenance of international peace 
and security. Hyderabad has been exposed in recent months to violent 

— intimidation, to threats of invasion, and to crippling economic block- 
| ade, which has inflicted cruel hardship upon the people of Hyderabad — 

~ and which is intended to coerce it into a renunciation of its independ- . 
: ence. ‘The frontiers have been forcibly violated and Hyderabad villages 

| have been occupied by Indian troops. The action of India threatensthe _ 
| existence of Hyderabad, the peace of the Indian and entire Asiatic : 

continent, and the principles of the UN. The Government of Hyder- | | 
_ abad is collecting and will shortly present to the SC abundant docu- 

| mentary evidence substantiating the present complaint. Hyderabad, - 
_ @ state not a member of the UN, accepts for the purposes of the dis- 

| | pe ire obligations of pacific settlement. provided in the Charter of 
| the UN. | eG ee ie 

: _ “Tt is understood that the submission of the present complaint to the a 
| SC does not prejudice the submission of the dispute tothe GA.”* ) 

_ (In circulating cablegram to SC members, SYG said he was notin 
position to determine whether he was required by rules of procedure 

_. to do so, but was bringing it to SC attention for such action as it. - 
- mightdesiretotake) 9:92:22 © 0 a 

| 1This cablegram is printed in SC; Sra-yr., Suppl. for Sept. 1948, p. 5. Oo 

| | 5
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— 01.BC Kashmir/8-3148 ; Telegram a EEE mp SB i teen . 

ss Phe United States Representative on the United Nations Commission ——_— 

cooks for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Secretary of State = 

ss CONFIDENTIAL i, _ Karacut, August 31, 1948—noon. oe 

--- 484. Comkas 29. Commission returned Karachi Saturday toresume = 

_. eonversations with Pakistan ~ officials endeavor persuade Pakistan — 

. Government to accept its proposals for cease-fire and truce agreement. | 

First indications are that Pakistanis remain firm that it must be either © 

-_- yuneonditional cease-fire or if conditional then entire program for = _ 

- plebiscite must be worked out and agreed upon. Popeye aes 

| ~ Commission’s standpoint is that latter is not feasible and that un- , 

| conditional cease-fire would be flatly rejected by India. Thus neither _ 

: isworkable. 

| India demands withdrawal:-Pakistan troops from Kashmir territory as 

_ probably justifiably. Pakistan is equally insistent Indian troops get 
| out of Kashmir perhaps less justifiably. Commission feels its pro; > 

_-posals meet Indian demands and at same time satisfy what may be = 

reasonable demand by Pakistan that majority Indian forces be re- 

_ quired to withdraw so that they will no longer constitute what Pakis- 
tan claims is menace to itsexistence as state. ee 

Pakistan officials however now claim Commission’s proposals do not | 
| - enable them to assure tribesmen of ultimate fair plebiscite and pro- 
7 tection their co-religionists, so they cannot control tribesmen. Commis- — | 

sion insists that this is explicitly called for in proposals. 

| I get impression in going over these and other points that Pakistanis _ 

- do not want to be convinced; that. they wanted some action on Com- 

_ mission’s part which would in some way recognize or tacitly approve | 

| Pakistan Army invasion of Kashmir and leave these forces there, with _ 
result that no plebiscite or any other peaceable measures could ever __ 

on be worked out; and that they are grievously disappointed at failure. | 
| On other hand while India has signified acceptance, it is undeniable = 

that Nehru looks on proposals with great disfavor, 
: Moreover I feel that Zafrullah Khan finds his government now bear- 

oe ing onus of rejection which he had formerly passed back to Security _ 

, Council with criticism of its plan but he was not standing alone since 
India for other reasons. had also rejected SC proposals. Refusal to 
agree to cease fighting and arrange truce so that negotiations for __ 
peaceful solution. can proceed is not easy to justify. He is therefore - 

resorting to all available devices in effort to evade issue. That he may 

-. + decide ignore Commission and take issue to SC is possibility. He is 
-— notawareofIndia’sdecisionsofarasIknow. © |... 
ay India’s approach is very like that of Pakistan. India originally — 

see expected SC decision its favor otherwise would never have presented oe 
gage and has continued same position. But Tndia’s present troubleshave —
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| occasioned increasing desire some influential elements Delhi to end —_©" 
“this Kashmir business”. Both Maharajah and Sheikh Abdullah losing — 

| favor and former almost completely ignored. . oo Oo 

_ Situation is something like tri-cornered war nerves. Some members | 
of Commission showing strain to certain extent and their judgment == 

, and decisions tending to be less wisely considered. . ae 
This leads me to suggest that Department and USUN might think 

of desirability of appointment of moderator to succeed Commission _ 
if perchance both governments accept its proposals and also in event =—_— 
of failure. My experience leads me to believe that one man, of inter- 
national stature, if acceptable to both governments, would bein better _ 
position to work out this problem than is an unwieldly commission. 

- He would need small corpsexpertadvisers. = = - 
In case Commission does not succeed matter would become urgent, | 

: and some action might have to be taken by SC to avert disastrous | 
results. General Eisenhower! presumably would ‘be unavailable but | 

_ disinterested figure of similar international repute might be able to | 
| savesituation. > —— ve BE / | 

-"3General of the Army Dwight D. Eisenhower, President of Columbia 
__-University. RC 6 ee fo | 

501.BC Kashmir/9-148: Telegram .-_ es oe a 2 4 aos a ; 

The United States Representative on the United Nations Commission 
7 for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Secretary of State 

: CONFIDENTIAL Karacut, September 1, 1948—11 a. m. : 

- 437. Comkas 31. Appreciate action USUN as reported Tuesday’s 
press in opposing discussion SC of Kashmir question. Until Pakistan 
decision in hand consider unguided publicity may endanger results. _ | 
Commission ‘had spirited discussion today with FonMin which gave ) 
some favorable indications but Pakistan decision stillin doubt. 

501.BC/9-148: Telegram EGE INESy eh Ss gee Baan e 

_ Lhe Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the 
| United Nations (Austin) 

| CONFIDENTIAL _ - Wasnineron, September 1,1948—7 p.m. | 

570. Re Hyderabad request to SYG to bring dispute with India to | 
attention SC (Doe S/986),? Dept agrees that US rep should take no ae 
initiative toward SC consideration. rn me 

_ +The text of this request was transmitted to the Department in telegram 1059 
of August 25, p. 370. - rr rc ae
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| _ If another Member SC proposes placing it on agenda and question | 

| arises as to Hyderabad’s right as “state” to present matter under Art 

/ 85 (2) you should take following position: er ee a 

1. There is considerable doubt as to Hyderabad’s legal status as : 

| “state” within meaning of Art 35 in light of its past position and oy 

terms of UK Indian Independence Act and Standstill Agreement; 
| 9. It would be futile to have extended debate on the question of = 
| whether or not Hyderabad is a “state” within the meaning of Article 

-—-- 85 (2). It is clear from the known facts that a dispute exists andthat 

; ‘Hyderabad is a party to that dispute; _ , ; 

| 3. Broad intent of Charter and general philosophy of UN is to allow 

| parties toa dispute at leastsome hearing; 
| 4. On balance, therefore, US should vote in favor of placing matter . 

' on SC agenda for consideration without prejudice to question whether = 

| --«-Hyderabad is or is not a State within the meaning of Article 35 (2). a 
| If motion is not strictly limited to Nizam’s communication but in effect 

| can be taken as placing Hyderabad-Indian dispute on agenda, this — 

may be taken as satisfying requirements of Art. 35 (1) and Rules 6 

| and 7 of SC Rules of Procedure without reference to Article 35. ( Bye 

| Similarly, if matter is placed on agenda, Hyderabad should be in- _ 

| __-vited to participate in discussion without deciding whether it is or is . 

not a State within the meaning of Article 82. See Deptel 344 Aug 8 

_---:4947 2 re participation of Indonesian Reps in SC discussion. = | 

| _-:sIn view of unavoidable delays even in most expeditious ICJ proce- 

po dure and in view fact Standstill Agreement will expire November 29, ~ 

- Dept considers impractical reference to ICJ question of Hyderabad’s | 

2 gta ee oe 
| ee So Oo Marsan 

ee *Not printed. Oe 

| §01.BC Kashmir/9-148: Airgram — Se oe! | 

ne ‘The Chargé in Pakistan (Lewis) to the Secretary of State 

| 2 ARE Ue Ton gee eg Karacut, September 1, 1948. — 

/- .  A-852. In a conversation with a representative of the ‘Embassy, 
_ Akhtar Hussain, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and > 

Commonwealth Relations, declared that Pakistan would support 
pe vigorously Hyderabad’s case if it were to be considered by the Security 
| - Council or General Assembly. Hussain did not indicate whether ornot = 
|. Pakistan would act as sponsor for Hyderabad, although the Em- 

 bassy’s representative did not put this question to him directly. Hus- _ 

| sain emphasized the fact that his Government feels there is a close 
| —-- relation between the Kashmir and Hyderabad problems. Pakistan is 

, inclined to think that it would gain considerable advantage in the _
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_ Kashmir dispute if India’s arguments in the two cases could be placed — 
a side by side. He also remarked on the obvious military relationship of —_- 

| the two problems as far as India was concerned and expressed the __ 
opinion that if Hyderabad was out of the way “India would notallow | 
the UNCIP to set foot again in India”. Hussain reiterated the fear | 

_ that India’s first step in Hyderabad would be the complete liquida- 
| tion of the Muslim minority which would.be accompanied by wide 

) anti-Muslim outbreaksintherestofthe Dominion. = = = | 

501.BC Kashmir/9-248: Telegram ee | - - 

«Lhe Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL = ~—=—~—~—s New Deut, September 2, 1948—10 a. m. | 

| 772. Menon Secretary Ministry States told Embassy yesterday he _ 
feared GOP would not accept cease fire proposals submitted to Gov- 
ernment’ India ‘and Pakistan by UNCIP. Menon said he was afraid | 
UNOIP would alter proposals in-order make them more nearly ac- 

| ceptable GOP and would press GOI make additional concessions. _ 
According Menon GOI will make no concessions in addition those | 

| _ required by present proposals and will not accept alterations unfavor- 
able to India of “evensomuchasacomma”, = = © a 

| Sent Department 772, repeated Karachi for US representative | 
Kascom, Department pass London, a a 

| oe ee Donovan | 

501.BC. Kashmir/9—-448 : Telegram _ os - Pas 7 

| The United States Representative on the United Nations Commission — 
. for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Secretary of State 

-. CONFIDENTIAL sits Karacut, September 4,1948—noon. ij 
442. Comkas 33. Busy week concluded with commission’s proposals 

- under consideration by Pakistan and Zafrullah proceeding quietly 
_ over weekend to lay them before Jinnah. After much urging Foreign 

_ Minister promised might be possible give oral reply Sunday afternoon. © 
Commission considered urgency increased because Nehru advised us 
Thursday he proposed expose Kashmir situation Indian parliament —_ 

| before its adjournment fifth. This implied publication commission’s  —s— 
| proposals before Pakistan response received and to save Pakistanany 

_ possible embarrassment commission has endeavored persuade Nehru 
delay and sent. Belgian representative with personal message. 6” 

__ Intimation has been given to Pakistan of possibility Nehru’s action. 
They. know commission has India’s answer. I suspect however, Paki- =—© 

- stan is not much concerned about India’s reception proposals and —S—-
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that their decision will not be particularly influenced by that’con- | 

| sideration and my belief was partly confirmed by their seemitig indif- 

| ference when informed possible developments. 0. 8 

| Pakistan effort during whole week of almost continuous conferences 

| has been to obtain either modification of proposals or explanation. 

which would convey meaning other than that actually. stated and in- 

| tended. They particularly endeavored obtain commitments re adminis- 
tration and maintenance law and order in territory under Indian 

control which we know India would not accept and are determined to 
| find some means whereby they could infiltrate to expand their activity 
| and influence. But they insisted most on commission adding to pro- 

) consistently undertake. In this both Prime Minister and Foreign 

| Minister especially latter were unreasonable and Foreign Minister 
| resorted to every forensic artifice in his efforts. Their position was that. 

) they must have. plebiscite program settled so that they could give 

positive assurances to tribesmen and Azad Kashmir in endeavoring 
--spersuadethemtolaydowntheirarms. 2. st 

Commission exercised great patience, satisfied every reasonable de- 

mand for hearing, listened to Foreign Minister for hours, and en- 

| deavored to give firm well reasoned and logical explanations, = 
‘Commission is more than ever convinced that military activity must 

__.. egase if any plebiscite is to be worked out and that two phases must be 
handled separately. It would be simply impossibility to comply with 

"Pakistan demand that terms of plebiscite be agreed upon simultane- 
ously with cease fire because such complicated agreement could not be 

| effected in present temper both disputants and meantime fighting 
would continue with all its dangers of sudden engulfment entire sub- 

~ But Pakistan correct in apprehension that India will be difficult in 
plebiscite problem if that stage is reached. SC and commission must be 

_ prepared to adopt very firm procedure and when required may have 

/ As I suggested in my 23 (Embtel Delhi 732+) Pakistan like India 
found proposals couched in such form that they realize responsibility 
they would assume ‘by rejection. Proposals have therefore not been 

summarily turned down but on contrary have been thoroughly debated. 
_- Now there is at least'an even chance of their acceptance but no predic- 

tion can be made with any degree of certainty. Perhaps they themselves 
-_ do not know until they have the decision of their volatile and redoubt- 

able Governor General whose authority in this matter, so intimately 
_ related to his empire building, seems supreme. ns 

a ee] 

: 1 Ante, p. 366. eR ES 
| 429-027—75-——25 |
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| 501.BC Kashmir/9—648 : Telegram . a OO ! 

The United States Representative on the United Nations Comméassion 
for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Secretary of State 

RESTRICTED US URGENT Karacut, September 6, 1948—5 p. m. 

~ 443, Comkas 34. Pakistan reply September 6% to proposals Com- 
mission’s resolution August 13 received today purports to -accept 

| Commission’s resolution as clarified to Pakistan Government by Com- 
mission but is qualified by proviso which nullifies so-called acceptance’ — 
andreadsasfollows: = — OE eg Soke 

_ “Subject to clarifications and elucidations furnished by Commission —_ 
to Government, of Pakistan being accepted by Government of India» 
and elucidations and clarifications if any furnished by the Commis- 
sion to Government of India being acceptable to Government of Paki- | 
stan and provided Government of Itidia accepts conditions laid: down 
in part B (Articles 6 to 15, both inclusive) of SC resolution of 21 April " 
1948 as explained by sponsors of resolution UN SC for.a free and im- 
partial plebiscite to decide whether state of Jammu-Kashmir is to | 
accede toIndiaor Pakistan” | 

_ Commission has not required acceptance of Government. of India , 
to portions of SC’s April 21 resolution specified in foregoing and is 
convinced introduction controversial details at present stage would 
simply and needlessly prolong discouraging negotiations while dan- 
gerous hostilities continue. Effect, therefore, of Pakistan decision: is 

| nonacceptance Commission’s August 13 proposals cease-fire and truce 
agreement. = ne re 
_In addition Foreign Minister’s letter September 6 states views of 
Pakistan Government not binding on Azad Kashmir Government nor 
do they reflect Azad Kashmir views. This is in contravention to assur- 
ances previously given to Commission by both Pakistan Foreign Min- 
ister and Pakistan High Command. As now presented Pakistan 
confronts Commission with necessity obtaining independent Azad 
Kashmir consent to present and future proposals. In other respects | 
Foreign Minister’s communication misstates Commission’s standpoint : 
and endeavors commit Commission to future dispositions regarding | 
which it has advisedly held decisions in abeyance pending effectuation _ ! 
cease-fireandtruceagreement. 2 | 

While acceptance by India of Commission’s August 13 proposals | 
need not be taken at complete face value, it did express agreement of : 
India to cease-fire and negotiations for truce. Pakistan’s proposition | 
introduces subjects for negotiation which have previously been points | 
of controversy and in effect were rejected by both India and Pakistan. = , 
—_——________ “3 

a Letter addressed to the Commission by Zafrullah Khan. For text, see SC, 8rd : 
_ yr. Suppl. for Nov. 1948, pp. 41-45. a | oe 

| |
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This Pakistan fully aware of and it knows, therefore, that injection - : 
of controversial features at present stage will effectively obstruct at- | 
tainment objectives Commission’s August 13 proposals. | 

Commission today issuing press release correspondence between | 
Commission and respective governments on August 13 resolution | 
which will doubtless create hubbub. Copies all documents have been | 
forwarded Department by airmail with exception Foreign Minister’s : 
letter September 6 and Commission’s reply ? same date which will be | 
sent earliest pouch. Please repeat USUN Paris. | 

» 2In this letter to the Minister of Foreign Affairs (8/995), the Chairman of 
the Commission stated that the Commission was prepared at an early opportunity _ | 
to consider the questions raised by Pakistan. For text, see SC, 3rd yr., Suppl. 

Tor Nov. 1948, D.45. 00 Ry ET ae 

‘BOLBC Kashmir/9-1048: Telegrams 

The United States Representative on the United N ations Commission 
for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Secretary of State 

RESTRICTED  - = ~~ ~.-~ New Dexut, September 10; 1948—11 a. m. 

— 809. Comkas 37 (information GA. Delegation).1 While neither Pakis- 
tan nor India official or private circles or press ever indicated confidence 

‘success ‘mediation efforts Commission, general feeling disappointment 
sensed Karachi and also seems reflected by press from India because 
Kashmir problem nonearersolution, © © 7 

In its acceptance commission’s resolution India wins first round but 
India was not committed re plebiscite arrangements. India flatly re- 
jected SC plebiscite proposals and indicated plebiscite could take place 
‘only as India dictated. Commissions hope was that with armies out of 
‘Kashmir, India’s position might be modified and plebiscite terms could 
be agreed upon. Pakistan claims to want plebiscite but not on Indian 
terms and position now seems to be that Pakistan army will hold posi- 

‘tions in Kashmir until plebiscite arranged or failing that would not 
‘evade military action to gain Kashmir and its Muslim peoples for 

_ Pakistan Government, however, seems unhappy with prospect. A 
_ prominent official made special personal visit to me and also to Colban 

Wednesday further explain point of view his government, to assure 
me of Pakistan confidence in commission and said in playing down 
some of terms Pakistan reply to commission that Pakistan would be | 

| satisfied with any plebiscite arrangements which had approval of com- 

. 1 This telegram was relayed to Paris where the U.S. delegation to. the United 
Nations General Assembly was gathering for the Third Session of that body — 
scheduled to open at Paris September 21, 1948.
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mission. But suspicion must remain that Pakistan protracting Kash- ] 
mir settlement hoping profit by developments Hyderabad dispute 

which hasbeen seriously troublingIndia. © = ©... 
_ Nehru’s statement to Parliament September 7 on Kashmir issue | 
charged Pakistan army invaded Kashmir, termed invasion “aggression | 
of Pakistan on Indian union territory” and added “country that was 

an aggressor nation according to its own showing now rejected and | 

refused proposal for. cease-fire or put forward conditions tantamount 
to refusal.” Nehru repeated previous charges that Pakistan case built 

upon falsehood and deceit. | | 
- Zafrulla responded Nehru at press conference September .8. gave 
spirited defense Pakistan invasion Kashmir saying Pakistan not 
‘bound under any moral or international obligation.to inform India 
and no occasion inform SC which had already committed Kashmir 
case to commission. Zafrulla said Pakistan under no obligation inter- 

‘national or otherwise that prevents her from sending her troops into 

| Kashmir, basing Pakistan position on non-recognition legality acces- 

sion to India. Otherwise he rehashed for most part old controversy. 
| Have requested Karachi forward full reports Zafrulla’s press state- 

ment for it should be studied as forming probable theme his presenta- 

tion to SC'if Kashmir placed onagenda. = 9° 2 0 
_ After first shock and 24 hours silence Karachi Dawn and Observer 

broke out September 9 in rash editorial. misrepresentation and dis- 

tortion facts situation. India is main object.of attack of Lon].commis- 
sion but that does not improve matters. Ce ee 

On return: to Delhi ninth, commission had interview with Nehru 

and: Bajpai and informed them personally re Pakistan’s qualified ac- 

ceptance. which amounts to rejection its proposals. Nehru plainly dis- 

appointed result. Commission asked whether his government would 

consider first, simple cease-fire; if not, second, codicil or supplement 

to agreement, giving Pakistan some assurance re plebiscite such as 

requested ‘by Pakistan; and third, whether India would be. willing 

engage conferences with Pakistan. to break present stalemate. Nehru 

pointed out. futility conversations at. present stage. He apparently | 
ruled out cease-fire but seems to have thought possibility working out 

supplement to commission’s proposals to cover plebiscite might just 

possibly be worthy further consideration. In any event, he did not 

flatly reject commission’ssuggestion, © 

Conclusion, however, seems almost inevitable that India and Paki- 

- stan will not come together on mutually satisfactory terms now; that 
matter may again have to be aired SC; that SC will have to find some 

means whereby real pressure will have to be exerted on one or both 

disputants if peaceful settlement is to be arrived at; and that if this
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7 is not possible India and Pakistan will have to be left to settle problem. | 

in own way with prospect of disaster. a ne | 

Suggestion Comkas 292 that SC appoint prominent moderator a 

might be seriously considered. New terms of reference should be | 

adopted calling upon India and Pakistan as members of UN confer | 

together with him and agreed terms settlement, at same time calling | 

for cease-fire and truce agreement as prescribed by commission. — 

Sent Department 809, Department pass Paris. BE 

ne a —  [Htuppre] 

* Dated August 31, p. 371. ah | reece | 

501.BC Kashmir/9-1048 7 gs oe es . 

‘The Chargé in Pakistan (Lewis) to the Secretary of State — 

RESTRICTED ae _ Karacut, September 10, 1948. 
No409 0 St 

Subject: Kashmir Dispute: India-Pakistan Commission =—_ | 
Sm: I have the honor to refer to my telegrams No. 446 of Septem- 

ber 8 and No. 450 of September 9, 1948 1 with regard to the release for | 

publication by the United Nations India-Pakistan Commission of the _ 
correspondence exchanged between the Commission and the Govern- 
ments of India and Pakistan since the presentation of the Commis- 

| sion’s resolution of August 13, and the comments of Sir Zafrullah 
Khan, the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Pakistan, at his press confer- 
ence on September 8 on the statement of Pandit Nehru before the In- 
dian ParliamentonSeptember7, ee 
Ambassador Huddle has furnished the Department copies of the 

documents released to the press by the Commission. There are enclosed 
copies of the “Sind Observer” of September 9 which contain an ac- 
count of Sir Zafrullah’s press conference. It is assumed that the Em- 
bassy at New Delhi is furnishing the Department with the text of 
Prime Minister Nehru’s statement before the Indian Parliament. All 
of these documents should be read in close connection if a fair under- 
standing is to be obtained of the problems which perplexed the Com- 
mission before it finally decided that further effort toward a solution 
of the Kashmir question would probably be largely useless, or, as indi- 
cated in the communiqué which it issued as an accompaniment to the 
released documents, that “immediate effectuation of its proposal of _ 
August 13 isnotto be envisaged.” ~ a 

It was perhaps a foregone conclusion that however impartial, sin- | 

cere and understanding the members of the Commission might be their 
-1Neither printed. |
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mission was foredoomed to failure because any concessions:which the _ 
Commission might make to meet the point of view of the Government 
of India would be unacceptable to the Government of Pakistan and 
vice versa. The Commission also felt itself obliged to work under the 
very serious handicap of the presence of regular Pakistan army forces 

The Government of India has held from the very beginning that its | 
a quick acceptance of the Maharaja of Kashmir’s hasty offer of acces- | 

sion to India was occasioned and necessitated by the invasion of | | 
Kashmir by hostile forces from Pakistan, and India’s case before the 
United Nations Security Council was based exclusively on the cry that 

. aggression against Indian territory was being committed by Pakistan 
. although at that time Pakistan had no regular troops in Kashmir and 

had none in. Kashmir until May of this. year. India has:at no time ~ 
| admitted that there was an uprising of people in Kashmir against the 

| Maharaja and his dictatorial regime, which is more accurately what: 
sent the Maharaja on his hurried way to seek accession to India, and 
through that medium. Indian assistance, in crushing: the rebellion.. 
Whatever the true. facts may be, however, the Commission. accepted 
the fact of accession as legal, and on that basis the Commission logi-. 
cally followed with the conclusion that Pakistan. was, as.represented 
by the Government of India, guilty of aggression in this sense against 
India because of the presence of regular Pakistan forces in Kashmir. While I have.no knowledge that the Commission actually accused the 
Government of Pakistan of aggression in this sense, I know that the 
members of the Commission held that view and that the Government 
of Pakistan felt that there was this implication in the Commission’s 
resolution of August 13, which requites the withdrawal of Pakistan 
troops, the presence of which “in the territory of the state of J ammu 
and Kashmir constitutes a material change in the situation since it was 
represented by the Government of Pakistan before the Security Coun- 
il,” prior to any movement for the withdrawal of Indian forces. | 

The Government of Pakistan has not been willing to concede that | 
it is in any sense guilty of aggression against. Indian territory. As-Sir 
Zafrullah points out in his interview with the press, the Government of __ | 
‘Pakistan is not even willing to acknowledge that Kashmir has legally , 

| acceded to India. The Government here holds that it is strange reason- 
ing on the part of Pandit Nehru that carries him to the conclusion 
that whereas the accession of Kashmir to India is legal the accession _ 

| of Junagadh to Pakistan is illegal and that while he cries out: against 
Pakistan’s aggression against Indian territory (Kashmir) he sees 

_ nothing wrong in India’s aggression against Junagadh. Although he | 
searches his soul to put his actions on a high moral plane he sees
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nothing wrong in Hari Singh’s? carrying his predominately Muslim _ oY 
state into the Indian Union without any reference to the will of his | 
‘people (because he was in a. hurry) but sees much wrong in the Nawab | 
of Junagadh’s carrying his predominately Hindu state into a union | 
with Pakistan. The Maharaja had the authority to-accede but the | 
Nawabhadnosuchauthority. EG TR a | 
_ The presence of raiders from Pakistan, and later of Pakistan troops, | 
in Kashmir has sorely troubled Pandit Nehru. He makes a great moral | 
issue of Pakistan’s perfidy and duplicity in this connection but he | 
makes no allusion to the invasion of Junagadh by Indian troops and 

the complete suppression by India of the former government of that | 
state. Perhaps he, like his colleague Patel, regards Junagadh as no | 

- Jonger an issue, or, at best, it}is an irrelevant issue. The feeling in | 
Pakistan is quite the contrary, and the thinking of the Government | 
of Pakistan with particular reference to the Commission’s resolution | 

- -of August.13 is definitely conditioned by its own conception of Indian 3 
| perfidy and duplicity in Kashmir, in the matter of Junagadh, and in 

no small measure in the matter.of Hyderabad, and its consequent utter | 
lack of faith in the word and-good intentions of Nehru-and Patel and, : 

- going further, its probable lack of faith not in the good intentions of | 
-. » the Commission but: in the ability of the Commission to suppress or 
- -- gontrol Indian perfidy.. 
_-. It was for the latter reason particularly that Sir Zafrullah, to the | 

chagrin and perhaps even to the amusement of the members of the 
- Commission, so insistently held on behalf of Pakistan that any “clari- 

fications and. elucidations” which may have been given to India by the 
- ‘Commission must be plainly stated for the information of Pakistan | 

and vice versa, The Commission has felt that this has been nothing 

more or less than quibbling and stalling on the part of Sir Zafrullah, 

and.there may, in fact, be much to support this.conclusion, but on the 

_ other hand it also seems probable that Sir Zafrullah knows his 

- Pandit Nehru says that the Government of India, notwithstanding 
that there were many matters in the resolution which went against the © | 
grain, nevertheless accepted the resolution without reservation. He | 
says that India accepted the cease fire proposal without qualification | 
because of Indian interest in peace and international order and as a | 
gesture of good will towards the United Nations, whereas Pakistan 
after much delay and the writing of many letters refused to accept the | 

_ proposal. One has but to read Pandit Nehru’s two letters of August 20 3 | 
in reply to the Commission’s resolution of August 13 to observe how | 
unconditionally Nehru accepted on behalf of the Government of India ; 

2 Wari Singhji Bahadur, Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir. EES es a 
 * For texts, see SC, 8rd yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, pp. 34, 87. mo vo |
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the resolution. Among other reservations Pandit Nehru states twice | 
in his first letter that. should it be decided to seek a solution of the 
future of the state of Jammu and’ Kashmir by means of a plebiscite. 
‘Pakistan shall have no part in the organization and conduct of the 
plebiscite or in any other matter of interna] administration in the - 
State. Is it honestly to be expected that. Pakistan could accept such a 
condition ? Apart from other considerations, this reservation is hardly 
in line with the Security Council’s resolution of April 21, 1948 and 

with the spirit of the discussions which clearly indicated the acceptance 
by the Security Council of a legitimate interest by Pakistan in the 
holding of the plebiscite. = | —— a 

_ Actually the position of Pakistan with regard to the Commission’s 
resolution of August 13 is that the resolution is not rejected but that 
it cannot be accepted without Pakistan being given further “clarifica- 
tions and elucidations” on the subject of verbal or other assurances 
given to the Government of India by the Commission. As already 
stated, the members of the Commission regarded this request as quib- | 
‘bling and stalling, and as their patience had already been worn thin 
they decided to discontinue further discussions of the problem unless 
resumption of negotiations may subsequently be found desirable as 
‘a result of any change of attitude which may occur on the part of 
either of the two governments. Inasmuch, however, as it appears to be 
the determination of the Commission to alter in no particular whatever 
the terms of its resolution of August 18 or to offer any further clarifi- 
cations it is freely conceded that in all probability the work of the 
Commission is finished. The Commission is not necessarily to blame 
for its failure, and there is no indication that the Government of 
Pakistan holds any grudge against the Commission, although it does 
feel that the resolution was plainly unfavorable to Pakistan and in- 

volved concessions on the part of Pakistan which could not, for 
practical reasons as well as for reasons of principle, be conceded. 

: From a practical point of view the Government of Pakistan was 
faced, or believed that it was faced, with the necessity of sending its 
troops into Kashmir to take up a defensive line to meet an offensive 
which the Government of India was mounting and which if carried | 
through successfully would have had disastrous consequences to Paki- 
stan through the submerging of the northern part of the country with 
refugees from Kashmir and exposing the rear and flank of Pakistan 
to an invasion by Indian forces. Pandit Nehru dismisses thisexplana- 
tion out of hand as being false and fictitious and nothing other than 
a cover for wanton aggression against India. Whatever Nehru’s real 
thinking on the subject may be, and his thoughts might well be dif- | 
ferent from his words, Pakistan looked at the problem in terms of | 

| the estimated danger to: its own security and took such measures as it
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felt necessary for the protection of that security in what’was regarded | 
as a purely defensive sense. There-is no doubt that had Pakistan in- | 
formed the Security Council, as Nehru suggests, of its movement of | 

regular troops into Kashmir, Pakistan’s moral position vis-A-vis the | 
| Commission would have been stronger although legally and technically: ; 

the probabilities are that. the Commission would have regarded Paki- : 
stan’s position as still being weak and indefensible in that particular. | 
Incidentally it would also have deprived Nehru of one of hiscrying | 
points at this time, to the advantage of Pakistan, a point perhaps not : 
beyond hisappreciation. cotati y Sag EY : 

One is inclined to wonder what might have happened to Pakistan | 
had the regular troops not been moved into Kashmir. The consequences. _ | 
of its failure to protect itself might then have been better understood | 
by the members of the Commission, for there is no denying that it | 
was the presence of Pakistan troops in Kashmir that. broke the back | 
of the Indian offensive which, incidentally, was mounted long after | 
India, like Pakistan, had agreed to the Security Council’s request that | 
neither party do anything to aggravate the situation in Kashmir. In | 
any event, Pakistan feels that:it has no apologies to offer for what it ! 
did in the above connection, and though Nehru may proclaim to the | 
world, as he does, the guilt of Pakistan there is little or no likelihood 
that Pakistan will put:itself in the position of voluntarily accepting 
from the Commission what it regards asa proclamation of guilt. : 

_ There is another consideration also to be taken into account in ex- 
plaining why the Government of Pakistan would probably be unwill- | 
ing, as required under the terms of the present resolution, to withdraw | 
its troops from Kashmir even if the Government of India could be | 
relied upon not to resume its offensive. The withdrawal of Pakistan | 
troops from Kashmir without something very practical and substan- , 

| tial in return, something which the tribal peoples of the North West 
| Frontier and the people of Azad Kashmir could understand in their | 

simple minds as a satisfactory return for this concession, there is little | 
doubt but that these peoples would rise up in holy wrath against the | 

Government of Pakistan for surrendering, as they would regard it, | 
to the Government of India on so vital a matter. There is a serious _ : 
question in my mind whether the Government of Pakistan feels that | 
it is strong enough to resist any such movement. The tribesmen, being © ; 
restive about the situation of their brethren in Kashmir, were only | 
partially satisfied when Pakistan finally sent its regular troops into | 
that territory. The three or four hundred thousand already armed | 
fighting men of the North West Frontier area, entirely apart from the ) 
inhabitants of Azad Kashmir territory, would be a serious problem _ | 
for the Government of Pakistan should they decide, as they might
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very well decide, to rise against Pakistan if this country should now 
give the appearance of abandoning the Muslims of Kashmir. = = 8 = = = 
Reference is made to Despatch No. 1005 dated August 28,1948 

from the Embassy at New Delhi enclosing an “unofficial note” issued’ _ 
by the Bureau of Information of the Jammu and Kashmir government | 
reporting that dissension exists within the Azad Kashmir movement. 
This Embassy has no information which would support that report. 
Chaudhry Ghulam Abbas and Sardar Mohammad Ibrahim, who de- 
scribe themselves respectively as Supreme Head of the Azad Kashmir - 
Liberty Movement and President of the Azad Kashmir Government, 

. appear to be working in close cooperation and in complete harmony, 
and while there may be, as is natural in human affairs, differences of | 
opinion between these persons and others, no intimation has reached 
Karachi that there are any serious rifts in the Azad: movement, nor 
does there appear to be any reason to believe, as has lately been 
rumoured, that there are any differences between the Azad Kashmir : 
leaders and the Government of Pakistan. It is my opinion, however, | 
as previously: intimated, that the ‘Government of Pakistan did not 
dare to make any concessions to the India-Pakistan Commission which 
would have aroused intense disgruntlement amongst the Azad Kash- 
mir or tribal leaders. In the latter connection it should be pointed out 
that Chaudhry Ghulam Abbas and Sardar Ibrahim have expressed 
strong disagreement with Nehru’s statement before the Indian Parlia- 

| ment and have issued a joint statement, published in today’s press, in 
which they assert that the Commission’s proposals in their present form 

are totally unacceptable to Azad Kashmir. A copy of this joint state- | 
ment as published in “Dawn” of September 10, is enclosed as being 
pertinent, even though the Commission has so far shown what super- 
ficially appears to be little interest in the Azad Kashmit Government _ 
and itspointofview. © 

- Meanwhile, the fighting in Kashmir continues as far as monsoon 
conditions and the terrain permit. Although aerial attacks by Indian 
bombers have lately been more frequent the Azad Kashmir forces 
appear to be holding their own and to be operating in'’some areas at 

Respectfully yours, = = = = = ~——- Cutartes W. Lewis, Jr. 

_ ‘Not printed. — Sony eg ee ae el
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-— g.o0/9+t248: Telegram: 
; 

Lhe Chargeé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State - os | 

CONFIDENTIAL New Deut, September 12, 1948—noon. : 

399, Embtel 813, September 11+ reporting Nehru’s statement. that : 

final reply to letter from GOI to Hyderabad demanding facilities for | 

stationing Indian troops at Secunderabad had not been received. | 

- Embassy advised by UK High Commissioner’s office that Hyderabad 

has now replied in the negative. GOI has also written Hyderabad that, | 

in view of refusal Nizam erant necessary facilities, GOI reserves all | 

freedom: of ‘action. ‘Cabinet defense. committee meeting to be. held 

today: to make final decision. Decision will be political not military as 

army is convinced its ability carry out campaign successfully but has / 

pointed out certain risks to government, particularly possible intensifi- | 

cation military pressure from GOP in Kashmir. ce 

| Bucher told me yesterday all British officers with Hyderabad army 

had resigned. He said Indian army would be in Hyderabad city five 

| - days after it crossed frontier taking into account maximum resistance _ 

which might be offered. He said Hyderabad had no bombers but that | 

they might use Dakotas to drop bombs; however he does not consider. | 

bombing by Hyderabad planes a problem. a neta nhac | 

He expressed concern over presence in Hyderabad of 5,000 Pathans 

‘including civilians and soldiers and said they would be serious prob-. 

lem in event civil disturbances. pases 18: Rab nye: 

Sent Department 822, pouched. Karachi, Consulates India. Depart- 

ment pass London. : 

iM: . De BE ae Bigot vacrepes nym OE macs ri) DONOVAN | 

_ *Not printed. — . ae CO oe 

SOLRC Kashmir/9-1948: Telegram le ee 

| The United States Representative on the United Nations Commission 
for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Secretary of State. 

restricren =. «= ——s«_—.s New Dana, September 13, 1948—7 a. m. 

994, Comkas 42, Commission. decided eleventh that, developments its 
work now require presentation interim report to SC, that Commission | 

has. accumulated necessary information and that report should be : 
completed in Europe. As result after trip Srinagar, Commission will — 

start for Geneva on or about September 22 provided that meantime 

nothing happens to alter decision. Nehru on eleventh summoned Com- 

mission and gave them final reply inquiries addressed to him as re- 

ported Comkas 37, September 10.1 He stated India unable undertake — 

| 1 Telegram 809 from New Delhi, p. 877. I |
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simple cease-fire agreement, second, unable pursue negotiations regard- | 
ing plebiscite under present conditions, and finally, could not enter into 
conversations with Pakistanis since subjects such conversations would | 
be perseruledout. => oe ee 
_ Sent Department 824; Department pass Paris info GADel. , 

Be oe — . [Huppre] 

845.00/9-1348 : Telegram | a rt oe 

| | Lhe Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL ntact ‘New Deut, September 13, 1948—4 p. m. 

830. Razvi, Hyderabad Agent-General, advises me Mir Laik Ali? 
telephoned him at 10:30 a. m. today stating that GOI troops had 
entered Hyderabad from Sholapur, Bezwada, and Chanda, Hyderabad : 
troops have clashed with Indian Army at Naldrug in Hyderabad state 
near Sholapur. | : a | 
’ Razvi expects to leave for Hyderabad under safe conduct within 
next 48 hours. ee | - | 
- Sent Department 830.DepartmentpassLondon, = | 
oo cS | oo Donovan | 

- 1Prime Minister of Hyderabad. oe | | | 

+ $45.00/9-1448 : Telegram Be a 

| The Secretary of State tothe Embassy inIndia  — 

} SECRET USURGENT | WASHINGTON, September 14, 1948—12 noon. 
NIACT oe | 7 
551. Request early interview» Bajpai: for discussion Hyderabad... 

following lines: a | 
1, On Sept. 3 Indian Amb? informally requested Dept give its 

views re Hyderabad. Problem given urgent attention but following 
observations are only of preliminary nature to be made GOT on in- 
forma] and confidential basis. | | ee 

2.. US believes GOI aware our favoring close association all princely 
states with one or other Dominion. In specific case Hyderabad we have 
carefully avoided any encouragement Nizam’s aspirations independ- 

| ence. It has been and continues our opinion general welfare Indian 
subcontinent best. served by close association Hyderabad with GOI 

_ and highly desirable this association be brought about expeditiously 
and in such manner as to promote peace and stability in area. 

_ <')Benegal Rama Rau. He presented his credentials as- Ambassador to the 
United States on August 5, 1948. - . oo
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» 8. Re present Indian military action Hyderabad US has noted with | 
interest press reports of proclamation Indian Army Command. to — 4 

| _ people of Hyderabad stating “As soon as our task is completed, the =| 
people of Hyderabad will be given the opportunity to decide their : 
future, both as regards internal government.and relations with India”. , 

4, US not intending sponsor Hyderabad’s complaint UN, but mili- | 
tary events may encourage other UN members place Hyderabad issue | 
on agenda either UNSC or UNGA. While US views on legal and other | 
aspects Hyderabad question not formulated, it possible various com- | 
plex legal aspects could arouse lengthy discussion UNGA or UNSC | 
and perhaps even lead to reference matter ICJ, thus protracting un- 
certainty Hyderabad status which Indian Amb here states GOI wishes 

_ 5. Bearing in mind reported intention GOI to give people Hydera- a 
bad opportunity freely to express their desire re future status their 
state, we feel that India might derive significant advantages taking 
initiative in proposing course of action by which UN could contribute | 
to early solution problem without prejudice its position re legal status 
Hyderabad. For example, GOI might wish consider as first step in 
this direction making immediate announcement that it would invite 
UN to undertake, when conditions permit, supervision of free plebi- 
scite Hyderabad accordance its adherence highest principles inter- 

national peace and cooperation and in firm conviction that its ob- 

jectives would be more fully appreciated if subjected to moral scrutiny oe 
ofworld, ee - Oo a 

6, Should Bajpai react favorably foregoing and. ask whether US 
would support such Indian proposal, you are authorized reply in 
sense that although we cannot give commitment without full info, we _ 
would be disposed consider sympathetically such proposal as advanced 
byGOL 
_%, Dept informally conveying foregoing views to Indian Amb here. | 

Pe ee EEE ST MARSALIS 

845.00/9-1448 : Telegram ° 7 : a | aren a es _ 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy inIndia = 

‘SECRET US URGENT | Wasuineron, September 14, 1948—12 noon. 
NIT. sss : ne 

552. Ref Deptel 551, you should bear in mind that if Hyderabad 
situation comes to SC or if Pakistani-Indian relations already before 

_ Council deteriorate significantly because of Hyderabad, US must be 

free to pursue policy in SC in support of maintenance of international
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peace and against use of force for settlement of differences. In discuss- 

ing Deptel 551 with GOI, therefore, you should not in any way imply 

that- we condone.use of force respecting Hyderabad. = 5 ss. 

EIS MarsHALL : 

501.BC Kashmir/91448: Telegram BT | Oo 

The Secretary of State to the United States Representative on the 

- United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan (Huddle), at 

- New Detha — Dye re 

SECRET” -Wasurneron, September 14, 1948—2 p. m. 

554. Kascom 27. Dept believes highly desirable Commission remain 

Indian Subcontinent and continue negotiations so long as any hope 
remains inducing agreement, modifying Aug 13 ‘proposals as neces- 

sary.. This is particularly. important present time in view possible effect 

Jinnah’s death + on Pakistan attitude and in view current Hyderabad 
crisis. Commission decision explain Pakistan reservations GOI and 

= ‘Huddle’s decision visit Azad territory (Comkas 35, 37 and 38 ?) wisely 

taken in Dept’s view, showing intention. continue efforts and allaying 

‘professed disappointment ‘expressed by Zafrullah that’ Commission 

was breaking off discussions (Karachi’s 450%). This feeling perhaps 

based on interpretation Commission’s press communique (Karachitel, 

Sept 8, unnumbered)* stating Commission expects continue negotia- 

tions “should ‘it find it desirable”. Dept understands feeling discour- 

agement some members Commission. However, experience Commis+ 

sion to date and experience other good offices commissions shows value 

- ‘as deterrents continued presence such bodies in area and necessity long, 

patient efforts for successful completiontask. © 

” Bo Pakistan’s insistence GOI accept Part B SC Resolution 21 Apr 

(Comkas 34*), Dept inclined agree best hope appears lie in working 

out supplement to agreement dealing with. plebiscite, as suggested to 

Nehru (Comkas 37). However, in order avoid involvement in details 

plebiscite arrangements this stage, it might be possible employ brief, 

general language effect that such arrangements will be worked. out 

“along general lines of” SC resolution, or “taking Part B SC resolution — 

as working basis” or some similar language. _ SO - 

+ Re possibility reconsideration. matter by SC .(Comkas 35 and 37) 

4 Mohamed Ali Jinnah, Governor General of Pakistan, died on September 11, 

1948. He was succeeded on September 14 by Khwaja Sir: Nazimuddin. 

| . 2.Comkas 35-(telegram 447, September 8, from Karachi) and Comkas 38 (tele- 

‘gram 808, September 10 from New Delhi) ; neither printed. Comkas 37. (tele- 

‘gram 809 from New Delhi), p. 377: -) 6. 0 te 

, 2 Telegram 450, September 9, from Karachi; not printed. = = 2 

‘ 4Notprinted ee | 
5 Telegram 443, September 6 from Karachi, p. 376. — |
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Dept assumes that so long as any chance remains for agreement:'through | 
negotiation, any interim Report to SC will be merely informative and | 

not call for consideration matter by Council. If, however, situation 
_ reaches such complete impasse that Commission feels it necessary seek 

further SC consideration, Dept believes it essential that Commission 
- submit recommendations for specific SC action. Dept presently doubts , 

advisability requesting SC to replace Commission by moderator with ) 
new terms of reference, as suggested Comkas 29° and 37. We feel sich __ | 
recommendation might provoke unnecessary extended debate in Coun- : 

cil re desirability Commission vs. moderator and re new terms refer- | 
ence, Also feel such step might have psychological disadvantage of | 
appearing abandon progress reached so far, instead of building on : 
action already taken by SC and Commission. Furthermore selection __ | 
moderator might raise serious difficulties since Dept doubts advisability _ | 

_ appointment US national and practicability of finding acceptable | 
candidate another nationality. Dept would like your further views on | hig ee oe eae 

If maximum efforts Commission to accomplish results by persuasion _ | 
prove fruitless, Dept might be able support report by Commission to | 
Council stating it believes Aug 13 proposals, with some indicated | 
modifications, constitute most reasonable basis for restoration peace : 
and order, and recommending that SC call on parties under Art 40 to 

. comply with them. Such action by the SC might be desirable if show | 
of firmness by SC would induce compliance, by enabling both Govts | 

to save face domestically by pointing out that they had no alternative 
but accept or risk sanctions by international community. Indicate your ! 
views. _ pe BS ee ! 

MSA : 

* Telegram 434, August 31from Karachi, p.371. 0 ee , 

‘50LBC Kashmir/9-1448: Telegram | 
-. The Acting Secretary General of the United States Delegation to the | 

United Nations General Assembly (Power) to the Secretary of State i 

‘PRIORITY |......,..._.. Parts, September 14,1948. | 
| Delga 28. Following text of cablegram from Hyderabad to SC Pres- 

ident, dated September 12, circulated as S/998, September 18, with 
SYG’s forward identical to that in S/986 August 24[27].1 Cablesigned _ 

— byZahirAhmedtasinS/986. : 
+ Security Council Document $/986, Hyderabad’s appeal to the U.N., is printed 

in telegram 1059 from New York, p. 370. SER eee Ney OS Oe 

: . * Secretary to the Government of the Nizam of Hyderabad and Berar in the 
Department of External Affairs. . | f
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_ “Tn view of the officially proclaimed intention of India as announced 
| by its Prime Minister to invade Hyderabad and in view of actual prep- _ 

arations for imminent invasion, ‘the Government of Hyderabad | 
earnestly request that the complaint of Hyderabad against India be — 
put on agenda of SC at the earliest possible date such as Wednesday, _ 
September 15. Invasion is bound to cause unrestrained communal war 
throughout the Indian continent. International peace fundamental 
principles of the Charter and the duty to prevent widespread bloodshed 
demand immediate consideration of the matter by SC.”5  —. s > - 

Department please relay New Delhiand Karachi. == 
oo POWER 

, *Printed in SC, 3rd yr., Suppl. for Sept. 1948, p. 6: as 

601.BC Kashmir/9-1448 : Telegram _ Be / 

The Secretary of State to the United States Representative on the 
United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan (Huddle), at 

— NewDelhi 

SECRET Wasuineron, September 14, 1948—7 p. mi. 
_ 556. Kascom 29. Notwithstanding Commission’s decision Sept 10 
proceed Geneva (Comkas 421 and Delhi 8287) Dept believes Com 
should remain Indian Subcontinent (Kascom 27*) and requests you 
seek reconsideration decision on basis that subsequent death Jinnah 
and invasion Hyderabad represent new political developments which 
may affect its task. While impossible predict exact effect these develop- 
ments on Kashmir negotiations and while Dept appreciates reasons 
that may have prompted decision move Geneva, Dept feels Com should 
remain available to take advantage developing situation and that its 
continued presence even more desirable -as stabilizing factor. in gen- 
erally troubled area. Additional reason is if Commission decides submit 
interim report SC with recommendations, Dept believes before any 
report submitted, Com should inform beth Govts proposéd recom- 
‘mendations to afford final opportunity voluntary agreement. Suggest 
therefore Com prepare report some convenient location subcontinent. 
~ Would like detailed summary Nehru’s final reply (Comkas 42) par- 

‘ticularly re his statement GOI unable pursue negotiations re plebiscite 
under present conditions and your evaluation possible openings for 
further negotiations both govts.§ 

Oo ee oo MARSHALL 

+ Sent to the Department as telegram 824 from New Delhi, p.885.. | 
, 4 Telegram 828, September 18,1948, not printed. 

* Sent to New Delhi as telegram 554, September 14,1948, p.388.
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845.00/9-1548: Telegram . | | 

The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State — : 

cCONFENTIAL = =2=—C New Dt, September 15, 1948—2 p. m.. | 

841. According communiqué issued September 14 by Headquarters, _ | 
Southern Command, Poona, Indian forces advanced on all fronts since: | 
beginning action Monday and have captured important objectives.. : 
Points captured include Daulotabad, Jalna in extreme northwest state, | 

| and Osmanabad. Communiqué also: stated. “lightning. advances” along: — : 

_ Sholapur-Hyderabad Road have brought Indian troops to Rajasur- | 
about half way to Secunderabad. RIAF have bombed Hyderabad air- | 
fields and have lost two planes. NE | 
- UK High Commissioner said today he did not consider it beyond. | 
bounds of possibility that there was “a deal” between Bucher and | 
‘El-Edroos.t Bucher told Symon that to date Hyderabad State troops: | 
had withdrawn when GOI forces appeared. However, Symon empha- | 
sizes his comment is pure speculation. He agrees with Embassy that. : 
next 48 hours will be critical and that unless Hyderabad resistance: ) 
increases during that period there will probably:be very little trouble. _ 

' Fry reported 8:30 a. m., September 15, all quiet in Hyderabad and | 
that 58 Europeans were at Sanatnagar concentration point; so far as. , 
known only one American is there (Embtel 840, September 157). ) 
~ ‘No incidents in Delhi up to 1 p. m., September 15, and Embassy has. : 
heard of none elsewhere in India. - BS , 
~ Sent Department 841, pouched Indian consulates, Karachi. Depart-. | 

mentpassLondon, oe | 

* General El-Edroos, Commander in Chief of the Hyderabad army, 
"Not printed, © - | | - : 

501.BC/9-1548 : Telegram a : a Bo a 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in France | 

SECRET NIACT =—CS.-s WSHN@TON, September 15, 1948—7 p. m.. | 
_ 8651. For Jessup.t Re Hyderabad you should be guided by Deptel 2 
5702 on procedural aspects. On merits, US general position based fol-. 
lowing considerations: = = | oe 

| (a) On historical, economic and. ethnological grounds and_ for: 
security and stability Indian Subcontinent, US believes that, subject _ 
will Hyd people, accession to GOI on equitable terms is best solution,, 
preferable to either complete independence or accession Pakistan ; 

. *Philip C. Jessup, Deputy U.S. Representative on the Security Council. 
September 1, to New York, p. 872. : 

429-027—75——26
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(b) Ultimate solution should not be by force and US regrets that 
situation has arisen leading to use of force, particularly in view pro- 
vision Standstill Agreement governing GOI-Hyd relations stating 
that. it does not “confer any right on: Dominion send troops assist 
Nizam in maintenance internal order” nor station troops Hyd except — 
in wartime; and provision calling for arbitration; _ 

(c) Practical alternatives to ultimate solution by force this case 
appear to include: (1) resumption negotiations or (2) reference ques- 
tion Hyd future status to direct vote people under international super- 
vision or observation. Though every effort should be made under (1), 
circumstances this case indicate (2) more feasible course. Oo | 

In course negotiations since Aug 1947, GOI has several times ex- 
pressed view favorable plebiscite and Indian Army command issued 
proclamation Hyd people Sept 12 stating they will have opportunity 
decide own future. We likewise understand Nizam agreeable. plebi- | 
-seite, but.in any event he would find it difficult oppose such procedure. 
Believe, therefore, SC decision that plebiscite shall be held offers prac- 

tical hope solution. _ a Oo 
_ You may discuss problem immediately Cadogan along above lines, 
informing him sense Deptels 551 and 552 to New Delhi and exploring 
with him possibility that should no GOI initiative be forthcoming, 
UK or other friendly delegation might propose that SC recommend 
that plebiscite will be held under UN supervision or observation and 
instruct President SC conduct immediate negotiations both parties 
work out basic conditions under which plebiscite can take place, in- 

cluding cessation, hostilities and peaceful deployment troops both 
govts to maintain law and order. oe OO | 

- You are also authorized informally convey above general lines US 
thinking in answering inquiries other delegates, bearing in mind Dept 
does not desire take formal initiativein SC at thistime. = 

Please inform Indian Delegate sense Deptels 551 and 552. 
At same time Dept would wish cooperate with any practical move- 

ment which may develop in Paris toward mediation or other means 
pacific settlement in accord with Charter provided question of Hyd 
statehood isreserved. == oo 
Dept initially inclined oppose immediate SC cease fire order on 

grounds such step not practicable in circumstances and any US sup- 
port would seriously jeopardize US-GOI relations, = 

Embassy London requested inform FonOff contents this tel and 

--Deptels 551 and 552 to New Delhi.) Sa 
ne MARSHALL
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501.BC/9-1648 : Telegram rr ae 

The Deputy Representative of the United States on the Security | 

| Council (Jessup) to the Secretary of State | | 

CONFIDENTIAL URGENT Panis, September 16, 1948—1 p. m. | 

Delga 52. Hyderabad Foreign Minister neglected opportunity : 

yesterday SC meeting to press for debate and immediate vote on a | 

cease-fire. Now he urges necessity SC requesting immediate cease-fire | 
in view military situation without prejudice any issues involved. ) 
Cadogan, SC President, will call meeting tomorrow upon request any | 
‘member and says UK Del will vote for cease-fire without prejudice any | 
issues involved including Hyderabad’s statehood. =. ss | 
_-In view Department’s 3651 to me, dated September 15, please | 

anstruct. | 
ape Sage ) 

-1'The United Nations Security Council was meeting in Paris concurrently with 
the September opening there of the Third Regular Session of the General 

ASSEMDIY, 

'645.00/0-2748 : Telegram | re De a : a moh ue : 

— The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State _ 2 

‘SECRET Pn - - New DELHI, September 1%, 1948—noon. | 

848. In conversation with Bajpai today he read me letter from | 
- Liaquat Ali Khan to GOI re intervention in Hyderabad; Ali Khan : 

stressed. danger. communal disturbances India Pakistan and Srubal | 
areas and said considerable feeling had been aroused in Pakistan by 

- GOI entry Hyderabad. Bajpai read to me GOI reply this note which | 
was conciliatory in tone. It said there had been no communal trouble ! 
in India and that GOI had taken every precaution prevent such out- : 
‘breaks. It also said GOL entry Hyderabad had been prompted by GOI 
desire stop deterioration communal situation in India created by 

Razakarsraids 
_. Bajpai was very critical Bevin’s statement in Parliament that “war- 
like spirit” + had developed in India. Bajpai said “we have sent him 

a.snorter in reply.” He then remarked “how do they expect us to stay 
in Commonwealthaftersucharemark.” = 

_ Sent Department 848; repeated Karachi 156. Department pass Lon- 

PRES epi oe pe b cee _ Donovan 

‘Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons, 5th series, vol. 456, col. 90. - :
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| _ §01.BC/9-1748: Telegram - co 

The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET US URGENT New Deri, September 17, 1948—1 p. m. 
NIACT | oe | | 

849. Deptels 551 September 14 and 559 September 15.7 | 
‘1. When I advised Bajpai this morning of observations of Depart-. 

ment contained Deptel 551 he said any remarks he might make should — 
not be construed as in any way prejudicing GOI position that Hydera-_ 
bad question is purely internal problem. He said he appreciated. 
friendly spirit in which Department had approached GOI. Before- 
commenting on question UN ‘supervising plebiscite Hyderabad, he 
wished inquire exactly what role US envisaged for UN. While Bajpai 
did not commit himself definitely, it is my impression that UN role, 
according to Indian view, would have to be limited to observation. _ 

Telegram from Rama Rau re his report on conversation with. 
Satterthwaite 2 in which Department’s observations imparted arrived. 
Delhi yesterday afternoon. V. P. Menon then called me his office and. 
expressed his resentment at trend-US policy was taking as indicated. 
Rama Rau’s telegram. He apparently did not fully understand con- 

tents of telegram as he said GOI would never on principle permit UN 
interference, but GOI might on own initiative invite UN observer 
plebiscite when held. When it was pointed out Department envisaged 
voluntary action by GOI somewhat along these lines, Menon retreated. 
and said while GOI might ask UN, US and Great Britain, furnish ob- 
servers it would not extend invitation now “on matter of principle” 
but might or might not do so when preparations plebiscite nearer 
completion: re ae ne | 

- Menon reiterated GOI view Hyderabad issue purely internal issue 
since Hyderabad has no international locus standi. He also said 
Hyderabad was in identical position as other Indian states and asked. 
if, in case GOI had difficulty with Baroda, UN would feel it should. 
intervene. He also said if principle UN intervention in GOI-Princely 
state relations accepted, it was possible that whole structure of acces- 
sion states to India would collapse. He emphasized that Jodhpur, 
other Rajputana states and Jaipur were waiting for any indication. 
weakness GOI policy before challenging GOI authority and, at least. 
in one case Jodhpur, acceding Pakistan. = Oo 

Embassy suggests Department give careful consideration follow- 
ing aspects situation before supporting Hyderabad case or insisting 

‘Not printed. 
7 Ambassador Rau called on Satterthwaite, Director of the Office of Near 

Eastern and African Affairs, on September 14. A memorandum of their con- 
versation is in Department files, No. 845.00/9-1448.
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"UN intervention in GOI-Hyderabad dispute: (1) While V.P.Menon | 
‘possibly exaggerated danger, Embassy believes Princes would not | 
hesitate take advantage any evidence weakness central government to ) 
-reobtain former position of power or even attempt establish independ- | 
ence; (2) moreover Embassy feels India will strongly oppose attempt : 
‘bring Hyderabad dispute within purview UN and would so greatly } 

resent efforts US and Great Britain achieve this objective that friendly | 

relations between India and democracies would be seriously, if not | 
irreparably, damaged. Thus instead of neutral India which despite : 
its neutrality has many bonds friendship.and affection uniting it with | 
west, India might become more closely associated with USSR in inter- _ | 
national field; (3) lack of resistance by Hyderabad troops ‘and speed | 
Indian advance leads Embassy believe UN may find itself dealing : 
with a fait accompli with respect Hyderabad. While Embassy ap- 
preciates UN position with respect Hyderabad dispute, there is strong | 

- possibility UN intervention will increase difficulties solution Hyder- | 
abad problem because of encouragement it will give Nizam not to | 
‘arrive agreement with India; (4). moreover, Embassy suggests De- 
partment bear in mind that disintegrative forces in India are already 
strong and any encouragement given to Hyderabad, leaders of which | 
‘interested mostly in maintenance their own power, would to certain | ) 
degree jeopardize stability India which, with all‘its weakness, is prob- 
ably strongest: bastion against further advance communism on Asian : 
continent. coe ee 

‘Sent Department 849; repeated Karachi 157. Department pass Lon- : 
don, Paris for USGADel. a oy see : 

et EE ey 
BOLBC/9-1648: Telegram” Fg set | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the United : 

Nations General Assembly, at Parist | 
SECRET US URGENT | WasHINGTON, September 18, 1948—2 p. m. | 
NIACT = | BS orn Seeernare | 

_ Gadel 20. Hyderabad case: : 
1. From reports Nizam has ordered his forces cease resistance and : 

has announced intention Hyderabad withdraw its complaint SC it ; 
would appear that GOI will be able to present SC and world on | 

— Sept 20 with fait accompli. Re Delga 52 Sept 16 we assume problem | 
SC cease fire order no longer exists, | a | 

2This cable was repeated to the American Embassies in India, Pakistan, and 
_ the United Kingdom as telegrams 564, 359, and 3691 respectively. | | :
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2, Presumably Nizam already engaged in negotiations with GOI 
re future internal government Hyderabad and its relationship with 

3. We may therefore anticipate that on Sept 20 Hyderabad and 
GOI reps will inform SC: foregoing developments and request re- _ 
moval Hyderabad complaint fromagenda. De 

4. We feel that dropping item from agenda (without further con- 
sideration) would create dangerous precedent by encouraging use of 
force by aggressive states to induce favorable negotiations on_.re- 
calcitrant states. Attempt Iran in 1946 remove its case from SC agenda 

_ pertinenthere == re 
5.. Therefore suggest: that your action be along following lines: 

a. Discourage presentation formal motion for dropping item from 
agenda this time. _ a | ns 

| 6. Suggest to Cadogan that following statements both parties he 
make statement to effect that in view resumption negotiations he be- 
lieves that prior any consideration by SC their request for dropping 
item from agenda both parties should inform SC outcome their current 
negotiations. = = ET eS a OS 

| c. If statement by President along above lines insufficient and matter 
comes to vote, you should vote against immediate dropping item from 
agenda and favor motion taking note statements made and requesting 
parties advise Council outcome current negotiations. re 

6. Emb Delhi requested reiterate US view that, whatever outcome _ 
SC consideration Monday, if possible for GOI give definite indication 
intention include UN participation in early Hyderabad plebiscite, such 
action would have strong salutary international repercussions and 

| -would.create favorable climate UN. UN participation might take form 
of UN group assisting and_advising in plans for plebiscite and observ- 
ing and reporting on conduct and results thereof. Suggest.GA Del take 
similarlinewithGOIrepParis ts Oo 

| “', Re Menon’s resentment trend US policy (Delhi’s tel 849) Dept 
believes it important Emb'Delhi have early frank discussion with him 
along lines (a) US. suggestions resulted from definite urgent request. 
Indian Amb; (6) US has consistently been in sympathy with ultimate 
GOI objectives Hyderabad ; (¢) re his concern over applicability any 
‘UN role Hyderabad to states which have acceded GOI you should 
yeiterate our viewsset forth Para2 Deptel551.0° °°
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501.BC Kashmir/9—1948 : Telegram al | : 

The Chargé-in India (Donovan) tothe. Secretary of State : 

SECRET. US URGENT. New Deru, September 19, 1948—noon. | 

NIACT - a , 

- 860. Deptel 564, September 18.1 In accordance Department’s in- | 
structions Embassy will of course reiterate US request that GOI give | 
definite indication intention include UN participation early Hyder- 

- abad plebiscite and will point out such action would have favorable | 
effect international attitude towards India. Embassy strongly doubts, | 

however, such representations will be effective and if too strongly _ | 

pressed may cause definite unfavorable reaction US. GOI elated at | 
successful termination military activities and considers Hyderabad | 

problem finally solved. = ts” es | 

In this connection Embassy. strongly believes any “association” | | 

Hyderabad and India other than accession Hyderabad on terms ac- | 

cession agreement other states would not constitute solution problem | 
but would give continuance unsatisfactory conditions which have ) 

existed from August 15, 1947 to present. Situation in India has radi- | | 

cally changed during past year as GOL has implemented its policy 
that full integration of states, for all practical purposes, with Indian 

“union is only method by which strong and stable political unit Indian 

Embassy feels, although it has no definite evidence in support its 
conclusion, that whole military campaign and consequent capitulation 
Nizam ‘was to certain degree prearranged plan between Nizam and 
El-Edroos on one hand and GOI officials on other. Nizam, interested 
only in future himself and dynasty and almost helpless vis-a-vis 
Razarkar extremists, decided there should be no effective opposition 
to Indian Army by-Hyderabad state troops. Razarkars notably oppose 
“organized force. With Indian Army in control, Nizam can now effec- 
tively disband Razarkars and come to terms with GOI which under 
states ministerial policy of benevolence to Indian princes should not 

_ Sent Department 860, Department pass London; USGADel, Paris. | 
sere ee eee ee enn ee Donovan : 

4 Telegram 564 to India was a copy of telegram Gadel 20, supra. = )
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-501.BC Kashmir/9—-2048 : Telegram Peake ee 

The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State: 

‘SECRET URGENT = #New-Derut, September 20, 1948—3 p. m. 

“NIACT : ee 

864, Deptel 564, September 18.1 I saw Bajpai this morning. He had 
‘just received from Indian Ambassador Washington similar informa- 
‘tion to that contained paragraph 6 Deptel 564. Oo 

- Bajpai said it was too early as yet for GOI to give answer regarding 
form which plebiscite might take or as to what GOI felt UN partici- 
‘pation should be. He said GOI had been out of touch with Hyderabad 
for some months and that Munshi? and General Rajendra Sinhjji 
would arrive Delhi evening September 22 to report on affairs in 
‘Hyderabad and that until GOI had firsthand information re conditions 
‘Hyderabad nothing could be said re paragraph 6 Deptel 564. © 

Bajpai said GOI hoped military administration would not last 
more than two weeks but that again it was impossible give definite 
answer this question until extent of guerilla activities in which 

| Razarkars might engage could beascertained. _ | oo 
_ He said plebiscite might be held on basis adult suffrage or by election 

to legislative body but emphasized none of these questions could be 
answered now. | BS 7 Ho 

_ He said GOI must take into account public opinion in India which 
is incensed over atrocities Razarkars ; for example, Socialists are urging 
Nizam be deposed while other groups are urging immediate setting 
up of congress government in. Hyderabad, Bajpai said task of GOI 
in dealing with foregoing groups would not. be made easier if im- 
pression was obtained in: India ‘that pressure was being put on India 

 from.outside. with respect to.dealing. with Hyderabad. By this I am 
| sure-he meant too-much:debate-on the-subject:at UN especially at this 

time. Embassy believes that extended discussion of Hyderabad question 
at Paris at this time will not make GOI position easier vis-A-vis public 
opinion in India. - anaes oe 

I emphasized that interest of US Hyderabad question sprang only | 
from US position as outlined paragraph 2 Deptel 551, September 14 
and repeated that US had at all times carefully avoided encouraging 
aspirations of states such as Hyderabad and Travancore. Bajpai again 
said he appreciated friendly spirit of US approach and said he had 
discussed question with Prime Minister and that his remarks to me 
today should be considered as Prime Minister’s as well as his own. 

1Printed as Gadel 20, p. 395. 7 
*Kanialal Maneklal Munshi, Agent-General to the Government of India in 

Hyderabad. |
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~ Re Razarkar atrocities Bucher telephoned me today to say that | 
American missionaries in Bidar Hyderabad:state had some harrowing | 
stories to tell. Bucher said he had sent two American press cor- | 
respondents to Bidar to obtain story. Embassy will endeavor get in | 
touch these missionaries soonest for factual account. Bucher said no } 
Americans injured these incidents of which apparently Americans ! 
» VW.-P. Menon is in Hyderabad and I shall see him upon his return. | 
’ Embassy has heard of no disturbances in India and Indian press : 
werespectatorsonly, ; 
and radio have been advised by GOI, according Bajpai play down one — 
communal incident reportedin Pakistan, = = © © | } 

' Sent Department 864; Department pass London, Paris for 
USGADe. a a ON oP : 

-845.00/9-2048 : Telegram | a | 

 . The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State 

‘SECRET New Detut, September 20, 1948—8 p. m. 

865. Embtel 864, September 20. Governor General sent for me | 

) p.m. today. He referred my talk with Bajpai today and expressed. : 
his appreciation US approach Hyderabad question. 8 = 

He said he was faced with very difficult position re Hyderabad 
owing to. high state of feeling in India against Nizam and Razakar. - 
He said he hoped to keep Nizam on throne and that he was working 
to that end. because it was best for India that Nizam and his dynasty 
should be maintained. However, his Governor General’s position was. | 
already sufficiently difficult owing internal opposition (Asaf Ali’s 
speech at Bombay +) without added difficulty of pressure from outside 
to hasten plebiscite and bring UN into plebiscite. He told me he would | 
do everything possible to retain Nizam as constitutional monarch and 
could practically assure me he would succeed provided public opinion 

| in India was not still further irritated by outside interference, He 
assured me people of Hyderabad would be given every opportunity to 
have representative government oftheirownchoice = = | 
_ Governor General made it plain he thought UN participation un- + 
necessary and, in view state public opinion India, unwise. —Ss_— | 
_ Embassy requests Department to evaluate foregoing in light of 
Governor General’s: well-known policy, of tolerance, common sense, | 
and forebearance in political questions; Nizam’s penchant for intrigue | 
and double-dealing as exemplified: by fact that practically no resist- ' 

| + Asaf Ali was India’s first Ambassador to the United States, February 1947 
to April 1948. a a re :
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‘ance was offered to Indian Army and finally that in last analysis 

‘Hyderabad is not entitled to any better treatment than Gwalior, 

Indore, Bhopal or Baroda. States problem is a matter of life and death 
| to India and Embassy must emphasize that putting Nizam on differ- _ 

ent plane that foregoing states must inevitably lead to difficulties with 

-other states which have acceded to Indian Union. | So : 
.” Embassy believes American interests would best be served by not 

‘insisting Hyderabad case be kept on UN agenda in face of Nizam’s 
-withdrawal and in not insisting UN participation in plebiscite. In — 

‘arriving this conclusion character anid integrity of Nizam, which Em- 
‘bassy cannot consider high, must bé considered. People of Hyderabad 
‘barring ruling clique and small group extremists, will be just as. happy 

‘under GOI rule as under Nizam and over period of years they will 

‘benefit. Foregoing represents considered opinion Embassy, in arriving | 

at which, American interests -have-at-all times been the paramount 

-consideration. pe 

Sent Départment 865. Department pass. London and Paris _ 
USGADel. . | | | 
a Donovan 

501.BC Kashmir/9-2148: Telegram = 5 ee 

| The United States Representative on the United N ations Commission 

for India and Pakistan (Huddle) tothe Secretary of State 

°SEORET® = °ti(‘“<«si‘“‘ Nw De, September 21, 1948—non. 

"868. Comkas 46. Commission considers its departure from sub-con- 

-tinent necessary and expects arrive Geneva about 26th, resuming ses- 

sions 30th. Interim will afford me opportunity lay situation before 
American delegation Paris if desired (Kascom 27 and: 291). 

- Nehru declined categorically to modify his attitude and stands on 

demand for withdrawal Pakistan forces as preliminary to any plebi- 

acite negotiations. With its army in Kashmir and revolutionary Azad 

Kashmir forces having had some success, Pakistan now undoubtedly 

‘stronger position than last spring, and will not willingly give up its 

evident gains. Agree too early estimate effect Jinnah’s death on Paki- 

stan policy, but previous experience similar conditions might lead to 

expectation intensification nationalistic aspirations, at least for time. 

On other hand, India’s present success Hyderabad will strengthen _ 

India, disappoint Pakistan in Kashmir case. ee 

Actually situation in an impasse. It may be that some simple formula | 

supplementing Part III Commission resolution August 18 will prove 

acceptable both parties, though I am doubtful, and form this will take 

Dated September 14, pp. 388 and 390, respectively. BO :
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can be discussed when I arrive Paris. My present feeling is it should. , 
not be proposed in interim report but may -form subject of separate | 
documents for consideration GOI and GOP. | | 

. Advantage may be taken of visit to Paris of both Pakistan and: | 

Indian representatives, it is hoped, by our and British delegations, as , 
well as others represented on Commission, informally to impress upon | 

them urgency of coming to agreement, without.subject-coming up for | 
SC debate, 0 

|  Zafrullah Khan is, I am convinced, of belief he can divide SC and. | , 
win support there, though he is worried by Pakistan military invasion | 
Kashmir. He has been most difficult of all officials dealt with in sub-: | 
continent, and has succeeded completely alienating majority Commis-. ) 
sion by his tactics. He has sorely tried my own patience by obvious | 
forensic trickery. His regret because “Commission breaking off discus- 

sions” (Karachi telegram September 8, unnumbered ?) is to be inter-. : 
preted as hypocritical misrepresentation actual conditions to cover his | 
own rejection of Commission’s proposals, and his disappointment at: 
being unable delay Commission and utilize it to India’s disadvantage 
in Hyderabad case. He also has consistently endeavored put on Com- 
mission burden which: can only be borne by Pakistan and India, and: 
from beginning’ resented terms of Commission’s proposals: which: 
clearly placed responsibility, 

' Both India and Pakistan demand for selves all of Kashmir. Both. : 

fear result of plebiscite in Valley. Neither is in mood to compromise: 
at moment. In background is religious question. 

_ However, informal discussions in Paris might tend first to’press for 
acceptance Commission’s resolution August 13 as it stands; Zafrullah’s | 
objections are not well founded. If that effort fails, then, second, to 
press Indians to accept brief outline of plebiscite arrangements under 
UN supervision, supplementing Commission’s resolution. It is. this. 
alternative to which Nehru gave unqualified negative in response to’ 
‘Commission’s request after rebuff by Pakistan. Ce TD 

- Failing solution along one or other of these lines, future is obscure. : 
To throw case into SC and to agree upon course of action with threat. 
sanctions raisetroublesome prospect. 
Sent Department 868; Department pass Paris US GADel. 

On —  Etoppre]: 

? Not printed. ne Oe oo wo SEES
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| 845.00/9-2448: Telegram tit oo oo en So 

| The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State 

secrEer © °° ~©6 New Dens, September 24, 1948—noon. 

873. Reports from Hyderabad show complete control by Indian. 
forces who are now conducting minor mopping up operations. Re- 
ports are that some Razakars have gone underground with arms and. 
ammunition, but any overt action has been met with immediate and. 
overwhelming ‘police action. Despatches confirmed by Hyderabad. 
Military Governor (Statesman:September 23) from Bezwada report. 
arson and looting by Communists, but apparently principal disorders: 
come from roving bands Razakars. : 

| Embtel 872, September 241 reports Nizam’s radio broadcast on Sep- 
tember 23 declaring he was victim of Razakars and calling people of 
Hyderabad to give Military Governor fullest support in restoring 
peace. Report with Paris dateline of September 23, states Nizam 
cabled UN direct withdrawing Hyderabad complaint against India.* 

Local press reports that speaker Indian Parliament urged at public 
address Madras September. 21, that Hyderabad be divided into three 
areas on linguistic basis and merged into adjoining provinces. This: 

| address only one example of pressure on GOI from responsible people: 
for dismemberment Hyderabad (Embtel 865, September 20). Divi- 
sion now would lead to boundless administrative confusion, bitter 
competition among surrounding provinces for share of spoils, would. _ 
disrupt Hyderabad governmental structure, destroy faith of Hyder-. 
abad Muslims that their interests would be protected, open way for 
further Communist uprisings in areas where they are strongest, would. 
seriously threaten peace in Hyderabad and would shake political sta- 
bility of princely states which have been given place of responsibility 
and prestige in Indian union. It is to forestall such results that GOI 
wishes establish Hyderabad as integral part of India but with ‘Nizam. 
as constitutional head of state. Despite internal pressure from Indian 
political figures GOI probably will be able to bring about a solution 
which will largely satisfy Hyderabad Muslims and Indian extremists. 

if pressure from outside powersis withheld. 
Press report from Karachi quotes radio broadcast by Pakistan 

Prime Minister on September 22 who referring to Nehru’s recent. 
appeal for peace with Pakistan and after declaring Pakistan’s desire to 

promote peace averred that he had appealed to Nehru not to use mili- 
tary force against Hyderabad. Embassy’s viewpoint is that Liaquat 

~ 4Not printed. 
2¥For text of the telegram, as read by the Indian representative, Ramaswami 

Mudalier, at the 359th meeting of the Security Council in Paris on September 20, 
see SC, 3rd yr., No. 111, p. 3. For summary of the Council’s discussions of the 

Hyderabad dispute, see Yearbook, 1947-48, pp. 459-460. . |
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Ali Khan’s address not only will not promote peace, but. will further 
aggravate present disturbed conditions. Indian leaders are hypersensi- 
tive on Hyderabad issue, but feel no other solution was possible and | 
criticism especially from Pakistanisbitterly resented... > | 

- Sent Department 873, pouched Karachi. Department pass London, | 

Paris, USGADel from Delhi, Se 7 

opty 6 Beg ye Seo ‘Donovan : 

845,00/9-2488 Cdl Styhles: 
Phe Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State | 

‘CONFIDENTIAL ss» Nw Deut, September 24, 1948. | 

No. VT Lg | 
‘Subject: Reasons for Hyderabad Army Offering Only ‘Token : 

mo Resistance. , - ee, wo oe CS | an ue - Be . | 

~ Sir: Ihave the honor to refer to New Delhi’s telegram no. 865 of | 
“September 20, 1948 regarding the Governor-General’s remarks to me : 
‘on the question of Hyderabad’s appeal to the United Nations, There 
is enclosed a press despatch from the Delhi Statesman of September 24, 
1948 which in the Embassy’s opinion offers an excellent analysis of the / 
‘military fiasco staged by the Hyderabad Army when GOI troops ) 
‘entered the State. The Department is also referred in this’connection | 

| to New Delhi’s telegram no. 872 of September 241 in which the Nizam , 
stated in a broadcast on September 23 that he was helpless in the hands | 
ofthe RazakarsandtheLaik AliMinistry, = = | 

_ The political commentator who prepared the enclosed press despatch : 
inquires why the Nizam’s Government, in apparent disregard of the 
‘guperior power of the Indian Army, saw fit to offer resistance, India 
had in the field an armored division comprised of a massed force of | 
armored, motorized infantry, paratroops and the necessary auxiliary | 
‘services, in addition to infantry and artillery units. Against this well- . 
‘trained and equipped force the Nizam’s Army and Razakar irregulars, | 

| although more than five times in number, had practically. no armor, | 

Jess experience and leadership, limited ammunition and arms, and no | 
air force. The fantastic stories circulating around India regarding , 

| ‘Hyderabad bombers in the State, in Pakistan, and in Goa were never 
eredited bythe Embassy, 
- According. to the enclosed press despatch, there were two basic ! 
reasons for the Nizam’s Government offering no resistance. First, al- | 
though he never hoped for a decisive military success, the Nizam’s 
Government gambled until the last minute against the chancesof India 
taking precipitate armed action. The Razakars and the Laik Ali 

* Not printed. : ,
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“Ministry counted on the possibility of outside help, both military and 
‘political, and on the effect of world opinion as expressed through the 
‘United Nations. | CPP a Oo oY . a | oe 

The second reason for Hyderabad offering no resistance to India’s _ 
overwhelming strength is that the Nizam expected, by means of a mili- 
tary clash with a superior opponent, to get rid of the Frankenstein he 
-had created in the form of the Razakars. As it turned out, the Nizam 
was right and the Laik Ali Ministry wrong. The State is now able to 
liquidate military Fascism with the help of the Indian Army but the 
Nizam will probably ‘continue as:ruler of the State with his:powers _ 
circumscribed-in the same manner as the other Indian princes. The 
-Embassy considers the foregoing explanation of Hyderabad’s token 
resistance as entirely correct. The method adopted by the Nizam was 
the easiest and in fact the only way of getting rid of the Razakars 

without a terrific toll of lives and serious civil disturbances. The Em- 

bassy also. believes,.although this belief will probably never be sub- 
| stantiated by any tangible evidence, that high ranking officers of the 

Indian Army who were friends of General El-Edroos, Commander- 
in-Chief of the Hyderabad Army, made a deal with him (El-Edroos) 
whereby the Hyderabad Army would not fight. General Bucher him- 
self told me some weeks ago that he had written to El-Edroos advising 

, him not.to be so foolish as to resist the Indian Army. High ranking 
Indian officers who were also personal friends of El-Edroos were also 
‘In touch with him. Saadat Ali Khan, son of Nawab Zain’ Yar Jung, | 
former Hyderabad Agent-General at New- Delhi, told me in August 
that there was bad blood between the Hyderabad Army and Police on 
.the one hand and the Razakars on the other. He also said, however, 
that it was a question of just. how far the Army and Police would go 
‘In putting down the Razakars because all three organizations were 
almostexclusively Muslim. esse, 
. . There is no doubt thatthe Nizam’s Government lost control of the 
civil administration in certain. areas adjoining Madras Province and 

that the Communists were having a “field day” in those areas. 
The Embassy feels that the GOT action in entering Hyderabad was the 
only possible remedy for an impossible situation and that it was 
the only way India could deal effectively with such a trickster.as the 
Nizam. The Embassy has come to the conclusion that the question of 

a plebiscite in Hyderabad is immaterial since the result would be a 
foregone conclusion. The Embassy also believes that the GOI will 

exercise tolerance and discretion in dealing with the Nizam and the __ 
| Muslim ruling clique in Hyderabad despite the fact that there is a 

great deal-of pressure on the GOI to break up the State, to depose the 
Nizam, etc. | : : Bo
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_. Finally, the Embassy believes that American prestige and interests. -— 
in India would be seriously damaged by the United States taking up. 
the cudgels over the question of a plebiscite in Hyderabad. If the- : 

_ plebiscite would serve: any useful purpose then such action might be- | 
justified on our part but as the situation exists today, the Embassy: 
believes it would be a useless gesture which would only tend to impair 
relations between India and the United States. In other words, the | 
Embassy believes that from now on the less said by our Government: 
the better so far as the Hyderabad question isconcerned. | 

- Respectfully yours, === = ==... ~—._—:... ~~ Howarp Donovan: ! 

501.BC Kashmir/9-2448 = en er ne 

Phe Chargé in Pakistan (Lewis) to the Secretary of State : 

RESTRICTED = = . -——_-- Karacut, September 24, 1948. | 
NT 

Subject: Kashmir Dispute: India-Pakistan Commission. ssi ssi. | 
Sir: I have the honor to refer to my despatch No, 409 of Septem- 3 

ber. 10, 1948: with regard to:the publication: by the United Nations: | 

India-Pakistan’ Commission of the correspondence between the Com- ) 
mission and the Governments of India and Pakistan, onthe subject.of — : 
the Kashmir dispute, and to enclose for the information of the De- 
partment: a:copy of a letter addressed, to the Minister,of Foreign. ) 

Affairs of Pakistan under date of September 19* by the Chairman. : 
of the Commission (Ambassador Huddle) in response to Sir Zafrullah. : 

_ Khan’s letter of September 6.* The Commission’s letter was released. | 
_ for publication by the Commission on its transit through Karachi from. 

New Delhi to Geneva on September 22. There is likewise. enclosed a. | 
copy of a resolution adopted by the Commission at a meeting held in | 
Srinagar on September 19 calling upon both India and Pakistan “to: , 

use their best endeavors during the absence of the Commission to lessen. : 
the existing tension in this dispute so as to further prepare the ground. : 
for its peaceful final settlement which both Governmentshavedeclared. | 

to be their most sincere and ardent desire.” * There is also enclosed a. | 
copy of the reply ¢ of the Government of Pakistan to this resolution. 
_ It will be observed that in the last part of the Chairman’s letter to. ) 
Sir Zafrullah it is stated that, as regards the conclusions contained in. . : 
Point 11 of Sir Zafrullah’s letter of September 6, “upon: presentation: , 
of the resolution (of August 13) the Commission requested the Govern-- | 

+ SO, 8rd yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, pp.48-49. or 
~~  * $C, 8rd yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, pp. 41-45. a 7 : are 

3 Wor text, see SC, 3rd yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, p. 49. Co | a; 
“Not printed. 7 BS a
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ments of Pakistan and India to consider and accept this document as 
a whole. It was intended that the details for the implementation of _ 

the Resolution be discussed at common meetings between the repre- 
sentatives of both Governments and the Commission in subsequent 

_ stages, and following the cessation of hostilities.” The Chairman’s — 
letter then continues: oe a Sg 

“The Commission observes with regret that the Government of 
Pakistan has been unable to accept the Resolution without: attaching 

certain conditions beyond the compass of this Resolution, thereby 

making impossible an immediate cease fire and the beginning of fruit- 
ful negotiations between the two Governments and the Commission 
to bring about a peaceful and final settlement of the situation in the | 
State of Jammuand Kashmir.” a 

The letter. then concludes with the statement that the Commission 
sincerely hopes that the Government of ‘Pakistan “may find it possible 
to reconsider their position and to accept the proposals contained in 
its Resolution of August 18, 1948, as clarified and elucidated in the 
present letter and the correspondence mentioned therein.” 

- Inasmuch as the Commission seems clearly to have placed the onus 
for the non-acceptance of the Commission’s resolution of August 13 
upon Pakistan it is perhaps desirable that certain features of the 
situation be carefully analyzed with a view to determining. whether 
that onus has in fact been well placed. ee 

- Point 11 of Sir:Zafrullah’s letter of September 6 reads as follows: 

“Although there are several features in the Commission’s proposals 

which from the point of view of Pakistan Government are not satis- 
factory, nevertheless as a step towards the solution of the situation in — 

the State of Jammu and Kashmir, and in the interest of furthering _ 

international peace and security, the Pakistan Government have. au- 
thorised me to inform the Commission that: re 

“Subject to the clarifications and elucidations furnished by the Com- | 

mission to the Government of Pakistan being accepted by the Govern- 
ment of India, and the elucidations and clarifications, if any, furnished 
by the Commission to the Government of India being acceptable to 
the Government of Pakistan, and provided the Government of India 
accept the conditions laid down in part B (article 6 to 15, both-inclu- 
sive). of the Security Council’s resolution of 2ist April, 1948, as ex- _ 
plained by the sponsors of the Resolution in the Security Council, for 

a free and impartial plebiscite to decide whether the State of Jammu | 

and Kashmir is to accede to India or Pakistan, the Government. of 

Pakistan accept the proposals contained in the Commission’s. Resolu- 
tion of the 13th August, 1948, as clarified and elucidated.to the 

Pakistan Government by the Commission.” So | 

The above quotation from Sir Zafrullah’s letter indicates that the 

Government of Pakistan did attach reservations to its acceptance of
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the proposals contained in the Commission’s Resolution and that it, did 

not accept the Resolution “as a whole” in the sense intended by the 

Commission, Oo | 

It is well to bear in mind, however, that the Government of India 

also did not, contrary to the representations of India and, by implica- ) 

tion, of the Commission, accept the Commission’s Resolution as a whole | 

and without reservations. : 

Point 3 of Pandit Nehru’s letter of August 20,5 in reply to the 

Commission’s Resolution of August 13, stated in part as follows: 

“Since our meeting of the 18th August, we have given the Commis- | 

sion’s resolution our most earnest thought. There are many parts of | 

it which we should have preferred to be otherwise and more in keeping ! 

with the fundamental facts of the situation, especially the flagrant | 

aggression of the Pakistan Government on Indian Union territory. We | 

recognise, however, that, if a successful effort 1s to be made to create ) 

satisfactory conditions for a solution of the Kashmir problem without | 

further bloodshed, we should concentrate on certain essentials only | 

at present and seek safeguards in regard to them. It was in this spirit ! 

that I placed the following considerations before Your Excellency: | 

(1) That paragraph A.3 of Part II of the resolution should not | 

be interpreted, or applied in practice,soas | | 

| (a) to bring into question the sovereignty of the Jammu and Kashmir Gov- | 

ernment over the portion of their territory evacuated by Pakistan troops, | 

(0) to afford any recognition of the so-called “Azad Kashmir Government,” | 

or Loo | | | | 
— (¢€) to enable this territory to be consolidated in any way during the period | 

of truce to the disadvantage of the State. | : ; 

(2) That from our point of view the effective insurance of the | 

security of the State against external aggression, from which 

Kashmir has suffered so much during the last ten months, was of 
the most vital significance and no less important than the ob- 
servance of internal law and order, and that, therefore, withdrawal 
of Indian troops and the strength of Indian forces maintained 

in Kashmir should be sufficient to ensure security against any form | 

of external aggression as well as internal disorder. , 

(8) That as regards Part TIT, should it be decided to seek a | 
solution of the future of the State by means of a plebiscite, Pakis- | 

| _ tan should have no part in the organization and conduct of the | 

plebiscite or in any other matter of internal administration in the | 
State.” - | 

} : 

Pandit Nehru repeated the latter condition in Point 4 of his letter, 

saying: “Finally, you agreed that Part ITT, as formulated, does not in | 

any way recognize the right. of Pakistan to have any part in a 

plebiscite.” ee | | 

The subject of most vital concern to the Government of Pakistan | 

among Pandit Nehru’s reservations, or “considerations,” is this precise | 

® See SC, 3rd yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, p.35. | | 

| 429-027—15——-27
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point, that Pakistan should not in any way be recognized as having a 
right to participate in the organization and conduct of a plebiscite in 

‘Kashmir. This is totally out of lme with the United Nations Security 
Council resolution of April 21, 1948, yet in the Commission’s reply of 
August 25 * to Pandit Nehru’s letter the Chairman of the Commission, 
Mr. Korbel, stated that the Commission requested him “to convey to 
Your Excellency its view that the interpretation of the Resolution as 
expressed in paragraph 4 of your letter coincides with its own inter- 
pretation,” and added that “the Commission wishes me to express to _ 
Your Excellency its sincere satisfaction that the Government of India 
has accepted the Resolution and appreciates the spirit in which this 
decision has been taken.” | | 

_ In another letter from Pandit Nehru to the Commission under date 
of August 207 the Prime Minister of India presented another, and 
from the point of view of the Government of Pakistan, an extremely 
important reservation. In that letter Pandit Nehru, referring to the 
“sparsely populated and mountainous region of Jammu and Kashmir 
State in the North,” said that the authority of the government of 
Jammu and Kashmir over that region as a whole had not been chal- 

lenged or disturbed “except by roving bands of hostiles, or in some 
places like Skardu which have been occupied by irregulars or Pakistan 
troops.” Pandit Nehru then went. on to say that the Commission’s 
Resolution, “as you agreed in the course of our interview on the 18th, 

_ does not deal with the problem of administration or defence in this 
large area. We desire that, after Pakistan troops and irregulars have 
withdrawn from the territory, the responsibility for the administra- 
tion of the evacuated areas should revert to the Government of Jammu 
and Kashmir and that for defence to us. (The only exception that we 
should be prepared to accept would be Gilgit.)” 

Briefly, the salient features of the Commission’s cease fire and truce 
proposals were that the governments of India and Pakistan would 
issue separately and simultaneously a cease fire order to apply to all 
forces under their control in the State of Jammu and Kashmir, that 
the Commanders-in-Chief of the forces of India and Pakistan should 
promptly confer regarding any necessary local changes in present dis- 
positions which might facilitate a cease fire, that simultaneously with 

| the acceptance of the proposal for the immediate cessation of hostili- 
ties the Government of Pakistan would withdraw its troops from the 

| State of Jammu and Kashmir, that the Government of Pakistan 
| would use its best endeavor to secure the withdrawal from the State 
| of Jammu and Kashmir of tribesmen and Pakistan nationals not 

* For text, see SC, 3rd yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, pp. 36-37. Ce 
* For text, see SC, 3rd yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, p. 37. : . a
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normally resident therein, and that pending a final resolution the ter- 
ritory evacuated by the Pakistan troops would be administered by the | 
local authorities under the surveillance of the Commission. Nowhere 
in the Resolution is authorization given to the Government of India _ | 
to advance its forces into areas oceupied either by Pakistan troops or 
by irregular forces. By whatever name called the Government of 

Pakistan and the Azad Kashmir authorities regard the forces in | : 

northern Kashmir as organized forces under the Azad Kashmir au- | 
thorities. Nevertheless Pandit Nehru in his letter insisted that the 
Government of India should be permitted to reoccupy a very large 
part of northern Kashmir now admittedly held by non-Indian forces. 

, His position was that permission for Indian troops to occupy or | 
reoccupy those areas was a further condition or “consideration” - 
precedent to his acceptance of the Resolution yet the Commission did | 
not consider the condition as a reservation. This is confirmed by the 

| Commission’s letter of August 25 to Pandit Nehru in which it stated : 
with reference to this question: “The Commission wishes me to con- | 
firm that, due to the peculiar conditions of this area, it did not | 

specifically deal with the military aspect of the problem in its Resolu- : 
tion of 13 August 1948. It believes, however, that the question raised | 

in your letter could be considered in the implementation of the Resolu- 
tion.” The phraseology used in the latter sentence is not exactly clear, | 
but the Government of Pakistan understood it to mean an acceptance 
of Pandit Nehru’s position, never denied by. the Commission, and | 
Pandit Nehru certainly accepted the Commission’s letter as a con- | 
-firmation of his position on that point. Se 
_ If, therefore, in the light of the documents on the subject, the Gov- 
ernment of Pakistan did not accept the Commission’s Resolution “as 
a whole” can it be logically said that the Government of India did 

- accept it as.a whole? The difference, of course, is that the Commission | 
accepted Pandit Nehru’s interpretations but did not accept Sir | 
Zafrullah’s, holding that his “were beyond the compass” of the | 

Resolution, ee | 
_ Whatever may have been the intentions of the Commission the onus: | 
of rejecting its Resolution has thus been placed on Pakistan while | 

India is permitted to pass before world opinion as in effect an. | 
aggrieved and injured party, which has accepted without reservation | 
the Commission’s Resolution. The Pakistanis feel, with due deference : 

to the Commission, that. what in effect seems to have happened, al- ? 
though the Commission may not be conscious of it and would resent: : 

_ the implication, is that the Commission has been unable,:as stated by | 
Dawn in an editorial in its issue of September 24 “to persuade Paki- 
stan to surrender to the will of India to whom the Commission most. |
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inadvisedly and against the specific terms of the Security Council 

Resolution of April 21, itself surrendered.” ee 

- The observations in this despatch reflect the authentic views of the 
Government of Pakistan and yet throughout this period when the 

tide of the Commission’s opinion has steadily and obviously been run- _ 
ning against Pakistan the Government of this country and the press 

have borne, and still bear, themselves with dignity and without any 
signs of malice. This is perhaps all the more remarkable in that it has 
not escaped them that the question has recently become a matter of 

far more importance than the mere question of the settlement of the 
Kashmir dispute, for if world opinion is to gain the impression that _ 

Pakistan has ‘been the guilty and obstructive party that impression — 

would inevitably, and perhaps disastrously, affect the very existence 

‘ of Pakistan should India avail itself of the presence of Pakistan 
| troops in Kashmir, or avail itself of any other excuse, for waging 

war on this country. India’s press has always been far more effective 
than has the press of Pakistan. In the final analysis, therefore, should 
India have aspirations in the direction indicated, Pakistan would be 

| functioning not alone at tremendous odds in terms of military poten- 
tial but also in terms of world opinion. One has only to read the article 
in the September 20 issue of Z'ime entitled “Pakistan. That Man”, and 
particularly the last paragraph, to grasp the significance of this 
observation. | 

- It-is accordingly vital to Pakistan that its position in relation to 
the Kashmir dispute and to the Commission’s Resolution be objectively — 
stated and objectively understood and that the same should be done 
with reference to India’s position in these matters. There may never 

| ‘be agreement, but there is no need for either party to suffer the in- 
justice of misrepresentation. =» — . 

| I know that most, if not all, of the members of the Commission 
believe that Kashmir, or most of it, should logically fall to Pakistan, 
but I also know that they are extremely annoyed with Pakistan for 
not having bowed to their judgment in the matter of the approach to 
the settlement of the problem and thereby having made the Commis- 
sion’s efforts to achieve a settlement infructuous. Entirely apart from _ 
questions of principle, little or no consideration was given by the Com- 
mission to the practical reasons, to which I referred in my despatch of 
September 10, why Pakistan could not bow to the Commission’s judg- 

~ ment. Had the Commission bowed less to India’s intransigence on the 
plebiscite issue those practical reasons would largely have disappeared 

and with them the questions of principle which troubled Pakistan. 
| Respectfully yours, Cuartes W. Lewis, JR.
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- §01.BC/9-2748 : Telegram | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the 
a United Nations General Assembly, at Paris | | | 

SECRET US URGENT WaAsHINGTON, September 27, 1948—8 p. m. 
Gadel 67. Jessup’s remarks Hyderabad case Sep 201 were excellent : 

presentation US views that time. In light recent developments, in- 
cluding reported discharge Hyd delegation, reported claim by Nizam 
that he had been virtual prisoner of small Muslim clique for past eight 
months, and in light Delhi’s 865 which casts strong doubt on possi- : 
bility GOI will follow US suggestion re UN participation plebiscite, — | 
Dept inclined conclude US should now assume somewhat passive role, | | 
pending reports two govts. | — | oe : 
When matter again comes before SC, Dept feels US action should ! 

be predicated on nature info presented by GOI Rep and Hyd Rep or | 
govt and on attitude other members SC. We still believe that even | 
limited UN participation plebiscite or election constituent assembly 
Hyd would (1) improve Indian prestige UN; (2) neatly tie up loose | 
ends of case as it now stands and (8) avoid impression UN closing eyes — : 
to use of force. pa TE 

However, we wish avoid taking rigid position re Hyd question — : 
which would not contribute to realistic solution but probably adversely : 
affect Indo-US relations. We therefore inclined feel SC should not | 
insist on UN participation plebiscite in absence GOI request or 2 
acquiescence. If this not forthcoming, then best course action SC might | 
be decision stating that consideration of problem is adjourned, but : 
that matter remains on list matters of which SC seized and that SC | 
may resume consideration in future at request any member. Such ) 
action might stand until Hyd constitutionally a part of Indian Union : 
(and despite GOI fears to contrary might actually help GOI to resist | 
Indian extremists who favor dismemberment Hyd. See Delhi’s 873). | 
However, we do not believe US should actively oppose dropping item » ] 
from agenda if such step appears general will of SC. RS | 

| Bn a | LOovET?r | 

1When the Indian Representative stated that he considered the Hyderabad . | 
case closed because of recent developments, Jessup pointed out that the use of | | 
force did not alter legal rights and that all member states of the United Nations. 
would be watching Hyderabad with the hope and expectation that India would | 
now act there in accordance with the principles of the United Nations Charter. 
For text of his statements, see SC, 3rd yr., No. 111, pp. 4-5. ,
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501.BC Kashmir/9-2948 : Telegram - 7 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Representative on 

the United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan (Huddle), | 

at Geneva — | | 

SECRET Wasuineron, September 29, 1948—7 p.m. 

1891. Kascom 35 for Huddle. oe | | 

1. Dept approves suggestion urtel 868 Sep 21 that informal discus- 

sions Paris GOP and GOI Dels be undertaken in effort obtain their 

- acquiescence Commission’s resolution Aug 13 with such modifications 

as may be necessary. We believe that it would be desirable for any 

efforts made by US GADel along these lines be accompanied by similar 

approaches by UN reps Paris other members Com. We feel that even 

though Com plans initiate preparation its report to SC Sep 30, in- 

formal efforts Paris should be continued as outlined until such time 

it is clearly evident Coms report must be negative thereby necessitating 

| formal SC debate. | | 

2. For your guidance and that GA Del we believe that most practica- 

ble course pursue during these informal talks would be endeavor 

persuade GOI and GOP reps accept brief outline plebiscite arrange- 

ments under UN supervision as supplement Aug 13 resolution. Dept 

| inclined believe GOP attitude conditioned by deep-seated fear Indian 

| aggression which leads GOP insistence on safeguards after withdrawal 

Pakistan troops along lines Part B SC res April 21. After preliminary 

examination SC Document S/995? Sep 15, Dept questions whether 

GOI response Coms proposals points 2 and 3 GOT letter Aug 20 fully 

compatible with sections IB, II B 1 and 2, and III Coms Aug 13 res. 

Although in view Korbel’s letter Aug 25° Com probably unable re- 

verse its position this matter, we feel GOP attitude re plebiscite should 

not necessarily be considered as rejection Coms proposals and that 

every effort should be made with GOP and GOI reps to indicate that 

| Com has not yet closed door on this point. oo : | 

| _ 8. Nature Coms report will no doubt be. influenced to some degree 

by outcome in formal talks Paris. If such talks fail produce definitive 

results, please endeavor persuade Com include in its report specific 

recommendations for SC action, in order provide new terms reference — 

- for Com or any other UN authority that may replace it. SC resolution 

91 April contains general proposals cease-fire and truce and more 

| 1The Commission had arrived from New Delhi on September 25. 

2S8C Document 8/995 is the Commission’s resolution of August 13 and related 

correspondence, printed in SC, 3rd yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, pp. 32 ff. 

2 As Commission Chairman, Korbel signed two letters addressed to Nehru on 

August 25. These are printed in SC, 3rd yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, pp. 86-37.
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detailed proposals for plebiscite in Part B. Coms efforts to date have | 
resulted in elaboration and clarification plans for cease-fire and truce. : 
It would appear desirable for Com, building on these bases, to submit : 
specific recommendations to SC covering cease-fire, truce and | 
plebiscite, modifying both SC resolution and Coms proposals as neces- | 
sary in light positions taken by GOI and GOP during negotiations. | 
Diminution military action Kashmir due to winter conditions may offer | 

| best opportunity place such plan in operation and plebiscite might be __ | 
scheduled May 1949 prior to weather permitting resumption military | 
activity, as a oo ! 

4, As to SC action on Coms recommendations, choice appears lie | 
between (1) taking further action under Chapter VI (2) adopting | 
recommendations as provisional measures under Art 40 (8) issuing | 
cease-fire order under Art 40 and recommending truce and plebiscite | 
arrangements under Chapter VI. Pls indicate your views and discuss : 

| GADel. We have in mind that whatever course decided upon it might : 
be desirable Com submit its views on this as well as recommendations | 
onsubstance, ee | : 

8. Dept wishes stress importance tone and approach Coms report. | 
Wherever justifiably permissible, criticism should be directed equally | 
against both sides. For example, note might be taken of GOI military | 
campaign in Kashmir last spring as factor in present situation. In | 
light continued strained GOI-GOP relations and recent reports from 3 
several sources that Pak officials sincerely fear military invasion Pak 
from India, Dept somewhat concerned New Delhi radio report that 
Com has published letter to GOP placing onus on GOP for break- 
down negotiations, If report correct, Dept feels GOI may interpret 
Coms attitude as moral victory and as possible justification military 
action against Pak, In view this and in view desirability general sup- 
port for Coms recommendations in SC and importance acceptance or 
acquiescence by both parties, we feel it would be tactical mistake for : 
Coms report seek place on either side major blame for lack agreement. 
Keep Dept closely advised development thinking inCom.t 
EL ya ee es a .  Loverr 

‘This telegram 1391 was repeated to Paris as telegram 91 for information of : 
the U.S. Delegation to the General Assembly, and to Karachi, New Delhi, and . 

_ London as telegrams 370, 593, and 3814, respectively. _ |
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501.BC/9-3048 | an 

The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL New Dexut, September 30, 1948. 

No. 11838 | 

Subject: Editorial in Delhi Statesman, September 30, regarding 

Hyderabad. | 

Sm: I have the honor to refer to New Delhi’s telegram no. 896 of 

September 30, 1948 * and to enclose the full text of the editorial which 

appeared in the Delhi Statesman of September 30, 1948 entitled “The 

UN and Hyderabad”. The views expressed in this editorial are shared 

by the Embassy. There is no question but that the Nizam, surrounded 

by a small minority of Muslim extremists, was a menace to the peace 

and security of India. The question whether Hyderabad was an in- 

dependent state can no doubt be argued for hours but the blunt facts 

are that India could not permit a hostile government to function 

within its borders. © a | | 

The Embassy cannot too strongly emphasize that American interests 

in India would best be served by considering the Hyderabad question 

as closed. : 

Respectfully yours, — | Howarp Donovan 

7 + Not printed. | | ; 

501.BC Kashmir/10-148: Telegram 7 | 

The Chargé in Pakistan (Lewis) to the Secretary of State - 

| CONFIDENTIAL | Karacut, October 1, 1948—11 a. m. 

483. Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan, now on tour in northern 

Pakistan, has just sent me through Minister Foreign Affairs text tele- 

gram from Nehru dated September 27+ in which Nehru states that 

since India Pakistan Commission has confirmed presence Pakistan 

troops in Kashmir and Jammu, which confirms GOWs information, _ 

presence of Pakistan troops on Indian Union territory is “an act of 

aggression against Indian Union and can only lead to conflict.” Nehru 

then says: “I must therefore ask you to withdraw these troops. You 

have expressed your desire to maintain and develop peaceful and co- 

operative relations with India. We entirely agree with this. We have 

absolutely no wish to interfere in any way with Pakistan. You will 

appreciate, however, that development of peaceful and cooperative | 

| relations cannot take place while army of Pakistan continues an act of 

1 Copy transmitted to the Department by the Chargé in his despatch 432, Octo- 

ber 1; received October 18, not printed. OO
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aggression against India. Hence I would request you to take early | 

steps to withdraw all Pakistan troops from Jammu and Kashmir 

state” | oo 

Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan asked me to call to see him evening | 

prior his. departure September 25 for Lahore. Told me he was_ | 

very apprehensive India with its easy conquest of Junagadh, Hydera- | 

bad and present position in Kashmir would very soon seek an excuse : 

for waging war on Pakistan and that he apprehended presence Pakis- | 

tan troops Kashmir would be utilized that purpose although 1f neces- | 

sary other reasons to justify aggression would be advanced. He | 

expressed hope I would keep USG informed any developments above , 

direction and hoped USG along with other powers interested sup- ) 

"pression aggression and maintenance peace in world would take 

appropriate action protect Pakistan from Indian aggression if latter ! 

should develop. Said he was “no fool” to attack India or to provoke an | 

Indian attack but that if India did attack Pakistan will resist with 

all its resources, Ghulam Mohammad, Minister of Fimance, spoke to | 

me along similar lines September 27 and Tkramullah, Secretary | 

Minister Foreign Affairs, has likewise done so. None these officials | 

have advanced threat that if we do not help Pakistan GOP will turn : 

to Russia. Argument for outside help in protecting Pakistan based | 

solely on right of nation to exist. oe | 

Telegram from Nehru is precisely in line with pattern anticipated ~ 

by this Embassy including Military Attaché and if Department is | 

interested continued existence Pakistan, as I believe it is for obvious 

reasons, I feel this is time for USG to intimate to GOI in terms which 

cannot be mistaken that an attack on Pakistan or an attempt to eject — 

Pakistan troops from Kashmir territory while Kashmir dispute is 

still before Commission will be strongly opposed by USG. | 

Sent Department 483, repeated Delhi 82,? pouched Lahore; Depart- ! 

ment pass London 84, Paris 1, Geneva 1. | 

| | | _  _Lirwis 

2 Regarding the suggestion in the penultimate paragraph, the Chargé in India 

cabled the Department on October 5 that he felt sure the Prime Minister and 

Governor General of India would exert all possible influence to maintain peace 

and that he considered U.S. representations to India at this time unnecessary 

and ill advised (telegram 915 from New Delhi, not printed: 745.45F/10-548). | 

501.BC Kashmir/10-248: Telegram oe oal — - | 

| The Embassy in Pakistan to the Secretary of State | | 

CONFIDENTIAL | --- Karacut, October 2, 1948—10 a. m. | 

486, Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan returned Karachi last night 

and at Cabinet meeting GOP decided instruct Foreign Minister Sir :
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Zafrulla Khan now in Paris to apprise SC of Nehru’s telegram con- 
cerning Pakistan troops in Kashmir (mytel 483, October 1). GOP | 
hopes reference matter to SC will tend stay Nehru’s hand but feels _ 
GOI has scant respect that body and even if strongly rebuked by SC 
will probably continue on present course. Nehru being informed by 
Tiaquat Ali Khan reply his message that as Kashmir dispute is still 
before SC his telegram is being communicated to SC. | 

[Filecopy notsigned] 

501.BC. Kashmir/10—248 : Telegram | . . | 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the United States Representative 
on the United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan 
(Huddle), at Geneva | oo oe 

SECRET US URGENT WaAsHINGTON, October 2, 1948—2 p, m. 
NIACT 7 OO | | 

1399. Kascom 36, View Karachi’s 483 Oct 1 to Dept (41 to Geneva) 
and other reports increasing tension India-Pakistan you are requested 
place urgently before UNCIP question its taking some restraining 
measure such as sending messages immediately to GOI and GOP re- 

_ Ininding them calls by SC Res Jan 24 [17?] + and UNCIP Res July 15 
[24]? to avoid provocative action while SC and UNCIP seized of 
matter. 7 7 a a 

UNCIP may wish include in admonitory messages statement to 
effect that pending full consideration by SC thereof preliminary find- 
ings UNCIP should not be interpreted as justification by either party 
for military or other action which might jeopardize eventual peaceful 
solution Kashmir problem, si ne | 

Such action by UNCIP appropriate and desirable since GOI note 
to GOP which has appearance ultimatum apparently based in part on 
UNCIP findings re Pak troops Kashmir. | a 

Note: Sent to Geneva, rptd Gadel Paris 117, Delhi 597,2 Karachi 
372, London 3882. | ae 

1A preliminary draft resolution was drawn up on J anuary 24, 1948, by S.C. 
President Langenhove (SC, 8rd yr., Nos. 1-15, pp. 265-266, 269). However, it 
seems more likely that Lovett was recalling the S.C. resolution of January 17 
(8/651) which called upon India and Pakistan to refrain from acts of aggres- 

- Sion. For text, see SC, 3rd yr., Nos. 1-15, pp. 121-122. a | 
* For text, see SC, 3rd yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, pp. 127-128. 
In reply, the Chargé in India cabled the Department on October 4 giving 

reasons for his belief that Pakistan’s fears of Indian attack were greatly exag- 
gerated (telegram 914 from New Delhi, not printed: 501.BC Kashmir/10—448).
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| 501.BC/10-348:Telegram | Ce | 

The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State | 

SECRET URGENT Parts, October 3, 1948—11 p.m. 

Delga 195. On October first Nawab Moin, Hyderabad spokesman, ; 

wrote Austin in latter’s capacity President SC requesting interview.. — 

Reply being telephoned today that Austin will as matter of courtesy, =f 

see him Tuesday morning in office of President SC at Palais de Chail- : 

lot. We have already made it clear, however, that in our view SC heard, : 

Nawab on twenty-eighth as individual reserving decision as to his. | 

credentialsor representativescharacter, 

_ This morning GADel members met informally at Lauterpacht,, 

Hyderabad legal adviser, at his request, Keynote of talk was our frank 

observation at outset that we had no encouragement to offer him and. 

warning that most likely practical result of further discussion in SC 

now would be action to drop case from agenda. However he made 

strong appeals for appointment of UN subcommittee and despatch of | 

observers or alternatively US mediation to revive Indian proposals 

of June 1948. We told him first suggestion unrealistic in view of SC | 

preoccupation with Berlin issue and prior lengthy discussion necessary 

to settle question of Hyderabad status and SC competence in case. On — | 

second suggestion we merely said we would let him know if we | 

could offer any encouragement. Result of meeting was obvious realiza~ sd 

tion by Lauterpacht that our attitude is passive and assumption by | 

him that we do not accept view that Hyderabadisastate. 8 | 

- Department please repeat toNew Delhiunnumbered. 2 ! 

ee _  MarsHann 

501.BC Kashmir/10-448: Telegram oo | i 

Phe Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State 

secrer =—C,—..._._- Nw DEEL 1, October 4, 1948—3 a. m. 

913. With reference paragraph 2 Deptel 593, September 29,* Em- 

bassy strongly recommends that in informal talks with GOI and ~ 

GOP representatives American representative not urge modifications _ 

August 13 resolution of UNCIP which would tend to favor GOP. and 

react to disadvantage GOI. Embassy believes if this action taken GOEL 

would take stand moral principles were being sacrificed to expediency 

and might go so far as refuse cooperation in further attempts by UN 

arrange peaceful settlement. a i oS | 

Possibly most fruitful course pursue is to direct efforts towards 

long-term settlement either on basis of acceptance by India, Pakistan 

1 See footnote 4,p. 418.
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| of brief outline plebiscite arrangements under UN supervision, as 
suggested Deptel 593, or on basis partition of state. Nehru and other _ 
GOT leaders have publicly stated their intention allowing Kashmiris — 
determine their future by free plebiscite and it might be difficult for 
GOI refuse accept arrangements which would guarantee free plebi- 
scite. GOI, however, is still determined not to jettison Abdullah 
or permit GOI [GOP] participate either in plebiscite supervision or 
in interim administration any part Kashmir. Embassy sees no reason 
why adequate safeguards for free plebiscite could not be established 

, with Abdullah in power and suggest action be taken along these lines. 
| Moreover, Embassy believes GOI would still accept partition, possibly 

even with plebiscite in vale of Kashmir, as solution. — 
Sent Department 918, repeated Karachi 158. Department pass 

London, Paris for USGA Del, Geneva or Huddle. | 
| | | | | | Donovan 

- 501.BC Kashmir/10—448 : Telegram uv - | 

The Chargé in Pakistan (Lewis) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL Karacui, October 4, 1948—2 p. m. 
491. Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan replied October 2 to Nehrw’s 

_ telegram reference mytel 486, October 2. After reviewing Pakistan’s 
position matter Kashmir dispute, Liaquat Ali Khan closed his message 
with following paragraph: _ | | 

“TI regret to note that while professing desire for peaceful and co- 
| operative relations with Pakistan, you have in your telegram under 

reply threatened Pakistan with war. This is hardly the way to promote 
peaceful and cooperative relations between two countries. I must make 
it clear that the Pakistan Government cannot allow themselves to be 
intimidated by a threat of the use of force by your government. Such 
a threat is a violation of the Charter of the United Nations and is a 

_ serious challenge to the authority of the Security Council which is 
seized of the Kashmir dispute. Moreover, this threat is in complete 
disregard of the UN Commission’s resolution of 19 September in — 
which the Commission appealed to the Government of India and 
Pakistan to use their best endeavors during the absence of the Com- 
mission to lessen the existing tension in Kashmir dispute, Conse- 

| quently, I have felt it my duty to bring your telegram and my reply to 
the notice of the chairman of the UN commission.” 1 — a 

Sent Department; repeated Delhi 84, pouched Lahore; Department 
pass London 86, Geneva 3, Paris 3. a | 

| oo -  . Lewis 

1 Copy of complete text transmitted to the Department by the Chargé in his 
despatch 487, October 4; received October 18, not printed. |
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501.BC Kashmir/10-448 : Telegram : 

‘The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary 

| Of State. 7 

SECRET — _Lonpon, October 4, 1948—8 p. m. 

4376. Sir Paul Patrick volunteered following re Kashmir 

October Ist. ee ee : | 

1. While acute apprehension exists in Pakistan regarding GOL | 

military intentions in Kashmir, CRO has “best reasons” to think GOL | 

fears Pakistan military aggression in Kashmir. However, Patrick | 

said as he saw situation in Paris and on basis other information he 

could not believe there is much risk GOP-GOI war at the moment. | 

For example, Indian and Pakistan general headquarters are still in 

daily telephonic communication. Patrick believes both sides sincerely | 

would like to have out-of-court settlement and that both sides recog- 

nize that sooner or later each will have to make concessions. Immedi- 

ate question to be decided, Patrick said, is whether publication 

Kashmir Commission report would help or hinder out-of-court settle- 

ment. Patrick said view CRO is that if two sides could get together on 

a settlement it might be better for Kashmir Commission report never 

to be made public even though it is as even-handed as Department. 

suggests (paragraph 5, Department’s 3814 September 29 to London — 

sent Geneva for Kashmir Commission as 1391). If report is published 

Patrick believes it should be asshortaspossible. = : 
- 9, Patrick said His Majesty’s Government has in mind that fol- 
lowing lines of action would be desirable during next two weeks: __ 

(a) Step one, which is now in progress, involves informal con- 

versations between Mudaliar? and Zafrulla in Paris with a view 
to an out-of-court settlement. Two men are old friends and are 

_ stopping at the same hotel. | gad oa 

. (6) Step two would.be advising Kashmir Commission not to 

rush preparation of its report. In any case CRO understands re- 
| port could not be ready before October 11.00 

(c) Step three, because it is important to know whether | 

| | Mudaliar and Zafrulla are in fact making progress, would involve 
President SC quietly requesting Secretary General to ask Colban 
to go to Paris and there discreetly sound out GOI and GOP 
representatives as to how close they aretoasettlement. | 

(d) Step four would be Colban’s report of his investigation 

: to President SC via Secretary General: If genuine progress to- | 
wards settlement has been made President SC would direct 

| Kashmir Commission not to publish its report, if progress is 

fo slight or non-existent President SC would give directions for 
publication report with or without prior discussion of its contents 

: with GOP and GOI representatives. 
| (e) Step five would involve such help toward out-of-court set- 

tlement as Prime Minister Attlee might be able to give by urging , 

1A. Ramaswami Mudaliar, Representative of India on the U.N. Economic and 
Social Council. oe 

| 
|
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such settlement upon Nehru and Liaquat (or his representative) 
at time of Commonwealth conference. | 

3. Patrick said Cadogan has been instructed to speak to Senator 
Austin along above lines. | 

- Sent Department 4876; repeated Paris (for Gadel) 702, Geneva 
| (for Kashmir Commission) 84, Delhi 74, Karachi 76. | 

| | | a Hommes © 

-§01.BC/10-448 : Telegram / | 

—- The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET US URGENT --—- Paris, October 4, 1948—9 p. m. | 

|  Delga 206. Nawab Moin, Hyderabad spokesman (reference Delga 
(195, October 2 [2]) cancelled October 5 appointment with Austin, 
sending word merely that “in all the circumstances” he hoped be | 

a excused. Lauterpacht, legal adviser, going back to Cambridge 5th, but 
' says may return later. ee 

| | Zafrullah Khan told GA delegation today Pakistan Government 
has instructed him present to SC Pakistan viewpoint Hyderabad case. 
Zafrullah wants file letter before October 8 and present Pakistan 
views orally to SC meeting in about two weeks or immediately fol- 
lowing Commonwealth meeting London which Zafrullah will attend. 
Austin meeting Zafrullah tomorrow endeavor dissuade him from ex- 
pressed intention to carry out instructions forthwith. | 

- Neither British nor Canadian Delegations intend call up case near 
| future, but latter feels committed at next discussion in SC to move it 

| ‘be dropped and is also embarrassed by Chinese Delegation leak to 
press that China and Canada working together to bring about deletion 

from agenda. — 7 | ee | 
. If Zafrullah cannot be dissuaded, we feel that under present cir- 

‘cumstances, we should take no further action. If meeting SC results, 
and motion to drop comes to vote should we interpret last sentence 
GaDel 67, September 27, as requiring US to abstain? | 

-_. Department: please repeat New Delhi and Karachi. | 
So oe - | ba | MarsHaLt
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501.BC/10-548 : Telegram 

‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India — 

SECRET SO Wasuineton, October 5, '1948—7 p. m. 

— 602. If Nehru’s invitation forthcoming (Delga 172, rptd New Delhi | 
as 4)! pls discuss with colleagues dipcorps ascertain their views re 
acceptance. Keep Dept currently informed this question and request 
final instructions priortaking any formalaction, = = coe | 

Dept feels dipcorps tour Hyderabad undertaken on unilateral in- | 
vitation GOI in Delhi would be ineffective substitute UN participation | 2 
in plebiscite or UN investigation and might set undesirable precedent. : 
GOI apparently does not intend invite or acquiesce any UN action 
along these lines and it appears unlikely SC will itself take such action. 

| Danger therefore exists dipcorps visit would be interpreted India and : 
| elsewhere as representing some kind of international approval India’s ! 

| actions re Hyderabad since members dipcorps would not be in position | 
- counteract impression by critical publicstatements. | 

We recognize, however, you probably not in position refuse invita- | 
tion if general will dipcorps is accept. In that case you should make 

- clear and seek persuade colleagues make clear GOI that visit under- | 
taken as individual representatives govts and not as international 
group to observe conditions and not on behalf of or in representation 

of UN. Ur discretion you may suggest to colleagues that in view fore- | 
going they should avoid making any public statements on results 
visit. | Se | 

Should GOI propose in SC use dipcorps Delhi as some kind UN 
agency for Hyderabad investigation, we should look more favorably | 
on it as approximating our original suggestions. - | | : 

- +Telegram 172, September 30, from Paris, not printed, stated that a member 
of the Indian Delegation had, that same day, informed the U.S. Delegation that 
Nehru was inviting the New Delhi diplomatic corps to Hyderabad to inspect the 
‘Situation there (501.BC/9-3048). - a TL Se 

501.BC/10-448: Telegram _ wae a a - oe | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at 
ss the United Nations General Assembly, at Paris = 

SECRET = + Wasuineton, October 7, 1948—5 p. m. 
Gadel 140. Dept concurs attitude taken with Lauterpacht (Delga 

195) and believes best avoid further SC consideration at moment if 
_ possible, particularly since such consideration likely result SC drop- | 

ping matter from agenda immediately which might give GOI un-
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warranted encouragement take more uncompromising position Kash- | 

mir case. — | | | | | 

However, if SC meets on question and expected majority sentiment 

develops in favor dropping case from agenda, suggest you concert 

with UKDel in seeking have Council accompany action to drop with 

request GOI keep SYG advised developments for info SC. If this 
not possible and majority, including UK and Canada, favor dropping 
case without such request, suggest you vote affirmatively (Delga 206). 
Response further inquiries suggest you advise HyDel US not pre- 

pared mediate. a a 

| | | 7 _ Loverr 

1New Delhi and Karachi were informed of the contents of this telegram, Delga 
195, by circular telegram dated October 8, not printed (501.BC/10-848). 

501.BC Kashmir/10—548 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Representative on 
the United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan (Huddle), 

at Geneva a | 

SECRET - Wasuineron, October 7, 1948—7 p. m. 

1408. Kascom 37. | oe — 
1. Deptel 1899 Kascom 36 Oct 2 sent without knowledge that Comm 

had issued Sep 19 appeal.t Dept gathers Kascom [Comkas] 51 
(Geneva’s 1857 Oct 5)? that UNCIP decided no additional restraining 

: measure required. — | 

| 2. Dept would appreciate fuller UNCIP and GADel reaction sug- 

| gestions contained Kascom 85 Sep 29* re informal discussions Paris. 

Re Brit suggestion Step 6 contained London’s 84 Oct 4 to Geneva,é 

Dept inclined concur that UNCIP not rush preparation report, and 

avail UNCIP’s proximity Paris try persuade GOI and GOP delega- 

tions along lines paras 1 and 2 Kascom, 35. Give Dept your reaction. 

Brit plan, which might appeal to UNCIP in view your feeling there 

is not much UNCIP can do at this time. Dept reserving opinion pend- 
ing your comments. | OO — 

3. Dept has impression that in view your feeling UNCIP can ac- 

complish little this stage and that wisdom Pak laying Nehru telegram 

- before SC questionable, and in view your comments re possible course 

17~he Commission, before leaving the subcontinent, adopted a resolution ap- 
-pealing to India and Pakistan to “use their best endeavors during the absence of 

the Commission to lessen the existing tension. ...” For text, see SC, 3rd yr., 

Suppl. for Nov. 1948, p. 49. 3 - . He 

*Not printed. — | | oo _ 
| ° Printed as telegram 1391 to Geneva, p. 412. | 

+ Printed as telegram 4376 from London, p. 419.
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Pak PM might take, you may have in mind that negotiations should 

revert to bilateral talks without any further UN action. Although 

submission UNCIP report may be briefly delayed, it will no doubt 

have to be presented SC near future. Submission report will almost. 

~ certainly result in further consideration by SC possible means achiev- 

ing peaceful solution Kashmir problem unless parties reach agreement 

‘in meantime by direct negotiations. | | | 

4, Inform Dept progress UNCIP’s work on report. Hope you and 

GADel may be able furnish Dept views re paras 3, 4 and 5 Kascom 35. , 

'5. Talk with Oakes now Washington has been helpful although he : 

obviously unable discuss case beyond time his illness forced him | 

abandon work. | a ae - 

6. Reply urgently. | | | cals | | | 

: | bg FOE ae a — Loverr | 

501.BC/10-848: Telegram” | le } 

The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State — | 

SECRET ee — Paris, October 8, 1948—6 p. m. | 

Delga 251. Following brief talks October 5 and 6 (reference Delga 

9206, October 4 [5]) between Zafrullah Khan and Austin, former filed : 

‘formal request with Austin as President SO for opportunity under | 

Article 3 on presentation Pakistan views when discussion Hyderabad : 

resumed. This letter, which was not request that meeting be called, | 

has been sent to UN secretariat for documentation, In second informal | 

letter to Austin Zafrullah referred to first, and asked that discussion 

be before October 9 or after October 25 when he returns from London. 

“Ag it thus appears further discussions Hyderabad case unlikely 

‘until late October, and as Kascom interim report should reach Paris | 

about then, Department will observe possibility that Hyderabad and : 

Kashmir cases may come before SC at approximately same time. : 

To date, Zafrullah has not mentioned to us his instructions apprise i 

sC Nehru’s telegram to Pakistan Prime Minister (Karachi telegram | 

486, October 2, to Department) ‘asking withdrawal Pakistan troops in | 

‘Kashmir. Ugg Mylene | oe | | 

- Department please repeat New Delhi and Karachi. Pouched to | 

LondonandGeneva. | 7 | | — | 

ee eee oe — Marsan | 

429-027—75 28 | ,
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501.BC Kashmir/10-948 : Telegram Oo | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET § PRIORITY © Paris, October 8, 1948—10 p. m. 

Delga 257. Following aide-mémoire handed Austin by Cadogan late 
yesterday : | | | 

“1. We understand that the UNCIP have now arrived at Geneva 
to write an interim report. Since this report will then come before the 
SC we are anxious to obtain some advance indication of:—(a) the | 
probable date when it will be available; (6) the main points which the 

| commission contemplate including in it. Owing to our lack of contact 
with the commission we have no direct source of information. 

| 2. In view of the present deadlock it seems important that the re- 
port should contain some constructive indications of the lines of which 
the commission themselves would propose to make further progress. 
Otherwise we fear that the whole question will be thrown back upon 
the SC with a repetition of the debates which preceded the resolution 
of 21 April. : 

3. As regards the timetable we are particularly anxious to know 
whether the report will be available before or during the meeting of 
Commonwealth Prime Ministers in London when there may con- 
ceivably be an opportunity for some talk with the Indian and Pakistan 
representatives on Kashmir. Such discussions, if practicable, might be 

_useful, without of course, in any way affecting the functions of the SC 
or its commission. Pandit Nehru will be here from about 6th to 25th 
October. We hope that Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan will also be here and 
if he cannot come owing to the responsibilities falling on him con- 
Sequent of Mr. Jinnah’s death, Sir M. Zafrullah Khan will take his 
place. - | | 

4. We understand that the commission may be thinking in terms of 
partition. We have hitherto believed that it would be a mistake for 
the SC to abandon the relatively firm ground of the proposal to have | 
a plebiscite which has been accepted in principle by both sides and 
which is enshrined in the SC’s resolution of 21 April, unless there is 
really solid reason to think that India and Pakistan are ready. to agree 
on some alternative arrangement.and one which promises to provide 
permanent solution. We still think that to abandon the agreed princi- __ 
ple of a fair plebiscite would be a most dangerous proceeding, unless 
both sides are really agreed. On the other hand, we are conscious that 
a plebiscite covering the whole state would involve considerable ad- 
ministrative difficulties and is open to the objection that, if the fate | 
of the whole state of Kashmir and Jammu ‘is decided by plebiscite as 
a single unit, either south-eastern districts with a Hindu majority 

| | might go to Pakistan or Poonch and Gilgit etc, might go to India. Our 
information suggests that India might now be ready to consider 
partition, although Pakistan appears to be increasingly confident that 
a genuinely fair plebiscite covering the whole state would go in their 
avour. | 
. In these circumstances, we would see some advantage in the com- 

mission mentioning partition in their report as a possible solution. But
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since straightforward partition does not seem politically practicable | 

this suggestion could therefore best take the form of proposal that: 

1. Certain areas in south-east of the state should be conceded 

. outright to India and certain other areas should be conceded out- 
right to Pakistan ; | | 

- 9. Plebiscite conducted on lines suggested in SC’s resolution of | 

91 April should be held in remainder of state. | : 

‘Jt seems essential to keep this resolution in the foreground in this 

way, since it has the authority of the SC and lays down minimum 

conditions for the conduct of a fair plebiscite. It also seems of great 

‘importance that the commission should not attempt to define at this 

stage the areas which under any partition should go to either India or 

Pakistan, because this would make it difficult for either side sub- 

sequently to accept less. | | : 

6. It is important that, if partition is to be discussed, the initiative | | 

should come from the commission. Any chance of progress would be | 

seriously prejudiced if the Indians and Pakistanis believed that the : 

UK Government had taken steps to promote a solution of these lines.” | 

Air-pouchedtoGenevaand London, = | 

rr - Be — MarsHann ! 

501.BC Kashmir/10-1148 : Telegram a | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Representatwe on | 

| the United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan (Huddle), | 

 atGeneva - | | oe | 

SECRET = ~~ ~—....._Wasuineron, October 11, 1948—6 p. m. 

1416. Kascom 39. _ a | a 
1. Re para 1 Cadogan memo Delga 257 Oct. 8, pls furnish GADel 

such info as available and appropriate for transmission Cadogan, | 

repeating to Dept. View close US-UK collaboration which has pre- 

vailed during UN consideration Kashmir question we feel frank ex- 

change info desirable particularly thiscrucialstage. = 
9, Brit views re desirability UNCIP report containing constructive 

recommendations based on principles embodied Apr 21 SC resolution 
-are in line with Dept opinions Kascom 385 Sep292 0s 

8. Re possibility combining scheme plebiscite with outright par- 
tition certain areas Jammu and Kashmir between GOI and GOP, Dept 
has for some time believed such a formula worthy careful and serious | 
‘consideration though for reasons probably similar to Brit we have 

so farnot been disposedtakeinitiative. © 0 
_ Before taking any definite steps this direction, Dept wishes: (@) as- 
certain from Brit whether they have in mind any particular plan re 

1 Printed as telegram 1391 to Geneva, p:412, duets
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plebiscite and partition and, if so, to discuss details with them as 
necessary prelude to supporting any general proposals which may 
originate in UNCIP or SC. This connection Dept would appreciate | 
info whether Brit contemplate informal discussions with any other 

| govts represented on UNCIP re type recommendations UNCIP might 
make; (0) obtain your views re current thinking UNCIP with par- 
ticular reference to partition question and possibility that initiative 
this direction might be forthcoming from some delegation other than 
US. | | | oe 
4. Dept not informed re probable date on which UNCIP contem- 

plates submitting its report SC. We hope report will not be completed 
until we have had opportunity exchange views with Brit re their 

| proposal. | | | 
5. GADel requested convey substance foregoing informally Cadogan 

and inform him our willingness have further talks this subject. a 

| re Loverr 

501.BC Kashmir/10-1148 : Telegram . | | 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) to 
the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET Paris, October 11, 1948—8 p. m. 

| Delga 281. 1. British Delegate told us 9th British Government felt 
| most desirable Kascom report be withheld until results apparent of 

efforts bring Nehru and Liaquat together in London. We concur es- 
pecially as report would be delayed few days if at all. British Govern- 
ment also inclined hope report will contain at least passing reference 
to idea of partition. | ee | 

2. London 70 [702] to Paris, October 4,1 mentioned Foreign Office 
hopes Mudaliar and Zafrullah meeting here as first step toward out | 
of court settlement. This bit wishful as neither we nor British Delegate 
source can find any evidence their having met at all. Also with Nehru 
and Liaquat nearby both delegates reluctant discuss Kashmir Hyder- | 
abad cases. For these reasons informal discussions approved by Gadel _ 
91, September 29,? now believed impractical quite apart from fact 
that Indian Delegate must be aware that Nehru on September 11 re- | 
jected. Kascom suggestion of adding to August 13 resolution brief | 
outline plebiscite arrangements under UN supervision. | 

_ 8. We feel strongly any approach now on either Kashmir or Hyder- 
abad can only be effective if made at top level and US efforts should — 
be coordinated with British efforts London. If Secretary meets'Nehru | 

1 Printed as telegram 4376 to the Department, p. 419. oo | 
*Printed as telegram 1391 to Geneva, p. 412. — oo oe
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as planned October 15 imperative British keep us closely informed | 
go decision can be made whether Secretary should refer these issues 
specifically and, 1f so, what line. Suggest Foreign Office keep us up-to- . 
date through British Delegate as our communications overloaded and. 
subject delay. We have not told British Delegate yet of probable 
meeting Secretary and Nehru. | ae 

4, On receipt information from Kascom which we requested ur- 
gently will answer queries in Cadogan aide-mémoire re time table and 

-Kascom thinking (Delga 257, October 8). We attach greatest impor- 
tance to unique opportunity bring parties together London and, | 
however slim chances out of court settlement are, we believe all else in- 
cluding time table Kascom report. should for moment be subordinated _ | 
to this. At same time both India and Pakistan must believe SC action 
will follow, if necessary under VII, if they fail reach agreement | 
privately. | 

Repeated Geneva for Kascom. | 
Sent Department Delga 281, repeated London 1042, Geneva 120. ) 

Department repeat New Delhi and Karachi. | | 
| _ AUSTIN | 

501.BC Kashmir/10-1148: Telegram _ OS | . | 

The United States Representative on the United Nations Commission | 
for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Acting Secretary of State _ ) 

- SECRET © US URGENT | Geneva, October 11, 1948. | 

1374. For GADel from Huddle. Your 8 1 received 10. ? 

(a) First draft report probably not ready before two weeks or more; | 
(6) It will be historical and probably harmless and should not | 

prejudice future negotiations and usefulness of commission but by | 
same tokenmaybeofsmallutility; | , 

(c) Report will probably contain little by way of recommendations - 
beyond expressing pious hope that India and Pakistan can be induced 

| to agree on plebiscite under Article 3 of August 13th resolution and to 
accept cease-fire and truce provisions; — | ae oo 
(dad) I know no reason why submission report cannot be delayed | 
indefinitely. Certainly commission is extremely desirous harmonize its 
efforts with those about to be exerted at Dominion conference and SC; 

(¢) Report will not discuss partition which was not formally con- 
sidered by commission: It was learned soon after arrival subcontinent 
that partition idea was very unpopular especially among Muslims of 
both Pakistan and Kashmir, who fear that by any partition they ¢ 
would lose Kashmir valley. — oe 

Pakistan wants all Jammu-Kashmir and would probably win it in 
a general plebiscite of whole state; India does not want to give up > 

“Delga 257, p. 424.00 |
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Kashmir valley and south eastern Jammu and fears their loss by gen- 
eral plebiscite. But Pakistan has objected to UNCIP resolution because. 
it fears Indians now in possession valley would somehow manipulate. 

| plebiscite to Pakistan disadvantage. Pakistan officials have assured. 
me Pak. would accept resolution if it assured UN control and manage- 
ment of plebiscite in Kashmir. This is objected to by India. If discus- 
sions London can get agreement on this point it would be important 

step toward solution problem. ee ae 
Patrick program outlined London’s 702 to Paris for GADel?issen- 

sible approach. India and Pakistan should best settle this matter 
within Commonwealth and Prime Minister Attlee’s conversations with 
Prime Ministers Liaquat and Nehru might get results. Would appre-. 

ciate being informed developments London. =—— . 
Sent Paris as 265; repeated Department 1374, London 110. 

| |  -Houppre} 

2 Sent to the Department as telegram No. 4376, October 4, p. 419. 

501.BC Kashmir/10-1248 : Telegram | . 

The United States Representative on the United Nations Commassion 
for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET | | ‘Geneva, October 12, 1948—6 p. m. 

1383. Comkas 54. Kascom 37 Deptel 1408 to Geneva 1359 [739177], — 
to Geneva. | 

Material information requested by Department mostly contained 
Huddle’s October 11 No. 265 to Paris repeated Department 1874 Oc- 
tober 11. The Commission is working with regularity on report which 
will be completed ready for Commission in interim phase. Commission 
does not regard report as final and expects either to be able to take 
some positive action on its own initiative at later date or as result fur- 
ther consideration by SC which might possibly find it possible issue 
instructions depending on developments. . | 

Commission considers that Indo-Pakistan troubles are such as could _ 

best be solved by negotiations India and Pakistan but believes its 
services might be useful in ultimate solution Kashmir problem since 

notwithstanding original coolness both governments, Commission did 

succeed in winning certain amount confidence both Karachi and Delhi 
- in its explorations Kashmir problem. - a | 

Consequently if, in conversations with General Marshall Paris and 

Prime Minister Attlee at London, Nehru and Liaquat Ali Khan could 
be prevailed upon to agree to general plebiscite in Jammu-Kashmir to 

be held under control of UN agency, I believe Commission could ap- 

+ September 29, p. 412. | aoe
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propriately assume task or be delegated thereto. Plebiscite adminis- | 
trator with powers envisaged by SC in its April 21 resolution would : 
naturally have full powers for administrative tasks, but should be 
agent of Commission rather than of Secretary General of UN. This : 

_ however is speculative and it seems that no steps can be taken with | 
any certainty until temper of India and Pakistan Prime Minister has 
been ascertained in Londonand Paris, _ | | 
Commission is desirous of having benefit of independent and | 

hitherto unprejudiced appraisal of Pakistan and India attitudes to 
support or correct its own convictions and is awaiting with grave in- | 
terest results of expected conversations. | - Ce 
Would prefer not speculate relative desirability SC action under 

Chapters VI or VII UN Charter pending outcome these negotiations. | 
Adams however discussed this matter last week with GA Del which also 
was of opinion this subject should be deferred. | 
Have forwarded by airmail complete text Nehru’s telegram reply- 

ing to Liaquat Ali Khan’s telegram of October 3 (Karachi 483). In — 
his reply, Nehru said his telegram of September 27 “was designed ex- | | 
plore possibility solution problem by direct negotiation” between ! 
India and Pakistan. It will be recalled that Nehru had given negative | 
reply to Commission when Commission asked whether he would agree | 
to negotiations with Pakistan (Comkas 427). Notwithstanding this | 
negative reply, I had feeling that Nehru’s telegram dated Septem- | 
ber 27 gave opening to Pakistan and it was that which prompted last : 
paragraph Comkas 51 in which I suggested possible reply by Liaquat | 
Ali Khan. Perhaps it is not too late for Pakistan to admit misinterpre- | 
tation Nehru’s first telegram and accept his proffer negotiations. — | 

. Repeated Paris 270, London 112. | | | | 

* Sent as telegram 824 from New Delhi, September 13, p. 885. oe | 
* Sent as telegram 13857 from Geneva, October 5, not printed. | Be | 

7 501.BC Kashmir/10-1548 : Telegram | : | | 

The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State | | | 

TOP SECRET URGENT : _ Parts, October 15, 1948—10 p. m. ! 
Delga 345. I have just received following personal message from | 

Bevin in regard to talk I will have with Nehru late this afternoon. , 
“I understand you are going to see Nehru. I should like you to know ! 

that the whole of our discussions with the two parties have been in | 
an endeavour to try to persuade them that what they ought to do is to | 
arrive at a mutual agreement. Of course, this matter is before the 
United Nations and the commission have been appointed and we must |
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be careful not to do anything which would detract either from the 

influence of the commission or its activities, but I assume you will be 

talking to him in an informal and congenial way, and you might well 

wish to have in your mind what our attitude to the Kashmir problem 

is. 

9. For your very private information and guidance, Prime Minister 

Attlee and Noel-Baker have been having talks with the Indian and 

Pakistan Prime Ministers here and they have been doing their best to. _ 

try to create a situation in which they might come to a discussion and 

reach agreement. | a 
2 EIMG take the view that it is of vital importance to India, Paki- 

stan, Kashmir and the whole world that a settlement should be quickly 

reached, preferably by direct agreement between the two parties, and 

| we do not think that is impossible. We have based all our actions on a 

policy to get a cease-fire, as you well know, and we continue to attach 

the utmost importance to this. The first attitude of India was a 

plebiscite and they proposed that the United Nations should under- 

take it and Pakistan agreed to this proposition. Now the next thing 

both parties agreed was that the plebiscite should be fair. If they are 

both agreed on this, they ought to be able to agree on what is a fair 

plebiscite, and therefore there ought not to be any substance to divide 

the parties, and certainly nothing which anybody could feel is worth 

while to run the risk of war. 
4. The best solution would be if India and Pakistan could agree and 

jointly announce to the UN in Paris that agreement had been reached. 

This would give them a great moral ascendancy and if you could 

emphasize to Nehru the tremendous effect it would have on the course 

of events in Asia and the whole world, and if he would accept that, 

this would be a great achievement. | 7 | 
5. Both India and Pakistan must appreciate that they are faced 

with the risk of the Russian menace and if they would make a supreme 

effort to settle their differences it would make a great contribution 

to peace. | | | 

6. It might be that one or other parties, or both, might have pro- 

posals for accelerating a decision, and if they could reveal what is in 

their mind, and put it forward quickly, it would help.” 

Hector McNeil t was instructed to add to foregoing oral message to 

effect that British Government hope I could indicate to Nehru that 

Kashmir dispute was matter within British Commonwealth and that — 

it would be much better if two members concerned could settle it 

together. EE ey : | 

His message concluded that British Government considers not only 

would this be helping them towards settlement, but might save us 

further embarrassment arising from our association with matter 

through membership in UNCIP. a 

Repeated London as 1065. | OO a 

| MARSHALL 

1 British Minister of State. | | -
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501.BC Kashmir/10-2048 ; Telegram | : | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom : 

TOP SECRET § URGENT | Parts, October 20, 1948—7 p. m. 

1086. Please deliver following personal message to Bevin from 

Secretary (reference Gadel 234, October 18,* repeated London 3992; 

also London’s 758, October 15?) : | | 

“T am grateful for your message of the fifteenth which duly reached 

me before Nehru called. As you know, I left for Greece and Italy there- 

after and have only just returned. | a 

Nehru and I had a very long general talk during which he seemed 

primarily interested in having my views on the world situation and, . 

most particularly, on Russian objectives. It was, as you anticipated, 

quite informal but even with the help which your message gave me 

1 found him most sensitive on the subject of Kashmir. Although I : 

touched on this matter only in passing and continued talking on other | 

matters for some time, he found it difficult when his turn came to talk | 

about Kashmir in a moderate way. The following from my notes of | 

the conversation will give you the line he took: a | 

Nehru remarked that as I had mentioned Kashmir, he wished to say 

that he felt he had a real grievance there. If he felt for a moment that | 

legally, morally or practically, India did not have a just case, he 

would at once recede from his position. However, on none of these 

- counts was there any merit in Pakistan’s case. India had accepted the | 

‘Kashmir Commission’s resolution, whereas Pakistan had rejected it. . 

7 ‘Kashmir was Indian territory by virtue of its legal accession to the | 

Indian union, it was a center of Indian culture in arts and craits, con- | 

tained much wealth that it owed to the capacity of Indian elements | 

in its people who were far superior to the others. As a frontier province | 

it was threatened by tribesmen who had laid waste many of its towns, ! 

aided by gangsters from Pakistan. No Indian government could have 

remained in power for a week had it not risen to the defense of Indian ) 

territory by flying in the few hundreds of troops which ‘saved 

Srinagar. Unfortunately this local action had, bit by bit, led to greater | 

complications and now he acknowledged it was a serious situation. | 

Nehru then launched into a recital of the contrast between the | 

democratic and secular character of India, and the backward and | | 

theocratic nature of Pakistan. India wished to develop a country | 

wherein all elements of the population could share, whereas in Pakis- | 

tan the underlying idea was the advancement of the most bigoted | 

- group of Moslems. Nehru said that these people were unreasonable _ | 

extremists, and had even had the effrontery to state that after con- , 

quering Kashmir they would march on New Delhi. As another illustra- | 

tion of their character, he spoke of a young Moslem doctor who was | 

stoned to death in Lahore because he dared to defend his wife for hav- | 

ing defied old fashioned custom. There was even a growing movement : 

_ for the restoration of the old eighth century law of the Koran. | | 

1 Not printed. | 
2 Telegram 758 to Paris, not printed. oo |
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I did not comment on the foregoing. I rather suspect that Nehru 
felt he may have overdone it. At any rate he came back to Kashmir 
briefly just before we finished and in a more conciliatory vein as the _ 
following further quotation will indicate: . 3 

Late in the conversation, Nehru reverted to Kashmir in a much 
more moderate vein. He said that he was very conscious of this prob- 
lem, was sincerely desirous of having it settled, and he hoped that — 
some solution could be worked out. He also alluded to the Hyderabad 
incident briefly, saying that in India in recent weeks there had been 
a marked improvement in the internal situation. This was in large __ 
measure due to the settlement of the Hyderabad incident. This crisis _ 
and the restraint of both elements of the population at that time had 
removed a source of much anxiety and distrust. | 

There was one other reaction which you may find interesting. I took — 
some care to outline our support of the UN and our hopes for its 
future, and was quite gratified at the response. Although Nehru made 
it clear that India had had disappointments in matters of interest to 
it, he did not labor the point. On the contrary, he said that India would | 
support the UN despite its weaknesses since it was the only hope of the 
world, and therefore could not be abandoned. He also said that while 
it might sound trite, he completely agreed with me in condemning 
deceit and force in international affairs. | 7 

I hope the foregoing will be of some value to you and that with the 
| congenial atmosphere which has been created in London you can bring 

the two men to talk together on this subject. There was nothing in 
my conversation with Nehru which suggested any better approach to 
him than your line of the great moral ascendancy and the impression 
of statesmanship which would result if he and Liaquat were able to | 
settle this problem of such moment to Asia and the world. It would © 
surprise me very much if our talk did not add to his appreciation of 
the Russian menace.” | 

Notes of conversation plus substance paragraph on UN sent Huddle 
Geneva. | a a 

Sent London as 1086, repeated Department as Delga 418. 

| | MarsHAat 

501.BC Kashmir/10-2048 : Telegram | : - 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the 
OO United Nations General Assembly, at Paris 

SECRET US URGENT _ WasHINeTOoN, October 21, 1948—7 p. m. 

Gadel 267. If Secy’s plans permit, Dept feels his returning Nehru’s 
call would be greatly appreciated by India (re Delga 406 +) and might | 
serve further purpose discussion Kashmir problem. _ , 

Dept has in mind this primarily courtesy call. However, if no con- 
versations held Nehru-Liaquat London today, there appears be little 

1 Not printed. Oe, EE,
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- prospect progress settlement Kashmir problem without further pro- st 

longed debate SC. Suggest therefore that Secy might wish take ad- 7 

‘vantage any opening in conversation to seek draw Nehru out on any : 

specific suggestions or thinking GOI re terms settlement. If situation 5 

presents itself, Secy might state US view that SC Res Apr 21 re 

plebiscite represents generally equitable approach and that acceptance 

GOI and GOP general lines Part B this Res as basis negotiation agree- | 

ment plebiscite terms would be constructive contribution settlement. 

- Suggestions for Marshall—Liaquat conversation will follow. If 

Nehru call returned, Dept considers similar courtesy Liaquat desirable, 

purpose énzer alia avoid any impression partiality toward either India. | 

or Pakistan. a | | cg a - ! 

- USGADel rpt Geneva for Huddle’s info. a oe | 

, SORE | re Sas LovETr , 

--501.BC Kashmir/10-2248 : Telegram | ee | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Representative on the ) 

United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan (Huddle), at | 

| Geneva _ BS | | 

SECRET vUsURGENT Panis, October 22, 1948—10 a.m. 

124. For Huddle from the Secretary.’ Understand from conversa- 

tion Adams and USGA Del that UNCIP plans informal meeting Paris 

28 October and formal meeting to consider report 1 November, Com- 

mission wishing to confer their delegations and consider conclusions. 

For your information Nehru and Liaquat will be in Paris most of 

next week. Indications are that negotiations may have begun between 

them at dinner with Attlee according Zémes London. UK is laboring 

create atmosphere for this meeting looking toward direct negotiations : 

parties as best solution problem. We and UK wish discreetly confer 

regarding constructive recommendations to be added to report. 'There- 

fore presence of Commission here even informally plus inevitable in- 

formal circulation of report might seriously affect or prejudice pros- 

pective negotiation. — Paes , a 

po a. You are instructed make utmost efforts Commission reconsider 

, decision to come to Paris. For your information Cordier ° telephoning 

| Colban same sense. coo. OO 7 ne 

| b. Please send USGADel urgently by pouch copies of parts of re- 

: port nowcomplete. Oo ns a 

_ + This message, sent to Geneva as telegram 124 and repeated to the Depart- 

| ment as Delga 442; was not received in Washington until October 27 and was 

possibly also delayed in reaching Huddle in Geneva. - ne | 

2 Andrew W. Cordier, Executive Assistant to the Secretary General of the 

| United Nations. | | |
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c. Take necessary steps to leave door open revision of report and 
addition of constructive recommendations for affirmative action to it, 
if events and negotiations UK should suggest their desirability. — 

Sent Geneva 124, repeated Department, London 1095. 
| [MarsHat1 | 

745.45F/10-2748 | , | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Counselor of the Department 

) of State (Bohlen) _ _ 

TOP SECRET [Paris,] October 27, 1948. 

Participants: The Secretary Mr. Ernest Bevin 
| Dr. Jessup = Sir Alexander Cadogan | . 

Mr. Bohlen Mr. Roberts 
Mr. Dean | 

- Mr. Bevin said that he was going to see Nehru again this morning 
but that he wished to tell the Secretary in confidence that he was not 
optimistic at the prospect of India and Pakistan reaching any settle- 

| ment in the Kashmir matter. He said in London they had been un- 
| successful in obtaining from Nehru any very clear indication of what 

the Indians would accept, particularly in regard to the conditions of 
any plebiscite. Nehru continued to say that he was not against the idea 
of a plebiscite but was unwilling to commit himself as to its terms. On 
the other hand he felt that the Pakistan representatives were being _ 

| much more reasonable in this matter, but that Nehru since he was a 
Kashmir Hindu was very emotional and intransigent on this subject. 
He said he felt that the main issue was who would control the main 
artery leading into central Asia. The Indian proposals would leave 
that in their hands and this was something that Pakistan found diffi- 
cult to accept. He very much feared that next spring the Indians, en- 

| couraged by the success of their operation against Hyderabad, would 
| start fighting in Kashmir in the spring and that this might open up 

considerable possibilities to the Russians to exploit the situation in 
order to obtain a foothold in northern India. He promised to let the 
Secretary know the result of his conversation with Nehru this 

| morning, a - , 

The Secretary told Mr. Bevin that it had been suggested from 
Washington that he see Nehru again but that he was not entirely con- 
vinced that it would be wise for him to give the appearance of pressing 
Nehru on this matter. | | | 

__* Frank K. Roberts, British Principal Private Secretary to the Secretary of 
State for Foreign Affairs (Bevin). .
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501.BC Kashmir/10-2948: Telegram a 

The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State : 

TOP SECRET US URGENT Paris, October 29, 1948—2 p. m. 

Delga 531. For Satterthwaite and Mathews from Kopper.* 

1. Secretary and Liaquat Ali Khan held one hour and half conver- 
sation yesterday. Zafrullah Khan also present. Numerous subjects | 

covered. Liaquat spoke in most frank and open manner. Although he 
showed no trace bitterness he seemed to give impression that he thought 

United States was ignoring Middle Eastern (Moslem) area while | 
giving much attention to West Europe. CO oe: | 

9, After exchange pleasantries, Liaquat commenced conversation | 
by saying he wished besides having opportunity to meet Secretary to | 
discuss strategic position Pakistan in ME and world. He reviewed 

- great difficulties Pakistan has encountered in becoming established, | 

citing vast refugee problem, economic difficulties and relations with : 
India particularly on Kashmir. He declared it unthinkable that Paki- : 
stan could fall prey to Communism since (1) latter was contrary to 
tenets Moslem religion in respect democratic ideals, property owner- | 
ship and individual’s position; (2) states outside Communist orbit 
should fully know Communist ideology was oppressive in extreme. | 
Pakistan was anxious to maintain stand against Communist infiltra- 
tion. Liaquat then said frankly that since United States was strongest 
most powerful nation among free nations it should assist other nations 
to strengthen themselves. He referred to assistance United States was 

giving to Western Europe. While understanding necessity for ERP he 
believed United States should strengthen Middle Eastern area eco- 
nomically and militarily. oo | 7 

3. Turning to India-Pakistan relations Liaquat termed India’s at- 
titude toward Pakistan as hostile. He said Kashmir question could be 
easily settled by plebiscite. However, there must be no coercive forces 

-_ present during plebiscite. Pakistan had been struggling to obtain 
peaceful settlement but if India persisted in aggressive role Pakistan 

| would fight in face aggression. a ne | 
_ 4, Secretary outlined genesis ERP explaining how West Europe 
has been commercial nerve center of world. It was dangerously close 
to collapse a year ago. With revival.of European economy world 
would benefit. Secretary said United States resources were limited 
and we could not as a government undertake commitments beyond 
our abilities. Secretary explained in some detail role of Congress and 
its committees in granting aid and loans. Then said there was vast 

*Samuel K. C. Kopper, United Nations specialist in the Department of State. 

| 

|
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amount private capital in United States which was available if in- 
| vestors had reasonable assurances as to security of investment. Secre- 

tary also referred to Export-Import Bank. 
5. Regarding Communism and USSR policy, Secretary pointed out 

that his concern was primarily directed at development and spread of 
police state. He was glad to know of Pakistan’s attitude regarding this 
matter. He said that one very important way by which states outside 
police state orbit could strengthen themselves would be to settle all. 
of their major differences quickly and peacefully. In this connection 

7 he expressed hope Kashmir question would be settled in conformity 
_ with UN principles. He remarked that United States had not been 

able to ship arms to India or Pakistan while Kashmir question was 
point of friction. Secretary also said it was most important to obtain 

| settlement Palestine question and concluded that we are vitally in- 
terested in stability of Near East and remaining portions of world. In 
saying this, Secretary emphasized necessity for all nations supporting 

UN which was only real hope for peace. : | 
6. Liaquat said Pakistan was in a position vis-a-vis India where an 

-arms embargo favored India and harmed Pakistan since India had 
all the ordnance factories and Pakistan had few supplies. He again 
repeated that he thought United States should do all it could to 

| strengthen Near East area. He said he was incomplete agreement that _ 
_ Palestine question had to be settled and he also agreed with Secretary 

that UN must have support of all the nations. Secretary pointed out 
to Liaquat that we are already helping Near Eastern area through our 
aid to Greece, Turkey and Iran. There was a limit to what we could 
do but we were deeply interested in the development of Near Eastern 

) countries and we hoped that the time would come when projects 
| presently in planning stage could become reality. 

7. Liaquat seemed quite pleased with Secretary’s frank approach. 
Zafrullah Khan said after Secretary and Liaquat had departed that 
he thought meeting had gone quite well. Zafrullah then told mein 
strictest confidence that Pakistan is seriously considering bringing to 
ICJ the question of India’s action with respect to head waters of three 
rivers vital to the economy of the West Punjab. Pakistan has already | 
commenced collecting the basic data after efforts to settle the question 
bilaterally were unsuccessful and India had rejected suggestion for 
arbitration. — ce : ce 

Repeated London 1145; Department pass Karachi as 4. | 
| | | - MarsHary
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501.BC Kashmir/10-2648 : Telegram a : 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the : 

| |  * United Nations General Assembly, at Paris | 

SECRET § NIACT Wasuineton, October 29, 1948—7 p. m. 
US URGENT | | | eo 

- Gadel 357. Following represents present Dept thinking Kashmir 
question and may be used as guide by GA Del in its reply Cadogan aide- 
-mémotre*? and informal discussions with Brit and others. Delga 442, 
Oct 22 and London’s 4629 Oct 2620 

(1) Dept recognizes paramount importance direct negotiations 
which may now be in progress between Nehru and Liaguat since _ : 
obviously any measure of agreement between them on Kashmir ques- : 

| tion would be best foundation on which base further UN action. | 
_ (2) Should Nehru and Liaquat talks produce any definitive results, | 
we believe it highly important such measures be reflected interim report ) 
now under preparation by UNCIP. - BO | 

(8) Should, however, foregoing high-level talks completely fail, | 
we believe UNCIP and then SC should take definite action designed | 
bring further pressure on parties for peaceable solution Kashmir | | 

problem. | SO | | 
(4) We recognize soundness UNCIP’s apparent feeling that in- | 

cluding positive recommendations in its report for affirmative action 7 
by SC might prejudice UNCIP’s present acceptability to both govern- 
‘ments thus impairing its utility as agency for implementation eventual 
plan settlement. Nevertheless, we continue believe (Kascom’s 35 and 
89%) UNCIP interim report could and should include some positive 
conclusions since UNCIP in better position than any individual SC 
member to reach conclusions and since failure do so would probably 
result in unnecessary repetition lengthy debatesSC. = 

(5) For example, UNCIP could without appreciably jeopardizing 
its future utility conclude that broad framework represented by SC 
resolution Apr 21 and UNCIP cease fire and truce proposals Aug 13 
offer reasonable and fair basis for settlement, even though certain | 
modifications might be considered desirable by: SC, such as Comkas 

| suggestion plebiscite administrator be made directly responsible 

-UNCIP rather than SYG. In reaching these conclusions UNCIP | 
would in effect be merely reaffirming its own crystallized efforts and 

| those SC, thus enabling SC in its further consideration of matter take 

1 Reference here is presumably to the aide-mémoire transmitted to the De- ” 
partment in Delga 257 of October 8, p. 424. : 

* Telegram 4629 to the Department, not printed. 
— *Sent to Geneva as telegrams 1391, September 29, and 1416, October 11, p. 412 - 

| and p. 425, respectively. | 
| . |
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advantage well considered principles already established and obviating 
reopening many details. | 

(6) Although UNCIP would not under this suggested plan of ac- 
tion make concrete recommendations as to future SC action, it is our 
belief the six sponsors of Apr 21 resolution should respond to UNCIP’s 
report by reopening active discussion Kashmir question in SC. These 
delegations can utilize conclusions reached by UNCIP in its interim 
report as basis for new joint resolution recommending revised SC 
recommendations to the parties. It is possible that at this stage SC 
might wish consider use Art 40 re cease fire and/or truce proposals. 
Also at this time joint sponsors could give serious consideration pos- 
sibility including within recommended plan for plebiscite proviso that 
latter be conducted by districts so that each district may decide whether 

| accede India or Pak. We believe partition idea would more appro- 
priately come from members SC than from UNCIP since neither in 

| Apr 21 resolution SC or in discussions UNCIP with GOI and GOP 
was matter ever formally considered. If six original sponsors Apr 21 
resolution could, however, be brought to agree on desirability scheme 
accession by districts or some variant of this, this step could be viewed 
as natural development thinking SC among govts which have been 
most directly concerned with peaceable and equitable solution Kashmir 
question. a | . 

(7) Partition proposal on basis district voting might overcome Pak 
fear partition would redound her disadvantage and give predomi- 
nantly Moslem areas to India and also might overcome GOI reluc- 

| tance accept SC plebiscite terms for fear GOI would lose entire state. 

| Such procedure would likewise facilitate concentration UN super- 

. | vision and observation to those relatively few districts where result 
would be most doubtful and attempts to influence greatest. 

(8) Above procedure would permit UNCIP set guides without it- 
self going substantially beyond SC resolution and its own proposals 
and would at same time, by utilizing six original sponsors Apr 21 res, 

avoid placing onus on any one member SC for introduction new prin- 

ciple of partition. It would not, of course, obviate difficulty re informal 
initiative among six original sponsors and this problem we believe 

, should be discussed fully with Brit. Bo | . 
Oo Loverr
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~ §01.BC Kashmir/10-3048: Telegram Se i tae a 

The United States Representative at the United Nations (Austin) 

Be tothe Secretary of State ——i(CS 

SECRET reer, _ Parts, October 30, 1948—8 p. m. 

_. Delga.555. Following replying aide-mémoire informally presented : 

to UK October 27 pursuant Gadel 172,1 October 11 and Geneva’s 

1383, October 12. UNCIP decided on October 28 to meet in Paris 

November 8. Be | oe ae 

“UNCIP has been working since late September in Geneva. on an | | 

interim report. © ee | ee 

1. The first part of the report will be in our hands momentarily. : 

We shall be glad to make a copy available as soon as it is received. its | 

submission to the SC-can probably be arranged for a time that will | 

harmonize with any pending efforts for settlement of the dispute. We ; 

would hope that the first part may still be modified 1f after con- | 

~ gultation with the UK such modification appear important. > ) 

2. We understand that the commission is planning to meet in Paris 

for conferences and to consider conclusions on November 1. At the 

! suggestion of the SYG and of the US member of the Commission an 
| informal meeting planned for October 28 in Paris has been abandoned. 

We are urging that the Commission remain in Geneva, and that ample 
time be allowed for the consideration of both parts of the report by _ 

| US in consultation with the UK. | 
3. We believe that the second part of the report might well contain 

| constructive recommendations based on the principles of the SC 

resolution of April 21, 1948. According to our information, the first 

| part as now drafted willbe largely historical in approach. The present 
thinking in the Commission is that it should contain no conclusions or 

recommendations, except perhaps the expression of the hope that the 
parties can be induced to agree on a plebiscite under Part Three of | 
August 18 of the resolution and to accept the cease-fire and truce pro- 

| visions. On this theory, the Commission would expect its conclusions 
: to be added later in the second part. These conclusions would recom- | 

| mend. affirmative action either on the Commission’s initiative or ‘pos- 
| sibly suggest further SC action as the basis for such recommendations. 

| It is our hope that the content of the report will not be such as to call , 

5 for SC action but can be regarded by the Council merely as an interim 
3 report of the Commission’s progress, This is a point on which we and 
: the UK may wish to confer. Pa 
1. .4, Looking now to the possibility of combining the principle of a 
| plebiscite with partition of certain areas of Jammu and Kashmir, we 
| have for some time considered that such a formula is worthy of careful 

consideration. For reasons that are obvious we have, however, been | 
: disinclined to take the initiative on the point. | BF | | 

5. Our information is that the interim report as now being drafted 
' will not discuss partition which has not been formally considered by | 
| the Commission. It found the idea unpopular especially with the Mos- 

‘ 1 Not printed. oo . rr 

: 429-027—75——29
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_ lems of both parties who feared that by any partition they would lose — 
the Kashmir Valley. However, there is some indication that the mem- 
bers of the Commission are of the general opinion that a partition 
agreement has distinct administrative advantages, as opposed to a 
plebiscite, in certain areas. | 

6, Before proceeding with the consideration of this question or 
taking any definite steps we would be interested in knowing the UK’s 
view on partition in general and whether the UK has in mind any 
particular plan as to'a plebiscite and partition: If such is the case; we | 

_ would like to discuss its details as a necessary prelude to the support of 
any general proposals which might arise in the Commission. or the — 
SC. Also, we would appreciate any information as to whether the — 
UK contemplates informal discussions with any other governments 
represented on the Commission as to the type of recommendations the 
Commission might make, but we would infer from Paragraph Six of 
the UK’s aide-mémoire that such discussions are not intended.. We | 
should also want to consider whether the initiative in suggesting parti- 
tion might come from some delegation on the Commission other than 
our own. ae : os a 

¢. We should be glad to have further discussion of the general and. | 
particular aspects of this case with the UK and are mindful. of its 
thinking that the initiative in discussing partition should come from 
the Commission.” Sc eta SB 

- Sent Department Delga 555, repeated Londonas1160.0 
_ Department repeat KarachiandNew Delhi. .- | 

- | re _ AUSTIN 

501.BC Kashmir/11-148 : Se ua | 
Memorandum by the United States Representative on the United 
_ Nations Commission for India and Pakistan (Huddle) - 

| TOP. SECRET Parts, November 1, 1948. 
Subject: Developments on the Kashmir Problem. _ | 
_. [The first two paragraphs of this memorandum concern a luncheon. | 
conversation of October 30 between Huddle and Zafrullah Khan re- 
garding water rights in three rivers that originate in Jammu-Kashimir 
and flow through Pakistan before entering the northeastern area of 
India} ree - 
On Saturday evening, October 30th, I dined with Colonel Abdur. 
Rahim Khan of the Pakistan Delegation, and Minister Mohammed. _ | 
Ali the Pakistan Chief of the Cabinet who accompanied the Prime 
Minister Liaquat Ali Khan to London and Paris. _ oe 

_ Mohammed Ali informed me that the London conversations which. _ 
Prime Minister Attlee arranged with Prime Ministers Nehru and. 
Liaquat Ali Khan were without constructive result insofar as the — 

‘Transmitted to the Department by the Commission in its despatch No. 10, 
November 1, 1948; not printed. a!
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Kashmir problem. is concerned..He said that. when Prime Minister 
Attlee first raised the question, Mr. Nehru: was somewhat receptive 

to the idea of a plebiscite which would be arranged’as the Pakistani 
advocate. Later however he seemed to change his position, and in the 
-end had flatly refused to agree with Pakistan demands in the plebi- : 
scite proposals. Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan continuously expressed himself | 
as favorable to the plebiscite idea although he would not agree with 
a “district plebiscite” or series of district plebiscites but insisted that 
an overall or general plebiscite be held for the whole country. The 

Pakistani objected to the district plebiscite because they feel that dis- : 
placement of population has occurred to such an extent that a series | 
of district plebiscites might have spotty results which would be en- ; 

_ tirely unsatisfactory in the-ultimate disposal of Jammu-Kashmir. Mr. : 
Liaquat Ali Khan expressed himself during the conversation as being : 
agreeable to any arrangement under neutral control which would | 
guaranteeafairresult 8 = PEE ae 

| _ At one point in the conversations Mr. Attlee had asked about the 
possibility of a military decision if matters went from: bad to worse, 
‘In response to this question Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan had said that the | 

Pakistani had no idea that they would be able to expel the Indians 
| from Jammu-Kashmir; but he said on the other hand that India would 

never be able to drive the Pakistani out of Jammu-Kashmir.: cee 
| _. The conversations ended therefore without anything in the nature 

of an understanding for settlement. . re , 
| Sir Stafford Cripps however had suggested a day or two ago that 

| since both Prime Ministers Nehru and Liaquat Ali Khan were to- 
gether in Paris they should by all means make an effort to meet here 

| for a further conversation. Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan had said in reply . 
| to this suggestion that he would be agreeable, and ‘it was therefore 
: arranged that he would call on Mr. Nehru on Saturday evening, Octo- 
: ber 30th at 10 p. m. (I understand that. Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan: at- | 
: tended an early evening reception given by Pandit Nehru and the | 
| ‘Indian Delegation and that the 10 o’clock appointment was filled 
: | thereafter.) | oe po a 7 , a % | ce | 

| _ Mr. Mohammed Ali told me on Saturday evening that he would 
‘arrange to let me know the results of the conversation of Nehru and | 

| _ Liaquat Ali Khan as soon as possible, and since he thought he would | 
have the information in hand by Monday morning we arranged for | 

| an appointment at 10:30 a.m. on Monday, November 1st prior to his 
departure on Tuesday for Cairo and Karachi. — oe | 

_ In my conversation with Mr. Mohammed Ali I found that his views 
| have not changed since my departure from Karachi, and they remain 

| as previously reported to the American Delegation and the 
: Department. Be ee
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On Monday, November ist, in our conversation at 10:30 o’clock, 
Mr. Mohammed Ali reported to me that the talk between Prime 
Ministers Liaquat Ali Khan and Nehru had no better results than. 
their previous conversations in London. Mr. Mohammed Ali said that 
Mr. Nehru had proposed one of two methods of procedure to 
Mr. Liaquat Alikhan. fo BG 

The first was that Pakistan accept without any conditions the Reso- 
lution taken by the United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan _ 
on August 13, 1948, | : Se a 

The second, an alternative, would be that Pakistan accept a partition 
of Jammu-Kashmir on the lines now existing, meaning the territory _ 
occupied and controlled by the Azad Kashmiri and the Pakistani on 

the one hand and the territory occupied and controled by the Indians 

and the local Sheikh Abdullah Government on the other. | a 
| Regarding the first Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan had replied to Mr. Nehru — 

that Pakistan had accepted the Commission’s Resolution, although 
it had made a condition that India must accept the plebiscite terms | 

| of the Resolution of the Security Council of Apri 21, 1948. Unless 
India would accept those terms as applicable in working out the future | 

-of Kashmir, Pakistan of course could not implement the Parts I and 

ITI of the Resolution. Mr. Nehru would not go along with this proposal 
of the Pakistan Prime Minister. Bn Oo 

| _ ¥nsofar as the second proposition of Mr. Nehru was concerned, 
Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan declined to give any consideration 

| whatsoever to the suggestion of partition, to say nothing of partition 

on lines which exist at present. - a — | 

(It seems clear that a stalemate exists between the two Governments 
| .on the Kashmir question and that neither is willing to make con- 

_cessions which are obviously necessary if a peaceful settlement 1s to be 

achieved). - , ce — oe 
_ Having thus briefly reviewed the conversation of the two Prime 

Ministers, Mr. Mohammed Ali told me that the idea of partition seems 

to be gaining some support in recent days. He says that the Indians 

are apparently responsible for initiating a new consideration of par- 

tition. In addition to members of the Indian Delegation whom he 

thinks have been broaching the matter he met an old friend from 

India, a former university professor of his, who suggested to him that 

partition might well be undertaken. oe a | 

When Mr. Mohammed Ali introduced the question it gave me a good 

opportunity to discuss again with him the partition possibility. Little 

or nothing had been said of partition during the later weeks of the 

Commission’s presence in Pakistan but in our earlier days there the 

question was raised from time to time. At that time Prime Minister 

Liaquat Ali Khan told me in a manner not to be misunderstood that
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Pakistan would not favor any splitting up of Jammu-Kashmir which 

would deprive Pakistan of all or even any part of the Vale of 

‘Kashmir, Even regarding the eastern corner of the State of Jammu 

_ which is now probably 100% Indian, Liaquat Ali Khan said that he 

would take his chances on a general plebiscite to cover the whole area. 

and would not think of giving up a claim to any of Jammu. 

Mr. Mohammed Ali maintained the same position in this present con- 

versation which his chief had expressed last July. I mentioned several 

possible divisions which might seem on their face to be equitable. I : 

suggested that southeastern Jammu wasn’t necessary to Pakistan | 

economy, that it was now denuded of Muslims, and that it appertained: — | 

naturally to India. I feel that the Pakistani would not be too averse to | 

the loss of this particular territory, but they do want the whole of. | 

the Chenab Valley. My personal feeling is that the Chenab should not. a 

be a boundary but in a division should go to Pakistan. FE also broached 

the possibility that the Vale of Kashmir itself might be susceptible to: 

division so that the southern part might appertain to India and the 

' northern part to Pakistan. The southern part would include the district. 

of Anantnag and the town of Srinagar, while the northern part would 

include Baramulla and the town of Baramulla. As stated above Pakis- 

| tan might be willing that India should have the extreme southeast of 

| Jammu without too much dispute, but Mr..Mohammed Ali flatly 

| refused to consider any division of the Vale of Kashmir. a 

| These possible divisions presume, to be sure, that all of the perimeter 

| now in Pakistan hands should remain under Pakistan jurisdiction. — 

| I finally asked Mr. Mohammed Ali whether his Government would. 

be disposed to consider any partition proposition with favor and he 

said he thought it would be useless to present one. me 

With reference to the question of partition I am convinced that # 

| similar attitude will be found among the Indians. The similarity lies. | 

| in the fact that the Indians are equally insistent upon obtaining the | | 

: Vale of Kashmir and they would not accept any partition of Jammu- _ 

| Kashmir which did not award them the famous Valley. Fhe situation 

| in this respect.is no different from what it has been in the past. | 

| I took this opportunity to sound out Mr. Mohammed Ali on what. 

Pakistan might find agreeable in the recommendations and conclusions 

| of the Commission. He is explicit in answering that Pakistan now. 

! favors a Resolution by the Seeurity Council setting forth the condi- 

tions wader which a general plebiscite shall be held in Jammu~ 

Kashmir. He said if this is prescribed by the Security Council along 

with the August 13, 1948 Resolution of the Commission, Palnstan wilh 

be glad to comply in all respects such as the withdrawal of ts Army, 

| etc. Beyond this, Mr. Mchammed Ali has no constructive suggestions | 

for solution of the problem. | |
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I desire to note for future reference that I asked Mr. Mohammed 
Ali how long he felt would be required to arrange for a plebiscite. — 
In reply he said that he thought if the conditions were laid down soon | 
that it still could be held within the coming year. This I mentioned’ __ 
specifically because it conflicts with statements made by both Sheikh 
Abdullah and Ghulam Abbas to members of the Commission, includ- 
ing myself. These minor leaders insisted that anywhere between three. 
to five years would be required to restore conditions to such an extent _ 
that a satisfactory plebiscite could beheld. © — : | as | 
I also asked Mohammed Ali to explain clearly to me what Mr. 

Liaquat Ali Kahn, Sir Zafrullah Khan and he himself meant by “a. | 
neutral government” to ensure a fair and equitable plebiscite. He said 

. “neutralized” might be a better term. They had in mind something 
| like a coalition government participated in on equal terms by the 

present Azad Kashmir movement and the Sheikh Abdullah regime 
which for these purposes would fuse. (Members of the Commission 
had learned through informal conversations with Sheikh Abdullah 
and Ghulam Abbas that they might not be adverse to forming a 
coalition which might possibly be effective in this relation), = ~~ 

501.BC Kashmir/ 11-1048 : Telegram | . aa re a 

The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State — 

| SECRET § URGENT __- Parts, November 10, 1948—10: 30 p. m. 
NIACT | | a - | 

 Delga 681. For Satterthwaite and Mathews from Thurston. Pursu- 
= ant instructions based Cabinet level decision, Cadogan (UK) informed 

Jessup this morning his government would like SC to issue uncondi- 
tional cease-fire order to GOI and GOP and immediately thereafter 
send high-powered mediator to Indian subcontinent, perhaps in guise 
of plebiscite administrator provided for in SC Resolution April 21. 
He indicated his government had Eisenhower in mind and that he 
was under instructions take matter up with Secretary whom he may | 
see today. | 7 

_ We told Cadogan that we understood present plans UNCIP were 
to stay Paris next few weeks with view formulating recommendations 
to parties re Kashmir plebiscite and obtaining GOI and GOP approval 
or acquiescence thereto through negotiations with their representatives 
now Paris. We mentioned possibility Bajpai (India) might remain 
here another week or ten days and that Zafrulla Khan (Pakistan) 
would also-be available adding that UNCIP felt it should make such 
last effort here on its own part prior throwing question back in lap SC.
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~ Cadogan said he would report UNCIP plans to his government for 
consideration. From his remarks we gather British have in mind | 
almost immediate action by SC along lines first paragraph with 
UNCIP meanwhiletakingbackseat 
' For Department’s information, UNCIP’s plan work on plebiscite : 
recommendations here stems from feeling based recent informal dis- : 
cussions with GOI representatives Paris, that India has somewhat 
softened its position on plebiscite at least’ in so far as willingness dis- 

cuss question concerned. Since it was GOI refusal even discuss possi- | 
bility elaboration Part Three August 18 cease-fire and truce proposals 
that prompted UNCIP temporarily suspend its labor in the field, | 
UNCIP apparently believes it now possible resume their work and : 

- obtain consent parties to procedure which would link August 18 pro- | 
posals with atleast gencralplanfor plebiscite. = : 

US GADel reaction to British proposal is that UNCIP should be | 
encouraged follow present plan of making a last effort on plebiscite | 
recommendations before matter taken up SC. If UNCIP fails make | 
progress, then SC reconsideration problem would appear necessary 
and something along line British suggestions might be worked out , 
SC. This obviously matter of timing. Perhaps more important is 
question advisability going along with British idea that high caliber 
American like Eisenhower be sent Indian subcontinent to attempt 
achieve settlement this difficult issue which we have always considered 

| one in which British have long established interest. a 

Would appreciate Department’s views as basis our further discus- 
sions with British, 

_ Sent Department Delga 681, repeated London 1222. Department 
repeat Karachias5,New Delhias’.[Thurston.] = ©) © 
re 7 a a — _Marswarn 

fo os 501.BC Kashmir/11~1048 — a - 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State o 

SECRET Mas Ys Be _.._ [Parts,] November 10, 1948. 

2 Participants: Sir Alexander Cadogan—United Kingdom Delegation 
: Mr. B. R. Curson | | a | 
| Secretary Marshall—United Stutes Delegation O 

| Oo Mr. Ray L. Thurston Oe - 
| Mr. James N. Hyde a a 

: _ Sir Alexander opened the conversation by saying that he had been’ 
instructed by his Government to convey to me its latest views with 
respect to the Kashmir situation. He said that his Government had 

_ decided, on the basis of recent information from the area, that the
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Security Council should, in the immediate future, issue an immediate 
and unconditional cease fire order to the Governments of Indta and 

| Pakistan. Sir Alexander stated that the information reaching his 

Government indicated: (1) That Indian and Pakistani troops were 
lined up in close proximity and that there was danger of an incident 
which might bring about open warfare; and (2) that his Government 
had reason to believe that on a high political level in both India and 
Pakistan such a cease fire order by- the Security Council would be 
welcomed. | | | 

_ Sir Alexander then stated that as a second step his Government be- 
| lieved that a high-powered and prominent “mediator” should be sent 

to the sub-continent to attempt to bring about a settlement of the 
Kashmir issue. He said that since it was obviously inadvisable to send | 

| someone from the British Commonwealth, and since it was doubtful 
that a suitable person was available in such areas as Latin America, 

his Government had come to the conclusion that an American citizen 
with a nationally known name should be selected for this task. He 
then added, that he had been requested to approach me regarding the 

| availability of General Eisenhower. | 
_ As to the basis on which a “mediator” might now be sent to the sub- | 

continent, Sir Alexander said that to avoid the possibility of a Soviet 
veto, his Government believed that the Secretary-General could, under 
certain provisions of the Security Council Resolution of April 21, 
send a “mediator” to the sub-continent in the guise of the “Plebiscite 

| Administrator” provided for in that resolution. . 7 | 
| In my reply I made several observations with regard to the diffi- 

culties of administering: a cease fire order on the basis of my experi- 
ence in China and added that I had been particularly disturbed to hear 
from Ambassador Huddle, our Representative on the United Nations | 

| Commission for India and Pakistan, that 14 might take at least three 
years before a plebiscite could be held in Kashmir. I then referred to. _ 
the presence of British Officers in both the Indian and Pakistani 
armies and inquired whether the interest of the two parties alluded 
to in respect of a cease fire originated with them. I was asked what 
disposition would be made of UNCIP under the British plan. | 

_ With reference to the availability. of General Eisenhower, I re- 
ferred to recent offers to interest him in taking some relatively routine 
obligations outside the sphere of his university position, and General 
Eisenhower’s strongly expressed feelings that he wanted to dig into 
his present highly responsible job. | — 

In their reply to the foregoing, Sir Alexander and Mr. Curson gave 
somewhat different versions of the reasons which prompted the Brit- 
ish to believe that a cease fire would be successful. Sir Alexander 
stressed his belief that it was high political leaders on both:sides who
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wanted the cease fire; whereas Mr.:Curson stated that owing to the 

presence of British officers in each army, it would be easier-to admin- 

ister the cease fire than otherwise. In .a somewhat general discussion : 

| of the actual military position, about which no one present appeared 

to be fully informed, Sir Alexander referred to recent discussions : 

relating to the Negeb and Palestine and the possibility of establishing 

neutral or demilitarized zones rather than a clear-cut truce or cease 

- fire Hine. In connection with the timing of the plebiscite, Mr. Curson 2 

thought that although an ideal plebiscite might require some delay, | 

he thought that a simple one could be held much earlier ‘than three 

years from now. le - - | 
" With regard to the relationship between the “mediator” and _ 

UNCIP, Sir Alexander stated that his people were not quite clear on | 

this. He indicated that on the basis of recent conversations between the | 

British and Mr. Colban, Secretary-General of UNCIP, the impres- 

sion had been created ‘that the Commission did not wish.to return to | 

the sub-continent. Mr. Colban had apparently expressed great interest 

in his own return to India as a kind of rump commission and had | 

mentioned that Ambassador Huddle would be-only six air hours away 

in Rangoon. | 

Mr, Thurston inquired of Sir Alexander concerning the technical 

basis on which it would be possible to send a “mediator” out to India / 

in view of the language of the Security Council Resolution of April 21 

which presumably requires the consent of the Government of India 

to the appoiritment of a Plebiscite Administrator, and added that 

neither India nor Pakistan had ever accepted the recommendations 

| contained in the April 21 resolution with respect to a plebiscite. | | 

Mr. Thurston also expressed the thought that perhaps the new | 

American Ambassador to India who would be arriving in New Delhi 

shortly might be able to be of some assistance in connection with this 

 -. dificult problem. | | - 

: ‘In the course of the conversation, Sir Alexander read from the in- 

structions which he had in hand several sentences regarding theurgent 

need for stabilization in Southeast Asia because of the spread of Com- | 

munism, the Soviet threat to the Northwest frontier, the effect of the 

| inflation caused by India’s large military budget in delaying economic 

| recovery, and the threat of war as a retarding factor in the develop- 

| ment of the country by private capital. oo 

| Reference was also made in Sir Alexander’s instructions to the pres- 

| __ ent serious difficulties in China which make it all the more important 

: that the situation in South Asia be stabilized. 
' _ I then referred to Nehru’s recent speech before the General Assem- 

bly in which he had so strongly stressed his belief in the settlement of 
| all disputes by non-violent means and speculated whether in view of
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this it might be useful for me to speak to Mrs. Pandit! with regard 
| to the inconsistency between such facts and the Indian attitude in 

Kashmir. Sir Alexander then interpolated—“and in Hyderabad 
too”—and with respect to the question of my talking with Mrs. Pandit 
asked me to refrain from saying anything about the present conversa- 
tion. At this juncture, I alluded to recent conversations which I had 
had with the Prime Ministers of India and Pakistan who, although 
“speaking the same language” and who, although stressing the Com- 
munist threat and the need for stability, did not seem to be willing 
to suit action to their words. I stated that in my conversation with the 
Pakistan Prime Minister, he had indicated great interest in the Pales- 

_ tine question and had said that we were not giving sufficient attention 
to the Middle East. I mentioned that Nehru had not mentioned Pales- 
tine. I added that I had told the Pakistan Prime Minister that I was 
up to my neck in Palestine. pe —— SO 

After a general discussion of the serious block to economic and 
political progress the Palestine and Kashmir problems represent, I 
referred to the delicate position in which Americans are likely to be 
placed in India and the fact that India and Pakistan would no doubt 
like to play the United States and the United Kingdom off against 
each other. I referred to the many generations of British experience 
in the area and to our role as newcomers. ‘Sir Alexander quickly re- 
pled that perhaps our being newcomers was a creat advantage. - 
At the end of the conversation, I assured Sir Alexander that we 

would give careful consideration to his Government’s views and: made 
no comment when he pressed me on the possibility of getting some 
other American if Eisenhower were not available. - 

1 Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit. _ ee ee 

501.BC Kashmir/11-1048: Telegram 7 - | | 
The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the 

oe United Nations General Assembly, at Paris 

SECRET US URGENT Wasutneton, November 11, 1948—2 p. m. 

Gadel 454. In view repeated indications Ind Pak both anxious solu- . 
tion Kashmir problem, both prepared work further with already 
established UN machinery, Dept agrees USGA Del reaction on timing | 
UK proposal (Delga 681). We do not see necessity immediate cease 
fire order, particularly since immediate extensive military operations 
in subcontinent improbable. Furthermore, simple cease fire order 
without provisions for truce and plebiscite would imply a sanctioning
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of presence Pak troops which would not only be inconsistent with : 
‘previous approach SC and UNCIP but would be highly unacceptable 

| to GOI. Dept therefore believes USGA Del should seek dissuade UK | 

from pressing its plan at this time so that UNCIP may have adequate. 

opportunity succeed present effort obtain Ind Pak agreement on: : 

plebiscite recommendation = | ns | 
If UNCIP effort fails, we still inclined view that SC should recom- 

‘mend or issue call for cease fire and truce based on UNCIP Aug 13 

resolution and plebiscite based on SC Apr 21 resolution with modifica- 

- tions appearing desirable result UNCIP experience. SC could provide ! 

plebiscite machinery become operative as soon as cease fire and truce 

effected. | SR OLED Bm 
These recommendations could be implemented by existing or re- | 

organized Commission or by high calibre mediator along lines UK 
proposal. However, we believe UK suggestion appointment American | 
impracticable, Eisenhower almost certainly unavailable and experi- : 

| ence indicates difficult if not impossible attract world renowned Ameri- ; 
-can this problem. Dept also concerned appointment American would | 

- force US assume principal responsibility in world eyes for peace | 
subcontinent. | 

» Since problem is one in which Commonwealth has long established | 
interest and since recent Conference? created cordial Commonwealth 

atmosphere, Dept inclined view selection prominent Commonwealth 

- gtatesman would be constructive. - oe mg ES es og 

- GADelpassHuddle 52 
re re oe Soe —.. Lloverr | 

1 British Commonwealth Conference, held in London October 11-22. 7 | 

| 501.BC Kashmir/11-1348 : Telegram _ ee | EE a Oo ; 

-- The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET  prroniTTy Paris, November 18, 1948—5 p. m. 

- _-Delga 788. Kashmir case. Department’s views as indicated Gadel 
| 454, November 11 were conveyed informally to Cadogan (UK) this 
| morning with some softening last two paragraphs relating availability 

prominent American. We told Cadogan we were not enthusiastic about 
| putting an American in prospective position but that question could 

be reconsidered carefully upon conclusion present efforts UNCIP. 
Leaving door open this fashion based partly Huddle’s views and partly 
on possibility that should present efforts UNCIP be successful in a 
establishing plans for cease-fire, truce and plebiscite, we need not be | 
so concerned with choice American as administrator plebiscite.
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In answering-Cadogan’s inquiry on point,-he was.informed of.con- 
tacts already made by ‘UNCIP with Zafrulla (Pakistan) and Pandit 
(India) which point toward possibility fruitful discussions here. When — 
informed that UNCIP efforts would probably continue.through first 

| week December, Cadogan appeared reconciled possibility SC.action if 

necessary might have to be postponed until January SC meeting 

New York. | | | | | 

n conclusion Cadogan promised .convey.our views his Government, 

and we told him we would keep him closely advised regarding UNCIP 

‘progress. a | | 
— Sent Department Delga 738, repeated London as 1258. Department | 

repeat Karachi as 7; New Delhi as 9. 
| ae | MarsHatr. 

. :901:BC/11-1848 : Telegram 

: The Secretary .of State to the Acting Secretary of State — 

SECRET URGENT _ Paris, November 18, 1948—8 p. m. 

Delga:821. Cadogan on instructions from London has just informed 
as that Prime Minister of Pakistan yesterday informed Prime Minis- 
der UK “that India has now started an all-out offensive with the ob- 
vious object of securing military decision before SC considers UN 
«Commission‘to India and Pakistan’s report.” Prime Minister Pakistan 
requested UK immediately use influence with Nehru and expedite SC 
action to order and enforce an unconditional cease-fire immediately. 

| Cadogan understands message has been sent to Nehru. British sources _ 
: do not absolutely confirm allegation concerning Indian offensive and 
: admit possibility Pakistan may have misinterpreted limited operation 

Indian forces reinforcing -one garrison. Zafrulla informed UKDel | 
| this morning he had while in US received instructions to call for SC 

meeting to take this action but was waiting for Kashmir Commission 

action which he understood would be taken this week. Zatrulla will not 
therefore move until Monday at earliest. UK requests soonest indica- 

tion US view regarding such SC action next week. Cadogan stated he © 
assumed it would be impracticable for SC at same moment to act on 
their desire for a plebiscite administered along lines he explained to | 
the Secretary. Cadogan also raised question of supplying observers if 
SC adopts cease-fire order. He had no solution of this problem but 
said he would ask London. | DERE oS 

- Department pass to New Delhi as 11 and Karachi as 9. 7 
a | oo . Marsrrann
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501.BC Kashmir/ 11-1848: Telegram oe : | 

“Lhe Chargé im Pakistan (Lewis) to:the Secretary of State 

SECRET  MOSTIMMEDIATE Karacnui, November. 18, 1948—midnight. 

524. Prime Minister handed’me last night copy of rmost-immediate - 
telegram just sent’ Pakistan Foreign Minister Paris? with: instruc- 
tions to place matter before S© “in: writing at once; Telegram says’ — 

GOP wishes draw attention. SC to developments in‘ Kashmir which | 
are a definite violation by India of undertaking: given: by both gov-- 

ernments in response to UNCIP’s (United Nations Commission on | 
India and Pakistan) resolution September 19, 1948 ? which appealed | 

both governments use their best endeavors during: absence Commis- 

sion to lessen existing tension this dispute in order prepare ground. 

for its peaceful final settlement. Telegram says GOP has scrupulously | 
observed the undertaking given but that India on other hand now | 

appears.determined. force military decision in Kashmir. Telegram-de~ | 

tails reinforcements brought into Southern Kashmir by Indian Army = | 
and mentions recent attacks in brigade strength against Azad Kashmir | 
forces. Says Indian Army has now started major offensive by at least 
oue division, supported. by armor from Rajauri towards Kotli and’ 
Mendhar and is continually moving up reinforcements to Naushera: 
Telegram continues “Object undoubtedly is all-out offensive to obtaim | 

possession of: Western Kashmir including Mirpur, Mangla headworks: 
and:the whole of. Poonch. Heavy fighting is now in progress on this” 

- front.and renewed flow of refugees into West Pakistan has already __ 
| begun as result of this Indian Army offensive. oo } 

Army has also renewed ‘attack by at least one brigade over Zojila' : 
Pass and has penetrated defences of Dras. These attacks on both fronts’ ) 
are being supported by maximum air action. It is quite clear that India ; 
hopes to secure a decision by military means immediately and so face’ 

UN with a fait accompli. Hitherto the Azad forces with minimum 
support by:the Pakistan Army acting in a purely defensive role have: 
managed:to hold Indian aggression and Pakistan Air Force has ‘so: 
far not been employed in a combatant role. Pakistan Government can- 

' net emphasize too strongly to the SC that unless immediate: steps are’ | 

| taken by them to halt Indian Army offensive the Pakistan Government’) 
: will have no option but to change their policy of using minimum = | 
! regular forces in Kashmir and will have to stage counteroffensive 
| with all available resources in an endeavour to prevent overrunning by 

Indian Army of Poonch and Mirpur provinces. This must inevitably’ 

2 1 Copy of this telegram from Liaquat Ali Khan to Zafrullah’ Kian: was trans+ 
niitted to the Department by the Chargé in his despatch No. 491,. Nowember 20}. _ 
received December 1% not printed: (501.BC Kashmir/11-2048).. 

* For text, see SC, 3rd yr., Suppl. for Nov, 1948, p. 49.0 o Co
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lead to most bloody fighting between regular Pakistan and regular 

Indian Armed Forces which up till now Pakistan Government have — 

studiously endeavoured to avoid. The situation is therefore fraught 

with possibilities of ariextension of conflict.” | oe 
Military Attaché and Air Attaché agree with GOP. estimate GOI 

reinforcements Kashmir and stress that in area present fighting and 
projected: offensive fighting throughout winter is entirely practicable. 

“Sent Department 524, repeated New Delhi 89. Department please 

passParis6,Geneva4. =” rs ae 

501.BC Kashmir/11-1948: Telegram) | - . ns 

The Acting Secretary of State to. the United States Delegation at the 
United Nations General Assembly, at Paris = | 

SECRET  USURGENT | WasHINcTon, November 19, 1948—5 p. m. . 

Gadel 536. For consideration GADel Huddle and possible discussion 
UKDel following are preliminary views Kashmir problem light latest. 
reports: | ce So So 

1. If Pak precipitation case SC makes useless further immediate 

efforts work out with InDel and PakDel acceptable conditions pleb, | 

we feel situation requires submission UNCIP report with conclusions © 
as soon as possible, preferably prior active SC consideration. ~ _ 

2, Although GOP interpretation GOI military activities probably _ 
( somewhat exaggerated, we believe possibility fighting Kashmir in- . 

creased scale arising action GOI troops or apprehensiveness GOP, now 

| sufficiently great justifyfirmSCaction 4 8 | 

8. For reasons in Gadel 454 simple cease-fire order still seems un- — 

feasible. Since cease-fire and truce alone probably be strongly resisted 

GOP, we continue feel three-fold approach cease-fire, truce and pleb_ 

principlesmore desirable. Oo oe 
4, Impressed reported progress UNCIP PakDel discussions prin- 

ciples pleb in which PakDel willing abandon insistence coalition govt — 

and other conditions. View those concessions we feel GOI would find 

it difficult reject appropriately modified pleb principles. 

5. Thus feasible course might be SC call under Art 40 for cease-fire 

and truce along lines UNCIPs proposals plus call or recommendation — 

parties accept pleb principles modified along lines indicated UNCIP 

Paris experience. This might be proposed by six original sponsors — 

April2lresolutiont a SS SE 
6. If this.course practical, effort should be made have these pleb 

2 Colombia, Belgium, Canada, China, the United Kingdom, and the United — 
States. For text, see SC, 3rd yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, pp. 139-144 - |
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principles included. UNCIP report with conclusion that they, plus | 
Aug 13’ proposals offer fair basis solution. If time not permit this, | 
factual ‘report might be submitted immediately with indication con- 

_clusions would be presented shortly. In either event SC could then | 
translate conclusions into decisions under Chap VI and Art 40 as 

appropriate. 
7. SC action would presumably be accompanied by: directive to. : 

- UNCIP return subcontinent supervise truce and cease-fire with as: 

sistance military adviser and work out details pleb with two govts. | : 

8. Re question observers Delga 821 suggest you discuss Cadogan. 
possibility use Brit. observers as suggested Kascom 21 Aug 242. | 

- ° os loverr ) 

® Sent as telegram 512 to New Dethi,.p: 369. 7 OL haeh tes Bayes igs ) 

The Ambassador in India (Henderson)* to the Secretary of State | 

secret =o usurcentT. = New Dexut, November 20, 1948—3 p. m. . sthgm OE, ee eR Be 

— --: 1027. Karachi telegrams 524, November 18 and 525, November 19? 
| to Department (Embtels 1006, November 14 and 1014, November 18 to | 
| Department). | | Oo | - 

Following is appreciation present situation Kashmir prepared by 
| ‘Military Attaché with which Embassy agrees and which checks with 

information furnished Embassy by CINC Indian army yesterday: — 2 

(1). With capture of Dras, primarily a local operation to obtain . : 
more favorable position for Indian troops during the winter, it is : 
believed Indians intend generally to stabilize their positions in that 
area. However, a possible advance toward Kargil should not be over- 
looked as this town controls communications on Indus river and:route » 

- Kargil-Khalatse-Leh. Occupation of Kargil would relieve consider- — 
able hostile. pressure on Leh and might be undertaken, providing . 
hostile resistance weak andnogreateffortinvolved. © |. 

(2). No offensive operations are expected in Tithwal-Uri sector 
| during winter. Hostile strength, severe winter weather, exceedingly 
! _ rugged terrain and difficult supply problems are factors which should « 

! cause Indian.leaders to reject any consideration of an offensive in this: 
| area beforespring. ©. 2. - 2 re 
i (8). In southwest Kashmir Indians hold Rajaori, Thannamandi, 
| Jhangar, Naushera and Sadabad. The hostiles have been active in this — 
| area and have infiltrated Indian lines. To northwest hostiles have sur-~ 

2Loy W. Henderson assumed ‘charge as Ambassador in India at the close of | , 
business on November 19,1948. SO | . | oO 

: *Not printed CO 
®Neither printed: Boe gy Po , “ re 

| |
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rounded Indian garrison. at Poonch and intermittently shelled air- 
fields. In this area Indians are. condueting loeal operations to. clear 
out poekets. of hostiles, consolidate their positions-and. relieve besieged 

/OOnCN. ket une i 

_ (4). No major offensive operations appear planned for winter 
months. Except as above believe that India intends for time being to 
maintain present positions and await action by UN. We have no in- 
formation: causing us believe that: GOL is planning: all-out offensive in 

_ Ixashmir. CINC states. operations against Dras. have-so. far caused 
Indian army. ten killed. and. ten. wounded. and.that operations against. 
Mirpur and Mangla headworks not feasible account poor communica- — 
tions between Jammu and: Naoshera and beyond whereas Pakistan 
has excellent: parallel lines communication in its ewn territory adjacent 
Kashmir border. 

We are of opinion Pakistan is exaggerating importance local: oper- —_ 
ations Kashmir and that unless additional evidence can be adducedit =~ 

would be unfortunate to press for cease-fire order on assumption India. 
is planning a general offensive in immediate future. In view character | 
terrain it would be impracticable effectively supervise cease-fire order 
during. winter months, — 7 . . , | 

‘Sent Department 1027; repeated Karachi 166. Department pass 
Paris, Geneva, London. | 7 | 

Oo | | | - Henperson . 

501.BC Kashmir/1i—2048: Telegram . oe / po 

Lhe Unated States Representative on the United: Nations Commission 
_ for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Secretary. of: State 

SECRET | Parts, November 20, 1948—11 p. m. | 

5967. Comkas 59. UNCIP approved. and delivered. to: representa- 
tives GOL. GOP 20th draft plebiscite: suggestions? as basis negoti- 
ation agreed principles to govern plebiscite. Text being. airmailed.? 

On'19th Zafrulla: supplied: UNCIP with text communication GOP 
to SC concerning alleged offensive Indian Army Jammu (Delga 821, 
November 18) which he had. been instructed. deliver to President SC. 
At suggestion UNCIP, Zafrulla revised-his-proposed letter of trans- 
mittal ‘addressing it. to UNCIP rather.than SC. As.delivered formally 

| to UNCIP 20th letter: requests “that the Commission may be pleased 

to. transmit the Pakistan.Government’s communication to the SC and 

to take such urgent action as the commission may. deem appropriate. 
and effective to cope with the emergency”. Original draft. had. asked 

* A. revised. draft was transmitted to the Department in Delga A—103 from 
Paris, December 12, p. 475. fe: pee, ce 

“Text transmitted to the Department by the Secretary of State in airgram 
Delga A-80, November 20, not printed (501.BC Kashmir/11-2048). oo
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§8C to take “urgent and: immediate action”. Both texts being air- 
mailed:* ea a a | 

: ~UNCIP plans-transmit Zafrulle’s letter to:Bajpai with request for _ 

comment: on-allegations:re Indian military; activity and: also intends. 
informally intimate Bajpai its concern that any intensification:mili- =| 
tary activities. Kashmir by either side: would: jeopardize present | 
UNCIP: efforts towards peaceful settlement. UNCIP also intends. | 
transmit Zafrulla letter to President SC with explanation of negotia- | 
tions in which UNCIP now engaged: and: undertaking: keep SC ap- | 

__- prised developments therein. UNCIP concerned lest.debate over GOP” | 
allegations: jeopardize pending: negotiations re plebiscite conditions | 
and prefers defer such debate in hope early agreement: on: plebiscite | 
conditions may permit cease-fire and: truce arrangements: August 13: | 

| resoltution.to be carried out. | a ee ae , 

UNGIP also. decided. address: letter SYG- requesting appointment... 
senior military advisor who would. proceed to-sub-continent and pro- 
vide UNCIP with impartial reports military developments: — 
UNCIP interim. report: has- been published as Document/1100.* 

Copies being airmailed. oe po 
| - Sent Department: as 5967, repeated: London 1312. Department repeat. 

to Karachi11.and:New Delhi 1s. | . : fo oo 

| ee ore a a  PRtoppne |, 

| ® Copies transmitted to the Department by the Secretary of State in airgram 
| Delga A+79, November'26, not:printed. (501.BC Kashmir/11-2048), 
! “or text, see SC, 3rd yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, pp. 17-144. | - | 

501.BC Kashmir/11-2048: Telegram — na 

| The Secretary.of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

: SECRET US URGENT Parts, November 20, 1948—9 p. m. 

2 | Delga 861. Cadogan supplementing démarche Delga. 821 Novem- 

| ber 18, handed Jessup.text of message dated.18 November from UK. 

Prime Minister to Nehru: a ree | 

7 “T am informed that a communication is being made to the SC 
alleging that’ Indian Army and:Air Force operating in Kashmir have — 

| recently been considerably. reinforced and that Indian forces have 
started 'an‘all-out offensive in the state. I’ sincerely trust:that you will 
be able to assure me that: this 1s not: the fact: Remembering the assur- 

/ ances from. yourself and.the Prime Minister of Pakistan when you were 
: in London, I.am sure that neither of you-would. wish to settle the fate. 

| of Kashmir by military force.” BS . og 

to Cadogan also in letter to Jessup today * reiterated his government’s: 

serious view of situation and requested us to support move for SC. 

*Net found in Department of State files. a | | - - 

429-027—75_——80
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meeting without delay. UK would want from SC immediate and'un- _ 
conditional cease-fire and suggests resolution this effect be sponsored: — 
by same six governments sponsoring SC April 21 resolution plus SC 
President. Cadogan stated he still unbriefed with respect question : 
observers of cease-fire. : a s, 

With letter Cadogan enclosed summary telegram received UK High » 
Commissioner, Karachi, November 19.2 In. substance it expresses GOP. 

_ fear re aggravation Kashmir refugee problem which “may mean col- 
lapse Pakistan,” and impossibility fair plebiscite if GOI conquers all : 

: Kashmir. Cadogan called particular attention that portion High Com-. | 
missioner’s message stating that if GOI not restrained in present™ 
military offensive, Pakistans will in genuine despair experience 
“nationwide revulsion of feeling favorable to Russia,” and that this 
development would be sharpened by withdrawal British officers which | 
under present policy would follow open GOI-GOP conflict. Karachi 
message concludes with statement re “imminent risk General Gracey * 
will feel obliged to throw in all Pakistan land and air forces.” 
Pending receipt of Department’s instructions, we have today told 
Cadogan we feel action contemplated by UNCIP next few days. 
(Comkas 59, November 20+) is about as vigorous and extensive as 

_ any possible UN action by SC in this period. Difficulties involved in 
immediate cease-fire remain substantial without over-all political settle- | 
ment and in light of India’sclaimtothisarea. . en 

Sent Delga.861, repeated London 1309. Department repeat to New 
Delhi as 12 and Karachias10. CF a 

= —  Marsrranr © 

* Not found in Department of State files. . . . ; a 
* Douglas D. Gracey, Commander in Chief, Pakistan Army. oo 
* Sent as telegram 5967 from Paris, supra. - SO . | 

501.BC Kashmir/11-2248: Telegram re 
The Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at the United 

Nations General Assembly (Dulles) to the Secretary of State: 

SECRET URGENT | Parts, November 22, 1948—8 p, m. 

Delga 880. US views as transmitted Gadel 536, November 19, were 
informally conveyed Cadogan (UK) today but only as possible action 
in event UNCIP efforts for peaceful settlement fail (Delga 861, and: 
Comkas 59, November 20). We believe that question success or failure 
present UNCIP efforts will be settled within next few days and under- | 

*Dulles became Acting Chairman of the U.S. Delegation in Paris upon the 
departure of Secretary Marshall on November 21. Austin had returned to Wash- 
ington earlier because of ill health. | —
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‘stand that UNCIP thinking favorable to future program along lines : 
paragraphs 1, 6, 7, Gadel 536, if Paris negotiations break down. Ques- 
tion of observers not discussed. | : 
Repeated London as 1822; Department pass to New Delhi as 14, 

toKarachias1Q © 
Ds 

| 501.BC Kashmir/11-2248: Telegram: | 

The United States Representative on the United Nations Commission | 

for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Secretary of State = | 

CONFIDENTIAL ~~~ Paris, November 22, 1948—11 p. m. | 

5994. Comkas 60. UNCIP 22nd approved and despatched letters to | 
Zafrulla, Bajpai, Secretary General and President SC. Letter to 

Bajpai transmitted text Zafrulla letter 20th (Comkas 59 and Delga 
/  A~791) and requested of GOI “as a matter of urgency” their observa- 

tions situation described therein. Letter concluded with appeal of 

GOI “to refrain from any action which might aggravate the military’ 
and political’ situation and thus endanger the negotiations which are 

at present being directed towards the preparation of a peaceful settle-- 

ment”, Similar appeal contained in letter to Zafrulla acknowledging 

receipthisletter.. BT TS 

Letter to Secretary General over Colban’s signature reopened “as 
| a matter of urgency” question appointment military adviser with com-. 
! bat experienceand rankbrigadierorhigher, = = 

| Letter to President SC transmitted text Zafrulla letter 20th, re- | 

| viewed negotiation in which UNCIP now engaged, summarized con- | 

tents UNCIP’s letters to Bajpai, Zafrulla and Secretary General and 
| undertook keep President informed further developments situation. 

Letter also stated “the commission envisages its return to sub-continent : 
: as soon as the development of the present consultations with repre- | 
| sentatives of the two governments here in Paris renders this 
| | desirable’? PEPE on oS 7 - / feos a ne 

| ae PE se a | —  [LEtoppre] 

| *Not printed. - | I | | | 
“For text, see SC, 3d yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, pp. 14-17, | | a 

| , | 

| |
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845.00/11-2348: Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET - 7 New Deru, November .23,.1948—9 a. m. 

1029. Nye British High Commissioner called on Nehru ‘several days. 
ago under instructions to discuss Pakistan charges of Indian offensive — 
in Kashmir. Nye told me Neliru (1) denied India engaged in offensive _ 
or intended launch one near future; (2) deserzbed recent military ac- 
tion-as: limited. defensive: measures-to-relieve Pooneh and: head of [off] | 
hostile column moving towards: Leh. Nehru admitted-about 5,000 re- 
inforcements recently sent Kashmir allegedly provide more frequent 
relief! for troops-long'there. (Nye has heard from other sources figures: 
somewhat in excess 5,000). | | 

_ Nehru argued heatedly that although no offensive under-way India 
had every-moral legal right therefor and:if one were launched Paki- 
stan could have no reason complaining beeause: Pakistan’ troops oc- 
cupying Indian territory. Nye then said even.if. India. had right to 

attack,.as military man he could assure Nehru such. offensive would | 
end. disastrously. despite Indian superiority. in numbers: equipment 

. training, etc. Further, he would.stake his military reputation that 
India: could: not even: in summer: defeat. Pakistani. and. tribesmen in 

Kashmir because of degree to which terrain and communications 
factors favored. Pakistan. Even.if his estimate were wrong,,and India | 

won-military. victory, it would be temporary unless India:maintained, . __ 
indefinitely large garrisons in all Kashmir. GOI could.be certain that. 

| at: favorable moment tribesmen and. Pakistani would. again.ravage 
Kashmir unless: political settlement reached by Pakistan and India. 
Nye assured: me he endeavored drive home point that only final 

solution was political and -military-solution impossible for either side. 
unless India :should decide on -war against all-Pakistan. Hetold Nehru. 

he did not believe any: Indian. Government. would. consider. this. be- | 
cause would: be difftcult: for India survive as nation.if-it-had.: face in- 
definitely millions hostile Moslems within and without. 

In reply my inquiry Nehru’s reaction Nye said latter seemed un- | 

happy and apparently did not feel in position to refute his arguments. | 
He added:-he sincerely believed everything: he told Nehru and with 
other British here would seize every opportunity impress on GOI 
leaders fact they must work out with Pakistan political solution of 
Kashmir as no other possible. | 

Sent Department 1029, pouched Karachi; Department pass London, 
Paris for GA Del and Huddle. 

HENDERSON
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501.BC Kashmir/11-2348 : Telegram | | 

The Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at the.United , 

Nations General Assembly (Dulles) to the Secretary of State — 

‘SECRET URGENT Parts, November .23, 1948—10 p. m. 

Delga 900. We learned late today that president SC * has called SC 

meeting for. afternoon November 24:to,consider.: (1) Hyderabad. ques- 

tion (in response Zafrulla Khan’s request be heard.on ‘this issue 2).; : 

(2) the UNCIP interim report; and (3) Zafrulla Khan’s letter No- : 

- vember 20 delivered UNCIP for.transmission president SC re alleged : 

Indian military activities Kashmir.® Calling of SC meeting by Arce.re | 

Hyderabad had been anticipated but GADel -had not expected open , 

‘SC session on Kashmir especially after discussion November 22 be- | | 

tween Lozano, chairman UNCIP and Arce in which Lozano under- | 

stood it had been decided that it might be useful to have early SC 

closed meeting together with UNOCIP for candid exchange views on 

future action towards Kashmir settlement. co | 

| We inclined believe Arce’s action probably responsive strong UK 

pressure past two weeks for early SC meeting on Kashmir. — | 

| - This connection when our last views re SC action Kashmir were 

| conveyed ‘Cadogan (UK) November 22 .(Delga 880), he said he would 

communicate London. While not wholly content with our point of view 

he did not raise violent objection. He did, however, raise following 

| questions: a an | a | | | 

| 1. Is it wise at once to-:proceed under Chapter VIL? — 
: - 9, Are there not provisions in the truce arrangements of the resolu- 

| tion of August 13 which we would not want insist upon at this:itime? 

: _ 8. What individuals are available to fill the places of military ad- 

| viser and plebiscite administrator ¢ | | ce 

We deduce from foregoing that UK must have in mind SC call to 

parties for immediate and unconditional cease-fire under Chapter VI 

| and-that they are not kept [ste] on August 13 provision re withdrawal 

| Pakistan troops. | ya 

: Our feeling here is that keeping Department suggestions, Delga 

: 880, in mind as possible basis eventual SC action, we should at this 

: stage endeavor in agreement with UK and other interested members 

| SC limit action to request by SC to UNCIP that: (1) it investigate 

GOP allegations re military situation (UNCIP might be able-do this 

4 José Arce, Representative of Argentina at the Third General Session of the | 

: ‘United Nations and President of the Security ‘Council during November. 

: 2 For text of letter dated October 6 from Zafrullah Khan to the President of 

i - the Seeurity Council, see SC, 3rd yr., No. 127, p, 28. 

 =The proposed meeting was held on November 25, at. which time the Council 

: received the Commission’s interim report (S/1100) and discussed the military 

| ‘situation in Kashmir. Discussion of the Hyderabad question was postponed. For 

| wroceedings of the November 25 meeting, see SC, 3rd yr., No. 127, pp. 1-29. |
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through immediate appointment military adviser who would proceed 
India as quickly as possible) and (2) that UNCIP, in view its pains- __ 
taking and careful work in sphere of cease-fire, truce, and plebiscite, 
submit to SC within a few days its conclusions or recommendations 
as to what action SC should take towards peaceful settlement Kashmir 
problem. oo a 

Department will appreciate that foregoing line at variance with 
probable UK insistence on immediate and unconditional cease-fire, but 
since present UK approach Kashmir problem appears extremely pro- 
GOP as against middle ground which we have sought to follow, it 
would seem necessary for us to continue adhere our present line, and 
we shall do what we can to achieve common ground with UK if at all 
possible to do so without breaking away from our carefully considered 
neutral path between GOIandGOP. _ oe 

‘Related to question British views, on method settling Kashmir dis- 
pute, is the urgent need crystallize our thinking on military adviser 
and plebiscite administrator, especially latter. Cadogan’s third ques-- 
tion, paragraph 3 pertinent here, Belgian representative UNCIP has 
already informally mentioned possible availability Belgian general | 
for military adviser. Filling plebiscite administrator position will be 
much more difficult since all concerned favor man of very high calibre 
and international prominence. While important Commonwealth 
figure an attractive idea, we are inclined ‘doubt acceptability parties 
such individual and strongly recommended Department gives serious 
consideration approaching such US personalities as Admiral Nimitz, 

, General Wainwright or Stassen‘ as preliminary and tentative move 
towards filling this important gap. _ | SO | 

_ We would appreciate Department’s views as to soundness path we 
propose follow as outlined paragraph 5. Department will note that 
essential theme this approach is to build on foundations already estab- 
lished by UNCIP. eo 

| : | DULLES 

*Fleet Adm. Chester W. Nimitz, Special Assistant to the Secretary of the — 
Navy since 1947; Gen. Jonathan M. Wainwright, retired Commander of the , 
Fourth Army; Harold BE. Stassen, a candidate in 1948 for the Republican Presi- 
dential nomination and President of the University of Pennsylvania. 

501.BC Kashmir/11-2348 : Telegram | ne = = 

Lhe Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the United 
| Nations General Assembly, at Paris 

SECRET US URGENT Wasuineton, November 24, 1948—3 p. m. 
Gadel 571. Re proposed course SC action Kashmir (para 5 Delga 

900). Dept agrees desirability immediate request UNCIP submit
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7 overall conclusions soonest. Dept also agrees desirability prompt ap- 

| pointment mil adviser and his early departure subcontinent. However, 
we question desirability limiting SC action on current GOP allega- 
tions to request UNCIP investigate. This would almost certainly fail 
satisfy UK and others apparently influenced by them in favor some 

immediate action, 8 ne 
On other hand we of course agree undesirability immediate simple 

cease fire order. Therefore, we believe SC initial action should be (1) | 
endorsement UNCIP’s previous requests parties take no action this _ | 
time increase tension in area, (2) request UNCIP submit conclusions | 
soonest and continue investigations current situation. | 
Further comments Delga 900 contained following tel. | 
See ps | ; a a. : | : | Marswarn : 

501.BC Kashmir/ 11-2348 : Telegram | | - 7 os 7 . 

The Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the United 

ee Nations General Assembly, at Paris Ms 

seCRET si(€s (‘<asssti‘<‘ié;sé*#‘#« WINTON, November 25, 1948—I1 p. m. 

Gadel 582. Pending receipt info SC meeting following are further 
| - comments Delga 900. | oe : eo , 

1, Additional reason Dept questioned proposed SC action as stated 
point one para five is that from practical point view time would not 
permit report mil adviser be much utility immediate situation. Also 

felt desirable avoid any implication SC or UNCIP would await such . 
investigation before taking any further action problem. — | 

_- 2. We do not understand Cadogan’s first question since we had as- 
. sumed UK favored cease fire order under Chap. seven. We had in mind 
| use only Art. forty for cease fire and truce. However when definitive 
; SC action eventuates it may be found sufficient proceed under Chap. 
| six or desirable refrain from specifying authorizing provision. — 

3. If question two refers provision truce proposals re withdrawal 
| Pak troops, we continue feel this aspect so essential acceptable overall 
: settlement that failure its inclusion as integral part plan would prob- 

ably seriously prejudice GOT acquiescenceany plan. | | 
4, We have again consulted NatDefi re possible US candidate mil 

| adviser. Some possibility Marine Corps may be able provide acceptable 
candidate. However suggest pursuing possibility Belgian general or 
following up previous tentative approaches Canadian General Sprye 
or other Commonwealth officer. oo | 

d. Re pleb admin Dept still reluctant abandon idea important Com- 
monwealth figure and suggest you explore this with UK. However we 

* National Defense, ie., National Military Establishment. _
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will explore immediately availability some American meeting qualifi- | 
cations mentioned urtel. | 

MarsHALL | 

501.BC Kashmir/11—2648 : Telegram 

The Chargé m Pakistan (Lewis) to the Secretary of State 

RESTRICTED _ Karacut, November 26, 1948—11 a.m. _ 

530. Reports from Paris indicate that in first part report UNCIP! _ 
statement is made “the GOI signified their acceptance of the resolution 
as a whole. The GOP attached to their acceptance certain conditions 
which went beyond the compass of the resolution, thereby making it 
impossible for an immediate cease fire and the beginning of fruitful 
negotiations to bring about a peaceful and final settlement in Jammu 
and Kashmir.” Statement that GOI accepted resolution on August 13 
“as a whole” implying GOIT’s acceptance without any conditions ‘has 
evoked unfavorable reaction here in hght known fact that Nehru in 
his letters of August 20 to UNCIP did raise conditions precedent 

acceptance resolution, at least two which conditions were vital Pak- 
istan. Acceptance by Commin letters August 25 ? Nehru’s interpreta- 
tion resolution in no way eliminated fact that conditions had been 
attached by GOT to acceptance resolution. If reports from Paris are 
true UNCIP has for second time placed onus publicly on Pakistan for 
making impossible an immediate cease fire. I feel elemental justice 
requires a thorough understanding by UN and SC precise relationship 
Nehrw’s letters August 20 to Commission’s resolution in order avoid 
unjust reaction against Pakistan in those bodies. 

Ikramullah, Secretary Ministry Foreign Affairs, informed me yester- 
day he is instructing Zafrullah make determined effort bring this point 
home to SC. Ikramullah repeated all GOP desires is free and impartial 
plebiscite Jammu and Kashmir and GOP is entirely willing accept 
resolution August 13 and SC resolution April 21 as basis for plebiscite. 
In view, however, obvious difficulties conducting plebiscite, GOP now 
feels UNCIP and SC should give careful consideration possibility 
solution this problem on basis prewar census returns. | 

Sent Department 53, repeated New Delhi 92. Department please 
pass Paris 8 for Huddle and DelGA. | | | 

| | Lewis 

| 1 Interim Report, SC, 8rd yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, pp. 17-144. 
For text of two letters from the Commission to Nehru dated August 25, see 

SC, 3rd yr., Suppl. for Nov. 1948, pp. 36-87. |
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501.BC Kashmir/11-2648: Telegram Ne ae | 

The Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at the United 

- Nations General Assembly (Dulles) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET URGENT Paris, November 26, 1948—2 p. m. 

Delga 943. As foreshadowed second paragraph London’s 4975, 

November 23,1 UKDel agreed in informal meeting with GADel prior 

SC meeting November 25 to go along with idea that SC should as first 

- move present phase Kashmir case restrict action to endorsement cur- | 

rent efforts UNCIP restrained parties while negotiating with them re | 

plebiscite principles. We also agreed that UNCIP should make early , 

progress report to SC together with recommendations. As result, line | 

taken by US and UK representative in short statements at SC meeting 

November 25 very similar and found strong support in S C. | 

Conversations with UKDel after SC meeting indicate, however, | 

that should UNCIP not be able report success within next week, 

-UKDel will again strongly press for unconditional cease-fire prob- 

ably along lines calling upon GOT and GOP without prejudice to the 

final settlement to issue cease-fire order to all forces in Kashmir under 

their control or influence and requesting that they arrange for confer- 

ence between respective commanders-in-chief to arrange details, In 

| our reply this proposal we have stated our belief in wisdom con- 

| tained adherence three-fold approach including cease-fire and truce : 

program of UNCIP August 18 resolution and plebiscite recommenda- 

tion and have particularly stressed point mentioned paragraph three 

| Gadel 582, November 25. Reference paragraph two same cable, British 

see no need specifying chapter charter under which action taken but 

are inclined view that it is in any event unwise to view action between 

| Chapters VI and VII, that is to place cease-fire and truce on “higher 

level” than plebiscite proposals. . : 

| We wish emphasize importance for success our present efforts to 

, achieve Kashmir settlement of early action re plebiscite administrator. 

| It is likely that stature of person available for this post may be deter- 

| mining factor in willingness parties put fate Kashmir in neutral 

hands. ce , ee 

Reference paragraph five Gadel 582, UK representatives have 

frankly told us that while British Government now strongly opposed. 

| -. idea. Commonwealth administrator, they may possibly be able per- 

| suade London change view if US would suggest suitable. Common- 

wealth candidate. They question wisdom selecting Casey (Australia) 

: and doubt availability McNaughton (Canada) but mentioned Kirby | 

1Not printed. _ | |
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( Australia) as possibility. They continue hope, however, that possi- _ 

‘bility US national filling positions not entirely excluded. | oe 
Sent Department Delga 943, repeated London 1360, Department 

‘repeat Karachi 15, New Delhi 17. 
| | | a DULLES 

'501.BC Kashmir/11-1848 : Telegram ; no : : Ste 

7 ‘Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in Pakistan 5 

SECRET | - ‘WaAsHINGTON, November 26, 1948—6 p. m. 

418. Dept’s reply to Pak Emb note? covering in substance develop- 
‘ments in Kashmir given Lewis by Pak PriMin (urtel 524, rptd Paris 
No. 6, New Delhi No. 89, Nov. 18) follows: . _ SO 

_ “The Dept has noted carefully the info provided by the Emb. It is 
hoped, in view of the current efforts of the UN SC and the UNCIP 
‘to bring about a peaceable and equitable solution of the Kashmir prob- 
lem, that the GOP will use its best efforts to prevent the extension or 
‘intensification of the hostilities in Kashmir, and to promote and con- 
tribute to an early peaceful settlement of the dispute.” a 

- . - MarsHALu 

-_ 2 Not identified in Department of State files. - | a | - | 

845.00/11-2948 : Telegram | ce Ce 

_ The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET | New Detar, November 29, 1948—3 p. m. | 

1044. Embassy has received copy secret report from High Commis- | 
sioner’s (UK) representative in Hyderabad based on personal observa- 
tion and conversations with top Indian and Hyderabad officials and 
UK businessmen which reliable estimate conditions in Hyderabad 
state. | | oe oe 

_ According report police action casualties Hyderabad forces were 
1400 killed, 700 wounded. Initial entry Indian troops was followed by 
pulage, arson and murder by Indian forces, especially Sikhs. Discipli- _ 
nary action soon brought troops under control. Military government 
is popular with public and is functioning efficiently. Major General 
‘Chaudhuri has gained high prestige for impartial handling of all 
disruptive elements. | Be | a 

_ Hyderabad Secretariat is continuing to function as before al- 
though some former officials have been dismissed and there is leaven 
of Indian civil servants. Nizam is powerless, has lost much prestige 
with former ruling class; heir apparent not impressive; Asaf Jahi 
dynasty seems finished. | a
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Chaudhuri believes military government should continue six months 
‘but Nawab Zain Yar Jung thinks three to four months adequate. Both : 
expect trouble when civil authority assumes control since no experi- | 
enced group exists which cantakecontrok === 

Swami Ramanand Tirth, leader State Congress, is Hindu com- 

munalist whose possible assumption of power is viewed with misgiv- 

‘ings in all quarters. | a 
- Three battalions Indian infantry and two battalions state forces | 
engaged in clearing Nalgonda and Warangal districts of Communists : 
buteventheseforcesinsufficient. = ; 
Indian authorities are doing everything possible to rehabilitate state. , 

‘There appear be no barriers to normal trade. Bee EE aT | 
On November 12 Hyderabad experienced first communal plot in | 

many years. Report states “danger of communal rioting evidently still | 
exists and, short of exemplary military action, would be extremely 
difficult to bring under rapid control if an outbreak on any scale were 
to happen.” | wht ae oO | 

Despatch transmitting complete report follows = = | 
‘Sent Department 1044; pouched Karachi; Department pass London, 

Paris for GADel. eee Bn 
| i | Oo 7 — Donovan 

+ Despatch No. 1808, November 27, not printed. a 

! 501.BC Kashmir/11-2948: Telegram _ OS | 
| The Secretary of State to the United States Representative on the 
po United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan (Huddle), at 

Paris a , Sn OS 

2 SECRET Wasuineton, November 29, 1948—6 p. m. . 

_ 4568. Kascom 43. For Huddle: Following excerpt from Weeka No. 
9, Karachi’s No. 112, Nov. 26,1 rptd for your info: | be 

: “Kargil and Mendhar now occupied by India. Actual opening line | 
2 of communication Punch from south had been expected by Pak Army. 
: - Entire Azad territory east of Rajaori-Punch road now surrounded by 

Indian forces makes position of quarter million Muslims precarious. 
| 50,000 refugees already in Pak and more moving. Azad morale weak- 

ened. Many senior brigadiers and major generals, Pak Army nationals 
with Kashmir battle experience, contacted by MA most anxious to | 
launch counter-attack but being held back by CINC who still hopes 
that UN can do something. Any further advance by India sure to 
precipitate all-out counter-attack by Pak Army and use of Pak Air 

_ Forces. Regular Pak Army Forces increased in Mirpur area and plans. 

1 Not printed. 

es 

ee 
a
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for counter-attack prepared. Pak national officers contacted feeling is 
that UN will not be effective and that final decision must be by force 
of arms and that the delay to date has given India much territory that 
should and could have been held if. Pak Army was allowed to go on. 
offensive.” | . ae 

| | . -MaArsHaun 

| 501.BC Kashmir/11-3048: Telegram | oe a 

The United States Representative on the United Nations Commission, 

for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Secretary of State  — 

SECRET PRIORITY ‘Parts, November 30, 1948—1 a. m.._ 

Delga 998. Comkas 62. Informal UNCIP discussion with GOT and 
GOP representatives re UNCIP plebiscite proposals have now reached. 
critical stage. While Zafrullah Khan has devoted hours to exposition, 
GOP viewpoint before UNCIP and has raised such basic problems. 
as complete withdrawal GOI troops before plebiscite, coalition state 
government, and provision of fullest and widest: powers for plebiscite 
administrator (hereinafter referred to as PA), we have impression 
that he is prepared recede considerably if really outstanding PA. 
should be available near future. | a : 

Bajpai appeared before UNCIP for first time today though chair- 
-man had several informal talks with him previously. In: his: informal 
presentation preliminary GOI views, he reiterated GOI objections — 
coalition government and delegation detailed powers to PA which 
would enable latter “interfere” in matters other than plebiscite but: 
stated no wide gap. existed between GOF position and UNCIP pro- 
posals. Though apparently willing drop idea that PA be considered 
officer of state government, he stressed that powers PA should be 
derived that government. He agreed, however, that these powers: 
should be sufficient ensure fair and impartial plebiscite. He indicated 

- GOI view that PA: should be person high stature commanding gen- 
eral confidence and implied: that-in such case detailed enumeration: 
powers unnecessary. | 7 a 

In preliminary remarks Bajpai expressed hope UNCIP could. re- 
turn India very soon to continue discussions there since it is dificult. 
“separate principles: from. detail” and mentioned necessity his own 
early return. Bajpai was informed UN€IP not presently inclined re- | 
turn sub-continent without some measure prior agreement. OO 
From foregoing obvious. that old’ divergencies still plague efforts: 

at peaceful settlement. However, tendency is emerging on part both 
GOI and GOP to agree to designation PA of high stature and: with 
broad but unspecified powers relating free and’ impartial plebiscite. 
Though such agreement would constitute only first step.in peaceful
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solution, it would bring cease-fire and truce into operation with all 
_the advantages accruing therefrom and would place on scene a figure, 

who if he finds he cannot hold fair plebiscite, could make effort achieve _ 

alternative peaceful solutions in what should be better atmosphere : 

than present. Indication availability outstanding figure would sub- 

stantially facilitate agreement Paris. a 

~ Both GOL and GOP representatives have informally conveyed their : 

hope to US representative that prominent American might be made 

available. 7 a | 
. Sent Department Delga 933; repeated London 1887; Department 

repeat New Delhil8,Karachil6.. 

501.BC Kashmir/12-148:Telegram = a | 

The Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at the United : 
Nations General Assembly (Dulles) to the Secretary of State — ; 

SECRET US URGENT Paris, December 1, 1948—10 p. m. | 

Delga 1027. Reference Department’s query re UK delegation think- _ 

| “ing on SC action Kashmir (Gadel 6138, November 29*) we have been | 

in close touch UK representatives and their approach to problem now 

nearer ours in that they now have abandoned idea simple cease-fire 

resolution. On November 380 they handed us draft resolution * along 

following lines: 
| 1. Preamble refers to both UNCIP interim report and to expected 

supplementary report, commends UNCIP efforts, observes fighting 
has. continued over one year, and concludes that since continuation dis- 

pute likely endanger international peace, fighting must cease “in order 

| that negotiations for a settlement may proceed in calmer atmosphere.” 
| ~ 9, In Section (A) SC recommends that GOI and GOP. simul- 

taneously issue cease-fire orders in language somewhat similar part I 

| UNCIP August 13 resolution but with distinction between geographic 
areas so as to terminate fighting within four days.in area present GOL 
military effortand “assoonas possible” elsewhere. =. | | 

8. In Section (B) SC instructs UNCIP send its military adviser _ 
and staff with observers to supervise cease-fire and to take action 

| “with a view to the implementation of the proposals contained in part 

| II of UNCIP August 13 resolution.” Subject adjustment details in 
fo light consultation “parties concerned.” | | oo | 
! 4, Section (C) “instructs” Secretary General nominate PA under 

10 (A) SC resolution April “to proceed at the earliest possible date 
| to Indian subcontinent” to arrange fair and impartial plebiscite on 
2 basis April 21 SC resolution with discretion to modify foregoing in 

| ‘light UNCIP revised suggestions and his own consultations, 

~~ Not printed. Bo | , | | oy 

7 Not found in Department of State files. : me : - _
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5. Section (D) provides that military adviser and PA report at 

‘once to UNCIP in event any difficulties, so that: UNCIP’ may make 
recommendationstoSConproblem. 9... eS Fo 

' 6. In Section (E) SC “requests GOI and GOP to signify to Presi- 
‘dent SC their acceptance of recommendations in resolution within 
five days.” OO re ere 7 a | 

UK delegation has expressed desire exchange views re foregoing: | 
with GA delegation immediately in order that after agreement we: 
“sell” proposal to other SC representatives ‘and push -resolution: 
through SC during next week so as to force parties take action under — 
Section '(E) prior adjournment SC December 16. We have told Brit- 
ish we consider their proposal generally along lines our thinking, but: 
that we could not predict precisely when present UNCIP negotiations 
would result in either success or failure and that we believe SC action 
should be coordinated with UNCIP efforts and recommendations. 
Foregoing conveyed to British only as initial and informal reaction, 
and we shall continue closer working relationship with them as 
situationdevelops. st a, CO 

_, Sent Department Delga 1027, repeated to London 1404. 

501.BC Kashmir/12-148:Telegram Es 

‘The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the 
United Nations General Assembly, at Parig = 

SECRET US URGENT Wasuineton, December 8,,1948—7 ‘p.m. 

Gadel 670. Dept-agrees Gadel view (Delga 1027) SC action should 
be coordinated UNCIP efforts and recommendations. Subject this basic _ 
proviso. Dept. believes. UK proposals constructive if modified along 

.. ‘Re section A -we query neeessity distinction bet geographic areas in 
cease fire provisions. If retained for reasons of difficulty communica- 
tions outlying areas, we suggest some formula to delineate regions on. 

- geographic basis without reference “areas present GOI military 
effort.” Believe specific time limit, perhaps maximum ten days, should _ 
be added. to requirement: cease fire other areas soon as possible. | 

Section B appears on one hand implicitly endorse Part II UNCIP: | 
res and at same time place such emphasis on further negotiations as. | 
create risk further delay over agreement on “adjustment details.” Since 
Part II UNCIP Res according its terms is only “basis for formulation 
truce agreement details of which shall be worked out in discussion,” 

we believe SC should affirmatively recommend Part II to parties, in. | 
addition to instructing UNCIP to supervise and work out details.
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- Section C similarly fails contain affirmative SC endorsement any | 

basis for pleb. We feel this should be revised so that SC recommends. 

that pleb be held on basis April 21 Res with discretion in PA to. 

modify as necessary. ee Oo ho 
an oon te oe So overre- : 

501.BC Kashmir/12-448 : Telegram - — oo | 

The Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at the United? 

Nations General Assembly (Dulles) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET US URGENT Paris, December 4, 1948—9 p. m.. | 

Delga 1056. For Satterthwaite and Sanders! from Jessup and. 

Huddle. We had assumed from Gadel 613? that we were authorized, 

| use possible availability prominent American as important card in. 

present UNCIP negotiations. Although no specific commitment given,, 

UNCIP and representatives both parties have been informed that we 

had no objection to consideration of candidates of US nationality. 
While appreciating reasons which may have prompted view expressed 

(Gadel 6712) we feel that any statement by us now that US candidate. 

| excluded might seriously jeopardize current negotiations which are in, 

extremely critical stage. We probably have only about another week. 

| in which to achieve possible pacific settlement in Paris of Kashmir- 

pS question which as Department is aware, is key to peace and stability- 

entire South Asian area. We cannot too strongly urge desirability De- 

partment giving urgent reconsideration to question availability- 

prominent American for this position. ee - 

2 We feel that active steps should be taken ascertain availability- 

specific person subject condition mentioned in last paragraph Delga. 

1018.8 oe | | — oe 
_ Following considerations pertinent this connection: | | 

| ‘1. In an atmosphere better feeling between parties which would be- 
reflected in agreement plebiscite principles possible unfavorable reac- 

| tion toward US resulting from activities PA believed reduced. In any” 
| event fact UNCIP is international and that Belgians have approved’ 
| appointment Lt. General Del Voye [Delvoie] as military adviser be-. 
| lieved dilute possible attribution American responsibility. PA would 

| _1William Sanders, Acting Deputy Director, Office of United Nations Affairs. 

?Not printed. ’ | 
*The reference is to the last sentence of a telegram dated December 2, not: 

printed, which reads as follows: “It should be clearly understood that parties. 

not yet agreed on UNCIP plebiscite proposals and that there is some doubt that | 

, pending such agreement PA could be chosen basis SC April 21 resolution without; 
| new SC resolution.” (501.BC Kashmir/12-248) | 

| | ae |
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of course be international official and this fact would be made abun- 
dantly clear. Calculated risk of this kind would appear preferable to 
policy avoiding any involvement in problem. | | a 

2. In discussions to date representatives both parties have evinced __ 
definite interest possible appointment American. in fact, they appear = 
definitely prefer American. GOP representatives assert they could 
be certain PA would not be influenced:through pressure brought. on 
government his country only if he were a national powerful country 
lke US. GOI representatives have responded favorably several names 
mentioned Gadel 613 and have also mentioned Justice Frankifurter.* 

3. Countries from which PA can be selected highly limited in num- — 
ber. [Jessup and Huddle. | - 

| SO DULLES 

_ *¥elix Frankfurter, Associate Justice, U.S. Supreme Court. | 

501.BC Kashmir/ 12-448 : Telegram | | 

The Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at the United | 
Nations General Assembly (Dulles) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET US URGENT =~ Parts, December 4, 1948—¥ p. m. 

- Delga 1062. UKDel has now transmitted (re Delga 1027) GADel 

revised text draft SC resolution Kashmir based latest instructions _ 

London. This supersedes draft described Delga 1027 which was only 
workingpaper. = sss—s a . a 

- Subject outcome UNCIP negotiations we have agreed participate 

joint UK, US, Canadian informal discussions thereon December 6. 

Draft differs from previous working paper in that “progressive 

implementation of proposals contained part II UNCIP resolution 

August 13” definitely recommended and section E revised to include 

request that GOI and GOP “signify to President SC their acceptance 

recommendations part A of resolution with least possible delay.” | 

We shall be guided in our discussion with UK Del by Department’s 

instructions (Gadel .670,. December 3) but feel that proposed SC 

resolution should, with respect to plebiscite, take ito account not 

only April 21 resolution but should give particular weight to recom- 

mendations which UNCIP will submit on the basis of its negotiations 

regarding plebiscite principles. _ nen eee Oo | 

Repeated to London as 1424. | | 

a es DULLES 

+ Not found in Department of State files. ee |
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501.BC Kashmir/12~748: Telegram (00 6) 0 a eos BoE 

The Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at the United ) 
Nations General Assembly (Dulles) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET USURGENT =~ Paris, December 7,1948-9p.m 

~~ Delga, 1099. Our initial reaction latest UK draft re Kashmir (Delga : 
| 1062, September [December] 4) was that it closely. paralleled our | 

thinking. From further study.text and informal discussion with UK | 
representatives, it appears that net effect UK resolution in preserit . 
form is to tie both parties firmly to cease-fire action present benefit , 

GOP; to leave. GOI without any definite commitment re.withdrawal i 
_ GOP troops (paragraph 3 Delga 1062 inaccurate this respect) ; and 

although binding neither GOI or GOP to concrete plebiscite agree- 

© “Yepeaied British Embassy and Department may’ obtain copy there. Th 
~~ Gnformal meeting UK, US and Canadian representatives December 6 

_ owe expressed our misgivings and stressed desirability SC resolution 
| ‘which would recommend to parties implementation August 18 UNCIP 
| resolution and present UNCIP plebiscite proposals which in our view 
| represent more balanced approach and, therefore, have more chance 

Any SC action along foregoing lines dependent, of course, on out- 
| come present UNCIP negotiations re plebiscite which may not be 

known definitely for several days. Gap between GOI and GOP posi- 
| tions smaller than it ever has been since inception SC consideration 

| problem, but we obviously must also be prepared for failure only a 
few days before SC terminates present sittings December 16, In such 

“contingency UK delegation may press for attempt push through some 
' SC resolution before that date because of its strong feeling necessity 

cease-fireypresent Kashmir fighting, 
| Such an effort would appear inadvisable, because of brief time avail- ‘ 

able for SC consideration; unlikelihood UNCIP report will be ready | 
| for-several more days; lack of any alarming military news from 
, - Kashmir; and the ‘difficulties which would confront one.or both parties 
! if-called upon by SC to accept‘recommendations turned down only a 
| week before; wiser course would appear SC consideration UNCIP 
__ feport and recommendations at first possible January meeting Lake 

"499-997-7531 

| 
i
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Would appreciate Department’s views.* ~ LRP SP 
.. Sent Department Delga 1099, repeated to London as 1440. 

a fags —... .. DULLES 

..1The Acting Secretary of State, in his telegram Gadel 715 of December 9, not | 
printed, informed Dulles that the Department held similar views concerning the 
latest U.K. draft resolution (501.BC Kashmir/12-748). eo 

501.BC Kashmir/12-448 : Telegram . | a - : a ne oe i - : 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Delegation at the 
/ 7 United Nations General Assembly, at Paris - Oo 

secRET  USURGENT  ~— Wasuncron, December 8, 1948—5 p. m. 
7 Gadel 704, Notwithstanding strong considerations mentioned Delga | 
1056, Dept still feels all possibilities non-American candidates PA 

should be explored by GADel before giving further consideration to | 
American. As stated Gadel 6131 names listed were being given pre- | 
liminary consideration Dept and were transmitted for GADel’s reac- « 

- Would appreciate evaluation possibilities candidates mentioned 

_ This connection London’s: 5098 * mentions three ‘Commonwealth 

candidates military adviser who may posséss qualifications PA. Sug- 
gest you explore these with UKDel. — oo ore ; 

_ However, for GADel and Huddle info only, should all efforts obtain 

non-American fail, selection American not precluded’ 

“ANot’printed. ES tt 7 
--*In Gadel 681 of December 4, not printed, the Department suggested two 
Swedish and three Latin American candidates (SOLBC Kashmir/12-248). a 

5O1.BC Kashmir/12-4148; Telegram 
The United States Representative on the United Nations Commission | 

.. for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Secretary of State | 

sucrer. URGENT = =.——=—SSs«#@Parts, December 11, 1948—4p.m. 
. Delga 1159. Comkas 65, Bajpai appeared before UNCIP Decem- 

ber 10 to present latest GOT reactions to UNCIP plebiscite proposals. 

Principal points difference between GOI and GOP positions follow: 

1, GOP wants language used clearly indicating that PA should haye _ 
powers he considers necessary whereas GOI phraseology stresses PA~ 

| derivation of powers from state of Jammu and Kashmir and states PA 

“will be formally appointed to office” by the Kashmir Government.
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2. GOI does not understand. necessity’ introducing ‘question. final 
‘disposal GOI troops as part plebiscite arrangements. GOP insists on 
some formula to cover this question, In introductory remarks, Bajpai | 
stated that GOI considers it. would be released from any obligations 
under ‘proposed plebiscite agreement if parts I and II August 18 reso- 4 
lution not implemented. He-added that Nehru’ had suggested UNCIP | 

_ or.representatives thereof:come Delhi:for further discussion plebiscite | 
principles. While no commitment made regarding its. future move- | 
ments, UNCIP indicated to Bajpai that it now plans present. its final =| 
Proposals next few:days for. formal acceptance or rejection, 
_ -In UNCIP discussions regarding PA Robert LaFollette? mentioned 
and Zafrulla also indicated. interest in his. candidacy. in talks: with | 
UNCIP December 100.0 0) | 
~ Sent: Department..Delga 1159, repeated London 1466, Karachi:‘18, | 

a Robert M. La Follette, J r., former U~ S, Senator from Wisconsin, _ ; balay 

— Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Richard 8. Leach of the Divi- 
ston of South Asian Affairs 

_ During’a conversation at the Department today, concerning Afghan 
_ Security requirements, Mr, Aziz * reiterated the view that cooperation 

| between Afghanistan, Iran and Pakistan was essential if these coun- 
tries were to be secure. However, Afghan agréement with Pakistan over 

the Tuture of 6,000,000 Pathans* east of the Durand line, was a sine gua 
non for any real cooperation. He felt that some “middle ground” ar- 

| able and viable. Howeyer, there should in, any case be “another and_ 
| equitable plebiscite enabling the Pathans to opt for independence if they so desired, Tt was the Afghan hope that the U.S. would use its 
| influence with the UK and Pakistan to bring this about, | _ ‘He went onto say that’ Afghanistan feared ‘the “denationalization” _ 
: of these 6,000,000 Pathans—with their absorption into Pakistan they 
| might in-time become “serni-Punjabis”. This would be disastrous to | 

Afghanistan because ‘its survival as a national entity depends upon pe 
| keeping the spiritual orientation of the Pathans toward Kabul, and | 

being able to draw on them for military support. At'the same time, 

* Abdul Hai Aziz, Afghan Undersecretary of National Heqnomy. | | 
| “Rather consistently referred to by Aziz as. “Afghans” in this connection. — : 

{Footnote in the source text. ]_
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Mr. Aziz says there are about 1500 “Afghans” in key positions in'the _ 
Pakistan government. 7 0 ee a 

Failure in bilateral negotiations to achieve the desired status for 

_ the Pathans (ie. independence or something close to.it) would make 
it necessary for the Afghan government to strengthen its ties.and / 
influence with these Pathan elements in the Government of Pakistan, 
possibly to-accept some kind of federation with Pakistan in which the 
Pathans would haveappropriatestanding, 

In response to queries Mr. Aziz said the economic advancement. of — 
athe Pathans was more important to Afghanistan than it-was to Paki- - 
stan and indicated that his:‘Government: was willing and abletounder- 
‘take this burden. He further said the Pathans possessed leaders of 

| sufficient stature and ability to organize a new-state. Perhaps it would 
tbe feasible for Afghanistan and ‘Pakistan jointly to support and co- 

| operate with such a state, which would then be a source of strength 
to both of them, and would be an essential element in any.regional _ 
defense plan, , a 

_ The writer mentioned the difficulty Pakistan faces in assuming the 
responsibilities of statehood, and suggested that the injection at this 

| time of controversial issues such as the Pathan question would com- 
plicate the problem and would not be conducive to the stability which 
this government hopes may be attained and preserved. in the area. | 

- However he indicated that. the -U.S..was.aware of the.complex,and _ 

deep-seated nature of the tribal problem and was endeavoring to keep 

anepenmindonthesubjectt. 2 
Commené : This is the first time the writer has noted an assertion by | 

any of the Afghans of their economic ability to fend for their tribal 

: cousins in Pakistan. SF reer 

: Leaving aside the question of any new referendum it would seem 

that real cooperation between Afghanistan and Pakistan not only 

cannot be achieved, but recurring trouble for both countries can 

scarcely be avoided until some move is made vis-a-vis ‘the Pathans _ 

which will satisfy, partially at least, the Afghan desire to-maintain. 

_ prestige amongst them, without doing violence to Pakistan’s concep- 

tion of its sovereign rights and legal position. At the same time there 

would appear to. be a strong community of interest between the two 

countries in (a) the need for stability in the. border area, and (6) re- 

| gional. defense possibilities. A step in the direction of cooperation 

might be consideration by both countries of some joint responsibility 

for the economic advancement of thetribal people. -_ So
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The Acting Chairman of the United States Delegation at the United. 

CONFIDENTIAL — FParts, | December 12, 1948—1 p. m.. 

Pakistan gave its unanimous approval on December 11 to the follow~ | 
ing proposals pertaining to a plebiscite in Kashmir, and has made | 

these proposals to representatives in Paris of the Governments of 
| ‘India and Pakistan. for their approval or rejection... - | 

A representative of the Commission, Dr. Lozano (Colombia) has | : 

been designated by the Commission to proceed to the Indian sub-con- | 
__-tinent to be available for consultation with the respective governments | 

while the proposals are under consideration. Dr. Lozano will remain | 

in India only until the end of December and plans to be in Lake Suc- : 
cess shortly after the beginning of 1949 to be present in the event of 
possible Security Council consideration of the Kashmir case. 

“A. The Commission reaffirms its resolution of 13 August 1948. | 
_B, The Governments of India and Pakistan simultaneously accept _ 

supplementary to this resolution the following principles:. _ | 

Po 1 ‘The question of the accession of the State of Jammu and 
. Kashmir to India or. Pakistan will be decided through the demo- 

cratic method of a free and impartial plebiscite. = = =. | 
_ 2, A plebiscite will be held when it shall be found by the Com- — 
mission that the cease-fire and truce arrangements set forth in | 

| _ Parts. I and II of the Commission’s resolution of 13 August 1948 
_ have been carried. out and arrangements for the plebiscite have . 

! _ been completed, 
| 8.4, The Secretary-General, of the United Nations will, in agree- 
: .. .. ment with the Commission, nominate a Plebiscite Adminis- 
. ‘trator who shall be a personality.of high mternational stand- 
| | ing and commanding general confidence. He will be formally. 
: appointed to office by the Government. of Jammu and 
| a». Kashmir. >) oo - a oe | 

b. The Plebiscite Administrator shall derive from the State of 
| | Jammu and Kashmir the powers he considers necessary for 

ss organizing and conducting the plebiscite and for ensuring 
| the freedom and impartiality of the plebiscite. = 
, _ .é The Plebiscite Administrator shall have authority to appoint 
| -.. Such staff of assistants and observers as he may require. _ 
| _ 4, a, After implementation of Parts I and IT of the Commission’s _ 

~——s- resolution of 13 August 1948, and when the Commission is | 
. -- satisfied that peaceful conditions have been restored ‘in the 

State, the Commission and the Plebiscite Administrator will 
_ determine, in consultation with the Government of India, the 
. . final disposal of Indian and State armed forces, such dis- 

Boo, posal to be with due regard to the security of the State and | 
|x... the freedom of'the plebiscite,
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6. As regards the territory referred to in ‘A.2 of-Part TEofthe: 
.- 3” resolution. of 13 August, final disposal of:the armed. forces in _ 

| _ that territory will be determined by the Commission and. the 
_ Plebiscite Administrator’ in consultation with the” local | 

authorities. | ce ae : 

_ 5, All civil and military authorities. within the State and the 
. principal political elements of the State ‘will be required to co- 

_° operate with the Plebiscite Administrator in the preparation for 
*- andthe holding ofthe plebiscite. © © 9° 0 Co se pr 

| _ 6. a, All citizens of the State who have left it on account of the 
disturbances will be invited and be free to return and to - 

~ . exercisé all their-rights:as such citizens. For the purpose of 
| - -.\. facilitating repatriation there shall.be appointed. two Com- 

- ss... Missions, one composed of: nominees.of India .and.the other, of nominees. of Pakistan.. The Commissions shall operate. 
under’ the direction of the Plebiscite Administrator. The 
Governments of India and Pakistan’ and ‘all authorities 
within the State of Jammu:and ‘Kashmir ‘will collaborate 

| with the Plebiscite Administrator in putting this provision 
into effect. | 7 a Be / 

_ 6, All persons (other than citizens of the State) who on or since 
~~ + 15 August 1947 have entered it for other than lawful purpose, 

shall be required to leavethe State. a 

- - : {, All authorities within the State of Jammu. and Kashmir 
~- will undertake to ensure, in collaboration with the Plebiscite Ad- | 

ministrator,that: 
. a. There is no threat, coercion -or intimidation, bribery or other 
oo undue influence on the voters in the plebiscite; | es | 

. _, 6. No restrictions. are placed on legitimate political activity 
_ throughout the State. All subjects of the State, regardless of 
creed, caste or party, shall be safe and free in expressing their 

-~ ‘views and in voting on the question of the accession of the 
_... State to India -or Pakistan. There shall be freedom of the 
o>". Press, speech ‘and assemblyand freedom. of ‘travel in the 
_. + ~~ State; including freedom of lawful entry and exit ;' 

| . _ > 6, All political prisoners are released; = © 0 
d. Minorities in all parts of the State are accorded adequate pro- 

. @, Thereisno victimization, © °° rs | 

| 8. The Plebiscite Administrator may refer to the United 
| . -, Nations Commission for India and Pakistan problems.on’ which | 

he may require assistance, and the Commission .may in its dis- 
cretion call upon the Plebiscite Administrator to carry out on its 

| behalf any of the responsibilities with which it has: been. entrusted. 
9, At the conclusion of the plebiscite, the Plebiscite Adminis- 

_ trator shall report the result thereof to the Commission and to 
_ the Government of Jammu and Kashmir. The Commission shall 

- then certify to the Security Council. whether the plebiscite has 
_ orhasnotbeenfreeandimpartial = ° .... 
. 10. Upon the signature of the truce agreement the details of 

the foregoing proposals will be elaborated in the consultations
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© envisaged in Part IIT of the Commission’s resolution of 18 Au- | 
ss gust 1948, The Plebiscite Administrator will be fully associated E 

C. Part I and Part II of the Commission’s resolution of 18 August | 

1948 will be put into effect without delay.” 

Send to: London New Delhi Karachi. 

501.BC Kashmir/12-1448: Telegram - 

The United States Representative on the United Nations C ommission 
"for India and Pakistan (Huddle) to the Secretary of State | 

esworev Parts; December 14, 1948—11 a. m. 

6285. Comkas 66. From Huddle. Commission held final meeting | 

_ Monday before adjourning to reconvene Lake “Success January 3. | 

Lozano, Colombian delegate, plans departure this week for Delhi and | 
Karachi to.clarify questions which may be raised by either Indians or 
Paks regarding meaning of terms of plebiscite which have now been 

formally presented each government for their consideration. Lozano, 

| however, 18 not empowered enter negotiations. If either government 

takes exception to proposals Lozano must refer back to commission. 
He expects to rejoin commission at Lake Success to report results his 

Military adviser preparing leave for sub-continent: twenty-second 

December, and Ambassador Colban, personal representative Secretary 

General now acting secretary for commission will also go to sub-con- 
tinent with small staff. Commission hopes this fragmentary repre- 

| sentation may have soothing effect on present nervous relations two 
| countries pending commission’s final action in this phase of situation. 

: _ Pakistan delegation headed by Zafrullah. appeared before commis-. 

: sion at Monday meeting and seemed more or less content. with com- 

2 mission’s final proposals. Zafrullah however, T.understand,, insists on 
2 discussing Hyderabad before SC: Wednesday morning, and what, he 

| says this subject may influence Indian action on Kashmir question. 
Indian attitude could not be ascertained clearly from Bajpai before 

| his departure from Delhi, but by the Hyderabad or other maneuver 
| | Pakistan might now be able to throw burden rejection back on India. 

Commission faces considerable reorganization. Argentine member 
| Siri has already been replaced by Minister Leguizamon; Czech mem- 

ber and present chairman, Korbel, anticipates severing his connection 
shortly after commission’s arrival New York under circumstances 

: which I will explain fully when I arrive; Belgian Minister Graeffe | 

|
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~ has left ‘commission and has not. yet been, replaced. Problem my.own 
continuance commission can be taken: up’ in. Department: in few days 

_aiter my arrival. While Lozano was formerly dixious for release: from 
commission his. present: attitude-net certain. 4 -- > =. 3 

SO1BE Kashmir/12-2148: Telegram —_ 
Lhe Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State. _ | 

SECRET : os... New Deut, December 21, 1948-6 p. m. | 
1107. Paris for Huddle. Lozano told-me this afternoon that at meet- 

ing with Nehru yesterday (Embtel 1102, December 207) latter raised | 
following questions regarding UNCIP December 11 proposals:- . . a 

1. He objected to appointment of PA before parts1 and 2 August 13 
resolution carried out. Lozano pointed out. PA. would not. commence | 
actual administration until then but essential he be. appointed upon — 
acceptance GOI and GOP of. UNCIP plan of settlement. = > 

2. Nehru asked if December 11 proposals took priority over part 
Til August 13 resolution which did not exclude possible solutions — 
other than plebiscite. Lozano replied that proposals have priority and 7 
will reiterate this in view danger that GOI after fulfillment parts 1 
and 2 might seek avoid plebiscite and reopen whole problem. He will 
emphasize that if December 11 proposals accepted. plebiscite will fol- 
low unless: (1) PA should find it technically impracticable; (2) one or 
both parties fail to act in good faith or (3) both parties agree that. | 
other means offer more practical solution; © = 

_ As GOT has as yet raised no substantive obj ections text December 11 
proposals and as progress made is so substantial answer which Lozano 
receives should be indication whether India, is really prepared accept 
in good faith a plebiscite to determine will of population. So 
_ Cabinet discussing proposals today and Nehru may be able give 
GOT reply tomorrow. Lozano at urging Bajpai has agreed remain. 
until December 24,0 | Be 

Both Bajpai and Lozano seem to be fairly optimistic. = | 
Sent Department: 1107, pouched Karachi. repeated London, Paris. _ 

- 1 Not printed. Ss ee Te mo a - | :
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Memorandum of Conversation, by the First Secretary of Embassy in | 

| po, _ India (Parsons)*. . ae 

, Pp Bxtraet] — -- | ae 

Participants: Dr. Alfredo Lozano, Member United Nations Commis- 
gion on India and Pakistan. | oo 

The Honorable Loy W. Henderson, American Ambas- 
: Te _sador to India. | CS 

J, Graham Parsons, First Secretary, 

-. Dr. Lozano called at 4 p.m.and described in the strictest confidence 
_ the course of his efforts to persuade the Indian Government to accept | 
- UNCIP’s December 11. proposals. The gist of this conversation was | 
reported in the Embassy’s telegram of the following day but the addi- 
tional supplementary points may be of interest. re 
~ Dr. Lozano had with him but did not offer to leave with the Ambas- _ 
sador two memoranda drafted by Sir Girja Bajpai and approved 
by Nehru and the Cabinet on December 22. These memoranda con- _ 

tained Bajpai’s version.of. Dr. Lozano’s elucidation of the December 11 
proposals and the Indian Government’s interpretation thereof and it 
was intended that they should be agreed to by the Commission on the 

| one hand and the Government of India on the other. Inasmuch as the 

| memoranda.as originally drafted would in Dr. Lozano’s.opinion have 

| modified the ‘Commission’s ,proposals he had explained that she had. 

no authority to consent to modifications or to negotiate in that: direc- 

; tion. His efforts therefore were directed at ensuring that his own-eluci- 

! dations, as contained in the memoranda, adhered strictly to the mtent 
| of the proposals. He said that he was not concerned with what the 

: Government of India might say by way of interpretation inasmuch as 

| that-did not commit theCommission. -° | a 

: - Following discussion of the various modifications which the Indian 

| Government had tried very subtly:to introduce, apparently with the | 
intent of reserving to itself a freedom of action which the proposals _ 

| themselves did not envisage, the Ambassador pointed out the impor- 
| tance of stressing still further to Sir Girja that the Commission was 

: not committed by the Indian Government’s interpretations; whereas 
' the latter, if it accepted the proposals, was fully committed to.a definite 

: course of action. The conversation revealed that Bajpai was still em- 
| ‘barrassed by-his failure to make clear to his Government that the | 
fo Commission would have the ultimate authority as to the disposition of 

) - 1Pransmitted to the Department, by the Ambassador in his despatch No. 1394, 
_ December 28; received January 12,1949, not printed. = ‘ 

| | |
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Indian forces following withdrawal of the Pakistan ‘troops and 

tribesmen. | eS ae . 

501.BC Kashmir/ 12-2448 : Telegram | | 

Lhe Ambassador in India (Henderson) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET US URGENT _ ‘New Dexut, December 24, 1948—noon. _ 
NIACT | | a 7 | oo 

111%. 1. Lozano left for Karachi this morning. Before departurehe. 
told us strictest secrecy, Nehru last night had orally accepted: UNCIP™ 

| December 11 proposals as elucidated by 2 memoranda to text of which _ 
Lozanohadagreed. = | oe 
2. He added that GOI had sought modifications December 11 pro- 

posals during course conversations which (1) would give it freedom — 
to keep or send troops to Kashmir if it should consider it necessary 
in order maintain security (2) would not call for entry plebiscite 
administrator on duties until Articles 1 and 2 of Commission’s resolu- _ 
tion August 13 had been carried out (3) would not bind India consult 

: with Pakistan regarding detailed arrangements until all Pakistan and 
tribal troops had been withdrawn (4) would not require holding 
plebiscite until all refugees in territory now held by Pakistan restored 
to homes. Set Es eo | 

8. He stated he had refused consider any interpretations which 
might change substance proposals and had rejected 2 memoranda sug- 
gested by GOI which contained interpretations in his opinion not 
intended by Commission. He proposed certain alterations in these 
memoranda to which Cabinet and Nehru agreed last night. The memo- 
randa as revised are apparently to be attached to the written acceptance 
which he hopes receive from Indian High Commissioner Karachi. 

4. Nehru asked that GOI acceptance be kept absolutely secret pend- 
ing Pakistan action and formal announcement of commission so that 
public opinion India could be prepared fornews. | 
_ 5. Lozano asked that no intimation be given to anyone outside in- 
terested members Department and Huddle that have given us this _ 
information. 7 - BE | 

6. Indian attitude during conversations tends to confirm Embassy’s 
view that GOI mistrustful of what outcome of fair plebiscite would 
be; it has gone so far in direction plebiscite it is difficult for it to go 
back at this point; it has tried to lay down conditions and stipulations 
which would afford pretexts in future to refuse to go on with plebiscite: 
Lozano convinced he has preserved integrity December 11 proposals. 

_% Tuozano concerned lest delay in written confirmation GOI ac-
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_ eeptance related to Indian Army reports resumption heavy shelling — | 
Poonch Airfield and communications to south and alleged Pakistan 
troop reinforcements this ‘area together with shift to Pakistan Head- 
quarters nearer front. He told us Indian CINC Bucher tried’ phone: 
Pakistan -CINC 28rd, but unable reach him, and he believes Indian: 
Army worried that Pakistan drive to isolate Poonch again is Imminent.. , 
On arrival Karachi he will urge Pakistan Government hold up any 
contemplated drive and, as added deterrent, hopes arrange for new 

UNCIP military adviser proceed front immediately after expected | 
arrival Karachi29th, | ee 

501.BC Kashmir /12-2748 Reg ee me fpewh aves eo hecepes Wen : a : os 

‘The Chargé in Pakistan (Lewis) to the Secretary of State — | 

SECRET) = KRaracwtt, December 27, 1948. 
No. 547 een Bu AE CSE ee 

Subject: Kashmir Dispute: Acceptance by Pakistan of UNCIP 
Proposals. 

Si: I have the honor to refer to my telegram No. 551-A of Decem- 
_ ber 25 and No. 552 of December 26, 19481 with regard to the accept- 

_ ance by Pakistan of the UNCIP proposals for the settlement of the 

_ Dr, Lozano, accompanied by Dr. Colban, arrived at Karachi by 
plane from New Delhi early in the afternoon of December 24. During 

| the course of the afternoon Dr. Lozano saw the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, Sir Zafrullah Khan, for the purpose of ascertaining the re- 
actions of the Government of Pakistan to the Commission’s proposals. 
Following the meeting with Sir Zafrullah Dr. Lozano contacted me 
and told me that he felt encouraged by his talk with Sir Zafrullah. 
He told me in strict confidence that the Government of India had sent 
him their acceptance of the proposals just before his departure from 
Delhi that morning and he asked me to communicate the information 

) to Ambassador Henderson as he had not been able to apprise the Am- 
| bassador ofthe result priortohisdeparture. © 9 

| _ About 8:30 the following morning, December 25, Sir Zafrullah 
| telephoned me and asked me to come to see him at his house at 9: 30, 

which I did. Sir Zafrullah said that he had received a number of 
explanations and elucidations of the Commission’s proposals from 

: ‘Dr. Lozano, and he-narrated at some length what he described as the : 
| advantages and disadvantages of gambling on an acceptance of the 
| _- proposals. He asked me what I thought about the matter. I told him 

| 1 Neither printed. oe | |
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that in my opinion Pakistan was over:a barrel and that they had — 
‘better accept the proposals. I added-that. I felt.that.fromevery:point 
-of view it.was in the interest of Pakistan to accept them. Sir Zafrullah | 
then said that he himself had-arrived at that conclusion and that he 
‘was going to recommend their acceptance to the Cabinet that after- 
noon. However, he then stressed that. he was basing this action on 

| the hope that the..U.S. Government .would make available. to the 

United Nations an. outstanding retired Army or Naval officer to act 
| as Administrator. He mentioned in this connection, as the type of of- 

ficer he would like to see made available, Admiral Nimitz or General 
Wedemeyer. He said that Pakistan did not want a politician ap- | 
pointed to the post. I asked Sir Zafrullah what assurance he had, even 

assuming that such an officer were made available by the United States, 
that the officer would be appointed by the United Nations. He answered 
that he was confident in his own mind that if the officer were made 

| available he would be appointed. I gathered that this suggestion was 
_. the primary purpose of Sir Zafrullah’s asking me to come to-see him 

as he strongly emphasized. on more than one occasion during the 
-. . gonversation the importance of the appointment of an American officer 

of the type in question asthe plebisciteadministrator, . . -. — 
_ A few minutes later I met by prearrangement. Dr. Lozano and Dr. | 

| Colban at their hotel. Dr. Lozano reviewed at considerable length his 
conversations with Pandit Nehru. In view of the explanations and 

assurances which he stated that he had given to Nehru I-asked Dr. © 
Lozano if he had explained all this to Sir Zafrullah. He said that he 
had, that he had withheld nothing from Sir Zafrullah, and that he was 
hopeful that Sir Zafrullah would go along with him although he was 
by no means sure of this. In a second conversation which he was to 
have at noon with Sir Zafrullah he intended, he said, to give such 
further “clarifications and elucidations” as Sir Zafrullah might desire, 

so far as this was practicable but that he, if pressed too hard, also 
intended to inform Sir Zafrullah that he had no powers to negotiate 

or to enter into.any commitments beyond those contained or implied 
inthe Commission’s proposals..° | oy : 
_.Dr. Lozano met Sir Zafrullah at the appointed time. After further 
discussions they then had lunch with the Governor General. Further 

discussions ensued during the afternoon. The Cabinet met at the Gov- | 
_ ernor General’s house at 6: 30 and: was in session until about 8; 00-p. m. 

. The Cabinet’s decision was then made known to Dr. Lozano and Dr. 

-Colban, and Dr. Lozano departed, in accordance with his schedule, for 
New York by Pan American plane during the early hours of the fol- 
lowing morning, December 26.:Immediately before his departure Dr. 

Lozano released the following statement: me
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. “I came to the’ sub-continent to confer with the Governments of |. 
India and Pakistan on certain general proposalsregardingtheholding =| 
of a plebiscite in the State of Jammu and Kashmir as soon as normal 
conditions have been restored in.order. to ascertain the will of the 
people on the question of accessiontoIndia or Pakistan. = 
~ “YT am gratified that the discussions which I have had in New Delhi E 
and Karachi hold out hopes of an amieable.solution of the Kashmir 7 
problem. I am now returning to report to the Security Council and the ) 

| United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan the result of my 
mission. | | ss — fe a 
- “Meanwhile, I'strongly appeal to the Governments, the people and 
the Press of the two Dominions to do everything that‘is in their power | 
to create an atmosphere of mutual understanding and goodwill, with- | | 
out which no effort to settle the future of the State of Jammu and. ! 
Kashmir peacefully can succeed.” | | | , 

~ I saw Dr. Colban at 10:30 a. m. that day, December 26, and he in- | 
formed me in strict confidence for communication to Ambassador | 
Huddle that the Cabinet’s decision had been favorable. He then re- 

viewed the recommendations which he was drafting for transmission 
to the Secretary’ General’ of the United Nations and said that he was 
proceeding the following morning to New Delhi to continue his work 

from that point. He was naturally immensely relieved by the action 
of the Government of Pakistan and expressed his warm gratification 
that Dr. Lozano’s mission had been successfully accomplished. =. 
~ While the Cabinet concurred with Sir Zafrullah’s recommendations _ 

| _ this is not to say that there are still no doubts.concerning theeventual __ 
| outcome or that there are no apprehensions that Pakistan’s accept- 
| ance, or acquiescence, may not bring about a storm of protest from | 
: tribal elements in the North West Frontier and possibly also from 

: the Azad Kashmir people, Wisdom, tact, judgement, patience and | 
, perhaps no little firmness will probably be required when the Govern- 
, ment’s action becomes. publicly known. If Nehru has difficult’ ele- , 
| ments—a: point which Dr. Lozano said Nehru elaborated at length— —_- 
: in India to deal with, it might be well to bear in mind that there will 

probably be some difficult elements in this country also with which the: 
: Government of Pakistan will have to contend. It was no doubt a» 

recognition of this that prompted Dr. Lozano, at least in part, to issue 
/ just before his departure his'statement previously quoted. = = | 

It has just. been noted ina telegram repeated from London that Sir 
Paul Patrick had expressed the view to a representative of the Em- _ 
bassy there that the Netherlands action in Indonesia would not help 

: in the matter of Kashmir. I am inclined to feel that, although the 
Security Council’s resolution on the Indonesian question did not by 

| any means go as far as the Government of Pakistan desired, the 
precipitate action of Pakistan in vigorously championing the cause 

|
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of the. Indonesians made it. difficult: if not virtually impossible for 
Pakistan logically, while calling: indirectly on the Security Council 
for stern action in that matter, then to have brushed the United Na- 

| tions aside in the matter of Kashmir. The latter would assuredly haye 
_ been implied had Pakistan not accepted the UNCIP’s proposals. Logic 

_ of action amongst nations may not always necessarily be expected, 
but I believe that logic in this case may have played a strong part in 
Pakistan’s decision, combined with the certain knowledge that Pakis- 
tan would again have been saddled with the onus for the failure of _ 
the Commission’s efforts if the Commission’s proposals were not 

7 . Respectfully yours, = > Crartes W. Lewis, Jr. 

—«“BOLBC Kashmir/12-3148: Telegram he eee | 
_ Lhe Ambassador in India (Henderson) to.the Secretary.of State — 

CONFIDENTIAL New Dun, December 31, 1948—10 a. mn. 
__ 4128. Re Kashmir, Bajpai told me December 30.in strict confidence: 

| 1, In.accepting UNCIP proposals: GOT has'finally burnt its bridges 
so far as. plebiscite concerned. There has been-much worry particularly 

_ on part Abdullah at what outcome of plebiscite might be. Never- theless, it has at length been decided that without peaceful liquidation 
‘Kashmir problem India cannot make progress: in carrying out its — 

__ plans of economic development or play its proper role in international 
affairs, particularly in Asia and that cooperation with UNCIP offers 
only hope peaceful settlement, There may still be.certain hesitations in 
future and temptations to turn back but in his opinion decision will 

| stand provided Pakistan demonstrates good faith. a 
_ 2. GOT hopes that it will not be called upon to withdraw ‘its forces 
from ‘Kashmir to such extent that unruly tribesmen will be tempted 
to make forays across Pakistan into unprotected border areas... 
__ 8. General Bucher, yesterday with approval Nehru,. sent. message 

| to General Gracey of Pakistan stating that Indian Forces. prepared to : 
stand still and cease firing immediately pending coming into force | 
formal cease-fire provided Pakistan forces willing todo likewise. 

_ Despite Bajpai’s statements we are inclined to believe that GOI may 
try in various ways to. frustrate holding .of plebiscite if, it should 
Jater. come to opinion that results likely be unfavorable. | | _ Sent Department 1128, repeated London, pouched Karachi.:  -. ~ 
Ch es Alepersent
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501.BC Kashmir/12-3148 : Telegram : 

| ‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in India* | 

SECRET US URGENT WasuHtneton, December 31, 1948—6 p. m. | 

_ 758. From Huddle for Colban. Following message delivered today 

to GOL and GOP Embassies for transmission Nehru and Zafrullah — 

(Message drafted in consultation with Korbel and Lozano and signed 

by meas Vice Chairman UNCIP): — 

“Members of UNCIP at Wash Dec 30 individually considered report 

of Min Lozano, and note with gratification acceptance by Govts of 

India and Pak of Commission’s proposals of Dec 11.: Full Commis- 

‘sion will meet at Lake Success Jan 5-to take formal action in. acknowl- — 

-edgement replies of India and. Pak and. will immediately arrange | 
proceed sub-continent, arriving there prior Jan 20, Commission feels | 
terms final agreement should be made public at earliest opportunity , 
and ‘would like to decide this question at its meeting on 5th. Agreement , 

GOI (GOP) govts to publication on 6th or soonest practicable there- 
after would be appreciated. | Le denne 

» “Commission confident. competent’ authorities both govts . will | 

promptly initiate any preliminary steps which can be consistently 

_ taken facilitate implementation Part I resolution Aug 138, thereby 

avoiding any fortuitous incident which might jeopardize successful _ 
accomplishment aims now so auspiciously undertaken.” 

nn | [Huddle] 

| : | Lovett 

| + Repeated to Karachi and London as telegrams 440 and 4834, respectively.



INTEREST OF THE UNITED STATES IN RESOLVING THE 
DISPUTE BETWEEN AFGHANISTAN AND IRAN: RE- | 

. [Discussion of this question continued in Washington in 1948 be- — 
tween Afghan and Iranian representatives, under the informal good 

| offices:of the Department of State. The Department: suggested the — 
preparation of an advance study of the Helmand water flow by an a 
Anierican engineer and: offered ‘its: assistance in the seléction of an 
international fact-finding commission. Documentation on these devel- 
opments, which continued through 1949, is in Departwient of State 
file 890H.6461.) 00 

“por previous reference to this subject, ‘see Foreign Relations, 1947; vol. v, 

 4BB Oo a ae . oo



ee _— ee ree 

INTEREST OF THE ‘UNITED STATES IN PRESERVING: 
” PEACEFUL RELATIONS BETWEEN AFGHANISTAN AND 
| WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE AND THE TRIBAL AREAS. 

[Occasional reference to this subject is in the compilation on the . | 
dispute over Kashmir and Hyderabad, pages 265 ff. The principal | | 
documentation of the Department of State on this subject for the years: | 
1947-1949 is in files 745.90H, 745F.90H, and 745F.90H15.] OS : 

ee } | sei 5 

| 429-027-—75-—82 :



DISCUSSION WITH AFGHANISTAN CONCERNING AFGHAN. REQUESTS 
_ FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AND PROVISION OF MILITARY EQUIP- 
~ -MENT; ELEVATION OF THE AMERICAN -LEGATION IN-AFGHANISTAN | 

TO THE STATUS OF EMBASSY 
) BOOHBI/IN-T48 

. The Minister in Afghanistan (Palmer) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET : Be - Kasut, January 7, 1948. 
No. 3. | i | 

Subject: Afghanistan’s Desire For A Loan | | 

Sir: I have the honor to report the history to date of conversations 
| and correspondence with the Royal Afghan Government concerning 

a possible loan to Afghanistan. he | . | 
The subject of a loan was first discussed with the Minister of Na- 

tional Economy in April of 1946.1 (See Enclosure I.) The conversa- 
tion at that time was very general and exploratory in nature. | 

Asa follow-up to the conversation, the Afghan Government sent the 
Legation an Aide-Mémoitre on July 16, 1946.2 (See Enclosure II.) This 
gave a general outline of the Government’s plans to develop the country 
if a loan should become available. a | | 

August 6, 1946, I sent His Excellency, the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, a pamphlet published by the Export-Import Bank of Wash- | 
ington under date of September 11, 1945 as a “General Policy State- 
ment”, and copy of the Export-Import Bank’s First Semi-annual 
Report to Congress for the period July-December 1945. Both the 
pamphlet and report were read and returned, but nothing further of 
a-tangible nature was done until the summer of 1947, when a list of 
specific questions was compiled by this Legation and forwarded to the. 
Ministry of National Economy to help the Afghan Government crys- 
talize into definite terms its rather general planning. (See Enclosure 

~~ 2 Memorandum of conversation dated April 25, 1946, not printed. The conversa- 
| tion was between the Director of National Economy and the Director General, 

Political Division, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Afghanistan, and the American 
‘Minister and Secretary of Legation in Afghanistan. The subject of conversa- 
‘tion was an Afghan request for a loan of $100,000,000 to finance a ten-year pro- 
gram of public works to raise the standard of living (890H.51/1-748). : 

“ 2 Aide-mémoire dated July 16, 1946, from the Afghan Ministry of Political 
Affairs, not printed. | 

~ %Not printed. : 

, | 488
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*-'The answers to these questions, received by the Legation in Novem- | 

ber 1947,“ showed that the Afghan Government had advanced con- 

siderably in its planning during the past year. The section dealing with. : | 

the financing of the several projects and the repaying of the loan if , 

granted was especially well presented. The questions also brought to 

light very detailed and concrete planning for improving of transporta- 

tion, building dams and irrigation systems, developing a cement in- 

dustry, and increasing the cotton textile industry. The answers'to the 

questions also showed that little hard planning had been done on the | 

subject of improving the agriculture of the country, although this’ 3 

must be an integral part of the dam construction and irrigation, proj- | 
ects ‘aiid was a major section in the general outline of improvement : 

submitted to this Legation in the Afghan Government’s Aide-U/ Emote | 
of July 16,1946. ©. FE SEE 

Two general conclusions are apparent from the Afghan Govern- 

ment’s answers to the Legation’s questionnaire. First, the Afghan 

Government has done some good, realistic planning which would indi- 

cate that it has a sound basis for requesting a loan and would be a 

good risk. Second, the Afghan Government has no one properly 
trained to present their request for a loan in-a manner that will assure 

| it of the best possible reception, nor has the Legation anyone prepared 
to give the Afghan Government proper professional advice. Accord- | 

| ingly, it is my opinion, and I have so advised the Afghan Government 

| in informal talks, that the Afghan Government should obtain the 

| ‘professional services of some firm like the International Hudson 

Corporation of New York City. It'is my opinion, after reading about 

‘the International Hudson Corporation and’ seeing the names of the 

! men connected with it that such a firm would be in a position to recom- 

| mend to the Afghan Government, or draft for the Afghan Govern- 

; ment, the ‘presentation of its case for a loan in a form that would 

| have the ‘best chance of being accepted by the Export-Import Bank, 

: the World Bank or any private bank the Afghan Government might 

| swish to approach. Also, such a firm as International Hudson Corpora- 

: - tion would be in a position to send specialists to Afghanistan to help 
2 the Government on the spot if necessary. I would appreciate the De- — 

| partment’s suggestion in this matter. OSE Cg 
As the matter now stands, the Afghan Government ‘is going ahead. 

‘on its own in drawing up a request for a loan and is using their an- 
swérs to the Legation’s questionnaire as a‘ basis for their presentation. 

| I have assured the Afghan Government of all possible further assist- — 
‘ance in this regard'on the part‘of the Legation, © 

‘ Not identified in Department of State filles. 

;
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In connection with this history of the Afghan Government’s desire 
for a loan see the enclosure with my despatch no. 356, dated. Novem- = 

ber. 5, 1947.° It is apparent from this and from the Department’s talks 
with His Royal Highness Sardar Shah Mahmud Khan® that the 
Afghan Government tends to think of the loan as of political as well | 
as economic importance; possibly increasingly so in the light of 
manifestations of Soviet interest and offers to be of assistance to 
Afghanistan, 9 : ee ue 

Respectfully yours, a re Exy E. Parmer 

 § Despatch and enclosure not printed. | : | - Oo | 
°*The Prime Minister talked with President Truman and. the Secretary of 

State on August 8, 1947 (telegram 166 from Kabul, August 9, 1947, 890H.002/ 
8-947). Subsequently, he met with several other officers of the Department before 
his departure from Washington in late October. . 

124.90H /3-1548 | Sn 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State to President Truman — 

| 7 | | _ Wasurneron, March 12,1948 

Subject: Proposal to Raise the Status of the American Diplomatic 
_ Mission in Afghanistan from Legation to Embassy. 

Our Minister at Kabul is of the opinion that the Afghan Govern- 
ment would welcome a change in the status of our mission from Lega- 
tion. to Embassy. | ee 

As a consequence of the participation of an American engineering — 
firm and American technicians and teachers in the development of 
the country, the American community in Afghanistan is now larger 
than that of any other foreign state. A growing tendency on the part 
of Afghanistan to look to the United States for assistance in many 
fields is reflected by visits during the past year of two Prime Ministers 
and the Minister of Public Works, who have discussed Afghan .prob- 
lems with officials of this Government. As a member of the United 
Nations and an increasingly active participant in international con- 
ferences, Afghanistan, subject to the difficulties implicit in its con- | 

tiguity to the Soviet Union, endeavors to align itself with the western | 
democracies, ec ee | | 

This Government has now exchanged ambassadors with practically 
all countries in the area from Iraq to Siam, and it is believed that our 
interests in Afghanistan warrant the extension of ambassadorial repre- 

~ sentation to that country on a reciprocal basis. A number of countries, 

including the Soviet Union, have embassies in Kabul, and France is 

currently considering making its Legation an Embassy. we
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- It would be appreciated if you would advise me whether. you agree | 
in principle with the recommendation that this Government raise the 
status of its Legation in AfghanistantothatofEmbassy’ ..... | 

| G. C. Marsa, 

Source text bears handwritten notation in the margin: “Approved, Harry S. | 

Truman.” The United States mission at Kabul became an Embassy on June 5, o£ 

1948. The Afghan Legation at Washington was elevated to Embassy status on 
“November 28. For the Department’s press release on these matters, issued on 

| _ November 24, see Department of State Bulletin; December 12, 1948, p. T4600 

| 8901.20/11-1948 : i - — | — - 7 7 Poles — 7 Be | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Richard 8. Leach of. the , 

- _ Division of South Asian Affairs | 

_ SEORET —— | [Wasutnetron,] November 19, 1948. 

Participants: Afghan Representatives: - 

| The Appointed Ambassador, H.R.H. Mohamed Naim | : 

a , H. E. Abdul Majid Khan, Minister of National 

| Economy |... _ | 

Mr. Mohammed Chouaib, the Counselor | 

a Mr. Abdul Hai Azziz Khan, the First Undersecretary | 

: of National Economy a | . | 

| SOA: Messers. Mathews t and Leach | | 

| Pursuing a conversation today in Mr. Hare’s? office, and after com- 
menting on Afghanistan’s economic problems, the Afghan representa- , 

tives reverted to the security position of the country, internally and 
externally. = a er ee | 

HL. E. Majid said Afghanistan had a small army, which had been | 
able to control the internal situation up to the partition of India. Now | 

the situation is altered. Formerly these forces could cope with internal | 

difficulties on one front. Now Afghanistan might have to deal with | : 

difficulties single-handed and simultaneously in two or more areas. | 
Afghanistan’s armaments lag far behind those of her neighbors, and | 

supplies from India have not been forthcoming. During the past year ; 
they have been nil. In the South and East there are armed tribesmen 

who of necessity are accustomed to living by their guns. The economy : 

of this area is backward, even by Afghan standards. As a rusty gun | 

is dangerous to the owner and his neighbors a.“rusty” economy is like- | 

_ _-wise full of peril. Afghanistan has no adequate defenses in the north, | 

* Bibert G. Mathews, Chief of the Division of South Asian Affairs, and Richard | 

| _ Raymond A. Hare, Deputy Director, Office of Near Eastern. and African : 
é 1iTs.
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nor even proper local security forces. A small revolt in any part of 
the country could be extremely dangerous to overall stability, because 
this would necessitate troop withdrawals from other areas of potential — 
disorder..- a 

Afghanistan urgently wants U.S. arms to maintain internal security 

. for the reasons set. forth above. Secondly it wants U.S. arms in order 
to make a positive contribution in the event there is war with the 
Soviets. Properly armed, and convinced of U.S. backing, Afghanistan 
could manage a delaying action in the passes of the Hindu Kush which _ 
would be a contribution to the success of the armed forces of the West: 

- and might enable them to utilize bases which Pakistan and India _ 
might provide. | ae | oo 

| At this point the meeting adjourned with arrangements for further 
talks left between the representatives of the Afghan mission and the | 
Afghanistan desk officer. _ 7 fo _ 

890H.00/12-848 ee! 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Richard 8, Leach of the 
| | Division of South Asian Affairs — 

SECRET oe _ -  [Wasnutneton,] December 8, 1948. 

Participants: H. E. Abdul Majid Khan, Minister of National | 
| Economy 8 EEE Bags | 

| | Mr. Abdul Hai Aziz, First Undersecretary of National 

- _ Economy | RS Do 
, Mr. Richard S.Leach—SOA . eo 

In an informal discussion of several hours duration, following: a. 
State Department luncheon in honor of the newly accredited Ambassa- 

| dor of Afghanistan, the Minister of National Economy again expressed 
the desire of his government for a definite statement of U.S. inten- 
tions with regard to assistance to his country. He said Afghanistan | 
must know just where it stands, in the world-wide pattern, with re- 

gardto U.S.assistance. soe ce 

He reiterated the opinion that a U.S.-Afghan partnership, with 
assurance that Afghanistan has our firm support, would be of value to — 
both countries. However, time is growing short, and Afghanistan must 
have an answer soon. If the U.S. is eventually going to reach a negative 
conclusion on assistance to Afghanistan, Afghanistan would like to 
know this: fact at the earliest: possible moment. Although a-negative 
decision would have a very adverse effect. upon national morale, the 

Afghan Government would continue to look upon the United States
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as its friend, while attempting to work out its own problems on a. 

Abdul Majid explained that in speaking of assistance he had in mind. | 

the following categories: (1) political, (2) economic, (3) cultural,. | 

educational and technical,and (4) military, = 
Passing over the economic, cultural, educational and technical ‘as- 

pects, H.E. turned to the subject of military assistance, emphasizing | 

that Afghanistan was thinking in terms of equipment for internal. : 

security purposes only. For such purposes, no large amount of expen- 

- give equipment-is required. Compared with assistance the US. has. 

extended on a world wide scale, Afghanistan’s requirements are — 
microscopie, “ee ee ge ban as | 

~ Abdul Majid referred repeatedly to the “war”, indicating his belief | 

that a war between the US and USSR is inevitable, and said that- 

when war came Afghanistan would of course be overrun and occupied.. | 

But the Russians would be unable to pacify the country. Afghanistan. ) 

| could and would pursue guerrilla tactics for an indefinite period.. : 

. Abdul Majid said that the early supply of light military equipment | 

for internal defense was closely related to the possibility for a long | 

and determined resistance to some future ageressive action by the: 

In connection with military cooperation he indicated that a regional 

pact among Turkey, Iran, Afghanistan and Pakistan was a reasonable 

possibility. If US assistance were extended to include the countries in. 

this arc, it would cost relatively little now to create a Muslim cordon 

which would be a considerable factor in any future struggle with Soviet. _ 

- Russia. A little later this might be very costly or impossible. a , 

The Department’s representative said that our wish had been to- | 

cooperate with Afghanistan. No change in this attitude was foreseen. 

We hope to see Afghanistan preserve its independence and to make: 

| progress toward its goals of social and economic betterment. Within. 

| the limits of our facilities and responsibilities elsewhere it was reason- 

‘able to assume that our efforts would continue to be directed toward. _ | 

these objectives; that our cooperation was prompted not only by gen- 

| eral considerations (such as a desire for the improvement of living 

conditions the world over) but also by the desire to encourage: 

| Afghanistan itself in its orientation toward the Western political _ 

| philosophy. | | 

Reference was made to some specific types of assistance now being” | 

bo rendered in cultural, educational and scientific matters, and the belief 

was expressed that this would be continued as possible if requested by 
Afghanistan. It is to be hoped that this program will eventually be- 

| come an exchange.
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- With regard to financial assistance it ‘was indicated that at present 
‘this matter awaits further action by the Afghans themselves. The 
Department had previously indicated that it would.support a request 
-by Afghanistan for reasonable Export-Import.Bank creditsin so far 
-as these were in line with the policies of the Bank. Our position. on 

| this has not changed. Such does not however, necessarily carry assur- 
-ance that an Afghan loan would be approved. Abdul Majid was en- 
-couraged to avail himself of help. which officials. of the Department 
offered in connection with any problems in thisease. 
_ With regard to U.S. cooperation in respect to Afghan internal 
‘security requirements, reference was made to-the fact that the Depart- 

| ment had already indicated that sympathetic consideration would be 
‘given to a specific request for military equipment, that: we could not 
even consider whether we would recommend supplying such equip- 
ment to Afghanistan until definite information had been given con- 
-cerning the details of its security program and the specifieations of its 
requirements. Even if the supply of military equipment should be 
recommended this would have to be considered ‘by the military au- 
thorities in relation te other areas and claimants, before final action 
could betakenontherequest. = «=. | , oe 

Mr. Majid stated that details of the arms request would be furnished 
‘to the Department quite soon. ee ee



DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES: AND INDIA CONCERN- 
ING INDIA’S ATTITUDES TOWARD THE UNITED STATES AND THE. 

_ SOVIET. UNION, AND INDIAN REQUESTS FOR FINANCIAL AND MILI- 

711.45/1-2888 , foo bes taruevensdes fan tates d on sp | 

The Chargé in India (Denovan). to the Secretary of State ! 

SECRET = ————=—— sass st NEW Devt, January 26, 1948. | 

No. 71 . 4 | ! 

Subject : India’s Réaction to Financial Aid to Pakistan = | 

Sir: I have the honor to refer to secret despatch no. 21, from the 
American Embassy at Karachi, dated January 13, 1948,1 suggesting : 
that consideration be given to providing some financial aid to Pakistan | 
in connection with negotiations with that country of a treaty of 
friendship, commerce and navigation. = Oo 

- The difficulty of proceeding with negotiations except on such a basis 
| is fully appreciated. The situation is somewhat similar here, except | 

that the Government of India has not asked for a loan. India, as in 
the case of Pakistan, is not in a position at this time to avail itself 
of many of the mutual benefits to be derived from a treaty of friend- 
ship, commerce and navigation with the United States and has shown 
no eagerness to begin discussions of such atreaty. | 
It is hardly necessary to point out, however, that any financial aid 

given by the United States to Pakistan so long as relations between 
India and Pakistan continue to be strained, would be regarded by 
India as an unfriendly act. It not only would prejudice the prospects : 
of negotiating a treaty of friendship, commerce and navigation with 
India, but also would have an adverse éffect on all aspects of United 

| States relations with India and possibly even more far reaching inter- | 
national repercussions. In this connection, attention is called to the 
recent dispute between India and Pakistan over the cash balances of 

| the former undivided Government of India. India feared. that if it 
paid to Pakistan the remaining share of the balances due to the latter 
under their financial agreement, the money would be used to support 
the raiders in Kashmir against India. Hyderabad’s recent loan to 

| ;
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Pakistan was regarded somewhat in the light of an.alliance.against 
India (Embassy’s reports nos. 276 of January 2, 1948, 4 of January 9, 
1948, and 10 of January 16, 1948; despatch no. 32 of January 9,1948; 
and telegrams nos. 39 and 41 of January 18, 19482). 

Financial aid to Pakistan might be viewed differently if India were 
informally approached in advance and the aid were extended in such 

a way that it could be directed only toward economic ends. However, 
in'such circumstances, India might demand similaraid. =. 
Respectfully yours, = = = = = = ————s Howarp Donovan’ 

* Reports, despatch, and telegrams not printed. - eu 

845,24/8-1148 ee 
Memorandum by the Secretary of State to President Truman 

CONFIDENTIAL | _ . . “Wasnineron, March 11, 1948. 

Subject: Suspension of Export of Arms, Ammunition, and Other 
., Military MaterialtoIndiaand Pakistan- oo 

_ The Department has recently been.approached by representatives of 
India and Pakistan with .a view to the purchase and export to these 
countries of military material requiring export licensing. It is expected 
that India and Pakistan will make further requests of this nature in 
the future © ge | 

- Careful consideration has been given by the appropriate officials of 
the Department to the advisability of allowing military materials to.be 
shipped to India and Pakistan at this time, and the tentative conclu- 
sion has been reached that in view of the tense situation prevailing in | 
the Indian subcontinent as a result of disputes over Kashmir and other 
issues, which each party has declared to constitute threats to interna- 
tional. peace, licenses should not be issued for the export of military 
material to either India or Pakistan until the situation becomes more 

clarified. The Department further believes that: a.comparable policy — 

should be adopted with regard to the transfer, retransfer, and sales of 
military items under the control of the Office of the Foreign Liquida- 

tion Commissioner insofar as India and Pakistan are concerned, unless 
evidence is produced to show that such materials are. intended for | 
civilian or commercial use in India and Pakistan..It is not proposed to 
establish a formal embargo with the publicity. which such action would | 
entail. a - — ey 7 

The foregoing policy is consistent with the attitude taken by this 
Government in the deliberations on the India-Pakistan question in 
the Security Council of the United Nations, in that United. States 
representative has emphasized that the disputes between the parties 

) should be settled by pacific means. | |



| 

- Fhe ‘Secretary of Defense has:concurred: in -this. recommendation. 

‘It-would’be appreciated if you. would indicate whether you'agrée: with _ | 

the foregoing policy.* | Septet bas ae 
oF ys Co er WO gt lt et _—G. C. MarsHALL ; 

TA mapginal notation om this memoranda reeds: “Approved, Harty 8 

_. The Ambassador in India ( Grady) to the Secretary of 8 tate - 

TOP SECREF oe New Detar, March 18, 1948—4 p. m. 

981, Chinese Ambassador here has had repeated to him a wire sent 
_ several days ago by Chinese Ambassador in Moscow to Nanking. He 

7 regarded it of such importance that he requested permission of 
Nanking to communicate to me its contents, Nanking left matter to his 
discretion and he has just given me what I quote in following para- | 

graph. Source of information of Chinese Ambassador in Moscow 
is Indian Ambassador with whom he seems to have frequent. con- | 

fidential conferences, In giving me this-information Chinese Ambas- | 
sador here felt deeply concerned lest either Chinese or Indian | 
Ambassador in Moscow should know that he had passed this along for _ 
information of US. | | ees | 

“1, Molotov? has expressed to Mme. Pandit? on several occasions 
that world is divided into two great camps, the democratic and the | 
imperialistic and it is now up to India to decide which side she is 
going to take. Soviet Russia has been ‘disappointed by the indecision 
of the Indian attitude’. She reports that now the Soviet press has 
begun toattack India. 

_ “2, After his arrival in Delhi Soviet Ambassador did not make 
serious attempts to get in contact with responsible leaders of govern- 
ment, but directed clandestinely secret movements of Indian Com- 
munists. This aroused great indignation among the people of Congress. 
Some uf the Congress leaders even suggested that Pandit should be 
vecalled. 

_ “3, There are regular meetings of the British Ambassador in Moscow 
with representatives there of Dominions. Recently at a meeting British 
Ambassador told Dominions representatives that relations ‘between 

_ Soviet Russia and countries of western Europe have become more 
and more seriously strained. He hoped that Dominions would make 
up their minds as to their policy toward Russia at the earliest possible , 
time and make their attitude cleartohim.” or 

Chinese -Ambassador stated. that he had also learned from same 
source that Molotov had urged Pandit to request GOI to exchange _ 

1 Vyacheslav Mikhailovich Molotov, Vice-Chairman of the Council of Ministers 
_ and Minister of Foreign Affairs. es 

* Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, Indian Ambassador in the Soviet Union. = |
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diplomatic representation with Yugoslavia, Poland and other coun- 
tries of eastern Europe. She replied. that her government lacked per: _ 
sonnel to do this. ag 

. All of information contained in above throws new light on Nehru’s 
recent foreign policy speech.* It would seem that he may have-been 
answering Russia through the medium of general policy statément.. 
It is to be noted that he said India was not afraid of military might = 
of any great power and the Assembly cheered him. He also stated that, _ 
India did not intend to increase her representation abroad. 
Am endeavoring to get information here to substantiate what has 

been said regarding activities of Soviet Ambassador to India and shali. 
report promptly anyinformationIcanobtain, = 

Sent Department as 221,repeated Moscowas2, 
_ Department please repeat Londonas56. 0 = ss 
ee re Gravy 

-* The reference here:is presumably to a speech. made on March‘8 by Tridian | 
Prime Minister. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, before the Constituent Assembly in 
New Delhi. For text, entitled “India Keeps Out of Power Blocks,” see Dorothy 
Norman (ed.), Nehru, The First Sixty Years, vol. 11, pp. 380-386. - oe 

| 845.00/3-2048: Telegram 
The Ambassador in India (Grady) to the Secretary of State - 

SECRET | ‘New Dexut, March 20, 1948—noon. | 

225. Re Embdesp 237 March 6.1 At his request I saw last evening 
H. V. R. Iengar, Acting Secretary General External Affairs in Bajpai’s 
absence. Prime Mimister wished him to discuss with me. recent state- 
ment on foreign policy which Prime Minister made in Assembly. 
Prime Minister wanted to be sure US did not misunderstand what he 

| was endeavoring to convey. The speech he said was primarily for 
home consumption and-to say certain things to Russia which he felt 
should be said. He said that it was unthinkable that India should be on 
Russia’s side in event of conflict between Russia and US. American 
principles of democracy and. those of India were identical. He wishes 
to maintain officially for his government a neutral position. I said that 
I did not see any objection to this policy but found it hard to under-— 
stand the Prime Minister’s frequent reference to imperialism and that: 
TI had heard from reliable sources that Prime Minister had been criti- 
cal of our government and of America. Iengar said that as one who 
had been intimately associated with the Prime Minister for long time: 
he found it hard to believe this as Prime Minister never criticized: 
America to him, Iengar stated that Prime Minister had been dis- 

 7Not printed. ee oo a oo a :
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appeinted in. our attitude on Kashmir at UN * but that there was no | 

“question about his fundamental friendliness to US. He stated further | 

‘that Prime Minister is concerned about spread of Communism in India 

 and-said.very. confidentially measures are. being taken to eliminate 

Cemmunistsfrom.government. 
. He also stated that their military intelligence which was completely . 

disorganized and in effect nonexistent last August is now being well 

organized and is giving careful attention to northern border. He 

stated further that resolution introduced in SC by Dr, Tsiang* had : 

been considered by Prime Minister and his advisers several days ago | 

and met with theirapprovalh | 

learned from reliable source that, Patel * is not expected to recover. | 

He has had two heart attacks and has cirrhosis of liver. 00 0s. : 

Sent Department as 225, repeated Karachi as 73. Department please 

repeat London and Moscow ifconsidered desirable ) 
oes FEI EIS Son Cay : 

2For documentation on U.S. involvement in the dispute between. India. and 

Pakistan over Kashmir, brought before the U.N. Security. Council in January 

| 1948, see pp. 265 ff. | 

| ® Resolution on Kashmir dispute, introduced on March 18 by the Chinese Rep- 
resentative on the Security Council, Tingfu Tsiang. For text, see United N ations, 

| Official Records of the Security Council, Third Year, Supplement for January, , 

February and March 1948, pp. 38-40. a | ERY bata as, Bs 

fet oo gt ga "VaHabhbhai Patel, Indian Minister of States, Home Affairs, Information and. 

| 845.60/3-2048 : Telegram . | oo oe / a | | Bn 

The Ambassador in the Soviet Union (Smith) to the Secretary 

‘gop sEcRET  ===~=—__.. Moscow, March 20, 1948—1 p. m, 

512, Can confirm information given by Chinese Ambassador New 

Delhi to Ambassador Grady on statements of Mrs. Pandit. She has 

had similar confidential conversations with me and, I believe, with 

| __ heads practically all missions in Moscow except Soviet satellites. _ 
| _ She is obviously much concerned at Molotov’s change in attitude, 

| but there is no real reason why she should be as both British Ambas- 

| ssader and myself had warned her honeymoon period for her. would 

: last few months and thereafter she would have to take bitter with 

! sweet, with emphasison former, > a a, 
| - She asked my advice as to whether, in event public opinion in India — 

: further aroused, it would be good move for India to discontinue present 
2 relations with USSR, and said-public opinion in India so aroused it 

would probably be difficult to send another chief of mission when she 

: left. I told her I thought.it would be tactical disadvantage, as India
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‘so close to USSR it should be decided. advantage to:maintain. adequate: 

_ She emphasized her brother +-had been deeply affronted-by-actions: 
and attitude Soviet Ambassador New Delhi. She herself now restricts. 
her attendance at Soviet official functions to about. fifteen minates. 
- She informed me Nehru and most Indian leaders had long since 
made-up their ‘minds natural-alignment was with west, but that Nehru 
felt. at present in view Indian relative impotence and fact that nation. 
is still in swaddling clothes it would: be ridiculous to:talk publicly:of — 
military participation in event of war. Her. belief, which apparently 
reflects that of brother, is that India’s present role in family-of nations _ 
should be modest and relatively. humble one-until nation has sofved. 
own internal difficulties. = te en 

_ Repeated to London as 36. Department repeat to New Delhi. “7” 

| — SMire: 

- * Prime-Minister: Nehru. , Ee - Ope a, a 

845.60/3-2348 : Telegram — : ee - - oo ts oak aD oo ek AER REE | 

The Ambassador in India (Grady) -to the Secretary of State ~.- 

, SECRET New Dernt, March 23, 1948—2 p.m. 

235. Again saw Jengar last evening. He said GOI fearful Noel- 
Baker+ obstructing and adding to difficulty of arriving at agree- 
ment on Tsiang resolution. GOI does not believe he reflects attitude 
Cripps and Attlee.? Iengar says Russians first expressed little interest 
Kashmir dispute other than that “interests of the people be properly 
safeguarded.” They are now scolding Indian delegation, evidently to 
‘carry out present USSR policy of pressuring India into USSR camp. | 
Because of this policy and its manifestation in Molotov’s talks:‘with 
Pandit (see Embtel 221, March 18) plus attacks on India and Néhru 
in Russian press (clippings of which have reached GOI) plus‘iéw _ 
definite indications of Novikov’s* activities warn Communists here, | 
Nehru’s eyes have been opened and his attitude toward Russia’ has 
definitely stiffened. Iengar having Novikov in today to put him‘on 
carpet re some Communists entering India with irregular papers. Also 

| GOI requesting Novikov to withdraw from Calcutta area “trade com- 
missioner” whose activities GOI strongly suspect. Oe 

_ 7 Philip; Noel-Baker, ‘British Minister of State for Commonwealth Affairs: os 
_ *Sir Stafford Cripps, British Chancellor of: the Exchequer, and Clement RB. 
Attlee, British Prime Minister. re | 

| * Kiril Vasilevich Novikov, Soviet Ambassador to India. | oe 

\
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_ Nehru seriously considering accepting verbal invitation I extended | 

him on-behalf of President Truman-to pay visit to US.stopping for _ 

three’or four days in London en route. He is thinking.of going right 

| after Legislative Assembly adjourns on April 9 and spending month, > 

Some of his close advisers are urging: him to go though he has not 

yet decided. The advantages of his going at this time are obvious:to | 

‘Department.*Will Department advise me-for:my guidance whether 
time suggested would be convenient for President:andwould it fit into | 

schedule of Blair House. I want to do some tentative planning in event 

he suddenly makes up his mind. He-might decide. one day and want to | 

be off the next. Of course if he decides I will request’ formal invitation , 

-- Sent Department ‘as 235; Department please repeat London. as 57 
and‘ Moscow as3.0° (08 0 0) we ea hos Sn cca 

RAR ee GRADY : 

, ‘SECRET _ | | sd FWasuineron,] April 2, 1948. ! 

Participants: Sir Girja Shanker Bajpai, Secretary General of the | 

lo Ministry of External Affairs and Commonwealth =| 
: oe as Relations, GOI 7 - way! - | ~ oes - aS . - ~ se 

: 8 Mp Phurston® 0 

: _ Sir Girja called on Mr. Henderson at 2:30 at the former’s request. 

bringing a collection of Indian art to the United States. for 
: exhibition] = 

Sir Girja. next referred.to the possibility of:a visit to the United 
: States by Prime Minister Nehru. He said that he personally had urged 

| the Prime Minister. to come to this country and that, if the President 
issued an invitation, Nehru would of course accept, As far as time was 
concerned, Sir Girja felt that such a trip would not be. practicable 

i before next June. Mr. Hare said that we had had word from our Em- 
bassy in New Delhi to the effect that Nehru might be able to come to 

: 1 Loy W. Henderson, Director of the Office of Near Hastern and African Affairs. 
: * Raymond A. Hare, Chief of the Division of South Asian Affairs. ~ acon 

* Ray L. Thurston, Assistant Chief of the Division of South Asian Affairs. ..—
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this country this month and after making inquiries of the White 
‘House, had infermed Ambassador Grady that it would ‘be convenient _ 
for the President to receive Nehru between April 19 and 24. SirGirja 
expressed surprise at this most recent development and indicated con-_ 

siderable doubt that the Prime Minister would-beableto.come this = 
month: owing tothe: pressure of affairs. Mr..Hendersonpointed out 
that, if it were impracticable for Nehru to:come:at, present, we could — 
give further thought to working out arrangements. for .a. visit. later 
thisyear, 

Sir -Girja. then .turned jto..an exposition -of Indian foreign policy 
-which he stated was the real purpose of his visit. to the United States 
and his calls at the State Department, He sketched first of -all the 
present status of India pointing out that: the Indian, people were now | 
responsible for their own destiny, that British troops had withdrawn _ 

| from Indian territory, and that practically no British civilians re- 
| mained in Indian Government positions. He commented with respect 
: to the last point that the situation was quite different in Pakistan. He 

said, however, that it had been necessary to retain British officers in 
the Indian Army as there simply were not enough trained Indian per- 
sonnel available to staff the upper echelons. In short, India is now its 

| - ownmaster, .- Lptyae 
| _ Having expelled the British, India did not.intend to take on any | 

other master in their stead. Sir Girja felt, however, that there was 
 Some.inapression ‘in the United StatesthatIndiaiwastending tobecome _ 

| a Communist state or at least a “fellow-travelling” state. Mr. Hender- 
“ son commented that that view was not held. in U.S. Government 
eo quarters. Although certain actions of.individual Indian representa- 

_ tives at international conferences had seemed open :to various inter- ; 

| _ pretations, we had been confident.all along that the Indian Government 
“itself was fully aware of the basic issues at stake. He went on to say | 
that he wished to make it clear that the issue was not between “Amer- | 
‘ican imperialism” and Soviet imperialism; that we had no objection to 

_ Russia’s establishing close relations with other nations provided that 
this ‘were not done by-aggression, pressure, andthe suppression of 
freedom; and that the real issue was the maintenance and strengthen- - 
‘ing of democracy in the face of a totalitarian threat. te | 

_ Sir Girja said that he appreciated the importance of Mr. Hender- 
son’s remarks and was gratified that the U.S. Government was aware — 
of the basic democratic orientation of the Government of India. He 
went on to point out that India’s position had been more accurately 
reflected in the 1947 UNGA than in the 1946 session, citing India’s | 

| support of our stand with respect to Korea and other issues. This 
brought him to the principal-point he desired to:make. Should the 
world once again become involved in conflict, India could only asso-
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ciate itself with those nations holding the same ideals of freedom: and | 
democracy. However, his Government is not able to make an open : 

| declaration of its position as it could not now withstand the aggression : 
| from Russia or the internal difficulties which might ensue. | 
| Mr. Thurston said that some of us had been disturbed by the anti- : 

_ American tone of portions of the Indian press which had taken the , 
| position that the United States wished to assume Britain’s relinquished | 

position in India. Sir Girja replied that he was aware of the type of | 
é press comment to which Mr. Thurston referred but that he wished to _ 

| ymake a clear distinction between the thinking of responsible Govern- _ 
| iment officials and the irresponsible press. He said that the Indian press 
| was inexperienced in the field of foreign affairs and that it was inclined | 
| to treat such matters in emotional rather than rational terms. Further- | 
| more, there was a good bit of popular feeling in India, not shared in 
| Government circles, that the United States was aiding the Dutch in | 
| Indonesia and the French in Indochina. This feeling was reflected in | 
| the presstreatment ofthe United States. 83 = > | , 
Po Sir Girja then touched briefly on Indo-Pakistan relations emphasiz- : 

ing that India had no desire to eliminate Pakistan as an independent | 
state or to reincorporate into an Indian union the territories now | 
held by Pakistan. Mr. Henderson interjected that the State Depart- 
ment had been aware that such was the Indian position. Sir Girja went | 
on to say that a political reunion of the two Dominions was most un- 
likely in the foreseeable future, but that he would hope for an under- 
standing which would permit joint defense of the Indian sub-continent 

whose critical frontier now lay in Pakistan, and possibly a customs 
union. He did not feel that Indo-Pakistan relations presented any 7 
serious or insuperable problems. ae | oo 
‘Turning next to the question of India’s position in South Asia, 

Sir Girja said that India had no desire to form or to lead a South 
Asian bloc. He said in strict confidence that when Thakin Nu‘ of 
Burma recently visited India, he brought with him a draft project for _ 

_ a “United Nations of South Asia”. This was studied by Nehru and 
the Foreign Office, and Thakin Nu was informed that India did not 
consider it desirable to establish such an organization which would : 

_ detract from the authority of the global United Nations and intro- _ 
| duce into world politics a further racial and regional element. India | 

feels that its first task is to develop itself. | a Oe | 
- Sir Girja concluded his broad sketch of Indian foreign policy with | 

_a discussion of India’s relationship to the British Commonwealth. He 
: pointed out that the draft constitution left open the question of this 

relationship, but added that it would clearly not be possible for India 
to recognize the King as titular head of the state. The exact terms 

* Prime Minister and Minister for National Planning. | 
_ 429-027—75——33 |
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of the relationship which might be worked out would depend largely 

on the attitude of the British but the continuance of imperial pref- 
erence was definitely out of the question. Certain arrangements with 
respect to defense might be worked out. _ PE 

| Sir Girja then said that there was somthing of an impression in 
India that the United States had very little interest in that country — 

| and that he would like to know the Department’s views in that respect. — 

Mr. Henderson said that he was very grateful that Sir Girja had been, 

so frank in his comments and that he would be equally frank. It was. 

the considered opinion of the United States Government that in the. 

long term close and friendly relations between India and the United _ 

States was the anchor of stability of the whole area from Africa to — 

| South East Asia. Unfortunately, at the moment the United States 

found it necessary to concentrate its efforts and resources on resisting 

| aggression in certain other parts of the world. We recognized this could 
be only a short term policy, but we were faced with the problem of | 

meeting an urgent and critical situation. We had every intention of 

giving proper and essential attention to India Just as soon as 

circumstances permitted. re a - 

Sir Girja said that he fully understood the necessity of the United 

States concentrating its attention at present on certain critical areas 

and that he had not come to this country with any mendicant ideas. He 

had, in point of fact, done everything he could to quash the idea of 

a Marshall Plan for South Asia which had been advocated by the | 

Indian Ambassador in Washington in despatches to New Delhi. How- 

ever, in order to give immediate evidence of our real interest in India, 

Sir Girja urged that we urgently and seriously consider two matters 

| in which his country needed our assistance, ste 

He referred to India’s desire to obtain: American assistance incarry- 

ing out certain hydro-electric developmental projects and said that, 

although an approach had been made in this connection. quite some 

time ago, no assistance had yet been forthcoming. Mr. Hare said that — 

Ambassador Grady was keenly interested in this problem and that he — 

-had pressed it vigorously while in the US on consultation. In view of | 

the Ambassador’s wide experience in economic matters, it would be | 

advisable for the GOI to continue to work with our Embassy in New 

- Delhi on this question. Mr. Henderson added that the Department _ 

had been endeavoring to accomplish something along these. lines but | 

‘that the demands upon the American engineering. profession were 

simply in excess of the supply. We would, however, continue our efforts 

to povide some assistance and it might be that the recent Smith-Mundt 

Act®wouldbehelpful | | a So 

- S'The United States Information and Educational Exchange Act of 1948, For 

text, see 62 Stat. 6. | or . SO :
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| _ Sir Girja then mentioned that Colonel Kaul, former Indian Mili- 
| ‘tary Attaché in Washington, had reported that it was the present 

. policy of the United States to withhold exports of military materiel 
| to India. Mr. Thurston asked whether Kaul had pointed out that this 

| policy applied equally to Pakistan, and Sir Girja replied that Kaul 
had not mentioned that aspect of our policy. Mr. Hare emphasized | 

: that, with respect to the B-25'’s which Colonel Kaul had requested, the 
| _ position was that, quite aside from the policy, that type of plane simply 
| was not available, there being none in this country excess to the needs 
| of our air force. Mr. Henderson pointed out that the decision to with- 
| hold exports of military materiel had been taken at a time when re- - | _ lations between India and Pakistan were quite tense and there was a. 

! possibility of serious trouble between them. He emphasized that it. 
was not a permanent policy, and Mr. Hare added that we hoped that. | 
it would be a policy for a matter of months or preferably weeks, Sir 
Gary a urged that the US not persist in this policy, as it was of urgent. | 
necessity that India strengthen its defenses, The Indian air force lacked 
bombers, and there were many other essential military needs which | 
could be met only by imports, He would Like very much to send a 
military mission to this country to explore the possibilities of procuring 
essential military equipment. Mr. Henderson ‘said that it would be 
advisable for us to give some preliminary thought to this proposal — before taking any definite action. In view of the indications that our : own rearmament would be stepped up, it would be necessary to ascer- : tain from our military people what the possibilities would be for send- : ing military equipment abroad. | Oo | ‘Sir Girja returned to Mr. Henderson’s office following his interview | with the Acting Secretary.° He said that he had mentioned to Mr. | 
Lovett India’s interest in being considered for the seat on the Security — Council now held by Syria which the latter is vacating this coming 
fall. He pointed out that Asia had only two seats on the Security | | - Council, one held by China, a permanent member, and the other having | been passed from one Islamic nation to another. He felt that: the time | had come for India to be the second Asian member and hoped that _ the United States would be inclined to support India’s’ candidacy, : ‘particularly in view of our backing of India against the Ukraine last _, fall, Mr. Henderson said that Sir Girja had presented a good argument : _ and that we would give very serious consideration to India’s claim. se 

Sir Girja indicated some resentment atthe fact that Secretary Royall | of the Army Department had not received him despite the pre- | _ arranged appointment at 4:15. Secretary Royall had been tied up ine | an urgent press conference, Mr. Henderson expressed his regret to Sir | 
: 8 Infra: SSPE ol, fhe ta tees Ee oo ‘ 7
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-Girja and subsequently called Secretary Royall and suggested that 

he might wish to have some message sent to Sir Girja at the Indian 

Embassy. LS cB 

T11AB/4-248 OO Bas RE Be a | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Secretary of State 

OS Lovett) 
"SECRET Sr [Ww AsHineton,| April 2, 1948. 

Participants: Mr. Lovett Ee oe 

Sir Girja Shanker Bajpai, Secretary General of the — 

oe Ministry of External Affairs and Commonwealth | 

Relations, GOT” Be 

OO | E.G.Mathews,SOA OS 

Sir Girja called at 5:80 at his request. He said that he had come to — 

the US as a member of the Indian Special Delegation to the SC in 

__. the Kashmir case. I asked how-the Kashmir situation was developing. 

- Gir Girja replied that in Kashmir itself the Indian military position 

had improved and with the coming spring, Indian troops, totalling 

| only slightly more than a division, would be able to move more vigor- 

"ously against a few remaining trouble spots. According to latest Indian 

military reports, tribal invaders still comprised about 60% of the 

opposing forces, the remaining 40% being indigenous insurgents. . | 

Turning to the SC aspect of the Kashmir situation, Sir Girja said 

that the fundamental differences between India and Pakistan related 

to the introduction of Pakistan troops into Kashmir and the compo- 

sition of the interim government of the State. India could not accede 

| to Pakistan’s demand that the latter’s troops move into Kashmir terri- 

tory in order to keep the tribal invaders out. The plebiscite when held 

- would result in a very close vote, and if India won, Pakistan forces 

might not withdraw and would almost certainly not effectively resist 

the re-entry of tribal elements. With respect to the interim govern- 

| ment, Pakistan was insisting that Abdullah? be removed as Prime 

Minister and that a coalition government be formed, Sir Girja felt — 

—. :that there was no one to replace Abdullah, and that a coalition of 

| groups whose aims were completely divergent could only resultin a 

paralysis of government and administration inthe State. — ee 

Sir Girja then said that although he appreciated my interest, hehad 

| ~ not intended to trouble me with the Kashmir problem. His real purpose 

- im coming to Washington had been to explain to me and other US 

officials India’s position vis-i-vis the US and the USSR. He had the 

‘impression that there was a feeling in this country that India was 

| S@hoikh Mohammed Abdullah, Prime Minister of the State of Jammu and 

‘Kashmir. 
.
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somehow “inthe Russian camp”. He wished to emphasize that this was : | 
not the case, as India had not rid itself of the British in order.to- — ! 
accept: domination from some other quarter. I commented,that although : | 

irresponsible newspaper columnists might. have speculated: on. the» 

nature of India’s relations with the USSR, I was sure that there was | 
in the US no informed opinion that India had-aligned. itself with the., 
Russians, Sir Girja expressed his gratification at my statement and. 
pointed. out that two fundamental considerations prevented Indian 
adherence to the Soviet bloc. First, through its association with the _ 
British, unhappy as it had been in some aspects, India had acquired the » | 

. ideals of democracy and individual liberty which were held by the- 
US and other nations of the west. Second, India can expect no effec- | 
tive assistance from the USSR in its primary objective of developing’ 
and strengthening itself economically and militarily. In fact, the US is. | 

_ the only country which is in a position to aid India. I told Sir Girja | 
that we were very grateful to receive his assurances of the friendly 
disposition of hisGovernment.. 2000 Do ft 

- Sir Girja stated that his remarks were being made with the full. : 
knowledge and authorization of Prime Minister Nehru, and that he +t 
hoped that the Prime Minister could himself visit the US in the not: 
too distant future in order further to clarify the Indian position. I 
said that we would be delighted to receive Prime Minister Nehru, : 
adding, however, that Sir Girja had himself very effectively stated his: | 

Government’s views. | Te | | 
Sir Girja then pointed out that although India was maintaining an | 

army of some 360,000 men and had appropriated 121-crores of rupees | 
($363,000,000) for defense purposes, it was in no position effectively 
to resist aggression from the north, and that the GOI could not risk. — | 
an open. declaration of its anti-USSR views. The strengthening of_ | 
India’s military power was of the highest importance, and he would _ | 
like to send a military mission to the US at an early date to explore 

| the possibilities of obtaining equipment, particularly as the US was 
about. to step up its. own armament program. I said that beforea = | 

“tooled” longer-term mass output, and cited examples from our ex- _ : 

perience in World War II. I pointed out that if an Indian military =| 
_ mission came to this country, it should be charged with studying =| 

American production techniques in order that some of these might be | 
introduced in Indian ordnance factories. Sir Girja assented, but | 
emphasized that the first objective of the mission would be procure- 
ment, and after that objective had been achieved, the mission could |
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turn to the matter of improving Indian techniques. I replied that n- 
view of the importance of repair and maintenance, I would hope that. _ 
the two matters could be pursued simultaneously. Sir Girja agreed 
that this would be desirable. © a RE oo 

‘In conclusion, Sir Girja observed that Syria would be leaving ) 

the SC next fall and that he hoped India might be considered for this 
seat. India, the second largest nation in Asia, had not yet been a SC 
member, and although he appreciated the circumstances which had _ 
led the US to support Islamic states for the second Asian placeonthe __ 

| SC, China holding the first as a permanent member, he felt that the __ 
time might have come when India’s claim could be given serious con- 

sideration, particularly in view of our support of India against the 

| Ukraine last fall. I commented that Sir Girja made a strong case for 

, India, and suggested that he discuss this matter with Mr. Henderson. 

(Sir Girja did subsequently mention India’s desire for a SC seat to 

Mr. Henderson). : | | | 

711.45 /5-1048 | - | 

“Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Joseph S. Sparks of the 
- | Division of South Asian Affairs | 

SECRET | -[Wasurneton,] May 10, 1948. 

Participants: Brigadier General D. Chaudhuri, Military Attaché, 
| | Embassy of India ms | 

| Mr. I. S. Chopra, First Secretary, Embassy of India 
Mr Joseph S. Sparks—SOA > : 

| Mr. Chopra initiated the discussion by saying that the Embassy of 
India would very much appreciate receiving informal information as 
to whether the U.S. Government felt as did the Indian Government 
that this would be an appropriate time to initiate a review ofthe gen- 
eral situation in the relations between the two nations with particular 

| emphasis on the exchange of military information and technical train- 
ing. He said that in the event such indication should prove favorablea 
formal approach could be made at the Department’s convenience but _ 

| that in the event that the United States felt this not to be an appro- 
| priate time would it be possible for an assurance informally of maxi- | 

| mum cooperation within limitations imposed by the situation to be 
givenbythe United States. —™S 

In discussing the question of India’s interest in the United States 

Chopra said that following the “unfortunate affair of the airplanes” 

in January (at which time a request for military planes and equip- 

ment was turned down by the Department because of the Kashmir 

developments) India had gone to the British with their problem. They
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| had been sympathetically received and certain arrangements had been 
fo worked out but the truth of the matter was that the British simply did 
[: _ not possess the facilities for training, information exchange, or equip- . 

ment supply which the United States has. oe ee 
| Chopra explained that prior to August 15, 1947, and the establish- 

ment of separate Dominion status, India had not had any trouble 
receiving automatically all the information which could be utilized by 

| the military. The British had received this information from the 
. United States through the Joint Chiefs of Staff and it had been auto- 
| matically passed on to, or available to, the Indian military schools and 
| the Indian Government. Following August 15, however, this source 

had been completely cut off with the explanation from the British 
that under their understanding with the United States such informa- 

| tion could not be made available by the British to any third country— 
| even a Domution. oe | | : _ 

| As have various other personal, informal, official representatives of 
| the Indian Government during recent months, Mr. Chopra stated 
2 parenthetically that, despite public statements made by Indian Gov- 

| ernment Jeaders for domestic consumption, there is no doubt at: aj] as 
_ to which side India would take should there be a third world war— 

i the United States could count absolutely on having India at its side 

| insuchaconflict. = - ro 
| The specific incident which had caused him to approach the Depart- 

ment on this occasion was explained by Mr. Chopra as being the re- 
: — ceipt of a telegram from the Government of India to the effect that 
| Colonel Middleton, American Military Attaché, New Delhi, had asked 

the Government of India for the following information, all of which 
is classified as“Top Secret” by India: fos Ea 

| “1, Mobilization planofIndianArmy = ss | 

| (a) The system and schedule of mobilization of personnel and. 

; _ (6) The total to be mobilized at the end of the 30 day period, 
| _ the 60 day period, the 90 day period; the 120 day period and the 
| © A8Oday period a 

—- ‘€e) A-list of divisions and other units to be mobilized ‘in each 

| periods rere | 

2, Organization and mobilization of troops of Indian Army | 
reserves. 

(a) The number and types of reserve organizations now on 
pO active duty. Bo | ae 

(6) Planned reserve organizations. ace 
(¢) Method of organization. 
(@) Method of calling to active duty in the event of emergency. 

| - (@) Number of trained reserves by age groups. — | 
(7) Number of untrained reserves.” |
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Mr. Sparks was shown a copy of this telegram which concluded with 
a paragraph to the effect that Colonel Middleton had been informed 
that the GOI had no objection to making this information available 
to the U.S. should it be understood that such release would be made 
upon a reciprocal basis. The telegram was marked for the attention 
of Brigadier Chaudhuri and instructed him to approach the India 

Desk on the subject “with tact”. ne 

In response to a question as to what Brigadier Chaudhuri’s ex- _ 
perience so far had been in requesting information which he desired = 
from the U.S. military, Mr. Sparks was informed that (a) few ques- | 
tions had been asked because of the general atmosphere following the 

‘January episode involving Colonel Kaul, (6) all questions which had 
; been asked, with the exception of one set referred to the Air Force, 

had been satisfactorily answered, (c) no questions of the nature of 
those put by Colonel Middleton had been asked though GOI in view 
of its problem of reorganizing the armed forces was much interested in | 
them, and (d) it appeared that India would lose at least one and 
possibly both of the two positions it had enjoyed in the past in the Fort 
Leavenworth training program, apparently through no fault of India’s _ 

other than becoming an independent country. — | 
Mr. Chopra reiterated that the GOI had nothing in the way of in- 

formation which it wished to conceal from the United States with © 

_ which it desired the closest understanding and cooperation. India was © 
only interested in the exchange of information becoming a two way 

street. OO oe a BO oe 

In subsequent conversation on unrelated matters Mr. Chopra twice 

referred to a new “era of good feeling and friendly, full, understand- 
ing” which he so fervently hopes can now be inaugurated between India 

and the United States. : . = 

| _Mr. Chopra telephoned later in the afternoon to inform me that 
the Indian Embassy had just received a second telegram from the 
Government of India in which it was stated that the American Air 

Attaché in New Delhi had officially requested the Government of India 
to supply him with a complete survey of the airfields.in India show- 

- ing their types: and classifications with maps, locations, and with | 
detailed analysis of the disposition of facilities and the planned order : 

| of-battle,, 5 me
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| TILA5/B-1748 Dest gg pe oe 
| Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Joseph 8. Sparks of the 
| es  Danyision of South Asian Affairs oo Bae 

| SECRET ee _ [Wasuineton,] May 17,1948; 
Participants: Brigadier D. Chaudhuri, Military Attaché 

| Mr. TS. Chopra, First Secretary, Indian Embassy 
Mr, Raymond A. Hare, SOA nr 

| Mr. Joseph S. Sparks,SOA —~ i 

1 _ Mr. Hare opened the conversation by referring to the informal tallx | 
| of May 10 which Mr. Chopra and Brigadier Chaudhuri had had with 

Mr, Sparks on the subject of the exchange of military information > 
between India and the United States. He expressed his appreciation 

| and approval of the Embassy’s approach to the Department at least | | 
| in the preliminary stages of the solving of specific problems at what 

might be termed the “operating level”. Mr. Hare pointed out that | 
| results satisfactory to both nations in the gradual growth and 
| strengthening of bi-lateral relations were often achieved by following 

the procedure which had been utilized by the Indian Embassy in this’ 
| case. He then asked Mr. Sparks to report on the results of the con- 
| -versations which had been heldwiththe Army, rn Bae 
| __ Mr. Sparks explained that following the meeting of May 10 he and 

Mr. Thurston held exploratory discussions with Army authorities and 
| that they had been very gratified by the warmth of their reception and. 
| the extent of the genuine interest of the Army in India. He said that 

| Mr. Thurston and he had explained the Government of India’s re- | 
. action to the requests for detailed military information which had | 
_ been made by the American Military and Air Attachés in New Delhi 
| and that the Army authorities felt this reaction to be highly reasonable | | and were prepared at any time to give Brigadier Chaudhuri similar 

_ ment.The Army was not only prepared to make such information: | 
| available‘ but had ‘already given considerable information to’ Mr. 

Vesugar, former Chief of the India Supply Mission, concerning the 
/ National Guard of the United States, In the future they would make 

information available only to Brigadier Chaudhuri; Mt: Chopra and _ 
Brigadier Chaudhuri agreed that Brigadier Chaudhuri: would call 

| upon Colonel Francis Graling, Chief of the Foreign Liaison Branch, — 
_ inthe near future and would subsequently call upon Colonel Graling’s | 

Opposite number in the Air Forces, Colonel Louis W. Proper, It was _ 
| apparent that both Mr. Chopra and Brigadier Chaudhuri were fully 

satisfied by this portion of the conversation. © = = _ 
Mr. Hare said that he understood that Mr. Chopra had suggested 

to Mr. Sparks on May 10 the possible initiation of a review of general —
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- Indo-American relations. He asked Mr. Chopra what the nature ofthe __ 

review hehadhadinmindmightbe. Ve = 

Mr. Chopra responded that the Embassy of India was particularly — 

: interested in establishing a procedural approach which would be effec- 

tive for the treatment of individual problems as they arose. In this 

connection he mentioned specifically Mr. Nehru’s experience in talking 

with Mr. Henderson last week which he quoted Mr. Nehru* as de- — 

scribing as “the most satisfactory experience which I have had since 

arriving in Washington”. _ nae 

Mr. Hare said that in his opinion the Embassy had made an effec- 

tive type of approach on the current question of the exchange of mili- 

tary information which had been resolved so happily. He said that 

both he and Mr. Sparks held themselves ready at all times for discus- 

sions of any problems which arose. He further explained that the basic 

endeavors of the U.S. Government in international relations today are 

to contribute to the creation of world wide conditions in which the 

Charter of the United Nations can function effectively; and added 

that it is particulary gratifying that India’s basic endeavors are 

directed alongthesamelines. | | 

In ensuing general discussion Mr. Hare observed that, because of the 

multitudinous aspects of our over-all relations, the American Gov- 

ernment had not found it practicable in the past to conduct compre- 

hensive over-all discussions of bilateral relations. In addition, he 

pointed out that, in any event, it would in all probability be undesira-_ 

ble to attempt. to establish a formal blueprint of relations inasmuch. 

as such a blueprint would imply detailed implementation, and pos- 

sible failures of implementation in unpredictable circumstances might | 

result in negation of the original desire to solidify relations. He cited 

as an example that, as. close and friendly as American relations have. 

traditionally been with the Government of Canada, we have never 

| held comprehensive discussions of over-all policy but have dealt with 

each problem as it arose using as background the broad. understanding » 

and communities of interest which existed between the two countries. 

In this connection Mr. Hare said that in his opinion the same type of 

broad understanding and communities of interest existed between the 

people of America and the people of India and their governments, and 

that this had become apparent in numerous discussions such as those 

| between Mr. Henderson, Mr. Lovett, and Sir Girja Bajpai during 

Sir Girja’s recent visit to the United States. - 

‘The conversation terminated with an expression by Mr. Chopra 

of his appreciation for the frankness which had characterized it and 

| his satisfaction with its results. He indicated that he was in complete 

1. K. Nehru, Indian Minister in Washington. | | |
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agreement with Mr. Hare both as'to the impracticability and undesira- 
| bility of attempting over-all discussions and as to the bonds of broad 

_ general objectives and communities of interest between India and the ! 
United States, - — oh —— 

 845.24/7-2948 oe pee | 
| Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Joseph S. Sparks of the 

: | Division o f South Asian Affairs — On 

| SECRET [Wasuineton,] July 29, 1948. 

| Participants: Mr. R. K. Nehru, Chargé d’Affaires ad interim, Em- 
| OO bassy of India © oO 

Brigadier D. Chaudhuri, Military Attaché, Embassy 

| | of India ne 
: Mr. Elbert G. Mathews, Acting Chief, SOA 

| | Mr. Joseph 8. Sparks, SOA an - 

| At our request Mr. Nehru and Brigadier Chaudhuri called to receive 
| the Department’s answer to Mr. Chopra’s informal request of June 7 * 
| as to the probable reaction of the United States Government to a for- 
2 mal request from the Government of India to import arms and ammu- 
: nition from the United States to be utilized exclusively in the Indian 
| military training program. . OS | 

| Mr. Mathews said that he was sorry that so much time had been 
required to prepare an answer but explained that the Indian request 
had been given very careful consideration not only in the Department 

| of State but in other interested Departments as well. He said that . 
although we very much regretted.the necessity of responding nega- | 

2 tively to the Indian approach it had become clear in a close examina- 
tion of the specific items requested by the Embassy that despite the 
Government of India’s willingness to provide the United States:with 

| an undertaking that the items would be used for training purposes ex- | 
2 clusively, the export of live ammunition of any type from the United 
| States to India at this time would restilt in an immediate and com- 
| mensurate increase in the Government of India’s military potential. | 
| The receipt of more than 12,000,000 rounds of ammunition would | 
i release a commensurate amount for combat purposes even if the spe- Oo 
| cific rounds received were not so-utilized. Mr. Mathews concluded that | 
: such an increased military potential from American sources would be 

| in violation of the current United States policy. He explained, how- 7 
ever, that this refusal did not prejudice any future requests which the 

7A memorandum dated June 7, 1948, covering this conversation. between 
| Messrs. Chopra, Hare, and Sparks, is filed in the records of the Department of 

State under 845.24/6-748, - :
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Government of India might wish to make—all of which would be 
given serious consideration by the Department. | 
‘Mr. Nehru and Brigadier Chaudhuri were deeply disappointed by = 

the Department’s decision, and although they did not question the | 
accuracy of including the itemis which they had requested within the 
framework of the over-all policy, they did attack this policy and asked 
whether the time had not come when the policy as a whole could be | 
reconsidered. Mr. Mathews reviewed the history of the development of _ 
the policy and explained that it had been adopted reluctantly by the | 

| United States only as a result of the unstable situation existing between, _ 

the Governments of India and Pakistan, the submission of the Kash- 

mir problem to the Security Council, and the actual requests for 

assistance in military supplies received concomitantly from both Gov- 
ernments last January when the Kashmir developments were at their 
most serious peak. When Mr. Nehru objected that relations between 
Pakistan and India might for one cause or another be dificult for some 
time to come and that what he had always understood to be a tempo- 
rary policy on the part of the American Government would thus in 
effect become a long term policy, Mr. Mathews said that he sincerely 
hoped, and knew that the Government of India hoped, that such would 
not be the case and that India and Pakistan would be able to find their 
way to an amicable relationship in the near future. At any rate, he 
explained, the Department of State could not feel justified at the pres- 
ent time in recommending a reconsideration of the overall policy so 
long as the situation which caused its original adoption continued sub- 

stantially unaltered. On two different occasions during the discussion 

| Mr. Nehru repeated his question as to whether “exactly the same 

policy” applied to Pakistan as to India. He was assured that it did. 

845.002/9-2048: Telegram) 

~~ The Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State | 

—. SEORET SS oe (NEW Deru, September 20, 1948—1 p.m: 

-.863. Bajpai during course of conversation today asked howlong the = 
Secretary’ would be in Paris I told him Embassy had-no definite = 

information that point. Bajpai then said that “since the Prime Minister 

-_-would- not beable to visit the US for some time” the Prime Minister 
hoped it-might be possible to see the Secretary in Paris. = 
Nehrwplazis leave Delhi‘October 5 for London and leave London for | 

Paris October 2b. 0 

~1.ecretary Marshall was leading the American delegation to the Third ‘Session 
of the United Nations General Assembly which met in Paris between September 21 
and December 12, 1948. pe
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| -- I. did not comment on question Nehru visiting US but did say I 
| felt sure Secretary would welcome opportunity meeting Nehru ‘Paris. 
|: Bajpai said no definite appointment could be made this time as many 

ss factors might affect Prime Minister’s plans but it was clear from his 
| remarks that Prime Minister is desirous meeting Secretary in Paris. 

Embassy strongly recommends possibility this meeting be kept 
| secret as Indian press might then begin speculating wpon part such 
| meeting might play in Indo-American relations vis-A-vis Russia. 

_ Embassy requests reply soon as possible. eb i 
fo oe 4 .. Donovan 

—-- 845,002/9-2948 : Telegram ae a a 
| | Lhe Chargé in India (Donovan) to the Secretary of State 

| “SECRET cy New Dexuz, September 29, 1948—noon. 
fo 890, Deptel 584, September 27.1 Embassy believes meeting Secretary 
) with Nehru in Paris would afford ideal opportunity discuss widespread 

misconceptions among literate Indians extending even to Cabinet. level 
| regarding policy of US toward USSR, India, and Southeast Asia. 
| Unpublicized meeting between Marshall and Nehru would enable 
| former bring his enormous personal prestige to bear without subject- 
P ing Nehru to severe criticism in pro-Soviet circles in India. - 
| US 1s criticized in India for not rendering more financial and tech- 

_ nical assistance, yet American businessmen receive no encouragement 
! to invest and any suggestion of American aid or investment is widely 
/ criticized as extension American imperialism. While Embassy does not 
| consider this occasion appropriate for raising foregoing question, it 
| _ is mentioned since Prime Minister might bring up this topic which 
| would give Secretary opportunity comment on alleged “American 

| imperialism”, oe - | Do | 
: | _ Majority position Western powers in UN is widely regarded as US | 

majority completely subject to US control. Cabinet Minister close to | 
) Nehru remarked few days ago USSR was justified in demanding veto 

_ to protect it from US majority because minority rights must be pro- | 
tected. Attempt could be made convince Nehru maj ority position based 

| _ on convictions nations concerned and not result US pressure and that 
| _ will of majority.should not be continuously thwarted by obstructionist 

minority, - cS 
po ‘Mrs. Pandit on September 25 in address to UNGA gave excellent. | 

description India’s conception its obj ectives and its international role.? 

) *Not printed. ) | SC * Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit was the Indian Representative to the United Nations: 
at the Third General Session in Paris. See United Nations, Official Records of. 
the General Assembly, Third Session, Plenary M eetings, pp. 110-118. - 

| 
| | |
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India would like remain neutral in struggle between USSR and West- 

ern powers, which struggle it regards basically as being between 

| USSR and US, and India is even half convinced it may be able 

mediate or effect workable compromise between these powers. Secre- 

tary may wish make few remarks regarding possible consequences 

such neutrality. ea ES | | 

| Soviet propaganda, widely accepted here, proclaims US is endanger- 

ing peace of world with threat of another terrible war. Opportunity 

might be utilized emphasize threat comes from USSR, that it extends 

not only to Western powers, but to India and all Southeast Asia. 

Communist uprisings Southeast Asia should be mentioned. _ - 

However, US policy regarding nationalist movements in Southeast — 

Asian colonial countries is subjected to strong criticism by Indians, 

who do not understand why, in view our widely proclaimed beliefs 
in freedom and democracy, we do not lend active support to nationalist — 

movements rather than assisting European powers, namely, French 

and Dutch, by ERP aid to suppress those movements. Indians are 

perturbed by Communist uprisings, but believe that basically they 

stem from suppression and exploitation of masses by European powers 

and “foreign vested interests”. oo | . 

Belief is widely held here US favors Pakistan over India because 

US wishes establish bases in Pakistan in event war with USSR. . 

Pertinent comments this subject might be useful. 

Nehru probably will wish discuss India’s most pressing problem, 

| settlement Kashmir dispute. Belief held in some top GOI military 

quarters here is that India cannot support war in Kashmir for another 

winter. Question must be settled before normal relations with Pakistan 

can be established and normal relations are vital to peace this area 

and fulfillments objectives US policy. Oo 7 

Sent Department 890; Department pass Paris. | | 

oO , a = Donovan 

--§01.BC Kashmir/10-1648: Telegram — ere | 

The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State a 

“WTOP SECRET URGENT =~ ~—__- Parts, October 16, 1948—10 p.m. | 

» Delga 368. For Satterthwaite from Kopper and Parsons.? Conversa- , 

‘tion between Secretary Nehru yesterday lasted over two and half | 

hours, Also present Mme. Pandit,Bajpai. . 

- From outset evident Nehru wished use interview obtain Secretary’s 

1 Joseph C. Satterthwaite, Director of the Office of Near Eastern and African . 

Affairs; Samuel K. C. Kopper, United Nations specialist in the Department of 
| State; and presumably J ames Graham Parsons, First Secretary of Embassy in
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views world situation and Soviet motives and objectives. He made no | 
proposals, referred only to those aspects US Indian relations mentioned : 
by Secretary and although he made no general statement on basic | 
position India towards USSR or US, it was clear that Nehru recog- i 

- nizes interaction of Soviet policy and world Communism. Tone of | 
meeting was friendly, even cordial, but on Nehruw’s side, at times : 
guarded and occasionally defensive. It unquestionably afforded three | 
Indians present most illuminating and comprehensive recital of Ameri- | 
can thought and action on virtually all major international problems 
of post-war period. Ba | | 

Nehru appeared accept thesis rehabilitation Western Europe im- | 
portant Asia as well as Europe but made no comment on our stated | 

_ objective preventing further spread police states. Instead he questioned 
_ Secretary rather insistently on why Soviets deliberately alienated US : 
public opinion and what were their real objectives. He himself sug- : | 
gested USSR was suspicious of US and after eliciting analysis of war- : 
mongering charge, even asked Secretary what he thought of reported : 
advocacy of preventive war by some Americans, Except for evident 
interest he gave no sign his reaction Secretary’s outline importance : 
atomic bomb as deterrent Soviet action. os : 

Nehru spoke at some length on subject Communism in India and 
Southeast Asia. He developed thesis that British need for popular | 
support when they took India into war led them to support Com- tf 

- Inunists in spite of paradox that Communists condemned war until 
Soviet entry. British support thus aided Communists to become size- 

_ able group for first time. Then temporary community of interest | 
between nationalists and revolutionary Communists (ie. to rid 
India of Britain) aided Communist cause but in general elections | 

_ Indian voters repudiated Communists because they served Moscow, not : 
_ India. At present Nehru said government experiencing no difficulty ot 
in suppressing Communists in India, Seemingly also he was not deeply | 

_ concerned re Communists in neighboring areas as he glossed over 
_ Burma situation lightly and hazarded view that Indonesia Republic | 

would be able to deal with Communist threat adequately in future. = | 
_ There, he said, situation had been aggravated by Dutch stubbornness _ | 

_. and referred to reports of support Dutch received from US, a remark | 
which Secretary later referred to saying we were pressing Dutch most ; 

_ insistently to modify their attitude. 2 - : 
Re Communism, Secretary mentioned dangerous situation Latin 

America with wealthy crust on top and little else but mass of poor. 4 
Nehru seemed to catch parallel with India but preferred dwell on | 

_ social and economic obj ectives his Government. ne 
_ During his initial lengthy review world situation which he said was | 
further complicated by difficult local issues, Secretary referred to
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Kashmir as one such issue which disturbed US greatly. He expressed __ 

hope twice that India and Pakistan would earnestly attempt to settle : 

this matter as quickly as possible. Nehru adverted to this later and 

after saying that regarding Kashmir he had legitimate grievance, 

launched into rather gratuitous fifteen minute ex parte review case 

| reminiscent his telegram October 4 to Liaquat. He contrasted non- 

secular [secular] Democratic Government of India with. theocratic 

reactionary Pakistan illustrating his argument with accounts of mob. 

action against: emancipated Moslems as well as threats to march to 

Delhi. He asserted without qualification that India had accepted 

UNCIP resolution whereas Pakistan had rejected it. He insisted In- 

dian Government could not have stayed in office week if it had not 

flown troops Kashmir year ago defend Indian territory. Later on in __ 

conversation he reverted to Kashmir case in more moderate vein and 

| said hoped some.solution could be worked out. NOT eg 

‘There was no reference this connection to London or British Com- © 

monwealth. We did not gain impression that Nehru contemplating 

solution by force but he is clearly convinced righteousness Indian 

position. Pe - | — oe 
| Hyderabad mentioned in passing by Nehru along lines Delga 315, 

| October 18.2 He said significant improvement had occurred consequent 

po upon removal of threat to communal relations. When crisis came both 

-_- religious factions behaved with restraint and consequently both have | 

a regained much confidence each other, 2s : oe 

Secretary at one time alluded to charges of American imperialism 
mentioned New Delhi telegram 890, September 29, and later used 

Latin America again as parallel to point out how under-developed 

area needing US capital did not offer favorable conditions because 

of politicians use of imperialist bogey. Secretary pointed out that 

~ government loans much morc likely to form basis for charge of 1m- 

perialism than private. Nehru ascribed charges of imperialism to gen- 

eral impression that as consequence Marshall Plan American domi- 

-- nance in foreign field, already very powerful, constantly growing. 

| During conversation Secretary alluded several times our support 

UN. In his reply Nehru struck fairly responsive note despite apparent 

- dissatisfaction with UN action in cases of direct interest to India. 

However, Nehru said India would support UN though it had weak-— 

nesses since it was only hope of world and must be supported. Nehru | 

also said he was in full accord in condemning use of deceit and force 

but that it was also necessary to be firm but generous. He did recognize 

that, although another war would be horrible in its consequences, a. 

nation could not sacrifice its interest and principles simply because of 

| 2 Not printed. | (WINE WS | yr . a
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fear of the horror, If a nation did so. it: would simply be ‘sacrificing | “without contest the honor and principles it should have tried to. protect. | Towards close of talk he stated he well aware of India’s responsibility to develop its economy and society and that in working for itself India | | _ was working for Asia, especially in view tragic. situation in China. | /- _ He also dwelt on close friendly relations India enjoyed with Burma, | / - Ceylon, Indonesia and Way in which these countries sometimes solic- ited and accepted Indian advice, Perhaps he did this to counter. Paki- | _ _ Stan charges India was aggressive neighbor, 6 
| Despite its general character, we fee] conversation was important _ step in evolution closer, more understanding relationship US and | India and that Indians present were impressed with character, sin- | cerity, and purpose US policy. Moreover, Secretary’s frankness and | time he gave to interview must have been very pleasing. Although 7 : Nehru was entertaining British delegation at 7: 30, he did not take : | leave of Secretary till 7:45. [Kopper and Parsons:] °° oe : 

s15.204/2-1149 cae” oO ee | 
Memorandum by the Director of the ‘Office o fv ear Eastern and | _ ATrcan Affairs (Satterthwaite) to the Acting Secretary of State | 
scorer == EWasttuxaron,] November 10, 1948. Subject: Request for Approval of Policy. Arms Committee’s Inter- Oo pretation of President’s Memorandum of March 12, 19487 
Discussion res | 

Reference is made to NEA’s memorandum of February 11 to the | Secretary, subject : “Suspension of Export of Arms, Ammunition and oe Other Military Material to India and Pakistan” (Tab“A”),? the letter | | of the Secretary dated February .25 to the Secretary of National | Defense ® and the reply of the latter dated February 27 (Tab “B”),¢ | and the subsequent memorandum from the Secretary to the President | dated March 11, 1948 (Tab“O”),.. Se SE Ip peta ag | - The Governments of Pakistan and India have requested the approval © of export licenses covering spare parts for existing military equipment | | of American: origin, ‘Since-our policy ‘was designed to prevent any | increase in the military potential of either country, NEA-and the | 
"The memorandum referred to here is presumably the President’s handwritten | notation of March 12, 1948 in the margin Of. the Secretary’s memorandum of | ee eae: A0Ge en EY memora mo _ *Memorandum by Loy Henderson, not printed: SEES poh as _Letter transmitting to. Forrestal a copy -of Henderson’s February 11 memo- randum to Secretary Marshall,;not printed. © OL | * Not printed. , 

| | 

429-027—75—_34 | 
|
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Policy Committee on Arms and Armaments feel that spare equipment 

parts to maintain existing equipment of American origin clearly could 

be supplied within. the intent of this policy. The Policy Arms Com- 

mittee and NEA recommend that the policy of temporarily restricting 

| the export of military materials to India and Pakistan in. accordance 

with the memorandum approved by the President on March 12, 1948 

be interpreted as not precluding the export to those countries of re- 

| placement parts or other items required to. maintain their existmg — 

‘defense establishments 
Peyton te 

Recommendation ee ae es | 

“Th is reeommentled that you approve the foregoing interpretation. 

: Mr. Lovett initialed this mémorandum, presumably: approving it. a8 

945.00/12-2248: Telegram 2s, we bE Oe ch 82) aces! : 

The Ambassador in India (H. enderson) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Nw Detar, December 22, 1948—8 a.m. 

| - 1108. During talk with Bajpai December 21, I asked regarding GOI 

| reaction évents in ‘China. He said that although India did not believe © 

+ would be sharply affected in Gmmediate future by Communist 
— 

victory, it was somewhat concerned at possible ultimate consequences. | 

A Communist China might lead to establishment series of other Com- 

<nunist Asiatic states and to strengtheniiig Communist forces through- 
out South East Asia. GOI felt that unless there should be considerable _ 

deterioration in Indian economic conditions, it could keep Indian Com- / 

munist movement under: control, Plans for Indian
. economic develop- 

ment were being speeded up in hope. of checking inflation and improv- 

ing living standards. 
re . 

Both ‘Governor General ?.and Nehru, jn conversations during last 

few days seemed even less concerned at Chinese developments. Both 

appeared confident of Communist victory in China but expressed. view 

that a Communist China would not necessarily be-dominated by Soviet 

_ Union. Governor General went so far as to say that China under 

Communist control would probably be more Asiatic and anti-Western 

and might therefore be more cooperative with India than Kuomintang 

China, which had contrived “to survive so long only because of its 

support from without”. 
ee on 

2 Loy Ww. Henderson assumed charge of the Embassy at New Delhi on Novem- 

per 19, 1948, succeeding Henry F. Grady, who had been appointed Ambassador 

to Greece in June. oe a cS a Ps 

_ *Chakravarti Rajagopalachari, who assumed office J une 21,1948. a
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In general I find a certain smugness in Indian government circles __ | 
regarding China. There is apparently feeling that China is destined | 
to disappear for some time as a world force leaving India as the fore- | 
most Asiatic power, courted on one side by capitalistic powers of the | 
West and on the other by Communist powers of Eastern Europe and | 

| Asia. : : | : 
a Be OE CEPT PT HrnpErson : 

|
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"UNITED. STATES POLICY WITH REGARD TO FRENCH NORTH AFRICA 

[For documentation on this subject, see volume III, pages 682 ff.] 
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| LIBERIA 
| | INTEREST OF THE UNITED STATES IN MAINTAINING LIMITED OPERA- 

= : TIONAL CONTROL OVER ROBERTS FIELD 

[For documentation on the 1946-49 development of this subject, in- 
| cluding the Department of State’s concern that discontinuance of main- 

tenance funds by the War Department and suspension of airfield usage : by United States airlines would imply a lessening of United States 
| interest in Liberia’s welfare and might result in an undesirable trans- 

fer of control to another power; ‘and for documentation on the interim 
measures leading to the agreement by. which Pan: American “World 
Airways assumed operation of Roberts Field in June 1949, see Depart- 
nent of State file 882.7962. ] EE Ee ge ate |
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UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA — 

UNITED STATES RELATIONS WITH THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA 

711.48a/11-148 | | — | 

| Policy Statement of the Department of State ae 

SECRET | [WasHineton,] November 1, 1948. 

| ss Unton or Sour Arica So | 

a a a, OBJECTIVES ae. 

. The fundamental objectives of US policy toward the Union of South 

Africa are: (1) to maintain and develop the friendly relations which 

exist between the United States and the Union of South-Africa; (2) 

to encourage the maintenance of South African bonds of sympathy 

with the western powers and continued. participation in the United 

_ Nations; and (3) to encourage the economic development of South 

Africa and the growth of its foreign trade in accordance with the 

principles of the ITO Charter. — | | 7 

| B. POLICY ISSUES — | | | 

Relations between the United States and the Union of South Africa 

have always been friendly, but under the Smuts regime they were 

subjected to the over-riding considerations of the Commonwealth and, 

more particularly, British interests. The new Nationalist Government* 

which came to power as a result of the General election in May 1948 

has an anti-British orientation which, although it may simplify our 

relations with South Africa in some respects, will doubtless introduce 

new factors which are not yet well enough defined to permit the formu- 

lation of a detailed US policy. _ af: 

In view of the pre-eminent position which the Union of South | 

Africa now occupies on the African continent by reason of her rela- 

tively large white population, her natural resources, temperate cli- 

mate and capacity for further industrial development, it is In our 

"interest to encourage South African cooperation with us on matters of 

mutual concern. Through this cooperation we may be able to discourage | 

1Wield Marshal Jan Christiaan Smuts, Prime Minister, Minister of External 

Affairs, and Minister of Defense until May 28, 1948. 

2On June 3 Dr. Daniel Francois Malan announced the formation of a new 

government in which he would serve as Prime Minister and Minister of External 

Affairs. 
| 
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| South Africa from slipping into the isolationism which the inclina- 

| tion of the present Nationalist Government, coupled with the weaken- | ing of Commonwealth ties, might otherwise develop as. its national | policy, a | | a | The imminent resumption of USIE activities in South Africa, | aiter an 18-month suspension, will permit the use of information and 
| educational exchange to help strengthen friendly relations by promot- 

ing among South Africans knowledge and understanding of the United 
; States and its people, and by publicizing and explaining those policies 

and attitudes of the United States which affect South Africa directly | orindirectly, | ENE Ee gh eek) oe | 

The recent general election brought to power a Nationalist Govern- ment composed of the Nationalist and Afrikaner parties and represent- | ing primarily the Afrikaner element of the population. The new __ government is narrowly racialist both in its attitude toward the colored problem in South Africa, and also in its identification of the Afrikaner culture with the South African nation. While these racialist ideas, particularly as they relate to the relations between the English speak- 

claim the full allegiance of more enlightened Nationalist leaders, the _ basic’ strength of the Nationalist Party rests firmly on the reactionary —_- rural areas which for the foreseeable future will continue to regard the English element in South Africa as the enemy of the Afrikaner Volk, The Afrikaner Party, which is generally considered to be more moderate than the Nationalist Party and to offer a possible vehicle | | _ for Afrikaner-English political collaboration, is moderate only in its _ leadership. The rank and file membership of the Afrikaner Party : today is made up in large part of members of the extremist nationalist organization, the Ossewabrandwag. The close numerical division of | the population of South Africa between Afrikaners and persons of | British stock, and the virtual certainty that an effort on the part of | the Nationalist Government to fasten an Afrikaner hegemony on the | _ country by undemocratic means would lead to civil strife, provide the | most effective check on precipitate action by the new government. | - Legislative restrictions in racial matters in South Africa, such as . | -_Tegulations regarding native residence, pass laws, and the color bar | in industry, have always been more rigid on the books than in adminis- | trative application, and, in fact, in many localities have not been , strictly enforced. The present government can be expected to promote | a harsher administrative application of existing laws quite apart | from any further restrictions which may be instituted. eo _ There are no natives in the House of Assembly or the Senate | although they comprise 80% of the population. The sole representation | 

|
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of this large segment of the population is through three ‘European | 

members‘ in the House of Assembly and four in the Senate. The 

"Nationalist: Government, however, opposes the continuance. of this 

representation in the House of Assembly and can be expected to take 

steps to eliminate it as soon as a constitutional formula can be devised 

for doing so without the necessity of a two-thirds vote of Parliament. 

The Indian problem in Natal, which has involved the South African 

| Government in a dispute with India, provides a link between what is 

South African internal problem, the question 
of race relations, and | 

| South African foreign policy. The South African Government failed 

| under General Smuts to implement the General Assembly Resolution | 

of December 1946 concerning this dispute, which recorded the-opinion 

- that thetreatment of the Indians should be in conformity with interna- 

tional obligations under agreements between India and South Africa 

and under the UN Charter, and requested the two governments tore- | 

port to.the next. General Assembly the measures-adopted to this effect. | 

The problem was again considered at. the 1947 session of the General 

Assembly with no. definitive results. The present government 1s even 

more blunt in insisting that the question of the treatment of Indians 
in South Africa is a matter of domestic sovereignty outside the juris- 

diction of the UN. Not only is the N ationalist Government intransi- 

gent in its opposition to removing present legislation restricting the 

residence and ownership of property by the Indians, but it has taken 

action which further restricts and discriminates against Indians. The 

Nationalist Government has indicated that it favors repatriation as 

a solution of the Indian minority problem and has indicated a willing- | 

ness to discuss. the matter with India on this basis. However, this is 

not acceptable to the ‘Government of India and, in ny event, the 

| repatriation of any. significant numbers of Indians would be strongly 

opposed by the South ‘African Indians themselves. The matter is again 

before the General Assembly, although there is little hope that an 

early and final solution can be yeached. ©... | 

The US position on this question has consistently been based upon 

the view that the solution of. the Indian problem must lie in an 

amicable settlement between the parties, and that, in view of certain 

| legal doubts as to the international status of the problem, the question 

as to whether the treatment of Indians is within the domestic juris- | 

diction. of South Africa should be referred to the International Court 

of Justice. It is our policy to avoid being drawn directly into discussion 

of South Africa’s racial. problems. Nevertheless, whenever our own 

racial problems are prominently publicized in South Africa the 

Legation should rebut, through USIE channels or otherwise, the dis- 

tortions and exaggerations which are often featured in foreign com- 

mentonthissubject. So Oc
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- South Africa’s continued refusal to-submit a trusteeship agreement _ 
| for South-West Africa has also brought her into conflict with the UN. 
3 South: A frica- feels that after faithfully administering. the territory 

for many years the. mandate should be terminated and the territory 
| incorporated into the Union. In this connection, the government con- 
: siders that it has the support of the people of the Union, the white 

inhabitants of South-West Africa, and a majority of the natives in 
| the territory. Our position is that the Union Government is undera 
| moral but nota, legal obligation to submit a trusteeship agreement for 
| South-West Africa. In view of the continued failure of South Afzica 
, to submit such an agreement, which has been twice requested. by the 

General Assembly, our policy is to attempt.to continue the present 
status quo in preference to a line of action which might cause the 
Union-Government to cease reporting on or.to annex the territory, as 
it might: do if. severely criticized. As a.matter of tactics, the imple- 
mentation of this:policy requires. careful handling—on the one hand 

_ to endeavor.to moderate the strongly. critical tone taken by other dele- 
gations, and on the other, to avoid being placed ina position of appear- 

: ing to defend the Union of South Africa against the majority of the 
Assembly 0 
_ Pan-African aspirations which were voiced by General Smuts dur- 
ing the war years have been played down during the past several years 
and the emphasis has been ‘placed on closer economic and trade-rela- 
tions ‘with neighboring territories, particularly the Rhodesias, It is too : 
early to detérmine what expression the new government will give to _ 
the idea of Pan-Africanism. The Nationalist Government, has already 
evidenced a sensitivity to developments in neighboring African terri- 
tories. Examples of this are the hostile reaction of the Nationalist press 

__ to suggestions that Great Britain may endeavor to counter-balance the | 
loss of the Indian Army by building up a native force in Africa and the 
Nationalist, desire eventually to acquire the British High Commission : 
territories. In‘view of the unenlightened Nationalist approach to race 
problems and the danger which this attitude presents to the future of _ | 
South Africa itself we should be particularly alert to any manifesta- 
tion of an expansionist policy by the present South African | 
Government, | 

— 2 Beonomie cee. 
_ South Africa’s economic relations with the United States have been : 
characterized by a large and growing volume of trade in which South | 
Africa normally utilizes the output of her gold mines to balance an 
import surplus in other commodities with this country. In the last 
eighteen months South Africa has incurred a heavy dollar deficit which | 
has been reflected in a serious depletion of its gold reserves. The deficit | 
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has been caused largely by a heavy increase in imports from the dollar 

area unmatched by a corresponding increase in exports. The factors 

chiefly responsible for this development are: (1) a large increase in 

money incomes, due to an excessive growth of bank credit and an ab- 

normal influx of capital from the United Kingdom, which the Union 

Government has so far failed to offset by strong counter-inflationary 

| measures; (2) the need to replenish depleted inventories and satisfy 

demands pent up during the war years; (3) an adverse shift in the 

Union’s terms of trade resulting from roughly a doubling of its 1m- 

port prices as against the maintenance of an internationally fixed price 

_ for its chief export—gold. eae = a 

This situation has led to an informal request by South Africa for 

an Export-Import Bank loan. In submitting this request, the Union 

Government has indicated that it regards import or exchange restric- 

tions as the chief alternatives to receiving financial assistance from 

this country.? While the Department’s policy with respect to this prob- 

lem has not yet been formulated, its preliminary position may be 

summarized as follows: ee 

(a) No balance-of-payments or stabilization loan should be ex- 

tended to South Africa unless it 1s accompanied by thoroughgoing = 

fiscal and monetary measures (including action to eliminate or pre- 

vent the resumption of abnormal inward movements of capital) de- 

signed to remove inflationary pressures. In accordance with our 

general policy with respect to non-ERP countries, however, we should 

not oppose the purchase of dollars by South Africa from the Monetary 

Fund to the extent of 25% of her quota, or $25 million. ae 

(6) We wish to encourage the Union’s adherence to the multilateral 

trading principles of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Tradeand 

of the ITO Charter.* Although provision is made in GATT for im- 

port restrictions on balance-of-payments grounds, it is not our policy 

to acquiesce in such restrictions until all alternative measures of cor- 

recting the imbalance have been. explored. If 1t_ should develop that 

import restrictions cannot be avoided, we should insist upon their con- 

forming to the provisions of GATT and upon South Africa’s giving 

- convincing proof that it is taking appropriate internal measures to 

--——s gorrect the imbalance initsinternationalaccounts. 

(ce) Our economic development policy toward South Africa should 

be directed toward promoting the development of her natural resources, 

| especially those which are important to our program for stockpiling 

strategic materials. We should urge South Africa to endeavor to ob- 

tain from private American sources the dollar capital necessary to 

’ By November it had become apparent that the desired loan from the United | 

“States was not readily available. On November 3, the Cabinet ‘considered plans 

for import control. The following day the Minister of Finance issued a statement 

explaining the Government’s reasons for deciding on such controls, to be imple- 

mented largely through the rationing of foreign exchange (848A.5151/11-548). 

Documentation on this agreement and the proposed Charter appears in 

volume I. — : |
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| such development. If South Africa should apply to the International 
| Bank for a loan to finance long-term development schemes, we should _ 
| support the application. We should also support an application for 
| an Export-Import Bank loan if sought for short-term projects of 

suitable character. 

| South Africa is faced with transport difficulties, particularly a short- 
; age of freight cars, which adversely affects the movement of strategic 

| materials to this country. We are interested in supporting all practi- 
| cable measures to alleviate the transport situation, either by the addi- 
| tion of new freight cars, the repair of old ones, or possible improve- 

| ment in operating efficiency. | 
To clarify our international, economic and fiscal policies USIE 

, should disseminate information regarding the international economic 
: objectives of the United States, their correlation with ITO and 
| GATT, and especially the operations of ERP as they may affect the 

economic relations of other regions with western Europe and the 
United Kingdom. Underlying the presentation of this information 
should be the general purpose of counteracting charges that the United 
States.is bent on “economic imperialism”, we ee oe 

A draft of a treaty of friendship, commerce and navigation was 
presented by the United States to the Government of the Union of 
South Africa in April 1948. It is hoped that the Union will be ready — : 
to enter into discussions with regard to the treaty in the near future. 

RELATIONS WITH OTHER STATES os 
_ During the general election campaign the Nationalist Party repeat- 

edly stated that the constitutional relationship of South Africa to the 
British Commonwealth was not an issue, and that no change in the 
constitutional arrangements would be made without a specific mandate 
from the electorate. There is no reason to believe that this pledge will 

__ be violated. Nevertheless, there is every indication that Commonwealth 
ties will be weakened in that cooperation on any specific matter will 
be undertaken only after it has been determined that such cooperation : 
is in the interests of South Africa. This moderate attitude on the part 
of the Republican-minded Nationalists may be explained in large | 
part in terms of fear of Communist aggression and the dangers which | 
it presents to the maintenance of white supremacy in southern Africa. : 
As a result of recent developments in relations between the Soviet | 
Union and the west the South African military authorities have de- | 
cided to utilize British instructors in the South African armed forces, : 
to render assistance to the British in the Berlin airlift, and to have ; 
the South African navy participate in maneuvers of the British South 
Atlanticfleet, 0 | i |
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After indicating that he would not participate in the Common- 

wealth Conference of Prime Ministers at London during October, the | 

South African Prime Minister permitted one of his Cabinet. Ministers 

- to attend the meetings. It remains to be seen whether the drift away 

from military collaboration with the United Kingdom, which hasbeen 

going on since the end of the war and which has been accelerated in 

recent months, will be reversed or at least checked as a result.of the 

present state of international relation. . |... 

| "Because of her remoteness from the main currents of international = 

politics, South Africa has never been greatly concerned. with the devel- 

opment of a well defined foreign policy ‘covering her relations with 

other states outside the African continent. During the Smuts regime 

the South African Government displayed a friendly sympathy to- 

ward Greece which was largely explained by the personal friendship 

of General Smuts with members of the Greek royal family. The Smuts 

Government also appeared more sympathetic than was public opinion 

toward the rehabilitation of Italy. The Nationalist Government. has no 

yeason to share either ofthesetwoattitudes. === 

" South Africa opposed the adoption of the General Assembly Resolu- 

tion of December 12, 1946, concerning Spain, on the grounds that it 
was an interference in the domestic affairs of the Spanish people. This 

va Hon hes recently beet reafirmed. Tts attitude on this question, ib 
~ should be pointed out, does not represent so much sympathy with the 

Spanish Government as opposition ‘to: what South Africa considers 

unwarranted interference by the. United Nations in domestic affairs. 

“The South African Government alone among the members of the 

| British Commonwealth failed to recognize the Polish Government 

when it. was constituted at Warsaw. This policy again reflects a per- 

sonal bias in that it can be explained by the esteem in which repre- 

sentatives of the former Polish Government at London were held by 

South African officials, including General Smuts. It is unlikely that _ 

the present government, which is so outspoken in its opposition to 

communism, will reverse this policy by according recognition to the 

Polish Government. re ere | 

- South Africa has become increasingly aware of the dangers which 

Communist propaganda presents to the maintenance of its social 

structure based as it is on the dominance of a large colored population | 

by a small white minority. The USSR maintains consulates at — 

Pretoria and Capetown, but the desire of the Soviet Government to 

exchange diplomatic missions with. South Africa was ignored by the 

Smuts Government and can expect no greater consideration from the 

present regime. The size of the Soviet representation in South Africa 

is disproportionately large considering the insignificant volume of
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| trade between the two countries. The Nationalist Party, ‘when in 
| ‘opposition, frequently questioned the government on the number of _ | __ Russian representatives serving in South Africa and can be expected ; to oppose any further expansion of personnel or activities. We may | count on a sympathetic reception in South Africa of our firm 

opposition to Soviet expansionism and Communist.fifth-columns, 

| _ The role of the native in South Africa is the omnipresent issue 
___ involving the major parties and affecting almost every aspect of South | African life. The question of race relations was @ paramount issue in | _ the recent general election and the effectiveness of the N ationalist | appeal to the fears of the electorate demonstrates only too clearly that ) a substantial section of the white population place their reliance in | _ Yepression as the answer to the problem which plagues them. South | Africa by reason of the resources both human and material which she possesses should have great potentialities for further develop- ment. Unless, however, her color policy can be developed on something other than a substratum of fear and hate her progress will be hampered and the development which she has already achieved will ) be endangered. .A practical demonstration of this ‘fact is afforded by the uncertain future of secondary industry. Until such time as the purchasing power of her eight million natives is raised the smallness of her domestic market will make it, difficult for South Africa to com- pete in neighboring African territories with mass produced articles 

manufacturedelsewhere, 88 — a, _ The jealous concern of the present Nationalist Government to pre- | serve the culture of the Afrikaner Vol/s has already led to a reversal of the policy of encouraging immigration which was adopted by the | previous government. The check on immigration is explained on the : ground that the ethnical proportions of the white South African ) population must not be altered—in other words that the numerical superiority of the Afrikaners might be destroyed by unlimited immi- ; gration. These racialist ideas, by denying South Africa the services of ; artisans and others who would assist in the development of the country, 

_ Our relations with South Africa are friendly both because South | _ Africans in general like Americans and feel a kinship with them and _ also for the purely negative reason that anti-British feeling can be _ expressed indirectly by the Nationalist Government through closer ties with the United States. We welcome friendly relations with South Africa because of strategic considerations and also because South Africa represents an increasingly good market for our products. |
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While of course we are not. concerned with what alterations ‘may be 

effected‘in South A frica’s constitutional ‘relations with Great ‘Bri
ta, 

~ our interests would not be served by a South Africa withdrawn for 

all practical purposes from association in the British Commonwealth, 

particularly if such withdrawal were accompanied by a policy of 

narrow nationalism and isolation. Our policy should recognize the 

immaturity and lack of experience in international affairs of many 

of the leaders and supporters of the present government and should 

endeavor by the exercise of patience to encourage South Africa to 

continue her cooperation with other countries, and particularly, her - 

participation in the United Nations. — oe oo a 

124.48A/11-2448 | | es a 

Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to President Truman 

ee, - -Wasurneron, November 23, 1948. 

The Legation of the Union of South Africa has informed the De- 

partment? that the Union Government proposes that the United 

States Legation at Pretoria and the Legation of the Union of South 

Africa at Washington be elevated to the status of Embassies if this 

proposal meets with the approval of the United States Government. 

Since we maintain Embassies in the other two of the Southern Do- 

minions, Australia and New Zealand, and considering the friendly 

relations existing between the United States and the Union of South 

Africa, I believe it would be appropriate to raise the missions at Pre- | 

toria and Washington to Embassy status. If you concur, Iwill inform 

the Legation of the Union of South Africa of the United States ap- 

| proval to the Union Government’s proposal? = - 

a .- -Roperr A. Lovett 

- 11n a note of November 13, not printed. os - Oo 

2 Approved in a marginal notation by President Truman on November 24. On 

March 1, 1949, the Senate confirmed the nomination of “North ‘Winship as the , 

first American Ambassador to the Union of. South Africa. H. T. Andrews, the 

first Ambassador of the Union of South Africa to the United States, presented 

his credentials to. President. Truman. two -days -later’. (Department, of State , 

Bulletin, March 13, 1949, pp. 382 and 328). — a Slee ne! . |
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